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BAY WINDOW PARLOR CAR, Pennsylvania Railroad.

(Floor Plan shown in Fig. 210.)
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ACTION OF THE MASTER CAR-BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION.

At the Fifth Annual Convention, held in Richmond, Va., in

1872 (seepage 13 of Report of that meeting), it was
" Resolved, That a committee be appointed with power to pub-

lish an illustrated book, defining the proper terms or names of

each and every part used in the construction of railway cars, and

a description of the use of the same."

At the Fourteenth Annual Convention, held in Detroit in 1880

(seepages 11 to 20 of Report of that meeting),

" The committee to whom was assigned the duty of preparing

a Dictionary of Terms used in the Construction of Cars submitted

a copy of the book and reported that they had finished their

work, and were discharged."

WILLIAM P. ATKIN, oopybioht :

Prtntkh of Books and N'EWsPiPBRS, THE EAILROAD OAZETTE.
16-18 Chambers St., New York. 1884.
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

Ever since the general interchange of cars among differ-

ent railroads, a great deal of inconvenience, confusion, and
delay, has been caused to those who build and repairthem
by the want of common names for the different parts of

cars. One part is known by one name at one place and by
quite different names at other places ; and, what causes

still worse confusion, a term often means one thing on one

road and quite a different thing on another. A Drawbar
is called a " Pull-iron " in one section, a " Shackle-bar " in

another, and in some of the Middle and Southern states it

is known by the euphonious name of a "Bull-nose." A
Journal-box in one place means the brass-bearing which
rests on, and is exposed to, the friction of the axle-journal

;

at other-places, it means the cast-iron box which incloses

the journal and its bearing and holds the lubricating mate-
rial. Numberless examples of a similar kind might be

giren. The art of car-building, in fact, has grown more
rapidly than the language relating to it. Early in the his-

tory of the Master Car-Builders' Association this subject at-

tracted attention, and in 1871 a Committee was appointed

to prepare a " Dictionary of Terms used in Car-building."

This Committee originally consisted of eight or ten mem-
bers, who held a number of meetings without accomplish-

ing much, and it soon became apparent that it was too

unwieldy to do the work which had been undertaken. It

was finally nan-owed down to those members of the Asso-

ciation whose names appear on the title page of this book,

who were courageous enough to undertake the task of com-
pleting the work, probably, only because they were then

quite ignorant of its magnitude.

The first plan was to give, as far as possible, the names of

all the parts of cars and the synonyms in use in different

parts of the country. This, it was soon found, would make
the book much larger and the vocabulary more cumbersome
than seemed desirable, and, at the same time,would rather

add to than diminish the existing confusion. The Com-
mittee, therefore, determined to confine its labors chiefly

to selecting and assigning appropriate terms to those parts

and objects which are in common use, and which pertain

to railroad cars.

It should be noticed, too, that, to supply the want which
demanded such a vocabulary, what might be called a

doubl edictionary is needed. Thus, supposing that a car-

builder in Chicago received an order for a Journal-box;

by looking in an alphabetical list ofwords he could readily

find that term and a description and definition of it. But

suppose that he wanted, himself, to order such castings from

the shop in Albany and did not know their name : it would

be impracticable for him to commence at A and look

through to Z, or until he found the proper term to desig-

nate that part. It was therefore necessary, in a dictionary

of this kind, to provide the most copious illustrations and

arrange them in some systematic way so that a person

could find a representation of any part of a car he might

have in mind, and from that illustration find the name.

The manner in which this want has been met is fully de-

scribed in the Directions fob using the Dictionary

which follow the preface.

The system of cross-references employed in"Knight's Me-

chanical Dictionary" has also been adopted here. Thus, un-

der the term Axle there are references to " master car-

builders' standard axle, midey axle, street-car axle," etc.

Under the word Bar a list of various kinds of bars, such

as "arch-bar, drawbar, guide-bar,'" etc., is given. This will

often aid very materially in finding terms.

Of the defects of the book, and its incompleteness, no

one can be so well informed as the Committee who are its

sponsors. Several years' time would be too little to devote

to the compilation of such a dictionary, if completeness

were aimed at ; and if more care could have been given to

the preparation of the material in the book, it could have

been confined within considerably smaller limits, but at

the same time more thorough investigation would have

increased the vocabulary very much in other directions.
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Id fact, there is hardly a limit to the scope which such a

hook might cover. It was at one time intended to include

the names of all the different materials used in car-build-

ing, and a good deal of data was collected for that purpose ;

but it was found that to do so would involve more time and

labor than the Committee could devote to it, and therefore

that part of the work had to be omitted.

Of the philological qualifications of the Committee for

their work, it perhaps need only be said, to disarm criticism,

that none of its members knows any other language than the

one he inherited, and that very imperfectly. Two of

them are practical car-builders, one of them in charge of

the cars of one of the largest and most fully equipped roads

in the country; and the compiler, during all the time that the

book was in preparation, was actively engaged in editing

a weekly technical paper. The only time any of the mem-
bers of the Committee could give to the work was that

which could be eked out from his other duties. They are,

herefore, compelled to submit their work to the public,

knowing its imperfection and how much it might be im-

proved if the requisite labor could be devoted to it. They

trust, however, it will prove useful in establishing a com-

mon language where now there is well nigh a Babel of

confusion.

One word more must be added to this loug preface.

Possibly some persons may be found who will object to the

advertisements appended to the end of the book. The

reason for these is that the cost of preparing the engrav-

ings was so great that no publisher wouldhave undertaken
to issue the book for the proceeds of its sale alone, and the

treasury of the Car-Builders' Association was empty. In

this condition of things The Railroad Gazette proposed to

undertake the publication of the Dictionary at its own
expense, if the Car-Builders' Association would give the

privilege of publishing the advertisements. The proposi-

tion was accepted, and it is thought that readers and users

of the book will not find the advertisements any detriment

to its usefulness, but rather an advantage.
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The additions and modifications made in preparing the

new edition of the Car-builders' Dictionary, have been as

follows :

The number of engravings has been increased from 811

to 2,188. Allowing for a slight difference in style of

numbering, there are, as nearly as may be, three times as

many engravings in this edition as before. All drawings

which appeared in the last edition appear also in this,

but 156 of the 811 engravings have been made over new to

obtain larger or better views.

To accommodate this great increase, as well as for

greater neatness and convenience, the size of the page has

been nearly doubled. This has the advantage of enabling

different views of the same object or class of objects to be

presented in nearly all cases on a single page, or on two
pages facing each other.

An alphabetical classification and sub-classification of

the engravings has been introduced in order to save the

necessity of referring to an index to find a particular en-

graving or class of engravings. A double classification

is necessary, since it is desirable to keep engravings of the

same class together so far as possible. Therefore, nine-

tenths of the engravings (excluding a few of a more or less

miscellaneous character) are first grouped together under

the six grand classifications: Cars, Car-bodies, Car-body
Details, Furnishings, Trucks, Truck Details, and each

of these are sub-classified alphabetically, as will be more

fully seen in the Index preceding the engravings.

To further facilitate reference to the engravings, very

numerous cross references have been added, so that cases

of imperfect or doubtful classification, some of which were

unavoidable, might cause as little inconvenience as possi-

ble. The numbers of the engravings on each page have

also been added in the outer corner, with a running alpha-

betical headline. Lists of names of parts shown in each

engraving have been generally repeated in immediate con-

nection with each, to avoid the necessity of turning over

many pages.

Certain obsolete or partially obsolete designs and devices

are still retained, at the cost of some seemingly needless

space perhaps, but at the request of members of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Association to the effect that all

such matter should be retained for one edition after it had

ceased to be in general use as a standard for present con-

struction.

It will be obvious that the additions made are not as

well balanced as might be desired, to give each depart-

ment and detail its due relative importance, nor are the

drawings or types presented always the best or most per-

fect that might have been and would have been chosen

had it been possible to procure drawings or to extend the

revision for an unlimited time for that purpose. Certain

defects of this kind which may be noted, as for instance

in drawings of modern sleeping cars, may in general be

safely ascribed to inability to obtain the necessary draw-
ings after repeated efforts.

Since it has become clear from past experience that, even

to a larger extent than was originally contemplated, the

Dictionary is used and valued for the technical informa-

tion contained in it, quite as much as for use as a

mere dictionary of names, many notes have been added,

and not a few engravings included which were not

strictly essential to the Dictionary for its primary

purpose alone. Especially in the furnishings, it has

been aimed to illustrate each essentially different

type of construction, including not only those which

are actually distinguished from each other by different

names, but such as might be, if it were desirable to carry

out fully such minuteness of definition. The innumerable

different forms of construction which differ only in style

of ornamentation or dimensions, it has of course been

neither possible nor desirable to include. In the main,

the simplest and most characteristic form of each detail

has been selected, neglecting the more elaborate and highly

ornamented forms. In the numerous cases of drawings

presented in the old edition, for which new designs have

since been introduced, it was, for evident reasons, especially

desirable to give both the new and old designs, since the

new and old are now, in the main, both in use together.

It has not seemed necessary in all such cases to add com-

plete sets of reference numbers to both designs when one

had them already.

The more important modifications in the first half of the

volume, the dictionary part proper, have been as fol-

lows :

The reference-numbers to the engravings have be
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placed at the beginning of each definition, immediately

after the name or word to be defined, instead of at the

close.

The reference-numbers have been given not only once,

with the principal definition, but at many cross-references,

so that in general a single reference to the dictionary will

enable one to turn to the engraving of the part desired.

The modifications have all been made in pursuance of

one idea ; to facilitate in every way ready reference from
the dictionary to the engravings, and vice versa, as being

that which is far more often required than reference to

any merely verbal definition, since it is obvious that no
possible definition in words of a material object can be so

effective and complete as a picture of that object. As
drawings of almost every detail are given, and as the num-
ber of definitions required was largely increased, advan-
tage has also been taken of this fact to somewhat abbrevi-

ate the definitions of the simpler objects, represented by
engravings, the names of which alone are often almost a
definition.

On the other hand, an effort has been made to still fur-

ther fulfill an important and essential feature of such a
work as this, which is not effectually attained by any
number of engravings alone, viz., to make clear the dis-

tinction between allied or connected or alternative types

of construction ; as for instance, Platform-roof, Platform-
hood and Roof-apron; Sill-and-plate Bod, Brace Strain-

ing-rod, Body-brace Bod and Body-cou aterbrace Bod;
Draw-bar Carry-iron and Draw-timber Carry-iron; Berth-
brace and Berth-chain; Bell-cord Splice and Bell-cord Coup-
ling, and numerous others. To better serve this purpose,

as well as to save space, numerous separate definitions

have been combined together, sometimes as many as a
dozen or fifteen into one comparatively long one, giving
explicitly such distinctions as exist between them. Bell-

cord Guide, for instance, has but one definition instead of
fourteen, the other thirteen being disposed of by a refer-

ence to the engravings and to the primary definition. The
net result has been that the increase in the dictionary
proper, great enough at best, has been kept within far

more moderate limits than would otherwise have been
possible, with, it is hoped, a substantial increase in its

general utility. Many typographical and other minor errors

were detected and corrected in this process; many others,

of perhaps far greater importance, have, no doubt, been
committed in so doing. It is but natural that this should
be so, as every reference in the former edition had, of

course, to be changed, and as the number of such refer-

ences is now greatly increased.

A somewhat greater number of alternate names has been
given in this volume, and a comparatively short list of

changes of names has been made, or rather recognized
as existing. A few changes of this kind were to be ex-

pected, since it is, of course, not the true function of

a dictionary, nor even a possible function, to make a
language, nor to force the use of terms, if settled or

approximately settled usage to the contrary exists. The
most that can be done is to recommend uniformity

where no approach to it exists, but if common practice

settles, for example, upon the term Deck-sash Quadrant,
instead of Clear-story Window-sector, the fact can only be

recognized, however much architectural and geometrical

analogy may favor the latter term. To this reason must
be ascribed the short list of changes, practice as to many of

which has become settled since the first edition of this

work was prepared.

All changes which have been made, great and little,

have been made only by the advice of a considerable ma-
jority of those members of the Master Car-Builders' Asso-

ciation who were consulted, and as many were con-

sulted as possible, by circular or otherwise. Proof-sheets

of the Dictionary as prepared were also sent to officers of

the association, for emendations and corrections before

making up the matter into pages. None of the changes,

it is needless to add, are more than in minor matters of

detail, nor was it intended to in any way vary or depart

from the plan and scope of the original work. It was but

natural that in a work which was the first of its kind in

an entirely new field some changes might be made, after

four years' use, which would add to its usefulness. It is

hoped, but hardly expected, that in the effort to make
these no serious and new errors have been committed.

A few typographical and other errors in the engravings

are corrected in the definitions of the parts affected.

They were not sufficient in number or importance to make
a table of errata necessary.



DIRECTIONS

For Using the Car-builder 's Dictionary.

To find the meaning of a given word or term,

refer to it in the alphabetical list which constitutes

the first half of the book, where a definition similar

to those contained in ordinary dictionaries and a

reference to some engraving illustrating the object —
if it is capable of such illustration—will usually be

found.

To find the name of a car or part of a car, exam-

ine the alphabetical list of the different classes of

engravings in the index which immediately precedes

them, until the class is found to which the object

looked for belongs. If preferred, the main body of

the dictionary may be consulted, index references to

the different classes of engravings having been in-

cluded therein in their due alphabetical order. By
referring to the engravings included in that class, a

representation of the object will usually be found.

If the engraving is of a single object, its name will

be found underneath ; but if it consists of several

or many parts, these will each be numbered and a

list of the names of the parts, arranged consecu-

tively by their numbers, will usually be found on the

same page as the engraving, or the page opposite,

and always at the beginning of the class to which

the engraving belongs, or in the immediate vicinity.

If the list is not on the same page, a running line

over the engraving refers to the page on which it

can be found.

CARS,
CAR-BODIES,
CAR-BODY DETAILS
FURNISHINGS,
TRUCKS,
TRUCK DETAILS.

Bearing in mind the system of alphabetical classi-

fication for the engravings, it will in general be as

easy to turn at once to the engraving or class of

engravings desired as to look out a word in the

dictionary. This system is fully explained in the

heading to the index to engravings, but it may be

repeated here that the great bulk of the engravings

are classified under the six general headings at the

side, a sub-classification

in due alphabetical order

being made under each of

them, and in general these

sub-classes themselves are

again sub-classified alpha-

betically, down to the individual engravings. A
glance at the index will make the system clear.

Thus, suppose a reader wants the name of the

longitudinal timbers under the floor of a freight car

nearest the centre. These form part of a freight-

car body. He therefore refers to " Car-bodies,

freight" in the engravings, and finds that they are

subdivided into Box-cars, Caboose-cars, Coal-cars,

English " Wagon," Fruit-cars, etc., in any of which

he can see the parts desired with a reference number

referring to a list in the immediate vicinity.

If he wants the name of the piece of metal which

rests on top of the journal of an axle and resists

its wear, knowing it as a detail of a truck, he turns
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to "Truck Details" in the engravings, coming in

alphabetical order near the close of the book, and

finds them subdivided into Axles, Brake-shoes, etc.,

Journal-bearings, Journal-boxes, etc.

If the name of the attachment to car window-

sashes for holding them up is sought, the reader

would know that it belonged to the general class

designated " Furnishings," and probably also to the

specific class, Window-furnishings. Turning, there-

fore to " Furnishings, window," it is further sub-

divided into " for deck-sashes " and " for lower win-

dows," and the part desired is found in figs 1659-61,

" sash-lock." A reference below it refers to fig. 1606,

which is a misplaced engraving of the same kind,

which was mis-classified in order to bring a number
of standards for a single car together.

Many of the smaller details, especially of patented

devices and those in limited use. are referred to only

once in the Dictionary ; the separate names of the

minor parts of which it is made up not being given

except by a list under the engravings. This was

deemed to be sufficient, as such minor parts were not

likely to be named without knowledge of what struct-

ure or detail they belonged to, when the latter itself

could be at once referred to.

The Index to Engravings immediately precedes the Engravings.



AN INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
In the added pages of the Car-builder's Dictionary.

Axles: Page.

Michigan Car Co., Detroit, Mich 13

Midvale Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa 25

Basket Racks :

Post & Co., Cincinnati, O 17

Bolts :

Hoopes & Townsend, Philadelphia, Pa 9

Brakes :

American Brake Co., St. Louis, Mo 4

Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburgh, Pa 3

Cars:

Harlan & Hollingsworth Co., Wilmington, Del 22

Harrisburg Car Mfg. Co., Harrisburg, Pa 15

Iron Car Co., New York 20

Michigan Car Co., Detroit, Mich 13

John Stephenson & Co., New York 23

U. S. Rolling Stock Co., New York 20

Car Brasses :

D. A. Hopkins, New York 1

Post & Co., Cincinnati, 17

Car Couplings:
Chester Steel Castings Co., Philadelphia, Pa 28

Cowell Platform & Coupling Co., Cleveland, O , 26

McConway A Torley Co., Pittsburgh, Pa 6

Car Fixtures:
Dayton Mfg. Co., Dayton, 22

James L. Howard & Co., Harlford, Conn 27

Post & Co., Cincinnati, .. 17

Car-Heating :

Baker Heater Co., New York 21

Standard Car-Heating & Ventilating Co., Pittsburgh, Pa 5

Car Lighting :

Electrical Accumulator Co., New York 28

Car Locks :

Dayton Mfg. Co., Dayton, 22

James L . Howard & Co , Hartford, Conn 27

Post & Co., Cincinnati, O 17

Car Flashes :

James L. Howard & Co., Hartford, Conn 27

Car Seats :

Hale &Kilburn Mfg. Co., Philadelphia Pa 7

Car Trimmings : Page.

Dayton Mfg. Co., Dayton, 22

James L. Howard & Co., Hartford, Conn 27

Post & Co., Cincinnati, O IT

Car Water-Closets :

James L Howard & Co., Hartford, Conn 27

Car and Locomotive Castings :

Chester Steel Castings Co., Philadelphia, Pa 2S

Pratt & Letchwortu, Buffalo, N. Y 28

Car and Railroad Lumber :

Vanderbilt & Hopkins, New York ... 27

Curtains :

Post & Co., Cincinnati, O IT

Dust Uuards :

W. S. G. Baker, Baltimore, Md .. U
Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wilmington, Del 24

Pemoline:
Fernoline Chemical Co., New York 10

Flexible Shafting :

Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 27

Hand Cars :.

Sheffield Velocipede Car Co., Three Rivers, Mich 20

Head-Lights :

Dayton Mfg. Co., Dayton, O 22

Post & Co., Cincinnati, O IT

Hydraulic Jacks:
Kichard Dudgeon, New York 19

Journal Bearings (Lead-Lined):
D. A. Hopkins, New York 1

Journal Boxes :

W. S. G. Baker, Baltimore, Md M
Chester Steel Castings Co , Philadelphia, Pa 2S

Lamps :

Dayton Mfg. Co., Dayton, O 22

James L. Howard & Co., Hartlord, Conn 27

Post & Co., Cincinnati, O IT

Machine Tools :

Palmer, Cunningham & Co., Philadelphia, Pa 28

Nuts:
Hoopes & Townsend, Philadelphia, Pa , 9



Xll Index to Advertisements.

Oil-Box Covers : T-iOE.

Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wilmington, Del 24

Paints :

F. W. Devoe .fc Co., New York 2

Edward Smith & Co.. New York 2

Railroad Supplies:

Chester Steel Castings Co. . Philadelphia, Pa 28

Dayton Mfg. Co., Dayton. O 22

Palmer, Cunningham & Co., Philadelphia, Pa 28

Post & Co., Cincinnati, 1"

Railroad Ties :

Yanderbilt & Hopkins, New York 27

Rivets :

Hoopes &r Townscnd, Philadelphia. Pa 9

Signal Lamps :

Post & Co., Cincinnati, O 17

Springs :

Frank H. Andrews, New York 21

A. French Spring Co., Pittsburgh, Pa 8

Richard Vose, New York 23

Stand Pipes:

Sheffield Velocipede Car Co., Three Rivers, Mich 20

Steel Castings:

Chester Steel Castings Co., Philadelphia, Pa 2S

Pratt <fe Letchworth, Buffalo, N. Y 28

Steel Tires :

Mldvale Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa 25

Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa 25

Thomas Prosser tfc Son, New York 26

Switches : Vaot..

Sheffield Velocipede Car Co., Three Rivers, Mich 20

Train. Lamps :

Post & Co., Cincinnati, O 17

Varnishes :

F. W. Devoe & Co , New York .' 2

Edward Smith & Co., New York 2

Vulcanized Fibre :

Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wilmington, Del 24

Washers :

Hoopes & Townsend, Philadelphia, Pa 9

Wedges :

Chester Steel Castings Co., Philadelphia, Pa 28

Wheels :

Frank II. Andrews, New York 21

Baltimore Car Wheel Co., Baltimore, Md 12

Chester Steel Castings Co., Philadelphia, Pa 28

Harrisburg Car Mfg. Co., Harrisburg, Pa IS

Michigan Car Co., Detroit, Mich 13

Peckham Car Wheel Co., New York 15-16

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York 26

Rochester Car Wheel Works, Rochester, N. Y 14

A. Whitney <fe Sons, Philadelphia, Pa 24

Wheel Presses :

Richard Dudgeon, N. Y 19

Wood Preservation :

Fernoline Chemical Co., New York ,.,.., ,,,. ., 10



A DICTIONARY OF TERMS
USED IN

CAR-BUILDING.

"A" car-roof. Figs. 189, 649. A car-roof with straight

carlines, meeting at a point like rafters in the centre of

the upper deck.

Acme spring-. Figs. 2036-2036-1, and 2038-9. A form
of elliptic spring, the peculiarity in which consists in

tapering a single leaf from the centre towards the ends,

without the use of a number of separate leaves. The
" improved " Acme elliptic spring, figs. 2038-9, is con-

structed of plates with a beveled edge, arranged one"

above the other as usual, and held in position by a

wrought-iron band, as shown in fig. 2038. The advan-

tages claimed for this form are that a less amount of steel

is required (about 10 per cent.) for the same duty ; that

the liability to breakage is reduced, as the strains are con-

fined more to the centre of the bar and less at the edges,

and that friction and wear between the plates is reduced.

Acorn. Figs. 1269-73. A general term for the ornaments
or tips used to finish the ends of rods of various forms.

Acorn butt-hinge. Fig. 789. A trade term for hinges

having the hinge-pin ornamented with acorns at each

end.

Adjustable foot-rest. Fig. 1194. A sliding foot-seat

moving on rabbet-pieces. See Foot-rest.

Adjustable-globe lamp. Figs. 848 and 869. One with

a globe chimney, which can be raised or lowered to suit

the height of the globe.

Adjustable roller car-seat. Figs. 1140-41. See Car-

seat.

Adjustable shade-holder. Fig. 867. See also figs. 937-

939.

Adjusting-holes (crank of lever hand car.) 5, figs.

1724-6.

Adjusting-lever (Hartley chair). 15, figs. 1150-7. A
lever by which the position of/the adjustable foot-rests

and back is regulated.

Adjusting-screw (" American " steam driver brake). 15,

figs. 358-9. 25, figs. 363-5.

Adjusting-wedge (Cowell platform and coupler). 6, fig.

538. The cam shaped iron, moved by the compression-

AIR
lever (16), and compression-lever connecting-rod (7), by
which the slide-pin (3) and rock-lever (2) are brought into

appropriate adjustment.

Air-brake. Any brake operated by air pressure, but usu-

ally restricted to systems of continuous brakes operated

by compressed air, in distinction from vacuum brakes,

which see, which are operated by creating a vacuum.
The air is compressed by some form of pump on the

locomotive, and is conveyed by pipes and flexible hose

between the cars, to cylinders and pistons under each

car, by which the pressure is transmitted to the brake
levers, and thence to the brake-shoes. The original air-

brake is only used at the present time in connection with
the automatic brake, and only on very heavy gradients,

where the automatic alone is often inconvenient on ac-

count of the necessity of recharging the reservoirs. The
use of the air-brake under these circumstances is now
usually known as using " straight air." See Westinghouse
air-brake. Westinghouse automatic air-brake. Lough-
ridge air-brake. Eames vacuum brake. Smith vacuum
brake.

Air-chamber (of student lamp). H, figs. 852-4.

Air-conductor (Bissell heater). Figs. 1358, 1363-4, 1400.

Ordinarily called in other heaters, hot-air conductor or

heat conductor.

Air-cylinder (Westinghouse brake). See 5, figs. 293-4,

298-9. A hollow cast-iron cylinder with a piston, which
compresses the air required to operate the brakes. The
piston in the air-cylinder is directly connected with and
is worked by the piston in the steam-cylinder.

Air-cylinder head (Westinghouse brake). 6, figs. 293^,
298-9. The cover for the lower end of the air-cylinder of

an air-pump for a Westinghouse Brake. See Cylinder-

head.

Air-flue (refrigerator cars). Fig. 131. The vertical pass-

age at each end of the car through which the chilled ait-

passes down to enter the refrigerator. At the sides are

the condensing-diaphragms D.

Air-gauge (Westinghouse brake). See 14, fig. 311. A
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gauge for the pressure of air in the reservoir, similar to

an ordinary steam-pressure gauge.

Air-inlet (Lorenz refrigerator car). Fig. 294. A general

term including both the air-strainer and air-pipe.

Air-inlet (Westinghouse brake). E, figs. 130-130-i.

Air-inlet pipe (Lorenz refrigerator car). TJ, figs. 130-

130J.

Air outlet-pipe (Lorenz refrigerator car). H, figs. 130-

130J.

Air-pipe ("Westinghouse brake), 8, fig. 296. More prop-

erly supply-pipe or air-inlet. The Brake-pipe, which

see, is sometimes called the air-pipe.

Air-pipe strainer (Westinghouse brake). 25, figs. 311,

296. Also called inlet-strainer and air-strainer, which
see.

Air-piston (Westinghouse brake). See 8, figs. 298-9, and
fig. 672. 7, fig. 299. See Piston. The air-pistons and
steam-pistons of engines and air-pumps are generally

alike in style of construction

.

Air-pump and engine complete (Westinghouse brake).

See Engine and air-pump. Figs. 294, 298-9, 304-6.

Air-register (Bissell heater). See Register. 20, fig. 1397.

Air-strainer (air-pump of Westinghouse brake). Fig.

294. 5, fig. 298. 25, fig. 311. A funnel-shaped mouth-
piece on the end of the air-inlet pipe, with a perforated

plate over its mouth to exclude dirt, insects, etc.

Aisle. Figs. 156 and 170-182. The longitudinal passage

way through a passenger car, between the seats.

Aisle seat-end. 123, figs. 155-76 ; 179-80 ; 2 and 3, figs.

1120 and 1122. The end or arm of a transverse car-seat

next the aisle. See also Wall seat-end.

Aladdin lamp-burner. Figs. 896, 898. One of the no-

chimney burners for mineral oil.

Alcove. A recess. See Faucet-alcove. Lamp-alcove.

Water-alcove.

Alcove cup-holder. 5, figs. 1594-4*.

Alcove-faucet. 3, figs. 1594-4*. A faucet in a water-

alcove connected with a water cooler to supply drinking

water. See Faucet.

Alcove-front. 1, figs. 1594-4J-. See Water-alcove front.

Alcove-lamp. Figs. 855, 861 and 864. A lamp placed in

a recess in the side of a car. Also called Panel-lamp,

as it is usually covered by a panel. Used chiefly in

sleeping-cars.

Alcove-lamp reflector. 25, figs. 855 and 864.

Alcove-pan or bottom. 2, figs. 1594-4*. See Water al-

cove-pan or Bottom.

Alexander slip-burner. Fig. 883. See Slip-burner.

Allen paper-wheel. Figs. 2159-61. A car-wheel with a
tire and centre formed of compressed paper held between
two plate-iron face-plates. It is in wide and increasing

use for passenger service. See Steel-tired wheel.

Allen truck (for passenger cars). Fig. 1959. An excep-
tional form of truck, little used, in the nature of a dia-

mond tmck, but having a journal spring. The same
type is quite extensively used on freight cars, though
passing out of use, and a modification of the standard
journal-box was necessary for it. See fig. 1959.

Alley-way. Fig. 214. More properly a corridor. A
narrow passage at the side of staterooms or compartments
in parlor or sleeping cars. In Mann boudoir cars it runs
the entire length of the car.

American Brake Company's steam brake-gear. Figs.

358-369. See also Compression-brake. Steam driver-brake.

Steam tender-brake.

American refrigerator car. One of the class of cars

having the ice-boxes at both ends of the car supplied

from the roof. The drip-water passes off through four
troughs, being utilized for cooling as it passes away.
See Refrigerator car.

American student-lamp. Figs. 851-4. See Argand-
lamp. Student-lamp.

Ames automatic freight-car couplers. Figs. 409-11.

One of those recommended for further trial by the
M. C. B. Association. It dispenses with both loose

link and loose pin. See Automatic freight-car coupler.

Anderson's sash-balance. Fig. 1703. A. device to balance

the weight of the sash by a spring coiled within a fusee,

which see, over which a cord attached to the sash passes,

thus dispensing with sash-locks.

Angle-iron. A general term applied by makers to iron

rolled in the following form : L, but with the corner

rounded off somewhat. When the angle is rolled to a
sharp corner and not rounded off, it is termed square-root

iron.

Angle-iron ("American." horizontal-cylinder steam
driver-brake). 11, figs. 358-9.

Angle-iron fulcrum (Cowell platform and coupler). 11,

fig. 537. A piece of iron attached to the platform-sills,

which forms the fulcrum for the compression-lever.
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Anti-clinker car-heater. Figs. 1486-1528. See Spear

anti-clinker car-heater.

Anti-clinker grate. 18, fig. 1490. A stove-grate placed

below the fire-pot so as to leave an annular opening be-

tween the two through which the clinkers can be raked

out from the fire.

Anti-friction car-door hanger. Figs. 791-801. See Car-

door hanger.

Anvil (of track torpedoes). Fig. 1880. Interior pieces

of iron placed directly over the fulminating powder to

insure its ignition. The best track torpedoes have three

anvils.

Apron. See Door-apron. Roof-apron.

Arbor. " A spindle or axle for a wheel or pinion; a

mandrel on which a ring or wheel is turned in a lathe."

—Knight. See Door-latch arbor.

Arch. See Truss-arch.

Arch (of an elliptic spring). Figs. 2081-33. The height from

the centre of the scrolls at the ends of the elliptics to the

under side of the main leaf of the spring. Twice the arch

of an elliptic spring, less the thickness of the spring-

bands, is the set and is the maximum amount which an

elliptic spring can be compressed. In a half-elliptic

spring, fig. 2031, the arch and set differ only in the thick-

ness of the spring-band.

Arch-bar. Fig. 2027. 14, figs. 1907-32. A bent wrought-

iron bar which forms the top member of an iron truck

side-frame. The next lower member is the inverted

arch-bar, and the next lower (occasionally used) is the

auxiliary arch-bar, which is sometimes made con-

tinuous, as in figs. 1915-20. The pedestal tie-bar comes

under all, and sometimes becomes an arch-bar. It is so

called in fig. 1788. See also Centre-bearing arch-bar and

Centre-bearing inverted arch-bar, for 6-wheel trucks.

Arched roof. Figs. 50. 85, 86. A roof, the surface of

which is curved. The Mann boudoir cars are built with

arched roofs, but they are otherwise at the present time

little used for passenger cars. The arching of freight

roofs is very slight, such as can be produced by trim-

ming a straight carline.

Archer automatic freight-car coupler. Figs. 412-14J.

One of those recommended for further trial by the

M. C. B. Association. It retains a loose link. See

Automatic freight-car coupler.

Arch-rail (English). See End arch-rail.

Argand burners. Figs. 872-8. See Lamp-burners and
below.

Argand-lamp. A lamp invented by Argand, a native

of Geneva, about the year 1784. It consists of two con-

centric cylindrical tubes in which is the annular wick
used in this peculiar burner. The tube inclosing the

wick is closed at the bottom and communicates by a
pipe with the oil reservoir. The interior tube being

open, free access of air is allowed to the interior and ex-

terior of the flame, insuring more perfect and equal

combustion. In 1880 a French mechanic named Carcel

patented an improvement by which the oil is pumped
from the reservoir to the wick by the power derived

from a spring or by the ascending column of air above
the chimney. This is called the Mechanical Lamp, but

is little used except in large lamps for light-houses, etc.

Argand-lamp (Moehring). Figs. 849-50, 872. Patented

May 18, 1875. It has certain improvements in the way of

convenience for filling aud for the use of a long wick, as

will be more clearly seen in the engraving.

Arm. See Berth-arm. Seat-back arm.
Lamp-arm. Striker-arm.
Seat-arm. Top-arm.

Arm-cap. 16, figs. 1122 and 1197-8. A metal plate,

wooden-cap, or piece of upholstery, with which the

top of a seat-end, arm-rest or chair-arm is covered.

Those for chair-arms, however, are also called chair-

arm plates, which see. An arm-rest, which see, is

fixed to the side of the car.

Arm-holder (English). 200, fig. 205. See Arm-sling.

Armored brake-hose. Brake-hose covered with a woven
wire fabric, to protect it from injury or abrasion.

Another form of armored brake-hose is formed by wind-

ing a continuous wire spirally around it by a machine
which makes the spiral slightly smaller than the tube,

so that it grips it tightly. Vacuum brake-hose, for the

Eames and other vacuum brakes, is usually lined with

coiled wire on the inside to prevent collapsing, but such

is not termed armored brake-hose.

Arm-pivot. See Seat-arm pivot.

Arm-plate. See Seat-arm plate.

Arm-rest. 26, figs. 678-81. 39, figs. 694-5. A wooden
or metal bar or ledge attached to the side of a car, and

not, like an arm-cap, to the top of a seat-end, for passen-

gers to rest their arms on.
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Arm-rest bracket. Fig. 11S5. See Arm-rest.

Arm-sling (English). 200, fig. 205 In a carriage, a

padded ornamental leather strap, looped and secured to

the doorway pillar. Also called arm-holder or arm-

strap.

Asbestos felt. A preparation of asbestos in loose sheets

similar to felt, for use as a non-conductor. It is largely

used in refrigerator cars. It is manufactured for that

purpose in rolls about 42 in. wide, and weighs about 1 lb.

per square yard. It must be handled with care to prevent

tearing.

Ascending-rail (English). 175, figs. 205, 207. Nearest

American equivalent, grab-iron or hand-rail. The end

ascending rail is a long wrought-iron bar secured at the

ends of a covered vehicle, serving as a hand-rail for

ascending to the roof. The roof ascending-rail, or roof

commode handle. 176, tigs. 205 and 207, is a similar

hand-rail at the end of the roof of a covered vehicle.

Ascending-step (Englisn). 174, figs. 205 and 207. Near-

est American equivalent, ladder-round. A roughed

wrought-iron plate secured to the ends of a covered ve-

hicle serving as a step to ascend to the roof. They are

used in England on both passenger and_freight cars. In

America, only on freight cars.

Ash-dump (Searle heater). Bt, fig. 1484-5. A trap under

the ash-pit for dumping the ashes through the floor

of the car.

Ash-pit. Figs. 1300-1537. The lower portion of every

stove, under the grate, into which the ashes fall. Under
it is sometimes placed an ash-box, as in fig. 1350, or an

ash-dump, M, fig. 1484-5. The ash-pit is made up of a

casting usually called the ash-pit base and closed by an

ash-irit front carrying one, or more commonly two, ash-

pit doors. The doors are distinguished as right and left;

as for a person standing facing the stove. The ash pit

doors are sometimes carried as in fig. 1472 on an ash-pit

jamb instead of an ash-pit front or frame. Below are

references to a few of the many such parts.

Ash-pit (Baker heater). 2, figs. 1301, 1303.

Ash-pit base (Spear heater). 13, figs. 1490, 1499.

Ash-pit door (Baker heater). Fig. 1308.

Ash-pit door (Spear heater). 24, figs. 1487-89, 1507.

Ash-pit door-handle (Baker heater).

Ash-pit front (Spear heater). 23, figs. 1487-9, 1507.

Astral Argand-burner. Fig. 878. See Argand-lamp.

Atmospheric brake. See below, also Air brake. Vacuum
brake.

Attock's body-block (English). 186, figs. 204-5. See
India-rubber body-cushion.

Atwood hemp-packed car wheel. Figs. 2106-68. A car

wheel with a cast-iron wheel-ce?ifre and steel tire, the con-

nection between the t wo being packed with hemp mixed
with vaseline. Both the wheel-centre and the tire have
corrugations corresponding to each other, and in addition

the inner circumference of the tire has depressions or

pits sunk into it and the circumference of the wheel-

centre has lugs running across the corrugations. The
packing is compressed by a steam-hammer into the cor-

rugations and pits and against the lugs, its object being

not only to make the wheel elastic and noiseless, but to

dispense with the use of bolts in connecting the tire and
wheel-centre. The packing is protected on one side by
a packing-flange cast on the wheel-centre and on the

other by a wrought-iron cover-plate shrunk into a dove-

tailed seat in the wheel-centre after the wheel is packed.

A dove-tailed lip or ring is cast on the wheel-centre

which enters into a corresponding groove turned in the

tire, connecting the two in such a way as in case of

breakage to prevent the broken pieces from flying off.

This lip, however, is not relied on to hold on the flange

except in case of breakage.

Automatic air-brake. One which is automatically applied

by breakage of a coupling, derailment, etc. The term is

indefinite, but usually refers to the Westinghouse auto-

matic air-brake, figs. 293-335, which see, which is the

only one in general use in this country. See also Com-
pression-brake, figs. 368-9.

Automatic closet-ventilator. Figs. 1097-8. See Bell's

exhaust hopper-ventilator.

Automatic drip-valve (American steam driver brake). 6

figs. 358-9, 363-5 ; 13, figs. 363-5. A valve below the steam-

cylinder to receive and eject the water of condensation.

It operates on the principle of the ordinary steam-trap.

Automatic freight-car coupler. Figs. 409^423. A kind of

device, no form of which has as yet come into general use,

for dispensing with the necessity of going between the

cars in coupling freight cars. Some of the so-called au-

tomatic couplers, however, do not do this. At the last

convention of the Master Car-Builders' Association, 1884,
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the following were named as of sufficient prima facie

merit for experimental tests :

Ames, figs. 409-11. Clifford, figs. 416-7, 515-6.
Archer, figs. 412-14*. Janney, fks. 420-8.
Conway (uot shown >. Mitchell, fig. 415.

Coicell, figs. 419-19*. " United States," fig. 418.

Wilson- Walker (not shown).

Of these the Coicell and Janney couplers couple "in a
vertical plane," so called, i.e., the movement of their

parts in coupling take place in a horizontal plane, and
bear a close general resemblance to the Cowell, Janney
and Miller passenger couplers. The others bear a general

resemblance to the old established link-and-pin freight-

car coupling. Of these latter the Ames, Mitchell and
Wilson-Walker use neither a loose link nor a loose pin,

the place of the latter being taken by a hook connected

to the tongue-shaped part, which takes the place of the

old link. The others use a loose link of the usual form,

but have no loose pin.

At the convention referred to a resolution was passed that the
vertical plane principle be?t fulfilled tbe mechanical conditions of a
perfect coupler, to which class belong the Cowell and Janney coup-
lers. Another resolution advised those roads that did not care to
experiment with that type of coupler, fulfilling chis mechanically
peifect principle, to experiment with the other couplers named
above.

Automatic lubricator (steam-pump of Westinghouse
brake). 15, fig. 311.

Automatic ventilator. Figs. 1557, 1568-9. A ventila-

tor which is self-adjusting, so as to exhaust air from a
car if the train runs in either direction. A great variety

of such devices exists, not all shown. See Ventilator.

Bell's exhaust hopper-ventilator.

Automatic window-catch. Figs. 1663-4, etc. A number
of other devices, which, in effect, answer to this name,
are shiwn in the illustrations. See Sash-lock.

Auxiliary arch-bar. 16, tigs. 1912-20. A wrought-iron
bar sometimes used, which forms the lower member of

diamond-truck side-frame. In some cases such arch-bars

are made continuous by transverse pieces which extend
across from one frame to the other under the transoms
as in the figs, referred to. See Arch-bar.

Auxiliary brake-valve (Westinghouse brake). Fig. 350;

33, fig. 311. A valve for use with the automatic brake
on extra heavy gradients in either passenger or freight

service, in order to provide a second means of admitting
and regulating the pressure of air the engine and tender

brake-cylinders. When the graduating-handle 3 is

turnel, it compresses the spring until it forces tbe valve

from its seat, which permits the air to flow into the

driving-wheel brake and tender cylinders until the pres-

sure in these cylinders is sufficient to force the spring 10

up by acting on the piston 11, when the valve again seats,

preventing any further admission of air to the cylinders.

Hence, the pressure admitted to the cylinders depends

upon the extent to which the spring 10 is compressed by
the graduating-handle. To release the brakes the gradu-

ating-handle is turned in an opposite direction, permit-

ting the air to escape through holes in the upper part of

the case. This valve is now little used, the pressure-

retaining valve, which see, fig. 317, serving as a substi-

tute.

Auxiliary buffer-spring. 6, figs. 388-9. A spring placed

back of a draw-spring to give greater resistance to com-
pression on the drawbar in buffing. In this manner
two springs operate in buffing, and only one in tension.

Auxiliary discharge-valve (Westinghouse brake). 56,

figs. 311, 351. A valve intended for use with extra long

freight trains, to enable the brakes to be applied, when
desired, to a part only of the train. It is not in general

use, and is intended only for exceptional use.

Auxiliary draft-spring (Janney coupler). 27, figs. 542-

554, 555-601. A spring of low capacity and limited mo-
tion, placed back of the rear follower to compensate for

absence of slack.

Auxiliary drawbar follower-plates. 15, figs. 388-9.

Iron plates which bear against the ends of an auxiliary

buffer-spring. One plate of this kind bears against each

end. The pressure on the drawbar is thus transmitted

to the auxiliary spring.

Auxiliary draw-spring (English). 52, figs. 205 and 206.

An India rubber spring on the drawbar which assists in

taking the draft strain. Seldom used.

Auxiliary release-valve (Westinghouse double-check

triple-valve). 18, figs. 355-7.

Auxiliary reservoir (Westinghouse automatic air-brake).

1, figs. 325-6, 293, 301-2. A cylindrical reservoir made
of thin boiler iron, attached to the under side of a car or

tender by auxiliary-reservoir bands attached through

auxiliary-reservoir beams. In freight cars, auxiliary res-

ervoir beams are termed brake-cylinder blocks and end-

blocks, figs. 344-5. The reservoir serves to hold a supply

of compressed air to operate the brakes of each car, and
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is supplied from the main reservoir on the engine. For

freight service, the auxiliary-reservoir, triple-valve and

brake-cylinder are combined in one piece, fig. 352, etc.

Auxiliary reservoir-bands (Westinghouse brake). 17,

fig. 325. See above.

Auxiliary reservoir-beams (Westinghouse brake). 17,

fig. 325. Short wooden timbers bolted to the under side

of the sills. In freight cars called brake-cylinder blocks.

See above.

Auxiliary-reservoir nipple (Westinghouse automatic

brake). 19, fig. 325. A short pipe by which the triple

valve is connected with the auxiliary reservoir.

Auxiliary rubber bearing-spring (English). 87, fig.

205. An elastic washer interposed between the adjust-

ing screw nut and the scroll-iron. Not in general use.

Axle. 2, figs. 1907-73; figs. 1974-5, etc. A shaft made of

wrought-iron or steel to which a pair of wheels are at-

tached. They are distinguished according to use as

passenger-car, freight-car, hand-car, street-car axle,

etc., and accordingto mode of manufacture as hammered,

faggoted, muck-bar axles, etc., which see. See also

Car-axle. 2, figs. 1907-73. In nearly all cases the

wheels are both rigidly fastened to the axle, but it has

been attempted to make one, or both of them, so that it

can turn independently of the axle. Experience, how-
ever, has discountenanced all these attempts and indicated

that the gain is far less and the loss greater than has

been supposed. The M. C. B. standard axle is shown in

fig. 1975. The following are the names of the parts

as per fig. 1974: 1, Centre of axle; 2, Neck of axle;

3, Wheel-seat ; 4, Dust- guard bearing; 5, Collar; 6,

Journal. See Hammered car-axle.

Axle-box (English). A Journal-box, which see. See

Grease axle-box. Oil axle-box.

Axle-box cover (English). 36, figs. 116-119 and 204 A
hinged movable cover on the axle-box through which
the lubricant is introduced. On English oil axle-boxes

the cover is generally bolted to the box, with a strip of

leather interposed to make an oil-tight joint. The oil is

replenished monthly through a small orifice closed by a
screw-plug, or spring-hinge.

Axle-box keep (English). 37, figs. 116-119 and 204. The
lower part of an axle-box, which in an oil-box contains

the lubricant, and in a grease-box simply protects the

under side of the journal from dust.

Axle-clamp (Am'n aut. compression-brake, which see). 1,

figs. 368-9.

Axle-collar. F, figs. 1974-5. A rim or enlargement on

the end of a car-axle, which takes the end thrust of the

journal-bearing. Sometimes called a button.

Axle gauges (M. C. B. standards). Figs. 2114-23.

Axle-guard (English). 14, figs. 204 and 205. American

equivalent, pedestal. The ordinary or W pattern con-

sists of a wrought-iron plate attached to the solebar,

which permits vertical motion of the axle-box, but re-

strains movement in any other direction.

Axle-guard crown (English). 17, figs. 116-119. The

main part of the axle-guard, which see.

Axle-guard crown washer (English). 20, figs. 116

119. A piece of wrought-iron plate, used as a washer

for three or more bolts, which secure the main part of

the axle-guard to the solebar.

Axle-guard'keep, or horn-stay (English). 21, figs. 116—

119 and 204-207. A piece of iron which secures the

lower end of the jaws of the axle-guards together.

Axle-guard stay-rod, or axle-guard stretcher (English).

15, fig. 205. American equivalent, -pedestal tie-bar. A
longitudinal rod connecting the lower ends of the axle-

guards, and keeping them at the right distance apart.

Axle-guard wing (English). 18, figs. 116-119. The inclined

part of an axle-guard, strengthening it fore and aft.

Axle-guard wing-washer (English). 19, figs. 116-119.

A piece of plate used as a washer for two or more bolts

securing the wing of the axle-guard to the solebar.

See Axle-guard wing.

Axle-packing. A dust-guard, which see. The journal-

packing is often called axle-packing.

Axle safety-bearing (passenger car trucks). Figs. 1955,

1958, 1960, etc. A bar of iron like an inverted letter n,

bolted to the safety-beam of a truck above the axle. The

axle safety-strap, 55, goes below it, the two parts to.

gether forming a circle around the axle. The axle

safety-bearing thimbles, 56, are used as distance-pieces

to hold both in their proper position. The details of the

form of all these parts have some little variation, as will

be seen from the illustrations.

Axle-safety-bearing thimbles. 56, figs. 1955-65. See

below.

Axle safety-strap. 55, figs. 1950-69. See below.
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Axle-seat. The hole in a car-wheel which receives the

axle. More properly, it is the inside surface of this hole

which conies in contact with the axle, and not the hole

itself. The corresponding part of an axle is called the

ivheel-seat or wheel-fit.

Ayer rubber refrigerator car. Figs. 106-9. A car, the

especial peculiarity of which is the use of sheets of rub-

ber instead of paper as a non conducting material. The

ice is put on a rack through doors opening outside in

each end of the car. See Refrigerator ear.

Babbitt-metal. ' 'An alloy, consisting of 9 parts of tin and
1 of copper, used for journal-boxes ; so called from its

inventor, Isaac Babbitt, of Boston (patent, 1839). Some
variations have been made, and among the published re-

cipes are:

Copper 1 1
Regulus of antimony 1 5
Tin 10 50

Another recipe substitutes zinc for antimony.

The term is commonly applied to any white alloy for

bearings, as distinguished from the box-metal or brasses

in which copper predominates."

—

Knight.

Babbitt-metal beai ing. Fig. 1995. A style of bearing of

which a great variety of forms exist, wluch in effect sub-

stitute babbitt-metal in some of its many forms for brass

as a bearing surface. Lead-lined bearings, which see,

are different in that they merely use a thin sheet of lead

over the brass, to correct slight irregularities and give

an even bearing-surface.

Babcock fire-extinguisher. Fig. 1044. A device for

causing the rapid generation of carbonic-acid gas when
desired, by breaking a bottle of acid in the interior by
means of the bottle-breaking head (the handle projecting

up in the centre of the top of the apparatus). The solu-

tion within consists of about 24 lbs. of bicarbonate of soda

in about 6 gallons of water.

Back. See Seat-back. Slat seat-back.

Back (for a pipe-clip). Fig. 1345. A metal strap sometimes
used to attach the clips to, instead of attaching the latter

directly to the surface to which the clip is attached.

Back-arm. See Seat-arm.
Back base-plate (Spear heater). Fig. 1501. See Base-plate.

Back cylinder-head (Westinghouse and other brakes). 4,

rigs. 329-31. The cofor for the end of a brake cylinder

which has an opening in the centre for the piston rod.

For convenience of designation the end of the cylinder

opposite to the piston rod is always called the front end

and that adjoining the piston rod the back end, as in

locomotives.

Back cylinder-head (Westinghouse tender brake). Fig.

307; 4, fig. 330.

Back division-strips (Spear heater). Fig. 1520.

Back face-plate (steel-tired wheels). Figs. 2159-71. The
inner one of the two plates connecting the tire with the

hub. See Front face-plate.

Back foot-rest (Hartley chair). Fig. 1157. See Foot-rest.

Back hot-air pipe (Gouge heater). 10, figs. 1405-7.

Back of case (Gouge heater). 81, fig. 1409.

Back-offset (Gouge heater). 86, fig. 1409.

Back running-pipe (Gouge heater). Fig. 1471. See Run-
ning-pipe.

Back seat-bottom rail (longitudinal seat). 38, fig. 1844.

A horizontal wooden strip at the back edge, to which a

wooden seat-bottom is attached. ^.See also Front seat-

bottom rail.

Back seat-rail (street car seats). 39, fig. 1844. A longi-

tudinal strip of wood which extends along the back edge

and is fastened to the window posts.

Back seat-rail (English). 152, figs. 205, 206. In a carriage

a small transverse wooden bar secured to the partition

and supporting the seat-boards.

Back smoke-collar (Gouge heater). 32, figs. 1413^.

Back squab (English). 197, figs. 204, 205, 206. American
equivalent, seat-back. In a carriage, that part of the

seat which fits the small of the passengers back, and
also supports the head and a fixed back, covered with

broadcloth, and stuffed with curled horse-hair, and also

made elastic by springs (which see).

Back squab sofa springs (English). 202, fig. 205. Analo-

gous to the American back-springs. One end of these

springs butts against the partition, and the other against

a sheet of stout canvas, the back squab resting against

the latter.

Baggage-barrow. Figs. 1900-1, etc. See Barrow-truck.

Baggage " wagon-truck.'1
'

Baggage-car. Figs. 51, 58, 59, 64, 65. A car for carrying

the baggage of passengers. A combination baggage-

car, fig. 58, is one having compartments set off for ex-

press or mail, or both. A combination car or coach, fig.
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51, is a passenger car with a baggage compartment.

A push baggage car, which see, is a light Idrry car for

at stations.

Baggage-truck. See Baggage-barrow, fig. 1900-1. Bag-

gage wagon-truck, fig. 1902.

Baggage wagon-truck. Fig. 1902. A four-wheeled

vehicle with a frame or rack for carrying baggage, used

to move the latter by hand about railroad-stations. A
tiro-wlieeled vebicle is a baggage-barrow.

Bail. A curved handle of a more or less semicir3ular

form for a pail, bucket, lantern or other utensil. As
applied to lanterns, figs. 974-986 ; t j swing-barrel truck,

fig. 1904.

Bail (to Raoul journal-box). Fig. 2014. The latter is a yoke
fastened to the sides of the jourQal-box, which passes

over the lid and enables it to sustain the end-tbrust of

the axle.

Baker car-heater. Figs. 1300^8. A stove iDvented and
patented by Mr. Wm. C. Baker for warming cars. It is

arranged so as to heat water in a coil of pipe in the inside

of the stove, and cause it to circulate through a series of

pipes laid near the floor of the car. A new form of suf-

pended heater having the stove upon the outside, as in

figs. 1529-32, but otherwise operating upon much the same
principle as the old heater, has recently been introduced,

and is manufactured by the Standard Car Heating &
Ventilating Co. The apparatus is now (1884) undergoing

changes, and it is consequently impossible to present

drawings. The old form of the Baker car-heater is now
manufactured by Baker, Smith & Co.

Ball. See Safety-valve ball (Baker heater).

Ball and chain (Gouge heater). Fig. 1430. Controls the
deflector-valve.

Ballast wagon (English). American equivalent, gravel car.

A four-wheeled gondola car, fitted with falling doorr, at

the sides and ends, and used for conveying ballast, rails

and ties.

Band. SeeAuxiliary Reser- Guard-band.
voir-band. Platform-timber band.

Belt-rail band. Seat-back band.
Corner-band. Spring-band.
Door-guard band. Tank-band, etc.

Band (for seat-backs). to 5, figs. 1199-1204. More
properly Seat-back moulding, which see.

" Banner " sun burner. Fig. 884. See Sun burner.

Banning's brake-shoe. Figs. 1980-81. A brake- shoe, the
most noticeable peculiarity of which is the fastening,

which consists simply of a rod passed through a hole

cast in the lower part of the brake-head and having the
ends turned down. By swinging the rod up, the brake-

shoe is released. The advantage claimed for the device

is its lightness and convenience in removing the shoe.

Bar. See Body-bolster com- Centre-bearing arch-bar.
pression-bar. Centre-bearing inverted

Body - bolster ten- arch-bar.
sion-bar. Compression-bar.

Bolt drawbar. Cross-bar.
Buffer-bar. Rocking-bar.
Drawbar. Shackle-bar.
Draw-timber tie-bar. Side-bearing arch-bar.
Equalizing-bar. Tension-bar.
Grate-bar. Tie-bar
Guide-bar. Transom tie-bar.

Pedestal tie-bar. - Truck-bolster guide-bar.

Bar-lift. See Bar sash-lift.

Barnard door-holder. Figs. 776-8. A device the pecu-
liarity of which is the steel wire spring-collar carried in

a floor-stop of adjustable height, in which an acorn-like

knob attached to the door engages.

Barrel door-bolt. Fig. 760. A door-bolt made of a round
metal bar and held on its slide in a round tube or " bar-

rel." It is constructed so that when it is either engaged
or disengaged from its keeper, it can be turned by a.

short lever or knob, and held in either position by suit-

able stops.

Barrow-truck. Figs. 1900-1906. This term has been used
to designate two-wheeled vehicles used about railroads

for moving freight and baggage by hand ; but the more
usual practice is to speak of baggage barrows and freight

trucks, which see, although both are sometimes desig-

nated as barrow-trucks.

Bar sash-lift. Figs. 1668-72 ; 21, fig. 679. A heavy sash-

lift having a short horizontal metal bar attached to two-

flanged studs or stanchions ; used for the large sashes of

sleeping and drawing room cars.

Bar shackle (of a padlock). Fig. 1034. A rectangular,

instead of U-shaped, shackle.

Barrel seat-lock. Fig, 1176-7. See Seat-lock.

Base. See Ash-pit base. Revolving-chair-stand base.

Lever-post base. Window-moulding base.

Base (car-door fastener). 5, fig, 1109.

Base (Hartley chair). 12, figs. 1154-8. See Pedestal.
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Base (Gouge heater). Fig. 1431.

Base (of ash-pit, Spear heater). Fig. 1499.

Base-band (Gouge heater). Figs. 1423-1432. A cast-

iron band fastened to the floor to protect the bottom,

front and end of case.

Base-burner. A furnace or stove in which the fuel is con-

tained in a hopper termed the magazine, so that it is fed

by gravity to the fire as the lower stratum burns away.

The supply is thus continuous. The device is in principle

very ancient, but it has only in recent years come into

wide general use. Fig. 1472 is a base-burner, and also

some other forms of heaters not shown.
Base-plate (of a derrick or crane). D , figs. 151-3. A

large plate placed on the floor of the car for supporting

the mast. Another method is by a mast-pocket, which
see, underneath the car. 20, figs. 77-78.

Base-plate (Spear heater). 21, figs. 1486-90, 1510-12.

See also Back base-plate, fig. 1501. A cast-iron cylin-

drical ring, which forms the bottom partjjf the heatert

It has openings for cold and hot air and carries the ash-

pit doors.

Base-plate screen (Spear heater). Fig. 1508. A grating

for covering the air opening of a base-plate.

Base-top (Johnson heater). 22, fig. 1472.

Base-washer (passenger-car platform-posts). 40, figs. 155-

185, and 109, figs. 1843-6. A metal ring or plate, which
forms a bearing for the post on the platform end-timber.

Basin. 5, fig. 1600 ; 2, fig. 1570. A hollow vessel made
of porcelain or metal, and in cars usually fixed in a
suitable stand with pipes and other attachments for

filling it with water and emptying it. Such basins are

used as lavatories in sleeping and other passenger cars.

They are emptied at the bottom through a pipe con-

nected to the basin by a basin-coupling, which is closed

by a basin-plug. The basin-plug is attached to a basin-

chain, which again is fastened to a stanchion called the

basin-chain holder.

Basin-chain. 4, fig. 1572. See Basin.

Basin-chain holder. 3, fig. 1572. See Basin.

Basin-couplings. Figs. 1572 and 1580. See Basin.

Basin-plug-. 5, fig. 1572. See Basin.

Basin-pump. Figs. 1570-1. A pump of peculiar construc-

tion for supplying the basin of sleeping and parlor cars

from the tank carried under the slab. It is called single

or double-acting, according as the upward stroke only.

or both the upward and downward strokes eject water.

Double-acting are most used. For names of parts, which
explain themselves, see illustrations.

Basket-rack (English, parcel-net). Figs. 696-701 ; 145, figs.

155, 158, etc. A receptacle made of metal rods, or a com-
bination of rods and wire netting for holding par-

cels attached to the sides of passenger cars above the

heads of the passengers, so as to be out of the way. A
basket-rack of extra length for the Mann boudoir cars,

with exhaust ventilators at each end, is shown at 7,

figs. 6S0-1, and one of quite exceptional form in the

frontispiece. Parlor cars usually have no basket-rack,

but sometimes a, package-rack (fig. 699) is placed between
the windows, within convenient reach of the passengers

while sitting in their seats.

Basket-rack bracket. 1, figs. 696-7 and 701. A light

metal or wooden support for the end or centre of a
basket-racd.

Basket-rack netting. 2, figs. 696-7 and 701. Wire
netting with very large meshes, which forms part of a
basket-rack for holding small articles.

Basket-rack rod, 3, figs. 696-7 and 701. A small round
metal bar which forms the main portion of a basket-

rack, and to which the netting, when used, is fastened

Modern basket-racks rarely use netting.

Basket-rack tip. 4, figs. 696-7 and 701. An ornamen-
tal knob or acorn on the end of a basket-rack rod.

Bastard Howe (freight-car framing). Figs. 5-7. A style

of framing having the vertical rods and inclined posts

like the familiar Howe truss, but having also an upright

post connected with the rod and serving more or less as

a part of the truss. The Howe truss proper has yet

never been used in freight car construction, but the

adoption of it is now under consideration on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad.

Bastard Pratt framing is a similar modification of the

Pratt bridge-truss, which differs from the Howe in hav-

ing vertical posts instead of rods, and inclined rods in-

stead of braces. The regular Pratt truss is much used,

however, and the bastard Pratt rarely.

Batten. '
' A piece of board or scantling of a few inches in

breadth."

—

Webster.

Batten wagon (English). A four-wheeled flat car about

24 feet long, fitted to carry sawed timber about 23 feet

long, termed battens.
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Bayonet-catch. A general term derived from the manner
of fastening on a bayonet to a gun, applied to the mode
used in many forms of hardware and mechanical con-

struction for connecting separate parts so as to be firmly

united and yet easily removable. Many lamps are held

in place by a form of bayonet-catch.

Bay-window parlor car. Fig. 310 and frontispiece. An
exceptional and novel style of parlor car, of which only

a few have as yet been built, designed to give more
variety to the interior and improve the line of vision of

the passenger within.

Bead. " A small salient moulding of semi-circular section.

Also the strips on the sash frame which form a guide

for the sash. These beads are known as the inside bead,

outside bead and parting bead."—Knight.

In car construction the place of the inside bead is taken

by the window casing, or inside window-stop; the place

of the outside bead by the outside window-stop, and of

the' parting bead by the sash parting-strip, or stop-bead.

See figs. 692-4. The term is also frequently applied to

any form of small, light moulding of simple outline, as

10, figs. 1050-64. See Moulding and Stop-bead.

Bead moulding (English). See Bead and Planted mould-
ing.

Beam. "The term beam is generally applied to any piece

of material of considerable scantling, whether subject to

transverse strain or not ; as, for example, ' collar-beam,'
' tie-beam,' ' Bressummer-beam,' the two former being
subject to longitudinal strains of compression and ten-

sion respectively, and the latter to transverse strain."

—

Stoney.

1. " Any large piece of timber, large in proportion to its

thickness and squared or hewed for use "

—

Webster.

2. A bar of metal of similar proportions is also called a
beam.

3. "A bar supported at two points and loaded in a
direction perpendicular or oblique to its length is called

a beam."—Rankine.

By analogy the term has of late years come to be applied

to similar pieces or bars of iron. Thus we have iron I-beams
and deck-beams (whictr see), to take the place of wooden
beams in buildings. The term is also used to desig-

nate such things as the beam of a balance or scales, a
plow-beam, the ivalking-beam of a steam-engine, brake-
beam, etc.

See Auxiliary-reservoir
beam.

Brake-beam.
Buffer-beam.
Buffer-spring beam.
Centre-beam.
Centre-bearing beam.
Compression-beam.
Drop-door beam.
Floor-beam.

Middle safety-beam.
Needle-beam.
Platform-tniss beam.
Safety-beam.
Spring-beam.
Suspender-beam.
Swing-beam.
Truss-beam.
Trussed brake-beam.

Bearing. That which supports or rests on something, and

is in contact with it. Thus a block or stone on which

the end of a timber rests is called a bearing. The metal

block or bushing in contact with a journal is called a

bearing.

For M. C. B. standard journal-bearing see figs. 1983-92.

See Axle safety-bearing. Rocker-bearing.
Body Truss-rod bearing. Rocker side-bearing.

Brake-hanger bearing. Safety-beam tmiss-rod bear-

Brake-shaft bearing. ing.

Centre-bearing. Side-bearing.

Crank-shaft bearing. Spring-p>lank bearing.

Cup side bearing. Stop journal-bearing.
Dust-guard bearing. Stop-key journal-bearing.

Half-elliptic-spring bearing. Swing-hanger-pivot bearing.
Hopkins' journal-bearing. Truck-bolster truss-rod bear-
Journal-bearing. ing.

Lead-lined journal bearing. Truck side-bearing.

Lever-shaft bearing. Truss-rod bearing.

Lower brake-shaft bearing. Upper brake-shaft bearing.

Bearing-block (Ross flange brake-shoe). Figs. 247-8.

Bearing-spring (logging cars). Fig. 1817. An occasional

but not the common term for the bolster-springs or

main-springs of the car.

Bearing-spring (English). 22, figs. 116-119 and 204-207.

American equivalent, bolster-spring. The spring

which carries the weight of the vehicle, and rests on the

axle-box. In English practice almost invariably a half

elliptic spring.

Bearing-spring buckle (English). 23, figs. 116-119 and
304-207. American equivalent, spring-band. A solid

wrought-iron strap which confines the plates of the

bearing-spring, and is generally provided with lugs on

the lower side, so that it cannot be moved transversely

or longitudinally on the axle-box. The plates are

secured to the buckle by a f-in. vertical rivet.

Bsaring-spring shoe (English). 24, figs. 116-118. A cast-

iron lipped rubbing piece, secured to the under side of

the sole-bar on which the ends of the bearing-spring bear.
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"Bee" door-spring. Fig. 756. See Door-spring.

Bell. See Recording-bell. Signal-bell. Smoke-bell.

Bell-cord. Fig. 709. A rope, one end of which is attached

to a signal-bell on the engine, and which extends alongthe

tops of the cars the whole length of the train, and is used

for signaling to the locomotive runner. It is carried by
various forms of bell-cord bushingi, bell-cord hangers and
bell-cord guides (which see). On freight trains, when
used at all, which is the exception, it is placed on the

outside, and on top of the roofs of the cars, but in pas-

senger trains it is attached to the rafters or purlins by
suitable supports, on the inside of the cars. On passenger

trains, the bell-cord is made of lengths equal to that of

each car, and is fastened together with suitable

couplings. Bell-cord is made of flax, hemp and some-
times of leather, end is known by the following names
in trade: Brass-inre covered; fancy braided; flaxen;
Italian hemp; solid leather; solid braided. The usual
sizes are J-in. and ^-in. diameter.

The bell-cord was first used by William Hambright, a
locomotive engineer, in 1833, on the old horse-power
railroad between Lancaster, Pa., and Philadelphia.

Harnbright affixed a common bell to the interior of the

engine cab, and ran a rope backward through the in-

terior of the car. The rope, in its present form, was
devised by Capt. E. A. Ayres, of the Erie Railway.
The English term for a cord to answer the same purpose
in a different way, is communication-cord, which see.

Bell-cord beveled-bushing. Figs. 706-8, 719, 738-9. See
Bell-cord bushing.

Bell-cord bushing. Figs. 703-708 and 719, 738-9. A
thimble lining a hole through a partition for a bell-cord

to pass through ; in distinction from a bell-cord guide,

which is attached to the side or roof of the car or to a
bell-cord hanger and serves solely the purpose which its

name implies. Some confusion, however, exists in the
use of these terms, as for instance, fig. 719, which is really

^bell-cord guide, but commonly called a bell-cord bushing.
For passing the bell-cord through inclined surfaces
beveled-bushings are used, which are frequently provided
with one or morepulleys to avoid friction.

Bell-cord coupling. Figs. 710-714. The hook attached to

the end of a bell-cord to enable it to be connected or dis-

connected at pleasure with another bell-cord; not to be

confused with a bell-cord splice, figs. 743-745, which is

intended as a permanent connection.

Bell-cord double strap-hanger. Fig. 737. See Bell-cord

hanger.

Bell-cord end-hook. Fig. 715. A metal hook with a screw-

shank by which it is attached to the end of a car. The
hook is used to fasten the end of a bell-cord to the last car

and thus hold it in its place, and prevent it from being

drawn out of its guides.

Bell-cord fixed hanger. Figs. 732-3 and 742. See Bell-

cord hanger.

Bell-cord guide. Figs. 702-42. A metal eye or ring

attached to the roof or ceiling of a car, or to the end of

a bell-cord hanger (which see), and by which a bell-cord

is carried or conducted. According to their method of

attachment to the car they are designated as bell-cord

guides with flange, or with screw, or with screio and
flange, and they are often provided with one or more
pulleys, sometimes as many as four, as in fig. 727, when
the bell-cord is to be conducted in an oblique line. The
pulleys are ordinarily at the bottom, but sometimes at

the side of the bell-cord guide, according to the direction

of probable strain. Certain tube-like forms of bell-cord

guides are occasionally miscalled bell-cord bushings,

which see.

Bell-cord-guide washer. Fig. 729. An ornamental washer
for making a finish for a bell-cord guide where it is at-

tached to a car roof.

Bell-cord hanger. Figs. 732^5. A guide for the bell-

cord, hanging usually from the centre of the clear-story

or upper deck. In its original form it consists of a bell-

cord strap 2, attached to &bell-cord strap-hanger bracket

3, which latter is screwed to the top of the car. The
simpler forms of these brackets, as fig. 735, are called

screw-tops. The lower end of the strap carries a ring

called the bell-cord guide 4, which latter is often pro-

vided with a pulley at the bottom to obviate friction. To
avoid unpleasant vibration, the double strap-hanger is

used, giving greater lateral stability, and recently bell-

cord rod-hangers, fig. 735, have been introduced, permit-

ting no lateral motion whatever, but swinging longi-

tudinally on a pivot. Bell-cord fixed hangers, figs. 732-3,

etc., are chiefly used where the drop is small, although

the tendency to use them in all cases is increasing.
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Bell-cord hanger bracket, or screw-top. 3, fig. 734.

See Bell-cord hanger.

Bell-cord pulley, or sheave. Figs. 716-42. A wheel in a

bell-cord guide over which a bell-cord runs.

Bell-cord rod-hanger. Figs. 732-42. See Bell-cord

hanger.

Bell-cord sheave. A Bell-cord pulley, which see.

Bell-cord splice. Figs. 743-5. A metal coupling with

right and left hand screws for permanently splicing

the ends of a broken bell-cord. See Bell-cord coupling.

Bell-cord strap. 2, figs. 734-42. See Bell-cord hanger.

Bell-cord strap-hanger. Figs. 734-741. See Bell-cord

hanger.

Bell-cord strap-hanger bracket. 3, figs. 734 and 737. See

Bell-cord hanger.

Bell-cord strap-hanger screw-top. 3, figs. 735-41. See

Bell-cord hanger.

Bell-cord thimble. A Bell-cord bushing, which see.

Bell-crank. An L-shaped rectangular lever, often with

the two extremities connected so as to be of triangular

form, for changing the direction of motion by 90 degrees,

more or less.

Bell-crank (hand-car). 23, figs. 1720-3. A crank attached

to the propelling-lever shaft giving more favorable direc-

tion to the power applied to the levers.

Bell-crank (of sofa-pull). Fig. 1241.

Bell-crank (steam driver-brake). 21, figs. 363-5.

Bell-crank (Wolfrath combined sash-lift and lock, which

see). F, figs. 1700-2.

Bell-crank driving-wheel brake (American Brake Co.'s

brake-gear). Figs. 363-5. One of the four styles of driv-

ing-wheel brake-gear manufactured by the company re-

ferred to, taking its name from the peculiar manner of

applying the brake power, as shown in the illustration.

Bell-crank pin (steam driver-brake). 18, figs. 363-5.

Bell-punch. An instrument for punching a hole on a re-

cording slip of paper or tickets, so as to register the fares

collected by a conductor. The instrument has a bell

attached which is rung every time a fare is recorded by
punching the paper or ticket. The bell is intended to

indicate or announce to the passengers that the conduc-

tor has recorded the fares collected. These instruments

are made in a variety of forms. The punching of the

slip is now usually omitted, the device being then simply

an alarm register, often made of large size and attached

to the side of the car.

Bell-rope. A Bell-cord, which see.

Bell's exhausc hopper-ventilator. Figs. 1097-8. An
aattchment placed underneath the floor-pipe of a closet-

hopper, on the under side of a passenger car to produce

a downward draft through the hopper when the car is in

motion. The atlachment is of a concave conical form,

which by the motion of the train in either direction

causes the air to pass downward through the floor-pipe

by creating a partial vacuum at the base.

Bell-strap (street-car). 98, fig. 1843. A leather strap

which extends along the under side of the rafters, from
a signal bell on one end of the platform to one on the

other end; used by the conductor to signal to the driver-,

and by the driver to signal to the conductor.

Bell-strap bracket. A Bell-strap guide, which see.

Bell-strap guide (street-car). 99, figs. 1843-4, figs. 1847-

50. A metal loop or bracket attached to the ceiling of a

street car for carrying a signal-strap. They are fre-

quently provided with rollers and have either screw-fops

or flanges.

Belt-moulding. 97', figs. 179-80. A moulding passing

entirely around the interior of the passenger-car directly

above the windows, in the middle of the wide board

called the inside lining.

Belt-rail. 65, figs. 155-190; 19, fig. 1844. A strip of wood,

on the outside of a passenger or street-car frame below

the windows, extending the whole length of the car-body

and attached to each post. The upper belt-rail, 82,

figs. 175-6, is a similar strip directly above the window.
Belt-rail band (street-cars). 20, figs. 1843 and 1845. An

iron band on the outside of a belt-rail covering the

joint of the latter with the panel. It extends around
each corner of the car to the door-posts.

Belt-rail cap. 81, figs. 175-6 and 179-80. A thin strip of

wood nailed to the top of a belt-rail, and which forms a

seat for the window-sill.

Bend (for iron pipes). Figs. 1337 and 1341. See Return-

bend. They are distinguished as close and open return-

bends.

Bent ladder-round. Figs. 656-7; 59', fig. 96. The lower

round of the ladder of box cars having an angle turned

up at the inside for the safety of trainmen, to prevent

the foot slipping off the ladder-round. The use of such
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rounds has been recommended by the M. C. B. Associa-

tion. See figs. 656-7 and Ladder-round.

Berth. 1, 2, figs. 676-7. A bed in a Sleeping-car, which see;

also, the shelf or support on which the bed rests. There

are two such beds in the space occupied by two double

seats, which is called a section. The lower berth is made
upon the seats and the upper one on a shelf, which can

be raised or folded up out of the way in day-time, as

shown at 3, 3. See Lower berth. Upper berth.

Berth-arm. A Berth-brace, which see.

Berth-bolt. See Berth-latch bolt.

Berth-brace. 4, figs. 676-81. A metal rod, chain or wire

rope attached to the side and near the top of a sleeping-

car, and at the other end to the outer edge of a berth,

which is supported by the brace. When a metal rod is

used, it usually has a joint so that it can fold up like an
ordinary two-feet rule, when the berth is raised up.

Berth-brace eye. 5, figs. 676-81. A metal plate with suit-

able lugs for fastening the brace to the top of the car, or

to the berth. The brace is attached to the lugs by a pin,

and the plate is screwed fast either to the side of roof

of the car or to the berth. The former is called a Berth-

brace upper-eye, and the latter a Berth-brace lou-er-eye.

Berth-bracket. Figs. 12, 36, etc. A bracket on which an
upper-berth of a sleeping-car rests when lowered and the

bed is made and in use.

Berth-catch (emigrant sleeping-berths). H, figs. 682-5

and 1289-91.

Berth-chain. 6, figs. 676-8. An equivalent for a berth-

spring rope, which see.

Berth-chain pulley. 7, fig. 678. A pulley attached to the

roof of a sleeping-car, over which a berth-chain runs.

Berth-curtain. 13, fig. 678. A curtain hung in front of a

sleeping-car section to hide the occupants from sight. In
ordinary sleeping-cars a single curtain covers both
berths. In the Mann boudoir cars, figs. 680-1, there are

separate upper and lower curtains for each berth.

Berth-curtain hook. A metal hook attached to a berth-

curtain, and by which the latter is hung on a rod above
the berths ; usually covered with leather to prevent
rattling.

Berth curtain-rod. 14, figs. 679-81. A rod usually made of

metal tubing, fastened above a section of a sleeping-car

and to which a berth-curtain is hung.

Berth curtain-rod acorn. Figs. 1269-73. See Berth cur-

tain-rod tip.

Berth curtain-rod bolt. Figs. 1267; 1, 1271-2. A small ver-

tical bolt, usually tipped with an acorn, fastening the

curtain-rod in the coupling on the bracket.

Berth curtain-rod bracket. 15, figs. 676-81, 1271-2. A
metal bracket attached to the deck side of a sleeping-car,

which fomis a support for a berth curtain-rod. Such

brackets usually have a coat and hat hook attached to

them. A hanger, fig. 1265, is sometimes used as a substi-

tute for a bracket at certain points.

Berth curtain-rod coupling. 1, figs. 1271- 2, 1265.

A fastening by which a berth curtain-rod of a sleeping-

car is secured to a bracket. It usually consists of a bolt

or screw.

Berth curtain-rod hanger. Fig. 1265. See Berth curtain-

rod.

Berth curtain-rod socket. Figs. 1270 and 1274. . A metal

flanged ring which is fastened to some part of a sleeping-

car to carry the berth curtain-rod, also called berth cur-

tain-rod bushing.

Berth curtain-rod tip, or acorn. Figs. 1267-9, 1273.

See ^.corn..

Berth fixtures, etc. Figs. 1231 and 1260.

Berth-handle. A Berth-latch handle, which see.

Berth head-board. 16, figs. 676-81. See Head-board.

Berth-hinge. Figs. 1237-40. A hinge or joint by which
the back edge of an upper berth of a sleeping-car is

attached to the side of a car. They are distinguished

as loose and. fast.

Berth-hinge bracket (emigi'ant sleeping-berths). Figs.

682-5.

Berth-hinge bushing. Fig. 1238. A hollow metal socket

in which the spindle of a loose berth-hinge works.

Berth-latch. 12, figs. 676-81, 1251-4. A spring bolt for

holding the upper berth of a sleeping-car up in its

place when not in use. To obviate the danger of the

berth shutting up in case of overturning of the car,

the safety-berth rope and attachments, figs. 676-8, are

used, but safety-berth latches, figs. 1261-4, have recently

been introduced to obviate the necessity of using a

safety-rope. See Safety berth-latch.

Berth-latch bolt. Fig. 1253. The bar or pin of a berth-

latch which engages in a corresponding strike-plate or

keeper, to hold the berth up.
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Berth-latch face-plate. 1, fig. 1252.

Berth-latch handle. 12, figs. 677-81, 996, 1252.

Berth-latch keeper. Fig. 1254. Also called Strike-plate,

which see. See Berth-latch bolt.

Berth-latch lever. Fig. 1255. The part by which the

berth-latch handle operates the berth-latch bolt.

Berth-latch shell. A metal covering made in the form
of a sea-shell for covering and protecting the handle of

a berth-latch in a sleeping-car.

Berth-rest (double). (Emigrant sleeping-berths.) M, figs.

682-5, 1149-53, 1286-7. A shoulder carried upon the

upright berth-posts as a support to the outer edge of the

upper berths.

Berth-rest (end). (Emigrant sleeping-berths.) N, figs.

682-5, 1149-58, 1285.

Berth-rest (upper). Figs. 1235-44.

Berth-rest (upper). (Mann boudoir car.) 14, figs. 680-1.

Berth-rest (upper). (Emigrant sleeping-berths.) L, figs.

682-5.

Berth-rest bracket (upper.) Fig. 1236.

Berth-rest plate. (Emigrant sleeping-berths.) K, figs.

682-5.

Berth-rest plate (upper). (Mann boudoir car.) 11, figs.

680-1.

Berth safety-latch handle, in place attached to car. 42,
fig. 679. See Safety berth-latch.

Berth-lock. A Berth-latch, which see.

Berth-numbers. Fig. 1233. Figures or numbers, usually

made of metal or porcelain, for numbering the berths or

sections of sleeping-cars. They are now often of inlaid

wood.
Berth-rest. See Upper-berth rest.

Berth safety-rope. 11, figs. 676-81, 1246-7. A wire rope
fastening the upper berth of a sleeping-car to the fixed

arms of the lower berth, to prevent accidental closing

up on the upper berth in case of overturning of the car.

The rope is fastened to the upper berth by a berth safety-

rope fastener and to the lower berth by inserting a knob
into a berth safety-rope holder. This whole attachment,
however, is now passing out of use since the introduc-

tion of safety berth-latches, which see, figs. 1261-4,

which are so constructed that they cannot snap shut
accidentally.

Berth safety-rope fastener. Figs. 1246-7. See Berth
safety-rope.

Berth safety-rope holder. Fig. 1247. See Berth safety-

rope.

Berth safety-rope knob. See Berth safety-rope holder.

Berth-spring. 8, figs. 676-81, figs. 1249-50 and 1251. A
spring usually made in a spiral form, like a watch spring,

coiled within a device called the berth-spring fusee and
attached to the upper berth of a sleeping-car by

a berth-chain so as to counteract the weight of the

latter and make it easy to raise and lower it. The berth-

spring is now often concealed behind boarding at the

side of the car.

Berth-spring frame. 9, figs. 676-81; 1, figs. 1249-51. A
metal support which holds a berth-spring and fusee.

Berth-spring fusee. 2, figs. 1249-51. See Fusee.

Berth-spring lug, or clip. Fig. 1250. The means by which

the end of a berth-chain is fastened to the upper berth.

Berth-spring rope. 10, figs. 676-81, and 3, figs. 1249-51.

A cord, usually made of wire, which is connected to an

upper berth of a sleeping-car at one end, and to the

berth-spring at the other, and by which the tension of

the spring is transmitted to the berth, thus counter-

acting its weight. Instead of the rope a pitch-chain

(which see) is sometimes used.

Berth-stop (emigrant sleeping-cars). Fig. 1297. A bear-

ing-plate carried on upper berth at K, figs. 682-5, to afford

a bearing on the berth-rest M.

Berth striker-plate. A Berth-latch keeper, which see.

" Best " sun-burner. Fig. 888. See Sun-burner.

Beveled-bushing. Figs. 706-8. See Bell-cord bushing.

Beveled-rack (Ormsby sash-balance, which see). Figs. 1704-

6. A rack, which see, with a slope sidewise and outward

to check rattling of the sash.

Beveled-washer. Fig. 1874. A washer used to give an even

bearing for rods which stand at an acute angle to the

surface on which the nut or bolt head bears. Sometimes

two such washers which come near together are cast in

one piece, and are then called double-beveled washers. See

Triangular washer.

Bezel. " A term applied by watchmakers and jewelers to

the groove and projecting flange or lip by which the

crystal of a watch is retained in its setting. An ouch.''

—Knight. Hence, Globe-bezel (Pintsch gas-burner). Fig.

816.

Bibb. A curved nozzle for conveying liquids and chang-
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ing the direction of their flow usually from a horizontal

to a vertical current. Hence

—

Bibb-cock. Figs. 1591-3. Literally, a cock with a curved

nozzle or spout, but commonly restricted to a cock with

a plain valve without springs, moved by the hand only.

Bi-colored signal lantern (Burrell). Figs, 972-3. See

Burrell reversible signal lantern.

Bissell heater. Figs. 1349-1401. One of the hot-air

heaters, taking in cold air by a wind-scoop and dis-

tributing it by pipes along the floor. Four different styles

are manufactured, increasing in elaborateness from a

plain stove, as explained with the engravings.

Bissell stop-key journal bearing. Figs. 2005-9. One
with a projecting shoulder on the journal-bearing key to

take up the end-thrust, so as to dispense with a collar.

See Journal bearing. Also called stop-wedge journal-

bearing. See Journal-bearing key.

Bit (of a key). Figs. 1029, 1178, etc. The part of a key
which enters the lock and acts upon the bolt and tum-
blers. The bit consists of the iveb and ivards. The web
is the portion left after the wards are cut out. The
wards (of a key) consequently are those parts of the bit

which are not there and fit over the wards of a lock

which see. Some bits, as in fig. 1178, have no wards.

Bit (of a padlock). E, figs. 1029-30. The forward end of

the sliding-bolt, which engages with the shackle in the

act of locking.

Bit or jaw-bit (passenger car trucks). 77, figs. 1955-73.

A short bar closing the mouth of the jaw of a pedestal

after inserting the journal-box.

Blackstone car-coupler. A form of platform invented

by Mr. T. B. Blackstone, president of the Chicago &
Alton Railroad, and used only on that road. It has
projecting bars, which engage with the opposite plat-

form and accomplishes somewhat similar ends to the

Janney or Miller platforms in a manner less generally

satisfactory.

Blake butt. An indefinite term, meaning in general a
plain cast-iron butt-hinge, of somewhat more than ordi-

nary quality, having a washer, but no acorns nor screw,
pin, as in fig. 789.

Blank hinge. Fig. 790. A hinge which permits the door
to swing open in either direction. It is intended as a sub-

stitute for one of a pair of double-acting spring hinges,

which see, as being lighter and cheaper.

Bleeding valve (for Westinghouse brake). Fig. 326 ; 18,

figs. 324-5. Another term for the cylinder release-cock.

In popular language, the operation of releasing the brake

pressure by operating the bleeding-valve or release-cock

of the brake cylinder without going through the usual

process of admitting pressure to the brake-pipe is termed

bleeding the brakes. It is the only method of release

when the engine is disconnected.

Blind. Figs. 155-185, etc. A Window-blind, which see.

They are sometimes single, but usually double, and then

distinguished as lower and upper. Flexible ivindow-

blinds (Paul and Wilson, which see, figs. 1645-7) are

also in use.

Blind lifts, bushing bolt, etc. Figs. 1607-9, 1663-82-

See Window-blind lift, etc.

Blizzard. A fierce storm with high wind. Hence the

trade name blizzard signal-light, figs. 964-6, to desig-

nate one of extra quality, with careful provisions to pre-

vent extinction by wind. See Signal-light.

Block. 1. "A heavy piece of timber or wood, usually

with one plane surface ; or it is rectangular and rather

thick than long."

—

Webster.

2. Fig. 1888. " A pulley or system of pulleys mounted
on its frame or shell, with its band or strap. A block

consists of one or more pulleys or sheaves, in a groove of

which the rope runs, fastened in a shell or frame by.pins,

on which they revolve ; of a shell or frame inclosing the

pulley or pulleys ; and of a strap or band, consisting of

a rope, encompassing the shell, and attached by an eye

of rope or a hook to some object."

—

Ed. Ency.

The interior wheels are termed sheaves, which latter

term is often used to designate the whole block or pul-

ley, but incorrectly. A snatch-block is a block with

only one sheave and with an opening at the side for the

ready insertion and removal of the rope. Blocks with-

out this opening, however, are sometimes loosely termed

snatch-blocks.

See Body-bolster spacing-block. Stop-block.

Body-bolster truss-block. Bumper-block.
Brake-block. Centre plate block.

Buffer-block. Dead-block.
Brake-cylinder block. Swing-hanger fric-

Distance-block. tion block.

Floor-timber distance- Transom bearing-

block, block.

Follower-plate block. Transom truss-bloc

Guide-block. Truck-bolster guid
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Packing-blocJc. block.

Safety-beam block. Truck-bolster truss-

Spring-block, block.

Stimip-block. Truss-block.

Block and tackle. A general term applied to a pair or

more of pulleys and accompanying rope. Also termed

fall and tackle, or simply tackle.

Block car. A car generally attached to wrecking trains,

behind the wrecking car proper, for carrying blocking,

ropes, chains and other tools. Usually a common box
car, sometimes fitted up with bunks.

Blocking. 20, fig. 186. A mode of securing together the

vertical angles of woodwork by blocks of wood glued

or nailed in the inside angle. The method is largely used

in every form of carpentry, where great strength is not

required in the joint.

Blocking-strip. See Floor blocking-strip. 204, figs.

97-101.

Blue-light signal-holder. Fig. 1043. A device carried

on many trains for giving night signals. It is so con-

structed that pushing in a small piston ignites the blue

light.

Board. "A piece of timber sawed thin, and of consider-

able length and breadth, compared with the thickness,

used for building and other purposes."

—

Webster.

See Brake footboard. Letter-board.
Deck soffit-board. Hoof-boards.
Eaves fascia-board. Roof running-board.
Fender-board. Running-board.
Head-board. Seat-back board.
Inside-cornice fascia- Soffit-board.

board. Splash-board.
Inside-cornice sub-fascia Tread-board,

board.

Board roofs (freight-cars). Single, figs. 664-5. Double,

fig. 666. A very indefinite term, usually meaning either

one with a double layer of boards only, with or without

painted canvas or other packing, or a single layer of

boards covered with sheet metal. The Winslow and
other roofs have boarding over the metal sheets.

Boarding-car. A car fitted up for cooking and serving

meals to men at work on the line of a road.

Bob-tail street-car. Fig. 1840. A term used to designate

a street-car with a platform in front only and a small

step behind. Such cars are usually drawn by one horse

only.

Body (of a car). The main or principal part in or on which

the load is placed. American cars for steam railroads

us lally consist of a body carried on two trucks. Street-

cars are usually carried on four wheels only.

2. (Of a valve cylinder, etc.). The main or principal

part, to which the other parts are attached, as cylinder-

body, etc.

Body-bolsters. Figs. 215-26 ; also 12, figs. 82-141 ; 10, figs.

155-180 ; of iron, A6, figs. 121-5 ; A3, figs. 144-9. Cross-

beams attached near the ends of the under side of a car-

body which is supported on two trucks. The body centre-

plate and side-bearings, which rest on the truck, are

fastened to these bolsters. Such beams are made of

wood, or of iron trussed, or of wood and iron combined.

A body-bolster is sometimes called body-transom, or

simply transom, but the term body-transom is more
generally applicable, if used at all, to the needle-beams

passing from side to side of the car between the trucks ;

also known as cross-frame tie-timbers, or crossbearers.

A part somewhat analogous to a body-bolster is the bunk
of logging-cars, figs. 1727-30 ; but this rests above a

reach connecting the trucks, and is the only car-body to

sustain the loads. The body-bolsters of passenger-cars

are sometimes very elaborate structures, as the double

iron body-bolster and Snow body-bolster, figs. 219-23, the

latter being the equivalent of a double iron body-bolster,

but in the form of an x . Iron body-bolsters are in the

form of a truss, the top member being known as the

tension-bar and the bottom as the comjiression-bar, the

two being held apart by small castings called body-

bolster thimbles.

Body-bolster compression-bar. 1, fig. 217. See Body-

bolster.

Body-bolster spacing-block. 12', figs. 93-6, 113-5. See

Body-bolster.

Body-bolster tension-bar. 2, fig. 217. See Body-

bolster.

Body-bolster thimble. 3, fig. 217. See Body-bolster.

Body-bolster truss (iron 6-wheel truck). F, figs. 1971-3.

See Body-bolster.

Body-bolster truss-block. 4, fig. 215; 15, figs. 88, 135; 13,

figs. 158-178. A block of wood or distance-piece, on the

top of a wooden body-bolster, between the centre floor-

timbers and underneath the bolster truss-rods.

Body-bolster truss-rod. 13, figs. 132-8; 11, figs. 158-85;

6, fig. 215. A rod which lies parallel with and passes
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above the centre of the bolster over the truss-rod bearing

so as to form a truss ; generally two or more are used

for each bolster.

Body-bolster truss-rod bearing-. 5, figs. 215, etc. See

Body-bolster truss-rod.

Body-bolster truss-rod washer. 14, figs. 82-6 ; 12, figs.

155-185 ; 7, fig. 215. An iron bearing-plate on the end of

a body-bolster : often made to take two or more rods.

Body-brace. 33, figs. 84-105 ; 51, figs. 155-165. An in-

clined beam or strip of timber in the side or end frame

of a car-body, which acts as a brace. A substitute for

body-braces as well as for truss-rods is the Challender

truss, fig. 1856, which see. A compression beam brace, 2,

fig. 644, answers to the definition of a body-brace, but is

a long brace, constituting with the compression-beam a

single truss or arch from bolster to bolster. A body-

brace is an oblique brace in one of several panels included

in this space. See Body-counterbrace. End body-brace,

35, figs. 85-104, and Side body-brace.

Body brace-rod. 34, figs. 89, 93 ; 52, figs. 177-8. An
inclined iron rod in the side or end of a car-body

frame, which acts as a brace. They are distinguished

as end and side body brace-rods. A brace straining-rod

is a short vertical rod in the side of a passenger car under

the window.
In figs. 159-60, 167 should read inverted body truss-

rod, or hog-chain rod, and not body brace-rod.

Body centre-plate. 8, figs. 215-7 ; 17, figs. 182-92 ; 15,

figs. 156-81. The upper of the two centre-plates, which

see, through which the king-bolt or centre-pin passes.

Body check-chain eye. 19, figs. 158-85. An eye-bolt or

clevis for fastening a check-chain to the car-body. See

also Truck check-chain eye.

Body check-chain hook. An iron hook on the check-chain

which enters into the check-chain eye.

Body counterbrace. 37, figs. 82, 84, 132, 136 ; 55, figs.

135, 161-5 ; 3, fig. 644 ; 2, fig. 645. A brace in the side

frame of a car-body between the bolsters and end of the

car. These braces are inclined in a direction opposite to

those between the bolster and centre of the car. Some-
times, as in fig. 159, counterbraces are inserted in the

central portion of the car between the two bolsters. They
are then termed centre counter-braces. See Counter,

brace and framing.
Body counterbrace rod. 37', figs. 82-101 ; 56, fig. 1778.

An inclined iron rod in the side-frame of a car-body, be-

tween the bolster and the end of the car. The body
counterbrace-rod is sometimes a continuous rod running

from one end of the car to the other over the supports

resting on the body-bolster, as 167, fig. 159. It is then,

more properly speaking, an inverted truss-rod or hog-

chain rod, which see. Also called continuous body-

brace rod.

Body counterbrace tie-rod. 176, fig. 93. An erroneous

reference. Name should read Inside-lining stud.

Body-cushion (English). 186, figs. 204-5. See India-

rubber body-cushion.

Body hand-rail. 44, figs. 155-183 ; 113, figs. 1843-5. An
iron rod or bar attached to the end of passenger cars for

persons to take hold of in getting on or off the cars ; not

to be confused with Platform-rail, which see.

Body-knee (English). 82, figs. 116-9. No American
equivalent. A heavy wrought-iron knee, securing the

sides of the body to the under-frame, and keeping them
at right angles to one another.

Body-post (freight-car bodies). 42, figs. 83-142. An up-

right timber which is framed into the sill and plate of a

freight car. The body-posts and corner-posts form the

vertical members of the side-frame of a car-body. In

passenger cars such posts are called Window-posts, which

see.

Body-post-pocket. 42', figs. 93-6 ; 35, figs. 109-12, etc.

See Pocket.

Body queen-post. 22, figs. 155-6, 161-4. An iron rod,

bar, or casting, on the under side of a car-body and
against which the body trass-rods bear. It is often

stiffened laterally by a body queen-post stay. See also

Queen-post.

Body queen-post stay. 2, fig. 224; A, fig. 163. See Body
queen-post.

Body side-bearings. 16, figs. 83-138; 14, figs. 163-1^5.

The upper one of the two side-bearings, which see, at-

tached to the body-bolsters.

Body-spring. A Bolster-spring, which see.

Body transom. 22, figs. 82-92, etc. A name sometimes

given to the needle-beams or cross-frame tie-timber, which

see, bolted to the under side of the sills.

Body truss-rod. 19, figs. 82-136; 20, figs. 155-181, 229. A
long rod under a car-body to truss it, and prevent it

from sagging in the centre. This rod is nearly always.
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continuous from end-sill to end-sill, in well-designed

modern freight cars, but sometimes, as in fig. 77, it is

attached to a truss-rod iron on or near to the body-

bolster. In passenger cars the use of the truss-rod iron,

24, figs. 159, etc., is much more common, although the

tendency is to use a continuous rod, as in figs. 155, 181.

The truss-rods are distinguished as centre and side or

outside body truss-rods. They are usually four but

sometimes only two in number. See also Inverted body

ti~uss-rod.

Body truss-rod bearing1

. 21, figs. 83-136. A cast or

wrought iron plate, on the under "side of a truss-block or

of a cross-frame tie -timber, serving the purpose of a Body
queen-post, which see.

Body truss-rod saddle. 20, figs. 88-9, 113-5, etc.; 21,

figs. 155, etc. A block of wood or casting which forms a

distance-piece on top of a bolster, and on which a con-

tinuous body truss-rod bears. Properly speaking, a saddle

means a common bearing for a pair of rods with a cen-

tral support, as figs. 1744, 1756, but it is not now re-

stricted to such use.

Bogie (English). A swiveling car-truck, which see. All

American eight-wheeled cars and coaches are what are

termed in England bogie carriages, or wagons.

Bogie carriage (English). A vehicle for passenger service

recently much used on the fastest trains. The body is

from 40 to 54 feet long, divided into compartments, with

side doors, and seating from 30 to 80 passengers. It is

carried on four or six wheel trucks. See also Carriage.

Bogus-plate (refrigerator-cars). A horizontal timber at-

tached to the posts on the inside of the car, a short dis-

tance below the plate. The bogus-plates support hori-

zontal cross-timbers called meat timbers or hanging bars,

to which hooks are attached for hanging meat.

Boiler (Johnson heater). 27, fig. 1472. See engravings of

stoves and heaters generally, for similar parts.

Boiler wagon (English). A six or eight wheeled car having

two bogies or trucks at the ends with a drop-down plat-

form between them, adapted to carry any exceptionally

heavy or bulky load, such as a boiler, a heavy piece of

machinery or a portable engine. It is mechanically an
American freight car with the middle portion dropped

down to near the level of the rails.

Bolster. Figs. 215-25, etc. A cross timber or trussed

beam on the under side of a car-body (Body-bolster,

which see), and in the centre of a truck ^Truck -bolster,

which see). The bolsters carry the body and truck cen-

tre-plates, the body-bolster resting on the truck-bolster.

Special forms for passenger cars are Compound-bolster,

Iron body-bolster, Double iron-body-bolster, which see.

Truck-bolsters are either Swing-bolsters, which see,

admitting of lateral motion to ease off shocks, or rigid

bolsters, which permit no lateral motion. All passenger
trucks have swing-bolsters. Practice as to freight-car

truck-bolsters is about evenly divided. At the Master
Car-Builders' Convention, 1884, the vote in favor of

adopting the swing-bolster for a standard freight-car

truck was 32 to 30.

Bolster-bridge (six-wheel truck). 62, figs. 1969-70. A.

Side-bearing bridge, which see.

Bolster distance-block. A 7 figs. 121-5. The same as a
body-bolster thimble. 3, fig. 217-9.

Bolster jack-screws (wrecking cars). S, fig. 148. Jack-

screws attached to the spring-plank for the purpose of

taking the load off the springs and making the entire

truck and car body one rigid structure when the derrick

of the wrecking-car is in use. Tongs or crabs, which see,

and detached jack-screws are used to accomplish the

same end. as figs. 80, 144.

Bolster-plates (passenger car trucks). Fig. 225. Wrought-
iron plates bolted to the sides of wooden body-bolsters

to strengthen them.

Bolster-springs. 80, figs. 1907-68 and 2049-2106. The
main springs of a car, carried on the spring-plank and
supporting the truck-bolster on which the weight of the

car-body rests.

Bolster-spring cap. 75, figs. 1915-16, 1957-67. See

Spring-plate.

Bolster-spring seat. 74, figs. 1915-16, 1957-67. See

Spring-plate.

Bolster truss-block. A timber serving as a distance-piece

to fill a vacant space between the bolster and the centre-

plate. There are two : a Body-bolster truss-block and a

truck-bolster truss-block, which see. Both are only

occasionally used.

Bolster truss-rod. See Body-bolster truss-rod. Truck-

bolster truss-rod.

Bolster truss-rod washer. See Body-bolster t>*uss-rod

washer. Truck-bolster truss-rod washer.

Bolt. 1. A pin, rod or bar of metal used to hold or fasten
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anything in its place ; ordinarily a bolt has a head on

one end and a screw and nut on the other, while a rod

has a nut on both ends, as shown in figs. 1865-76, etc.

Various forms of bolts, which see for further defini-

tion, are as follows:

Carriage-bolt, fig. Key-bolt, fig. 1871.

1867. Lug-bolt, fig. 1869.

Eye-bolt, figs. 1872, Machine-bolt, figs. 1865-

1797. 6.

Jaw-bolt, fig. 1796. Strap-bolt, or U-shaped
Joint-bolt, fig. 1876. bolt, fig. 1870.

For bolts whose names are derived from the purpose

for which they serve, see:

Box-bolt. Journal-box-cover
Brake safety-chain bolt.

bolt. King-bolt (or centre-

Co?umn-bolt. pin).

Discharge-valve stop- Piston-follower bolt.

bolt. Reversing-valve plate
Draft-bolt (Janney). holt.

Drawbar-bolt. Stake-pocket U-bolt.

Hub-bolt. Stop-bolt.

Journal-box bolt. Tire-bolt.

2. (Locks and latches.) A bar which enters the keeper

or strike-plate and effects the lock.

See Berth-latch bolt. Door-sash bolt.

Cupboard-bolt. Door-sash-lock bolt.

Door-latch bolt. , Seat-lock bolt.

Door-lock bolt. Sofa-bolt.

3. Figs. 758-61, etc. A door-bolt, which see, moved in

slides directly by the hand to fasten an opening. See

also :

Barrel door-bolt. Head-board bolt.

Flush-bolt. Windoiv-blind bolt.

Bolt drawbar. Figs. 395-449, etc. A drawbar to which

the draw-spring is attached by a bolt passing through it.

Also called Spindle drawbar.

Bolt-stop (Seat-lock). 5, figs. 1176-7. A small pin pass-

ing through the bolt to check excessive withdrawal.

Bonnet (passenger cars). A Platform-hood, which see.

Boom (of a derrick or crane). 6, figs. 77-78 ; B, fig. 145
;

D 2 , figs. 151-3. Also called jib. The main inclined

compression member carrying the hoisting gear and
abutting at its foot against a boom-shoe or directly

against the mast. Its upper end is supported by stay-

rods or tension-rods which, in a crane, are of fixed

length, and, in a derrick, of varying length, capable of

adjustment. See Derrick.

Boom-cap clevis (of a derrick or crane). L, figs. 151-3.

A clevis, which see, sometimes attached to the upper
end of the boom, to which the fixed end of the hoisting-

rope is attached. In other cases, as at 4, figs. 77-8, the

clevis for this purpose is carried on the hoisting-block.

Boom-sheave (of a derrick or crane). E, figs. 151-3; also

5, figs. 77-8. A sheave carried at the upper extremity

of the boom over which the hoisting chain passes.

Boom-shoe (of a derrick or crane). 16, figs. 77-78 ; F 2
,

figs. 151-3 A casting carried at the foot of the mast
and constructed so as to be able to revolve against the

boom base. It is supported by boom-shoe rods.

Boom-shoe rods (of a derrick or crane). 16, figs. 77-8; F,

figs. 151-3. Rods attached to the head-block or cap at

the top of the mast and supporting the boom-shoe.

Boom-shoe rollers (of a derrick or crane). B., figs. 151-3.

Rollers at the foot of the mast upon which the boom-
shoe revolve-.

Boss, or hub (of a steel-tired wheel). Figs. 2151-2180.

The central portion through which the axle passes. Boss

is the usual English term, but little used in the United

States.

Bottle-breaking head (Babcock fire extinguisher, which
see). Fig. 1044. It breaks the acid-bottle by screw-

pressure.

Bottom. "The lowest part of anything; as the bottom
of a well, vat, or ship."

—

Webster.

See Alcove-bottom. Water-bottom.
Candle-lamp bottom. Fire-proof bottom.
Drop-bottom. Lamp-bottom.
Extreme bottom. Seat-bottom.

Bottom-arch-bar. An inverted arch-bar. The piedestal

tie-bar is sometimes called bottom arch-bar, as in fig.

1788. See Arch-bar.

Bottom-chord (of trusses). See Lower-chord. Neither

term is regularly used to designate any part of car

trusses, but the side-sills are bottom chords in trussed

side-frames.

Bottom cross-piece (English). 93, figs. 205-206. The
transverse- piece in the under framing, which see,

supporting the floor and partition. Also called bottom

cross-bar.

Bottom, cylinder-head, (Westinghouse driving-wheel

brake). 4, figs. 308, 314-5. A circular cast-iron plate or

cover for the lower end of the cylinder. The piston-rod

works through it.
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Bottom door-panel (English). 128, fig. 205. The low-

est panel on the outside of the door of a carriage.

Bottom door-rail. 5, fig. 370. The lower transverse

piece of a Door-frame, which see.

Bottom door-track. 66, figs. 72, 82, 86, 132, 136, 134, 138.

A door-track below a sliding-door. Usually a metal

bar. Sliding-doors are usually provided with rollers or

slides which rest on the track. Freight-car doors

usually slide on a top door-track, which see. See also

Door-hanger and ear-door hanger.

Bottom end-piece (English). 92, figs. 205 and 206.

American equivalent, end-sill. The transverse end-piece

in the under frame of a passenger vehicle.

Bottom light-rail (English). 102, figs. 204, 205. A part

of the body framing of a carriage, forming the bottom

of the window opening.

Bottom of case (Gouge heater, which see). 83, fig. 1409.

Bottom panel batten (English). 105, fig. 205. American

equivalent, furring. In a carriage, a part of the body

framing used to stiffen the panel, which is pinned to it.

See Bottom-side panel.

Bottom-rail (of a sash or door). 147, figs. 158-85; 5, fig.

370. The lowermost horizontal bar or member of a

frame.

Bottom-ratchet (of drum for Creamer brake, which see).

15, fig. 263.

Bottom-side (English). 91, figs. 204-207. The lower

longitudinal framing of the body of a passenger vehicle.

Bottom side-and-end knee (English). 144, fig. 206. A
wrought-iron knee joining together the side and end

members of the bottom of the body framing of a

carriage.

Bottom side-panel (English). 123, fig. 205. The lower

panel on the outside of the body of a carriage.

Bottom stove-plate (Baker heater). 1, figs. 1301, 1302.

An iron casting shaped somewhat like a dinner plate.

Bottom stove-plate (Spear heater). 14, figs. 1486-90,

1500. A circular casting which rests on the floor of a
car. See also Fire-proof bottom, fig. 1524.

Boudoir (Bood -warr, Fr.). A luxurious private parlor for

a lady. Hence

—

Boudoir sleeping-car. Figs. 50, 212, 680-1. See Mann
boudoir sleeping-ear.

Bow. See Platform-hood bou:

Bowl. 2, fig. 1570, etc. See Basin.

Box. See Journal-box, figs. 1997-2020. Wheel-box (street

cars).

Box-bolt (diamond trucks). 108, fig. 1925. The bolts

holding the journal-box in place. More properly, journal-
box bolts.

Box-car. Figs. 1^3, 82-101. The most common form of
Am erican freight car, with roof and sides inclosed to

protect its contents. A few four-wheeled box cars, fig.

4, and a few box stock-cars, figs. 8-9 are built. The
present tendency is to continually increase their length

and capacity. They are usually lined for half their

height with inside lining, and provided with an interior

grain-tight grain-door. See Car. Freight car.

Box-cover. See Journal-box cover.

Box-cushion. Figs. 1205-23. A cushion for passenger car

seats made on a wooden frame. In distinction from a
squab cushion, now little used, which is a loose pad on
the seat. Box-cushions are sometimes stuffed with bail-

or other elastic material alone, but usually steel springs

are used in addition. Fig. 1206 shows a frame for a box-
cushion.

Box-guide. See Journal-box guide.

Box-lid. Figs. 1997-2020. See Journal-box cover. Fletcher

and Heiveit journal-box lid.

Box-packing. Journal-packing, which see.

Box-room (on axle). The dust-guard seat, which see.

Box-steps. Fig. 686. Passenger car steps made with

wooden stringers or sides. Ordinarily called the plat-

form steps.

Box stock-car. Figs. 8-9. An ordinary box car with

large grated openings for ventilation, but excluding rain,

little used except for horses. See Stock car.

Brace. 8, fig. 2182, and figs. 82-185. An inclined beam,

rod or bar of a frame, truss, girder, etc., which unites

two or more of the points where other members of the

structure are connected together, and which prevents

them from turning about their joints. A brace thus

makes the structure incapable of altering its form from
this cause, and it also distributes or transmits part of the

strain at one or more of the joints toward the point or

points of support, or resistance to that strain. A brace

may be subjected to either a strain of compression or ten-

sion. In the former case, in car construction, it is called

simply a brace ; in the latter it is called a brace-rod.

They are called right or left handed, according to the
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inclination of their top to a person standing facing the

,car.

See Berth-brace.
Body-brace.
Brake-lever bracket

brace.

Brake-shaft brace,

Brake-shaft-step
brace.

Compression-beam
brace.

Corner-post brace.

Door-brace.
End body-brace.
Floor-timber brace.

Pedestal-brace.
Roof-brace.
Seat-bracket brace.

Side-lamp brace.

Stop-brace.

Brace-pocket. 39, figs. 89, 93 ; 40, figs. 132-136 ; 41, figs.

132, 134, 136, 138. A casting which forms a socket for

holding the ends of braces, especially of car-bodies. See

Brace, also double-brace pocket.

Brace-rod. 34, figs. 89, 93 ; 52, figs. 177-8 ; 10, fig. 2185.

An inclined iron rod which acts as a brace. A vertical

rod acting in conjunction with a brace, is called a sill-

and-plate rod, or, in passenger-cars, for short rods

below the window, brace straining-rod. See Body-brace

rod. Counterbrace-rod. Propelling-lever brace-rod.

Brace-rod washer. 57, figs. 177-8, etc. A bearing-plate

for the nut or head of a brace-rod, sometimes made a

triangular or beveled shape, which see, and sometimes a

flat bar of iron, bent to lit into a notch cut in the tim-

ber, as shown at 38, figs. 89, 93, 132, 136.

Brace straining-rod (passenger-car framing). 53, figs.

155-165. A vertical iron rod in the side or end frame of

a car-body by which the upper end of a brace is con-

nected or tied to the sill of the car. The brace-rods are

members of the truss, of which the sill, braces, posts or

plates, etc., form parts. Such rods often have hook-

heads at the upper ends against which the braces bear,

and nuts at the lower ends by which they are screwed

up, and are thus brought into a state of tension and

the braces into compression. An equivalent in freight

service is the sill and plate rod.

Bracket. 1. " An angular stay in the form of a knee to sup-

port shelves and the like." 1— Webster.

See Arm-rest bracket.
Basket-rack bracket.
Bell-cord strap-hang-

er bracket.
Bell-strap bracket.

Berth bracket.
Berth-corner bracket.
Berth-curtain-rod

bracket.

Lamp) bracket.
Lamp-chimney bracket.
Longitudinal-step

bracket.
Post-bracket.
Release-spring bracket,
Running-board

bracket.
Scheme-rod bracket.

Brake-lever bracket.
Brake-shaft bracket.
Brake-step bracket.
Coupling-spring

bracket.
Cylinder-lever

bracket.
Door-track bracket.
Hand-rail bracket.
Inside-hand-rail

bracket.

Seat-bracket.
Seat-rail bracket.
Side-lamp bracket.
Signal-light bracket.
Sliding-door bracket.
Smoke-bell bracket.
Tender-spring bracket.
Toivel-bracket.

Window-curtain
bracket.

2. (Iron framing for bridges or cars.) An L-shaped

angle-plate riveted to each of two members which it is

desired to connect at right angles to each other, as the

end-sill bracket, C, figs. 146-150. A stronger form, little

used in car construction, is by a triangular Qusset-plate,

which see.

Bracket (of cast-iron wheels). Figs. 2125, 2134, etc. The
stiffening ribs cast on the plate.

Bracket-arms (for lamp). Fig. 830. Lamp-arms, which,

see, which have a rectangular shoulder in them to carry

the shade.

Bracket berth-hinge (emigrant sleeping berths). A, figs.

682-5. A berth-hinge with a shoulder to directly support

the inner edge of the berth without relying on the hinge-

pin.

Bracket gas-burner. A gas-burner attached to the side of

a car.

Bracket-lamp. Figs. 859-71. A Side-lamp, which see.

Bracket-nut (" American" steam brake-valve). 9, figs.

360-2. A small Spanner-nut, which see.

Bracket studs and nuts ('
' American" steam tender-brake).

6, figs. 366-7. The means of attaching the brake-cylin-

der to a bracket on the tender. See Stud.

Brake, or brake-gear. Figs. 227-369. The whole combi-
nation of parts by which the motion of a car is retarded

or arrested. Passenger-car brakes are now almost ex-

clusively atmospheric, being either air-brakes operating

by compressed air, or vacuum brakes operating by creat-

ing a vacuum. Of the latter are the Earner and Smith
vacuum brakes. Of the former the most important by
far is the Westinghouse, although the Loughridge is also

used. The Westinghouse is now almost exclusively used
in its automatic form, and by the term Westinghouse
brake the Westinghouse automatic brake is now always
referred to. The Creamer spring brake, figs. 263-5, de-

signed for use in emergencies only, is now out of use.
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Of freight brakes, continuous or train brakes are as yet

little used. The compression brake, figs. 368-9, has been

partially introduced, and the Westinghouse automatic has

been and is now being applied quite extensively to

freight service in a slightly modified form. Of the

methods of combining brake-levers to apply any form of

brake power are (figs. 227-35) the Elder, Hodge, single-

lever, double-lever, Stevens, Tanner and Tyler. A special

form is also used for drop-bottom cars. These levers

move the brake-beams -which carry the brake-shoes bear-

ing against the wheels. The brake-beams are either inner-

hung, fig. 249, or outer-hung, fig. 236. Inner-hung brakes

are also termed compression-rod brakes, the brake-lever

coupling-bar (19, fig. 249) which unites them being in

compression. Driving-wheel brakes, both steam and air,

are in increasing use. See any of the words in italics

for further information.

Brake (for drop-bottom car). Figs. 105-8, 228. A brake

arranged so that none of the rods or levers will interfere

with the drop doors.

Brake-axle (Kalamazoo lever hand-car). 2, figs. 1724-6. A
shaft carrying the S-brake shoes, which see.

Brake-beam. 1, figs. 227-35, etc., etc.; figs. 146-7. Trans-

verse iron or wooden bars to which the brake-block and

shoes are attached. They are either inner-hung ov outer-

hung, and often trussed, especially in passenger service.

See Trussed brake-beam. Harden brake-beam.

Brake-beam chafing-plate. A plate attached to a brake-

beam against which a brake-spring bears, designed to

resist the wear due to the action of the spring.

Brake-beam eye-bolt. 85, figs. 1943, 1946, 1961. An eye-

bolt for fastening a lower brake-rod to a brake-beam on
trucks having but one brake-lever. They have threads

cut nearly their entire length, and usually a nut is placed

on each side of the brake-beam, which can be screwed

up so as to take up the wear of the brake-shoes.

Brake-beam fulcrum. See Brake-lever fulcrum.

Brake-beam hanger (hand-car). 28, fig. 1720-3. ABrake-
hanger, which see.

Brake-beam king-post. 6, figs. 246, 250. A post or

distance-piece, which forms a bearing for the truss-rods

of a brake-beam. Sometimes the brake-lever is attached

to it and it then forms also a fulcrum for the latter.

Brake-beam truss-rod. 5, figs. 246, 250. A rod used to

truss or strengthen a brake-beam.

Brake-block. Fig. 238. Also 82, figs. 1927-69; 1, figs.

236-51. A piece of wood or metal which carries a re-

movable shoe which bears directly against the tread of

the wheel when the brake is applied. The brake-blocks

are attached to the ends of a brake-beam. A brake-head
is supposed to be a combined brake-block and shoe, but
brake-block and brake-head are often used as equivalent

terms.

2. (" American" steam driver-brakes.) 12, figs. 358-9:

26, figs. 363-5.

3. (English.) 63, figs. 116-7. See Wooden brake-block,

wood being the material of which they are composed.
4. (Westinghouse driving-wheel brake.) 17, figs. 322-3.

Brake-block pin (Westinghouse driving-wheel brake). 26,
fig. 322. A pin by which the suspending links are at-

tached to the brake-block.

Brake-block pin-rod (Westinghouse driving-wheel brake).

27, figs. 322-3. A tie-rod connecting the brake-shoes on
opposite sides of the locomotive, to resist the tendency
of the coned wheels to throw the brake-shoes outward.

It is hung downward by a link to enable it to pass under
the ash-pan.

Brake-block suspending-link (Westinghouse driving-

wheel brake). 23, figs. 322-3. An iron bar attached to

the suspending-stud at the top and to the brake-block

pin at the bottom.

Brake-block suspending-plates (Westinghouse driving-

wheel brake). 24, figs. 322-323. Wrought-iron plates

bolted to the locomotive frame and carrying the stud

furnishing a support to the upper end of the brake-block

suspend in g-link.

Brake-block suspending-stud (Westinghouse driving-

wheel brake). 25, figs. 322, 323. See above.

Brake-block tie-rod (Westinghouse driving-wheel, brake).

27, figs. 322-3. See Brake-block pin-rod.

Brake-carrier. See Brake-hanger carrier.

Brake-chain. See Brake-shaft chain.

Brake-chain worm. 160, figs. 155, 157
; .1, fig. 686. A

conical casting attached to the brake-shaft with a screw-

shaped groove for the brake-chain. Its object is to pro-

duce a rapid motion at first and increase the power
when the brake-shoes are brought to a bearing.

Brake-clevis. A. brake-lever fulcrum, which see.

Brake-connecting-rod. Fig 1784. More properly, brake-

chain connecting rod.
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Brake-cord guide. Figs. 730-1. A guide similar to a bell-

cord guide for tbe air-brake cord whicb passes through

every car fitted with the Westinghouse automatic brake,

and operates the conductor's valve, fig. 293.

Brake-cylinder (Westinghouse automatic brake). Figs.

292-369. A cast iron cylinder attached to the under side

; of the car-frame, fitted with two heads and a piston,

against which the compressed air exerts its pressure to

apply the brakes. The piston-rod was formerly attached

to a release-lever to which a release-spring, exterior to

the cylinder, was attached. In the gear at present

in use the release-spring is coiled within the brake-cylin-

der, figs. 329-31, and pushes against the cylinder-lever, 7,

fig. 325, or in the freight gear against the floating-lever,

4, fig. 339, through a push-bar, which see. In the freight

gear the brake-cylinder, triple-valve and auxiliary reser-

voir are all combined in one part, figs. 352, etc. In the

Eames vacuum brake a diaphragm takes the place of the

brake-cylinder. In the Smith vacuum it is an accordion-

like cylinder with stiffening interior ribs to prevent col-

lapse under air-pressure.

2. (Westinghouse tender-brake.) 2, figs. 297-9, 307,

330. A cylinder similar to the above, except that the pis-

ton is provided with a long piston-sleeve, 6, to guide the

push-bar, which see.

3. (Westinghouse driving-wheel brake.) Figs. 308,

314-5 ; 2, figs. 322-3. A cylinder attached to a locomo-

tive in a vertical position between the driving-wheels.

The force of the compressed air is transmitted to two
eccentric-levers, which act against the brake-heads and
thus apply the brakes. The main casting, 2, of the cyl-

inder is called the cylinder-body.

Brake-cylinder block (Westinghouse freight brake-gear).

7, figs. 338-9. A stick for attaching the combined cyl-

inder and auxiliary reservoir to the under side of the sills.

See Auxiliary-reservoir beam, a similar part for passen-

ger cars.

Brake-cylinder end-block (Westinghouse freight brake-

gear). 8, figs. 338-9.

Brake-cylinder pipe (Westinghouse brake). 21, fig. 325.

The pipe which connects the brake-cylinder with the

triple-valve.

Brake-cylinder plate (Westinghouse freight brake). Figs.

338^12. The plate to which the brake-cylinder is bolted

and by which it is attached to the sills.

Brake-dog. A brake-pawl, which see.

Brake-drum. A brake-shaft drum, which see.

Brake-equalizer block, or centre brake-lever block

(Elder brake). 207, figs. 97-8. A block directly under
the centre of the car to which the brake equalizing-lever

or centre brake-lever is attached.

Brake equalizing-lever (Elder brake). 209, figs. 97-101

;

10, fig. 234. More properly, Centre brake-lever, which
see.

Brake-equalizer strap. 208, figs. 97-8. A strap directly

under the centre of tne car serving as a fulcrum for the

centre brake-lever.

Brake-finger. A brake-pawl, which see.

Brake foot-board. A brake-step, which see.

Brake hand-rail. 190, figs. 93-6, 252-4, 656-7. A hand-

rail, on the roof of box and stock cars, usually made of

gas-pipe, for the protection of brakemen when applying

brakes. It is stiffened by a hand-rail brace.

Brake-hanger. 144, fig. 105 ; 86, figs. 1907-69 ; 7, figs.

236—19. A link or bar by which brake-beams and attach-

ments are suspended from a truck-frame or car-body.

It is attached to truck and car-body by a brake-hanger

carrier. A parallel brake-hanger, which see, is used in

passenger gear only, to cause the brake-beam to move
out evenly parallel with itself. In the plan for freight-

gear proposed by Mr. Westinghouse, figs. 249-51, the

brake-hanger is rigidly attached to the brake-beam,

being designed to have sufficient spring to enable the

brakes to be put on or off.

2. (English.) 61, figs. 116. A wrought-iron bar by
which the brake-block is suspended. No brake-beam is

used.

Brake-hanger bracket (English). 62, figs. 116-117.

American equivalent, brake-hanger bearing. A bear-

ing for the brake-hanger, generally made of wrought
iron.

Brake-hanger bearing. 14, figs. 245, 251, 236, 249. A
casting which is held by a brake-hanger carrier, and
which forms a bearing for a brake-hanger.

Brake-hanger carrier. 87, fig. 1969; 8, figs. 245, 251, 236,

249. An eye or U-bolt, a casting or other fastening by

which a brake-hanger is attached to the truck or body of

a car. See also Parallel brake-hanger carrier.

Brake-hanger timber. 6, figs. 88, 94, 91, 96, 106. A short

transverse timber between the floor-timbers of a car-
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body, and which is framed into them, and to which the

brake-hangers, which are hung from the body of a car,

are attached.

Brake-head. Figs. 1977-81 ; also 142, fig. 105 ; 83, figs.

237, 1945. A piece of iron or wood attached to a brake-

beam and which bears against the wheels, and combines

both a brake-block and brake-shoe in one piece. The
term is also commonly applied to brake-blocks which
carry a detachable shoe. See Christie, Standard, Ban-
ning, etc.

Brake-hose (Westingbouse car-brake). Figs. 293, 311 : 26,

figs. 324, 325. Flexible tubes made of India-rubber and
canvas by which the cars are connected together and
compressed air which operates the brakes conducted

through the train. The hose is made with a coupling

at each end of each car, so that they can readily be con-

nected or disconnected. See Armored brake-hose.

2. (Eames vacuum brake.) Figs. 280-1. A coiled wire

is used inside to prevent collapsing.

Bra&e-hose armor. See Armored brake-hose.

Brake-hose coupling (Westingbouse brake). Figs. 327-8.

A contrivance for coupling or connecting the ends of a

pah- of brake-hose together, so that the air by which the

brakes are operated can pass from one vehicle in a train to

another. The couplings for train-signal apparatus are

made with thicker lips than brake-hose couplings, though
otherwise similar, to avoid danger of wrong connections.

2. (Eames vacuum brake.) Figs. 280-1. Accomplishes

the same result as the Westingbouse coupling, in a some-
what different manner.

Brake-hose coupling-cap (Westinghouse brake). 2, figs.

327-8. A screw plug in a coupling-case which holds the

coupling-valve in place.

Brake-hose coupling-case (Westinghouse brake). 1, figs.

327-8. A hollow casting which joins the main part of a

coupling to which the hose is attached.

Brake-hose coupling packing-expander (Westinghouse
brake). Figs. 327-8. A metal bushing or cage, formerly

used to expand the packing when the valves are removed,

in place of the valves in the ordinary brake. The pres-

ent substitute is a plain ring with a bar across it for

opening the valves, in couplings having valves.

Brake-hose coupling-valve (Westinghouse brake). 5,

figs. 327-8. A puppet-valve to prevent the escape of air

from the hose when uncoupled.

Brake-hose coupling-valve spring (Westinghouse brake).

6, figs. 327-8.

Brake-hose nipple (Westinghouse brake). Figs. 51-54.

A tubular elbow connecting the coupling-hose and the

brake-pipe.

Brake-lever. 92, figs. 1907-69: 11, figs. 236-51: 11, fig.

325, etc. A lever by which the power employee1 to apply

the brakes is transmitted to the brake-beams. The brake-

levers are connected to the brake-beams at or near the

short ends of the former, and the brake-shaft connecting-

rod, or some equivalent part, to the other end.

WThen only one brake-lever to a truck is used, as in

figs. 1961, etc., the pressure of the two brake-beams is

unequal. To obviate this two brake-levers are usually

used, as 11, figs. 236-49, which arj further distinguished

as dead-lever and live-lever, figs. 338-348. The upper

end of the dead-levers is then attached to a brake-lever

sto£> or dead-lever guide. Dead-levers are also called

fixed brake-levers. See Centre brake-lever. Floating lever.

2. (English.) 57, figs. 116-119. A long bar attached

the brake-shaft in order to apply the brake to by hand.

See G-uard's van.

Brake-lever bracket (hopper-bottom coal cars). 148,

figs. 105-6. A wrought-iron knee on the under side of a

car, to which the fulcrum of a brake-lever is attached.

Brake-lever-bracket brace. 149, fig. 105. A diagonal

wrought-iron brace, to stiffen the brake-lever-bracket.

Brake-lever clevis. A Brake-lever fulcrum, which see.

Brake-lever coupling-bar (inner-hung brakes). 19, figs.

249-51. A compression-bar connecting the two brake-

levers (dead-lever and live-lever), to which it is fastened

by the coupling-bar pin. When the brakes are outer-

hung, this member becomes in tension instead of com-
pression and is known as the lower brake-rod.

Brake-lever fulcrum. 146, figs. 105-8 ; 93, figs. 1907-69 ;

12, figs. 245, 251. A forked iron attached to a brake-

beam by means of which a brake-lever is connected to

the beam. It is usually a jaic-bolt, fig. 1796. In some
cases a casting is used, as fig. 1747, brake-lever jaw.

Brake-lever guard (English). 58, figs. 116-118. No
American equivalent. A curved wrought-iron bar

which confines the movement of the brake-lever within

proper limits. See also Brake-lever ratchet.

Brake-lever guide. 147, figs. 105-7; 94, figs. 1928-9,

1964-5 ; 2, figs. 238-9. An iron bar which guides the
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upper end of a brake-lever. Further distinguished as

live-lever and dead-lever guides, the latter provided with
pins for readjustment as the brake-shoes wear, and also

called a brake-lever stop.

Brake-lever handle (English). 60, figs. 116-119. The
handle at the end of the brake-lever.

Brake-lever jaw. Fig. 1747. A Brake-lever fulcrum,
which see.

Brake-lever pintle (lever hand-car). 27, figs. 1724-6. See

Pintle.

Brake-lever ratchet (English). 59, 116-119. Teeth cut

in the brake-lever guard (which see), to prevent the

brake coming off after being applied.

Brake-lever sheave (Elder brake-gear). Fig. 234 ; 96, figs.

1929, 1931. A pulley attached to a brake-lever, over
which a chain by which the brakes are applied runs.

Brake-lever stop. 95, figs. 1945-64; 13, figs. 236, 249.

An iron bar or loop attached to a truck or car frame,
and which holds the upper end of a fixed or dead brake-
lever. It usually has holes in it in which a fulcrum
pin is inserted. By moving the pin from one hole to
another the lever is adjusted so as to take up the wear
of the brake-shoes. Also called Dead-lever guide.

Brake-mast. Fig. 1801. A Brake-shaft, which see.

Brake-pawl. 159, figs. 156, 170, 182, 241, 252-62. A
small pivoted bar for engaging in the teeth of a brake
ratchet-wheel, which see. It is placed in such a position
as to be worked by the foot. The mode of attachment
now considered the best is shown in figs. 252-62.

Brake-pawl carrier. 6, figs. 252-4, 264. See Brake-pawl
and Brake ratchet-wheel.

Brake-pawl dog. 5, figs. 252-4, 259. A pivoted casting
serving as a weight to throw up the brake-pawl so as
to engage with the ratchet on the under side of the brake
ratchet-wheel, which see, in the improved brake-gear
shown in figs. 252-4.

Brake-pipe (Westinghouse automatic-brake). 16, figs.

325 ; 9, figs. 338-9 ; L, fig. 687. An iron pipe ex-
tending from one end of the car to the other under
the car-body, and connected to the pipes on the adjoin-
ing cars by flexible brake-hose, serving to convey the air
from the air-pump on the jengine to the auxiliary reser-
voirs attached to the cais. These pipes are filled with
compressed air when the brakes are not on. When the
latter are to be applied, the air is^allowed to escape from

the pipes, which causes the triple-valves to open com-
munication between the auxiliary reservoirs and the

brake-cylinders, so that the compressed air stored up in

the reservoirs acts on the pistons and brake-levers.

Brake ratchet-wheel. 103, figs. 82-92 ; figs. 241, 258 ;

158, figs. 169-83, etc. A wheel attached to a brake-

shaft having teeth shaped like a saw, into which a pawl
engages, thus preventing the wheel and shaft from turn-

ing backward. An improved form of recent introduction.

7, figs. 252-4, is a ratchet-wheel with the ratchet upon
the under side, instead of on the edge. The brake-pawl

falls away of itself by gravity from the ratchet-wheel,

except when the brake-pawl dog, 5, is thrown over so as

to bear upon its outer end. In that case the brake-pawl is

automatic in its action, without being adjusted by the

foot of the brakeman. The brake-pawl is pivoted in the

brake-pawl carrier, which latter is bolted to the roof of

the car.

At the Thirteenth Annual M. C. B. Convention it was
recommended that the practice of placing the ratchet-

gear on a small platform or brake-step (100, figs. 82, 84,

89, etc.) be discontinued, and that they be fastened to a
suitable casting on the roof.

[In most of the standard English dictionaries, as well as in
Knight's " American Mechanical Dictionary," the term ratchet
is defined as the dog or pawl which catches into the ratchet-
wheel, as well as the ratchet-wheel itself. The same dictionaries,
however, also give pawl as the name for the part serving this

purpose, and it is believed that this is an error in definition, at
least as respects American practice, which has been copied from
one dictionary to another, and which does not correspond with
the practice in mechanical work, in which the term " ratchet

"

is confined to the serrated edge, whether straight or on a wheel,
into which the pawl engages, and does not designate the pawl
itself as a ratchet.]

Brake ratchet gear, complete. Figs. 241, 252-62.

Brake-rod. Any rod serving to connect brake-levers, but

especially the lower brake-rod, 97, figs. 1907-69, which
see, and the secondary brake-rod, 6, figs. 227-35. which
see. The brake-shaft connecting-rod is sometimes called

the main brake-rod. The long brake-rod, 12, fig. 232, ex-

tends the entire length of the car in the Stevens brake-

gear.

See Lower brake-rod. Secondary brake-rod.
Main brake-rod.

2. (English.) 56, figs. 116-119. A bar of iron con-

necting the brake-shaft arms to the brake-blocks.

Brake-rod guide. Any form of special support for a
brake-rod.
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Brake-rubber. A Brake-shoe, which see.

Brake safety-chain, or link. 88, figs. 1947, 1928, 1931,

1948 ; 9, figs. 236, 245, 249. A chain attached by brake

safety-chain eye-bolts to a brake-beam and to the truck

or body of a car. It is intended for the same purpose as

a brake safety-strap, which see, to hold the brake-beams

in case a brake-hanger should break. Sometimes made
of a single link or bar.

Rrake safety-chain eye-bolt. 89, figs. 1931, 1948; 10,

figs. 236, 245, 249. An eye-bolt attached to a truck or

car-body, and which holds a brake safety-chain.

Rrake safety-strap. 90, figs. 1942-44, 1955-69. A strap

of iron fastened to the end-piece or transom of a tiuck

and bent into sucb a shape as to embrace the brake-

beam. In case any of the hangers should give way, the

safety-strap is intended to catch and hold the beam and
prevent it from falling on the track. Sometimes it is

made of steel, and used as a brake spring for throwing
off the brake. A Brake safety-chain, which see, is

another device for the same purpose.

Brake-shaft. 94, figs. 82-142; 152, figs. 155-185. A
vertical shaft on which a chain is wound and by which
the power of a hand-brake is applied to the wheels. It is

sometimes made horizontal and so called, as figs. 82, 132,

etc. In box and stock cars it extends above the roof and
is called a long brake-shaft.

The M. C. B. Association (1879) recommended, "that
all brake-shafts be placed on the left-hand corner of the
car when a person is standing on the track facing the

end of the car, as in fig. 657. See Horizontal brake-slwft.

Long brake-shaft.

2. (English.) 53, figs. 116-119. A horizontal shaft to

which are attached brake-shaft arms which actuate the

brake-blocks. A long lever is attached to it, provided

with a handle by which the brakes can be applied.

Brake-shaft arm (English). 55, figs. 116-119. Seeabove.
Brake-shaft bearing. A metal eye by which a brake-

shaft is held in its place, and in which it turns. See

Brake-shaft step. Lower brake-shaft bearing. Upper
brake-shaft bearing.

Brake-shaft brace (Miller coupler and platform). 1, figs.

636, 640. A brace which holds the bottom of the brake-

shaft and forms a step for it.

Brake-shaft bracket. 99, figs. 82, 84, 132, 136. A sup-

port for holding a horizontal brake-shaft in its place.

2. (Creamer brake, which see.) 18, fig. 263.

Brake-shaft bushing (Miller coupler and platform). Figs.

636-43. A thimble on the brake-shaft.

Brake-shaft chain. 150, fig. 105; 3, figs. 227-35. A chain

connecting the brake-shaft with the brake-levers through

the brake-shaft connecting-rods, to the end of which it is

attached. The force exerted on the shaft is transmitted

by this chain. With the usual dimensions of shaft and

chain, as now adopted, the tension obtained upon the

brake-shaft chain is about 100 lbs. per inch in diameter of

brake-wheel. See Horizontal brake-sliaft chain.

Brake-shaft-chain sheave (Elder brake-gear). Fig. 234 ;

105, figs. 82, 84, 132, 136. A roller over which a brake-

shaft chain passes.

Brake-shaft connecting-rod. 151, figs. 105, 108; 4, figs.

227-35; 9, fig. 325. A. rod which is attached at one end

to a brake-chain, and at the other to a brake-lever, or to

the centre-lever of the Tanner or Elder brake, or to the

floating-lever of the Hodge brake.

Brake-shaft crank (street cars). 120, figs. 1843, 1845. An
elbow attached to the upper end of the brake-shaft,

carrying a handle for turning the brake-shaft and operat-

ing the brakes.

Brake-shaft crank-handle (street cars). 121, figs. 1843,

1845. See above.

Brake-shaft cross-bearer (English). 7, figs. 117, 119. A
piece of timber secured to the underframe and carrying

a wrought-iron bracket in which the brake-shaft works.

Brak-shaft drum. The part of a brake-shaft on which

the brake-chain is wound. See Brake-chain worm.

Brake-shaft hanger (English). 54, figs. 116-119. A
bracket by which the brake-shaft is carried and in which

it is free to revolve.

Brake-shaft holder. A Brake-shaft bearing, which see.

Brake-shaft stand (Janney). 114, figs. 542-54. A Brake-

shaft step, which see.

Brake-shaft step. 100. figs. 83 to 134: 98, figs. 87-143;

153, figs. 155-83. A bearing which holds the lower end

of a brake-shaft. It usually consists of a U-shaped bar of

iron, the upper ends of which are fastened to the car-

body, with a hole in the curved part of the bar which

receives the end of the shaft. The brake-shaft step should

not be confounded with a brake-step, which latter is a

shelf on which the brakeman may step when applying

brakes.
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Brake-shaft-step brace. A wrought-iron brace to resist

the pull of the brake-chain.

Brake-shaft thimble. 44, fig. 640. An iron bushing at-

tached to some portion of the car to form a bearing

for a brake-shaft.

Brake-shoe. Figs. 1977-81; 2, figs. 236-46; fig. 238. A
piece of metal or wood shaped to fit the tread of a car-

wheel and attached by a key or otherwise to a brake-block

or brake-head. The latter term, however, is more properly

a combined brake-shoe and brake-block in one solid cast-

ing. The brake-shoe rubs against the tread of the wheel
when the brakes are applied. Such shoes are made of

cast, wrought, or malleable iron, usually cast iron.

The Congdon brake-shoe, fig. 239, is of cast iron, with
loose scraps of wrought iron or steel cast in it, greatly in-

creasing its durability and, it is claimed, improving' or not

injuring its holding power. English brake-shoes (brake-

blocks), 63, fig. 116, are of wood.

See Standard brake-shoe. Christie brake-shoe.
Fowler brake-shoe. Reversible-hook brake-shoe.
Banning brake-shoe. Ross brake-shoe.

2. ("American" steam driver-brake.) 27, figs. 363-5.

3. (Westinghouse driving-wheel brake.) 16, fig. 322.

Brake-shoe hanger ("American" bell-crank steam
driver-brake). 15, figs. 363-5. In the Westinghouse brake
called the suspending-link.

Brake-shoe key. Fig. 233. A key or wedge by which a
brake-shoe is fastened to a brake-block.

Brake-spool. Fig. 174S. Also called brake-shaft drum.
An enlargement by a sleeve or otherwise of a brake-
shaft to give greater speed and less power to the brake-
gear. A Brake-chain worm, which see, is a somewhat
similar device.

Brake-spool step (logging cars). Fig. 1800. A U-
shaped strap inclosing the brake-spool and equivalent
to a Brake-step, which see.

Brake-spring. A Release-spring, which see.

Brake-staff. A Brake-shaft, which see.

Brake-step. 100, figs. 82-92, 132-4. A small shelf or
ledge on the end of a freight-car near the top, on which
the brakeman stands when applying the brake from the
top of a car. Also called a brake foot-board. A brake-
step should not be confounded with a brake-shaft step,

which see, which is a bearing for the lower end of a
brake-shaft.

The use of brake-steps has been condemned by the Mas-

ter Car-Builders' Association, which recommended (Chi-

cago, 1879), " That the small platform {brake-step) placed

at one end of freight cars, to fasten the brake-pawl, etc.,

be discontinued, the ratchet-wheel and pawl to be fast-

ened to a suitable casting on the roof." See fig. 657.

Brake-step bracket. 101, figs. 82-92, 132-4. An iron

bracket to support a brake-step.

Brake-treadle (hand-cars). 4, fig. 1724-6. A lever for

applying brakes with the foot.

Brake-valve (of air or steam brakes). The valve operated

by the engineman to apply brakes. See Engineer's brake-

valve ("Westinghouse), figs. 311, 334. Steam brake-valve

(American), figs. 360-2.

Brake van (English). American equivalent, caboose or

baggage car. A covered vehicle in which the conductor

(guard) of a train travels, and which is fitted with

a powerful screw hand-brake. On passenger trains it

carries the passengers' baggage (luggage), express matter

(parcels), and dogs, etc. On freight (goods) trains it is

weighted with pig-iron, and is primarily used as a source

of brake power. Also called guard's van.

Brake-windlass. A term sometimes used to designate the

brake-shaft, which see, with all its attached parts.

Brake-wheel. 93, figs. 82-143; 157, figs. 155-83; fig. 257,

etc. A hand-wheel attached to brake-shaft, and by

which the latter is turned. Sometimes on coal cars and

elsewhere a mere bent rod is used, as in fig. 109.

Brass. "An alloy of copper and zinc. The term is com-

monly applied to the yellow alloy of copper with about

half its weight of zinc, in which case it is called by engi-

neers yellow-brass ; but copper alloyed with about one-

ninth its weight of tin is the metal of brass ordnance or

gun-metal. Similar alloys used for the ' brasses' or bear-

ings of machinery are called hard brass, and when em-

ployed for statues and medals they are called bronze."

—Toml. Cycl. Useful Arts.

According to present usage, alloys of copper and tin,

or of copper, tin and zinc, are termed bronzes, which

see. Railroad journal-bearings, which see, are often _

termed brasses, but are generally bronzes.

Bridge. In car construction the term bridge means a tim-

ber, bar or beam which is supported at each end. See

Bolster-bridge. Centre-bearing bridge. Side-bearing

bridge.
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Bridge's coupling-link. Fig. 439. See Coupling-link. A
device patented by John Bridge, of Detroit, Mich., July

11, 1882, designed to give greater wearing surface at

the ends where the coupling-pin bears against it.

Brilliant " Argand-burner. Fig. 875. See Argand-

burner.

Broad-band elliptic-spring. Figs. 1209, 1224. See Seat-

spring.

Broad-gauge. The distance between the heads of the rails

when greater than 4 ft. 8| in. The principal broad gauge

in use is the 5 ft. gauge, which is still almost universal

in the Southern United States, but is gradually being

changed to the standard. The 6 ft. gauge formerly in

use on the Erie Railway and its connections has entirely

passed out of use, except on a few miles of branches, as

has also the 7 ft. gauge formerly used on the Great

Western Railway of England. In Canada the 5 ft. 6 in.

gauge was formerly the standard, but is now rapidly

being changed to 4 ft. 8+ in. The standard gauge of the

Pennsylvania and its allied lines is 4 ft. 9 in. and in Ohio

4 ft. 10 in. was formerly common, but it has now been

abandoned ; 5 ft. 6 in. is the standard gauge of the Irish

and East Indian railways. See Narrow-gauge. Stan-

dard-gauge.

Broad-lace (English). 206, fig. 204. A woolen fabric

made in bands about 4 in. wide and used as an or-

namental border to the upholstery of a carriage.

Broad-tread wheel. A wheel of which the tread is wider

, / than usual^so as to be able to run over 4 ft. 8+ in., 4 ft.

9 in. and 4 ft. 10 in. gauges. Also called compromise-
v wheels. They are now rarely if ever used, the usual

width of tread having somewhat increased and the mile-

age of track of over 4 ft. 9 in. gauge greatly decreased.

Brooks' car-door fastener. Figs. 1108-9. See Car-door

fastener.

Bronze. An alloy composed of copper and tin, sometimes
with a little zinc and lead. Bronzes also often contain

various other metals and chemical substances, as Phos-
phor-bronze, which see. Brass is an alloy of copper and
zinc. Most journal-bearings are bronzes. The variety

of proportions of the various metals is very great.

Brush. Fig. 1879. See Car-window brush.

Brush-and-comb rack. Fig. 1581-3.

Buckle (English). 23, figs. 116-9, 204-7, See Bearing-
spring buckle.

Buffer. An elastic apparatus or cushion attached to the-

end of a car to receive the concussions of other cars run-

ning against it. The term is generally applied to those

attachments in which springs are used to give the appa-

ratus elasticity. The term is often applied to a Drawbar,
which see.

2. (Cowell platform and coupler.) 1, fig. 538. The
Platform-plate, which see.

3. (Janney coupler.) 4 and 5, figs. 542-54; 29', fig.

183. The bars projecting beyond the platform in pas-

senger cars and beyond the end-sills in freight cars, to

transmit the shock of coupling to springs with which
they connect. They are two in number in the Janney
coupler, but only one. directly above the drawbar hook,

in the Miller. The Janney buffer is made in two styles,

round-face and (more recently) flat-face.

4. (Miller coupler.) 35, figs. 636^0. See above.

Buffer-arm. A Drawbar timber, which see.

Buffer-bar. A wrought-iron bar at the end of a car, car-

rying a Buffer, which see. In this country they are used

chiefly with the Miller and Janney platforms.

Buffer-beam. 1. (Freight cars.) 32', fig. 106. A trans-

verse timber bolted to the outside of an end-sill of a car

to which the dead-blocks are attached. It is only occa-

sionally used. See also Spring end-sill, which is some-

times called a buffer-beam.

2. (Passenger cars.) 38, .figs. 155-177 ; 103, fig. 1843.

A term also used to designate a platform end-timber.

Buffer-block. Figs. 406, etc. A single wooden block or

stick of timber attached to the end-sill of freight cars

or platform end-timbers of passenger cars to protect

persons between the cars from injury, by preventing the

cars from coming together in case the drawbar or its.

attachments should give way.

The terms buffer-block and dead-block are often confused in

meaning. A buffer-block is a single piece of timber bolted to

the end-sill of a car above the drawbar, as shown in fig. 406,

while dead-blocks are used in pairs, one on each side of the

drawbar, as shown at 1, 1, fig. 405. But these attachments

are also, by increasing usage, distinguished simply as single

and double dead-blocks, as in the formal action of the M. C. B.

Association, figs. 405-8.

2. (English.) A piece of hard-wood packing, interposed

between the buffer-rod guide and the head-stock. This

term is also improperly used to describe the Buffer-rod

guide, which see.
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Buffer-block face-plate. A metal plate bolted to the face

of a wooden buffer-block to protect the wood from wear.

Buffer-cushion (Cowell coupler). 23, fig. 538. A semi-

circular rubber pad. placed inside the supplemental plat-

form and coming between it and the platform end-tim-

ber of the next car, to prevent the platform or buffer-

springs from being overloaded.

Buffer-guide (Janney coupler.) 30, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

The malleable iron sleeve carrying the Janney buffer-

shank through the platform end-timber.

2. (Janney-Miller coupler). 29, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

The malleable iron sleeve carrying the Miller buffer-shank

through the platform end-timber.

Buffer-head. 35, figs. 636-41, etc. A broad, flat end of

a buffer in Miller, Janney, or English draw-gear. In

English cars they are about 12 in. in diameter, in Ameri-
can much less. See Buffer.

2. (English.) 47, figs. 116-117 and 205-206. See above.

Equivalent, side buffer.

Buffer-plate (Miller platform). 3, figs. 638, 640. An iron

plate with which the buffer-beam is faced, and through
which the buffer-shank passes.

Buffer-rod (English). 48, figs. 116-119 and 204-207. A rod

which transmits buffing strains from the buffer-head to

the buffer-sp>ring.

Buffer-rod guide, or buffer-block (English). 49, figs. 116,

117. 118 and 205-207. A casting bolted to the outer side

of the end-sill or head-stock.

Buffer-rod shoe (English). 50, figs. 117 and 206. A cast-

ing keyed to the end of the buffer-rod which bears on the

buffing-spring.

Buffer safety-lug. 21, figs. 383, etc. A projecting horn
sometimes cast on top of freight drawbars to bear
against a buffer-block and relieve the draw-gear from
excessive compressive strains. It is not in general use.

Buffer-shank (Miller buffer). 36, fig. 639. The square
part between the buffer-head and buffer-stem.

Buffer-spring (Cowell coupler). 14, fig. 538. Two springs

bearing against the rock-lever, serving the purpose which
their name implies, and assisted in cases of severe impact
by the rubber buffer-cushion 23.

2. (Freight cars.) Figs. 2053-5. A synonymous term
for draiv-spring, there not being usually separate springs

for buffing and draft strains. Draw-spring is the prefer-

red term, although both^are much used.

3. (Hoit draw-gear.) 4, figs. 426-7. A spring sustain-

ing buffing strains only, and abutting against a cross-

piece termed the folloiver-plate block, which latter is.

stiffened against buffing strains by the double-spring

draw-bar timbers.

4. (Janney coupler.) 26, figs. 542-554, 555-601. More
properly centre buffer-spring, against which the equalizer

bears connecting the two buffers.

5. (Miller coupler.) 5, figs. 636-8.

Buffer-spring bed (English). 8, figs. 116, 117 and 205, 206.

Serves the purpose of the American draiu-timber. A
timber in the centre of the under frame which receives

the thrust of the buffing-spring.

Buffer-spring beam (Miller coupler). 24, figs. 636-8. A
short transverse timber framed between the draw-

timbers, against which the buffer-spring bears.

Buffer-spring cup (Miller coupler). 6, figs. 636-8. An
iron seat in which the inside end of the buffer-spring

rests, when a volute spring; when a spiral spring, the

spring-cup is the same as the buffer-spring washer.

Buffer-spring washer (Miller coupler). 7, figs. 636-8. See

Buffer-spring cup.

Buffer-stem (Miller buffer-bar). 37, fig. 639. The round

part which passes through the buffer-springs.

Buffer-stem washer (Miller coupler). 8, figs. 637-8. The
bearing for the key in the end of the buffer-bar.

Buffer-thimble (Miller coupler). 9, fig. 638. A cast-iron

bushing in the platform end-timber. The buffer-thimble

and buffer-plate are now made in one piece.

Buffer-washer (Janney). 38, figs. 542-554, 555-601. A
malleable iron washer with square hole used on inner

end of Janney buffer.

Buffet (boo-fay', Fr.). Figs. 213, 679, etc. A side-board.

Hence

—

Buffet-car (boo -fay '-car). Aterm (meaning, literally, side-

board-car) applied to a style of sleeping-car of late intro-

duction, the novelty in which consists in the addi-

tion of an ornamental buffet with plate-glass front at

one end of the car where light lunches can be prepared

for the passengers. Buffet smoking-cars are also built in

the same general style of finish.

Buffing and draw spring (English). See Plate buffing and
draw-spring.

Bullion-van (English). A covered vehicle adapted to run

on passenger trains for the conveyance of specially valu-
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able property. The body is built of stout iron plates and
the doors provided with special looks.

Bull's-eye. Figs. 907. 956. A convex glass lens, which is

placed in front of a lamp to concentrate the light so

as to make it more conspicuous for a signal. They are

Used to close the opening in fixed lamps at the ends of

cars, and also in signal lanterns. See Semaphore lens, figs.

954-5, and Fresnel lens, figs. 957-8.

Bull's-eye lamp. Figs. 907-78. See Signal-lamp.

Bumper. An indefinite term used to designate a Buffer or

Drawbar, or a Buffer-block, which see.

Bumper-block. A Buffer-block, which see.

Bunk. 1. A rough form of sleeping berth permanently
built against the side of a car.

2. (Logging cars.) Fig. 1803. A cross-piece similar to a
body-bolster on which timber is loaded.

Bunk-truss (logging cars). Fig. 1789. An iron si rap to

stiffen the bunk.

Buntin's car-seat frame ; also termed Reversible seats.

Fig. 1139. A mode of combining the seat and seat-

back into one piece, the whole seat reversing by swing-

ing the combined seat and seat-back downwards, so

that what was the seat becomes the back, and vice versa,

instead of turning the back only over in the usual man-
ner.

Burden car. A term in use on the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road to designate freight cars.

Burrell's reversible signal-lantern. Figs. 972-3. A
form of lantern in which the lamp is fixed to the
handle, and a pair of glass globes of different colors are
carried in a frame swinging around the lamp so that by
reversing it the color can be changed from red to white
or green. Another mode of accomplishing the same
purpose is shown in the inspector's lantern, fig. 960,

where colored slides are used to interpose between the
lamp and the fixed globe. The advantage claimed in

having the double globe is that the change is more easily

and certainly made, and that the lower globe, which is

not in use, serves as a base to elevate the blaze when
the lamp is placed on the ground.

Burlap. A coarse canvas for use in car upholstery,
generally manufactured 24 or 40 inches wide.

Burner. Figs. 872-95. " That part of a lighting apparatus
at which combustion takes place."—Knight. See Lamp-
burner. Special varieties, which see, are

Minot heating-burner.
Screw burner.
Spring burner.
Sun burner, etc., etc.

Argand-burner.
Bracket gas-burner.
Dual burner.
Gas-burner.
Hinge burner.

Bushing. "A lining for a hole."

—

Knight. Usually a
metal cylindrical ring which forms a bearing for some
other object, as a shaft, valve, etc., which is inserted in

the hole. Often contracted into bush.

See Bell-cord bushing, figs. Pipe bushing.
702-8. Reversing-valve bush-

Berth-curtain-rod bush- ing.
ing. Sash-lock bushing.

Berth-hinge bushing. Steam-valve bushing.
Brake-shaft bushing. Upper steam-valve
Deck-sash pivot bushing. bushing.
Head-board bushing. Window-blind bushing.
Lower steam-valve bush- Window-rod bushing,

ing.

2. (Pipe-fitting, which see.) Fig. 1335, etc. A short

tube with a screw cut inside and outside, used to screw
into a pipe to reduce its diameter. Generally, a bushing
has a hexagonal head by which it is turned, and is some-
times called reducer.

Bushnell seat-cushion. Fig. 1206. A seat-cushion pat-

ented by E. L. Bushnell, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y. See

Seat-cushion.

Butt. A contraction of Butt-hinge, which see, and gener-

ally used as a substitute for the longer term.

Butt-hinge. A hinge for hanging doors, etc., which is

fastened with screws to the edge of a door, so that

when the latter is closed the hinge is folded up between
the door and its frame. A hinge like that represented

in fig. 779, the two parts of which are so fastened to-

gether that they cannot readily be detached, is called a

fast-joint butt-hinge. Other forms are loose-joint butt-

hinge, fig. 780, and loose-pin butt-hinge, fig. 7S2. In the

best butt-hinges, as in fig. 789, the wear is taken by a
hinge-pin screwing into the knuckle and bearing against

a washer. The hinge-pin is often ornamented with an
acorn, and those having a washer between the two
knuckles, but no acorns, are known as Blake butts, which
see. Butt-hinges are commonly termed simply butts.

Button. This term, besides its usual meaning, has been
used to designate an axle-collar, but the term is now
obsolete.

See Door-button. Tufting-button.
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Door-case-sash button.
Eccentric window button.
L-window button.
Pidl-rod button.

Solid-leather button.
V-ivindoiv button.
Wheel-box button.
Window-button.

Cabin (pile-driver car). Figs. 1821-4. A small house for

the engine and hoisting-gear, usually built on the swing-
ing-platform.

Cabin-car. A term sometimes applied to Caboose cars

which see ; more particularly four-wheeled caboose cars.

Cabin-scantling (pile-driver car). 30, tigs. 1821-4. See
Scantling.

Cabin-shutter (pile-driver car). 13, figs. 1821-4.

Cabooss-car. Figs. 44-7. A car attached to the rear of
all freight trains for the accommodation of the con-
ductor and train-men, and for carrying the various
stores, tools, etc., required on freight trains. Also, but
rarely, called conductor's car or train car. Cabooses are
often made with a lookout for displaying train signals to

the locomotive and following trains, and to give the
train-men a view of the train. They are in increasing
use, but the majority of caboose cars as yet do not have
them. Caboose cars are either four-wheel or eight-wheel,

the latter being by far the most common, but the Penn-
sylvania Railroad and other lines use four-wheeled
cabooses, usually termed cabin cars. A trap-door is

sometimes placed in the platform, as in fig. 103, to serve
the purpose of a water-closet.

Cage. 116, figs. 139, 142. See Tank-valve cage.

Camber. The upward deflection or bend of a beam, girder
or truss. Freight cars are usually heavily cambered
when new by screwing up the body truss-rods. Passen-
ger cars have little or no camber.

Candle. A special kind of large diameter called car-

.
candles are used for lighting passenger cars and burned
in Candle-lamps, which see. Since the introduction of
high-proof mineral oils they are now rarely used. The
best car-candles are made of paraffine and hydraulic-
pressed.

Candle-bottom. Fig. 903. See Candle-lamp.

Candle-holder. Fig. 904. See Candle-lamp.

Candle-holder cap. 21, fig. 904. See Candle-lamp.

Candle-holder cup. 22, fig. 904. See Candle-lamp.

Candle-lamp. Figs. 828, 846, 903-4. A lamp for burning

candles, sometimes elaborated into a chandelier with
two or three burners. Candles, however, are now but

little used. The candle is placed within a candle-holder>

fig. 904, carried within a candle-bottom, fig. 903. The
candle-holder consists of a candle-holder cup and candle-

holder cap connected by the candle-rods, fig. 904, and
having a light spiral candle-spring within. As the

candle burns away it is pressed upward by the candle-

spring against the cap so as to keep the flame always in

one position.

Candle-rods. 23, fig. 904. See Candle-lamp.

Candle-spring. 24, fig. 904. See Candle-lamp.

Calamined iron. See Kalamined iron.

California truck. See Allen truck.

Callender lamp-burner. Fig. 901. One of the no-chimney
burners. *

Cam (Yale lock). Figs. 1027-8. The revolving disk, usu-

ally of a spirally eccentric or heart-shape, fixed on the

outside of the shaft which carries the tumblers.

Cane-seat. Figs. 1157, 1166, 1211, etc. A seat made of

woven strips of cane or rattan. For additional strength

it is now often canvas-lined, the cane seating then com-
ing in rolls. The cane, or rattan, is woven close and

cemented to the canvas.

Cannon-car. A car especially constructed for carrying

heavy cannon. Also called gun-car.

Canopy. Figs. 940-1. See Lamp-canopy. Also called a

Smoke-bell, which see. A platform-hood is sometimes

called a canopy.

Canopy, or smoke-bell (Harrison postal-car chandelier)-

A, figs. 841-2.

Cant-rail (English). 98, figs. 204-207. American equiva-

lent, plate. A horizontal timber running along the

top of the upright pieces in the sides of the body, and
supporting the roof and roof-sticks. Its upper edge is

cut to the bevel of the roof ; hence its name.

Cap-screw wrench (Westinghouse brake). 49, fig. 311.

Canvas. A coarse cloth made of cotton, used for outside

covering of street-car roofs and for upholstering seats.
'

Boofing-canvas is used for covering street-cars.

Canvas-lined seating. Fig. 1218. See Cane-seat.

Cap. The top or covering of anything.
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See Arm-cap.
Belt-rail cap.
Bolster-spring cap.
Brake-hose coupling-cap.
Candle-holder cap.
Equalizing-bar-spring

cap.
Inside-lining cap.
Leakage-valve cap.
Left-chamber cap.
Lever-frame cap.
Lower cap of triple-valve

Main cap of triple-valve.

Reversing-cylinder cap.
Reversing-valve cap.
Right-chamber cap.
Smoke-pipe cap.
Spiral-spring cap.
Spring-cap.
Tank-nozzle cap.
Trimming cap.
Truss-plank cap.
Upper cap of triple-valve.

Window-sill cap.

Car. The term used in the United States to designate a
vehicle or carriage for running on a railroad. As the

term is usually employed, it denotes any vehicle used for

transportation and not belonging to the motive power of

a railroad.

The term Coach, which see, is synonymous with pas-
senger car. In England, passenger cars, or coacnes, are

called carriages (first, second and third-class), and
freight cars wagons, or trucks, and vans, all of which
see.

The prices allowed by the Master Car-Builders' Asso-
ciation for the various forms of freight cars will be seen
under Freight car, which see. Cars are divided into two
general classes, passenger cars and freight cars. The lat-

ter is also further subdivided into freight cars proper
and working or construction cars, the latter including a
great variety of types, but a comparatively small num-
ber of each type. Street-cars for city use, moved by
horses, often also called horse-cars, are a separate class,

which see. Hand-cars, which see, are a light vehicle

moved by hand-power. Among passenger cars are the
following vehicles, which see :

Baggage car.

Bay-window parlor
car.

Buffet sleeping car.
Combination bag-
gage car.

Combination car.
Dining co.r.

Drawing -room, or
parlor car.

Excursion car.
Express car.

Among the cars for regular freight service are :

Box car. Gravel car.
Box stock car. Gun car.

Hotel car.

Mail car.

Mann boudoir car.

Officers' car.
Palace car.

Passenger car, or coach
(first-class and second-
class).

Postal car.

Round-cornered car.
Sleeping car.

Smoking car.

Caboose car, or cabin car
(sometimes called con-
ductor's or train car).

Cannon car.

Coal car.

Coal dump car.

Double-deck car.

Drop-bottom car.

Dump car.

Flat car.

Folding-side gondola car.

Furniture car.

Gondola car.

Grain car.

Among working cars are :

Block car.

Boarding car.

Derrick car.

Ferry push-car.

Heater car.

Hox)per-bottom car.

Ice car.

Iron-hopper coal car.

Lumber car.

Milk car.

Mine car.

Oil, or tank car.

Ore car.

Pay car.

Refrigerator car.

Stock car.

Tip car.

Inspection car.
Sweeping car.

Tool car.

Wrecking car.

Freight cai-

s are also generally designated as four-

wheel or eight-wheel, the latter carried on two trucks of

four wheels each, and including an immense majority of

American rolling-stock. Iron cars having the sills, etc.,

of iron are also constructed, and also tubular cars, which
use iron gas-pipe for framing.

Car-axle. Figs. 1974-5. M. C. B. Standard. Also, 2, figs.'

1907-69, etc. A shaft made of wrought-iron or steel to

which a pair of car-wheels are attached. In nearly all

cases the wheels are both rigidly fastened to the axle,

but sometimes one, or both of them, is made so that it

can turn independently of the axle. The following are

the names of the parts of an axle indicated by numbers
in fig. 1974: 1, Centre of axle; 2, Neck of axle; 3,

Wheel-seat ; 4, Dust-guard bearing ; 5, Collar ; 6,

Journal. See Axle. Hammered car-axle.

Car-bodies. Figs. 82-214.

Car-body details. Figs. 215-695.

Car-box. Figs. 1997-2020, etc. A Journal-box, which see.

Car-box jack-screw. Fig. 1886. Alow jack-screw to fit

under a journal-box so as to take the load off the journal-

bearing and enable it to be removed.

Car-candle. See Candle.

Car-coupler. An appliance for connecting or coupling

cars together. The term is used generally to designate

an apparatus which acts automatically. Among passen-

ger couplers, which now are nearly all automatic, are the
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Cowell. Janney, Miller and Blackstone couplers, which

see, figs. 537-643. Automatic freight-ear couplers, which

see, figs. 409-23, are not yet in general use. The M. C. B.

Association has taken action in respect to them, favoring

those of the same general type as the passenger car

couplers.

Car-cylinder (Westinghouse brake). Figs. 303-9, 329-31.

One of the three kinds of brake-cylinders. Each kind is

made of several different patterns or sizes.

Car-door hangers. Figs. 371-2, 791-801. A device for

hanging a sliding door so that it may be movable. In

common practice the simple hooks upon which most

freight-car doors are hung are termed simply Door-

hangers, which see, while more elaborate forms with

rollers have their name expanded into car-door hangers.

Car-door hangers termed anti-friction are of three

types, in one of which, figs. 794-4, there are a series of

loose rollers passing in rotation over the bearing surface;

in the second, figs. 791, 793, 796, the door carries a slotted

plate, which rests upon the pivot of a large wheel which

rolls upon the track ; the third class, figs. 798-801, are of

the " grindstone-bearing" type, the journal of the bear-

ing-wheel proper resting upon other wheels.

Car-door lock. Figs. 987, 1005-21. A lock for a car-door,

usually meaning for a passenger-car door. See Freight-

car lock.

Card-rack. Figs. 1048-9 ; 80, fig. 93. A small receptacle

on the outside of a freight-car to receive cards giving

shipping directions.

Car drain-cup (Westinghouse automatic brake). Fig. 293;

27, fig. 311. An attachment to the brake-pipe of every

car to collect the water of condensation, which is drawn
off from time to time by a cock at the bottom.

Car-furnishings. Figs. 696-1707. The hardware, uphol-

stery materials and other fittings, such as lamps, venti-

lators, water-coolers, etc., used in finishing a passenger-

car. Stoves and heaters would hardly be called furnish-

ings in general practice, but are so classified for con-

venience.

Car-heater. Figs. 1300-1537. Any apparatus for heating

cars by convection, that is, by conveying hot water,

steam, or warmed air into, or through, the car. It gener-

ally refers to any arrangement for warming cars, other

than stoves. See Baker, Bissell, Gouge, Johnson, Searle,

Spear, suspended and Winslow heaters. See also Stove.

Cook-stove. Range, etc.

Carline, or carling. 81, figs. 84-138 ; 100, figs. 158-178
;

53, figs. 1843^. A transverse bar of wood or iron which
extends across the top of a car or from one side to the

other, and which supports the roof-boards. In passenger

cars carhnes are divided into main carlines, passing en-

tirely across the car; short carlines or deck carlines, which
are confined to the upper-deck, and rafters, 16, fig. 186,

which are confined to the lower deck. The carlines of

freight cars are also rarely called rafters. The main car-

lines are usually compound, fig. 647, i. e., built up of

wood and iron. They sometimes pass directly from side

to side of the car across and under the upper-deck, when
they are termed continuous or straight carhnes, but

usually are bent to the outline of the clear-story, when
they are termed profile carlines. In freight cars the

main carline is one made stronger than the others for

carrying the purlins and roof. Other carlines having

special names, which see, are

End carline. Platform-roof carline.

Platform-hood car- Platform-roof-end carline.

line.

Carlton & Stroudley fastening (steel-tired wheels). Fig.

2156. See Tire fastening.

Car-mouldings. Figs. 1050-64. See Mouldings. See also

Car-seat mouldings, figs. 1199-1204, which latter are

metal bands for seat-backs.

Car-perch (tip cars). 26, fig. 143. Another name for

draw-timbers ; derived from the perch of wagons, which
is the pole connecting the front and hind gear of a spring

carriage. The term car-perch is usually applied to the

draw-timbers only when iron channel-bars are used in

the place of wood. A patented form is the Richards car-

perch, not illustrated.

Carpet eyelet. Figs. 802-5. See Eyelet.

Carpet-knob. Fig. 805. An Eyelet-nail, which see.

Car-platform. 34, figs. 155-183 ; 104, figs. 1843-4. More
commonly, simply Platform, which see.

Car-pump. A Basin pump, which see.

Carriage, or railway carriage (English). Figs. 204-207,

American equivalent, passenger car, or coach. A vehicle

for passengers, having four, six, eight or twelve wheels

(usually six wheels). It is divided into compartments
by partitions. A first-class compartment seats six or
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eight passengers, and a second or third-class compart-

ment ten passengers. About 85 per cent, of the total

number of passengers travel third class, which really

corresponds to the so-called " first-class" here, the real

first-class being carried in sleeping and parlor cars. The

English first-class is used by about 8 per cent, of the pas-

sengers. The second is an intermediate class which is

gradually going out of use.

See also Bogie carriage. Secotid-class carriage.

Composite carriage. Smoking carriage.

Corridor carriage. Sleeping carriage.

First-class carriage. Third-class carriage.

Lavatory carriage. Tri-composite carriage,

Saloon carriage. or tri-compo.

Carriage truck (English). An open four-wheeled vehi-

cle, with low sides, adapted to run on passenger trains,

and carry a road vehicle.

Carriage-bolt. Fig. 1867. A bolt made square under the

head so as to prevent it from turning when in its place.

They usually have button-shaped heads and are used for

fastening wooden objects together.

Carrier. See Brake-hanger Foot-rest carrier.

carrier. Parallel brake-hanger
Brake-pawl carrier. carrier.

Spring-plank carrier.

Car-roof. Figs. 664-673. A covering for a car, supported

by the carlines and purlins. The various forms in use

in freight-car construction may be divided generally

into the three following classes : 1st, what is known as

a double-board roof, with or without felt or other

material between boards. Fig. 666 is a simple and very

largely used form. To this class belongs also the

Hutchins roof, in which the boards are united by a kind

of dove-tail joint with a sheet of painted canvas between

them, and many others. 2d. Single-board roofs, covered

with tin or other sheet metal, as figs. 664-5. 3d. Roofs

made of metal sheets, fastened to purlins and roof strips,

and protected by a single layer of roughly-matched

boards. To this class belong the Winslow, figs. 670-75
;

•' Empire," figs. 667-69, and many other less com-

mon forms. The " Cliicago" car-roof is very similar

to the Winslow, except that in the Winslow the

corrugated sheets run clear across the roof of the

car, whereas in the Chicago they are divided by the

ridge-pole. Passenger-car roofs are commonly merely

painted tin, zinc, or galvanized iron or steel of about

33 W. G. For street-cars, painted canvas is used. See

also Board-roof, and the various kinds above specified.

In respect to form, see Arclied roof, deck, A. car-roof,

and X car-roof. Figs. 649-50.

Carry-iron.

See Drawbar carry-iron. Inner drawbar carry-iron.
Draw-timber carry-iron

.

3. (Cowell platform and coupler.) 9, fig. 540. More
properly Stirrup, which see.

Car-seal. Figs. 1110-19, 1011-18. A device to secure

freight-car doors against opening by making it impossible

without destroying the seal. The original form consisted

of a lead disk with two holes to receivea piece of twisted

wire, which is compressed by a die so as to leave a seal-

mark which must be defaced or the wire cut before the

door can be opened. To prevent stripping the seal from
the wire and re-inserting it, a detective wire of irregular

cross-section is used, fig. 1117. Sheet-metal eyelet-

shackles in a variety of other forms are now also used,

with or without tin return-tags, and also a simple lead

rivet with a tin shackle. Tin shackles often have the

name of the road printed on them.

Car-seat. Figs. 1130-1204 ; 122, figs. 155-85, 1120-33 ; also-

1133-60. The complete set of fixtuves on which passen-

ers sit in a car. It ordinarily consists of a seat-frame,

seat-cushions, seat-back, arm-rest, foot-rest, and their at-

tachments. Ordinarily, the seats in American cars are

placed cross-wise of the car, and are made for two pas-

sengers. The backs of the seats are generally made re-

versible. In the Buntin seat-end, which see, figs. 1139,

etc., the seat and'back are in one piece and both rever-

sible together. These seats, and less properly, ordinary

car seats, are sometimes called reversible seats. The
seats of parlor cars are commonly called chairs (see Re-

volving chair. Hartley chair, etc.), and in certain old-

style sleepers sofas, placed longitudinally against the side

of the car, are used, as they are yet to some extent in the

state-rooms, etc., of ordinary parlor and sleeping cars.

In order to give an inclination to the seats which shall

make them more comfortable, various devices, as the

adjustable roller-seat, Buntings reversible seat, Gardner's

geared seat-arm, and Mason's rocker-seat, which see, have

been introduced. The covering of seats is us ually plush,

but sometimes cane or rattan seats, canv as- lined cane

seats, perforated veneer seats, woven-wire seats, which

see, are used. The seats of street-cars are usually placed
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longitudinally on each side of the car, as shown in figs.

1843-4, extending its full length, and the passengers sit

facing each other.

See Cane-seat. Rattan car-seat.

Mason rockei'-seat. Side-seat.

Perforated-veneer seat. Woven-wire seat.

Car-seat mouldings. Figs. 1199-1204. Metal bands,

usually nickel-plated, used to finish seat-backs. They

are either plain or beaded. See Mouldings.

Car-signal valve (Westinghouse train signaling app's,

which see). Fig. 638. A valve placed in every car and
attached to the bell-cord or signal-cord, by whicb air is

allowed to escape from the signal-pipe, thus blowing the

signal-whistle on the engine.

Car-spring1

. Figs. 2031-2106. See Spring. Spiral spring.

Elliptic spring. Bolster-spring. A general term ap-

plied to springs on which the weight of a car rests,

and also to draw and buffer springs.

Car-steps. Figs. 686, etc. See Platform steps.

Car-truck. Figs. 1907-69. Mechanically, a small low four-

wheeled (or sometimes six-wheeled) car, carrying as a

dead load one-half the weight of a long car-body by
means of a pair of centre-plates (truck centre-plate and
car-body centre-plate), with a centre-pin or king-bolt

passing through them, about which the truck or, more
properly speaking, the car-body, can swivel. In England
such trucks are called "bogies." See Truck.

Carving-table (dining cars). Fig. 193, etc.

Car-washer. Fig. 1879. A brush made for washing the

outside of passenger cars. They are made of bristles or

feathers.

Car-wheel. Figs. 2124-80 ; 1, figs. 1907-67 ; 25, fig. 2002.

A wheel for a railroad car. Such wheels are usually

made in this country of cast-iron with a chilled tread

and flange, but a great and increasing proportion of pas-

senger wheels are Steel-tired, which see. Chilled-wheels

are called single-plate wheels or double-plate wheels, ac-

cording to the number of cast plates connecting the hub
and tread. When one plate is used, it is sometimes made
flat, with ribs called brackets on the back, and some-
times corrugated, without ribs. The disks of double-plate

wheels also are generally corrugated. What is known
as the Washburn wheel has two corrugated disks ex.

tending from the hub about half way to the tread, and a
single plate, with curved brackets on the back, between

the tread and the double plates. Cast-iron wheels are

also made with spokes, either solid or hollow, principally

for locomotive use.

An average weight of standard 33-inch wheels is 525

lbs. The approximate standard section of tread in the

best modern practice is shown in fig. 2150.

The standard diameter of car-wheels may be said to

be 33 in., but the Baltimore & Ohio and some other

lines used until recently 30 and 31-in. wheels, and wheels

as small as 28 in., and even less, are used for loco-

motive trucks. Forty-two-inch wheels are now becom-

ing very common in passenger service, occasionally
\j

chilled cast-iron wheels, but usually steel-tired, which
see. In England passenger wheels vary from 42 to 48

in. in diameter, and freight-car wheels are always 36 in.

Both have always steel or wrought-iron tires.

Prices of wheels and axles and cost of work on same has

been fixed at various rates by the rules for interchange of

cars of the M. C. B. Association, as follows :

1879 to
1883-4. 1882.

One new 36-inch wheel (less defective) on same axle.. $11-00 -$12.00
Two " " " " " " " .. 21.00 23.00
One " 33 " " " " " " .. 8.00 9.00

" " " " (less second-hand) " " .. 6.00
Two " " " (less defective) " " .. 16.00 17.00

" " " " (less second-hand) " " .. 12.00
One new axle-turned and fitted (less defective) 8.00 8.00

•' " " ' (less second-hand).... 4.00
Second-hand wheels (less defective), per wheel or per

pair . 2.00 2.00
Loose wheels refitted on second-hand axle, per wheel

or per pair 2.00 2.00

The parts of wheels are the flange, tread, rim, face of

rim, tire, retaining-rings, plate, ribs, spokes, centre, hub

and axle-seat.

The varieties of cast-iron wheels beside the single-plate,

double-plate and Washburn, above mentioned, are the

broad-tread or compromise wheel, combination plate'

wheel, combination wheel, hollow-spoke wheel, open-plate

loheel, spoke-wheel, Hamilton steeled wheel, Thatcher cor-

rugated wheel. The Saxe & Kear wheel is a wheel cast

on to an iron or steel tire. Cast-steel icheels have been

made, but can hardly be said to be in use. See Steel-

tired wheel and any of the above.

Car-window blind (Wilson's flexible, which see). Figs.

1645-7. See also Window-blind.

Car-window brush. Fig. 1879.

Case. " A covering, box, or sheath ; that which incloses
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or contains : as a case for knives : a case for books ; a

watch-case : a pillow-case."

—

Webster.

See Brake-hose coupling- Lock-case.

case. Leakage-valve case.

Door-case. Spring-case.
Lamp-case. Triple-valve case.

2. (Gouge heater.) Figs. 1409-12. An outside shell,

consisting of a double layer of sheet metal for inclosing

the various cold and hot air pipes.

3. (Rack-tumbler spring padlock.) 8, fig. 1031.

Casing. 1. (For heaters.)

See Heater-pipe casing. Perforated smoke-pipie

Inside-casing. casing.
Outside-casing. Smoke-pipe casing.

2. (For Spear heater.) 16, figs. 1486-9: fig. 1522. A
cylindrical sheet-iron cover by which the fire-pot is

inclosed so as to leave an air-space between the two.

3. (Inside and outside) (suspended heater.) B and C,

figs. 1529-32.

4. (For windows.) 7, figs. 679-81. 692-5. The frame

which surrounds a window. See Window-casing.

Casing-ring (Bissell heater). Figs. 1355, 1381.

Caster-holder (dining-cars). Fig. 1540-5 ; and fig. 214. A
shelf or tray for holding bottles of condiments.

Cast front (Gouge heater). Fig. 1408*. The part to

which is attached the feed-door (12), draft doors (22

and 23), dust-door (21) and grate-slide (34). It is fast-

ened to the front of case (87).

Cast-front binder (Gouge heater I. Fig. 1364. A U-shaped

band uniting the cast front to the case.

Casting. Any piece of metal which has been cast in a

mould.
Roller side-bearing cast-

ing,

ing. Roof corner-casting.
Eccentric-lever cast- Side-casting,

ing. Transom-casting.

Cast-iron stove. Fig. 1479. A common form of cheap

stove, always understood to be of an egg-shaped form ap-

proximately similar to fig. 1479, and used for caboose

cars and other localities where appearance is not an ob-

ject. Sometimes also called eg>g-s/iaped stove. Nearly all

forms of coal stoves are chiefly made of cast-iron, but

are not so termed.

Cast-iron top (Baker heater). 8, fig. 1301 ; fig. 1309. A
plate which forms the top of the fire-chamber. It has

See Corner-casting.
Drawbar side-cast-

perforations around the outside and an opening in the

centre through which the stove is supplied with coal.

Caster. Figs. 1146-8. A small wheel on a swivel

attached to furniture and on which it is rolled on the

floor. By custom of the trade, furnishings which are in

reality mere sockets or knobs, like figs. 1145 and 1148,

are termed casters, although they are, strictly speaking,

not such, not having any rollers. The same is true of

fig. 1545, table-caster. They are distinguished as chain-

casters, table-casters, sofa-casters, etc.. according to size

and probable use.

Cast wheels. Figs. 2124-51. See Car-wheel. Chilled

wheel.

Catch See Cupboard-catch.
Deck-sash catch.
Door-holder catch.

Ratchet catch.

Second catch.

Sliding-door-holder catch.

2. (Janney coupler.) 3, figs. 542-554, 555-601. A latch

which engages with the point of Janney knuckle and

secures it in position when coupled.

Catch-lever (Janney coupler). 22, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

A crank-lever passing vertically through the catch, by
means of which it is caused to release the knuckle for

uncoupling.

Catch-spring (Janney coupler). 25, figs. 542-554, 555-

601. A coiled spring on the catch-spring bolt operating

the catch.

Catch-spring bolt (Janney coupler). 15, figs. 542-554,

555-601. The bolt on which the catch of Janney coupler

slides.

Cattle-car. Figs. 5-7, 33, 34, 132-8. More properly Stock-

car, which see.

Cattle-wagon (English). American equivalent, four-

wheeled stock-car. A four-wheeled vehicle suitable for

freight service, and adapted to carry cattle, sheep or pigs.

The floor boards are laid 1 inch apart to facilitate drain-

age, and are covered with strips to prevent the cattle

slipping.

Ceiling. The inside or under surface of the roof or cover-

ing of a room or car opposite the floor. This term is

sometimes used to mean Sheathing, which see. When
the ceiling of a passenger car is made of painted canvas,

as is the usual and formerly universal custom, it is

termed head-lining ; the term ceiling in modern usage

being restricted to wood ceiling. The term panel-ceiling

is also used as synonymous with wood ceiling, although
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cloth head-lining is also sometimes put on in panels.

Deafening ceiling, which see, is boarding under the sills

of the car, making an air-space between the sills.

Ceiling-veneers. Thin boards with which the ceilings of

passenger-cars are covered.

Central filling-piece (steel-tired wheels). Figs. 2163-4,

etc. The part surrounding the hub and connecting it

with the tire. Also termed the skeleton. A ivheel-centre

is a hub and central filling-piece combined in one.

Centre-bearing. Figs. 215-25, etc., etc. The place in the

centre of a truck where the weight of a car-body rests.

A body centre-plate attached to the car-body here rests

on a truck centre-plate attached to the truck. The gen-

eral term centre-bearing is used to designate the whole
arrangement aad the functions which it performs in

distinction from Side-bearing, which see.

Centre-bearing arch-bar. 66, figs. 1969-70. See Centre-

bearing bridge.

Centre-bearing beam. B 2 , fig. 1971; 65, figs. 1969-70. See

below.

Centre-bearing bridge (six-wheel trucks). 66-7, figs.

1969-70. A longitudinal iron beam, formerly some-
times a wooden beam, the ends of which rest upon the

spring-beams and by which the truck centre-bearing beam,

65, carrying the centre-plates, is supported. It consists

of the centre, bearing arch-bar and inverted arch-bar, in-

closing between them the centre-bearing beam. Truck

side-bearings similar in form to an arch-bar are also at-

tached to the extremities of the spring-beams, connect-

ing them together.

Centre-bearing inverted arch-bar. 67, figs. 1969-70; B 2 ,

figs. 1971-3. See above.

Centre-block. A Centre-plate block, which see.

Centre body truss-rods. Those nearest the centre, when
two or more bo ly truss-rods are used under each side

of a car-body.

Centre brake-lever (Tyler, Elder and Tanner brakes). 9,

figs. 229, 233, 234 ; 129, figs. 1843-6. A horizontal lever-

placed underneath the bottom of a car-body, and attached

by a fixed fulcrum in the centre of the body and of the

lever. It is connected to each of the brake-beams by
secondary brake-rods attached near to the fulcrum, and
to the brake-shaft on each platform by a brake-shaft

connecting-rod.

Centre brake-lever chain (Elder brake). 10, fig. 234. A

chain which runs over the centre brake-lever sheaves, on
the centre brake-lever.

Centre brake-lever sheave (Elder brake). 11, fig. 234.

See above.

Centre brake-lever spider. 130, figs. 1843, 1846. A
wrought-iron support, resembling the letter H, for the

centre brake-lever.

Centre-buffer follower-guide (Janney-Miller coupler).

100, figs. 542-554, 602-35. The guides, bolted to the in-

side of the main knees, upon which rests the centre

buffer-spring follower.

Centre buffer-spring (Janney couple"). 26, figs. 542-554,

555-601. A spiral spring situated above the two draft

springs, intended for buffing purposes only.

Centre buffer-yoke (Janney-Miller coupler). 44, figs.

542-554, 555-601. The yoke connecting the central Miller

buffer with the Janney equalizer.

Centre counterbrace. 165, fig. 159. A counterbrace in

the body of the car between the trucks, to stiffen a com-
pression-beam brace. See Counterbrace.

Centre cross-bar (English). See Brake-shaft cross-bearer.

Centre door-hinge and stop (English). 179, fig. 205. The
centre of three brass hinges securing the door to the

body. The insertion of two rubber plugs into striking

pieces or side wings on the hinge constitute Cross' patent

stop, which is used to prevent the door striking the out-

side of the body when thrown violently open. See also

Seat-rail support.

Centre door-rail. See Middle door-rail.

Centre-draft drawbar. 32, figs. 161-8. A drawbar which
is connected directly with the king-bolt of a truck. It

is a style specially designed for use on the very sharp

curves (of 90 and 100 ft. radius) of the New York Ele-

vated railroads, and at present confined to those lines.

Centre draft-tube (Argand lamp), a, figs. 849-50. The
hollow passage for air in the centre of the burner.

Centre draw-rods (Hoit double-spring draw-gear). 6, figs.

4<!6-7. Two rods tying together the needle-beams or

cross-frame tie-timbers, and serving to make the draw-

rods continuous. Also called cross-frame tie-rods.

Centre floor-timbers. 4, figs. 82-185. The Centre-sills^

which see.

Centre-girth. 178, figs. 93-6. See Door-centre girth.

Centering-gauge (M. C. B. standard which see). Fig. 2114.

A gauge to fix the middle point of an axle.
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Centre-lamp. 135, fig. 158 ; figs. 827-868. A lamp sus-

pended from the centre of the ceiling of a car. The term

is used to distinguish centre-lamps from side-lamps, the

latter being attached to the sides of cars. Centre-lamps

having two or more burners are commonly called chan-

deliers, figs. 834-48.

2. (Pintsch gas-burner, which see). Fig. 816.

Centre-piece (engine and air-pump of Westinghouse

brake). 4, figs. 293-4 ; 298-9, 306. An iron casting which,

forms the lower head of a steam-cylinder, and the upper

head of an air-cylinder.

Centre-pin, or king-bolt. 9, figs. 215-17, etc.; 18, figs.

82-92, etc. A large bolt which passes through the cen-

tre-plates on the body-bolster and truck-bolster. The

truck turns about the bolt. It normally has no strain

upon it and no key or nut at the lower end. It is there-

fore a mere pin and not a bolt in the usual sense, but in

wrecking cars the centre-pin is sometimes provided with

keys to fasten the truck and car-body firmly together, as

K 2 , figs. 144-9. The name king-bolt is derived from the

name of the corresponding part for the front wheels of a

wagon. Centre-pin, however, is the more common
term.

Centre-plate. Figs. 1930, 2107-9. One of a pair of plates,

usually made of cast iron, which support a car-body on

the centre of a truck. There are two, the body centre-

plate and the truck centre-plate, which are sometimes

also called the male and female centre-plates. The
centre-pin or king-bolt, which see, passes through them
but carries none of the strain except in emergencies.

See Swinging-platform centre-plate.

Centre-plate block. 64, figs. 1913-29, 1956-67. A piece

of wood placed under a truck centre-plate to raise it up
to the proper height.

Centre-rod (Harrison postal-car chandelier), F, figs.

841-2. A rod through the centre of the centre-stay, car-

rying the revolving lamp-disks.

Centre-shaft (hopper-bottom cars). 129, figs. 105-8, etc.

A Winding-shaft, which see.

Centre-sills. 4, figs. 82-143, 155-185, etc. The two main
longitudinal timbers underneath the floor which are

nearest the centre of the car. In iron-frame cars they

are usually I-beams, which see. A2 , figs. 144-9.

2. (Hand car.) 10, figs. 1720-3.

Centre-spring washer (Janney coupler). 32, figs. 542-554,

555-601. The washer against which the Janney centre

buffer-spring impinges.

Centre-stay (of a chandelier). 30, figs. 835, 838, etc. The
central support around which the lamps are grouped.

In some cases it is the only method of attaching the

chandelier to the ceiling, and in others there are several

inclined roof-braces or vertical lamp-arms in addition. In

"hurricane" or " tornado" lamps, which see, the centre-

stay is usually a hollow tube for the passage of air.

Centre-stop (tip-car). 161, fig. 143. A bracket or block

attached to a draw-timber to restrain the body from
moving longitudinally.

Chafing-plate. A metal plate to resist wear, used on brake-

beams, truck-transoms, swinging spring-beams, etc,

See Brake-beam chafing- Drawbar chafing-plate.
plate. Transom chafing-plate.

Check-chain chafing- Truck-bolster chafing-plate.
plate. Coupling-pin chafing-plate.

2. (Janney coupler.) 109, figs. 542-54. A bar across

the top of the stirrup.

3. (Janney-Miller coupler.) 50, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

See above.

Chain. 'A series of links or rings connected, or fitted into

one another, usually made of some kind of metal."

—

Webster.

See Basin-chain. Hoisting-chain.
Berth-chain. Horizontal brake-shaft
Brake safety-chain. chain.
Brake-shaft chain. Lock-chain.
Centre brake-lever Man-hole-cover chain.

chain. -Pitch-chain.

Check-chain. Platform-railing chain.
Connecting-chain. Railing-chain.
Coupling-chain. Safety-coupling chain.
Coupling-pin chain. Tank-nozzle-cap chain.
Door-pin chain. Uncoupling-chain.
Driving-chain. Wedge-chain.
Drop-bottom chain.

Chain and eye (for door-bolt, postal car fittings). Fig.

1033.

Chain coupling-link. 1, fig. 440. Two or more coupling-

links attached together like a chain. Used with a draw-

hook, which see.

Chain-box (of a derrick). H, fig. 145. A box below

the hoisting-gear at the foot of the boom for holding

loose chain or rope.

Chain-holder (for basin-plug). Fig. 1580. A stanchion
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which see. provided with screw-thread and nut for pass-

ing through the marble slab.

Chain-lock (for glass seals). Fig, 1016. One of the sim-

plest forms of seal locks, relying solely for security on

the protection of the seal.

Chain-plate (Gouge heater). 89, fig. 1412. A plate for

attaching the chain which controls the injector-valve.

Chair. Figs. 1154-66. The usual designation for the seats

of parlor cars. See Revolving-chair. Hartley chair.

Horton chair.

Chair-arm plate. Fig. 1125. A metal plate for the top

of a chair-arm. If for common passenger-car seats it is

called an Arm-cap, which see.

Chair-back (Hartley chair). 9, figs. 1154-8.

Chair-car. Figs. 53, 159-60. Another name for parlor or

drawing-room cars, which see, fitted with arm-chairs,

which are usually adjustable arm-chairs, like the Hart-

ley or Horton, which see, when this distinctive name is

used.

Chair-caster. Fig. 1147. See Caster.

Chair-leg caster, or socket. Figs. 1145, 1148, 1545. A
hollow casting which fits on the end of a chair-leg.

Such casters, when casters proper, are provided with

wheels, but frequently in car construction they are

without wheels, and are then by custom of the trade

still called casters (fixed or rigid casters), although

properly not such.

Challender truss. Fig. 185b. A substitute for the truss-

plank and side body-brace of passenger-car frames. It

consists of a thin plate of iron with a 2 X 2 in. angle

iron riveted to the top and bottom. It is fastened to

each post by large wood screws, and is bolted to the side-

«ills. It serves also as a substitute for truss-rods under

.the car, and forms a part of the inside finish under the

•window. Cars trussed in this way are said to be as

light and cheap as those in which the ordinary form of

•construction is used, with the advantage that they

are more easily repaired, as the posts are not cut

into. Two trusses in a car 64 feet long weigh about

1,600 lb3., and cost (in 1884) about $90 to put in the car.

Chamber. See Dust-guard chamber. Fire chamber.

Chamber-cap (Westinghouse brake). See Right cliamber-

cap.
•" Champion " lamp-burner. Fig. 899. One of the no-

chimney burners.

Chandelier. Figs. 834-50. A centre-lamp having two or

more burners, but generally meaning only those of very

elaborate form or having more than two burners, as the

four- light postal-car chandelier, figs. 840-2, which see.

2. (Pintsch gas apparatus, which see.) Fig. 827.

Channel bar. A, fig. 148; 25, fig. 1821. A general term
applied by makers to iron rolled with the following

section : [ They are usually used for the side-sills of

iron-frame cars, 1-bars, which see, being used for the

inside sills.

Chaplet. A piece of iron used in a mould for casting, to

hold a core in its place.

Chase refrigerator car. An ice and salt car. In each end

of the car are placed five cylinders, seven feet high by
sixteen inches diameter. In the centre of each cylinder

is a pipe larger at the top than at the bottom. The
cylinders are filled from the roof with broken ice. Drain-

age is had by a valve at the bottom of the cylinders

operated by a rod running to the top.

Check-chain. 68, fig. 1963 ; 18, figs. 155, 158-60. A chain

attached to a truck and the body of a car to pi-event the

former from swinging crosswise on the track in case the

wheels leave the rails. Such chains are usually attached

either to two, or to each of the four corners of a truck

and to the sills of the cars.

At 8th Annual Convention, Cincinnati, 1874, it was
" Resolved, That truck and car-body check-chains are,

when properly applied, a valuable acquisition on passen-

ger equipment, and your committee recommend their

general use.

"

The difficulty with most check-chains is that the eyes

by which they are attached to the body and truck are

not strong enough to resist the strain, and that the chains

themselves are too long to come to a bearing soon enough

to have the trucks controllable.

Check-chain chafing-plate. A plate attached to a truck-

timber to resist the wear of a check-chain.

Check-chain eye. See Body check-chain eye. Truck

check-chain eye.

Check-chain hook. See Body check-chain hook. Truck

check- chain hook.

Check-plates (American automatic compression brake).

22, figs. 368-9. Cast plates sustaining the pawl which

engages with the pendent lever.

Check-valve (Westinghouse driving-wheel brake). A
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valve in tbe pipe which connects the brake-cylinder with

the air-reservoir. The pressure in the reservoir causes

the valve to seat itself or close. The air must then flow

through a small hole which is drilled in the valve,

which prevents the brakes from being applied too sud-

denly. When the brakes are released, this valve un-

seats, and permits a quick escape of the air. The valve

is now little used. See note to fig. 297. See Double-

check valve.

Chill. A kind of crystallization produced when some
special kinds of melted cast-iron are allowed to solidify

in contact with a metal (usually iron) mould. The
hardened part of a car-wheel is called the chill. The
mould in which a chill is produced is sometimes called

a chill, but the name chill-mould has been given to this.

The standard diameter for chill-moulds, recommended at

the 16th Annual Convention, Philadelphia, 1882, for

33-in. wheels, is 33i in. at the point indicated in fig. 2150,

and for 30-in. wheels, 30f in. Chilling was invented in

Philadelphia in 1847. The name of the inventor is not

preserved. The process was never patented. All cast-

iron railroad car-wheels are chilled wheels. But few
kinds of iron have the property, and the philosophy of

the process is not fully understood.

Chill-crack. An irregular crack developed in casting

upon the chilled surface of the tread of car-wheels.

Chill-cracks not over |-in. wide, and not extending to

the flange, are not considered as injuring the wheel or as

indicating weakness or inferior quality. Iron which
makes the most durable car-wheels is most liable to

chill-cracks.

Chilson stove. Fig. 1478. A stove for heating cars,

named after the manufacturer.

Chimney (for lamps). Figs. 926-936. See Lamp-chimney
for table of standard dimensions.

See also Globe- Lamp-globe chimney,
chimney. Smoke-pipe.

Lamp-case chimney. Stove-pipe.

Chimney-holder and reflector combined. Figs. 866, 938.

Chipping (of chilled car-wheels). A scaling off of small

portions of the chilled metal, due to imperfect or irregular

crystallization. Wheels chipped on the tread to a depth
of more than | inch or leaving the tread less than Si-

inches, are rejected under rules for interchange of cars.

Chord (of a truss). 13, 14, figs. 2181-8. The long hori-

zontal members at top and bottom of a truss. The side-

sills and plates of a car-body are top and bottom chords

of the side trusses, but the terms are not used in car-

building. In England, the chords are termed booms.

Christie brake-shoe and head. Figs. 239-40. One of the

many forms of this detail in which combined strength

and convenience of removal has been sought. See

Brake-block.

Chute (feed-door, Bissell heater). Fig. 1356. The interior

frame of the feed-door forming a passage for the fuel.

Cinder-trap (Gouge heater). 6, figs. 1405-7. A large

receptacle and opening through the floor of the car at

the bottom of the injector-pipe, in which cinders received

with the exterior air supply from the injector may
collect and be removed from time to time.

Circulating-drum (Baker heater). Fig. 1325 ; 23, fig.

1301. A cast-iron vessel with hemispherical ends, on

top of the car, filled with water, and connected by two

pipes with the co;7 in the stove and with the pipes which

extend through the car. As the water in the coil be-

comes heated it ascends to the drum, and from there it

descends through the other pipe to the radiating pipes

in the car. After passing through them it is brought

back by return pipes to the coil, when it is again heated.

Thus a continuous circulation is kept up. A similar part

in the Searle heater is called the expansion-drum.

Circulating pipes (Johnson and other heaters). Fig. 1472.

A general name for the pipes which carry the steam or

other heated fluid through the car and return it again to

the heater. The term radiating-pipes is also used.

Circular tail-light. Fig. 962. See Signal-light.

Clamp. 1. "In general, something that fastens or binds

;

a piece of timber or of iron used to fasten work to-

gether. '
'— Webster.

2. (Joinery). "A frame with two tightening screws, by

which two portions of an article are tightly compressed

together, either while being formed, or while their glue

joint is drying."—Knight. See Deck-sash quadrant

clamp. Deck-sash pivot clamp. Platform-timber clamp.

Ridge-clamp.

Clasp. Fig. 1082. See Door-bolt clasp.

Clearance (of track gauge). The total difference between

the gauge of the rails and the gauge of the exterior

bearing surface of the flanges, which is at present fixed

at about £ of an inch. The method of testing wheels for
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this purpose is by measurement of the distance in the

clear from inside to inside of car-wheel. By resolution

of the Master Car-Builders' Association, 1883, the stand-

ard clearance, fig. 1996, for flanges, was fixed at 4 ft.

5f in. The proposition to fix the limit at -J in. either

way from 4 ft. 5f in. is now pending. Until the thick-

ness of flange, which now varies greatly, has been re-

duced to some standard, this proposition will still leave

the clearance of the flanges a variable quantity.

Clear-story. 110-11, figs. 155-85. "An upper story or

row of windows in a church, tower or other erection,

rising clear above the adjoining parts of the building."

— Webster. Also spelled clerestory.

Hence, the portion of a passenger car roof whicb rises above
the roof proper, in the manner which is now customary in
nearly all American passenger ears, has been termed tbe clear-
story, and this name was exclusively used in the former edition
of this dictionary. Since the Usuingof the first edition the useof
the term deck tor clear-story seems to have become practically
universal among oar-builders and manufacturers, especially in
compound words. Those manufacturers consulted have unani-
mously replied that th-y used no other term than deck, and
that tney do not find the term clear-story used in the letters
received from railroad officers. Therefore the term deck or
upper deck, which see, has been exclusively used in this edition
in designating the various furnishings and parts of the framing
formerly designated clear-story, as, deck sill, df.ck sash, deck-
sash opener, etc., for clear-story sill, clear-story window,
clear-s'ory window opener. As a general name for designating
the entire space included within the upper deck, however, the
term clear-story seems to be quite frequently u.-ed.

The clear-story is a comparatively modern introduc-

tion in American car framing, its general use dating

from about 1860. Certain forms of cars, as fig. 50, have
no clear-story. The part corresponding to a clear-story

in freight cabooses, figs. 44-7, is termed a lookout.

Cleat. " 1. A narrow strip of wood nailed on in joinery.

2. A term applied to small wooden projections in tackle

to fasten ropes by."

—

Webster.

Cleveland truck. A Diamond-truck, which see.

Clevis. " A stirrup-shaped metallic strap used in connec-

tion with a pinto connect a draft-chain or tree to a plow
or other tool."

—

Knight. The term is applied to various

kinds of irons resembling a plow clevis in shape, and also

to bolts with forked ends. See Boom-cap clevis. Brake-
lever clevis. Draw-clevis. Hoisting-block clevis.

2. (Of padlock.) 7, fig. 1031. The means for attaching

the guard-chain which prevents carrying off the padlock
when unlocked.

3. (Of pile-driving hammer.) 2, figs. 1821-4. See-Hani.

mer.

Clevis-hook (of "American" steam tender brake). 11,

fig. 366-7. The connection of the brake-chain to the

brake-lever.

Clinch-nail. A wrought-iron forged nail, so named be-

cause it can be bent or clinched without breaking. Cut

nails, the common and cheapest kind, although of

wrought-iron, will not clinch.

Clinker-door (and door frame, Bissell heater). Fig. 1395.

The part commonly called ash-pit door.

Clinker-grating (Bissell heater). Figs. 1368-75. A second

and lower grating to facilitate removal of clinkers.

Clip. A U-shaped strap for attaching any body, more par-

ticularly a pipe, to the side of a partition. See Berth-

spring clip. Deck-sash quadrant clip. Pipe-clip.

Closed-door stop (freight-car doors). 72, figs. 82, 87, 93.

A block of wood or iron to prevent outside sliding-doors

from moving too far when they are closed. See also

Open-door stop.

Close return-bend. Fig. 1337. A short cast-iron tube made
of a U-shape, for uniting the ends of two wTought-iron

pipes. It differs from an open return-bend in having the

two branches in contact with each other.

Closet. 1. A small room, usually for storage. See Linen-

closet, Wine-closet, etc., figs. 208-15. A locker is a closet

of less than the full height of car, but this distinction is

not always observed.

2. A retiring room for sanitary purposes, more com-

monly called a Saloon, which see.

Closet-hopper. Figs. 1090-6; 131, figs. 169-90. Also

called soil-hopper. A metal or porcelain hopper used

in saloons.

Closet-hopper , ventilator. Figs. 1097-8. See Bell's

exhaust hopper-ventilator.

Cluster-spring. Figs. 2067-2106. A group-spring. See

Spiral spring.

Clutch-coupling. See Brake-hose coiqiling.

Coach. Figs. 48-63. A term used to designate cars for

the conveyance of passengers, in distinction from freight,

baggage and express cars. The term was originally pro-

posed by John B. Jervis. See "Railway Property,"

page 178. By increasing usage the term is used as an

equivalent for day-car in distinction from sleeping cars
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Hopper-bottom coal-car.
Iron-hopper coal-car.

as well as freight and baggage cars, but "sleeping coach"

is a common expression.

Coach-bolt (English). American equivalent, carriage-

bolt, which see.

Coach-screw (English). American equivalent, lag-screw,

but coaeh-scretv also used, as 20-21, fig. 273. A square-

headed screw with a pointed end used to screw into

wood.

Coal-box (suspended heater). H, figs. 1529-32.

Coal-car. Figs. 16-42, 105-15. A car especially designed

for carrying coal. Ordinary platform-cars with side-

boards are much used for that purpose ; but the stand-

ards are four-wheeled or eight-wheeled cars, with drop-

bottoms. Iron cars, with four, six and eight wheels, also

with drop-bottoms, are also used. The modern tendency
is to greatly increase their capacity up to 50,000 or even
60,000 lbs. Fig. 18 shows a 50,000-lb. coal-car, standard
of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

See Eight-wheeled car.

Four-wheeled car.

Coal-hopper. See above.

Coal-oil burner. See Mineral-oil burner. Figs. 872-906.

Coat and hat-hook. Figs. 1549, 1551.

Coat-hook. Figs. 1546, 1551.

Cobb's sectional seat-cushion. Figs. 1222-3. See Seat.
cushion.

Cobb's pivoted seat-arm. Figs. 1132-3 and 1171. A device
by which the seat-arm is hinged at the seat-back by a
swing joint, so that in reversing the back is raised up,
making a narrow 22-inch seat-back give as high a sup-
port to the back as a 28-inch seat-back hung in the ordi-

nary manner. Also called Cobb's striker-arm, which see.

Cock. 55, fig. 311 ; figs. 1591-1602. "A spout ; an instru-

ment to draw out or discharge liquor from a cask, vat,

or pipe."— Webster. See Faucet for the various forms,
also

Bibb-cock. Release cock.
Combination-cock. Reservoir drain-cock.
Compression faucet. Self-closing cock.
Drain-cock. Stop-cock.
Draw-off cock. Telegraph-cock.
Four-way-cock plug. Three-way cock.
Main-cock. Vertical telegraph-cock.

Cocoa matting. Matting for the floors of cars made from
the coir-fibre, growing in East India and the east coast

of Africa.

Coil (Baker heater). 20, figs. 1301, 1321. (Searle heater).

A, figs. 1484-5. An iron pipe which is bent into a spiral

form and placed next the fire, for heating water which
circulates through the car.

Coke car. Fig 17. A gondola or flat car with extra high

sides, made necessary by the light character of the load.

Box cars are often used as coke cars.

Cold-air conductor (Bissell heater); Figs. 1361, 1402.

See Cold-air pipe.

Cold-air elbow (Gouge heater). 57, figs. 1413-4.

Cold-air pipe (Spear heater). 2, figs. 1486-90. (Bissell

heater). Fig. 1350. A pipe by which cold air is con-

ducted from a hood on top of the ear to the bottom of

the stove, and into the air-space between the stove and
the stove casing. In the Searle heater called the cold

feed-pipe. In the Gouge, the injector pipe.

2. (Winslow heater.) Fig. 1533. A pipe surrounding

the smoke-pipe and connecting with the ventilator-jack

on the roof, through which the cold air is forced by the
motion of the car down past the stove into the hot-air

box. The usual size of pipe is 8| in. diameter, the smoke-
pipe inside being 5 in. diameter.

Cold-air supply-pipe (suspended heater). T), figs. 1529—

1532.

Cold feed-pipe (Searle heater). F, figs. 1484-5. See
Cold-air pipe.

Cold-shot. Small globules of iron resembling ordinary

gun-shot, which are found in the chilled portion of cast-

iron wheels.

Collar. " A ring or round flange upon or against an ob-

ject."

—

Knight. Ordinarily an axle-collar, 3, below, is

meant.

See Deck-collar. Lamp-collar.
Dust-collar. Reducing-collar.
Expanding-coUar.

2. (Creamer brake, which see.) 11, fig. 263.

3. (Of journal.) F, fig. 1974; 32, figs. 116-119 and 204,

etc. A rim or enlargement on the end of the car-axle

which takes the end-thrust of the journal-bearing. A
muley axle has no collar.

4. (For stnoke-bell stem of Harrison postal-car chan-
delier.) C, figs. 841-2.

Color-coat (painting). The coats, usually three in number,,

which follow the rough-stuff or scraping filling-coat in

painting car-bodies. The colors are mixed with turpen-
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tine and driers, as little oil as possible being used, only

sufficient to prevent the color from rubbing off. Twenty-
four hours are allowed to each coat to dry, and the process

of varDishing then follows, which varies greatly in the

time and care given to it, but which is always very

carefully done. See Finishing varnish and painting.

Column. 1. (Diamond and other trucks.) Fig. 1735; 37, figs.

1907-36. Another and perhaps more common name for

a Bolster guide-bar, which see.

2. (Of crane.) A, fig. 145. Another name for the mast,

especially when entirely supported from below.

3. (Hartley chair.) 12, figs. 1154-8. See Pedestal.

Column-bolt. 109, figs. 1921-2. A bolt passing through
the arch-bars and holding the column in place and the

" truck-frame together.

Comb-rack. Figs. 1582-4.

Combination. The following list of parts of the Janney-
Miller combination coupler are designated sometimes
with and sometimes without the prefix " combination.''

See Janney-Miller coupler and the names of the several

parts, omitting the word " combination."
Combination ball-joint washer. 59, figs. 555-635.

" barrel. 40, figs. 542-554, 555-601. The barrel
or shank to which the Janney head or Miller hook
is secured

chaftng-plate. 50, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" connecting-pin. 64, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" endface-plate. 46, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

eye-bolt (for Miller hook). 66, figs. 542-554, 602-
35.

" follower. 99, figs. 542-554, 602-35.
" follower-guide. 100, figs. 542-554, 602-35.

head (Janney-Miller coupler). 39, figs. 542-554,
555-601. A head for the JaDney coupler sub-
stantially similar to the ordinary form, but
adapted for use in the Janney-Miller combination
coupler.

" horn. 48, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" Janney barrel. 40, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

" head. 39, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
large equalizing-guide. 4 7, figs. 542-554.

" lever jaw-pin. 97, figs. 542-554, 602-35.
Miller buffer. 42, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

" " buffer-yoke. 44, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" " head. 41, figs. 555-601.
" " stop. 43, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

" stop bolt. 56, figs. 542-554, 602-35.
platform-lever jaw. 58, figs. 542-554, 602-35.
platform-lever plate. 57, figs. 555-635.
open link for Miller hook. 98, figs. 542-554, 602-

35.
" platform-lever. 69, figs. 542-554. 555-601.

pull-rod. 53, figs. 542-554. 555-601.
side-spring. 55, figs. 555-635.

bolt. 52, figs. 542-554.

Combination side-spring eye-bolt. 67, figs. 542-554.
" " plate. 45, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" " plate washer. 101, figs. 555-635.
" " stirrup. 54. figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" " trigger. 63, figs. 555-635.
" " washer. 60, figs. 555-635.
" small equalizing-guide. 49, figs. 542-554, 555-

601.
" stop-brace, Janney. 115, figs. 542-54.
" stirrup. 51, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" swivel. 61, figs. 542-554. 602-35.
" swivel-hook. 62, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" trap-door. 68, figs. 555-635.
" " spring. 65, figs 555-635.
" yoke, Janney. 9, figs. 542-554.

Combination baggage-car. Fig. 58. A baggage-car

having compartments for express or mail, or both, as

well as for baggage. See Combination car.

Combination car. Fig. 51. A passenger car, one portion

of which is devoted to passengers and the other to the

conveyance of mail, baggage or express. A combination

baggage-car, which see, is also a combination car. Com-
bination freight cars are also built, as combined box and
stock-car (Fig. 9), but are not generally so termed, since

they are not intended for more than one use at one
time.

Combination-cock. Fig. 1602. (For Baker heater). 25,

figs. 1301, 1328. A cock with funnel attached, used at the

top of a tank for filling. When opened with the key it

allows the inward passage of the water, and at the same
time the outward passage of air through a separate

channel. Hence the name.

Combination elliptic-spring. Fig. 2041. An elliptic-

spring with which auxiliary rubber bearings at the ends

are combined. The load, instead of resting on the

centre of the spring, bears on two rubber bearings, each

placed about one-third the length of the spring from the

end. Little used.

Combination single-plate wheel. Fig. 2132. A wheel

with a single centre-plate, but with a recess cast around

the hub.

Combination-wheel. A term applied by Mr. Lobdell to a

wheel which he patented, and which has a projection

cast on the inside of the rim opposite to the flange.

Combined label-holder and drawer-pull. Fig. 1077.

Combined reflector and chimney-holder. Figs. 866-938.

Combined triple-valve, reservoir and brake-cylinder

(Westinghouse freight brake). Fig. 352. To lessen the

complication and reduce the cost of freight brake-gear
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these three parts, which are separate in passenger brake-

gear, are combined in freight.

Combined ventilating register and berth curtain-rod

bracket. Fig. 1272.

Commode-handle (English). 177, fig. 205. Nearest

American equivalent, body hand-rail. A piece of brass

or iron secured to the sides of the bod}', and shaped so as

to be conveniently grasped by the hand in entering and

leaving carriage or in passing along the train outside the

carriages.

Communication-cord pulley (English). 170, figs. 205-7.

American equivalent, bell-cord pulley. A small brass

pulley fixed to the eave of the roof and carrying the

communication-cord (bell-cord) running outside the

train.

Compartment (English and American). Fig. 210, etc. A
subdivision of a passenger car. In English carriages it

runs entirely across the car. In American parlor and
sleeping cars, in which alone compartments often occur,

it runs only partially across, leaving room for a passage

or corridor at the side. Often called state-rooms.

Composite carriage, or composite (English). A coach

in which compartments for more than one class of pas-

sengers are provided. A compartment for baggage is

generally included.

Compound-bolster. Fig. 225. A bolster composed of one

or more sticks of timber stiffened with vertical plates of

iron.

Compound-carline. Fig. 647 ; 7, fig. 186 ; 100, figs. 155-

78. A carline of which the main or central portion is

made of wrought-iron. with a piece of wood on each

side. They are commonly used for cars with clear-

stories, and either extend directly from one plate to the

other, or are bent to conform to the shape of the clear-

story. In the latter case they are called profile-carl ines.

See Carline.

Compound spiral-spring. Fig. 2043. A spring with the

spaces between the coils filled with India-rubber. (Nearly

obsolete.)

Compression-bar. Figs. 217-20. See Body-bolster com-

pression-bar.

Compression-beam. 1, fig. 644: 163, figs. 159-60. A
horizontal timber in the center of the side of a car-body,

which acts as the compression-member of a truss for

strengthening the body. The compression-beam brace

abuts against it. An end compression-beam, fig. 159, is

sometimes used. The compression-beam is sometimes
made double, one above the other, with separate braces

{main compression-brace and centre compression-brace)

acting upon each, as in figs. 159-60.

Compression-beam brace. 2, fig. 644. A brace used in

connection with a compression-beam to form a truss in

the side of a passenger-car. It is sometimes stiffened

by a centre counterbrace, 165, fig. 159 ; and sometimes
two or more braces are used, as in fig. 159. They are

then termed main compression-brace.

\ Compression brake. Figs. 368-9. A general term desig-

1 nating the class of brakes, none of which are in general

use, which derive their power from the compression of

the drawbars produced by momentum when brakes of an
ordinary form are applied at the head of a train. A
great variety of such brakes have been invented and
patented, but the only one deemed to have obtained suffi-

cient prominence for insertion in this volume is the

"American Brake Co." compression brake, figs. 368-9.

In that brake, when the drawbar is compressed the push-

bar 15 catches the pendant lever 16, and so applies the

brakes through the lower connecting-rod 23, the relief-

spring 25, and the three-holed clevis 27. The principal

difficulty and complication in this as in all other similar

devices is to prevent the brake-gear acting when not

desired, as when backing or in switching. To obviate

this difficulty, so that the brake will only be applied

when moving at a certain speed, governor blocks 2 are

attached to an axle-clamp 1, and held in position by the

governor-block springs 3. "When a given velocity of revo-

lution is attained centrifugal force throws the governor-

blocks outward, moving the disk 5, and thence through

the fork 6, fork-bracket 7, tail-nut 9, loiver bell-crank

rod 8, and bell-cranks 11, actuate the upper bell-crank

rod 14, and the push-rod 15, causing the locking-pawl

17 to become engaged with the pendant lever, so that

compression of the drawbar is able to act. After the

speed is checked to a certain amount this operation is

automatically reversed and the automatic brake-gear

becomes once more disengaged from the drawbar.

Compression-faucet. Fig. 1596. A spring faucet with a

flat disk on top, letting on the water by direct vertical

compression. Telegraph-cocks, which see, are in a sense

compression faucets, but are not so called.
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Compression-lever (Cowell platform and coupler). 10, fig.

537. A platform-lever, extending above the car-platform,

by which, with the aid of the adjusting-wedge (6) and
other parts beneath the platform, the pressure of the

buffer springs (14) is applied to the buffers.

Compression-member. Any bar, beam, brace, etc., which
is subjected to strains of compression, and forms part of

a frame, truss, beam, girder, etc. Struts, body-braces,

etc., are compression-members. Similarly tension-mem-

ber is used for tensile strains.

Compression-rod brake. Fig. 227. An inuer-hung brake

with a single lever, which is connected with a brake-

beam farthest from it by a rod or bar which is subjected

to a strain of compression when the brakes are applied.

The pressure on the brake-blocks is not equal. Figs.

249-51 is a better plan.

Compromise-wheel. . A broad-tread wheel, which see,

for running over slightly different gauges. Little used.

Concave elliptic spring-. Fig. 2037. A style of spring in

which the plates are dished or concave, with the object

of stiffening the plates, holding them more firmly in

their relative positions, and throwing the edges of the

plates wholly into compression so as to diminish the

danger of fracture by the gradual development of cracks.

Concealing urinal. One designed to be opened for use by
a handle at the top, and then closed up flush with the

wood-work so as to be invisible. They are in limited use

but not generally approved.

Goncealing water-closet. Fig. 213. A form of closet

covered with a seat to resemble an ordinary chair or

sofa.

Condensing diaphragm (refrigerator cars). D, fig. 131.

Sheets of metal placed in the cold-air flue on which
moisture may be precipitated.

Conductor (Tiffany refrigerator car). 2, fig. 130 a. The
drip-pipe from the ice-pan. See also Heat conductor.

Conductor's car. Figs. 44-7, 104i. A caboose car, which
see.

Conductor's lantern. Figs. 974-9. One with an extra

sized bail attached to it by which it can be held on the

arm, leaving the hands free. It is sometimes provided

with a reflector, fig. 977. They are often elaborately

finished and usually bear the name of the conductor cut

on the globe.

Conductor's-valve (Westiughouse brake). 21, figs. 311,

293, 3:34-5. A valve for applying the train brakes placed

at soma convenient point in a car, usually in the saloon,

and operated by a cord extending through the train

within reach of the conductor.

Conductor's-valve discharge-pipe (Westinghouse brake).

24, fig. 335. A pipe leading from the conductor's valve

down through the floor of the car.

Conductor's-valve pips (Westinghouse brake). 23, fig.

654. Connects the brake-pipe with the conductor's-valve.

Cone. 1. (For berth spring.) 2, fig. 1249. A berth-spring

fusee, which see.

2. (Graduated bolster-spring.) 2-4, figs. 2098. etc. A
projecting sleeve on the spring-plates to serve as guides

or distance for the springs. They are distinguished as

lower and upper.

Cone lamp-shades. Figs. 942-4. See Lamp-shade.

Coned closet-hopper. Fig. 1091. See Closet-hopper.

Congdon brake-shoe. Figs. 239-40. A brake-shoe invented

and patented by Mr. J. H. Congdon, Master of Machin-

ery of the Union Pacific Railroad. It consists of a cast-

iron shoe with pieces of wrought-iron cast in it in the

face or rubbing surface so as to give it greater endur-

ance. See Brake-shoe.

Connecting chain (pile-driver car). 44, fig. 1822. A pitch-

chain, which see, connecting the pitch-gear on the two

axles of a truck used for making the car self-propelling,

which is hardly the common practice.

Connecting-pin (Janney-Miller coupler). 64, figs. 542-

554, 602-35. The steel pin securing either the Janney

head or the Miller 7ioofc to the shank of the Janney-Miller

combination coupler.

Connecting-rod. Figs. 227-35. A rod which connects two
or more parts or objects together. See Brake-shaft con-

necting-rod. Floating-lever connecting-rod.

2. (Creamer brake, which see.) 8, fig. 263.

3. (Hand-car.) 24, figs. 1720-23. The iron rod which

connects the bell-crank and the crank-shaft together. In

figs. 1724-6 there are two connecting-rods and they are

attached directly to the propelling-levers.

4. (Hoit draw-gear.) 185, fig. 94. Two bolts on either

side of the centre-sills conneci ing the two needle-beams

or cross-frame tie-timbers together, thus serving, in con-

nection with the draw-rod 182 to constitute in effect a

continuous drawbar. Also termed cross-frame tie-rods

or centre draw-rods.
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Continuous brake. Any system of brakes so arranged

that by connecting together the brake apparatus on the

different vehicles forming a train it can be operated on
all of them from one or more points on the train, as from
the engine or from any of the cars.

See Air brake. Smith vacuum brake.
Earned vacuum Vacuum brake.

brake. Westinghouse air brake.
Empire vacuum Westinghouse automatic

brake. air brake.
Loughridge air brake.

Continuous carline. A carliiie, which see, which passes

directly from side to side of the car, across and under the

clear-story or upper deck, in distinction from a profile

carline (fig. 646), which is bent to follow the outline of

the clear-story.

Continuous counterbrace rod. The body counterbrace

rods are sometimes combined into one long rod passing

from one end of the car to the other, as in figs. 159-60,

which is then sometimes termed a continuous counter-

brace rod ; also inverted truss-rod or hog-chain rod.

Continuous drawbar. Figs. 424-5. A patented draw-gear,

having a continuous rod for tractive strains, relieving the

draw-timbers. The Hoit draiv-gear, figs. 436-7, is another
device of the same general class.

Continuous-frame truck. A car-truck with an iron frame,

the sides and ends of which are all made in one piece.

Figs. 1948-53 are engravings of such trucks.

Continuous top-side (English). 69, figs. 118-119. Nearest
American equivalent, top-side rail. A side-board run
continuously from end to end of a wagon in order to

stiffen it vertically and assist in tying the ends together.

Continuous truck-frame. 9, figs. 1948-50. An iron bar
which is welded together in a rectangular shape so as to

form the sides and ends of a truck-frame.

Conway ball coupler. One of those recommended for

trial by the Master Car-Builders' Association. So called

from using a ball like a pin. See Automatic freight-car

coupler. Automatic car-coupler.

Cook-stoves (emigrant cars). Fig. 1483.

Coolbaugh lamp-platform. Figs. 1190-91. A device to

facilitate access to the lamps, and avoid the necessity of

standing on the seats.

Coolbaugh's signal-holder. Figs. 965-8.

Cooper elastic wheel. Figs. 2129-30. See Elastic wheel.

Steel-tired wheel.

Cope. The upper portion of a mould or flask used in mak-

ing metal castings.

Coping (English). 74, figs. 116-19. A bar of iron secured

to the top of the sides and ends of a gondola car (open

wagon), and protecting them from local distortion and
the friction of a chain or any heavy body.

Cord. "A string or small rope composed of several

strands twisted together."

—

Webster. See Hat-cord,

Window-curtain cord, neither of which are used, how-

ever, to any appreciable extent.

Cord-lever (of car signal-valve, Westinghouse train signal

app's, which see). 6, figs. 688-9. The lever by which a

pull on the signal-cord actuates the valve.

Cork wall (refrigerator cars). C, figs. 130-1304. One of

the means of insulation.

Corner-casting. A Knee-iron, or a corner-plate, which see.

See also Roof corner-casting.

Corner handle, more commonly grab-iron, which see.

102, figs. 87-138.

Corner pillar (English). 94, figs. 204-207. American

equivalent, corner-post. An upright piece at the corners

of the body.

Corner,-plate (freight-car bodies). 55, 56, 57, figs. 82-

135. A wrought or cast iron angle-plate or knee on the

outside corner, to strengthen and protect the frame.

There are usually three corner-plates, upper, lower and

middle. Very commonly a push-block, 191, fig. 96, is

cast upon the lower corner-plate.

Corner-post. 43, figs. 82-142 ; 61, figs. 155-85. The up-

right stick which forms the corner of the frame of a car-

body. The corner-post is omitted in a few round-cornered

cars, figs. 190, etc.

Corner-post brace (tip cars). 163, fig. 143. A detail spe-

cial to the car shown.

Corner-post ornament. An ornamental casting on the

outside corner of a passenger car. Modern cars are not

commonly so ornamented.

Corner-post pocket. 45, figs. 105, 107, 132-42. See

Pocket.

Corner-seat. Figs. 1134-5. A seat for the corner of a car,

the back of which is not reversible. They are called left-

hand or right-hand, as for a person sitting in them.

Corner seat-end. Figs. 1190-2. A seat-end bracket secured

to the wall of a passenger car for supporting the outer

end of a corner-seat, which see.
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Corner-urinal. Figs. 1100-5. So called in distinction from
a side-urinal.

Corner urinal-handle. Fig. 1107. See above and Urinal-

handle.

Cornice. 93 and 94, figs. 175-6. The mouldings at the

eaves of the roof outside of a car, and where the ceiling

joins the sides and ends of the car inside. There is,

therefore, an inside and outside cornice. See also Deck
inside-cornice. Window-cornice*

Corridor (Mann boudoir and other sleeping cars). Figs.

193, 311-2. A passage running at one side of the Mann
car from one door to the other, affording access to the

compartments. The Mann cars are the only ones in gen-

eral use having such corridors for the whole length of

the car, but all sleepers have longer or shorter corridors

to pass the state-rooms, smoking-corupartments, etc.

Corridor-carriage (English). A passenger-vehicle having

a passage from end to end along one side, the various

compartments having doors which open into this passage.

Little used. See also Carriage.

Corrugated ear-wheel. Figs. 2144-45. See Car-wheel and
Thacher corrugated wheel.

Corrugated key (Yale lock, which see). Fig. 1028.

Corrugated-metal car-roof (freight cars). Figs. 664-9. A
roof consisting of iron, steel, or zinc plates covered with
boards, which run lengthwise, and rest on roof-strips on
top of the rafters and carlines. Two forms are illustrated,

the Winslow and Empire car-roofs, which see. See also

Car-roof.

Corrugated-mouldings. 1 to 15, figs. 1050-64. See Waved
mouldings.

Corrugated-rubber floor-mat. Fig. 807. So called in dis-

tinction from perforated-rubber floor-mats.

Corrugated Yale lock. Figs. 1027-28. See Yale lock.

Corrugations (Atwood hemp-packed wheel, which see).

Fig. 2168.

Corticine. A form of floor-covering much like linoleum,

which see, composed of linseed oil, prepared by a special

process, mixed with ground cork and placed upon a
strong backing of water-proof canvas.

Counter-boring. An enlargement or other alteration of

form for a certain portion of its length of a hole bored in i

any substance. In slats, see Wilson's flexible-car window-
blind, 6, figs. 1645-6.

Counterbrace. 3, fig. 644; 2, fig. 645; and 165-6, fig. 159.

In bridge-building, a brace which transmits strains in the

opposite direction to a main brace, as 9, figs. 2181-8. In

car-building, a counterbrace usually means a brace in the

side of the body between its ends and the body-bolster.

Sometimes, however, as at 165-166, fig. 159, there are

two styles of counterbraces, one of which, 165, near the

middle of the car, is alone a counterbrace proper, in the

technical sense, and called centre counterbrace, while the

other, 166, is designated as the counterbrace, and gener-

ally the only counterbrace recognized in car-building.

See Body counterbrace.

Counterbrace rod (of a truss). 11, figs. 2183, 2185. An
inclined rod which acts as a counterbrace. See"above,

and also Body counterbrace-rod.

Coupler. That which couples. In relation to cars the

term usually designates the appliances for coupling or

connecting cars together, and usually means some form
of automatic coupler. See Automatic freight-car coup-

lers, figs. 409-423, and Blackstone, Cowell, Janney, Jan-

ney-Miller and Miller couplers (passenger), figs. 537-643.

Couplet (of springs). 80, figs. 1912-27. Two elliptic

springs, which see, placed side by side, to act as one

spring. Three springs united in this way form a triplet,

four a quadruplet, five a quintuplet, six a sextuplet.

Coupling. " That which couples or connects, as a hook,

chain, or bar. "— Webster. A coupling-link is often called

simply a coupling.

See Basin-coupling. Coupling-link.
Bell-cord coupling. Head-board coupling.
Berth curtain-rod Hose-coupling.

coupling. Pipe-coupling.
Brake-hose clutch- Reducing pipe-coupling..

coupling. Screw-coupling (Eng-
Brake-hose coupling. lish).

Clutch-coupling.

Coupling-bar. 19, figs. 249-51. See Brake-lever coupling-

bar.

Coupling-bar pin (brake gear). 20, figs. 249-51. A pin

for the Brake-lever coupling-bar, which see.

Coupling-cap. See Brake-hose-coupling cap, figs. 327-8.

Coupling-case. See Brake-hose-coupling case, figs. 327-8.

Coupling-chain, or chain- coupling-link. 8, fig. 109. A
three-link chain used in coupling to draw-hooks, which
see. See also Safety-coupling-chain, figs. 428-30.

Coupling-hook. 11, figs. 636-43. A hook for coupling
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Chain coupling-link.
Crooked coupling-link.

cars together. See Drawbar coupling-hook (of Miller

coupler). Draw-hook, fig. 440.

Coupling-hose (Eames' vacuum brake). Figs. 280-81. A
flexible rubber hose lined with wire coil. Usual sizes,

1, li, and 1| in. diameter and 22 to 24 in. long.

2. (WVstingbouse brake.) Fig. 293, etc. More com-
monly brake-hose.

Coupling-link. Figs. 431-5, 439, etc. A wrought-iron

link or open bar by which freight cars with ordinary

draw-heads are coupled together by coupling-pins.

Coupling-links are often called simply links or couplings.

Bridge's coiipling-link is designed to prevent too rapid

wear. Crooked coupling-links are kept on hand for

use with draw-heads of unequal height. The Potter

draw-head has a fast coupling-link. Chain coupling-

links are used with draw-hooks. Link and pin couplings

are very dangerous to trainmen, and some form of auto-

matic freight-car coupler, which see, will probably soon

be introduced as a substitute. See

Fast coupling-link.
Triple coupling-link.

2. (English.) 43, figs. 116-118. A link forming part

of a wagon-coupling or draw-chain. The open-ended

link connected to the draw-hook or draw-bar is the

coupling-shackle. The intermediate links are some-
times termed the short links, and the end link the long

link. A single long link is often used instead of three

short intermediate links.

Coupling-link rivet (Potter drawbar). 1, figs. 449, 451.

The pin by which the fast coupling-link is attached.

Coupling-pin. 140, figs. 84-139; figs. 436-7, 443-6. A shcrt

bar of iron with which a coupling-link is connected to a
drawbar. They are distinguished as eye-liead or solid-

head, or sometimes bent-head, fig. 446. They are also

round, flat or oval. The Potter drawbar has a fast
coupling-pin.

2. (Janney and Miller couplers.) 17, figs. 542-554,

555-601; 41, fig. 640. One carried for emergencies or

occasional u-e, to couple with a link.

Coupling-pin chafing-plate (Miller coupler). 40, figs.

637-640. An iron plate attached to the outside of a plat-

form end-timber to protect it from being worn by the
coupling-pin chain.

Coupling-pin chain. 41, fig. 640. A small chain at-

tached to the car by a suitable eye to prevent the ooup-

ling-pin from being lost.

Coupling-pin-chain eye. 42, fig. 640. See above.

Coupling-pin plate (Miller coupler). 39, figs. 637-40.

An iron chain on top of the platform end-timber near the

outside end, and which forms a guard for a hole in the

timber to hold the coupling-pin.

Coupling-screw (English). 43, figs. 204-207. Aright and

left handed screw used in a Screw-coupling, which see.

Coupling-shackle (English). 41, figs. 116, 118, 205 and 207.

The end link of the coupling which is secured by a pin

to the shank of the Draw-hook, which see.

Coupling-sleeve (Kirby's car-door lock). K, figs. 1003-4.

A screw coupling making the door-knob spindle con-

tinuous.

Coupling-spring (Miller coupler). 49, fig. 636. A spring

made of two or more flat and nearly straight plates

which bear against the back of the drawbar coupling-

hook so as to cause it to engage with the hook of the

adjoining car ; also called the leaf-spring.

Coupling-spring bracket (Miller coupler). 50, figs. 636-7,

A cast-iron lug attached to one of the drawbar timbers,

to which a bolt is fastened for increasing the tension on
the coupling-spring.

Coupling-valve. See Brake-hose coupling-valve.

Coupling-valve key (Westinghouse brake). 48, fig. 311.

Cover.

Urinal-cover.
Window-moulding-joint

cover.

See Drum-cover.
Journal-box cover.

Man-hole cover.

Moulding-joint cover.

Covered wagon (English). A roofed vehicle used for

conveying freight liable to be stolen or to be damaged by

damp. It has side doors which can be locked, and occa-

sionally doors in the roof so that the contents can be

readily hoisted. As a rule, tarpaulins, which see, and

open cars are used in England.

Cover plate (Atwood hetnp-packed wheel). H, fig. 2167.

A ring covering the packing inside the tire. A faceplate

of a steel-tired wheel is a disk connecting the the and hub.

Cover-strip. 1. (Refrigerator car.) L, figs. 130-130-1. Metal

plates covering a gutter in the floor.

2, (Of roof.) 1, fig. 665 ; 3, figs. 670-672*. A strip of

metal, or sometimes wood, to cover a joint in the roof-

sheets.
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Cowell buffer and coupler. Figs. 53 -541. A device for

automatically coupling passenger cars and forming a

continuous floor between them. Its buffer is also a sup-

plemental platform, inclosing buffer-springs, and over-

lapping or inclosing the car sill. Such interaction be-

tween the coupler and the buffer exists as that when the

coupler is drawn out and the draft-spring compressed

the buffer moves out the same distance, thus keeping

the twin buffers always in contact. Tbe coupleris much
like the Miller, but with its drawhead pivoted to the

drawbar. It is easily uncoupled with one lever.

See this device on Wagner and Pullman vestibule

cars.

Crabs, or tongs (pile-dr'ver car). 22, figs. 1821-4. (Wreck-

ing car). Fig. 144. See Tongs.

Crane (pile-driver car). 34, figs. 1821-4. See Pile-driver

car and Derrick.

Crank. 1. " Literally a bend or turn ; hence au iron axis

with a part bent like an elbow, for producing a horizon-

tal or perpendicular motion by means of a rotary motion

or the contrary."

—

Webster. See Bell-crank. See also

Brake-shaft crank, Door-shaft crank (street cars).

2. (Of a derrick or crane.) 13, figs. 77-78 ; W, figs.

151-3. The L shaped handle by which the driving gear

is actuated.

3. (Of a lever hand-car.) 5. figs. 1724-6. The bell-crank

(which see) of a hand-car. 23, figs. 1720-3, is at the up-

per end of the connecting-rod, the crank at the lower

end.

Crank hand -car. Figs. 1708-10. A hand-car which is

worked by one or two cranks connected by geariDg with

the axles of the car. Originally in almost universal use,

it is now nearly obsolete in favor of Lever hand-cars.

which see.

Crank-shaft (lever hand-cars). 6, figs. 172C-23. A short

wrought-iron shaft to which a crank of a hand-car is

attached, which is turned by suitable levers and is

connected by gear-wheels with one of the axles of the

car.

Crank-shaft bearings (hand-car). 5, figs. 1724-6 ; 7, figs.

1720-23.

Creamer automatic ventilator. Figs. 1566-9. See Ven-

tilator.

Creamer lamp-fastening. Fig. 847. A mode of attach -

ing lamp-bottoms by what is in substance a clevis catch,

preventing the rotation of the lamp-bottom, and holding

it fast by a spring at the side.

j

Creamer safety-brake. Figs. 263-5. A brake invented

by William G. Creamer, of New York, now practically

obsolete. It consists of an involute spring which is at-

tached to and acts on the brake-shaft. This spring is con-

tained in a case or drum 1, fig. 263. Before a train

starts on a trip the spring is wound up and held in a

state of tension by a pawl 6. In case of danger the

pawl is disengaged by a lever 7, connected to the rod

8, which is operated by the bell-cord. By this means
the locomotive runner, conductor, or brakeman can at

any time apply all the brakes, or they will be applied by
the separation of the train. It was never intended for

use except in emergencies, and has been supplanted by
Air-brakes, which see.

Creamer solid-nipple seat-arm. Fig. 1170. See Seat-

arm.
Crib-rail (English). 64, figs. 116-119. A longitudinal

piece of timber secured to tbe upper part of the outer

side of the sole-bar and supporting the body of che

vehicle.

Cricket-iron. A Seat-stand, which see.

Crooked coupling-link. Figs. 431-2, 441-2. See Coupling-

link.

Crooked end-piece (wooden truck frames). 17, figs. 1944,

1947. An outside end piece hollowed out on top by cut-

ting away the wood so as to clear the draw-timbers and
drawbar fixtures.

Cross-bar (Cowell coupler). 5, fig. 538. A lever, fixed at

one end and adjustable at the other end by the adjusting-

toedge 6, operated by the compression-lever 16, which
applies the tension to the buffer springs 14.

2. (Crt amer brake, which see.) 2, figs. 263-4.

3. (Gouge heater.; Figs. 1422. The part on which the

movable grate rests.

4. (Swing link-hanger.) 4, figs. 2110-1. The bar sup-

porting the cross-bar casting which carries the spring-

plank. Also called mandrel-pin and lower sioing-hanger

pivot.

Cross-bar back-rest and front-rest (Gouge heater). Figs.

1433, 1444. Parts fastened to the fixed grate to hold

up the cross-bar.

Cross bar casting, or spring-plank carrier (swing link-

hanger). 3, figs. 2110-1. See Cross-bar.
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Cross-bearer (English). 3, figs. 116, 117 ; 204-206. Ameri-
can equivalent, needle-beam or cross-frame tie-timber,

and sometimes cross-bearer. A transverse member of

the underframe, placed between the ends of the

vehicle. Ii serves to transfer the weight of the body
and lading to the sole-bars, and keep the latter apart.

Also called cross-bar or transome.

Cross-frame king-post, or truss-block. See Cross-frame

truss.

Cross- frame tit-bolt. A sill tie-rod, which see. A 8
, rig.

123 ; 10, figs 102-143 ; 9, figs. 155-85.

Cross-frame tie-rods, or centre draw-rods (Hoit draw-
gear). 6, figs. 426-7. Two rods connecting ibe two cross-

frame tie-timbers and serving the purpose of a con-

tinuous draw-rod by transmitting strains received from
the draw-spring 3 and draw-rod 5.

Cross-frame tie-timber, or needle-beam. 22, figs. 82-91,

132-8 ; 26, figs. 155-85, etc. A transverse timber bolted

to the under side of the longitudinal sills and floor tim-

bers of a car-body between the bolsters, and to which
the body king or queen-posts, or truss-blocks, are at-

tached when truss-rods are used under a car-body.

The term Needle-beam, which see, taken from bridge engi-
neering, seems to be in more general use tban auy other one
name for this part, and being as short as any and exactly de-
scriptive of the function performed by the stick,' seems fairly
to be entitled to preference. Other names are body-transom,
cross-bearer, cross berth, etc.

Cross-frame truss, or needle-beam truss. Fig. 224. A
truss for a needle-beam or cross-frame tie timber. For
names of the various parte, kingpost, truss-rod, truss-

rod washer, etc., see engraving.

Cross-frame truss-rod. 3, tig. 224. See above.

Cross-head ( Westingbouse driving-wheel brake). 6, fig.

322; 9, figs. 314-5: 6, fig. 354. A wrought-irou T-shaped

head attached to the lower end of the piston-rod. and to

which two eccentric-lever links are attached, to connect
the piston-rod with the eccentric levers whicb work the

brake- heads.

2. (Westinghouse brake.) 9, figs. 314-5 ; 3, figs. 324-5;

6, figs. 329, 331, etc. A forked casting attached to the

outside end of a piston-iod, to which the brake levers

are connected.

Cross-pipe (Gouge heater). Fig. 1436. A pipe to carry

the hot air across the car underneath the floor.

Crossman hand-car. Fig. 1716. See Hand-car.

Crown lamp-shade. Fig. 947. See Lamp-shade.

Cup. 1. "A small vessel used commonly to drink out of,

but the name is also given to vessels of like shape used

for other purposes."

—

Webster.

See Buffer-spring cup. Drain-cup.

Candle-holder cuj). Oil-cup.

Side-bearing cup.

2. (For water-bottom, Bissell heater.) Fig. 1384.

Cupboard-catch, or flush-bolt. Figs. 997-8. 1069, 1260. A
very indefinite term for a light spring-catch nearly or

quite flush with the surface to which it is attached. It

has a beveled bolt, which snaps shut.

Cupboard-latch. Fig. 998. See above.

Cup-holder, or turn nler-holder. Figs. 1576-7. A stand

or rack lor holding a drinking-cup. See Alcove cup-

holder.

Cup-leather (lor pston-rod of Westinghouse driving-

wheel brake-cylinder). 7, figs. 314-5. A substitute for

ordinary gland packing.

Cup side-bearing. 61, figs. 1937-67. Aside-bearing for

trucks, with a receptacle for holding oil and waste.

Little used.

Cup-washer. A Socket washer, which see.

Curled hair. Hair from the tails or manes of cattle,

horses, etc., which is first spun into ropes, then wound
into coils, and either steeped or boiled in water. After

this the coil is dried and the hair unwound, winch

leaves it in a curly and elastic state, suited for stuffing

cushions, etc.

Curtain. A cloth hanging in front of or around any space

or object, as a window or sleeping-car berth, and which

may be contracted or spread at will. The term, how-
ever, is usually restricted to loosely hung drapery, sus-

pended on a curtain-rod by curtain-hooks or rings, in

distinction from a shade whicb is flat and rolls up. Cur-

tains in cars are chiefly used for sleeping-car berths

(Berth curtains, which see), and for the sides of summer
street cars, which see. Window curtains, which see, are

little used. In ordinary passenger cars blinds are used

instead, and in parlor and some passenger cars window
shades are used.

Curtain fixtures. Figs. 1265-1274.

Curtain brackets. (Hartshorn and McKay, which see).

Figs. 1684, 1690-2. One bracket has a circular hole and

the other a rectangular.
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Curtain-holder. See Magnetic curtain-holder.

Curtain-hooks (sleeping berths). Figs. 1266-8.

Curtain-rings. 32, figs. 694-5. Rarely used. See Cur-

tain.

Curtain-rod. Fig. 1693 ; 30, fig. 694. (English.) 190, fig.

205. A bar to carry a curtain hung upon rings sliding

freely along the rod.

Curtain-rod bracket (English). 192, fig. 205.

Curved seat-stop. Figs. 1180-1. See Seat-stop.

Cushion. Figs. 1205-23. Cushions used in passenger car

upholstery are designated as squab cushions or box cush-

ions, the latter being those built upon and connected with

a wooden frame-work (cushion-frame), and the former

a detached pad to be placed on a seat. Squab cushions

are now rarely if ever used, but were formerly common.
See Seat-cushion.

2. (Cowell coupler.) 23, fig. 538. See Rubber cushion.

A platform buffer-spring.

Cushion back-rail (English). 151, figs. 205-6. In a

carriage a small transverse bar which confines the hind

end of the seat-cushion.

Cushion-frame. 17, fig. 1121 ; figs. 1205-23. A wooden
frame to which the seat-springs and upholstery of a car-

seat are attached.

Cushioning-blocks (for Thomas' steel-tired wheel). B,

fig. 2175. Blocks of wood inserted under pressure in the
cushioning-pockets of the radial-arms.

Cushion weather-strip. Fig. 1699. See Weather-strip.

Cuspidor. Figs. 809-11. A vessel to receive discharges of
spittle, and having a wide rim so that if it is upset its

contents will not be spilled. It is the modern substitute

for a spittoon, fig. 808, from which it differs only in form.

Custom-house standard seal-lock. Fig. 1015.

Cut-off valve (Searle heater). C, figs. 1484-5. A valve for

cutting off the water supply from the coil.

Cylinder. 1. A chamber or vessel whose ends are circular,

and with straight parallel sides, as [the cylinder of a
steam-engine. The cylinders used in connection with
cars and locomotives are made of cast-iron, and^have
pistons fitted so as to work air-tight in them.^A variety

x>f cylinders are used in brake apparatus, shownj|in figs".

264-369. Also see

Air-cylinder. Reversing-cylinder.
Brake-cylinder. Steam-cylinder.

2. A name sometimes given to the fire-pot of a stove

or heater, as in fig. 1519.

3. (Ormsby sash-balance.) A, fig. 1703.

4. (Yale and Foster locks, which see.) Figs. 1026-28.

Cylinder-body (Westinghouse brake). 2, figs. 307-31.

The main central portion closed by the cylinder-heads.

Cylinder brake-lever (^American" steam tender-brake.)

10, figs. 366-7. Same as the Westinghouse cylinder-lever,

which see.

Cylinder-head. A metal cover for the end of a cylinder,

held on by cylinder-bolts or cylinder-studs. The cylinder-

head through which the piston passes is commonly
termed the bade cylinder-head and the other the front
cylinder-head, corresponding to locomotive practice. In

the Westinghouse air-pump and engine they are desig-

nated as top and bottom cylinder-heads. See Cylinder.

Cylinder-levers (Westinghouse brake). 7, fig. 325. Two
levers which are connected together by a tie-rod at-

tached near their centres. One end of one lever is

attached to the cross-head of the brake-cylinder and
the corresponding end of the other is attached to a

bracket on the brake-cylinder head at the opposite end
of the cylinder. The other ends of the levers are con-

nected with the floating levers by rods.

Cylinder-lever bracket (Westinghouse brake). 4, fig. 325;

7, figs. 329,331. A T-shaped piece of iron bolted to the

front cylinder-head, to which one of the brake-levers is

attached.

Cylinder-lever support (Westinghouse brake). 15,

figs. 324-5. A wrought-iron bar bolted to one of the

centre sills, on which the ends of the cylinder levers

rest.

Cylinder-lever tie-rod (Westinghouse brake). 14, fig.

325. See Cylinder-lever.

Cylinder release-cock (Westinghouse brake). 24, fig. 311.

Also popularly called bleeding-valve. A cock attached to

every car-brake cylinder for releasing the pressure on the

piston from each car individually when the car is de-

tached from the locomotive or the apparatus is out of

order. This is called bleeding the brakes.

Cylindrical gauges. Gauges made for measuring the size

of cylinders and cylindrical holes, often called Whit-
worth gauges. They consist of steel cylinders and rings

hardened and ground very accurately to standard sizes.

These fit into each other. The first is used for nieasur-
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ing the size of holes and the last for measuring the out-

side of cylindrical objects, and they are called internal

and external cylindrical-gauges. They are generally

used as standards alone, from which other tools and

gaugps are made of the proper size.

Cylindrical stove. Fig. 1476. See Stove.

33

Damper. See Stove-pipe clamper. A valve for regulating

the draft.

2. (Gouge heater.) Figs. 1405-7 ; also figs. 1484-56.

Valves for regulating the air supply and draft. The
damper bushing, damper rod, knob and clijis are parts

connected therewith.

Damper-handle. See Stove-pipe damper-handle.

Danger signals. Fig. 1043. A term, among a multitude

of other evident meanings, used to designate white, red

or green " blue lights" for burning from the rear of the

train. They are carried in a signal-holder or igniter.

Dash-guard (street cars). Ill, figs. 1843-6. A plate at-

tached to the platform railing to prevent mud or snow
from being thrown upon the platform.

Dash-guard straps. 112, fig. 1843. Small clips by which

a dash-guard is fastened to the platform-posts.

Day coach. Figs. 154-190. A common term for an ordi-

nary passenger car in distinction from sleeping cars. It

ought in strictness to include parlor cars, but in general

does not.

Dayton safety berth-latch. Figs. 1263-4. See Safety

berth-latch.

Dead-blocks. Fig. 405. Two blocks of wood or iron at-

tached to the end-sill or buffer-beam of a freight car. In

contra-distinction to buffer-block, fig. 406, which is a

single block in the middle of the end-sill, although the

latter also is very commonly designated as a single dead-

block. The present tendency is decidedly toward the use

of two dead-blocks instead of one buffer-block.

Dead-blocks have been supposed to be so named be-

cause of their danger, but it is more probable that the

name came simply from the fact that they are blocks

which subserve no function in the construction of the

car proper.

The M. C. B. standard dimensions, recommended at

the 16th Annual Convention, in Philadelphia, 1882, were
amended in Saratoga, 1884. as follows (fig. 407):

Double dead-blocks are to be made 8 in. square on the

face and 6 in. thick, and are to be placed 22 in. apart from
centre to centre, and to have 14 in. space between them.
Single dead-blocks are to be not less than 30 in. long,

7 in. thick and 8 in. deep, measured vertically.

Dead-centre. " One of the two points in the orbit of a

crank in which it is in line with the connecting rod."

—

Knight. To obviate the annoyance of having a dead-

centre in hand-cars is one of the advantages claimed for

the Grossman hand-car. Fig. 1716.

Deadening, or deafening. The filling placed between the

floor and the deafening-ceiling to serve as a non-conduc-

tor to heat and noise. Mineral wool, which see, is some-
times used for deadening, but commonly shavings, when
anything at all is used. An intermediate floor (between

the sills) and deafening-ceiling (under the sills) is in

modern car-building the more usual reliance, as in figs.

195-203.

Dead-lever (of brake-gear). 5, figs. 338-9, etc. The one of

a pair of levers to which the brake-shaft connecting-rod

is not attached. The upper end of the dead-lever is con-

fined within a dead-lever guide, which latter is provided

with pins to adjust the end of the brake-lever as the

brake-shoes wear. The lever to which the power is first

applied is termed the live lever.

Dead-lever guide, or brake-lever stop (brake-gear). 2,

figs. 338-9. See above.

Dead-lock. Figs. 992, 1006-9. A. lock in which the bolt

is thrown each way by the key, and not in one direction

by a spring, as with a spring-lock or night-latch.

Dead-padlock. A padlock in which neither the lock, bolt

nor hasp has a spring, but the former is thrown each

way by the key, and the hasp must be opened by the

hand.

Dead-plate (Gouge heater). Fig. 1427. Lies on the bottom

of the mouth-piece, fig. 1435, protecting the front brick

lining.

Dead-wood. A Dead-block or Buffer-block, which see.

Deafening-ceiling. 28, figs. 155-82. Boarding on the

under side of the floor-timbers of a passenger car to ex-

clude or deaden the noise of the car. See Deadening.

Deafening-floor. See Deafening-ceiling.

Deck. 102, figs. 155-185, etc. A term applied to the roof
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of a passenger car by analogy from the deck of a ship.

The term is not applied in general use, however, to

freight cars. The deck of passenger cars is subdivded

into the upper deck (also called clear-story, which see)

and lower deck, the roof at the side of the clear-story;

but in designating parts which are not repeated in the

upper and lower deck the term deck alone is used.

Since the issuing of the first edition of this work the use of
the term deck instead of clear-story seems to have become
practically universal among manufacturers of furnishings and
in far more general use than any other among car-builders.
The manufacturers and railroad officers consulted almost unan-
imously replied that they used no other term than deck.

Deck beam. A beam in the form of an inverted j_ with a

round knob on the upper end, used in some forms of iron

- car construction. The Marden steel brake-beam, figs.

215-6, is a deck-beam.

Deck bottom-rail. 112, fig. 174; 57, figs. 1843-4. A
horizontal timber running lengthwise of a car, fastened

to the rafters or carlines of the main roof, or to the deck
sill, which forms the base for the deck-posts.

Deck bridging'. 2, 3, fig. 186. See Bridging.

Deck carline, or upper deck carline. 118, figs. 158-185
;

60, figs. 1843-4. A timber which extends from side to

side of the upper deck, and supports the roof boards.

Corresponding parts in the lower deck are generally

called rafters.

Deck-collar (Spear and other heaters). 6, figs. 1486-9.

A sheet-metal ring to line the smoke-pipe opening through
the roof, having a double sheet-metal tube to leave am
air-space as a heat-guard, and a flange on the outside to

exclude rain.

Deck eaves-moulding', or upper-deck eaves-moulding.
119, fig. 174. A moulding under the outside edge of

the upper deck.

Deck end-panel. 116, figs. 158-185. It is frequently

used as a ventilator.

Deck end-sill. 113, figs. 155-78. A horizontal timber
connecting the ends of the deck-sills, and forming the
base for the end of the upper deck.

Deck end-ventilator. See Deck end-panel.

Deck end-ventilator hood (street cars). 63, fig. 1843.

A projecting screen, placed over the aperture of an end-
ventilator to exclude snow and rain.

Deck inside cornice. 120, fig. 174. A moulding which

tills the interior angle where the upper deck joins the

deck-side.

Deck-plate. 117, figs. 155-185 ; 4, fig. 186. A horizontal

timber on top of the deck-posts or mullions to which
the deck carlines are.attacbed. Also called a deck top-

rail.

Deck-post. 115, figs. 155-185 ; 58, figs. 1843-4. An up-

right piece of wood which connects the deck-plate with

the bottom rail.

Deck-sash. 144, figs. 155-185 ; figs. 1632, etc. A glazed

sash in the sides of the upper deck.

Deck-sash catch. Fig. 1627. A hook giving a simpler

equivalent for a deck-sash latch.

Deck-sash double-ratchet. Fig. 1644. A special form

of deck-sash pivot-plate, used with spring ratchets.

Deck-sash flush-catch. Figs. 1629. A. Deck-sash latch,.

which see.

Deck-sash latch. Figs. 1627-36. A spring-bolt attached

to a deck-sash, which engages with a deck-sash latch

keeper or strike-plate. See Keeper.

Deck-sash latch-keeper. Figs. 1637. etc. See above.

Deck-sash lintel. 5, fig. 186. See Lintel.

Deck-sash opener. Figs. 1603-1626. A lever attached to

a revolving rod by which a deck-sash is held in any de-

sired position. A great variety of forms exist, including

many patented devices. See engravings. A pidl-hook,

fig. 1556, is sometimes called a deck-sash opener, but a

more elaborate contrivance is generally meant.

Deck-sash pivot. Figs. 1611-13, 1863, and generally 1614-

65. A metal stud or spindle attached to a suitable flange

by which it is fastened to a deck-sash, and on which the

latter turns. A great variety of forms exist, including

several patented devices, as Hart's, Monitor, Morgan's,

etc., to render the sash readily removable and adjustable.

Deck-sash pivot bushing. Same as fig. 1654. See Bush-

ing.

Deck-sash pivot-plate. Figs. 1612, 1864. A plate attached

to the window-casing, with a hole or eye in which a

deck-sash pivot works. Sometimes they are provided

with springs to prevent the sash from rattling.

Deck-sash post, 6, fig. 186, should read Deck-post,

which see.

Deck-sash pull. Figs. 1634-6. A screw-ring attached to a

deck-sash to open and close it. Made either with screw

or with flange.
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Deck-sash quadrant. 2, fig. 1688. A curved bar or plate

of metal used as a guide or stop to control the movement

of a deck-sash. Little used.

Deck-sash quadrant clip. 1, fig. 1638. A guide-strap

embracing a deck-sash quadrant.

Deck-sash ratchet-plate. Figs. 1620, 1622, 1632-3, 1640-4.

A part usually attached to the side of the car, but some-

times to the sash carrying a ratchet in which the ratchet-

catch engages.

Deck-sash socket. Fig. 1631. A hook attached to a

peculiar form of deck-sash pivot. See engravings.

Deck-sash spring pivot. Fig. 1642. A deck-sash pivot,

which see, provided with a spring to make the sash

removable.

Deck side. The entire part, consisting of a plate, rail,

posts and panels, or sashes, which forms the side which

occupies the vertical space between the lower and upper

deck.

Deck side-ventilator. 143, fig. 155 ; figs. 1556-7. This

term is also used to designate the door or valves and their

attachments for opening and closing the aperture.

Deck-sill. Ill, figs. 155-185. A horizontal timber at-

tached to the inner ends of the rafters, or short carlines,

on which the deck side rests.

Deck-sill facing. 114, figs. 174, etc. Thin boards or mould-

ings attached to the inside of a deck-sill, for ornament.

Deck soffit-board. 121, figs. 174, etc. A board on the

under side of the overhanging cornice of an upper deck.

Deck top-rail. 117, figs. 155-185. A Deck-plate, which see.

Deck-ventilator. See Deck end-ventilator. Deck side-ven-

tilator. The deck-sashes are the usual side-ventilators.

Deflecting orifice (Gouge heater). Fig. 1408. An opening

in the hot-air pipe at the opposite end of the car from
the heater, which has a slope downward so as to cause

the hot air to strike the floor.

Deflector. 1. (For windows.) Apiece of thin board to be in-

serted below the window and left projecting two or three

inches beyond and at right angles to the car. When the

car is in motion it produces an exhaust draft. A per-

manent attachment between the windows, with beveled

faces, has recently been introduced.

a. (Gouge heater.) Figs. 1414-47. Openings near the

stove for the discharge of hot air, the outlet being opened
or closed by a valve in the deflector-pipe, fig. 1414. "When
the car is at rest it is warmed by opening the deflector-

valve, fig. 1409, which is held shut by the ball and chain

51, and by the pressure of the air on the inside of the

case, thus allowing the hot air to flow out under the de-

flector, fig. 1447, through the deflector-valve frame 37,

both these parts being fastened into the deflector-end of
case 82, fig. 1409.

3. (Searle heater.) D, figs. 1484-5. A thin curved
plate in the tee-joint between the outflow-pipe and the

delivery-pipe used to cause a current of ah to flow regu-

larly between the pipes and not produce much pressure

in the expansion-drum on the roof.

4. (Of ventilators, which see.) D, figs. 1564-8 ; 1, fig.

1569.

Deflector-springs (of ventilators). A, figs. 1566-8. Springs

controlling the movement of the deflectors.

Deflector-valve frame (Gouge heater). Fig. 1442. See

above.

Delivery-pipe (Searle heater). Figs. 1484-5. The pipe

connected to the outflow-pipe by a tee-joint, through
which the hot air passes to the radiators under the seats.

The other end of the tee-joint connects with the expan-

sion-drum on the roof.

Delivery-pipe (suspended heater). G, figs. 1529-32. Gen-
erally called the hot-air pipe in other heaters.

Derrick. Figs. 151-3. " A form of hoisting machine.

The peculiar feature of a derrick, which distinguishes it

from other forms of hoisting machines, is that it has a

boom stayed with a central post" (termed the mast),
" which may be anchored, but is usually stayed by guys.

" A derrick has one leg, a shears two, and a gin three.

A crane has a post and a jib," and is a rigid machine, not

having a movable boom. "A whin or whim has a verti-

cal axis on which a rope winds. The capstan has a ver-

tical drum for a rope, and is rotated by bars. The ivind-

lass has a horizontal barrel, and is rotated by handspikes.

The K,wic7i.has a horizontal barrel, and is frequently the

means of winding up the tackle-rope of a derrick ; it is

rotated by cranks. The crab is a portable winch and has

cranks.

"The derrick is more commonly used in the United

States than in Europe, and has attained what appears to

be maximum effectiveness with a given weight. Two
spars, three guys and two sets of tackle—one for the

jib and one for the load—complete the apparatus, except

the winch, crab, or capstan, for hoisting.
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"The invention is nautical, the original being the sail-

or's contrivance, made of a spare topmast or a boom, and

the appropriate tackle. Such are used in masting, put-

ting in boilers and engines, and hoisting heavy mer-

chandise on board or ashore.

"The derrick-crane is a combination of the two devices,

as its name imports, having facility for hoisting and

also for swinging the load horizontally."

—

Knight.

^Derrick-car. Figs. 73, 75-^0, 144, 153. A strong plat-

form car which carries a derrick, which is used for

removing wrecked cars and engines, erecting bridges,

or handling any heavy objects. Also called wrecking-

car. They are distinguished as hand or steam derrick

cars, according to the power used.

Derrick truss-rod. 19, figs. 77-78. A rod attached to the

side-sills of a derrick car at each end and passing under

the mast-pocket or other equivalent compression-block,
' constituting a truss to resist the pressure of the derrick.

Destination-board bracket (English). 183, fig. 205. A
small shelf of cast or wrought iron secured to the upper

part of the outside of the body, in order to carry a

wooden board or enameled metal plate, giving the des-

tination of a train. It is universally used on all English

carriages, and carried throughout the entire trip.

Destination-card and rack (freight cars). Figs. 1048-9
;

80, fig. 43. A convenience in increasing use, but usually

conspicuous by its absence.

Detachable globe-holder. 7, figs. 868, etc. A globe-holder

arranged so that a lamp-globe can readily be attached or

removed. Many lamps have the globes fixed or plas-

tered. Hence, often called plaster-lamps.

Detaching-slot (of deck-sash ratchet). B, figs. 1622-3.

A slot in the ratchet-plate to facilitate removal of the

sash.

Detective wire (for seals). Fig. 1117. A flat twisted wire

or other equivalent device to prevent the seal being

stripped from the wire without destroying one or both.

Detent-latch (Ormsby sash-balance). Figs. 1703-6. A de-

vice for holding the spring fixed at the desired tension

when the sash balance is removed, and hence not loaded

by the sash so as to balance its tension.

Diagonal (English). 4, figs. 117 and 206. American
equivalent (used chiefly in street cars), diagonal floor-

timber. A member of the underframe. One end butts

against the rear side of the transverse end member of

the underframe (the headstock), and the other end butts

against an intermediate transverse member of the under-

frame (the cross-bearer), near its centre. The diagonal

takes the strain of the side-buffer, and distributes it so

as to prevent distortion of the underframe.

Diagonal floor-timbers. 1, fig. 648. Floor-timbers

which are placed in an inclined position to the sills.

Used chiefly on street cars.

Diagonal roof-strap (street cars). A band of hoop-iron

placed diagonally on the top of the roof-boards to stiffen

the roof.

Diameter testing-gauge (for car-wheels). Fig. 2122. One
of the M. C. B. standard gauges for testing wheels and
axles.

Diamond-truck. Figs. 1907^0. A car-truck with iron

side-frames consisting of two or more arch-bars, which
see, andapectestaZ tie-bar. The spaces between the arch-

bars are diamond-shaped, whence the name. The jour-

nal-boxes are rigidly bolted to the sides. The cross-mem-

bers of the truck, bolster spring-plank, etc., are still

usually of wood, but, by increasing usage, of iron.

This form, it was voted, at the last Master Car-Build-

ers' Convention (1884) should be the type used in pre-

paring designs for a standard freight-car truck, to have
also a 5 ft. wheel-base, channel-bar transoms, and either

sioing or rigid bolster, which see. It is already the type

in almost universal use for freight cars. See Truck.

The California or Allen truck is an exceptional form
of diamond-truck having a journal-spring, as in fig.

1959.

Diaphragm. 1. (Eames vacuum brake.) 1, figs. 268-73. An
equivalent for the Westinghouse brake-cylinder, serving

to operate the brakes. It consists of a cast-iron bowl-

shaped shell, to which the diaphragm-rubber is at-

tached by diaphragm-rings. A rubber diaphragm-hose

connects it to the brake-pipe. Three sizes of diaphragms

are manufactured : No. 4, for narrow-gauge cars, No. 3

for standard-gauge cars, and No. 2£ for heavy driver-

brakes.

2. (Fintsch gas pressure-regulator.) Fig. 813.

3. (Refrigerator car.) D, fig. 131. See Condensing

diaphragm.

4. (Westinghouse brake and train-signal apparatus.) A
considerable number of the various valves are regulated
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by diaphragms or diaphragm-plates, to which are at-

tached springs, nuts, stems, etc., etc., whose names ex-

plain themselves. See engravings of Westinghouse ap-

paratus, figs. 293-357, 687-691. These diaphragms all

operate on the same principle. They are spring-plates

which cause the attached valves to seat or unseat at a

fixed pressure.

Differential car-door hanger. Figs. 798-801. See Car-

door hanger.

Dining car. Figs. 56, 191-4, 214 A car provided with a

kitchen and cooking appliances and arrangements for

serving meals as in a hotel. Hotel-cars also have similar

arrangements on a smaller scale, but they are mainly

given up to sleeping berths.

The first dinmg-cars were probably those run on the

Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore road in 1863-5,

but these cars had no arrangements for cooking, receiving

cooked provisions at the end of each run. The more
modern cars had nearly all their cooking done on the

car itself, and alone among the more luxurious classes

of cars were generally run by the companies themselves

and at a slight pecuniary loss, with the object of attract-

ing travel. They are in wide and increasing use.

Dining-car range. Fig. 1481. See Range.

Dinsmore spiral-spring. Figs. 2065-6. A spiral-spring,

patented by C. Dinsmore, 1862-63-71, formed of a bar of

section resembling a figure 8, wound edgewise on a

mandrel to form the coil. They are now little used.

Directors'-car range. Fig. 1482. See Range.

Discharge-cock (Winslow heater). C, fig. 1534 ; D, fig.

1536. A cock for emptying the safety-tank.

Discharge-pipe (air-pump for Westinghouse brake, also

called reservoir pipe). 9, 9, fig. 297 ; 35, figs. 293-4.

A pipe by which the compressed air is conveyed from
the air-pump to the main air-reservoir.

Discharge valve. 1. (Of car signal-valve. "Westinghouse

train signal apparatus.) 4, figs. 688-9. The valve in the

attachment called the ear signal-valve. The whole
device is also sometimes so called.

2. (Of air-pump for Westinghouse brake.) 30-33, figs.

298-9. The valve through which the air as compressed

passes to themain reservoir. There are two

—

upper and
loiver. See also Auxiliary discharge-valve*

Discharge valve-seat wrench (Westinghouse brake).

32, fig. 311. See Wrench.

Disengaging bolt (Howard's parlor-car water-closet).

Figs. 1087-89. An attachment by which the water-
supply valve and the pan are disconnected from the
bowl proper, so that the closet can be used as a plain

hopper in case the water supply gives out.

Distance-block. A short, thick piece of wood placed be-

tween two or more objects to keep them apart, or to

preserve an interval of space between them, as floor-tim-.

ber distance-block, truck-bolster distance-block, etc.

Distance-gauge (between backs of wheel- flanges). Fig.

1996. One of the M. C. B. standard wheel and axle

gauges.

Distance-piece. 2, figs. 452, etc. A metallic distance-

block. See Drawbar distance-piece.

Ditching-car. Fig. 71. A car provided with derricks

and scoops for excavating the ditches of cuts by the

power of a locomotive. The contrivance is a patent con-

trolled by the American Ditching Co., of La Crosse, Wis.
Dividing attachment (Eames, for engines fitted with
drum-brakes). Figs. 274-5. A device to regulate the

application of the brakes to either the locomotive or

train, or both.

Dog. 1. A general term in mechanics for all devices

which bite or take hold of or give motion to other parts,

See Ratchet-dog.

2. (For pawl of winding-shaft.) 6, fig. 109 ; 132, fig.

105. A disk or button eccentrically pivoted in such a
way as to hold the racket-wheel pawl of a winding-shaft

in its place. The pawl itself of a ratchet-gear is also some-

times termed the dog in other forms of ratchet-gear

where no dog to hold the pawl is necessary.

3. 5, figs. 252—4. A Brake-paid dog, which see. A very

similar part to that defined above.

Dome. 1. A clear-story or upper deck is sometimes erro-

neously called a dome. See also Tank-dome.

2. (Winslow heater.) G, fig. 1536. The top to the

fire-pot. See also Water-bottom dome (Bissell heater), fig.

1385.

Dome-head (tank car). 109, figs. 139-42. The top of the

dome.
" Dome " lamp-shade. Fig. 945. A Lamp-shade, which

see, of curved or ogee outline.

Door. Figs. 370-87, etc. A frame of boards for closing a

doorway. See Door-frame for names of parts. See also

Ash-pit door. Orated-door.
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Clinker-door.
Double-door.
Double fire-door.

Draft-door.
Dust-door.
Dust hand-hole door.
Fare wicket-door.
Feed-door.
Fire-door.
Grain-door.

Lamp-case door.
Overhung-door.
Platform trap-door.
Shaker-door.
Sliding-door.
Smoke-box door.

Sub-door.
Tip-car door.

Underhung-door.
Ventilator-door.

Door-apron (street cars). 1, fig. 1842. A sbeet-iron cover

attached to a swinging door to inclose the step.

Door-bolt. Figs. 758-61, 1081-3. A metal bar attached to

a slide and fastened to a door so as to hold it shut from

the inside. They are either round, or barrel, or square.

A square-neck door-bolt is one with an angle or shoulder,

in it. Flush door-bolts are gained in so as to be flush

with the surface. A cupboard-catch is a form of door-

bolt having a beveled latch and actuated by a spring,

but bolts so formed are commonly termed Latches, which

see.

Door-bolt keeper. Fig. 760. A catch attached to a door-

frame, in which the bolt engages.

Door bottom-rail. 114, figs. 204-205. See Door-frame.

Door bottom ventilator-rail (English). 112, figs. 204-205.

A piece of wood running horizontally and supporting

a sliding ventilator.

Door-brace (freight-car doors). 69, figs. 89, 132. A diag-

onal piece of timber framed to stiffen the door.

Door-butt. A Butt-hinge, which see.

Door-button. Figs. 751, 754. " A small piece of wood or

metal swiveled by a screw through the middle, and used

as a fastening for a door or gate."

—

Knight. They are

often attached by a rivet or pin to a metal door button-

plate, which is fastened on with screws. Sometimes the

button is an eccentric disk.

Door-cap (freight-car doors). 177, figs. 93-6. A horizon-

tal board across the top of the door.

Door-case. 1. The frame which incloses or surrounds

the sides and top of a door. The separate parts are the

•door-jambs, or door-posts, door-sill and door-lintel, which

--see.

•2, A partition at the end of a street-car which incloses

a sliding door when open. See Fare-wicket door-case.

Door-case intermediate rail (street cars). 84, fig. 1844.

A rail of a door-case above the window.

Door-case panel (street cars). Figs. 1843-6. A panel in a

partition which incloses the sliding-door. There are two,

the top-panel and seat-panel.

Door-case sash (street cars). 86, fig. 1844. A window-

sash in the partition which incloses a sliding-door. It

opens on hinges and is placed opposite to another in the

end of the car outside of the door.

Door-case sash-button. 87, fig. 1844 ; fig. 1861. See

Door-button.

Door-case seat-panel. 43, fig. 1844. See Door-case panel.

Door-case top-panel. 85, fig. 1844. See Door-case panel

.

In some cases a mirror is used in place of a panel.

Door-case top-rail. 83, fig. 1844. A stick parallel with

the Door-lintel, which see.

Door centre-girth (freight-car doors). 178, figs. 93-6. A
horizontal board across the middle of the door. A middle

door-rail, except that it is not framed into the door but

simply nailed on.

Door fence-rail (English). 118, figs. 204, 205. A hori-

zontal piece of wood forming, on the outside of the door,

the bottom of the window aperture. It is reinforced

with a band of brass or iron against which the window
sash bears when it is closed.

English carriage windows drop down to open, like an

omnibus or street car window.
Door-frame. Fig. 370. The structure in which the panels

of a door are fitted. It is composed, as is also a window
sash, of the stiles, or upright pieces at the sides ; the

mullions, or central upright pieces ; the bottom-rail ; the

lock, or central rail, and the top-rail. The Door-case,

which see, surrounds it. See Fire-door frame.

Door friction-roller. Figs. 791-801, etc. See Sliding-door

friction-roller. Car-door hanger.

Door glass-frame stop-rail (English). 115, figs. 204-5.

In a carriage, a small horizontal piece of wood in the

lower part of the door against which the window drops

when opened. See Door fence-rail.

Door-guards (baggage and freight-car sliding doors). 77,

figs. 83-5. Strips of wood which inclose the space occu-

pied by the door to keep the freight from interfering with

its movement.
Door guard-band (street cars). 88, fig. 1845. A metal

band fastened crosswise on the middle door-rail to pro-

tect the door from being chafed.

Door-handle (freight cars). 78, figs, 83-96. A U-shaped
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wrought-iron bar attached to the door, sometimes hori-

zontally and sometimes vertically. A Sliding door-han-

dle, which see, is for passenger cars.

2. (English.) 181, figs. 204-5. Serves the purpose

of an American door-knob. An L-shaped brass bar

attached to the outer end of a door-spindle, and conven-

iently shaped to be grasped by the hand, so that the door

can be opened by a person either inside or outside the

carriage.

Door hand-rail (street cars). 2, fig. 1842. A rail attached

to the inside of a swinging-door for passengers to take

hold of in getting on and off the car.

Door-hanger. 68, figs. 87-138. A hook-shaped piece of

metal by which a shding-door is suspended at its top,

and which slides on an iron track at the top of the door.

For freight cars they are usually made of wrought-iron,

but sometimes of cast-iron, with friction rollers, or

sheaves, on which the door rolls. They are also used in

sleeping and drawing-room cars, and are then generally

made of brass and plated. The name of these more
elaborate forms is commonly extended into Car-door

hanger, which see. See also Anti-friction car-door

hanger.

Door-hasp. 73, fig. 82 ; I, tig. 1011. A metal clasp at-

tached to car-doors, by which they are fastened to a

staple on the body of the car. Used chiefly on freight-

car doors secured with padlocks.

Door-hasp pin (seal-lock). H, fig. 1011. A projecting

lug on which a carefully shaped door-hasp enters, and is

secured in place by the clasp.

Door-hinge. 16, figs. 370, 779, 790, 784. See Hinge.

2. (English.) 178, fig. 205. Three bi ass hinges, upper,

middle and lower, securing the door to the body. These

hinges generally differ slightly to allow for the curvature

or fall under of the door.

Door-holder. Figs. 762-78. A device for holding a door

open or shut. Common forms are shown in figs. 762-4,

and 768-71. Door-holders are often called door-stops,

but the latter is properly a mere padded peg, intended

only to check momentum of the door when too violently

opened. See Barnard door-holder. Lamp-case door-

holder. Sliding-door holder.

Door-holder catch, or door-holder stop. Figs. 763-4. A
metal bracket attached to the floor (floor-stop) or side

(partition-stop)) of a car, with which a door-holder en-,

gages, to hold a door open.

Door-hook (street cars). Figs. 773-5, 1852-3. A Sliding-

door holder, which see.

Door-jamb. 1, fig. 370. The side piece or post of a door-

case. Also called door-post. Not to be confused with

the stiles of the door itself.

Door-knob. 17, fig. 370 ; 5, figs. 994-999, 1005-25. A ball

attached to the end of the spindle of a door-latch to take

hold of in moving the latch or opening the door. The
knob is often made in various peculiar forms, as T door-

knob, fig. 750.

Door-latch. Figs. 989-95, 1005-10, 1022-4. An attach-

ment to a door to hold it shut. See Latch. A door-

latch is often made in combination with a lock, having

a separate bolt and key to secure or fasten the door from,

the outside, as in figs. 987, etc.

Door-latch arbor. A Door-latch spindle, which see.

Door-latch bolt. 1, figs. 987-95, 1005-24. See Latch.

Door-latch hook. 2, figs. 746-9, 990-1. The part of a
sliding-door latch which engages with the keeper and

holds the door shut.

Door-latch keeper. 9; figs. 746-9, 989-90, 1022-4. Also

called Strike-plate, which see..

Door-latch rose, or escutcheon. 4, figs. 750, 987-99, 1002-5..

A plate fastened to a door as a guard or bearing for

the spindle. See Escutcheon..

Door-latch spindle. 10, fig. 994 ; 750, etc. A small metal

shaft to which the door-handle or knob is attached, and;

by which the latch is turned.

Door-latch spring. A spring which acts on the latch--

hook or bolt and causes it to engage with its keeper ; usu-

ally made of aflat piece of cast-steel.

Door-light (English). 138, figs. 204, 206: In a carriage,,

the window in the door which in English carriages is.

lowered to open it like an omnibus or street-car window..

Door-light bottom sash- rail, or glass-frame bottom sash--

rail (English). 140, figs. 204-5. The bottom part of the-

door window framing.

Door-light stile, or glass frame stile (English). 141,.

fig. 205. The upright members of the window framing..

Door-lintel. 99, figs. 158-85 ; 18, fig. 370. The horizontal

part of a door-casing above the door. It is usually of

wood, but in passenger-cars it is sometimes made of a«

thin shell of cast-iron. See Door-frame.
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Door-lock. 19, fig. 370 ; figs. 746-9, 987-95, 1005-24. See

Lock. A latch, which see, is usually combined with a

passenger car door-lock.

Door-lock bolt. 7, fig. 991. See Lock.

Door-lock keeper, or nosing. 8, figs. 987-94. See deeper.

Door-rnullion. 146, figs. 158-85 ; 2, fig. 370 ; 79, fig. 1845.

A vertical bar of wood between the panels of a door.

See Door-frame. Door-window mullion.

Door name-plate. 3, fig. 370. A metal plate on the in-

side of a passenger-car door with the name of the builder

inscribed on it. This is now more commonly painted on.

Door-panel. 151, figs. 15S, 185 ; 10 and 11, fig. 370. " A
piece of board whose edges are inserted into the groove

of a thicker surrounding frame of a door."

—

Webster.

They are distinguished as lower, middle and upper. Any
panel, but especially the lower, is sometimes cut up into

two twin panels by a door mullion.

Door-panel batten (English). 109, fig. 205. American
equivalent, furring. In a carriage, a piece which stiffens

the door-panel, which is pinned to it.

Door-pillar or door-stile (English). 139, figs. 204, 206.

American equivalent, door-stile, which see. The outer

sides of the stiles are beveled in a peculiar manner, so as

to shut tight, and the inner sides'are grooved to allow the

movement of the window.

Door-pin (freight-car doors). 74, figs. 82, 87, 9i. A pin

used to fasten a hasp on to a staple. Leaden seals are

sometimes attached thereto.

Door-pin chain. 75, fig. 82. A chain by which a door-

pin is attached to a car.

Door-plate. 3, fig. 370; figs, 1099 etc. A notice-plate.

See Door name-plate.

Door-post, or door-jamb. 44, figs. 82-143 ; 62, figs.

155-85 ; 1, fig. 370 ; 18, figs. 1843^. A vertical post

which forms the side of a doorway.
Door-post filling-piece (passenger car framing). 35, fig.

186.

Door-post pocket. 44, figs. 82-101. See Pocket.

Door-pull. Figs. 752-3. A D-shaped handle attached to

a door to take hold of in opening or closing it.

Door-rail. Fig. 370. A horizontal member or bar of the
framing of a door. The upper one, 4, fig. 370, is called

the top-rail ; the lower one, 5, the bottom-rail ; 6, the

middle or lock-rail ; 7, the parting-rail. Minor varia-

tions often occur.

Door-rail bracket (passenger car doors). 1, figs. 371-2. A
. bracket to carry top door-rail, serving as a guide for the

| [door. See also Door-truck bracket.

Door-roller. A Door-sheave, which see.

Door-sash. 12 and 13, fig. 370. A wooden frame, con-

taining one or more panes of glass, placed in a door. In

some cases one of these sashes is made to slide, so that

it can be opened for ventilation. They are distinguished

as lower and upper door-sash. The lower sash is com-

monly movable for ventilation and held open by a door

sash-lift or bolt entering into a door-sash plate.

Door-sash bolt. 14, fig. 370; fig. 766. A metal pin at-

tached to a sliding-door sash to hold it in any desired posi-

tion.

Door-sash lift. Figs. 1669-70. See also above.

Door-sash plate. Fig. 767; 15, fig. 370. See above.

Door-shaft (single-platform street cars). An iron shaft

extending through the car for the purpose of enabling

the driver to open the rear door. A door-shaft lever is

attached at the front end and a door-shaft crank at the

back end, which is fastened to a slotted door-shaft crank

plate on the door.

Door-sheave, or sliding-door sheave. 2, figs. 291-6. A
small wheel on which a sliding door rolls. It is placed

at the bottom of the door and sometimes at the top, also.

It is carried in a door-sheave holder. A grooved casting

called a door-shoe or door-slide is sometimes used as a

substitute on freight car doors, especially when the load

does not rest upon the lower door-track.

Door-shoe. 70, fig. 82. See Door-sheave.

Door-sill. 64, figs. 88-9, 93-4 ; 93, figs. 1843-4. A cross-

piece attached to the floor on the under side of a door-

opening. In car construction the term is usually applied

to an iron plate used under passenger-car and occasion-

allyrfreight-car doors, as'S, fig. 379.

Door-sill plate (English). 208, figs. 204, 205. American

equivalent, door-sill or door-sill plate. A roughened,

brass wearing piece placed in the doorway entrance.

Door-slide. See Door-sheave.

Door-spindle. Figs. 999, 1003-10. The bar passing-

through the door which carries the door-knobs.

Door-spring. Figs. 755-7. An attachment to make doors

self-closing. Three of the great numbers of devices in

use are shown. They are little used in car-work, double
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action spring hinges, figs. 785-8, being in general used in-

stead for the few doors requiring them.

Door-stile. 150, figs. 158-85; 8, fig. 370; 78, fig. 1845-

One of the two upright pieces on the outer edges of a

door-frame, which see.

Door-stop. Fig. 772. 1. A peg or block against which a

passenger-car door strikes when opened, often provided

with a rubber cushion, especially for swinging-doors.

Door-lwlders, which both stop the door and retain it,

are often called door-stop, as figs. 768-71.

2. (Freight-car sliding-doors.) 71, 72, figs. 82-93, etc.

Blocks or strips of wood or (usually) iron to restrain ex-

cessive motion. They are distinguished as closed door-

stop and open door-stop.

Door-strap (street cars). A leather strap or cord by which
the back-door is opened and shut from the front plat-

form. See Door-shaft.

Door top-rail. 113, figs. 204, 205, etc. See Door-rail.

Door-track. 65, 66, figs. 87-138. A metal bar or guide
which supports a sliding-door. and upon which it moves,
or by which it is held in its place. They are either top

door-tracks or bottom door-tracks. The former usually

carry the weight of freight-car doors, being hung
thereon by door-hangers. The lower track serves only

as a guide for the door-shoes.

Door-track bracket. 67, figs. 82-91. 132-38. An iron or

wooden block, fastened to the side of a freight-car, to

which a door-track is attached or which holds a sliding-

door in its place. See also Door-rail bracket.

Door-way. The passage or opening formed by a door-case.

which is closed by a door.

Door-window mullion. 80, fig. 1845. A middle up-
right bar. See Door-frame.

Dope. Any mixed grease which is not fluid, used for lu-

bricating.

Double-acting spring hinge. Figs. 785-8. A device to

permit a door to open either way and also to make it

self-closing. They are from 2} to 7 in. in length of

flange, 4 in. being the most usual. They consist in their

original form of a hinge on a hinge, the two opening in

opposite directions. The " Utility" double-acting hinge
is much like an ordinary butt hinge, the tendency to re-

store the door to its normal position when opened in

either direction being caused by a spring.

Double-board roof. Fig. 666. See Car-roof. The upper

layer of grooved boards are sometimes laid with the

grooves under so as to form a kind of tube between the

two layers.

Double brace-pocket. 41, figs. 132-8, etc. See Pocket.

Double chair (Hartley, which see). Fig. 1155. A special

form of the Hartley chair combined in pairs to save

room. They are mainly intended to be used for seats

three abreast, a single chair being used on the opposite

side of the car.

Double check-valve (Westinghouse brake). 29, figs. 311,

313. A valve, now little used, attached to the pipes

underneath a car, which is equipped with both the old

style straight-air (which see) and the automatic brake,

so that either can be used. See Triple-valve with double-

click (also little used). Figs. 356-7.

Double-coil nest spring. Figs. 2049-2106. A Spiral-spring,

which see. with another inside of it.

Double-cone lamp-globe. Fig. 953. See Lamp-globe.

Double-deck stock-car. Figs. 132-8. One with two

floors, or stories, one above the other, for carrying sheep,

bogs. etc. The intermediate floor is called the upper

floor or double deck.

Double-deck street-car. Fig. 1838. A street-car with

seats on the roof, much used abroad but rarely in the

U. S.

Double-door. 1. A door made in two parts. These are

sometimes fastened together by hinges, so as to fold

back on each other, and sometimes each part is hinged

to one of the door-po-ts. Such doors are used for mail,

baggage and postal cars. Sliding-doors are also some-

times made in two parts.

2. (Fruit car). Figs. 121-125, 130, etc. Doors in pairs,

one inside the other, as in refrigerator cars, etc., are also

called double-doors.

Double elliptic spring. Fig. 2034. See Elliptic spring.

Double fire-door (Spear heater). Fig. 152S<1 See Fire-door.

Double-guard (lanterns). Fig. 980. See Guard.

Double iron body-bolster. Figs. 219-20, 199-203, 1971-3.

A common form for passenger cars with six-wheel trucks,

composed of two parallel iron trusses connected by iron

plates or bars.

Double-lens tail or signal-lamp. Figs. 956, etc. A lamp

with two lenses on opposite sides. See Signal-light.

Double-lever brake. Fig. 231. A brake which has two

levers to a truck. The object of using two levers is to
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equalize the pressure on the two brake-beams. See

Brake-gear.

Double pipe-clip. Fig. 1345. An iron band made with
two bends for holdiug two pipes (as heater pipes) in their

place. See Clip.

Double-plate wheel. Figs. 2135-6. A cast-iron car-

wheel, the rim and hub of which are united by two cast-

iron plates or disks. See Car-wheel and wheel.

Double ratchet (Morgan's deck-sash pivot). Figs. 1618-21.

A pair of ribbed disks which engage with each other in

any position, there being no separate dog orratchet-bolt.

Another style of double ratchet, so called from its work-
ing when the sash is moved either way, is shown in figs.

164(M.

Double sash-spring. Fig. 1648. See Sash-spring.

Double-spoke car-wheel. Figs. 2162 and 2165. See Kirt-

ley's double-spoke car-wheel.

Double strap hanger (for bell-cord). Fig. 737. See Bell-

cord hanger.

Double-spring drawbar. Figs. 424-7. A form of draw-
bar in which two springs are used, either side by side, as

in some designs not here shown, or one in front of the

other, as in the Hoit draw-gear, figs. 426-7. In the lat-

ter case only one of the springs acts at once, one under
tension and the other under compression. Drawbars
with auxiliary draw-springs, which see, figs. 387-90, are

still another class, which are double spring de facto, but
not so called.

Double-spring drawbar timber (Hoit draw-gear). 2, figs.

426-7. Two timbers extending longitudinally from the
needle-beams to the follower plate-block, bolted to and
under the centre-sills and connected thereto with pack-
ing-blocks.

Double-washer. Figs. 1778, 1875. Also called a twin-
ivasher.

Double window-blind. 140, figs. 155-85; 17, 18, figs.

692-3, 679-81, which see. The usual form of window-
blind. They are made in two parts, so as to require less

height when raised. See Window-blind.
Double window-blind lift. Figs. 1675, 1685, 1689-92. See

Window-blind lift.

Dove-tail. "A flaring tenon adapted to fit into a mortise
having receding side3 so as to prevent the withdrawal of
the tenon in the directions to which it will be exposed
to strain."—Knight. Fig. 1977 shows one of the many

forms of dove-tail joints, but it is not exactly similar to

such joints in wood.

Draft-bolt (Janney coupler, which see). 11, figs. 542-554,

555-601.

Draft-door (Gouge heater). 22-3, fig. 1408A. Same as an
ash-pit door of other heaters. Has catch, slide-bolt, etc.

Draft-iron (Janney coupler, which see). 112, figs. 542-54.

The equivalent of a drawbar jaw, which see.

Draft regulator. Figs. 1491-2. See Spear's draft regula-

tor.

Draft-sills. The centre-sills.

Draft-spring. A Draw-spring, which see.

Draft-valve (Harrison postal-car chandelier). E, figs.

841-2.

Draft-washer (Janney coupler). 31, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

The washer for the rear end of the auxiliary draft-spring.

Drain-cock. 1. (Of engine, Westinghouse brake.) 41, figs.

298-9 ; 19, fig. 311. A faucet attached to the lower end

of the steam-cylinder to draw off water of condensation.

See also Reservoir drain-cock.

Drain-cup, or drip-cup (Westinghouse brake). 11, fig. 333.

A globular receptacle under a triple valve to collect

water of condensation. It is no longer used. See notes

to figs. 332-3.

Drain-pipe (Lorenz refrigerator car). P, figs. 130-1 30|.

Drain-pipe union (Westinghouse air-pump, etc). 41, fig.

298 ; 44, fig. 299.

Drawbar. 1. (Freight cars). Figs. 440-536; 23, figs. 82-142;

29, figs. 155-85; 1, figs. 383-400. An open-mouthed bar

at the end of a car in which the coupling-links enter

and are secured by a coupling-pin. They are provided

with a draw-spring, which see, to give elasticity to the

connection between the cars. Drawbars are either of cast

or wrought iron, and in respect to their form are either

(1) bolt or spindle drawbars, in which the draw-spring is

attached by a bolt passing through its centre; or (2)

spring-packet or strap drawbars, in which the draw-

spring is inclosed within a yoke surrounding it. Special

forms of drawbars are the Safford or open-moutlied.

and the Potter or three-link drawbars, which see. The

New York Elevated Railroad uses the centre-draft draw-

bar, which see, figs. 167-8, attached directly to the cen-

tre-pin of the car. See also Continuous draw-gear and

Hoit double-spring drawbar. The solid-head is a

wrought iron drawbar forged in one piece instead of
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having a drawbar face-plate riveted on. The standard

dimensions for drawbars and their attachments, as

adopted at the Thirteenth M. C. B. Convention, Chicago,

1879, are given with figs. 403-4. The standard height

of drawbar, figs. 408, was by resolution of the M. C. B.

Association, Richmond, 1871, fixed at 2 ft. 9 in. from
top of rails to centre of drawbar. This was further

qualified, 1884, as meaning 2 ft. 9 in. when the car was
new and unloaded. Special forms of drawbars are used

with automatic freight-car couplers, figs. 409-23, which
see. The drawbar is frequently called draw-head, espe-

cially cast-iron drawbars, some of which, as figs. 461-4,

etc. , are very short. With certain coal cars a cheap
form of drawbar, called a draiu-hook, fig. 440, which
see, is used. In England this style is almost universal

in combination with plain links in freight-car service,

and with a screw-coupling, which see, for passenger cars.

See also note to drawbar stop. The drawbar of passen-

ger couplers is also very frequently called a coupling-

hook. See below. The rectangular space blocked out at

each end by the drawbar follower-plates is sometimes
called the house of the drawbar. See figs. 403-4. Certain

drawbars in light freight cars are, for economy, bolted

directly to spring end-sills, which see, avoiding all use
of draw-springs.

2. (Cowell coupler.) 8, figs. 539-541. The long bar
to which with the draw-head (13) is attached, the two
forming the Cowell coupling. The rear portion of the
drawbar is constructed of the drawbar side-plates (15)
connected by rivets.

3. (Janney coupler.) 29, figs. 164-8 ; 1, figs. 542-4
;

39, figs. 555-601. Called the Janney passenger or

freight coupler. It consists of two parts, the Janney (or

combination, which see) head, and the Janney knuckle.

4. (Miller coupler.) The drawbar coupling-hook, 11,
figs. 636-43.]

Drawbar bolt. 4, fig. 449 ; 7, figs. 389-99. A bolt or

spindle which connects a drawbar to a draw-spring and
follower-plates, passing through the centre of the latter.

See Drawbar.
Drawbar carry-iron. 9, figs. 383-400 ; 201, figs, 93-6, 113.

A transverse iron bar bolted- to the under side of the

draic-timbers, and on which the drawbar rests. It is

usually U-shaped, and the ends are bolted to the end-

sills, but sometimes flat, with draw-timber guards at the

side. The drawbar carry-iron of the Janney and Cowell

coupler is called the stirrup.

Drawbar chafing-plate (Miller coupler). 48, fig. 638.

An iron plate framed into the platform truss-beam

22, above the drawbar coupling-hook, to protect it from
abrasion.

Drawbar coupling-hook (Miller coupler). 11, figs. 636-

40. The Miller drawbar, which see.

Drawbar cross-timber (four wheel coal cars). 138, figs.

105-6. A transverse timber framed into the centre sills,

to which the ends of the draw-timbers are attached.

Drawbar distance-piece (wrought-iron drawbars). 2,

fig. 450; 4, fig. 389. A block of iron between the upper

and lower plates. In many cases it serves as a thimble

for the rivets.

Drawbar face-plate (wrought-iron drawbars). 2, figs.

388-9 ; 3, figs. 450-536. The outer end of a drawbar,

and which bears against a similar plate on the car next

to it. When such a plate is made in one piece with the

drawbar, it is called a drawbar head.

Drawbar follower-plates. 14, figs. 383-400 ; 15, figs.

387-90. A pair of iron plates which bear against each

end of a draw-spring, aud transmits the tension and com-
pression on the draw-bar to the draw-springs. See Aux-
iliary drawbar follower-plate.

Drawbar friction-plate (street cars). A cast-iron plate

through which the drawbar passes, attached to the plat-

form end-timber, to protect it from abrasion.

Drawbar guides. 13, figs. 383-404. Wrought-iron bars

which are fastened in pairs to the top and bottom of the

lugs or stops bolted to the draw-timbers on each side,

forming guide-! in which the drawbar follower-plates

move. A. drawbar jaw, which see, is sometimes used

as a substitute for both the guides and stops.

2. (Logging cars.) Fig. 1758.

Drawbar head (wrought-iron drawbars). 3, figs. 383-

400. The outer end of a solid drawbar, which bears

against a similar head on the adjoining car. When it is

made in a separate piece from the drawbar, it is called

a draivbar face-plate.

Drawbar ,house of). Figs. 403-4. The total upace within

which the follower-plates move or can move. See Draw-
bar.

Drawbar jaw. 16, figs. 395-397. A U-shaped iron strap

which serves as a combined draivbar guide and draw-
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bar stop, which see; or as a stop for the drawbar followers

or draw-spring plates. See also Drawbar side-casting.

Drawbar packing-blocks. 186, figs. 93-4. A rectangular

piece gained into the draw-timbers and centre-sills and
serving to prevent longitudinal movement. See Pack-

ing-block.

Drawbar pocket (strap or spring-pocket drawbars). Fig.

450. A drawbar spring-pocket, which see.

Drawbar safety-lug. Figs. 469, 477, 481, 505, 527. A
horn on the upper side of a drawbar to bear against the

end-sill on a single dead-block on the end-sill, to relieve

the draw-spring, etc., from excessive buffing strains.

Little used.

Drawbar sector (centre-draft draw-gear, New York Ele-

vated Railroads). 33, figs. 167-8. A guide for the

drawbar, shaped like an arc of a circle, fastened under-

neath the platform.

Drawbar side-casting. Fig. 447. An iron casting, of

which a pair serve as combined drawbar guide and stop,

which see, for the followers to hold them in their places.

A drawbarjaw is a wrought iron substitute and equiva-

lent.

Drawbar side-plates (Cowell platform and coupler). 15,

figs. 539-541. Two plates connected by rivets, constitut-

ing the rear portion of the drawbar.

Drawbar side-spring (Cowell platform and coupler).

17, fig. 540. A spring attached to the stirrup, or draw-
bar carry-iron, to give the drawbar the necessary lateral

motion in coupling. It t ikes the place of the Miller

leaf-spring or coupling-spring.

Drawbar spindle, or stem. 7, fig. 448 ; 4, fig, 449. The
drawbar bolt which passes through the centre of the draw-
spring and follower-plates in a bolt or spindle drawbar.

Drawbar spring-pocket. 1, figs. 450, 452. The space at

the back end of a spring-pocket or strap drawbar which
receives the draw-spring and follower-i^lates.

Drawbar stem. A drawbar bolt, which see.

Drawbar stirrup. A drawbar carry-iron, which see.

Drawbar stop. 17, figs. 387-9, 383-4. A casting which
limits the movement of the drawbar followers, bolted to

the drawbar timbers and forming distance-pieces to

which the drawbar guides are bolted. The castings for

the drawbar stop are now sometimes made'long enough
to bear against the body-bolster, thus relieving lugs and
bolts of strain. Drawbar side-castings, or wrought iron

drawbar jaws, which see, are used as a substitute for

both stops and guides.

Drawbar washer (logging cars). Fig. 1759. A follower-

plate on a small scale.

Drawbar yoke. A drawbar carry-iron, which see.

Draw-chain (English). See Wagon coupling.

Draw-clevis (street cars). A wrought-iron bar with forked

end attached to the platform, to which the horses are at-

tached. Two kinds of these are used, one fastened to

the platform so as to be immovable, the other a spring

draw-clevis, can slide lengthwise, and its motion is resisted

by a spring.

Drawer-pull. Fig. 1042. A woe den or metal attachment

to a drawer to take hold of in pulling it out. In postal

cars they are combined with label-holders, fig. 1077.

Draw-gear, freight. Figs. 383^00.

(M. O. B. standards). Figs. 401-408.
" " (automatic couplers). Figs. 409-423.

" " (continuous). Figs. 424-427.
" " (coupling links, etc.). Figs. 428-439.

(drawbars). Figs. 440-536.

" (English). Figs. 116-119.

" passenger (Cowell). Figs. 537-541.

(Janney). Figs. 542-553.

" " (Janney-Miller). Figs. 554-635.

(Miller) Figs. 636-643.
" " (Elevated Railroad of N. Y.) Figs.

167-168.

(English). Figs. 205-207.

Draw-gear. Figs. 383-643. A term used to designate the

drawbars, draw-timbers, buffing apparatus, and all

their attachments—in short, the whole of the arrange-

ments by which a car is drawn and which resists con-

cussions. See the various heads above. Also drawbar,

draw-head, draw-timbers, etc.

Draw-gear tie-rod. 139, figs. 88-96, 106, 140. A rod

which connects an end-sill or platform end-timber with

a body-bolster or drawbar cross-timber to tie them to-

gether.

Draw-head. 1. A drawbar is very commonly called adraw-

head, especially short cast-iron drawbars. See also

Draivbar-head.

2. (Cowell platform and coupler.) 13, figs. 538-541.

The pivoted head of the drawbar. When closed and

locked with the key shown in fig. 539, the whole resem-
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bles the Miller coupler in appearance, but operates in

coupling more like the Janney.

Draw-hook. 1. (Coal cars and street cars.) Fig. 440
;

7, fig. 109 ; 106, figs. 1843-6. Au iron hook at-

tached to the end of a car, from which it is drawn and
by which it is coupled to other cars. The Miller draw-
hook is called the drawbar coupling-hook, which see.

2. (English.) 40, figs. 116 and 305. A strong hook at

the end of the drawbar, which receives the link of a
coupling-chain of the adjoining vehicle, in order to

transmit the draught. A precisely similar arrangement
to that used on many American coal cars. In England
universal for freight cars (goods wagons). A screw-coup-

ling, which see, is generally used on passenger cars (car-

riages).

Draw-hook washer, or drawbar front-plate (English).

145, figs. 116-8. American equivalent, draw-hook plate.

A wrought or cast-iron plate secured to the head-stock,

guiding the drawbar and receiving its rebound.
Drawing-room car. Figs. 53-3, 210, etc. A luxurious

passenger car for day travel, furnished with arm-chairs,

sofas, carpets, etc. An extra charge is usually made to

passengers who travel in them, and they are ran by sepa-

rate companies like sleeping cars under contract with
the railroads. Also, and perhaps more commonly,
termed parlor car or chair car, which see; sometimes
extravagantly palace car. See Bay-window parlor car.

Fig. 210 and frontispiece.

Draw-off cock (Baker heater). Fig. 1328. A cock at-

tached to the pipe A, fig. 1301, for emptying the pipes.

It is a combination cock, which see.

Draw-rod. 1. (Continuous draw-gear.) 4, figs. 434-5 , 182,
figs. 113-5. A rod which unites two drawbars at opposite

ends of a car, and relieves the draw-timber attachments
from strain.

3. (Hoit draw-gear.) 5, fig. 426, and 182, figs. 94-6. The
rod connecting the draw-spring 3, and buffer-spring 4,

transmitting tensile strains to the draw-spring. The
cross-frame tire-rods or centre draw-rods, 6, take the
place of the draw-rod under the centre of the car.

Draw-spring. 1. 24, figs. 88-143 ; 30, figs. 155-85 ; 5, figs.

383-400. A spring attached to a drawbar (which see) to
give elasticity. They are usually so arranged by means
of follower-plates at each end as to resist either ten-

sion or compression. The usual size for draw-springs is

5+ inches in diameter and from 4 to 8 inches in length,

double coil spiral springs. Formerly volute springs, fig.

3052, and rubber springs, fig. 2042, were much used for

buffer springs, but rarely at present. See Auxiliary

buffer-spring.

The M. C. B. Association recommended (1884) "That
the capacity of draw and buffer springs be not less than

18,000 pounds, instead of 13,000 pounds, as recommended

at the 13th Annual Convention."

An occasional substitute for draw-springs in narrow-

gauge and other cheap cai's is the spring end-sill, which

see.

3. (Hoit draw-gear.) 3, figs. 436-7. The spring placed

under the centre of the car, abutting against the needle-

beam, and sustaining tension strains only; a separate

buffer-spring, 4, being used at the front of the car.

3. (English.) Figs. 117, 206. A long, half-elliptic spring

reaching entirely across the car. Rubber draw-springs

are more generally used, especially with continuous

drawbars.

Draw-spring cradle-plate (English). 146, figs. 116-7.

A longitudinal plate in the under-frame, which supports

the draw-spring.

Draw-spring pocket. Figs. 450, etc. A drawbar spring-

pocket, which see.

Draw-spring stop. 8, fig. 389. A metal sleeve or thimble

in the centre of a spiral or volute draw-spring to resist

excessive compression. Not to be confused with a draw-

bar stop, which see.

Draw-timbers. 10, figs. 383-400 ; 100, figs. 1843-6 ; 26,

figs. 82-148 ; 31, figs. 155-85. A pair of timbers, carry-

ing the drawbar attachments, placed below the centre-

sills, and usually extending from theplatform end-timber

of passenger cars, or the end-sill of freight cars, to the

body-bolster. In passenger cars these timbers are usually

the principal supports of the platform. See Platform-

sills andplatform slwrt-sUls. On street cars only one

draw-timber is ordinarily used, placed in the centre of

the car, to which the drawbar is attached. The draw-

timber in a tip car, 26, fig. 143, is also termed a car-

perch.

Draw-timber carry-iron. 1, figs. 391-4. A A-shaped bolt

for holding the draw-timbers firmly to the centre-sills,

in use on the Norfolk & Western Railroad, the East

Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia, and some others. It
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should not be confused with a drawbar carry-iron, 9,

figs. 395, etc.

Draw-timber carry-iron pin. 2, figs. 391-4. The pin

supporting the apex of the /\-shaped draw-timber carry-

iron. It rests upon a small casting or wrought plate.

Draw-timber carry-iron washei'-plate. 4, figs. 391-4.

Plates placed at the lower extremities of a draw-timber

carry-iron to serve as washers.

Draw-timber guards. 11, figs. 388-400. Cast-iron lugs,

or wrought plates, bolted to the sides of draw-timbers

over the drawbar carry-iron, which see, when the latter

is a mere flat strap, to resist lateral strains and protect

the draw-timbers from wear.

Draw-timber pocket. 18, figs. 387-9. A casting attached

to the body-bolster or centre-sills of a car to receive the

end of a draw-limber.

Draw-timber tie-bar. 12, figs. 388-100. A transverse

iron bar attached to the under sides of a pair of draw-

timbers to tie them together.

Dressing-room. Fig. 208. Another name for a saloon,

especially one provided with wash-bowl and toilet facili-

ties. The ladies' saloon of sleeping and parlor cars is

commonly so fitted.

Drilling. A term used in New Jersey for switching,

which see, or making up trains. Regulating is another

term sometimes used. The English term for this is

marshaling or shunting.

Drip. 1. A receptacle to collect waste or superfluous

liquid, as the water-drip of a water-cooler. See Urinal

drip-pan, fig. 1103.

2. (Dining-car kitchens.) Fig. 193. A lower sink re-

ceiving the drainage therefrom.

Drip-cock (Westinghouse brake). Fig. 293. The cock

at the bottom of the drip-cup.

Drip-coupling, or basin-coupling (wash-basin). 1-2, fig.

1572. The connection of the waste-pipe, or drip-pipe

with the basin.

Drip-cup (Westinghouse brake). Fig. 293. A receptacle

inserted in the brake-pipe of each car to receive water

condensing therein.

2. (Student lamp.) D (or 20), figs. 852-4.

Drip-cup screw (Student lamp). E, figs. 852-4.

Drip-dish (refrigerator car). E, fig. 131. A dish or pan
at one corner or end of the car for receiving the water

from the melting ico, usually permitting it to escape by
a trap, which see.

Drip-hole (Moehring argand lamp), d, figs. 849-50.

Drip-pipe (alcove). 4, figs. 1594-4£, 1600.

Drip-shield (Moehring argand lamp), e, figs. 849-50.

Drip-spout (Moehring argand lamp), f, figs. 849-50.

Drip-valve. 1. (American steam driver-brake.) 6, figs.

358-9. A form of steam-trap, which see.

2. (Eames ejector.) 58, figs. 282-8.

Driver-brake pipe (Westinghouse brake). 22, fig. 297. In
the most recent gear this pipe is not used as shown in

the engraving. See note therewith.

Driving-chain (pile-driver car). 43, fig. 1822. A pitch-

chain (which see) used to make the pile-driver car self-

propelling, by engaging with the pitch-gear attached to

one of the axles. Such cars are not usually made self-

propelling.

Driving-gear (lever hand-car). 9, 10, figs. 1724-6. It con-
sists of the spur-wheel, or gear-wheel, and pinion.

Driving-wheel brake, or driver brake (air, figs. 295-323
;

steam, figs. 358-65). A brake applied to the driving-

wheels of a locomotive. They are now in increasing

use, but still the exception. Any of the air-brakes are or
may be so applied. A steam brake, manufactured by
the American Brake Co., has also been quite largely in-

troduced, two forms of which only, the horizontal cylin-

der and bell-crank steam driver-brakes, are illustrated.

The other forms are the single-driver brake and the

spring-toggle brake, not shown by illustration. The
single-driver brake uses a set of levers somewhat anal-

ogous to the ordinary brake-gear. The spring-toggle

brake is very similar to the horizontal-cylinder driver-

brake, figs. 358-9, but interposes a spiral spring between
the push-bar and the brake-block to equalize the pres-

sure.

Driving-wheel brake-cylinders (Westinghouse). Figs.

308-10, 314-15. (American Brake Co.) Figs. 358-65.

Driving-wheel brake-hose (Westinghouse brake). 53,

fig. 311.

Drop (of lamp). 9, 9, figs. 828-33. " The drop of a centre

lamp is its extreme length," measured from the ceiling

to the lowest part of the lamp.

Drop-bottom. See Drop-door.

Drop-bottom car. Figs. 16-23, 29-32, 35-8, 105. A car so
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constructed that its contents can be readily unloaded

from the bottom by means of drop-doors.

A distinction is sometimes made between a hopper-bottom
car, fig. SO, which will discharge all its contents without assist-

ance on opening the drop-doors, and a drop-bottom car, as figs.

16-18, which will not do this ; but, practically, drop-bottom
and hopper-bottom are used as synonymous terms.

Drop-bottom cars are usually gondola cars.

Drop-bottom car, brake for. Fig. 328. A brake specially

arranged to have no parts under the centre of the car

to interfere with the drop-doors. See Brake and brake-

gear.

Drop-door. 123, figs. 105-7 ; F, figs. 109-12. A door at

the bottom of a drop-bottom or hopper-bottom car for

unloading it quickly by allowing the load to fall through.

Drop-doors are usually, if not invaluably, in pairs, and
are supported by a drop-door chain wound upon a

winding-shaft, which see. A drop-door beam extends

across the car above the winding-shaft to assist in sup-

porting it and to stiffen the car.

Drop-door beam. 126, figs. 105, 107. See above.

Drop-door chain. 124, figs. 105-7. 2, figs. 109-12. A
chain attached to the winding-shaft and the drop-doors,

which see. Also termed hopper chain.

Drop-door hinge. 125, fig. 105. See above.

Drop-down frame (seat cushions). Figs. 1213-5, etc.

One made so as to drop the slats supporting the seat-

springs below the level of the seat-rails so as to enable

higher and easier springs to be used.

Drop forging. One made under the steam hammer by
the use of a die.

Drop-table (dining-car kitchens). Fig. 193. A table

hinged to the wall so as to drop against it out of the way
when desired.

Drop-letter-box plate. Fig. 1071. A letter-drop), which

see.

Drop-rack (Hartley chair). 4, figs. 1156-7. A rack by
which the position of the back of the chair is regulated.

Drum. 1. " A cylinder over which a belt or band passes.

2. "A chamber of a cylindrical form used in heaters,

stoves and flues. It is hollow and thin, and generally

forms a mere casing, but in some cases, as steam-drums,

is adapted to stand considerable pressure."

—

Knight. See

Brake-shaft drum. Circulating drum (Baker heater).

Expansion-drum (Searle-heater).

3. (Creamer brake, which see.) 1, fig. 263.

4. (Hoisting-gear.) 8, figs. 77-8. D 4 . figs. 151-3.

The main cylinder upon which the hoisting-rope is rolled

up. The spur-wheel is carried on the same shaft.

Dram-cover. 1. (Biker heater.) Fig. 1330. A sheet-iron

covering for the circulating-drum on the outside of the

car.

2. (Creamer brake, which see.) 12, rigs. 263-4.

Drummond fastening (English). Fig. 2157. As applied

to railroad wheels, a mode of securing the tire to the

wheel, which prevents their coming asunder should the

tire break or become loose. The tire is turned to the

dotted line on the left hand of fig., and when hot, is

hammered into shape shown in full lines in section,

securing the retaining-ring in position. See also Tire

fastening.

Drum-shaft (of a derrick or crane). 23, figs. 77-8. The
shaft on which the winding-drum is carried.

Drum-support (Baker heater). Fig. 1327. A bracket -on

the roof to hold the circulating-drum.

Dual burner. Figs. 873-7. A coal-oil lamp-burner with
two wicks, each in a separate tube, by which a double
flame is obtained. The Taber burner has two wicks in

a single tube.

Duck. A flax fabric, lighter and finer than canvas, for

use in car upholstery. It is usually manufactured in

rolls 18, 24 and 40 inches wide and about 40 yards long.

Roofing cluck (used for street-car roofs) is manufactured
of man}' different widths up to 12 feet, so as to entirely

cover the roof when desired.

Dump-car. A term used to designate both drop-bottom

and tip cars, which see.

Duplicate elliptic spring. Figs. 2034, etc. A double

elliptic spring, which see.

Duplicate-hose coupling (Westinghouse). Fig. 335. A
device to guard against the danger of a brake-hose (which

see) bursting, by using a double hose connection with a
ball-valve in the T. Not in general use.

Dust-arrester (of Pintsch gas pressure-regulator). Fig.

813. A cavity closed at each end by a perforated plate

to prevent dust entering to clog the regulating valve.

Dust-collar. 16, figs. 2002-3, 2011. A grooved wrought-

iron ring sometimes but not generally placed on a car-

axle between the hub of the wheel and the journal to re-

ceive and hold a dust-guard.
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Dust-door (Gouge heater). Fig. 1418 ; 21, fig. 1408A. A
door to clean out the bottom of the case.

Duster. See Feather-duster. Fig. 1041.

Dust-guard. 15, figs. 2002, 2004, 2005, 2011. A thin piece

of wood, leather or vulcanized fibre, inserted in the dust-

guard chamber at the back of a journal-box, and fitting

closely around the dust-guard bearing of the axle. It is

to exclude dust and prevent the escape of oil and waste.

Sometimes called axle-packing or box-packing.

Dust-guard bearing (of an axle). D, figs. 1974-8. See

above.

Dust-guard chamber (of a journal-box). 15, figs. 2002-

11. See above.

Dust hand-hole (street car). An opening in the door-

casing, which see, under the seat, to give access to the

space into which the door slides for the purpose of re-

moving dirt.

Dutchman. A block or wedge of wood driven into a

crevice to hide the consequences of bad fitting in con-

struction. A kind of shim,.

IE
'

I Dames vacuum brake. Figs. 266-88. A system of con-

tinuous brakes, invented by Fred. W. Eames, operated by
exhausting the air by an ejector, which see, from behind

flexible india-rubber diaphragms attached to each truck.

These diaphragms are directly connected to the brake-

levers, and the pressure of the air on the outside of the

diaphragms is thus communicated to the brake-shoes.

The rubber diaphragms cover the mouth of a large cast-

iron diaphragm-shell or bowl.

This brake is in use on the New York Elevated rail-

roads, on which the number of stops is very great, and
several other lines. The advantage of the plan is its

simplicity. The disadvantage, especially for high-speed

trains, is that it does not act so quickly as the Westing-
house automatic.

Ear. A general name for projections to which handles or

other exterior parts are attached, but more especially

applicable to projections intended for movable attach-

ments. See Ear to padlock, figs. 1035, etc. And Ear-bail,

below.

Ear-bail (lanterns). Figs. 981-5. An attachment formed

of wire connected with the wire-guard, to which the bail

is attached instead of to the body of the lantern.

Eastlake style. A style of ornamentation consisting of

lines intended to indicate structural features, or some
idea appropriate to the construction. The expression is

also loosely applied to any style of construction where
the framing is exposed to view, and made ostentatiously

strong. It had its origin in Charles L. Eastlake's book,

"Hints on Household Taste." Queen Anne style, which
see, is an entirely different thing, though the two are

often improperly confused.

Eastman heater car. See Heater car.

Eaves fascia-board. 1. (Freight cars.) 91, figs. 82-95. A
plain board connecting the sheathing with the roof.

2. (Passenger cars.) 92, figs. 169-81. A projecting

board on the outside of the lower deck, immediately
under the eaves, which comes below and under the
eaves-moulding.

Eaves-moulding. 1. (Freight cars.) 90, figs. 82-86. A
plain strip sometimes used outside an eaves fascia-

board, which see.

2. (Passenger cars.) 93, figs. 155-85. An ornamental
finish to the exterior angle of the lower deck, outside of

and above the eaves fascia-board. A similar deck eaves-

moulding is used for the upper deck.

Eccentric-lever (Westinghouse driving-wheel brake). 13,

figs. 332-3. An arm consisting of an eccentric lever cast-

ing and screw, or eccentric-lever stud, one end of which
is attached to a brake-head and the other connected with
the piston-rod by the eccentric-lever links. The end or

head of the casting is made of a cam-shaped or eccentric

form, and bears against another lever of the same kind,

so that, when the two are raised upward, the brake-

shoes are forced against the driving-wheels. The stud

or screw is intended to either lengthen or shorten the

lever so as to adjust the pressure of the brake-shoes

against the wheels when the shoes become worn.

Eccentric-lever casting. 15, figs. 322-3. See above.

Eccentric-lever links. 28, figs. 322-3. See above.

Eccentric-lever nut. 18, figs. 322-3. A lock-nut which
screws on an eccentric-lever stud. See above.

Eccentric-lever stud. 19, figs. 322-3. See above.

Eccentric pivot-plate (for seat-arms). Fig. 1179. A seat-

arm pivot-plate, made eccentric only to get room for

screw-holes. The eccentricity has no functional purpose.
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Eccentric -window-button. Fig. 1861. A round disk fas-

tened by a screw which is not in the centre. See Win-
dow-button.

Edge-rolled spiral spring. Figs. 2063, 2072-3. A spring

formed by rolling a flat bar edgewise. See Spiral spring.

Egg-shaped lamp-globe. Fig. 951. See Lamp-globe.

Egg-shaped stove. Fig. 1479. A stove resembling an egg
in form. It is commonly known simply as a cast-iron

stove, and is very largely used for cabooses, etc., where
appearance is not important.

Eight-group spiral spring. Figs. 2081-2. See Spiral

spring.

Eight-wheeled car. Figs. 1-185, 1-3, 27-8, 43, 98. The
standard type of American rolling-stock, consisting of a

car-body carried upon two trucks or car-trucks (both of

which see) of four wheels each. Great numbers of four-

wheeled coal cars and a few four-wheeled box cars are

in use and, on the contrary, most sleeping, parlor and

dining cars are twelve-wheeled. Even sixteen-wheeled

cars have been built, but car always means in America
an eight-wheeled car unless otherwise specified.

Ejector. Figs. 282-8, 291-2. An appliance for operating

a vacuum brake by exhausting or "ejecting" air. It

consists essentially of a pipe, 1, fig. 291, placed in the

centre of a surrounding shell or casing 2, with an annu-

lar opening 3, between the pipe and the casing. When a

current of steam is admitted at the lower end of 1, and
escapes at the upper end, the air in the casing at 4 is

drawn out through the annular opening by the cur-

rent of the escaping steam. The space 4 is connected

by a pipe 5 with the appliances on the cars for operat-

ing the brakes. Suitable valves are also used in connec-

tion with the ejector to shut off and admit steam and air.

The Smith ejector is very noisy. In the ejector for

Eames' vacuum brake, figs. 282-288, a muffler is used to

render noiseless the escaping steam. It consists simply

of a box of small round balls, like shot, through which
the steam must pass to escape.

Elastic fibre journal-packing. A compound, principally

of cocoanut fibre mixed with jute, to serve as a substi-

tute for waste. It is lighter, cheaper, and claimed to be

more effective. See Patent waste.

Elastic wheel. Figs. 2129-30, etc. Any car-wheel in which

some elastic material is interposed between the tire and

the wheel-centre or hub to resist the concussions. Dif-

ferent substances are used, such as paper, wood, india-

rubber, oakum, etc. The only wheel especially so named
is the Cooper elastic wheel. Nearly all EDglish passenger
wheels are made of teak wood (figs. 2151-8) to effect this

purpose.

Elbow. Fig. 1334. A short L-shaped cast-iron tube for

uniting the ends of two pipes, generally at right angles
to each other. See also Cold-air elbow and Inlet elbow
(Gouge heater).

Elbow-rail (English). 108, fig. 205. In a carriage, a part
of the body framing running horizontally along the sides

at about the height of the elbow of a passenger in a sitting

position.

Elbow-rest (English). See Folding arm-rest. Side arm-
rest.

Elder brake. Fig. 234. A brake for eight-wheeled cars,

with a horizontal centre brake-lever in the middle of the
car connected to the brake-shaft, having a fixed fulcrum
under the car body and pulleys at each end, over which a
chain passes. The live lever (which see) of each truck also

has a pulley or brake-lever sheave at its end, over which
the same chain runs to apply the brakes.

Electric lighting. Various plans for the lighting of cars

by electricity have now (1884) been tested with promis-

ing success, but as none of them as yet have obtained

general introduction, and as the styles which will finally

attain prominence, if any do so, are now doubtful, no
definition nor illustrations of such systems of lighting

are given in this edition.

Eleven-group bolster-spring. Fig. 2088. See Spiral

spring.

Elliptic seat-spring. Figs. 1209, etc. See Seat-spring.

Elliptic spring. Figs. 2031^1. A spring of elliptical

form made of two sets of parallel steel plates of con-

stantly-decreasing length. Such springs are generally

used for bolster-springs for passenger cars, but the ten-

dency is to abandon their use in freight service in favor

of spiral springs. Half-elliptic springs, fig. 2035, are also

used to some extent as bolster-springs, and always for

locomotive springs. In England they are almost the

only bearing-spring used, and are also used as draw and
buffing-springs, which see.

The set of elliptic springs is the total amount of bend
or compression of which the spring is capable. The
arch differs from half the set by the amount of the thick-
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ness of the spring-band. The connection between the

two halves of the elliptic spring at its extremities is

termed the scroll. Elliptic springs in service are termed

double or duplicate, triplets or triplicate, quadruple,

quintuple, sextuple, etc., according to the number of

springs used side by side and connected by a single eye-

bolt so as to constitute practically one spring. In pas-

senger-car service elliptic springs are usually triplicates,

quadruples or quintuples. The length of the spring is

the distance from centre to centre of scrolls when un-

loaded, and the height the height over ail unloaded.

Ely, Cloud & "Wall refrigerator car. Figs. 131-13U.

V One of the class of refrigerator cars which carry the

ice in a horizontal box at the top of the car. See Re-

frigerator car. Invented by Theodore N. Ely, John W.
Cloud and E. B. Wall, and patented in 1883. It is to

some extent a compromise between the Ridgway and the

"Diamond R" refrigerator cars.

Emigrant-car cook-stove. Fig. 1483. A form of car

stove used only on emigrant cars, designed for cook-

ing or heating food as well as for warming the car. For
sizes and weights see fig. 1483.

Emigrant car-seat (for day car). Fig. 1143. (For sleeping

car.) Figs. 685, 1149-53.

Emigrant sleeping car. Figs. 195-203. A cheaply fin-

ished car without springs or mattresses, but in other re-

spects similar to ordinary sleepers, for the use of emi-

grants. Now used chiefly on the long runs west of Chi-

cago, and to some extent used for ordinary travel, espe-

cially by parties of excursionists.

Empire car-roof. Figs. 667-9. See Car-roof.

Enclosed step (street car). 3, fig. 1843. A step which is

covered or enclosed by a sheet-iron apron attached to a
swinging door to prevent persons from riding on the step.

End arch-rail (English). 99, figs. 205-207. American
" equivalent, end-plate. A piece of timber run across the
upper portion of the end of the body, its upper side being

cut to the curve of the roof which it supports.

End ascending-step (English). 174, figs. 205-7. See
Ascending-rail.

End berth-rest, or single berth-rest (emigrant sleeping

berths). N, figs. 682-5. So called in distinction from
the regular (double) berth-rest used on the berth-posts in

the body of the car.

End-board (English). 68, figs. 116-119. American equiva-

lent, end-plank. A plank in the end of a "goods wagon"
or gondola car.

End body-brace. 35, figs. 85, 91, 96, 104. See Body-brace.

End body-brace pocket. 35, figs. 82-101. See Pocket.

End-body brace-rod. 34', figs. 93-6
;
51', figs. 164-8. See

Brace-rod.

End-brace tie-rod. 175, figs. 93-6. (Erroneous reference.

No such part shown.)

End-carlins. 51, figs. 1843-1 A carline (which see) at

the end of a car-body. Sse also End-plate. Platform

roof end-carline.

End-door (box cars). Fig. 2. A door sometimes inserted

to aff jrd means for the insertion of long pieces of freight

or lumber that cannot bs entered by the main side-doors.

Ead counterbrace (passenger car framing). 166, fig. 159.

More commonly, simply counterbrace. A brace in the

side of a car-body, between its ends and the body-bolster.

See Counterbrace.

End compression-beam (passenger car framing). 169,

fig. 159. A timber directly above the sills over the body-

bolster against which the compression-beam brace and
the end counterbrace abut. The compression-beam proper

is situated at the middle of the car directly under the

window-sills. The end compression-beam is sometimes

omitted, as in figs. 644-645.

End door sash-bolt. Fig. 1670. See Sash-bolt.

End door sash-lift. Fig. 1669. See Sash-lift.

End face-plate. 1. (Janney coupler.) 8, figs. 542-555. The
wrought-iron plate on the nosing of the Januey plat-

form.

2. (Janney-Miller coupler.) 46, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

See above.

End-frame (of a car-body). The frame which forms the

end of a car-body. It includes the posts, braces, end-

rail, end-girth, etc.

End-girth. 50, figs. 82-92, 132-138 (which see). A girth

in the end of a box-car.

End-girth tie-rod. 51, figs. 84-5, 89, 91, 93, 96. A rod

extending across the end of a freight-car body along the

end-girth, from one corner-post to the other.

End grab-iron. 102', fig. 93. See Crab-iron.

End half-longitudinal (English). 6, figs. 1 16, 119 and 206.

American equivalent, intermediate sill. A part of the

underframing extending from the cross-bearer to the

headstock.
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End-hook (bell-cord). Fig. 715. A hook sometimes used

on the ends of passenger cars, high up under the plat-

form roof, for fastening the end of the bell-cord to.

End-joint (of running-pipe, Gouge heater). Fig. 1470. See

Running-pipe.

End lamp-iron (English). 185, fig. 207. American
equivalent, tail-light holder. A wrought-iron holder

secured to the solebar or the end of the body in order to

carry one of the colored signal or " tail'' lamps, denot-

ing the last vehicle of the train. See also Side lamp-

iron.

End-lining (Gouge heater). Fig. 1429. The lining for the

deflector-end of case, forming the air-chamber.

End niuntin (English). See End-stanchion.

End-panel. 1. 70, figs. 157-183. A panel at the end and
on the outside of a passenger or street car below the win-

dow. In street cars distinguished as lower and upper,

both under the window. In passenger cars distinguished

as end window-panel, alongside of the window, and end-

panel, below it.

2. (English.) 127, fig. 207. A panel in the outside

end of the body of a carriage, extending from the arch-

rail to the bottom end-piece.

End-piece (wooden truck-frame). 17, figs. 1942-7, 1956-

66. A transverse timber or bar of iron by which the

ends of the two wheel-pieces of a truck-frame are con-

nected together. A crooked end-piece is one cut away on
top to clear the draw-gear. The inside end-piece is the

one nearest the centre of the car, in distinction from the

outside end-piece.

End-pillar (English). 97, figs. 205-7. An upright post in

the end of the body.

End-plank (of a gondola car). 197, figs. 113-5. They
are often hinged to the car-floor so as to drop down
upon it.

End-plate. 48, figs. 82-92, 132-8. A timber across the

end jand top of car-body and which is fastened to the

two side pilates. It is usually made of the proper form
to serve as an end-cailine.

End-play. 1. (Of an axle.) The movement, or space left for

movement, endwise.

2. (Of a truck-bolster.) Usually called lateral-motion.

See Swing-bolster.

End-rafter. A term erroneously applied to the end-car-

lines, which see.

End-rail. 1. See Wainscot end-rail (lower and upper), 26
and 30, fig. 186.

2. (English.) 106, figs. 205, 207. A part of the body-

framing running horizontally across the end of the

vehicle.

End roof-lights (street cars). 62, fig. 1845. Small trian-

gular-shaped glasses placed on each side of the end-

ventilators.

End roof-panel. 11, fig. 186. The panel above the door

and below the clear-story.

End scroll-iron (English). 89, fig. 205. A wrought-iron

support for the spring-link adjusting-screw. The upper
face is attached to the under side of the solebar, and the

lower part is bored horizontally for the adjusting-screw.

It is placed near the end of the vehicle, and hence differs

somewhat in pattern from the ordinary scroll-iron.

End seat-panel (street car). 43, fig. 1844. An inside panel

at the end of a longitudinal or side seat.

End-sill. 2, figs. 82-124, 155-85. The main outside trans-

verse timber of a car-body into which all the floor-tim-

bers are framed. In passenger cars it comes directly

under the door, the platform (which see, with its vari-

ous parts) being a separate construction. A spring end-

sill, which see, is sometimes added outside of the end-

sill proper as a substitute for a draw-spring. In Eng-

land the end-sill is termed the head-stock. In iron frame
cars, as A G

, figs. 144-9, a wooden end-sill i-< commonly
used, and bolted to an end-sill channel-bar with which the

iron sills are connected, and which is the true end-sill.

End-sill hrackets (of iron frame cars). C, figs. 146-150,

L-shaped angle-plates used to connect the iron sills and
the end-sill channel-bar. In bridge building such plates

are termed brackets. When of triangular section they

are termed gussets.

End-sill channel-bar. A 4
, figs. 144-9. See above.

End-stanchion, or end-muntin (English). 65, figs. 116-

119. An upright bar at the end of a wagon, stiffening

the end against shocks in switching.

End-step (street car). 1, fig. 1840.

End-stop (Raoul journal-box). Fig. 2014. See also 2004-

12. A brass block inserted upon the inside of the lid to

take up the end-thrust of the axle. End-stops were
formerly much used_ with ordinary journal boxes and
axles, but rarely now. See Stop journal-bearing and
stop-key journal-bearing.
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End-timber. See Platform end-timber or buffer-beam,

also end-sill.

End truss-plank. 32, fig. 186. See Truss-plank.

End-ventilator. 142. fig. 158. An aperture for the ad-

mission or escape of air at the end of a car, usually

placed over the windows. See also Deck end-ventilator,

and the end-ventilator for fruit car, figs. 121-125.

End ventilator-opener. Figs. 1604-17. See Deck-sash

opener.

End wainscot-panel. 28, fig. 186. See Wainscot-panel.

End window-panel. 71, fig. 157. A panel at the end

and on the outside of a passenger car alongside of the

window, in distinction from the end-panel proper, which
is below the window.

Engine and air-pump complete (Westinghouse brake).

Figs. 298-9, 304-6. A machine attached to a locomotive

for compressing air. It consists of a steam and an air-

cylinder, the pistons in which are connected to the same
piston-rod, so that the air-piston is worked directly by
the steam-piston. Suitable valves are provided for ad-

mitting and exhausting the steam and air to and from
the cylinders. See Reversing-valve, etc.

Engineer's brake-valve (Westinghouse brake). Figs.

294, 334. The valve now used instead of the old three-

way cock, figs. 318-9, for applying and releasing the

brakes. It differs from it in permitting more delicate

graduation of the force with which the brakes are applied.

English first-class carriage. Figs. 204-207. See Carriage

and first-class carriage.

English wagon. Figs. 116-120. See Wagon and van.

English wheels. Figs. 2151-80. See Steel-tired wheel.

Mansell wheel. Teak-wood centre- wheel.

Equal-bar nest-spring. Fig. 2061, etc. A. nest-spring of

any number of coils, each bar of which is, or is supposed
to be, of the same total length, so that the resistance of

each coil may be more nearly equal. The name means
little. See Spiral spring.

Equalizer. 1. A short term for an equalizing-bar, which
see.

2. (Cowell coupler.) 2, fig. 538. See Rock-lever.

3. (Janney coupler.) 6, figs. 542-554. The bar con-

necting the two buffers and having a bearing against the

centre-buffer spring.

Equalizer-block. 207, figs. 97-101. See Brake-equalizer

block.

Equalizer-guides (Janney-Miller coupler). 47, figs. 542-

554 ; 49, figs. 542-554, 555-601. Cast-iron cbafing-plates

bolted to the main knees of the Janney platform, above
and below the equalizer.

Equalizer-spring. 79, figs. 1955-69, 2067, 2092. A spring

which rests on an equalizing-bar and carries the weight

of a car. Single or two-group spiral springs are gener-

ally used for this purpose. Rubber and volute springs

are practically out of use.

Equalizer-spring cap. 72, figs. 1955-69. A casting on
top of the spring, which bears against the under side of

the wheel-piece and holds the spring in its place.

Equalizer-spring seat. 73, figs. 1955-69. A casting which
sets on an equalizing-bar and on which the spring rests..

See Sp>ring-plate.

Equalizer-strap. 208, figs. 97-101. See Brake-equalizer-

straj).

Equalizing-bar (passenger car trucks). 71, figs. 1955-69,

etc. Commonly abbreviated into equalizer. Awrought-
iron bar which bears on top of the journal-bos es, and
extends longitudinally from one to the other. Equal-
izer-springs rest on it between the two boxes. It is used

to transfer part of the weight on one wheel to the other,

and thus equalize it on both ; hence its name. Equal-
izer-bars are sometimes used to connect the ends of semi-

elliptic springs, as in figs. 102, 1959.

Equalizing-bar pedestal (four-wheel caboose cars). 164,
fig. 102. A casting serving to give a fulcrum to the cen-

tre of an equalizing-lever.

Equalizing-bar seat. 17, figs. 2002-3. The surface on top

of a journal-box on which an equalizer rests.

Equalizing brake-lever. A. floating-lever, which see. The
centre brake-lever, 209, figs. 97-101, is also, with little

propriety, so called.

Equalizing lever. An equalizing-bar, which see. A float-

ing-lever is also called an equalizing-lever.

Equalizing-valve (Westinghouse brake). A valve for use

on long trains to equalize the pi-es3ure in the brake-pipe

and prevent the inequality of pressure in the front por-

tion of the pipe during the brief period in which the

brakes are being applied by release of air from the brake-

pipes, from tending to first apply and then immediately
release the brakes on the forward cars, owing to the

rush of air from the rear portion of the train.

Escutcheon. 1. Figs. 1000. 1002, 1025 : 4, figs 1176-7. A
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plate or guard for a key-hole of a lock. Similar plates

for the hole3 through which door-knob spindles pass

are also called escutcheons, but more commonly rose.

See Seat-lock escutcheon. An escutcheon-plate is often

Attached to an escutcheon to cover the key-hole.

2. (Yale lock.) Figs. 1027-28. A revolving post pro-

vided with holes to carry the pins which act as tumblers.

When the key with corrugated edge is inserted, each of

these tumblers is raised so that the joint comes exactly

at the edge of the escutcheon, thus permitting revolu-

tion.

3. (Padlock.) Fig, 1033. More properly an escutcheon-

plate. See above.

Escutcheon-plate (seal-lock). A, fig. 1011. See Es-

cutcheon.

" Eureka " spiral seat-spring. Fig. 1229. See Seat-spring.

"Eureka" ventilator. Fig. 1564-5. See Ventilator.

"Excelsior" ventilator. Fig. 1560-1. See Ventilator.

Excursion car. 1. Fig. 494-. A light, open-sided car,

with reversible seats running entirely across it, largely

used for short-distince summer travel, to resorts near

large cities.

2. A special form of palace car kept for rent at fixed

rates per day to parties or individuals. They are similar

in arrangement to the ordinary forms of officers' or other

private cars, except that they usually have a greater

number of berths, commonly sixteen, and two or more
staterooms in addition. They are provided with kitchen

and other conveniences like a hotel car, and are kept for

lease by most of the leading sleeping-car companies, as

-well as by a special company, organized for that purpose

alone. They vary in extreme length from 59 to 69

feet or more, and iD length of body from 51 to 62 feet.

Exhaust-pipe (of^engine, Westinghouse brake). 7, figs_

298, etc. A pipe through which the exhaust steam is

conveyed from the steam-cylinder to the chimney.

Exhaust-pipe (Eames ejector). 53, figs. 282-8.

Exhaust-pipe union (Westinghouse air-pump, etc.). 15,

fig. 298, and 36, fig. 299.

Exhaxist-union ("American" steam brake-valve). 10,

figs. 360-2.

Exhaust ventilator (for closet-hoppers). Figs. 1097-8.

See Bell's exhaust hopper-ventilator.

Expander (Westinghouse brake). See Brake-hose-coupling

packing-expander. Piston-packing expander.

Expanding collar (for lamp). Fig. 910. One used to en-

able a larger-sized burner to be used. See Collar.

Expansion-drum (Searle heater). Figs. 1484-5. An
equivalent in all essential respects to the circulating-

drum of Baker heater, which see.

Express car. Figs. 59-65. A car for carrying light pack-

ages of freight for express companies on passenger

trains. Also see Combination baggage car, fig. 58.

The express business was originated in 1839 by Will-

iam F. Harnden, who traveled for some time as a mes-

senger between New York and Boston ; but it was not

for a long time thereafter that it grew to sufficient

dimensions to require separate cars. Alvin Adams,
founder of the Adams Express Company, began business

in 1840. At present complete trains of express cars are

occasionally required.

Express hand-ear. Fig. 1711. A hand-car with large

wheels to run at a high speed. Several different designs

exist not called by this name, but accomplishing, or

seeking to accomplish, the same end. See Hand-car.

Extensible car-step. A form of step for passenger car

service recently introduced, but not in general use, by
which a lower step can be dropped down into position

while the train is standing, and removed again out of

the way by a motion of the foot when the train gets un-

der way.

Extension-reach (logging cars). Figs. 1727-1812. The
reach is a long bar connecting the two trucks. The ex-

tension-reach is adjustable.

Extension-reach end (logging cars). Fig. 1781. A strap

for the end of the extension-reach.

Extreme bottom (Bissell heater). Fig. 1377. The lower

outside shell of the safety water-base.

External cylinder-gauge. A steel ring with a cylindri-

cal hole which is very accurately made of a precise size,

and used as astandardof measurement for the diameters

of solid cylindrical objects.

External screw-gauge. Fig. 1832. A steel ring with a

very accurate screw-thread in the inside for testing

screw-threads. See Internal screw-gauge.

Eye. "A small hole or aperture."

—

Webster.

See Body check-chain eye. Lamp-case eye.

Berth-brace eye. Parallel brake-hanger
Bull's-eye. eye.
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Check-chain eye. Switching-eye.
Coupling-pin-chain eye. Truck check-chain eye.

Eye-bolt. 1. Figs. 1797, 1872. '• A bolt having an eye or

loop at one end for the reception of a ring, hook, or rope,

as may be required."

—

Knight. See Bolt ; also

Brake-beam eye-bolt. Lock eye-bolt.

Brake safety-chain Lock-chain eye-bolt,

eye-bolt.

2. For Miller' hook (Janney-Miller coupler). 66, figs.

542-554, 602-35. The part by which the swivel connected

to the uncoupling lever is secured to the Miller hook. It

is a f in. bolt.

3. For side-spring (Janney-Miller coupler). 67, figs.

542-554, 602-35. The eye-bolt by which the side-spring

stirrup is secured to the horn. It is a l in. bolt.

4. (Of a wrecking car). 1, figs. 77-78. A bolt placed in

the centre of the floor for attaching the hook of the

hoisting gear, to keep the boom steady when the car is in

motion.

Eye-bolt link-hanger. Fig. 2113. A. special form of

swing-hanger, which see, having a very shoit link at-

tached to an eye-bolt passing through the transoms.

Eye-bolt nut (of engine signal-valve, West, train signal

app's). 14, fig. 690.

Eye-head coupling-pin. Figs. 436-7, 445. So called in

distinction from a solid-head or bent-head coupling-pin.

Eyelet. 1. Figs. 802-804. " A short metallic tube, the

ends of which are flanged over against the object through
which it passes. Used as a bushing or reinforce for

holes."

—

Knight. In metallic eyelets of the usual form,

the two halves which when compressed together form
the eyelet are known as grommets. See Carpet-eyelets.

2. (Window-shade.) 3, fig. 1683. A slot in the window-
shade leather to fit over the sash-lift, to hold the shade

fast.

Eyelet-nail. Fig. 805. A wire nail with turned knob, for

use with carpet eyelets.

Eyelet shackle car-seal. Figs. 1113-5. See Car-seal.

Face (of rim of car-wheel). 24, fig. 2002. The vertical

surface of the outside of the rim.

Face-plate. 1. A metal plate by which any object is cov-

ered, so as to protect it from wear or abrasion. A. jour-

nal-box cover is sometimes called a face-plate.

See Berth-latch face-plate.

Buffer-block face-plate.
Dead-block face-plate.

Drawbarface-plate.
End face-plate.

2. ("American" steam driver brake). 14, figs. 363-5
;

9, figs. 358-9. The means by which the cylinder is at-

tached to the frame of the engine.

3. (Steel-tired wheels.) Figs. 2163^, etc. The plates

connecting the tire and hub, and bolted to each. They
are distinguished as front and back face-plates.

4. (Wolfrath comb, sash-lift and lock.) H, figs.

1700-2.

Facing. " A covering in front for ornament."

—

Webster

See Deck-sill facing.

Faggoted axle. See Axle. Car-axle.

Fall (hoisting tackle). That part of tie rope to which
power is applied.

Fall and tackle.^ Another name for block and tackle,

which see.

Falling-door, or flap-door (English). 70, figs. 116, 117

and 119. In a gondola car (open wagon), a, door opening

downwards and outwards, the hinges being on the lower

side. It is generally arranged as shown, but is also made
to open up to the top of the side, or to extend the whole

length and depth of the side.

Falling-door latch (English). 79, figs. 116-9. A latch

which automatically secures the falling dcor when ele-

vated into a closed position.

Fall-under, or turn-under (English). 116, fig. 207. The
distance which the bottom of the body curves in from a

vertical line let fall from the sides or ends.

Fare-box street car. Fig. 1836. A street car in which

the fare is deposited by the passengers in a box under

the observation of the driver. They usually have an in-

closed platfoim in front, and are entered only frcrn the

rear. They are turned around at the end of each trip,

either ^on a turn-table or (rarely) on their own truck,

and run without conductors.

Fare-wicket (street cars). 89, fig. 1845. An opening in

the door for collecting fare or making change.

Fare--wicket door-case. 90, fig. 1845. See above.

Fascia-board. [See Eaves fascia-board. Lnside-cornice
"" fascia-board. Inside-cornice sub-fascia-board.

Fascia-moulding (English). See Wrought moxrfding*

Fast berth-hinge. Fig. 1239. See Berth-hinge.
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2,

fig.

Sash-fastener.
Window-fastene r.

So

or

which

in the

Also

ast coupling-link (Potter drawbar, which see).

figs. 449, 451. See also Drawbar.

Fast coupling-pin (Potter diawbar. which see). 3,

449.

Fastener.

See Berth safety-rope fast-
ener.

Lanvp-fastener.

Fast-joint butt-hinge. Figs. 779, etc. See Hinge.

called in distinction from a loose-joint butt-hinge

loose-pin butt-hinge.

Fast lamp-globe. Figs. 846-70. One which cannot be de-

tached. Also called a plastered globe. See Lamp-globe.

Faucet. Figs. 1591-1602. A synonymous term with

cock, which see for fuller definition.

Faucet-alcove. Figs. 1594. etc. A water-alcove,

see.

Feather-duster. Fig. 1041.

Feed-cock (Searle heater). Figs. 1484-5. A cock

expansion-drum for supplying brine to the pipes,

called & filler.

Feed-door (Baker heater). Fig. 1314; 13, fig. 1301. A
door for closing the aperture giving access to the fire-

pot or (in base-burners) magazine. See also Fire-door.

Similar parts of other heaters are (Gouge heater) fig.

1450; (Kohler stove) F, fig. 1474; (Searle heater) figs.

1484^5; (Bissell heater) fig. 1359. It is surrounded by a

feed-door frame.

Feed-door bolt (Gouge heater). Fig. 1419.

Feed-door chute (Bissell heater). Figs. 1356-1404. An-
other name for a tube-like feed-door frame. In the Bis-

sell heater, however, an exterior feed-door frame, figs.

1370-9S, is also used. Chute is a corruption of shoot.

Feed-door frame (B.ssell heater). Figs. 1370, 1398.

Feed-door handle (Baker heater). Fig. 1315.

Feed-door lining (Gouge heater). Figs. 1451, 1415. A
double plate to the feed-door, leaving an air-space be-

tween, as in locomotive fire-box doors.

Feed-door register (Bissell heater). Figs. 1365, 1391. A
giatiog for the admission of air, closed by a slide.

Feed-door slide (Gouge heater). Fig. 1417. See above.

Feed-door spring (Gouge heater). Fig. 1419.

Feed-door stop (Gouge heater). Fig. 1419.

Feeder-cup and collar (for lamps). Figs. 915-6.

Feeder-screw and hoop (for lamps). Figs. 934-5.

Feed-tube (student lamp). 31, figs. 853-4. The tube con-

necting the reservoir with the burner. The siandard by

which the entire lamp is supported passes through it.

Feed-tube collar (student lamp). G, figs. 853-4.

Feed-valve. 1. (Weslinghouse engineer's brake-valve.) 7,

fig. 334.

2. (Of engine signal-valve, Westmghouse train signal

app's.) 6, fig. 690. The valve regulating the supply of

air from the main reservoir.

Felt-edge (for car-seats). Fig. 1335. A device for building

up the edges of car-seat cushions, to do away with the

stitched-roll generally used. It is simply a roll of felt

stitched in such a manner as to fit over a cleat; and when
tacked down it forms an even elastic face to the cushion.

Female centre-plate. The body and truck centre-plates

are sometimes called male and female plates. See Cen-

tre-plate.

Female gauge. An external gauge, which see.

Fender. See Door-fender (street cars).

Fender-board. 7, fig. 686. A board at the end of pas-

senger-car steps to prevent mud and dirt from being

thrown on them by the wheels. More commonly, string-

board. The splash-board, if used, goes on the back side

of the steps.

Fender-guard. 22, figs. 1843-6. See below.

Fender-rail (street-car bodies). 21, figs. 1843-6. A longi-

tudinal exterior rail.between the belt-rail and the sill, and

to which an iron panel called a. fender-guard is attached

to protect the panels from contact with other vehicles.

Ferry push-car. Fig. 73. A very long plalform-car used

for pushing or pulling other cars on or off a ferry-boat

when the latter is approached by an incline too steep for

locomotives, so that the latter can push or pull the

cars without running on the incline.

Fibre-packing. See Elastic-fibrejournal-packing. Patent

waste.

Filler (for Winslow heater). B, fig. 1534, and E, fig. 1536.

A feed-cock for filling the safety-tank A with water.

Fillet. A smalllight moulding, as 1, 3 or 10, figs. 1050-64.

More generally termed beads. See Moulding.

Filling-funnel (Baker heater). 28, fig. 1301 ; fig. 1333. A
funnel attached to the combination-cock for filling the

circulating-drum with brine.

Filling-groove (Moehring argand lamp). H, figs 849-50.

Filling-piece (for door-post). 35, fig. 186. Any piece of
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timber which has no other structural purpose than to

close a gap.

Filling-tu.be (Moehrin* argand lamp). I, fig. 849-50.

Filling-valve (Pmtsch gas-lighting apparatus). A, fig.

813, also figs. 818-19. More properly, recipient filling

valve, which see.

Finger-plate ( Wolfrath sash-lift and lock). N, figs.

1700-2. Corresponds to the trigger of a sash-lock, which

see, and subserves the same end. but is connected with

the sash-lift.

Finishing varnish (painting). An elastic (oily) varnish ap-

plied in two coats. The first is allowed at least 48 hours

to dry. The second and fuller coat of the same varnish

is then applied and the car is kept out of the sun, but

exposed to the air for a number of days. A first-class

job can be turned out in 12 or 15 days, hardly in less time

if a durable finish is desired. Additional time between

coats will give additional safety. See Painting.

Fire-box (Gouge heater). 52, figs. 1413-4, etc. The vari-

ous parts are the top, bottom, two ends, back lining, back

of heater-case, etc.

Fire-chamber (Bissell heater). Figs. 1360-1401. More
omrnonly termed in other stoves the firepot. It is in

three parts, termed top, middle and lower sections.

Fire-door. 1. (Johnson heater.) 12-13, fig. 1472. A feed-

door, which see. There are two, outside and inside.

2. (Spear heater.) 17, figs. 1486-90, 1502-5.

Fire-door frame (Johnson heater). 14, fig. 1472. (Spear

heater.) 18, figs. 1486-90, 1504.

Fire-extinguisher. Fig. 1044. See Babcoclc fire-extin-

, guisher.

Fire-guard, front (Johnson heater). 8, fig. 1472.

Fire-pot (Baker heater). Fig. 1305 ; 4, fig. 1301
;
(Gouge

heater) 15, figs, 1405-7; (Kohler stove) A, fig. 1474;

(Spear heater) figs. 1498, 1519 ; 12, figs. 1486-90
;

(Winslow heater) B, fig. 1536. Also called fire-chamber,

fire-box, furnace, and sometimes cylinder.

Fire-proof bottom (Spear heater). Fig. 1524. A plate

with circular corrugations, placed inside of the bottom-

plate, on top of the floor.

First-class car. Figs. 48-9, 62-3. The ordinary American
•day coach used by the great bulk of short trip passengers.

So called to distinguish it, on the one hand, from those

of an inferior grade, as emigrant and (rarely) second-class

cars, and on the other hand from sleeping and parlor cars

(which see), in which an extra charge, in addition to the

ordinary fare, is made, and which are the true American
first-class cars.

First-class carriage (English). Figs. 204 to 207. Nearest

American equivalent, parlor, or drawing-room car. A
coach for passengers paying the highest rate of fare. It

is divided into four or more compartments, each about 7

feet cube, and seating sis or eight passengers.

Fish van (English). A covered vehicle adapted to run on
passenger trains, and fitted to carry fresh fish in crates

or boxes. When without a roof it is termed a. fish truck.

Fittings. Figs. 696-1707. Furnishings, which see.

Five-group spiral spring. Figs. 2078-2099. See Spiral

spring.

Fixed brake-lever. 5, figs. 338-9, etc. More commonly,
dead-lever. A brake-lever, the upper end of which is

fastened to a brake-lever stop or dead-lever guide.

Fixed or stationary freight-car lock. Figs. 1014-7.

1108-9. A lock which is attached to the side of a car.

The bolt or hasp is fastened to the door.

!
Fixed grate (Gouge heater). 2, fig. 1407. A square

grate with a large circular openiDg for the movable

grate.

Fixed hanger (bell- cord). Figs. 732-3, 742. See.Be«-cor<i

hanger

Fixed ratchet (in Morgan's deck-sash pivot). Figs. 161

21. The piece attached to the side of the windo
frame with which the sash-ratchet engages, the latter

being pressed against it by a spring.

Flag-holder (for corner-post of passenger car). A cast

or malleable iron receptacle for a signal-flag staff. It

has a lug cast on it which engages into a flag-holder

plate attached to the corner-post. See also CoolbaugK
lantern and flag-holder, figs. 967-8, and tail-light.

Flag-holder plate. 161, figs. 169, 179, 181. See below.

Flange. 1. (Of bell-cord guides, etc., etc.) Figs. 720-24.

A projecting rim for attaching the part to any surface

by wood screws.

2. (Of a car-wheel.) 26, fig. 2002. A projecting edge

or rim on the periphery for keeping it on the rail. The
inside edge of the flange which connects with the tread

of the wheel is termed the throat, and the extreme outer

point the toe of the flange. Worn flanges having flat

vertical surfaces extending over | inch from tread of

wheel, or less than 1 inch thick, are a cau*e for rejection
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under the rules for interchange of traffic. The standard

distances fixed by the Master Car-Builders' Association,

from outside of flange to inside of tread in surface, is 4

feet 5£ inch, as shown in fig. 1996. See Flange gauge

and flange and journal gauge. See also Wheel-centre

flange, G, fig. 2167.

Flange and journal gauge. Fig. 2123. One of the M. C.

B. standard gauges, for testing the centering of the wheel,

wear of flange, etc.

Flange brake-shoe. Figs. 247-8. See Ross flange brake-

shoe.

Flange-collar (of a passenger-car dcor lock). C, fig. 1C05.

Flange-gauge, or distance-gauge. Fig. 1996. A gauge
for determining the correctness of the distance between
inside and outside of flanges. The dimensions shown in

the engravings are those adopted as standard by the M.
C. B. Association.

Flange-lip. 1. (Atwood's hemp-packed wheel.) E, fig. 2167.

A dove-tailed projection on the wheel-center entering

into a corresponding groove in the tire to hold on the

flange in case of accident, but otherwise sustaining no
- strain.

2. (Ross flange brake-shoe.) B, C, fig. 247.

Flanger. See Snowflanger,
Flap-door (English). See Falling-door.

Flashing (Lorenz refrigerator car). T, figs. 130-130A.

''Plumbing. A lap-joint used in sheet-metal roofing,

where the edges of the sheets meet on a projecting ridge.

A strip of lead leading the drip of a wall into a gutter."

—Knight. Hence extended to mean any strip of sheet-

metal of an L-section used to make a water-tight

joint,

Flat-bar spiral-spring. Figs. 2061-77. One made by
winding a flat bar flatwise, in distinction fioni edge-

rolled, which is a similar bar wound edgewise.

Flat-car. Figs. 13-14. etc. A car, the body of which con-
sists simply of a platform, which is not inclosed on the
sides or top. If sides are added it becomes a gondola car.

See Car and freight car.

Flat or oval coupling-pin. Figs. 444-5, 436-7. See
Coupling-pin,

Fletcher journal-box lid. Figs. 2019-20. A flat plate

held down by a spring at the pivct. The drawings given
are somewhat in error. There is a sleeve washer which
fits in over the pivot-bolt to afford a bearing for the nut,

and no pin is used to hold the latter in place, as repre-

sented.

Flexible car window-blind (Wilson's, which see). Figs.

1645-7, 185a. The Paid flexible window-blind is another

style accomplishing the same end in a different manner.

It uses slats with alternate concave and convex edges,

united by a strip of spring-brass. A pair of spring-brass

wires connect the slats in the middle.

Flexible frame (logging and other cheap cars). Figs.

1729-30. A frame so constructed that the natural spring

of the wood may serve in part as an equivalent for me-
tallic springs, the latter being dispensed with. Many
narrow-gauge freight use spring end-sills, which see, in

a similar manner.
Flexible-top seat-cushions. Figs. 1205-7, 1212-13. A

seat-cushion, the top of which is in detached parts so

that one part can yield without carrying down the

other.

Floating connecting-rod (Hodge brake). 8, fig. 235. A
horizontal rod which connects the two floating-levers

together.

2. (Westinghouse brake.) 8, fig. 325. A rod which

connects a cylinder-lever with a floating-lever.

Floating-lever (Hodge brake). 7, fig. 235 ; 12, fig. 325.

One of two horizontal brake-levers which are used under

the centre of a car-body. They are each connected at

one end with one of the brake-levers on the truck, and

at the other end with the brake-windlass. The centres

of the floating-levers are connected together by a rod

called a floating connecting-rod.

2. (Westinghouse freight brake. ) 4, figs. 338-9; fig.. 349.

A lever, to the middle of which the push-rod is attached,

each end being connected directly to the live-lever of

each truck.

Floating-lever connecting-rod (Westinghouse freight

brake -gear). 16, figs. 338-9. More properly floating

connecting-rod, which see.

Floor. 1. " That part of a building or room on which we

walk ; the bottom or lower part consisting, in modern

houses, of boards, planks, or pavement.

2. " A platform of boards or planks laid on timbers

as in a bridge or car ; any similar platform."—Webster.

3. 27, figs. 82-185. The boards which cover the sills,

of a car. In passenger cars the floor always consists of

two and sometimes three courses of boards, called re-
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spectively the flooring, intermediate floor and deafening

ceiling, the latter being on the under side of the sills. An
intermediate, or upper floor, more commonly called the

double-deck, is used in stock cars for carrying sheep and
hogs. Hopper-bottom cars have an inclined floor sub-

divided into inclined end-floor and s/de-floor when both

are used, which is not usual. This floor is now often

made of iron plates called hopper-plates.

Floor air-inlets (Lorenz refrigerator car). F, figs. 130-

130}.

Floor-beam. A. sill, which see.

Floor blocking-strip (box cars). 205, figs. 97-101. A
strip of approximately triangular section nailed between
the posts along the floor, to which the inside lining is

attached.

Floor-frame. The main frame of a car-body underneath
the floor, including the sills, body-bolsters, needle-beams,

etc. In England called the under-frame.

Floor-furnishings. Figs. 802-811.

Flooring. Tongued and grooved (which see) boards of

which a passenger car floor is made. The floor of freight

cars is commonly two-inch planking.

Floor-mat. Figs. 806-7. A texture or structure of hemp,
cocoa-fibre, rattan, india-rubber, wood or other material,

laid on the floor of a car for passengers to clean their

boots and shoes on. Mats are placed on the floors of

street cars to take up the dirt and dust. See Cocoa-fibre.

Wood floor-mat. Rubber floor-mat. The latter are either

perforated or corrugated.

Floor-pipe (for closet-hoppers). Figs. 1087-89. A pipe

passing thiough the floor of the car only, with which
the hopper proper is connected.

Floor-stop. 1. (For door-holder.) Figs. 764-778. A catch
for a door-holder attached to the floor, in distinction

from a partition-stop attached to the wall or partition.

See Door-holder.

2. (Grain-door.) g, fig. 378.

Floor-timbers. 3, 4, figs. 82-92, 102-8, 142-3, 155-85; 10,
figs. 1843-6. The main timbers in the frame of a car-

body underneath the floor, and on which the latter rests.

They are chiefly the sills (side, centre and intermediate)
and the end-sills. The English term is under-frame.
See also Diagonal floor-timber. Inclined floor-timber.

Transverse floor-timber.

Floor-timber braces. 8, fig. 103 ; 7, figs. 170, 182. Diag-

onal timbers let into the sills under the floor to stiffen

the floor-frame laterally.

Floor-timber distance-block. 7, figs. 106-7, 143 ; 5, figs.

170, 182. A short transverse piece of timber placed be-

tween adjoining floor-timbers and sills to stiffen them,

the whole being fastened together with bolts. The floor-

timber distance-blocks sometimes (as A 8 , fig. 122) con-

stitute collectively in connection with a cross-frame tie-

bolt a substitute for a cross-frame tie-timber or needle-

beam for stiffening the floor of the car. in iron frame

cars, tie-plates are riveted across the top of the sills to

subserve the same purpose, as C 2 , fig. 147.

Floor-traps (refrigerator car). M, figs. 130-130^.

Floor-tubes (Gouge heater). Fig. 1439. Small tubes

through the bottom of the running-pips and floor at 66,

fig. 1470, to prevent dust accumulating in the running-

pipes.

Flue (suspended heater). E, figs. 1529-32. For hot air.

See Hot-air pipe, etc.

Flush bolt. Figs. 761, 997. A bolt attached to a slide

which is let into a door, sash, or window, so as to be

flush with its surface. A spring flush-bolt is commonly
called a, cupboard-catch.

Flush-bolt keeper. A, fig. 997, etc. A plate which is at-

tached to a door, sash, or window frame, and has a

suitable hole in which a flush-bolt engages. When for

spring-bolts, as in the engraving, they are also called

strike-plates.

Flush-catch. Figs. 1628-9.

Flush-handle. Figs. 990, 996, 746, 761. A handle for a

lock or latch which is placed in a recess, as of a door,

sash, or berth, and which does not project beyond the

surface of the object to which it is attached.

Flush sash-lift. Fig. 1667. A metal plate with a recess,

to take hold of, which is let into a sash so as to be flush

with its surface.

Fluted-glass lamp-reflector. Fig. 844. A cheap reflector

for st i eet and narrow-gauge cars.

Fogg's upper-berth hinge. Fig. 1240. See Berth-hinge.

Folding arm-rest, or elbow-rest (English). 198, figs.

204, 205, 206. A wooden support for the elbow, up-

holstered on both the upper and lower sides, and fitted

with a spring hinge, so that it can be turned up to lie

flat against the back of the seat, in order to allow a pas-

senger to lie down at full length on the seat.
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Folding-side gondola car. A gondola car, the sides of

which are attached with hinges, so that they can be

folded up or down.
Follower. 1. A very common abbreviation for a follower-

plate, which see.

2. (For grate, Johnson heater.) 17, fig. 1472. A plate

to prevent escape of dust when shaking the grate, by
keeping the opening closed.

3. (Janney coupler.) 113, figs. 542-54. A drawbar
follower-plate.

4. (Janney-Miller coupler.) 99, figs. 542-554, 602-35.

A drawbar follower-plate.

5. (Pistons, which see.) A common abbreviation for

the follower-plate, which holds on the packing-rings of

a piston.

Follower-bolt. A piston follower-bolt. See Piston.

Follower-guide (Janney-Miller coupler). 100, figs. 542-

554, 602-35. (Logging cars.) Fig. 1777. A drawbar
guide, which see.

Follower-lug. Fig. 1742. A drawbar stop, which see.

Follower-plate. See Buffer-spring follower-plate. Draw-
bar follower-plate. Piston follower-plate. The word
"plate " is commonly omitted from these names.

Follower-plate block, or buffer-spring block (Hoit double-

spring draw-gear). 1, figs. 426-7; 183, figs. 113-5. A
wooden cross-piece in front of the double-spring draw-
bar timbers, [against which the buffer-spring follower-
plate abuts.

Foot-board. 1. (Freight cars.) See Brake-step.

2. -(English) (upper and lower). 172, figs. 205-207.

American equivalent (street cars only) longitudinal
step. Two continuous steps running along the sides of
a carriage or brake van, the upper a short distance below
the doors, and slightly above the level of highest station

platform; the lower about 18 in. from the rail level.

They form steps and prevent any person falling between
the train aud the platform. American excursion ears,

which see, fig. 49i, have a single foot-board, often so
called.

Foot-board bracket. See Brake-step bracket.

Foot-plate (Janney coupler). 7, figs. 542-554. A cast-iron

wearing plate on the upper side of the passenger plat-

form nosing or end rail.

Foot-rail. 127, fig. 158 ; 7, figs. 1122-4. A horizontal

wooden bar underneath a car-seat for the passengers who

occupy the next seat to rest their feet on. These fixed

foot-rails are often called foot-rests, as in old edition of

this dictionary, but such use is confusing, since the term

foot-rest, which see, is applied to many fonns of ad-

justable foot-rests. See Side foot-rest

Foot-rest. 1. 8, fig. ll'^O. Any movable support for the

feet of passengers, especially two horizontal wooden bars

underneath a car-seat, and attached to two iron rockers

called foot-rest carriers, pivoted in the centre so that it

can be adjusted to a comfortable position for the passen-

ger occupying the next seat, or moved out of the way,
if desired. Another style is an adjustable foot-rest, fig.

1194, sliding on rabbet pieces. A portable stuffed carpet

foot-rest is usually termed an ottoman, fig. 1164.

2. (Hartley chair.) 2, figs. 1154-8. An extension of

the chair, consisting of two leaves, front and back,

carried within the foot-rest frame and supported from
below by afoot-rest carrier. The latter is in the form of

the arc of a circle, and its position is regulated by the

adjusting-lever 15. Some of the chairs also carry a back

foot-rest 5 and 6, fig. 1157, for the benefit of the occupant

of the chair in the rear.

Foot-rest carriers. 9, figs. 1120-53. See above.

Foreign car. Any car not belonging to the particular

railroad on which it is running, including line cars,

which see. By the established rules for interchange of

traffic all such cars are, or are supposed to be, inspected

before entering on the lines of a foreign corporation, and
" if an accepted foreign car is injured upon a road it

shall be repaired by and at the expense of the company
in possession thereof as promptly as it repairs its own
cars." The cost thereof is sometimes charged to the

owner of the car and sometimes not, according to an
elaborate system of rules revised annually.

Forked hanger (•'American" horizontal-cylinder driver-

brake). 7, figs. 358-9. The suspending-link for the

brake-blocks.

Foster rim night-latch. Fig. 1026. A night - latch

somewhat similar to the Yale lock, which see.

Fount. See Lamp-fount.

Four-place boudoir (Mann boudoir sleeping car, which

see) Fig. 680-1.

Four-way cock (triple valve, which see, of Westinghouse

brake). Figs. 326, 332-3. A tapered conical spindle, with

two passages in it which form a faucet for opening and
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closing communication, between the brake-cylinder, res-

ervoir and brake-pipe.

Four-wheel car. Figs. 4, 19, 23, 41-3, etc.- The original

type of railway vehicle, still almost universal in England

and on the Continent, and very largely used in this coun-

try for coal cars, and to some small extent for box cars and

gondola cars. The truck of an ordinary American eight-

wheel car is simply a four-wheel car carrying half the

weight of the car-body as a dead load upon it.

Four-wheel trucks. Figs. 1907-68.

Frame. 1. The outline or skeleton upon which a struct-

ure is built up. In a car the framing is usually sup-

posed to mean the side frame as distinguished from the

floor-frame, unless otherwise so expressed. The leading

types of freight-car frame are shown in figs. 84, 89, 93,

97,121, etc. See Bastard Howe. Bastard Pratt. The
leading styles of passenger car framing are shown in figs.

155, 177, 159 and 64-5, and also in perspective view, fig.

186. The plan of floor-framing, fig. 648, is wholly special

to street cars. An example of the increasing use of iron

in framing is the Challender truss, fig. 1855, which is a

plate girder taking the place of the ordinary truss-rods,

body-braces, truss-planks, etc.

2. (Of a door, ventilator, window-sash, mirror, etc.)

The rectangular or curved border surrounding or inclos-

ing it.

See Berth-spring frame. Lever-frame.
Continuous truck-frame. Match-striker frame.
Cushion-frame. Mirror-frame.
Door-frame. Name-panel frame.
End-frame. Register frame.
Fire-doorframe. Signal-bell frame.
Crate-frame.

Framed spring-plank. Fig. 2029. A spring-plank com-
posed of several different pieces framed together.

Franklin Institute system of screw-threads. The Sellers

system of screw-threads, which see, is often called the

Franklin Institute system because the former was first

proposed in a report to, and was recommended by, the

Franklin Institute.

Freight barrow-truck. Figs. 1903, etc. More commonly
supply freight-truck, which see. See also Barrow-truck.

Freight car. Figs. 1-42, 82-143. A general term used to

designate all kinds of cars, which carry goods, merchan-
dise, produce, minerals, etc., to distinguish them from

those which carry passengers. English term, wagon.

Figs. 116-19.

The cost of various styles of freight cars, as established

by the rules for interchange of traffic, has varied in dif-

ferent vears as follows :

1884. 1883. 1882. 1881. 1880. 1879.
Eight-wheel box car, 32 to 35 ft.. $500 $520 $575 $575)

" box car, 32 ft. or -$450 $425
under 480 500 550 550)

" " stock car, 32 ft. or
over 500 520

" " stock car, 32 ft. or ,
under 470 490 550 550 450 .. .

" " gondola car, 20-ton,
drop-bottom 430 450) 1

" " gondola coal-car. 20- y 525 )-525 375 ....
ton, hopper-bottom 505 525) )

" " gondola, 3L ft. or
over 380 400

" " ordinary gondola, less
than 31 ft 355 375 475 450

" " ordinary flat car, 31
ft. or over 340 360 460 460

" ordinary flat car, un-
der 31 ft 330 350 425 425 350 ....

Four-wheel gondola car,with truck
and drop-bottom . . 305 325 350 350

" boxcar 230 250 300 300 250 ....
" " ordinary coal ear.. . 205 225 250 250 225

One pair four-wheel trucks 222 230 275 275 225 210

For varieties of freight cars, see Car. For lettering

(which see) of freight cars, see figs. 658-63.

Freight-car bell-cord guide. Fig. 716. Bell-cords are

not. as a rule, used at all on freight cars.

Freight-car lock. Figs. 1011-18, 1108-9. A lock for fasten-

ing the doors of freight cars. The usual freight-car lock

is a simple padlock with seals, but stationary or fixed

freight-car locks are in increasing use.

Freight-car trucks (diamond type, which see). Figs.

1907-40. (Miscellaneous types.) Figs. 1941-53.

Freight-house truck. Figs. 1898-1906. A freight truck,

which see. See also Barrow-truck. Wagon-truck.

Freight-train brake (compression). Figs. 368-9. See

Compression brake. Brake-gear. (Westinghouse.) Figs.

336-357. See Westinghouse brake.

Freight-truck. Figs. 1903-6. A two-wheeled vehicle,

universally used about stations for loading and unload-

ing freight. A baggage-barrow is much the same. Bag-

gage-barrows and freight-trucks are both sometimes des-

ignated as freight or baggage barrow-trucks. See Freight

barrow-truck, figs. 1903-6. Freight wagon-truck, fig.

1899. Push baggage-car, fig. 1713.

Freight wagon-truck. Fig. 1899. A four-wheeled

vehicle for moving freight by hand.

Fresnel lantern. Fig. 986. A lamp inclosed in a cylin-
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drical Fresnel lens, which see. They are more used in

marine than in railroad service.

Fresnel lens. Figs. 957-8. A lens formed of concentric

rings of glass or other transparent substances, one or

both sides of which are bounded by spherical surfaces.

The object of making'a lens in this form is to reduce its

thickness in the centre, and thus kssen the liability of

having flaws and impurities in the glass, and also to re-

duce the absorption and aberration of the rays which
pass through it. Such lenses are also made of a hollow,

cylindrical form, and used to inclose signal lamps. The
outside of the glass is formed of successive rings, the

external surfaces of which are bounded by spherical sur-

faces.

What is known to the trade as a semaphore, lens is a

Fresnel lens with the inner surface concave.

Friction-block. See Swing-hanger friction-block.

Friction-plate. The body and truck side-bearings, which
see, are sometimes called friction-plates. See Chafing-
plate. Drawbar friction-plate.

Friction-roller. A wheel or pulley interposed between a
sliding object and the surface on which it slides to di-

minish the friction. See Car-door hanger, figs. 791-801.

Sliding-door friction-roller.

Frieze. That portion of a passenger or street car body on
the outside, between the cornice or eaves of the roof and
the tops of the windows. The letter-beard occupies this

space.

Frieze-ventilator. 141, fig. 155; figs. 1272, etc. See Venti-

lator.

Frieze ventilator-plate. Figs. 1562-3. A perforated metal
plate placed on the outside of a frieze-ventilator to ex-

clude rain and cinders from the car.

Frieze ventilator-register. Figs. 1553, 1272, etc.

Front. See Ash-pit front. Alcove-front. Water-alcove

front.

Front cylinder-head (Westinghouse brake). 5, figs. 329-

331, 354. For convenience of designation, the end of the

cylinder opposite to the piston-rod is called the/rontend,
and that adjoining the piston-rod,"[the bach" end., as in

locomotives.

2. (Westinghouse tender brake.) 5, figs. 307, 330.

Front face-plate (steel-tired wheels, which see). Figs. 2163-

71, etc. See Face-plate.

Front fire-guard (Johnson heater). 8, fig. 1472.

Front hot-air pipe (Gouge heater). 9, figs. 1405-7.

Front-lining (Gouge heater). 61, fig. 1410. A part used

to make the double air-chamber that protects the front

of case.

Front of case (Gouge heater). 87, fig. 1412. See above.

Front-offset (Gouge heater). 85, fig. 1409.

Friction-washer (lower and upper) (of swing link-hanger,

which see). 3 and 7, figs. 2110-1.

Front-rest (for cross-bar of Gouge heater). 8, fig. 1444.

Front seat-bottom rail (street cars). 37, figs. 1843-6. See

Seat-bottom rail.

Front seat-rail (street cars). 36, figs. 1843, 1844.

2. (English.) 104, figs. 204, 205, 206.

Fruit car. Figs. 121-5. A car of special design for the

carrying of fruit and other perishable products requiring

ventilation. The ventilators are so arranged that they

can be opened and closed while the car is in motion, so

that there may be a constant stream of fresh air passing

through the car. Ice is not used. They are fitted with

the Miller platform and Westinghouse air-brake, being

run largely in passenger trains or at passenger speed.

Fulcrum. 1. "In mechanics, that by which a lever is

sustained, or the point about which it moves."

—

Webster.

See Brake-lever fulcrum.

2. (For propelling-lever of hand-car.) 6, figs. 1724-6.

Fulcrum-bolt (Jauney platform). 12, figs. 542-554, 555-

601. The bolt passing through a fulcrum ferrule in

the knee-timber and forming the fulcrum upon which
the yoke-lever works.

Fulcrum-ferrule (Janney platform). 35, figs. 542-54, 555-

601. See above.

Funnel, i . "A vessel for conveying fluids into close

vessels : a kind of inverted hollow cone with a pipe ; a

tunnel."

—

Webster. See Filling-funnel. Pohe-hole fun-
nel.

2. (Bissell heater.) Fig. 1403. The cast-iron conical

sheet between the ash-box and the grate. The lower

section of the fire-chamber fits on to it.

Furnace (suspended heater). A, figs. 1529-32. The part

ordinarily known as fire-pot or fire-chamber, which see.

Furnishings. Figs. 696-1707. A term designating the

smaller fixtures, hardware, etc. The engravings are

alphabetically classified as follows :

Basket-racks, bell-cord, door (bolts, springs, etc., door

stops, hinges, sliding-door fixtures), floor, gas fixtures,
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lamps (.centre lamps, side lamps), lamp-burners, lamp
- .chimneys and shades, lanterns, locks, miscellaneous,

mouldings, postal-car, saloon, seals, seats (parlor-car

chairs, seat-arms, etc., seat-ends and mouldings, up-

holstery details), sleeping-car stoves and heaters

(Baker, Bissell, Gouge, Johnson, miscellaneous, ranges

and cook-stoves, Searle, Spear, suspended heater, Wins-

low), table, ventilators, wash-room, water-coolers, etc.,

window (deck sashes, lower windows).

Of the above list, it might be questioned whether

mouldings and stoves or heaters would be ordinarily

classed as furnishings, though so classified for con-

venience.

Furniture car. An extra-sized box car. Usual dimensions

about 34 ft. over end-sills, 9 ft. 4 in. over side-sills, 7 ft.

6 in. from top of sills to under side of plate. More partic-

ularly designed for carrying furniture and made extra

large.

Furring'. 59, figs. 155-85; 12, fig. 186. Pieces of wood placed

in a "wall or other position to nail something to, as a

panel or moulding. See Panel-furring.

Furring-blocks. 12, fig. 186. See above.

Fusee. The cone or conical part of a watch or clock,

round which is wound the chain or cord. It is a very

ancient mechanical contrivance, and is made of a cone

f:orm in order to equalize the power of the spring, the

leverage of the cord increasing as the resistance of the

spring increases, and vice versa. Fusees are shown in

figs. 1.349 {berth-springfusee) and 1703.

G
Gagger. A chaplet, which see.

Gain. "In architecture, a beveling shoulder, a lapping of

timbers, or the cut that is made for receiving a timber."
— Webster. In car work the term generally means a
notching of one piece of timber into another. Boxing is

almost a synonymous term. The timbers are boxed out

in order to gain them into each other. A mortise, which
see, is usually deeper and does not extend clear across

the stick.

Galvanized iron. Sheet iron coated with zinc by immers-
ing it in a bath of the liquid metal covered with sal

ammoniac, after first cleaning it in a bath of dilute acid.

An amalgam of 11.5 zinc and 1 mercury is sometimes

used. It is usually made in sheets about 2 feet wide by
6 to 9 feet long, and its thickness measured by its num-
ber, wire-gauge (W. G.). See Kalamined iron.

Gardner's geared seat-arm. Figs. 1131-1143-3. A deviee

for giving a backward slope to car-seats with reversible

backs by a rack and pinion movement in the seat-arm

and seat-arm pivot. Several other devices for the same
purpose exist. See engravings.

Garnish rail (English). Ill, figs. 304-6. A horizontal

piece of ornamental wood curved on the upper surface

and placed on the inner side of the mouth of the slot into

which the movable window falls. It carries the glass

string roller, which see.

Gas-burner. "The jet-piece of a gas-lighting apparatus

at which the gas issues and combustion takes place."

—

Knight. A system of gas burning is in use on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad by compressing 'ordinary city gas.

Another and more elaborate system is the Pintsch, which
see, figs. 812-37.

Gas-pipe. See Pipe.

Gas-pipe ^fittings. Figs. 1327-48, etc. See Pipe-fittings.

Gas-tubs (sun burner). Fig. 886. A safety device for

conducting to the flame and utilizing for light the vola-

tile products evaporated by the heat of the burner.

Gasket. "A strip of leather, tow, or textile fabric, to form
a packingorcalk ajoint."

—

Knight. The term is also ap-

plied, probably with perfect correctness, to sheets of lead,

copper, etc., used for the same purpose. The Westing-

hous i engine and air-pump gaskets, 35-41, figs. 393-9,

etc., ai-e copper. A peculiar gasket or packing-ring of

rubber faced with lead to prevent the gas injuring the

rubber is used in all joints of the Pintsch gas apparatus,

figs. 824-5.

Gaskets take their name from the parts which they

are used with.

GasDlier. A recent attempted -addition to the English

language signifying a chandelier burning gas. It is

unauthorized by good usage.

Gate. 1. See Platform-gate.

2. (Of a casting-mould.) The opening through which

the melted metal is poured. Also called Ingate.

Gauge. 1. (Of track.) The distance in the clear between

the heads of the rails of a railroad ; 4 ft. 8J- in. is the

standard gauge; if greater than this, a broad gauge,

which see ; if smaller, a narrow gauge, which see*
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Wide gauge, usually means a minor and irregular or ex-

ceptional enlargement of a given fixed gauge, in dis-

tinction- from tight gauge, a corresponding construction.

2. A tool or instrument used as a standard of measure-
ment of pressure or size.

See Air-gauge. . Screw pitch-gauge.
Cylindrical-gauge. Screw-thread gauge.
Pressure-gauge. Wheel and axle gauges.
Screic-gauge. Wh itworth-gauge

.

Gauze. See Wire-gauze.

Gear. 1. Apparatus : In mechanics the term is used to

designate a combination of appliances for effecting

some result, as valve-gear. See Brake-gear. Draw-gear.
Swing-motion gear.

2. Wheels are said to be in gear when they have cogs

interlacing.

Geared seat-aim. Figs. 1131, 1142. See Gardner's geared

seat-arm.

Gear-wheel. 5, figs. 1720-3; 9, figs. 1724-6, etc. Any
cogged wheel is a gear-wheel, but the term is usually re-

stricted to the larger one of two cog-wheels in gear, the

lesser one being called the pinion. The gear-wheel is also

called spur-wheel.

Gelatinized fibre. Another name for vulcanized fibre,

which see.

' Gem " door-spring. Fig. 757, See Door-spring.

Gib (for journal-bearings). Figs. 1982-92. A journal-bear-

ing key, which see. This word should not be pronounced
jib. The g has the hard sound.

Gib and key. A fastening to connect a bar and strap to-

gether by a slot common to both, in which a £-shaped gib

with a beveled back is first inserted and then driven fast

by a taper key.

Gibson fastening (English). Fig. 2155. As applied to
railroad wheels, one of the earliest applications of the
principle of securing a tire to a wheel by means of clips

instead of bolts, studs or rivets. The clip shown on the
right hand of the figure is not continuous and is kept in

place by hammering over the lip of the groove in the
tire. This method is being superseded by better modes
of tire fastening, which see.

Gifford car-coupler. Figs. 416-17, 515-6. One of the coup-
lers mentioned as worthy of further trial by the M. C. B.
Association. It is in use on the New York, Lake Erie &
Western and other railroads on a large number of cars.

The principle of the coupler is the use of a rectangular

beveled pin which is automatically driven upward by

the action of an ordinary link in coupling and operates

much the same as a common pin. It does not dispense

with a loose link of common form.

Gimlet-pointed screw. The common wood-screw, which

see, of carpentry and joiner work, having its screw cut

to a point like a gimlet so that it can force its own way
into wood.

Girder. " In architecture, the principal piece of timber in

a floor. Its ends are usually framed into the summers,

or breast-summers, and the joists are framed into it at

one end. In buildings entirely of timber, the girder is

fastened by tenons into the posts."

—

Webster.
" The term girder is restricted to beams subject to

transverse strain, and exerting a vertical pressure merely

on their points of support."

—

Stoney. The term is almost

synonymous with truss. Thus, engineers speak of a

"Howe truss," a "Pratt truss," a "Warren girder,"

and a " lattice girder." The distinction is that a tmss

consists of separate parts held together by pins, or

even simply by pressure, which may be taken down
and re-erected ; whereas a girder is a single solid struc-

ture, either all one solid piece (rolled girder), or of plates

riveted together (plate girder), or of combined plates and

riveted lattice work (lattice girder).

Girth. 49, figs. 82-92, 132-8. A long horizontal piece of

wood on the side of a box-car body fitted to the posts and

braces so as to embrace them, placed about half-way

between the floor and the roof. The end-girth is a

similar stick across the end of the car. The inside lining

reaches up to the girth.

Girth tie-rod. A horizontal rod extending from the door

to the corner-post along the girth of a freight-car and

intended to tie the two posts together.

Gland. 4, fig. 365, etc. A cover of a stuffing-box, as for

a piston-rod, etc. See Piston-rod packing-gland.

Gland-nut ("American" steam brake-valve). 5, figs. 360-2.

See above.

Gland spanner-nut (" American" steam driver-brake). 5,

figs. 363-5. See Spanner.

Glass. See Window-glass. Cut-glass. Sand-blast.

Glass-frame bottom sash-rail (English). See Door-light

bottom sash-rail.
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Glass-frame stile (English). See Door-light stile and quar-

ter-light moulding.

Glass-plate guide (seal-lock). D, fig. 1011.

Glass seal (seal-lock). B, figs. 1011-18.

Glass-string-, or glass-strap (English). 204, fig. 205. A
leather strap by which the window in the door of a car-

riage is raised or lowered. The strap is pierced with a

number of holes which fit a small brass or ivory knob

placed on the door immediately under the glass-string

roller, which see.

Glass-string roller (English,!. 195, fig. 205. In a car-

riage, an ornamental roller attached to the upper edge of

the gamish-ra il in a door. The leather strap (glass-string)

by which the window is raised and lowered passes over

this roller.

Glass watsr-gauge. A gauge consisting essentially of a

vertical glass tube connected at top and bottom with a

boiler so as to make the height of water therein visible.

For Johnson heater, see fig. 1472.

Globe. See Adjustable globe. Lamp-globe.
Fast lamp-globe. Loose-globe.

2. (Of Pintsch gas-burner.) Fig. 816. A globe of hem-
ispherical form, admitting air only from the top. It is

an almost universal type of car lamp-globe in Europe.

Globe-chimney. Figs. 948-53. A lamp-globe chimney,

which see.

Globe-holder. 7, figs. 828-68; for lantern, fig. 978.

Any contrivance for holding a globe on a lamp. Usually

it consists of a metal ling, at the base of the globe, on
which the latter rests, and to which it is fastened with

springs, screws, or by the pressure of the globe-chimney

on top when the latter is adjustable. See Adjustable and
Detachable globe-holder.

" Globe " lamp-shade or lamp-globe. Fig. 948. See Lamp-
shade.

" Globe " ventilator. Figs. 1558-9. A ventilator of spheri-

cal form, with annular openings, which produces an in-

duced exhaust current in whatever direction a current of

air strikes against it.

Glue. A preparation from the hoofs, horns and hides of

animals,washed in lime-water, boiled, skimmed, strained,

evaporated, cooled in moulds, cut into slices and dried

upon nets. If good, it is a hard cake, of a dark but al-

most transparent color, free from black or cloudy spots

and with little or no smell. The more transparent and

amber colored the better. Inferior gluemade from bones
will almost entirely dissolve in cold water ; other kinds

are contaminated with lime. Glue is better for remelt-

ing. The strength of glue for common work is increased

by adding a little common chalk.

Glue size. One pound of glue in a gallon of water.

Double size has about twice this quantity of glue.

Patent size is a kind of gelatine.

Gondola car. Figs. 15-36, 113-5. A flat car inclosed with
low side-plank, usually fixed, but sometimes hinged

so that they can be let down, and in some cases remov-
able. Four-wheeled gondola-cars, fig. 19, are some-
what used. Hopper-bottom gondola cars, figs. 16-18, are

largely used.

Gong. A signal-bell, which see.

Goods wagon (English). Figs. 116-119. American equiv-

alent, freight car. See Wagon.
Goose-neck (Eames coupling). 16, figs. 280-1. A brake-

hose nipple connecting the coupling-hose to the brake-

pipe.

Gouge "ventilator" heater. Figs. 1405-71. One of the

class of heaters relying on distribution of warm air, by

pipes, through the car. It consists of a cast-iron base

and a wrought-iron fire-box, fig. 1414, inside of which
are two wrought-iron radiators. These parts, with the

injector-pipe 56, the front and back hot-air pipes 54
and 55, the deflector-pipe 53, and the smoke-pipes 58
and 59, are inclosed in a galvanized-iron case, fig. 1412,

through the top of which the smoke-pipe 58 is con-

nected with the smoke-head 62 by the connecting-joint

78. The injector catches the fresh ah- that is forced

down by the motion of the car through the injector-pipe

56, in which there is a valve 74-6, to the base of the

heater, where it passes into the case, and into contact

with the heating surfaces. The heated air is then forced

into the front and back hot-air pipes 54 and 55, that

supply the running-pipes, through the front and back
offsets 85 and 86 (fig. 1409). The further course of the

heated air can be traced in the engravings.

Governor (Westinghouse brake). 1, fig. 316. See Pump-
governor.

Governor-block ("American" automatic compression-

brake, which see). 2, figs. 368-9. A pair of cast-iron

blocks pivoted at one end to the axle-clamp 1, surround-

ing the axles, by the governor-block, pin and key 31, and
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controlled in their motion by the governor-block spring

which tends to throw them inward. When centrifugal

force is generated by the revolution of the axle, a pin

on the extremity of the governor-blocks actuates the

mechanism which throws the brake into gear.

Governor-block spring and thimbles ('
' American

"

automatic compression brake). 2, 3, 4, figs. 368-9. See

above.

Grab-irons. 60, figs. 86-96 ; 102', fig. 93; figs. 656-7, etc.

Also termed corner-handles or ladder-handles and hand-

holds. The handles attached to freight cars for the use

of trainmen in boarding the cars. They are often more
definitely specified as roof, side or end grab-iron.

* In a Committee report to the M. C. B. Association, 1883, it

was recommended that " where ladders are on the end of tbe
car a handle be placed horizontally about 24 in. above the
lower edge of sill on side of car above the steps, to enable
trainmen to get a firm hold before or while using the steps;

also when the ladder is on end o£ car a handle should be placed
on opposite corner from the ladder, and when ladders are on
the side of car, two such handles should be placed on each end
of the car about 24 in. above the bottom of sill, thus enabling
train and yard men to sustain themselves while making coup-
lings, and which would be vastly beneficial should they stumble
or otherwise lose their footing."

This report was "received" by the Association, but no other
action was taken.
The grab-irons or handles shown in figs. 656-7 are in the po-

sitions thus recommended.
The term handle, though often used to designate these at-

tachments, is not strictly appropriate to such a part, njr is it

so widely in use as grab-iron. See note to handle. Similar
parts on passenger cars are called hand-rails, which see.

Graduated spring. Figs. 2095-2106. A form of com-
pound spring of recent introduction, but of very wide

and general U33, in which oaly a certain number of the

individual spirals come into action with a light load

and the others only under a heavy load. Another

method of accomplishing the same end, graduating the

resistance of the spring to the load placed upon it, is the

use of the keg-shipid or spool-shaped spring, figs.

2050-5. Under a load the part of larger diameter

closes first and that of smaller diameter is much suffer.

These springs are much used on horse-cars, but rarely

for steam-cars. Graduated springs have formerly been

constructed by combining rubber and spiral spriDgs, but

are now exclusively spiral or combined spiral and ellip-

tic.

Graduating spring (triple-valve of Westinghouse

brake). 9, figs. 332-3, 353, 355-7. A spiral spring which

acts against a collar on the gradua ting-stern to hold the

latter against the triple-valve piston when it is forced

downward.
Graduatin5,-st3m (triple-valve of Westinghouse brake).

7, figs. 332-3; 10, fig. 853 ; 6, figs. 365-7. A slender rod

or pin which works in a hole drilled in the centre of the

tripla-valve piston, and which, by the movement of the

latter, opens and closes communication from the cham-
bers above and below the piston.

Graduating-valve (of Westinghouse triple-valves). Figs.

332-3, 355-7. See above and Triple-valve.

Grain-car. A box car with tight inside grain-doors.

Neirly all box cars are provided with them.

Grain-door. Fig. 3 ; 62, figs. 89, 93. A close-fitting mov-
able door on the inside of a box car by which the lower

part of the door-opening is closed, when the car is

loaded with grain, to prevent the latter from leaking

out. Such doors are usually made so that they can bo

thrown over on one side of the door-way, and thus be

out of the way when they are not used. A great variety

of mechanical devices are used for accomplishing this

purpose, of which the Susemihl & Miller grain-door,

figs. 873-6, and Van Lieuw grain-door, figs. 377-82, are

shown with names of parts.

Grain-door lock (Van Lieuw grain-door). 6, fig. 380.

Grain-door rod. 63, figs. 89, 93. An iron rod attached

to the door-posts on the inside of a box car, to which a

grain-door is fastened or hinged. The door and rod are

geaerally arranged so that the former can be moved to

one side and out of the way when the car is not loaded

with grain.

Grate. (B iker heater). 3, figs. 1301, 1304.

(Bissell heater). Figs. 1367, 1369.

(Gouge heater). Figs. 1407, 1416, 1452.

(Johnson heater). 16, figs. 1472.

(Spear heater). 18, figs. 1490, 1506, 1528a.

A frame of iron bars for holding coals in a stove, fire-

place, etc. It is usually capable of a sliding or rocking

motion, or both, to clear away ashes and clinkers. See

Anti-clinker grate. Safety-grate. In the Gouge heater it is

distinguished as the movable grate, a rectangular fixed

grate, fig. 1416, surrounding it.

Grate-bar (for Spear heater). 20, fig. 1490: fig. 1506.

A cast-iron bar below the grate, and on which the latter

rests.

Grated-door. A door consisting of a wooden frame with
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iron or wooden bars, used on cars for carrying live-

stock. Grated-doors are also shewn in figs. 5-9, E3-4.

Grate-follower (Johnson heater). Fig. 1472. A plate

attached to the grate-shank designed to prevent the

exit of dust into the open air when the grate is shaken

laterally.

Grate-follower (Johnson heater). 17, fig. 1473. See Fol-

lower.

Grate-follower frame (Johnson heater). 18, fig. 1472.

Grate-frame (Gouge heater). Fig. 1459. The frame for

the rectangular fixed-grate.

Grate-rest (Gouge heater). Fig. 1461.

Grate-ring (Spear heater). 19, fig. 1490; fig. 15286. A
cast-iron ring which surrounds the grate.

Grate-shaker (Baker heater). Fig. 1320. An iron bar which

can be attached to a grate to move it in shaking the fire.

Grate-shank (Johnson heater). 15, fig. 1472. The spindle

on which the grate revolves and is supported.

Grate-slide (Gouge heater). Fig. 1445. A movable piece

on the back of the cast front, fig. 14081, in which the

grate-shank works.

Grating.

See Clinker grating. Ventilator grating (fruit

Ice-box grating (refri- car),

gerator cars). Window grating.

Gravel car. A oar for carrying gravel ; usually either a

tip-car or a flat car, the latter most used. They are

often fitted with a central rail, over which a ballast

plow, drawn by the locomotive after detaching it from

the cars, works to unload the car.

Grease axle-box (English). 34, figs. 116-119 and 204-

205. An axle box which is lubricated from above by a

grease composed of tallow, soda and water, which is

solid at ordinary temperatures and melts should the box

get warm. Tbis form is being superseded by the oil

axle-box, which see.

Grease-box. A journal-box, which see.

Grease-chamber (English). 35, fig. 204 and fig. 219. A
cavity above the journal-bearing which contains the lu-

bricating material in a grease axle-box, which see.

Grommet. Figs. 802-804. "A ring formed with spliced

rope (Nautical)." The separate parts of any metallic

eyelet are known as grommets. The two grommets,

when compressed together (with a setting-die), form the

eyelet.

Ground glass. Glass wh ose surface has been roughened by
mechanical or chemical process so as to break up the

light passing through it and destroy its transparency.

Several processes exist ; by the wheel, sand blast, rotat-

ing with pebbles, or by fluoric acid. The sand-blast is

at present most commonly used.

Group-spring. Figs. 2067-88. A spiral car-spring formed

of a number of separate springs, single or nested, united

together by a common pair of spring-plates. It is called

a double, or two-group, a three- group, four-group spring,

etc., according to the number of separate springs.

Guard. 1. See

Dash-guard. Fender-guard.
Door-guard. Heat-guard.
Draw-timber guard. Lining-guard.
Dust-guard. Mirror-guard.

Window-guard.

2. (English.) American equivalent, conductor. A
railway official traveling with and having charge of a

railway train. He unites the functions of the conductor,

baggage-master, express agent and brakeman, but seldom

collects or nips tickets, and never issues them, or receives

fares. An assistant guard is sometimes but not always

carried.

3. (For lanterns.) The exterior wire cover surrounding

the globe and protecting it from accident. They are

termed either single, double or triple guard, according

to whether the number of horizontal wires. Figs. 974-5-

8-9 have a single guard, and figs. 980-82 a double guard.

Guard-band (street cars). See Door-guard band.

Guard-pipe (Creamer brake, which see). 19, fig. 263.

Guard-posts (fruit car). Fig. 124. A row of posts stand-

ing inside of the ventilators and serving as a fender for

the load packed within so as to prevent obstruction to the

ventilators.

Guard-rail gauge. Fig. 2117. One of the M. C. B. stand-

ards. By resolution of the M. C. B. Association the stand-

ard distance between guard-rails to be assumed in fitting

on wheels, was fixed at 4 ft. 5 in., out to out of head.

Guard's van (English). American equivalent, caboose

or baggage-car. See Brake van.

Gudgeon. The bearing portion of a shaft, especially an

upright wooden shaft. A rude journal bearing for 6low

motion. See Screw-coupling nut and gudgeon.

Guide. ?," That which leads or conducts."

—

Webster.

See Bell-cord guide. Drawbar guide.
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Bell-strap guide. Glass-plate guide.

Brake-lever guide. Journal-box guide.

Brake-rod guide. Stop-bar guide.

Dead-lever guide. Strap-hanger guide.

Guide-bar. 1. See Truck-bolster guide-bar or column, 37,

figs. 1907-31.

2. (Of lamp-platform, which see). D, fig. 1190.

Guide-block. 38, figs. 1907-31. See Truck-bolster guide-

block.

Guide-rail. A door-track, -which see.

Gum-spring. A term used by Philadelphians to desig-

nate india-rubber car-springs, which see.

Gun-car or cannon-car. A specially heavy car for trans-

porting ordnance, often having sixteen wheels.

Gun-powder van (English). A covered vehicle adapted

to run on freight trains, and specially fitted for the con-

veyance of explosives. The outside of the body is made
of or covered with iron plates to guard against fire, and

the inside is lined with sheet lead to prevent any sparks

being caused by friction. The door-openings are lined

with felt to insure a tight joint.

Gun-shaped lamp-chimney. Fig. 933. See Lamp-chim-

ney.

Guy. A rope used as a stay, as 35, fig. 1833.

Guy-rings (of a derrick or crane), 17, figs. 77-8. Rings

attached to the head-block at the top of the mast to

which guy-ropes may be attached.

Guy-rope (for leaders of pile-driver car). 35, fig. 1823.

Hair. See Curled hair.

Half-elliptic spring. Figs. 103, 1959; 2, figs. 2036, 2031.

2035. See Spring. Elliptic spring.

Half-elliptic spring-bearing. 1, fig. 2036. A cast or

wrought iron plate.

Half-oval washer (Janney coupler). 23, figs. 544, 555-

601. The washer of the catch-spring bolt.

Half-round bar spiral-spring. Figs. 2059-60. See

Spring. Spiral Spring.

Hammer of a pile-driver car. 1, fig. 1821-4. The heavy
weight (4000 to 4500 lbs.) by which piles are driven. It

falls between the leaders and is provided with a luim-

mer-eye or clevis to which the shears of the lwisting-rope

or hammer-rope are attached. In England called a tup,

which also means a ram or male sheep.

Hammered car-axle. An axle made by forging under a

hammer. Sometimes called faggoted-axle. Hammered
axles are made either of slabs or bars of iron, which are

piled together and then heated, welded and forged into

the form of the axle by hammering, usually under a

steam hammer. The slabs are made by piling small

pieces of scrap-iron, which are then heated and welded

together by forging, forming a scrap axle, which is by
far in most extensive use, but the bars used for making
such_axlesaresometim.es made of rolled iron muck-bars,

which see, and hence called a muck-bar axle.

Hammer-eye, or clevis (of a pile-driver car). 2, figs.

1821-4. See Hammer.
Hammer-rope (for pile-driver car). 39, figs. 1821-4. See

Hammer.
Hammer-rope pulley (for pile-driver car). 40, figs. 1821-4.

A pulley sometimes attached to the floor of the swing-

ing-platform directly in front of the hoisting-gear.

Hamilton refrigerator car. An ice and salt car having

six or more vertical tanks at each end of the car to ob-

tain a large refrigerating surface. Each of the tanks is

surrounded by a metallic shield on which moisture may
condense, also serving as air-flues for promoting circula-

tion. See Refrigerator car.

Hamilton steeled-wheel. A wheel made of cast-iron to

which a small proportion of scrap steel has been added,

varying from 5 to 40 per cent, according to the quality

of the iron, which is claimed to increase its durability.

Handcar. Figs. 1708-26. A small and fight car arranged

with cranks or levers and gearing so that it can be pro-

pelled by hand by persons riding on the car. One of

these cars is provided for each section of 3 to 6 miles of

track. Originally the crank hand car, fig. 1708, was
most used, but the lever hand car, fig. 1709, has now
almost wholly supplanted it, as being much less labori-

ous. Several improved forms, especially double-lever

hand cars, such as the Crossman and the Kalamazoo,

have been introduced to save weight and especially to

avoid difficulty from the dead-centre, which see. A new
form of recent introduction is the Jeffrey " Railroad

Speeder," fig. 1717, worked by treadles. This is said,

with strong probability, to be much easier to run than

any other form, and the principle may be expected to be

further extended to section hand cars. Inspection hand
cars are a special variety, either from their fitting up, as
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those in fig. 1710, or from their lightness, as the three-

wheel hand car, figs. 1712-4, which weighs only 100 lbs.

Hand cars for regular section service weigh from 400 to

800 lbs., generally about 600 lbs. Telegraph hand cars

are a lighter class for the use of telegraph line-men.

Sand-car lever, or propelling lever. 19, figs. 1720-22.

Band-car truss-rod. 26, figs. 1720-3. A transverse or

longitudinal rod by which the floor-frame of a hand car

is trussed.

Band-car wheel. Figs. 2141-3. A light wheel for hand

cars, with cast-iron rim and hub and wrought-iron

spokes, or sometimes with a wooden centre.

Band-hold. Another term for grab-iron, which see, in

common use on the Pennsylvania Railroad system and

elsewhere.

Band-hole. See Dust hand-hole. Fare-wicket.

Bandle. "That part of anything by wbich it is_.held in

the band. A haft. As the handle of a knife or other

instrument."

—

Worcester. Tbey are designated by the

name of the part or thing to which they are a handle,

as Ash-pit door handle, etc.

A grab-iron is often called a handle, and was so named in

the last edition of this dictionary, but grab iron is more
common, and the part is not properly a handle, which means
in general that part by which an object is held and moved
about or controlled.

Bandle spring (Westinghouse engineer's brake-valve). 15,

fig. 334. A spring carrying a dog to hold the handle in

any desired position.

Band-rail. A bar or rail to take hold of with the hand
;

as the body hand-rail of passenger-car platforms, door

hand-rail, inside hand-rail, and step hand-rail of street

cars, and roof hand-rail or brake hand-rail of box and

stock cars, 3, figs. 252-4, all of which see.

2. (Tank cars.) 121, figs. 13JM2. An iron pipe sup-

ported on hand-rail posts on the outside of the running

board, for trainmen to hold on to in passing cars.

Band-rail bracket (postal cars). Figs. 1080-5. See also

Inside hand-rail bracket (street cars, etc.).

Band-rail brace (freight-car roofs). 4, figs. 252-4. See

Roof hand-rail.

Band-rail post (tank car). 122, figs. 139-43.

Band-wheel (for slewing gear of pile-driver car). 48,
figs. 1821-4. See Slewing-gear.

Band wrecking or derrick car. Figs. 80, etc. See Wreck-
ing car.

Hand-straps (street and suburban cars). 96, figs. 1843-6.

Straps attached to the inside hand-rail for passengers to

hold on by. Generally made in. the form of a double

loop.

Hand-wheel. A Brake-wheel, which see.

Hanger. 1. "That by which a thing is suspended."

—

Webster.

2. " A means for supporting shafting of machinery."
—Knight.

See Bell-cord hanger. Bocker-bearing-timbev
Berth curtain-rod hanger.

hanger. Safety-hanger.
Brake-hanger. Spring-hanger.
Door-hanger. Step-hanger.
Link-hanger. Strap-hanger.
Parallel brake- Swing-hanger.

hanger. Swing-link hanger.
Push-rod hanger. T-hanger.

Hanger-link. A Swing-hanger, which see.

Hanger-pin (of "American" steam driver brake). 17,
figs. 358-9, 363-5. The pin by which the brake-shoe

hanger, or forked hanger is attached to the brake-shoe.

Hanger-stud (of ''American" steam driver brake). 10,

figs. 358-9 ; 16, figs. 363-5. The upper attachment of

the brake-shoe hanger or forked hanger.

Hanging-boards, or meat-timbers (refrigerator car). Fig.

130a. Transverse bars resting usually on bogus plates,

to which the load of meat is suspended.

Hanging-door sheave. Figs. 791, etc. See Car-door

hanger.

Harrison postal-car chandelier. Figs. 840-2. See Chan-
delier. An elaborate form of postal-car chandelier with

four lamps, having large reflectors all pivoted on a revolv-

ing lamp-disk, to throw a strong light on any point.

Hartshorn shade-roller. Fig. 1686. See Shade-roller.

An ingenious device to hold window-shades at any de-

sired point by means of centrifugal pawls which fly out

and do not check the revolution of the roller while in.

rapid motion, but engage with and hold it at any point

otherwise. The McKay shade-roller is somewhat sim-

ilar, but uses a cam instead of a pawl.

Hasp (also sometimes termed shackle). I, fig. 1011; B, figs.

1108-9; 3, fig. 1109. The bar which fits over a staple and
is fastened thereon by passing the shackle of a padlock

through the staple or by a pin. The other end of the
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hasp is attached by a pin or another staple to the door.

See Door-hasp. Head-board coupling-hasp.

Hard-hair. A qualify of curled-hair which is very stiff

or rigid. See Curled-hair.

Hart deck-sash pivot and ratchet catch. Fig. 1624.

A device for regulating the opening of deck-sashes, the

special feature of which is the undulating rack, enabling

the sash to be easily moved by the hands and yet hold-

ing it fixed when released in any one of several differ-

ent positions.

Hartley parlor-car chair. Figs. 1154-8. One of the leading

varieties of adjustable chairs for iailrcad use. In its com-

plete form it has three separate f.djustments of the foot-

rest, the back and the head-rest. A rear fooi-rest is

also sometimes attached for the benefit.of the cccupsnt

of the chair in the rear. The adjustments are con-

trolled by a ihxmb-lerer, chair-lack latch and adjusting-

lever.

Hat-cords. Cords which are placed under the ceiling of a

passenger-car and to which hats can be hung up by their

rims. Seldom used. A metal plate called the hai-ccrd

end fastener, with a centre hole and wedge bushings, is

used at the ends of the car, and eyes called hat-ccrd

hangers at intervals between. See Hal-post.

Hatfield hanging-dcer sheave. Fig. 191. See Car-doer

hanger.

Hat-hcok. Fig. 1550. A metal hcok for barging hats on.

Hat-post. 18, figs. 676-7 ; 2, figs. 1271-2, 1551-2. An up-

right metal pin for barging hats en. These are used

chiefly in sleeping and parlor cars.

Hat-post and hook. Fig. 1552.

Hat-rack. A basket-rack, which see.

Hay-car. A boxcar for canying baled hay; usually

made with larger bodies and doors than ordinary box

freight cars.

Head.

1. See Cylinder-head.
Brake-head.
Bvffer-head.
CrofS-head.
Dome-head.

t. (Gouge heater.) Fig. 1440. See Head-joint.

Head-blcck (of a derrick or crane). 18, fig. 77 ; H, figs.

151-3. The casting carried at the top of the mast to

•which the bocm-shce rods, tension-reds and guy-rings.

Draw-head.
Drawbar head.
Piston-head..

Tank-head.

etc., are attached. It usually revolves upon a head-block-

pin.

2. (Of a switch.) The long timber to which the switch-
stand or its equivalent is fastened, and on which the
ends of the switch-rails bear.

Head-board. 16, figs. 676-8. A light partition which
separates one berth in a sleeping-car from that next to it.

It is stowed away by day in the pocket between the
upper berth, when closed up, and the roof. It is secured
in place at the back and front by head-board bolts enter-

ing at the back into a bushing, fixed to the top of the
stationary seat-back, and along the upper inside edge by
a head-board coupling, entering into a head-board coup-
ling keeper. The head-board bolt for the front comer of
the head-board is of peculiar construction designed to

avoid all interruption of a flush surface by day, while
still giving a secure attachment.

Head-board bolt. Figs. 1278-82 ; 17, figs. 676-81. See
above.

Head-board-bolt bushing. Figs. 1280-1. See above.

Head-board coupling. Figs. 1275-6. A metal hasp and
keeper by which a head-board is fastened to the side of

the oar.

The titles to figs. 1:275-6 are misplaced. Fig. 1275 should
read "Head-bcard-coupling keeper," and fig. 1276, "Head-
board-coupling hasp."

Head-board-coupling hasp. Fig. 1276. See above.

Head-board-coupling keeper. Fig. 1275. See above.

Head-board lug. Fjg. 1279J. Serves same purpose as a

bushing, which see.

Head-board pocket. 32, figs. 676-81, 1284. A pocket

which closes up flush with the head-board surface, but

opens at night, by releasing a head-board rack-catch so as

to afford a receptacle for clothing or parcels.

Head-casting (of a derrick or crane). 6, fig. 78. A large

casting placed at the upper end of the boom in certain

forms of derricks. A similar one is shown at L 2 , fig. 152.

Head-joint (Gouge heater). Fig. 1420. The part on which
the ventilating head (fig. 1440) sits, and into which the

shield-box (fig. 1441) slips through the deck-sash, for the

purpose of drawing out the foul air from inside the car.

Headlight burner. Fig. 876. A burner of extra capacity

for locomotive headlights.

|

Head-lining. A painted canvas lining with which the
1

ceilings of passenger cars are covered. The painting on.
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head-linings is intended to be of an ornamental char-

acter. When of wood the head-lining is called ceiling.

The duck for head-lining conies in any width up to 13

feet. Head-lining is sometimes cut up into panels, but

a paneled ceiling is usually understood to be a wood
ceiling, which is largely supplanting canvas head-linings.

-'Head-lining nail. Figs. 1045-5J. A nail with a large

button-shaped head especially made for fastening heid-

linings to the ceilings of cars.

3Iead-rest. 1. (Hartley chair.) See Hzad-rest carrier.

2. (English.) 199, figs. 204, 205, 203. In a fir3t-class

carriage, a fixed vertical wooden projection from the

back of the seat, thickly padded with horse hair and

covered with broadcloth or leather. It serves to support

the side of the head of a passenger.

ZHead-rest carrier (Hartley chair).- 10, figs. 1154-8.

Arms pivoted to the upper portion of the back frame

and carrying the head-rest. Their position is regulated

by a thumb-lever at the side of the chair.

deadstock (English). 2, figs. 116, 117, 205 and 208.

American equivalent, end-sill. The transverse end mem-
ber of the underfrarm, which see. It is pierced trans-

versely in the centre for the draw-gear, and the buffing

gear is carried near the ends.

deadstock and diagonal-knee (English). 83, fig. 208.

A wrought-iron knee connecting the headstoak to the

diagonal and the sole-bar, and thus binding three of the

four main members of the underframe together.

Spring-link, or spring-shackle (English). 84, fig. 205.

American equivalent, spring-hanger, a term also used in

England. A link attached to the end of a laminated

spring by which the weight is placed upon it.

"Headstock cap (English). 13, figs. 205 and 207. A cast-

iron cap fitting the end of the headstock in order to

prevent its splitting, and to prevent any access of water

to the end grain of the wood. A wrought-iron strap is

sometimes used.

IHeat-conductor (Bissell heater). Figs. 1363-4, 1382-7.

Cast-iron hot-air flues near the stove connecting with

the running-pipes along fhe corner of the car.

-Heat-regulator. Figs. 1491-2. See Spear's draft-regula-

tor.

Heater. Figs. 1300-1537. Any apparatus for warming a

car, room or building by convection ; that is, by con-

veying hot water, steam or warmed air into or through

the apartments. The term generally refers to any ar-

rangeoiont for warming apartmants other than stoves,

which heat by direct raiiation. The varieties shown
are the Bikzr, Johnson and Searle heaters, which cir-

culate a hot fluid through radiators under the seats,

the Bisszll, Gjujz, Spur, sj,spzn,dzi, ani Window
heaters, which circulate hot air through running-pipes

(hot-airpipzs, or delivery-pipss) under the 3eats, ani sun-

dry form3 of plain stove3 heating by direct raiiation.

The latter are rapiily pissing out of U3e, although still

largely U3ei. The Gouge has a particularly elaborate sys-

tem of ventilation connected with it. The heaters which

circulate hot water are U3ually plicei in a small closet

callei the hzilzr-roim, which see. I a enirrant cars

coolc-stovzs are U3ei as heaters. The rangzs of dining-

cars, although used for cooking purposes only, are shown
in connection with the heaters.

3. (For Jo'an3on heater.) Fig. 1472. A series of verti-

cal pipes connected at each eni to a hollow annular

casting. The heater-pipes form the outside of the fire-

pot.

3. (For lamps or lanterns.) A metallic attachment pass-

ing aroan i ani above the flame (figs. 932) or otherwise

imoaeiiately aijiceat to it, as in fig. 912, by which

heat is conveyed to the oil in the reservoir below, to

prevent freezing, or, in some cases, to assist combustion

by heating or volatilizing the oil.

Heater-car. One constructed for the carrying of fruits,

vegetables and other perishable products in winter.

They are heated by special forms of mineral oil lamps,

the supply to which i3 automatically controlled by tbjs

expansion and contraction of metallic rods. They are

principally in U3e in the New England states for the

transportation of potatoes and other vegetables.

Heater-room, Figs. 193, 214, etc. A small closet, cased

with sheet metal interior hext-guards, to contain the

heater and prevent all direct radiation. All heaters

proper are placed in some equivalent for such rooms.

The doors are usually closed with an open screen like fig.

1046.

Heater-pip9 casing. 10, fig. 1123. A wooden or iron

shelf over a heater-pipe in a passenger car to prevent the

feet of passengers from coming in contact with the hot

pipes. The casing also forms a foot-rest.

Heater-plate (of oil lamp). Fig. 912. A device to con
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duct the heat of the flame downward so as to keep the

oil from congealing. See also fig. 902.

Heat-guard. A sheet-metal covering for the 'wood-work

of a passenger car, to protect it frcm the heat of a

stove. It is nailed to the side and ends of the car, and

sometimes surrounds the stove, as the conical Russia-

iron heat-guard of the Baker heater, fig. 1312.

Heating-burner (Minot). Fig. S02. See Eeater-plate.

Heel (of shackle of padlock). D, figs. 1029-30. The inner

point of the shackle, which see.

Height of drawbar. See Draicbar.

Helper. A teim used to designate either an assistant

engine for trains, or a horse to help street cars up grades.

Helper-ring (street cars). An iron ring fastened to the

platform end-timber to attach an extra horse to pull up
steep grades.

Hemp packing (Atwood's hemp-packed wheel, which
see). C, figs. 2166-67. A mixture of hemp and vaseline

driven in with a steam-hammer between the tire and
wheel centre.

"Hercules" bearing. Fig. 1995. One of the forms of

so-called Babbitt-metal bearings, which see.

Hewitt journal-box lid. Figs. 2015-17. An invention,

patented June 19, 1877, which consists in adding grooved

lugs on the outside edges of a journal-box, in which the

lid slides, but is prevented from escaping, after the truck

has been put together, by striking against the arch-bars

or wheel-piece of the truck. A form not illustrated has
the front edge of the journal-box formed to a circular

outline, as is also the journal-box lid, the latter sliding

upon circular ridges cast upon the outside of the journal-

box. It is very largely used and much liked from its

simplicity. The choice for a standard seems to lie chiefly

between it and the Fletcher, which see, so far as can be
judged from informal expressions of opinion.

Hibbard spring. Fig. 2062. A spiral spring composed of

several coils of steel of rectangular section. The coils

are- placed inside of each other and are made of different

diameters and wound in opposite directions, or "right
and left." The spring is named after the inventor.

Higgs refrigerator car. A car using ice only, carried in

ice-racks at each end of the car, and with a drip-pan of

somewhat novel design directly under it and standing

Tip above the floor of the car so that the water may be
tilized in part for cooling. The back of the car has an

especially careful and elaborate system of insulation by-

air-spaces.

High-sided wagon (English). A four-wheeled gondola
car, with sides about 4 feet high. Resembles wagon
shown in figs. 116-119, except that the sides are higher^

Used chiefly for bulky freight, wheat, potatoes, sacks-

aud bales. See Wagon.

Hinge. Figs. 779-90, etc. " A hook or joint on which a

door, gate, etc., turns."

—

Webster. They are provided

with a tube-like knuckle through which the hinge-pin,.

which see, passes.

See Door-hinge. Seat-hinge.
Double-acting hinge. Sofa-hinge.
Drop)-door hinge. Stop-bar hinge.
Man-hole hinge.

The common door-hinge is usually a butt or butt-hinge^

the varieties of which are the acorn-butt, sl large orna-

mental hinge, Blake-butt, which see, and the hopper-

butt, so called from its pointed form. The parliament

hinge is a sort of T-shaped butt-hinge to afford more-

room for screws. It is little used except for ornamental

purposes. The strap-hinge is a common form of rough
hinge for heavy doors, but it is sometimes made very-

elaborate and ornamental. A J-hinge is a combination

of the butt and strap-hinge, one-half being of each form-

Butt-hinges are either fast-joint, loose-joint or loose-pin.

A double-acting hinge is one which permits the door to-

swing either way. Berth-hinges, figs. 1237^0. are also

loose or fast-joint. Sofa-hinges and seat-hinges are used

in sleeping cars to connect the seat and seat-back.

Hinge-burner (mineral-oil lamp). Figs. 893, etc. A burner

of which the chimney-seat is hinged to the lamp-top so-

as to give access to the wick. They are in decreasing

use. Lamp-chimneys for, figs. 931-2.

Hinge-pin. Figs. 789, etc. The pin passing through the-

knuckle of a hinge and holding the two parts together. A
loose-joint butt-hinge has the pin fast in the lower half of

the knuckle and projecting upward, so that the other half

is held on only by gravity. The hinge-pin in the best

hinges screws into the knuckle.

Hinge-plate washer (English). 73, figs. 116-119. A_

long wrought-iron washer taking all the bolts securing-

the main part of the binge to the door.

Hodge brake. Fig. 235. An arrangement invented by-

Nehemiah Hodge, patented 1849, for operating the
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brakes on each truck of a car simultaneously, and
equalizing the pressure on all the wheels. The brake

may have either one or two levers on each truck. Un-
derneath the car-body are two levers called floating-

levers, with movable fulcrums in their centres, which are

connected together by a rod. One end of each of these

levers is connected by a rod and chain to the brake-

shaft, and the other end of the floating-lever is con-

nected by a rod with the long arm of a brake-lever on a

truck.

Hog-chain. '•(Shipbuilding.) A chain in the nature of a

tension-rod passing from stem to stern of a vessel, and
over posls nearer amidships; designed to prevent the

vessel from drooping at the ends."

—

Knight.

Hence applied to certain forms of trusses in car con-

struction, as in the pile-driver car, 36, figs. 1281-3, or

wrecking car, B 2
, figs. 146-50. A hog-chain is an

inverted truss-rod, and usually so called when applied in

connection with and in similar form to a body truss-rod,

as in figs. 146-50, the object of a truss-rod being to pre-

vent a beam from sinking in the middle, and of a hog-
chain to prevent sinking at the ends when supported at

the middle.

Hog-chain queen-post (iron-frame wrecking car.) B 4
,

figs. 144-9. See above.

Hog-chain rod (of a passenger car). 167, fig. 159. See
above. More properly a continuous counterbrace rod.

Hoisting-block (of a derrick or crane). 3, figs. 77-8. The
main block at the lower end of the hoisting-chains

carrying the sheave-hook, or hoisting-hook, to which the
load is attached.

Hoisting-block clevis. 4, figs. 77-78. A clevis carried
at the top of a hoisting-block to which the fixed end of
the hoisting-chain is attached. In some cases, as in L,
figs. 151-3, it is attached to a clevis at the upper end of
the boom.

Hoisting-chain (of a derrick or crane). 21, figs. 77-8. The
chain attached to the hoisting-drum at one end and to
the hoisting-block or boom-clevis at the other, by which
the loads are raised.

Hoisting-chain sheave. E 3
, figs. 144-7. A pulley placed

in some wrecking cars at the foot of the mast, when
the hoisting-gear is at some distance from it. The
term is equally applicable to the mast-sheave and boom-

sheave at the top of those parts of a derrick, but the

latter are generally otherwise distinguished.

Hoisting-hook. 2, figs. 77-78. See Sheave-hook. See also

Hoisting-block.

Hoit double-spring drawbar. Figs. 426-7, 93-6, and in

use attached to a car in figs. 93-96 and 113-15. A method
of placing auxiliary draw-springs in a car so as to give a

separate spring for buffing and for tensile strains, and
also to obtain in effect a continuous drawbar.

Holder. " Something by whicha thing is held."

—

Webster,

A great variety of parts which serve this purpose are so

called, as door-holder, lamp-holder, etc., which take their

names from the thing which they hold.

Hollow-spoke wheel. Figs. 2127-8. See Car-wheel and
wheel.

Hood. 1. See Platform-hood. Ventilator-hood. A roof-

apron which is attached to both platform-roofs and plat

form-hoods is sometimes called a hood.

2. (Spear heater.) Figs. 1486-8. More properly a

ventilator or wind-scoop. A horizontal tube or covering

on the outside of a car, and on top of the cold-air pipe,

so as to give the latter a T shape. The air is admitted to

the pipe through the ends of the hood, which are covered

with wire netting to exclude cinders. It has a valve

which is moved by the current of air so as to admit it

whichever way the car runs.

3. (For urinal.) Figs. 1092-3. More properly ventilator

cap. A similar but less elaborate part to that defined apart.

Hook, See

Bell-cord end-hook. Hat-hook.
Berth-catch hook. Hat-post and hook.
Berth-curtain hook. Pouch-hook.
Body check-chain hook. Lamp-case hook.
Check-chain hook. Seal-hook.
Coat-and-hat hook. Slanting table-leg hook.
Coat-hook. Stake-hook.
Coupling-hook. Table-hook.
Door-hook. Table-leg hook.
Door-latch hook. - Tank-band hook.
Drawbar coupling-hook. Tassel-hook.

Draw-hook. Truck check-chain hook.
Window-curtain hook.

Hoop (for oil lamps). Figs. 918-23. A ferrule with an

interior thread into which the burner screws.

Hoopstick (English). See Roofstick.
Hopkins' journal-bearing. Figs. 1993-4. One of the '.

principal if not the only form of lead-lined journal- licr I
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trigs, whic'i sje, which use a thin coating of lead inside

an ordinar/ brass bearing.

Hopper. 1. (Passenger cars.) Figs. 1093-8. A closet-

hopper, or soil-hopper.

2. (Freight cars.) See Hipper-bottom oar.

Hopper-bottoin. car. Figs. 16-33 ; also figs. 105-13. A
car with an inclined bottom sloping from every side (or

simply from the ends), to drop-doors in the centre, so

that the eitire contents can be ^discharged. Tuey are

chiefly used for carrying coal, bus sometimes other min-
erals. They are the chief class of four-w'izeled cars, but

eig'at-whe.del hopper-bottom cirs are also largely used.

Hopper-bottom gondola cars, figs. 16-18, etc., have a

similar bottom in their ceatre, but not so formed as to

completely discharge their contents without assistance.

They are of ;ea called dj,7io-C2rs, as are also tip-cars,

which see. They vary in appearanoe between the two
extremes, rigs. 15 and 16. Iron-hopper coal cars, resem-
bling more or le33 fir. 21, which is a type largely used
on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, are also used, and the

bottom of the hopper is often made of iron hopper-plates

even in wooden cars.

An attempted distinction between the terms hopper-bottom
and drop-bottom, is thit the bopper-b)ttom discaarges its
whole co iteat on releasing the do)rs, while a drop-bo;tom ear,
which is often a mere flit ear with a trap in the centre, does
not. Tne distinction is not well observed.

Hopper-chain. 2, figs. 103-12. See Drop-door chain.

Hopper-plates. 23 and 33, figs. 103-13. The sheets

of iron constituting the bottom of a hopper-bottom coal

car. Whenthis part is of wool it is termed the inclined

floor.

Hopper transom. 10, figs. 103-12. This reference is er-

roneous, and should read imlined-floor cross-bar, which
see.

Hopper ventilator. Figs. 1037-3. See Bell's exhaust
hopper ventilator.

Horizontal brake-shaft. 95, figs. 83-S4, 132-136. A
brake-shaft usually at the end of a car-body, whose posi-

tion is horizontal instead of vertical, so that it can be

applied from below. When used at all, which is the

exception, it is commonly in combination with a long

brake-shaft of the ordinary kind at the other end of the
car.

Horizontal brake-shaft chain. 104, figs. 82, 84. A
chain a tached to a brake-rod at the end of a car and

running over a pulley to a horizontal shaft on whioh

it is wound.
Hmzoa^al-oylinier steam-driver brake. Figs. 353-9.

One of the four styles of steam driver-brakes manufac-

tured by the American Brake Co. See Driver-brake, etc.

Horizontal telegraph-cock, or faucet. Fig. 1592. Sea

Faucet.

Horn. 1. 100, figs. 1955-73. Sse Ptlistal-horn.

2. (Janney coupler.) 21, figs. 512-551, 555-331. Apart
rigidly fastened to the coupler or drawbar, by mrans of

whish the coupler and buffer springs are connected.

3. (Janney-Miller coupler.) 43, figs. 543-551, 555-691.

Horn-bolt (Janney coupler). 19, figs. 555-801. The

bolt securing the horn in place.

Hornplate (E lglish). The name given to the part of a

looonaotive or tender which on other railroad vehicles is

termed axle-guard (American, pzdzstal), which see.

Horse bos (Eaglish). A four-wheeled covered vehicle

adapted to run on passenger trains. It is fitted with

large side doors and mangers, and is divided into three

stalls by movable padded partitions. See also Racehorse

box.

Horss-car. 1. Fig. 8. A box-car fitted up especially for

carrying horses, by leaving certain slatted openings,

etc. They are then classed under the general name of

box-stock car. Some horse-cars are very elaborate.

2. Figs. 1835-31. Street cars, which see, drawn by
horses, are very frequently called horse-cars.

Horse-hook, or towing-hook (English). 81, figs. 116-7.

Nearest American equivalent, pull-iron. An iron hook

attached to the sole-bar and formin? an attachment for

a rope by which the vehicle can be drawn. Horses are

largely used for switching in England.

Horton chair. Figs. 1133-3. A form of adjustable

parlor-oar chair. The adjustments of which the chair

is capable and the names of the separate parts are very

similar to those of the Hartley chair, figs. 1154-8, but

the details of construction are different.

Horton chair-car, or simply chair-car. Figs. 35, 159-160.

A term used on roads using the Horton chair as an

equivalent for parlor car. Uhair-cars, however, are

now much used for ordinary first-class service without

extra charge.

Hose. Flexible tubing, made of leather, canvas, or india-

rubber, for conveying water, air, or other fluids. It is
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sometimes armored, which see. See also Brake-hose.

Coupling-hose. Tender-hose.

Hose-couplings. See Brake-hose couplings.

Hot-air box (Winslow heater). Fig. 1533. A box, in

other heaters called the running-pipe or hot-air pipe,

passing along the sides of the car under the seats with a

register adjacent to each seat and connecting with the

air space around the stove, so as to deliver hot air

through the car.

Hot-air conductor (Bissell heater). Figs. 1363-4. See

Heat-conductor.

Hot-air delivery-pipe (suspended heater). G, figs.

1529-32.

Hot-air elbow end box (Spear heater). Fig. 1523.

Hot-air flue (suspended heater). E, figs. 1529-32.

Hot-air pipe. 1. (Gouge heater.) 54 and 55, figs. 1413-4

(back and front). The vertical pipes within the case

connected with the delivering running-pipes by the

front and back offsets.

2. (Bissell heater.) Fig. 1350.

3. (Spear heater.) 3, figs. 1486, 1490.

/\ Hotel-car. Fig 54. A sleeping car with a kitchen for

cooking and arrangements for serving meals. Dining
cars have kitchens, etc., but no sleeping-berths. Hotel-

cars seem to be passing out of use in favor of dining

cars.

Hotel-car range. Fig. 1480. See Range.
Hot-water heater. Figs. 1484-5. See Searle hot-water

heater. The Baker, Johnson, etc., heaters are also hot-

water heaters, although not so styled.

House-car. An occasional term for a box car, which see.

House of the drawbar. Figs. 403-4. See Drawbar.
Housing-box. A journal-box, which see.

Howard's parlor-car water-closet. Figs. 1087-89. A
device, the essential feature of which is the connection

between the seat-lid and the pan and service measure,

by which no wat?r is carried to the pan except on open-

ing the lid. See Parlor-car water-closet.

Howard safety berth-latch. Figs. 1261-2. See Safety

berth-latch. The Dayton is another kind. The two
differ very slightly.

Howard stove. Fig. 1475. An old-fashioned wood-burn-
ing stove. Wood is now little used as fuel on cars.

Hub (of a car-wheel). 21, fig. 2002 ; tigs. 2124-80. The
central portion into which the axle is fitted. It is usually

cylindrical in form, "and projects beyond the disk3 or

spokes of the wheel on each side. In England termed

the boss. See Interchangeable hub.

Hub-bolt3 (steal-tired wheals, which see). Figs. 2159-71.

Bolts fastening the face-plates to the hub.

Hurricane-lamp (another name for tornado-lamps, which
see). Figs. 835, 838, 845, 860, 867, are hurricane, or tor-

nado-lamps.

Hutchin's car-roof. A form of roof consisting of two
layers of boards with a species of dovetail joint to con-

nect them, and separated by a continuous sheet of thin

painted canvass. See Car-roof.

Hydraulic jack. Figs. 1881-87. A tool or machine in

which the power is exerted by means of the pressure of

soma liquid acting against a piston or plunger, for rais-

ing heavy weights, like a car. The pressure on the liquid

i3 produced by a small pump worked by hand.

Hyiraulic-pre33ad car-candles. Candles made of paraf-

fine by hydraulic pressure. See Candles.

I-beam. A general term applied by makers to any form
of rolled iron having an I cross-section. The top and
bottom parts are termed the flanges and the middle the

web. The usual dimensions are given by the total height

from out to oat, and vary from three to fifteen inches.

When one of the flanges is simply a roand bar it is termed

a deck-beam. I-beams are but little used in car construc-

tion, channel-bars being used instead for trucks ; but

they are sometimes used for iron centre and intermedi-

ate sills, as in figs. 148, etc., channel-bars being used for

the side-sills.

Ica-car. A car for transporting ice, usually constructed

with double roofs, floors and sides, filled in with saw-

dust or other non-conducting substance.

Ice-pan (refrigerator cars). 4, figs. 130, etc. The recepta-

cle for carrying ice, especially roof ice-pans, in distinc-

tion from ice-racks at the ends of the car.

Igniter, or signal-holder (for blue-light signals). Fig.

1013. A woolen haudle having a piston in the end for

igniting the blue-light by compression.

Inclined floor (coal cars). 134, figs. 105-7. Subdivided

into inclined end-floor and inclined side-floor, the latter

not always used. When of iron, as 20 and 38, figs. 109-
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11, as is more usual in mcdem practice, the inclined

floor-plates are termed hopper-plates.

Inclined floor cross-bar (hopper-bottom coal car). 10, 11,

figs. 109-11. CrosE-bars passing frcm one sill to the

other, in the mcdern cars usually of iron, supporticg

the inclined hopper-plates, or wood floor.;

The name hopper transom, given for 10 in the list for rigs.

109-12, is erroneous and should be read Inclined floor cross-
bar.

Inclined floor-timbers (coal car). 153, figs. 105, 107;

21, fig. 1C9. The wooden sills to which the inclined

floor of a coal car is nailed.

Inclined-plane car. Fig. 1885. A passenger stieet car

which is drawn by a wire rope on a steep inclined plane.

The car is so arranged that the flcor will be level when
the wheels are on the incline, by me king the wheels

at one end larger than at the other, or by raisirg up one
end of the car-body.

Inclined side-flcor (coal car). 135, figs. 1C6-7. £ ee In-

clined-floor.

Independent hub (Snow's steel-tired car-wheel). Tigs.

2163-4. A hub so constructed that the outer portion of

the wheel can be taken off frcm it without removing the

hub from the axle.

India-rubber body-cushion, or Attock's body-block
(English). 186, figs. 204-5. A piece of rubber about

6 in. X 3 in. x 1 in. thick, interposed between the body
and the underframe, serving to deaden noise and vibra-

tion and permit a free circulation of air to the floor

timbers.

India-rubber. A gum which exudes from a tropical tree

growing in the East and "West Indies, Mexico, Scuth
America, etc. It is prepared for use by vvlcanizing with

a greater or less proportion of sulphur, according to the

stiffness required. In its pure state it is used for little

else than removing pencil marks.

India-rubber car-spring. Figs. 2042, 2C43-8. A spring

consisting of a cylindrical block of india-rubber. Such
spriDgs have been used both for carrying the weight of

cars and for buffer and draw-springs. Now rarely ueed
in this country but largely in Europe.

India-rubber floor-mat. Figs. S06-7. See Floor mat.
They are either perforated or corrugated.

Ingate. "The aperture in a casting-mould at which the

melted metal enters."—Knight. Often called a gate.

Injector (Gouge heater). Fig. 1415. A large hood or

wind-scoop on the roof of the car to catch the air and
force it through the various pipes into the car. It has a

swinging valve 74 (misprinted as 14, feed-door lining).

Corresponding parts on other heaters are called hoods,

jacks, ventilators, ventilator-jacks, icind-scoops, etc.

Injector connecting-joint (Gouge heater). 77, figs. 1409,

1412. See above.

Injector-end of case (Gouge heater). 80, fig. 1409.

Injector-pipe (Gouge heater). 17, figs. 1405-7. 56, figs.

1413-4.

Injector-valve (Gouge heater). 75, figs. 1413-4. See In-

jector.

Injector-pipe valve-chain (Gouge heater). 76, figs.

1413-4.

Inlet elbow (Gouge heater, which see). Fig. 1462.

Inlet-strainer (inner and outer), (Lorerjz refrigerator car).

V and W, figs. 130-130J. A wire grating to keep out

dirt and insects from the air-passages.

Inner-coil (graduated bolster-spring). 2, figs. 2095-6. See

Spiral spring.

Inner draw-bar carry-iron (Miller coupler). 32, figs. 636,

638. A U-shaped strap of wrought-iron bolted to the

suspender-beam to support the drawbar coupling-hook.

Inner-hung brake. Figs. 227, 234, 1927-8. When the

brake-shoes and beams are between the wheels. "When
attached on the outside, it is an outer-hung brake.

Inner lamp-ring (English). 168, fig. 205. An ornamen-

tal metal or wooden ring in the inner surface of the roof

surrounding the aperture for the roof lamp, which see.

Inscription-plate (Miller platform). 46, figs. 637-40.

Inside ash-pit door (right and left) (Johnson heater). 4
and 5, fig. 1472.

Inside body-corner knee (English). 76, figs. 116-9.

American equivalent, sill knee-iron, or cornerplate,which

latter is used outside instead of inside. A wrought-iron

knee placed in a horizontal plane securing the end and

side of the body together.

Inside-casing (Baker heater). 5, fig. 1301 ; fig. 1306.

Sheet-iron bent and riveted into the shape of a frustum

of a cone which forms the top of the fire-pot.

Inside casing. 1. (Suspended heater.) B, figs. 1527-32.

The inner shell around the fire-box.

2. (English.) 129, figs. 204, 206. Boards in the inside
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of the body attached to the framing of the sides and

ends. Also called inside lining.

Inside-cornice (passenger car interiors). 94, figs. 158-76;

36, figs. 679-81, 692-3. A moulding which fills the

angle where the rcof joins the side of the car.

Inside-cornice fascia-heard. 95, figs. 175-6; 37, figs.

692-3, 679-81. A projecting hoard which forms a

moulding or ornament under the inside cornice. The

sub-fascia board lies under it. The arrangement of

these details, however, is frequently varied.

Inside-cornice sub-fascia board. 96, figs. 175-6; 38, figs.

692-3, 679-81. See above.

Inside door-knob (Kirby's car-door lock). A, figs. 1C03-4.

Inside end-piece (of truck-frame). Figs. 1942-70. The

end-piece which is nearest to the centre of the car.

Inside fire-dcor (Johnron heater). 13, fig. 1472.

Inside frieze-panel (street cars). 31, fig. 1843. A panel

on the inside over a window.

Inside hand-iail (street cars). 94, figs. 1843-4. A rail,

usually made of weed, attached to the rafters by metal

brackets, and cairying leather straps in the form of Icops

for passengers to hold fast to.

Inside hand-rail bracket. 95, figs. 1843-4, 1856. See

"above.

Inside-lining. 1. 53, figs. 89-1C4 ; 97, figs. 175-6. The
boarding which is nailed to the insides of the posts of

freight, baggage and other cars. In box-cars it extends

half way up only, to the girth. Inside-lining becomes

sometimes inside sheathing when it is carried up to the

roof, and is the only sheathing fori he car, the frame being

left exposed.

2. (English.) See Inside casing.

Inside-lining cap. A girth, which see. See also above.

Inside-lining stud. 176, fig. 93. A stud extending from

the side-sill to the girth to serve as a "nailer" forlhe

inside-lining.

Inside magazine-door (Johnson heater). 11, fig. 1472.

Inside mouth-piece (Gouge heater). 29, fig. 1448. A
part extending from the inside of the fire-box into the

mouth-piece, 27. It is bolted to the latter through the

flanges. See Mouth-piece.

Inside perforated-top (Bissell heater). Figs. 1383, 1S75. See

Perforated-top. (Johnson heater.) 24, fig. 1472.

Inside-ring (Spear heater). 15, fig. 1490 ; fig. 1503. A

perforated circular casting placed between the fire-pot

and the casing.

Inside-shell (Kirby's car-door lock). H, figs. 1003-4. A
kind of escutcheon on the inside face of the door inclos-

ing the latch-pull within it.

Inside spring-case. Fig. 2106. A shell cast on the spring-

plates to keep the coils in place.

Inside top-plate (Spear heater). 11, figs. 1490, 1494-7,.

1517-18. A cast-iron plate with a hole, in the centre or

"set-back", to which the smoke-pipe is attached. It

forms a cover for the fire-pot.

Inside wheel-piece plate. 12, figs. 1968-9. See Wheel-

piece.

Inside window-panel. 89, figs. 155-81; 24, figs. 678-81;

35, figs. 692-5, 679-81. A panel inside of a passenger

car between the windows.

Inside window-sill. 78, figs. 175-6; 5, figs. 692-4, 679-

81. A horizontal piece of wood under the window on

the inside.

Inside window-stop. 86', fig. 175 ; 7, figs. 692-5. A
wooden strip attached to a window-post on the inside of

a window-blind or an inner sash of a double window. It

forms a groove in which the blind or window-sash slides.

Also called window casing. Sometimes the window-

moulding forms a stop on the inside.

Inspection car. 1. A car used for inspecting track of a

railroad. One form is that of a gondola car, inclosed and

roofed over, but left open in front and furnished with

seats. In inspecting the track it is pushed in front of a

locomotive with the open end forward.

2. Fig. 1710. A hand-car used for very much the same-

purpose. Three-wheeled hand-cars are used by roadmas-

ters for inspection. See Hand-car.

Inspector's lantern. Figs. 960, 972-3. A general ternv

commonly meaning some form of bi-colored or tri-colored

lantern, with colors changeable at will, usually by means

of slides, but sometimes, as in figs. 972-3, by other devices.

See Burrell signal lantern.

Interchangeable-hub wheel (Snow's). Figs. 2163-4. A.

wheel so designed as to have the tire and skeleton remov-

able, leaving the hub upon the axle. See Snow's inter-

changeable-hub wheel.

Interchange of traffic (rules for). A code of rules adopted

and amended from year to year, by an organization com-

posed of master car-builders and others, who have held
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their meetings during the session of the Convention of

the Master Car-Builders' Association. The rules are to

provide that each road shall deliver the cars to connect-

ing roads in good running order, and specify (1884)

that cars may be rejected for any of the following

defects : (a.) Wheels cracked or broken. (d.) Flat spots

on wheels exceeding 2J inches in length, (c.) Flanges

with fiat vertical surfaces extending over i inch from
tread of wheel. (d.) Flanges less than 1 inch thick.

{e.) Wheels chipped on the tread to a depth of more than

i inch, or leaving the tread less than 3+ inches. (/.) Axle
journals cut, or less than the following dimensions for

various capacities :

,40,000 lbs. on 6 axles.
30,000 "

60.000 lbs. on 4 axles. 34 in.

50,000 •' "
3J-

"

60,000 " on 6 axles. 3J

34 in.

3 "

2f
"20,000 "

ig.) Brakes not in efficient condition, (h.) Brake wheels,

steps, ladders or running boards not securely fastened

or in bad condition, (i.) Drawbars or attachments in bad
order, (j.) Leaky roofs on merchandise or grain cars,

(fc.) Spliced centre sills or draw timbers. (I.) Intermedi-

ate outside sills spliced in a manner not provided for in

the rules, (m.) The general condition of cars considered

unsafe to move in heavy trains. (?i.) Doors in such con-

dition as to render them unsafe as protection from fire

and storms.

Interior air-holes (Lorenz refrigerator car). J, figs. 130-

130-i.

Interior screw-tube (of student lamp). O, figs. 852-4.

One of a pair of tubes having a screw on them in such
manner as to raise or lower the wick by revolving the

burner.

Intermediate floor (passenger cars), iigs, 199, etc. A
floor consisting of boards placed between the sills and
between the deafening-ceiling, or under floor, and the

upper or main floor. Its purpose is to exclude noise and
cold. The tendency is to use no other deadening material

in car-floors.

Intermediate gear (of hoisting-gear). 10, figs. 77-78;

X, figs. 151-3. One or more shafts carrying additional

gear-wheels to give more power and slower motion when
the shifting-pinion, which see, is shifted into the gear-

wheel.

Intermediate sills. 3, figs. 82-185. The two main lon-

gitudinal timbers underneath the floor between the side-

sills and the centre-sills. When of iron, as A6 , figs.

144-9. They are usually 8-inch I-beams, which see.

Internal cylindrical gauge. A very accurately-made

solid steel cylinder used as a standard of measurement
of cylindrical holes.

Internal screw-gauge. Fig. 1833. A solid steel cylinder

with a screw-thread on it, for testing the diameter of

female screws.

Internal tire-flange (steel-tired wheels). Figs. 2163-76. A
flangs by which the tire is bolted to the wheel-centre.

Inverted arch-bar (diamond-truck side frames). 15, figs.

1907-33. A wrou?ht-iron bar which rests on top of the

journal-boxes with the arch-bar, which see, on top of it.

Also sometimes called the middle or lower arch-bar, as in

logging cars, fig. 1783. See Centre-bearing inverted

arch-bar (for six-wheel trucks), figs. 1969-70.

Inverted body-queen-post (street cars and wrecking cars).

B 4 , figs. 144-9; 24, figs. 1843-4. A post in the side of a

car-body which supports the inverted body-truss-rod.

Inverted body-truss-rod (street cars and wrecking cars).

Bo, figs. 144-9 ; 23, figs. 1843-4. A truss-rod used as

a hog-chain, which see, to prevent the ends of a car-

body from sagging. It rests on two queen-posts on top

of the sill, and is attached to the latter at each end,

bearing against an inverted truss-rod plate.

Inverted truss-rod plate (street cars). 25, fig. 1843. See

above.
" Invincible" pump. A special form of basin-pump in

which the handle works horizontally instead of verti-

cally. The interior arrangement differs materially from

the ordinary basin-pump, over which it is claimed to have

certain advantages.

Iron. See Carry-iron.
Cricket-iron.
Knee-iron.
Pull-iron, or switch-

ing-iron.

Iron body-bolster. 12, figs. 87-96; 10, figs. 217-9, etc. A
body-bolster, which see, of iron, usually made in the form

of a truss, consisting of two flat bars, the body-bolster
" compression-bar and body-bolster tension-bar. Double

iron body-bolsters, which see, are also used.

Iron car-seat. Fig. 1136. See Car-seat.

Iron-hopper coal car. Fig. 21. See Hopper-bottom car.

Iron truck. A car-truck of which the side-frames are

Safety-beam iron.

Step-iron.
Truck-frame knee-iron.
Truss-rod irori.
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made wholly of iron. See diamond truck, which is

the principal type. These are often made of iron with

wooden transoms and spring-planks, although iron tran-

soms are now used in many cases. Figs. 1907-40 are

illustrations of different kinds of iron freight-car trucks,

and figs. 1971-3, 1959, of passenger-car trucks, the lat-

ter being rarely of iron.

Italian-hemp bell-cord. See Bell-cord.

Jack. See Jack-screw, also hydraulic-jack, figs. 1884-7
;

lamp-jack, 136, fig. 158 ; screw-jack, fig. 1886 ; smoke-jack,

or stove-pipe jack, figs. 1486-9
; ^ventilator-jack, figs. 1092-

4, etc.

Jacket (Winslow heater). Figs. 1533 and 1535-7. The
outside covering surrounding the stove and affording

space between the jacket and stove for the passage of

cold air. This part is usually called the case or casing,

which see.

Jack-screw (for pile-driver car). 21, figs. 1821-4. A jack-

screw "working on a, jack-screw pin attached to the body,

for relieving the springs of the cars from action and
making the platform a rigid body. Tongs or crabs

attached to the track are used to prevent the car body
from rising upward when on the jack-screws. Another
device for this same purpose is a bolster jack-screio, S,

fig. 148.

Jamb (of a door). 1, fig. 370. The door-post on each side

of the door proper. Ash-pit jamb, which see, is a similar

use of the term.
' Janney car-coupler. Figs. 537-635. A drawbar ar-

-. ranged to couple care automatically, invented and
patented by E. H. Janney in 1870. The outer end of the
drawbar is made of a forked or U-shape, and to otie arm
an L-shaped knuckle is pivoted. When the two draw-
bars come together, the two knuckles engage into each
other with a rack and pinion movement, like a pair of

teeth in spur wheels. The axis of the drawbar there-

fore remains always fixed, and does not move sidewise

to couple as in the Miller coupler.

When the knuckles engage, the rear point of one or

both of them is thrown back, and in its rearward motion
it displaces the ca/c7i 3, fig. 544, which snaps back over

the point of hook and secures it in place. The motion

of the catch is controlled by the catch-spring 25, which
slides on the catch-spring bolt 15. The drawbar is cast

hollow to contain the knuckle, catch and attached parts.

The buffers are caused to act simultaneously with the
coupling-gear, so that the stronger the tension on the-

latter the stronger the compression on the buffers, by-

means of the horn and yoke-lever. The manner in which
this is effected is highly ingenious but too complicated
for description. The main draft-spring 28 acts as a
buffer-spring in compression. The centre buffer-spring

26 acts as a buffer-spring in either compression or draft.

Whether in buffing or in draught the faces of the buffers

are always kept in contact; the buffers follow the move-
ment of the coupler forward.

To uncouple, the upper end or handle of the platforms-
lever 24 is thrown toward the centre, and by means of

the pidl-rod 10 operates the catch-lever 22, and un-
locks the knuckle 2, permitting the same to swing upon
the knuckle-pin 16. A recent improvement is the
Janney-Mdler coupler, which see.

A long list of parts, as follows, are sometimes Darned with
and sometimes without the prefix Janney. The following is a
substantially complete list of all parts of the Janney and Jan-
ney-lliller coupler, except those entitled combination, etc.,.

which see :

Janney Auxiliary draft-spring. 27, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" Barrel of Janney-MiUer coupler. 40, figs. 542-554

555-601.
Brake-shaft stand. 1 14, figs. 542-54.
Buffer (flat face). 4, figs. 542-554.

" (round face). 5, figs. 542-554.
Buffer-guide. 30, figs. 542-554. 555-601.
Buffer-washer. 3S, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
Catch. 3, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
Catch-lever. 22, figs. 542-554. 555-601.
Catch-spring. 23, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
Catch-spring bolt. 15, figs. 542-554. 555-601.
Centre buffer-spring. 26, figs. 542-5S4. 555-601.
Centre-spring uasher. 32, figs. 542-554, 555-60L
Chaftng-plate. 109, figs. 542-54.
Combination stop-brace. 1 15, figs. 542-54.

Yoke. 9, figs. 5-12-554.
Coupling-pin. 17, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
Coupler-pin spring. 94, figs. 555-635.
Coupler-pin washer. 93, fias. 555-635.
Draft-bolt. 11, figs. 542-554. 555-601.
Draft-iron. 112, figs. 542-54.
Draft-washer. 31, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
End-faceplate. 8, figs. 542-554.
Equalizer. 6, figs. 542-554.
Folloiver. 1 13. figs. 542-554.
Foot-plate. 7, figs. 542-554.
Fulcrum-bolt. 12, figs. 542-554. 556-601.
Fxdcrum-ferrule. 35, figs. 542-554. 555-601.
Half-oval washer. 23, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
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Janney Head. (Janney-Miller coupler.) 39, figs. 543-554, 555-
601.

Horn. 21, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
Horn-bolt. 19, figs. 555-601.
Knee-strap. Ill, figs. 543-54.
Knuckle. 2, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

" (Old style.) SO, figs. 555-635.
Knuckle-pin. 16. figs. 542-554, 555-601.
Lever-guard. 116, figs. 512-54.
Long T-bolt. 13, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
Main draft-spring. 28, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
Passenger coupler. 1, figs. 542-^54.
Platform lever. 24, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

Jaw. 33, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" " Pin. 20, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

Pull-rod. 10, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" Button. 34, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
" Plate. 36, figs. 555-601.

Short T-bolt. 14, figs. 542-554, 555-601.
Stirrup. 108, figs. 542-54.
Tail-pin. 18, figs. 542-554, 555-S01.
Thimble. 37. figs. 555-601.
Tie-bolt. HO, figs. 542-54.

Johnson's self-loading- truck. Fig. 1906. A freight truck

with a tong-like horizontal movement of the handles so

as to make it easy to grasp a load.

Joint. See Head-joint. Scarf-joint. Three-way joint.

Joint-bolt. Fig. 1876. A bolt used for fastening two
timbers when the end of one joins the side of another.

The lug-bolt, fig. 1869, is another form for the same pur-

pose.

Joint-cover. Fig. 1697. See Window-moulding joint-

cover.

Jointed side-pawl (Creamer brake, which see.) 6, figs.

263-4.

Jointed top-pawl (Creamer brake, which see). 5, figs.

263-4. The reserve power of the spring is communicated
to the brake-shaft through this pawl.

Joint-strip (of Winslow roof ). 1, figs. 670-672^. A strip

of wood with rabbeted grooves for inserting the corru-

gated roof-sheets. A cover-strip, fig. 664, is a U-shaped

strip of metal for uniting flat roof-sheets.

Journal (M. C. B. standard). E, figs. 1974-5. The part

of an axle or shaft on which the journal-bearing rests.

A gudgeon is a rough form of journal, usually of wood
with an iron strap around it, as for the mast of a derrick

or crane. The journals of bodies of irregular shape,

like cannon or leaders of pile-driver cars, are more com-
monly designated trunnions, which see. For standard

minimum dimensions for various roads, see Interchange

of traffic.

Journal-bearing. Figs. 1982-2002. A block of metal,

usually some kind of brass or bronze, which see, in con-

tact with a journal, on which the load rests. In car

construction the term when unqualified means a car-

axle journal-bearing. A standard form has been adopted

by the Master Car-Builders' Association, and is shown
in the engravings, but its composition is not specified.

The Hopkins or lead-lined journal-bearing is one coated

on the inside with a thin sheet of lead to take up minor
inequalities. Babbitt-metal in some of its many forms
is used for car-journal bearings occasionally, and almost

universally for the bearings of machinery. In order

that the journal-bearing may be more easily removable,

and to distribute the load more equally, a journal-bear-

ing key, also called a wedge, liner, slide, saddle, keeper,

etc., is used to hold the journal-bearing in place. The
term "wedge" is in very common use, perhaps more
common than the name here given. To remove the

brass a car-box jack, fig. 1836, is used to take the load

off the bearing by inserting it under the journal-box,

when the wedge or key can be readily removed, and
afterwards the bsaring itself. See Stop journal-bearing

and stop-key journal-bearing.

Journal-bearing key or wedge. 8, figs. 2032-3. M. C. B.

standard, figs. 1997-2001. See above.

Journal-bearing stop-key. 27, figs. 105-6 ; figs. 2007-9.

A journal-bearing key with a projection to 'which a

stop-plate is attached to restrain lateral play, so that a

collar on t
1

e axle may be dispensed with.

Journal-box. Figs. 1997-2020 ; 3, figs. 1907-69. A cast-

iron box or case which incloses the journal of a car _

axle, the journal-bearing and key, and which holds

the packing for lubricating the journal. Also called

an axle-box, car-box, 'grease-box, housing-box, oil-box

and pedestal-box. English, usually axle-box.

The weight of the Master Car-Builders' standard

journal-box, figs. 1997-2001, is 74 lbs. All car journal-

boxes are outside-bearing. In certain larry or push-

cars however, as in fig. 1773, and also in locomotive

trucks, inside-bearing journal-boxes are used. To dis-

pense with the need of a collar on the axle, various

devices, like the Raoul journal-box, fig. 2014, as well

as stop-key and 'stop journal-bearings have been in-

troduced, but their use is not general.

Journal-box cover, or lid. 4, figs. 1907-66, 2002-20. A
door or lid covering an aperture on the outside of a
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journal-box, by means of which oil and packing are

supplied and journal-bearings are inserted or removed.

Such covers are usually made of cast-iron, sometimes of

wood. They are sometimes closed by a spring, as in fig.

2013, or the Fletcher lid, which see, and sometimes not,

as in the Hewitt lid, figs, 3115-7.

Journal-box cover bolt. A bolt used to fasten covers

which have no hinge to the box. Two of these are

usually employed to each cover. A gasket of canvas,

rubber or leather is used to make a tight joint. Journal-

box covers are, however, now almost invariably held on
by hinges and springs or some arrangement of lugs or

grooved joints.

Journal-box cover gasket. Nearly obsolete. See above.

Journal-box-cover hinge-pin. 12, figs. 2003-3.

Janney-Miller coupler. Figs. 554-635. A modification

of the Janney coupler so as to enable it to be rapidly

changed into an equivalent to the Miller coupler, thus

enabling cars provided with it to be run in connection

with either Janney or Miller draw-gear. The principal

changes to effect this end were as follows :

A joint was made in the barrel of the ordinary Janney
coupler to provide for the removal of the head when it

was desired to change to the Miller. There was added
the part called the centre buffer-yoke in order to provide

a connection between the centre buffer spring and cen-

tre buffer when used as a Miller coupling, the same
springs being used, whether in use as a Janney or as a

Miller coupler.

A spiral spring called the side-spring, with its bracket

and clevis, was added to give the necessary side resist-

ance to the Miller hook. The platform-lever was length-

ened for the purpose of conforming to the difference in

heights between the Janney catch-lever and the chain by
means of which the Miller hook is moved in uncoupling,

the same lever serving for either draw-gear. Followers

and guides were provided and placed back of the centre

buffer-spring to form a better base for that spring when
used in connection with the Miller buffer.

The Miller stop 43 was added to the Janney plat-

form.

After a little practice the change from the Miller to

the Janney gear is made in from two to five minutes.

Jaw. See Drawbar jaw, 16, figs. 395-7, Pedestal-jaw,

figs. 2021-5.

Jaw-bit. 77, fig. 3025 ; 5, fig. 1843. A bar extending across

themmthof a psdestal jaw underneath a journal-box

and bolted to the horns of the pedestal.

Jaw-bolt. Fig. 1791. A bolt with a U-shaped split head,

perforated to carry a pin. Used largely as a brake-lever

fulcrum on brake-beams.

Jaw-spring. A journal spring, which see. Figs. 2028,

2091.

l Jeffrey "Railroad Speeder." Fig. 1717. A hand-car of

|\ quite new design which uses the power of the legs, by
means of a treadle movement, instead of the arms, as a

motive power. It has as yet only been applied to light

iasp3ction uses, bat is claims! to be very light running

and wich apparent justice, as the motion is beyond doubt

that by which man can exert the greatest amount of

power with the least fatigue.

Jib (of a derrick or crane). Figs. 144-5, etc. More prop-

erly boom, which see.

Johnson heater. Fig. 1472. One of the class of heaters

which rely upon circulating a hot fluid through radia-

ting pipes passing under the seats and side of the car.

The fluid used is a solution of glycerole of calcium which
boils at 226° Fahr., and which is said not to congeal at a

temperature of 45° below zero, but water is also used.

It is a base-burning heater, which see.

Journal-box-cover spring. 1. 13, figs. 2003-3. A flat

spring to hold the lid in place. Various journal-box

lids are in use, as the Hewitt, which see, which dis-

pense with a spring.

3. (For Fletcher journal-box lid, which see.) Figs.

3019-30. A spiral spring slipping over a sleeve which
slips over the bolts. The drawing is not quite correct,

as it does not show this sleeve and does show a pin not

used.

Journal-box guides. 99, fig. 1959. Iron bars or blocks

placed one on each side of the journal-boxes of some
iron frame trucks in which journal-springs are used.

These irons, while holding the box in place longitudin •

ally and transversely, allow it to have a vertical motion

between them. When a pair of these guides is cast in

one piece it is called a pedestal, which see.

Journal-box lid (Hewitt's, which see). Figs. 3015-17.

See also Journal-box cover.

Journal-brass. A journal-bearing, which see.

Journal distance-gauge. Fig. 3118. One of the M. C. B-
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standard gauges to determine the distance apart of the

two journals.

Journal length and diameter gauge. Fig. 2116. One of

the M. C. B. standard gauges.

Journal-packing. 14, figs. 2002-3. Waste, wool, or other

fibrous material saturated with oil or grease, with which

a journal-box is filled to lubricate the jourDal. Various

forms of patent packing have also been introduced,

among which are the elastic fibre packing, patent waste,

and jute, which see.

Journal shoulder-gauge. Fig. 2115. One of the M. C. B.

standard gauges, serving the purpose which its name
implies.

Journal-spring. Fig. 2091 ; 2, fig. 2026 ; 78, figs. 1942-50,

etc. A spring now rarely used, supporting part of the

weight of a car which is placed directly over the journal,

and which usually rests on the journal-box under the

truck-frame. Such springs are sometimes placed above

the truck-frame and supported by straps, and the weight

of the car is transmitted to the journal-box by a vertical

pin or stirrup, as in fig. 1959. Equalizer-springs, which

6ee, accomplish the same end in six-wheel trucks as

journal-springs, and more effectually.

Jute. A coarse, fibre raised in India for making gunny-

bags, matting, ropes, etc. It has teen recently used for

making journal-packing by a patented process.

" Kalamazoo " lever hand-car. Fig. 1715 ; figs. 1724-26.

An improved hand-car, the novel features of which are the

double propelling-levers, which prevent any dead-centre,

and ihe lightness and strength obtained by the use of

gas-pipe framing.

"Kalamazoo" three-wheeled hand-car. Fig. 1714. A
very light and easy runnitig inspection hand-car for the

use of one or two men only.

Kalamined iron. Sheet-iron, coated with an alloy of

2 zinc, lead, tin and nickel in the proportion of 29 lbs. of

tin, 50 to 75 Jbs. of zinc, 100 lbs. of lead, and three to six

ounces of nickel. The alloy melts at a lower tempera-

ture than common zinc, and is claimed to give a more
durable compound as well as a thinner and more adhe-

sive coating. Galvanized iron is sheet-iron coated in the

same way with pure zinc.

Keeper. " A. ring, strap, pocket, or the like device for de-

taining an object ; as

1. " A jamb nut.

2. " The box on a door-jamb into which the bolt of a

lock protrudes when shot, as figs. 1020^, etc. When
the keeper is for a beveled latch bolt, which is moved
by contact with it, it is more commonly called a strike-

plate, as figs. 1254, 1628, etc. They are also further

designated by the name of the lock or latch which they

accompany.

3. " The latch of a hook, which prevents its accidental

disengagement."

—

Knight.

Keg-shaped spiral-spring. Fig. 2050. A spiral spring,

the form of which resembles a keg or cask, patented by
W. P. Hansell in 1876. Its object is to obtain a gradu-

ated spring, which see.

Key. 1. " In a general sense, a fastener; that which fastens;

as a piece of wood in a frame of a building."

—

Webster.

Hence a pin inserted in a hole in a bolt, and used to se-

cure the bolt or its nut. A split-key, which see, is a

special form.

2. Figs. 1011, 1029, 1178, etc. "An instrument for

opening or shutting a lock by pushing the bolt one way
or the other."

—

Webster. See Lock.

3. A block over the top of a journal-bearing, called in

full journal-bearing key. Figs. 1982-92. etc., which see.

This part is also very commonly called a " wedge."

4. A beveled bar used with a gib to form a gib and
key, which see. See also King-bolt key.

5. (For coupling-valve of Westinghouse brake.) 48,

fig. 311. A kind of wrench having pins fitting into cor-

responding cavities.

6. (For lamps and valves of Pintsch gas apparatus.)

Figs. 821-3. A substitute for the ordinary cocks of gas

fixtures to prevent unauthorized tampering.

Key-bolt. Fig. 1871. A bolt slotted near the end to re-

ceive a key (1, see above), which takes the place of a

nut.

Key-hole plate. An escutcJieon or escutcheon-plate, which

see.

Key-pin (of a lock). L, figs. 1029-30. The pivot on which

the key turns when inserted in the lock.

Key-ring tire fastening. 30, fig. 116 and fig. 2156. A
mode of securing the tire to the wheel, composed of two

rings, one of U section, and the other nearly rectangular.
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The former ring holds tire and wheel together, and the

latter ring holds the former in place, filling up the

groove in the tire. "When both rings are in place the outer

tip of the groove in the tire is slightly hammered over,

thus gripping the second or key-ring, and retaining it in

place. The Carlton & Stroudley fastener, which see, is

the most used of this class of fastening. See also Tire

fastening.

King-holt, or centre-pin. 9, figs. 215-7
; 18, figs. 82-92;

16, figs. 132-85. A large bolt which passes through the

truck and body-bolsters and centre-plates of a car-body

and the centre of a truck. It is accessible from the floor

of the car by removing the king-bolt plate. The truck is

supposed to swivel on the king-bolt, but in reality the two
centre-plates normally carry all the strain. In some
wrecking cars, as at K, figs. 144-3, the king-bolt is pro-

vided with keys to bind the truck to the car so that they

cannot be separated from each other.

King-bolt key (wrecking cars). K4 and K 5 , figs. 146-

148. See above. They are distinguished as the upper and

lower key.

King-bolt plate. 17, figs. 155-85; 10, fig. 215. See above.

King-post (of a truss). 5, fig. 2131, etc. A single post or

distance-piece between a truss-rod and the chord of a
truss or beam. If two such posts are used they are called

queen-posts. In car construction king-posts are made in

two ways ; one adjustable, so that they may be length-

ened or shortened, and the other without adjustment.

Also see

Brake-beam king-post. Cross-frame king-post.
Tnick-bolster king-post. Truck-frame king-post.

Kirby's car-door lock. Figs. 1003-4. A device to give a
lock extra strength and durability and to dispense with
the use of screws for fastening on the door-knobs.

Kirtley double-spoke wheel. Figs. 2162-5. A railroad

wheel, the hub (boss) spokes and rim of which are com-
posed wholly of wrought iron welded together, the tire

being shrunk on and secured by Mansellretaining-rings,

which see, or other devices. The spokes are rolled in

flat bars of varying thickness, and are bent into a trian-

gular form, each triangle ultimately forming two spokes

and a segment of the rim. The apexes of the triangles

are welded to the hub, and the angles at the base of the

triangle are welded together to form a continuous
wrought-iron rim. This wheel is an improved form of

that shown on figs. 2179-60, and is largely used on both

fre'ght and passenger service in Europe, and to a lesser

extent in this couutry.

Kitchen (dining car). Figs. 193, 211, 214. A large com-
partment at one end of the car provided with all the

facilities of a well-organized kitchen. In the earlier

dining cars no cooking was done on the cars, and lh9

kitchen simply had facilities for keeping the food hot.

Officers' and other private cars are commonly provided

with a kitchen smaller than in dining cars and usually

at the extreme end.

Knee-timber (Janney platform). Figs. 543. etc. A deep

platform-sill, cut away to embrace the end-sill.

Knee. See Platform-hood knee.

Knee-iron. An L-shaped or angle-iron casting or forging

which is fastened to the corner where two timbers are

joined to strengthen the joint. See Sill knee-iron.

Truck knee-iron.

Knee-strap (Janney coupler). Ill, figs. 542, 554. A
wrought-iron facing to the knee-timbers, connecting the

end-sill and the stirrup or drawbar carry-iron.

Knob. See Berth safety-rope knob. Door-knob. Window-
curtain knob.

Knob-escutcheon. Figs. 1002, 1025. A Door-latch rose,

which see.

Knoh sash-lift. Fig. 1671. See Sash-lift.

Knob-shank. Fig. 1007. A door-lock spindle, which see.

Knotted spiral seat-spring. Fig, 122S. One with the

loose ends of the wire tied. See Seat-spring.

Knuckle. 1. (Janney coupler.) 2, figs. 542-54, 555-601.

The rotating coupling-hook by means of which coupling

is effected when the knuckle is locked by the Janney
catch.

2. (Of a hinge ) Figs. 779-789. The central tubular

projections which carry the hinge-pin. The term is of

wide and general application in mechanics to many
similar parts.

Knuckle-joint. " A joint in which a projection on each

leg or leaf of a device is inserted between corresponding

recesses in the other, the two being connected by a pin

or pivot on which they mutually turn. The legs of divid-

ers and the leaves of door-hinges are examples of true

knuckle-joints. The term, however, has been come-

what commonly restricted to compound or universal

joints designed to act in any direction. '

—

Knight.
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Among the applications of this joint which have been

made in car building are gas-pipe knuckle-jointed tubes

to be used instead of rubber for brake-hose. They are

not yet in general use.

Knuckle-pin (Janney coupler). 16, figs. 543-554, 555-

601. The steel pin connecting the knuckle to the jaws

of the coupler.

Kohler stove. Fig. 1473. A car stove of no especial

novelty except in respect to the safety-ball, which is car-

ried upon lugs within the stove pipe, to prevent escape

of the fire in case of overturning.

I_,

Label-holder (postal-car). Figs. 1070, 1076-7. Made both

tingle and double. Sometimes combined with a drawer-

pull.

Lace (English). See Broad lace. Pasting lace. Seaming
lace.

Ladder. 1. 59, figs. 86-96, 656-7, etc. Bars of wood or

Iron attached to the side or end of a box-car so as to

form steps by which persons may climb to and from the

top of the car.

The individual bars, whether of wood or iron and
whether round or square, are termed ladder-rounds. They
are sometimes made with, but usually without, ladder

eide-rails, which see. The handles alongside of the lad-

der are termed grab-irons, or sometimes corner-handles ;

that placed on the roof near the ladder, the roof grab-

iron or ladder-handle.

The M. C. B. Association has recommended, figs. 656-7,

"That each box and stock car have two ladders, not less

than five steps in each ladder, made of f in. round iron,

projecting 3J in. from the siding, securely fastened to

each end at diagonal corners, with a handle directly over
the ladders on the roof."

Also that a bent ladder-round, which see, be used as a
safeguard against the foot slipping sidewise, for the bot-

tom round.

2. (For pile-driver car.) 32 and 33, figs. 1821-4. A
means of approach to the upper end of the leaders. They
usually swing on ladder-trunnions so as to be dropped
on the roof of the cabin when the car is not in use.

There is usually also a cabin-ladder against the side of

the cabin or engine-house.

Ladder-handle. 9, figs. 252-4 ; 60, figs. 86-96 ; figs. 656-7,

etc. A roof grab-iron, which see.

Ladder-rod. An iron ladder-round.

Ladder-round. 2, fig. 9 ; 59, figs. 86-96, etc. See Ladder.

The lower round of the ladder by recommendation of

the Master Car-Builders' Association should be a bent

ladder-round, as 59', fig. 96, as a safeguard against the

slipping of the foot in swinging around the corner of a
car.

Ladder side-rails. 202, figs. 97-101. The wooden
vertical side pieces to which wooden or iron ladder-

rounds are attached. This form of constructing the

ladder, however, is less common than ladder-rounds di-

rectly screwed to the end of the car, as in fig. 96.

Lag-screw (English, coach-screw). Fig. 1868. An iron

bolt with a square or hexagonal head and with a wood
screw-thread cut on it, intended to screw into wood.

Lag-screws are round under the head, so that they can be

turned after they enter the wood.

Lambrequin (lam'-bre-kan). 28, fig. 695. A cloth or

drapery fastened over the upper part of a window. It

covers the rod and rings or roller of the window curtains.

Lambrequins are unfashionable and passing out of use.

Laminated buffing - spring (English). A half-elliptic

spring. See Plate buffing and draw spring.

Lamp. Figs. 828-71. "A vessel for the combustion of

liquid inflammable bodies for the purpose of producing

light."

—

Webster. The chief forms of lamps now used

are for burning mineral oil or petroleum, though candle

lamps, which see, are in occasional use, as also oil lamps

for lard oil, for panel lights, lanterns, etc. Car lamps are

distinguished as side-lamps and centre-lamps, the latter

now usually consisting of two or more distinct lamps,

forming a chandelier. In England roof-lamps, inserted

from the roof of the car, are exclusively used. Lamps
are also distinguished as adjustable globe, loose globe and
plastered or fixed globe, which see, the latter being a

form in which the lamp is removed from below and the

globe cannot be taken off. Many of the more elaborate

modern lamps are constructed upon the tornado or hur-

ricane principle, which see, to avoid the effects of draft.

Postal-ear lamps or chandeliers are a special class, in

which every means possible is used to obtain a power-

ful light. See also Alcove-lamp, signal-lamp and tail-

lamp.
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Xamp-alcove. Figs. 855, 864. A metal casing or lining

for a recess in the side of a car to contain an alcove-lamp,

which see.

lamp-arms. 4, figs. 8274-33. 843 ; 26, figs. 680-1. Rods

by which a lamp is attached to the ceiling of a car.

Some lamp-arms, as in fig. 830, have bracket-angles to

support the shade and are then called bracket-arms.

Xamp-base (Moehring argand lamp). D, figs. 849-50.

Xamp-bottom. Figs. 903-6; 20, figs. 827-J-71; E, figs.849

-50. The lower portion of a lamp which is removable.

Contains the wick, burner and oil. See Candle-bottom ,

Xamp-bracket. 17, figs. 851-71, etc. See Side-lamp

bracket,

Xamp-burner. Figs. 873-925; 8, figs. 8724-71, 873-93.

That portion of a lamp by which the opening on the top

of the reservoir is closed, which holds the wick, and by

which the latter is adjusted. A great variety of styles

exist and are shown. See engravings. The dual

burners, which see, are favorites for car service were a

brilliant light is wanted, but many forms are used.

Xamp-burner (English). 165, fig. 205. The wick holder

in the roof-lamp, which see.

Xamp-canopy. Figs. 940, etc. A larger and more elaborate

smoke-bell, which see.

Xamp-case (street cars). 74, figs. 1843-4. A box over the
' end windows in which a lamp is placed. It has a glazed

door on the inside and usually colored glass on the out-

side as a signal or to designate the line to which the car

belongs. It is fastened shut by a lamp-case hook and eye,

2. (English.) 160, fig. 205. A cylindrical sheet of

iron for the protection of the roof-lamp), which see.

Xamp-case base or packing (English). 167, fig. 205. A
wooden packing-piece secured to the roof-boards, and

pr-esenting a level face for the lamp-case. See also Roof
lamp.

Xamp-case chimney (street cars). 76, figs. 1843-4. A
metal pipe through 'which the smoke and gases escape

from a lamp-case, very similar to a lamp-jack, which

see.

Xamp-case door (street cars). 75, fig. 1844. See Lamp-
case.

Xamp-case door-holder. Fig. 1862. A kind of hook at-

tached to the roof.

Xamp-case eye. Fig. 1860. See Lamp-case.

Xamp-case hook. Fig. 1860. See Lamp-case.

Lamp-chimney. A glass tube which incloses the flame of

a lamp, conducts away the smoke and gases and pro-

duces the necessary draft.

Figs. 926-936; 10, figs. 8274-871 give what are known,

as the standard types, of which the following table gives

the principal dimensions in inches :

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

23.

24.
25.

Same shape as No. 2, For No. 1

or A dual burner
No. 2 or B dual, Taber, monarch,
Alex'n and Ricta'd burners. . .

.

No. 2 or B dual, Taber, monarch,
Alex'n and Rich'd burners. . .

.

No. 16 postal-lamp (for signal and
sperm oils)

Student lamp
Astral, brilliant and other argand

burners
No. 16 postal-lamp (for mineral.

seal and other 300° oils)

Moehring argand burner
Mammoth argand burner
No. 2 or B sun burner
No. 1 or A sun burner
No. 2 or B sun hinge burner
No. 1 or A sun hinge burner
No. 1 or A sun hinge burner. . .

.

No. 2 or B suu hinge burner.. .

.

Same burners as No. 2
No. or E sun hinge burner (see

cuts Nos. 14 and 16)

No. 3 or D dual burner
Same as No. 2, with larger bulge,

fits same burners

lit,

7

8

8%

10%
11

10K

10)^
11
12
8
7%
8K
lYs
7M
8k
8%

6
10

Diameter.

2%

3 1
TB

i%
ifS

1%

i%
2

2ra
3
Sk
3%
3M

m
3
3 9

m
m
m
IK
i&

i#

13€
1%
IK
l&
3

vk

vk

1M

»K

V4
lit

1%

IK
s
2K
3
3^
2%
2%
2«,
2%'

2>i

1%
2=

s

2V
2^

2^

2K

2K

Doz

6

6

12
25

25

25
12
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6
6

6

For names of the various patterns as referred to by
number, see engravings.

Lamp-chimney bracket. 12, figs. 857-8. A projecting

metal arm attached to the side of a car and carrying a

chimney-holder by which a lamp-chimney is held in

place.

Lamp-chimney holder. 11, figs. 843, 857. See above.

Lamp-chimney reflector. 15, figs. 843, 857. Usually it

has a hole in the centre in which the chimney is in-

serted.

Lamp-cover, or lamp-protector (English). 161, fig. 205
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American equivalent, lamp-jack. A sheet-iron cover

hinged to the lamp-case and secured by a spring-catch

to protect the lamp from rain, while it allows the smoke
to escape. See also Roof-lamp.

Lamp-cover spring-catch (English). 164, figs. 2C4-5.

See above.

Lamp-fastening. Fig. 847. See Creamer's lamp fasten-

ing.

Lamp-founts 6, figs. 627-J, £47, £57, £C5-6. The receptacle

for the oil turned in a Icmp. Also called lamp-resirvcir.

Lerrp-glass (.English). 1C6, fg. 2C5. In a caiiicge, a

hemisT.herical glass glcte cf unusual Thickness, which
surrounds the turner of a rcof-lamp, which see.

Lamp-glcte. Figs. C4C-53. A glass or porcelain case or

vessel inclosing or surrounding the flame of a lamp cr

candle, and intended to protect the latter ficm wind.

Lamp globes are approximately glctular in fcim, in dis-

tinction from a lamp-shade, which flares at the bottom,

but are often made of different shapes, as round, pear-
shaped, egg-shaped, melon-shaped, double-cone-shaped,

etc.

Lamp-globe chimney. 3, figs. 828-83, 868. A metal lube

attached to the top of a lamp-globe for conducting away
the smoke. A shade-cup is an equivalent device for a
lamp-shade.

Larnp-holder. See Side-lamp holder.

Lamp-hoop. Figs. 9 1 8-21. A ring with an interior screw-

thread for attaching to cheap oil lamps to receive the

burner.

Lamp-iron (English). American equivalent, tail-light

holder, or signal-light holder. See End lamp-iron, and
side lamp-iron.

Lamp-jack. 136, fig. 158 ; 27, figs. 676-7. A cap or cov-

ering over a lamp-vent on the outside of a car to exclude
rain and prevent downward currents of air. Also see

Lamp-case chimney.

Lamp-key (Pintsch gas apparatus). Fig. 821. A substitute

for the ordinary cock of gas fixtures used to prevent
unauthorized tampering with the burners.

Lamp-platicim (Ccoltaugh's). Figs. 11SC-1. A sliding

or lifting step attached to car-seats for convenience in

lifting or adjusting centre-lamps.

Lamp-plug (English). 162, fig. 205. A cylindrical piece of

wood secured to the lamp-case by a chain, and used to

block up the lamp aperture in the roof when the lamp is

not in its place. See Roof-lamp.
Lamp-plug stand (English). 163, fig. 205. A cast-iron

stand on which the lamp-plug rests when the roof-lamp

(which see) is in use. Its object is to prevent the lamp-
plug bumping on the roof of the carriage when the train

is moving.

Lamp-reflector. 14, figs. 828-33, 856. See also Alcove-

lamp reflector.

Lamp-reservoir. 6, figs. 827-J, 857, 905-6. The portion of

a lamp which holds the oil. Also called lamp-fount.

Lamp-ring. 5, figs. £27|--33, 843. A metal ring at the

base of a lamp, to which the lamp-bottom or reservoir

and lamp-globe are attached. In centre-lamps the ring

is supported by the lamp-arms. See also Creamer's lamp-

fastening.

Lamp-screw. Figs. 914-21. A more elaborate lamp-hoop r

which see, with a flange.

Lamp-shade. 2, figs. 942-8. A conical-shaped reflector

placed over a lamp to reflect the light downward.
Figs. 942-948 give what are known as standard forms,,

the dimensions of which in inches are as per the follow-

ing table

:

Diameter.

M
o Top.

Ht.

B
a
en

o
a

O. CO

d.

9

4. Car lamp- 4 8X ±y* *H
5. " " " .... 4% 10 W *K
6. " 4Y« 14 &K 6^
6. " " gold striped.... *<A 14 5X 6^
7. '•% 1G 14 5K <s*
7. " plain white .... •% J6K 5>»' *M
8. F. R. 5% 10 *% a^
8. " " gold striped.... 5% 10 *% Q 7'

°I3

Lamp-stay. 1, figs. 828-33. A horizontal bar, usually

reaching from side to side of the clear-story, by which
a car-lamp is steadied and also made more ornamental.

Lamp-vent. An opening in the roof through which the-

gases from a lamp escape.
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Lantern. Figs. 959-86. A portable lamp, the Sims
in which is protected from wind and rain by glass,

usually in the form of a globe surrounded by wire3

called guards. According to the number of these wires

the lantern is called single, double, or triple-guard. The
conductor's lantern, which see, is one with a large bail,

so as to be carried on the arm, leaving both hands free.

It is usually provided with a reflector above. Fresnel

lanterns, fig. 9S6, are little used for railroad service, the

various forms of signal lamps, figs. 959-73, being gen-

erally preferred. Inspector's lanterns, which see, are

technically understood to be those in which the color

of the light can be varied at will. See Lens. Signal-

light.

Lantern and flag holder (Coolbaugh's). Figs. 965-8. A
device for displaying signals on rear of trains. See

Flag-holder. The novelty is the convenience of attach-

ment for either a lamp or flag.

Lard-oil lamp-bottom. Fig. 906.

Lard-lamp screw. Fig. 914.

Lard-oil ratchet-burner. Fig. 913.

Large equalizing-guide (Janney-MiTer coupler). 47,
fig. 534. See Equalizing-guide. Small equalizing-guide.

Larry. Figs. 1713, 1730. See Lorry.

Latch. The primary sense of this word is—to catch, to

close, stop, or make fast ; hence, an attachment to a
door, window, etc., to hold it open or shut, is called a
latch. The ordinary distinction between a latch and a
lock is that a lock is closed and opened with a separate

key and usually has a square bolt, whereas a latch has

no separate key and usually has a beveled bolt, which
snaps shut automatically by contact with the keeper or

strike-plate. The most exact distinction between a latch

and lock seems to be the form of the bolt and not the use
or disuse cf a key. See Sash-lock. Latches named from
the use which they subserve are the following, which see:

Berth-latch. Saloon-latch.
Deck-sash latch. Sliding door-latch, or lift-

Safety berth-latch. latch.

Safety grate-latch. Spring door-latch.
Safely strap-latch.

A sliding door-latch or lift-latch has a beveled hook
instead of a beveled bolt, but operates upon substan-

tially the same principle. Nearly all forms of latches are

spring latches. A night-latch is a large and ea efully

made form of an ordinary latch, which can be opened

from th 3 outside by akey. A.cupboi,rd latch is any form

of small latch. A rim-latch, like a rim-lock, is one attached

simply to the outside of the door in distinction from a

mortise or rabbited latch (both rarely used), which is

boxed into the door.

Lateral motion. A movement sidewise, more particu-

larly insinlng, as gsaerally usal, a sii3 or swing motion
(which 333) of the bolster of a swing-motion trusk, in

distinction from tie end-play of an axle unisr the

journal. A lateral-motion spring, which is slipped over

a lateral-motion spring-pin, is som.3tim3s used to check
ths lateral mavamsnt of such spring bolstera, but this

end is more commonly accomplished by splaying the

swing-hangers outward.

Lataral-motion spring. 40, figs. 1934, 1937. See above.

Lateral-motion spring-pin. 41, fig. 1937. See above.

Lateral-play. Side motion of any part of a car or ma-

chinery; the space left to permit of such side-moticn

See Lateral-motion (of a truci bolster). End-play (el

an axle).

Laurie car. Figs. 1713, 1733. See Lorry car. The lorry

car is often spelled Laurie on the supposition that the

car was named after James Laurie, a prominent Ameri-

can engineer in the early days of railroads, but the term

is English and very old.

Lavatory. Figs. 203, etc. Another name for a saloon,

especially when provided with washing facilities ; also

us;d, more properly, as another name for a wash-room.

Lavatary carriag-3 (English). A passenger vehicle in

which two or more compartments have access to a small

lavatory, urinal, etc. See also Carriage.

Lead car-seal. Figs. 1110-13. Lead seals are either in

the form of rivets or buttons. The former now more

common. See Car-seal.

Leaders (of pile-driver car, which see). 3, figs. 1831-4.

The long vertical timbers serving to guide the hammer
(which see) in its fall. The leaders swing upon leader

trunnions carried on the leader-trunnion pedestal. They
are stiffened at some point midway of their ength by
lop-stringers 6. leader-braces 7, and commonly by pi
lasters 5, at the outside which att°r serve to suppor

the top-stringers. They art connected at the top by
eader- cap ard al the botioit by a leader crost-piece th
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latter attached at the side in such manner as not to in-

terfere with the fall of the hammer.
Leader-brace (pile-driver car). 7, figs. 1821-4. See above.

Leader-brace pocket (pile-driver car). 17, figs. 1821—4.

See above.

Leader-cap (pile-driver car). 9, figs. 1821-4. A cross-piece

connecting the two leaders at the top and carrying the

main-sheave and pile-hoisting sheave of the hoisting-gear.

Leader cross-piece. 23, figs. 1821-4. See Leader.

Leader-stay. 25, fig. 1824. An oblique diagonal brace

attached at the upper end to the top-stringers serving to

stiffen the leaders.

Leader-trunnion. 15 and 51, figs. 1821-4. See Leader
and trunnion.

Lead-lined journal-bearing. A journal-bearing which
has its inner surface covered with a thin layer of lead, so

that it may fit itself to the j ournal as soon as subjected

to wear. Such bearings were patented by Mr. D. A.

Hopkins, and are often called Hopkins journal-bearings.

A variety of other bearings, such as the Le Roy, etc., are

more or less similar, but most of them use a greater

quantity of lead or babbitt-metal, which see, as fig. 1995.

Lead-rivet car-seal. Fig. 1114-18. See Car-seal.

Lead seal. Figs. 1109-19. See Car-seal. Lead car-seal

Leaf spring (for Miller coupling). 49, fig. 636. Also
called coupling-spring. The long spring pressing the

drawbar coupling-hooks together in the act of coupling.

Leakage-groove (of Westinghouse brake cylinder), b, fig.

352. A small passage past the brake piston to prevent
any trifling leakage applying the brakes.

Leakage-valve (Westinghouse brake). Fig. 320. A small
valve formerly placed between the triple-valve and the
brake-cylinder to prevent a trifling leakage applying the
brakes. Superseded by the leakage-groove.

Leatber. See Piston-packing leather. Packing-leathei-.

Piston-rod-packing leather. Window-shade leather. Solid
leather nails.

Leatber bell-cord. See Bell-cord.

Leatberoid. A substance somewhat resembbng leather,
and somewhat similar to vulcanized fibre, which see, in
its general character and appearance. It is made by
a quite different process, however, treating paper with
sulphate of zinc, and is claimed to be a cheaper and

inferior article. The two are, in the main, used for quite-

different purposes.

Leatber-seat. A dust-guard bearing, which see.

Left-chamber cap (air-pump for Westinghouse brake). 30,

fig. 299.

Left-band brace-pocket. See Pocket. A right-hand

pocket is shown at 40, figs. 132-6. If the brace were on
the other side of the post and inclined the opposite way,
the pocket would be left-hand.

Left-band seat. Figs. 1134-5. A car-seat with a station-

ary back in such a position that the seat-end is on the

left side of a person sitting on the seat.

Leg. See Seat-leg.

Leg-iron (English). 173, figs. 205-7. See Step-iron.

Length (of elliptic springs). The distance from centre to

center of scrolls when the spring is unloaded.

Lens. Figs. 954-5. An optical instrument for conveying

rays of light upon a fixed path or fixed point. Lenses

for lanterns consist of three types, bull's eye, fig. 956 ;

semaphore (a mere modification of the Fresnel), figs.

954-5, and the Fresnel proper, figs. 957-8, the latter rarely

used. Standard sizes for bull's eyes are 2-f in., 5 in., 6 in-

and 8 in. The standards for semaphores are 3| in., 3$,.

4, 4J, U, 5, 5f, 6, 6f, 7, 7* and 8 in.

Letter-board (passenger car exteriors). 91, figs. 155-85.

A horizontal board under the cornice, extending the

whole length, on which the name of the company to

which the car belongs is usually painted. The letter-

board occupies the frieze of the car, and is often so

called.

Letter-box plate. See below.

Letter-drop (postal cars). Fig. 1071. A. plate with a

spring flap for receiving letters for the post.

Lettering (of freight cars). A standard system of letter-

ing and numbering cars, shown in figs. 658-663, was pro-

posed to the M. C. B. Association, 1884, and submitted to

letter ballot, but the following only was adopted, in

reference to lettering and numbering fast-freight line-

cars, viz.:

"1st. The half of sides of car on which the doors do

not slide to show the name of the fast-freight line (spelled

out in full) and the car number (in the fast-freight line

series) immediately below it. In the same panel and
within 2 ft. of the sill shall appear (in letters not

over 4 in. high) the name of the railroad company
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owning or contributing the car, and between the same
and the sill shall appear the light weight of the car, with
such other information as it is found advisable to give

in connection with same.

"2d. The doors should have no marks whatever.

"3d. The ends to show the initials of the fast-freight

line with the car number (in the fast-freight line series)

and the light weight just below them; no other marks
will appear on ends of car.

" 4th. The half of sides of cars on which the doors do
slide to be. reserved for advertising symbols or trade-

marks where used. The use of profuse lettering in this

panel is to be discouraged, however, and it is recom-
mended that only the simplest trade-marks or advertis-

ing signs should be used; the capacity of the car to ap-

pear near the sill in this same panel."

A resolution was adopted at the 16th Annual Conven-
tion, 1882, requesting all railroad companies whose ini-

tials are the same as chose of other railroad companies
to stencil the name of the road in full on some part of

the car where it can readily be seen by freight agents.

Lever. " In mechanics, a bar of metal, wood, or other
substance, turning on a support called a fulcrum."

—

Webster.

See Brake-lever.
Brake equalizing-lever.
Centre brake-lever.

Compression-lever.
Cylinder-lever.

Dead-lever.
Door-shaft lever.

Eccentric-lever.

Floating-lever.

Hand-car lever, or pro-
pelling-lever.

Live lever.

Platform-lever.
Release-lever.

Roof-lever.
Thumb-lever.
Tripping-lever.
Uncoupling-lever.

Lever-bracket (Westinghouse freight brake-cylinder). 7
fig. 354.

Lever-faucet. Fig. 1592. A self-closing faucet shut by a
spring and opened by the movement of a handle or lever.

Also called telegraph-faucet. They are called vertical or
horizontal according to the direction of the pipe or
opening into which they are fastened.

Lever-frame (hand-car). 17, 18, figs. 1720-3. A wooden
frame, shaped somewhat like a letter A, on top of a hand-
car, which supports the lever-shaft and lever. In some
modern cars, as 13, figs. 724r-6, a gas-pipe S-frame is used
for working double levers.

Lever-frame cap (hand-car). 18, figs. 1720-3. A short

horizontal piece of timber to which the lever journal-
bearings are fastened.

Lever-frame post (hand-car). 17, figs. 1720-3. See also

Lever-post.

Lever-frame tie-rod (hand-car). 25, figs. 1720, 1722. A
vertical rod by which the lever-frame cap is bolted to

the floor-frame.

Lever-guard (Janney coupler). 116, figs. 542-54. A guide
on the platform-rail for the platform-lever.

Lever-guide. See above and Brake-lever guide.

Lever hand-car. Figs. 1709-26. The common style of

hand-car, which see, worked by levers connected to

cranks. These levers are usually placed horizontally,

but sometimes they are vertical. Double-lever hand-cars,

to avoid danger of trouble with the dead-centre,

have recently been introduced. See Hand-cars.

Lever-handle "(hand-car). 20, figs. 1720, 1723.

Lever-jaw (Janney platform). 33, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

The cast-iron jaws upon which the platform-lever has its

fulcrum.

Lever jaw-pin (Janney-Miller coupler). 97, figs. 542-

554, 602-35. See above.

Lever-post (Kalamazoo lever hand-car). 1, figs. 1724^6.

Lever-post base (Kalamazoo lever hand-car). 31, figs.

1724-6. A large cast-iron washer.

Lever-shaft (hand-car). 21, figs. 1720, 1722. A short iron

shaft to which the propelling levers are attached.

Lever-shaft bearings (hand-car). 22, figs. 1720-23.

Lid. See Journal-box cover. Saloon seat-lid.

Lift. A finger-hold attached to windows and window-
blinds to take hold of in raising or lowering them. See

Sash-lift. Window-blind lift.

Lifting-plate (Wolfrath combination sash-lift and lock).

M, figs. 1700-2. An equivalent for the ordinary sash-lift.

Lifting-spring (Ormsby sash-balance). C, fig. 1703.

Lift-latch, or sliding-door latch. Figs. 990-1, 746-9.

A lock, the latch of which is lifted by turning the knob
instead of drawing it backward.

Lift-latch lock. "A lock in which the latch is pivoted

and lifted free of the keeper, passing through a notch in

the box instead of being simply retracted."

—

Knight.

Similar to figs. 990-1, 746-9.

Light. "A window; a place that admits light to enter ;

a pane of glass."

—

Webster. See End roof-light. In
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England among car-builders the windows are called

lights. See Door-light. Quarter-light.

Limit gauge. Figs. 1335-6. A term applied to many
forms of gauges which are used for determining whether

piece3 do not exceed or fall below a certain specified

range of dimension. As used at the present time by the

M. C. B. Association it is restricted to limit gauges for

round iron, the standards for which, as fixed by that

Association, are as follows :

Sizes of Limit Gauges for Round Iron.

Nominal diam- Large siz9. Small size. Total
eter of iron. + end. — end. variation.

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.

}£ 2550 .2450 .010

ft 3180 .3070 .011

% 3S10 .3690 .012

ft 4410 .4110 .013
H 5070 .4930 .014

ft .57.10 .5550 .015

% 6330 .6170 .016
Vt, 7585 .7415 .017

% 8840 .8660 .018
1 1.0095 .9905 .019
l>ii 11350 1.1150 .020
1& 1.2605 1.2395 .021

Lincrusta-Walton. A decorative material for walls and
ceilings, having something of the appearance and tough-

ness of leather. It is made from the residuum of boiled

linseed oil mixed with saw-dust. Designs of any form
are pressed upon it and it is furnished in a great variety

of colors. It is attached to walls generally with paste or

glue, like wall paper, but is water-proof, and very flexi-

ble.

Lindsay's steel-tired car-wheel. A wheel invented by
W. I. Lindsay, in which the wheel-centre is one single

casting provided with two grooves into which corre-

sponding tongues upon the flange fit. The tire is shrank
on and in addition bolted to the wheel-centre by eight

bolts.

Line car. Figs. 3, 12, etc. A short term to designate cars

belonging to the various fast-freight lines which run
over several roads between the leading shipping points

east and west. The number of these lines is large, and
at the present time they are nearly all owned by associa-

tions of the roads themselves and not by private*individ-

uals. Their object is to make it possible to issue through
bills of lading and to avoid breaking bulk, as well as to

obtain greater dispatch.

At the 17th M. C. B. Convention, Chicago, 1883, the

following resolutions were adopted:
" Whereas, It is a co mnion practice to store line cars

on side tracks during summer months or dull times

away from home, after they have been in severe service;

and,

"Whereas, Many of the cars after being so stored are

found to be more or less out of proper condition, so that
"^ they need more or less repairs, and when put into ser-

vice cause much detention to traffic and many trans-

fers
;

"Ba it Resolved, therefore, That it is the sense of this

meeting that all line cars owned by foreign companies

should bs returned to their owners instead of being

stored on foreign tracks, and that a competent man
should be detailed to inspect the stored cars and to

arrange to have the necessary repairs made during the

time such cars are out of service."

For standard lettering of line cars, figs. 658-9, see

Lettering.

Lining. Sae End-lining. Head-lining. Inside-lining. Feed-

door lining.

Lining guards (Gouge heater). Figs. 1424-5. Ribs fast-

ened to thi back of the fire-box inside to hold the brick

lining in place.

Lining-strips. 54, figs. 84-5. Wooden or metal strips

put on the inside of freight or biggage cars to protect

the inside of the car from being injured by freight or

baggage. Lining strips serve very much the same pur-

pose as inside lining.

Link. 1. " A short connecting piece, of circular or other

equivalent shape ; as one of the oval rings or divisions of

a chain."

—

Knight.

2. (Coupling-links.) Figs. 431-42. A short bar with an
eye at each end for connecting two things together or

for supporting one from another. When used alone the

term in railroad service always means a coupling-link,

which see. See also Brake-block suspending-link. Eccen-

tric-lever link. Hanger-link.

3. ("American" bell-crank steam driver-brake). 20,

figs. 333-5. Two short bars connecting thepiston and the

bell-cranks.

4. (''American" steam tender brake). 9, figs. 336-7.

The bar connecting the yoke and cylinder brake-lever and
serving as a fulcrum for the latter.
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Link-hangsr. A swing-hanger, which see, in the form of

a link.

Link-hanger eye-bolt. Figs. 2113-3. A bolt passing

through the transoms from which a very short swing-

hanger, which see, is suspended.

Lin'i-p n ('"American" bell-crank st9am driver-brake).

19, figs. 363-5. See Link.
',

2. Fig. 1776. A coupling-pin, which see.

Linoleum. A form of floor covering manufactured from
linseid oil, prepared by a special process, mixed with
ground cork and backed with canvas. Another floor

covering of substantially the same nature as linoleum

is known as corticine.

Lintel. 18, fi^s. 370, etc. The horizontal part of a door or

window-frame above the sash. See Deck-sash lintel. 5,

fig. 186.

Lip. See Metaining-lip (steel-tired wheels).

Lip lam.p-chim.n3y. Fig. 926-7. One with an indented

rinr near the bottom, for use with screw lamp-burners.

Live-lever. 6, figs. 338-9 and figs. 317-S. The one of a
pair of brake-levers to which the brake power is first ap-

plied is sometimes given this title, the other being

termed the dead-lever.

Lock. Figs. 937-1037. " Anything that fastens—particu-

larly an instrument having one or more bolts moved by
a key, used for fastening doors, drawers, etc."

—

Worces-

ter. Accordingly, in this dictionary bolts which have

a beveled bolt, especially if they do not require a key to

move them, are termed latches, and those with a square-

ended bolt locks. See Sash-lock and latch. According
to their purpose locks are divided into berth-locks, door-

locks, freight-car locks, grain-door locks, seat-locks,, slid-

ing-door or lift-latch locks, etc. According to their

manner of application, they are distinguished as mortise

locks, inserted entirely within the door; rabbeted locks,

visible on the exterior of the door, but boxed more or

less into it; and rim-locks, entirely exterior to the door.

A dcxd-lock is one which has no springs within it but is

moved entirely by key ; in distinction from a spring

door-lock or night-latch, which is moved by a key from
without, but has a beveled bolt so that it snaps shut
automatically. A padlock is one used with a staple and
hasp, and which is not otherwise permanently attached

to the opening whicb it fastens. The Yale lock, which
see, is a special form largely used. Freight-car locks are

usually seal locks. See Car seal. See also Private lock

(English).

Look-bolt (seal-lock). E, fig. 1011. The bolt which enters

the shackle and effects the locking.

Lock-case. Figs. 1029-1037. The outside or covering

part of a lock, more especially a padlock.

Lock-chain. 76, fig. 86. A chain by which a padlock is

fastened to a car.

Loeksr. A small compartment or clo3et "for storage. A
closet is usually the same height as the room and a

locker is of less height. Lockers are frequently attached

under cars, as in fii;s. 50, 56.

LD3'i-k93p3r. Figs. 1021, etc. The box on a door-jamb

into which the bolt of a lock protrudes when shot. See

Keeper.

Loci-nab (" American" bell-crank driver-brake). 24,

fijs. 333-5. (Kirby's car-door lock.) C, figs. 1003-4.

The outer one of a pair of nut3 on one bolt, which by
screwing up separately to a tight bearing locks the inner

one.

Lock-seal. Figs. 1108-19, etc. A piece of glass, lead or

paper, which forms a seal for a lock, so that the latter

cannot be opened without it3 being known. See Car-

seal.

Lodging-car. A passenger or box car fitted up with
sleeping accommodations for men at work on the line

of a road. More commo ily called boarding-car.

Logging-cars. Fig3. 1727, etc. A special variety of

light and strong cars used for getting out lumb°r, run-

ning usually on cheap logging railroads, of which a

great number now exist.

Long brake-rod (Stevens brake). 12, fig. 232. A rod

which connects two levers, one on each truck, together.

Long brake-shaft. 94, figs. 82, 101. One which extends

up above the top of a car so that brakes can be applied

by a person on the roof.

Long gondola car. Figs. 31-32. See Gondola car.

Longitudinal-seat (street and suburban cars). 34, figs.

1843-4. A seat which extends lengthwise of a car.

Longitudinal-step. Figs. 1839-1841. A board which ex-

tends along the side of an open car, or a car with doors

on the tide, used as a step in getting on or off the car or

for passing from one end of the car to the other.

2. (English.) See Foot-board.

Longitudinal-step bracket. Figs. 1839, 1841.
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Longitudinal tie-rod (English). 9, figs. 117 and 206. Cor-

responds in part to an American truss-rod. A long bolt

binding the timbers of the underframe together longi-

tudinally. It is generally horizontal, and if inclined

slopes downward to the ends of the vehicle to prevent

them sagging or drooping. In English eight-wheeled

vehicles truss-rods are used, but in four-wheeled

vehicles the ends sag instead of the centre.

Long seat-end. 3, fig. 1122. A vertical frame of wood or

(usually) iron which combines a seat-end and seat-stand

together, supports the end of the car-seat and also for m
the arm or seat-end. A short seat-end is a seat-end

proper, which is supported on a separate stand.

Long smoke-pipe (Gouge heater). 11, figs. 1405-7; 58,

figs. 1413-4. The pipe through which the draft of the

stove normally passes after the fire is well started. The

short smoke-pipe gives a direct draft.

Long T-bolt (Janney coupler). 13, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

A bolt by which the combination-yoke acts against the

centre buffer-spring.

Lookout (freight caboose). Figs. 44-7, 102-4. A small

cupola or upper deck in the roof to afford opportunity

for the display of signal lights and to enable train hands

to keep a better lookout on the train. They are in

increasing use, but the majority of caboose cars as yet

do not have them.

Loose berth-hinge. Fig. 1237. A berth-hinge the two
parts of which are detachable. It enters into a loose

berth-hinge bushing, fig. 1238. See Berth-hinge.

Loose-globe. Fig. 868. See Lamp-globe.

Loose-globe lamp. Fig. 868. A lamp or lantern in which
the globe is attached to the frame by springs, screws or

catches, so that it can be easily removed.

Loose-joint butt-hinge. Figs. 779-90. A butt-hinge,

which see, permitting the door to be lifted off its hinges

when desired

.

Loose-pin butt-hinge. Fig. 782. A butt-hinge, which see,

having a removable hinge-pin.

,
Loose-wheel. A term applied to various devices for

4 enabling car-wheels to revolve independently of each
other. A great variety of patents for this purpose have
been taken out but none of them have been successfully

introduced, and experiment seems to indicate that the

advantages are more theoretical than practical, and are

greatly exaggerated theoretically. See especially a series

of tests by Reuben Wells in the transactions of the Master

Car-Builders' Association, 1870.

Lorenz refrigerator car. Figs. 130-130*. A car which
uses salt and ice for refrigerating, and carries the ice in

ice-racks at the end of the car.

The walls are generally about six inches thick, com-
posed, including bottom, of : (1), the outside siding

; (2),

air-space D ; (3), anon-conducting composition sheeting ;

(4), intermediate lining
; (5). non-conducting cork wall ;

(6), inside lining. All the air spaces, e xcept those in

bottom, are in free communication with each other.

Air-inlets E, in end of car, permit free circulation of air

in and out of air-jacket; and floor air-inlets F perform

the same office for air spaces in the bottom. The doors

are constructed like the walls.

The floor slopes to centre and is provided with a
narrow trough K, covered by a cover-strip L and pro-

vided with floor-traps N. Drain ing-notches O permit

access of water to the trough. It is of galvanized iron

and contains a retaining trap in the centre of its length.

A bottom flashing T of galvanized iron runs around

entire base of walls to prevent access of moisture to the

framing.

Fresh air from the atmosphere enters the air-inlet

pipes V, built into the non-conducting space, where it

becomes cooled, sinks and enters car near the bottom

through the inside inlet-strainer W, the moisture which

it has parted with finding its way to the central trough

K. Foul aii-, inside the car, enters the outlet jjipes H
through the internal air-holes J, and becoming con-

densed, sinks and discharges into the air-space D, next

inside the outer siding, where it is utilized in cooling

the air-jacket. Moisture condensed inside the car drains

to the central trough, where the trap expels it.

Lorry, or larry. Figs. 1713, 1730. Push cars used in con-

struction for moving rails, ties, etc. Often made with

only a half bearing for the journals so that the frame can

be removed from the wheels at any time. See note to

Laurie car.

Loughridge air-brake. A system of continuous brakes,

invented by Wm. Loughridge and in use on the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad and others, which is operated by

compressed air. The air is compressed by an air-pump

worked by an eccentric on one of the axles of the engine,

and is stored up in a tank on the engine or tender. When
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the brakes are applied the compressed air is conveyed

from the tank by pipes connected together between the

cars by flexible hose to cylinders with pistons under
each car, by means of which the pressure of the air is

communicated to the brake-levers and thence to the

brake-shoes.

Lower arch-bar. The inverted arch-bar. See Arch-bar.

Lower bell-crank bracket (American automatic compres-

sion brake, which see). 12, figs. 368-9.

Lower-berth (sleeping cars). 1, figs. 676-8. The bed near-

est the floor made up by dropping down the seats and
seat-backs. The mattress for it is carried by day in the

pocket formed by the upper berth. In the Mann boudoir
cars, figs. 680-1, the lower-berth intact forms a sofa by
day, the sofa-back forming the upper berth. See Berth.

Lower berth-curtains (Mann boudoir cars). 13, figs. 680

-1. See Berth-curtain.

Lowerbrake-rod. 97, figs. 1907-69 ; 5, figs. 227-35 ; 10,
figs. 324-5. A rod which connects the two brake-beams
or levers of outer-hung brakes. When one brake-lever

only is used on each truck the rod is attached at one end
to the lever and at the other end to the opposite brake-

beam. When two levers are used the rod is attached to

each lever. It is supported in case of accident by a loiver

brake-rod carrier. See note to fig. 1967. With inner-

hung brakes the substitute for the lower brake-rod be-

comes a part in compression and is called the brake-lever

coupling-bar, 19, figs. 249-51.

Lower brake-shaft bearing. 97, figs. 87-95 ; 155, figs.

155-7. An eye or support for a vertical brake-shaft, near
the lower end. The support at the lower end is called

the brake-shaft step. The lower bearing is above the step.

Lower-cap (triple valve for Westinghouse brake). 3, figs.

332-3. (Of reducing-valve, West, train signal app's.)

4, fig. 691. (Of Westinghouse engineer's brake-valve.)

11, fig. 334.

Lower-chord (of a truss). 14, figs. 2182-6. The lower
outside member.

(The distinction between a lower chord and a truss-rod in
trusses like that represented in figs. 8181, 2193, is not very
clear ; but a chord is usually so called only in a truss having
both vertical and inclined members. A mere trussed beam is
not a truss in modern technical usage.)

Lower cone (graduated bolster-spring). 2, fig. 2096. See
Spiral spring.

Lower connecting-rod stirrup (American automatic com-
pression brake, which see). 24, figs. 368-9.

Lower corner-plate. 57, figs. 82, 86 : 26, figs. 109-12.

See Corner-plate. A push-block, which see, is usually

cast on this corner-plate.

Lower or bottom cylinder-head (Westinghouse driving-

wheel brake-cylinder). 4, figs. 314-5.

Lower-deck. 171, figs. 159-60. The main roof of a pas-

senger car on each side of the clear-story or upper-deck.

Lower deflector-frame (Gouge heater). Fig. 1457. A
frame inside of the front of case to which the deflector

is attached, through which hot air is discharged near

the stove.

Lower discharge-valve (air-pump for Westinghouse

brake). 32, figs. 298-9. A puppet-valve, which see, at

the bottom of the air-pump through which the air below

the piston escapes.

Lower door-hinge (English). 180, fig. 205. See Door-

hinge. This hinge is made with a longer butt than the

others, to allow for the curvature or fall-under of the

door.

Lower door-panel. 10, fig. 370.

Lower door-saeh. 13, fig. 370. The lower section of a

door-sash, which is made in two parts. This is commonly

movable, the other fixed.

Lower end-panel (street cars). 30, fig. 1845.

Lower foot-board (English). 171, figs. 205, 207. Ameri-

can equivalent, platform-step. A board running nearly

the whole length of the carriage, and situated about 20

in. from the ground.

Lower outside-panel (street cars). 28, figs. 1843-4. It is

usually made concave.

Lower seat-back rail (street cars). 40, figs. 1843-4. See

Upper seat-back rail.

Lower side-bearing (logging cars). Figs. 1737, 1762. The

truck side-bearing.

Lower steam-valve (for engine of Westinghouse brake)-

7, figs. 298-9. See Main steam-valve.

Lower swing-hanger pivot. 48, figs. 1912, 1917-8, 1959.

A bar by which a spring-plank is attached to the lower

end of a swing-hanger, which see.

Lower valve-chamber cap (Westinghouse air-pump, etc.)-

34, fig. 298.

Lower wainscot end-rail. 30, fig. 186. See below.

Lower wainscot-rail (passenger car interiors). 74, figs-
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175-5 ; 2, figs. 679-93. A longitudinal rail immediately

above the truss-plank. The upper wainscot-rail comes
directly below the window.

Lower window-blind. 140, figs. 155-35 ; 18, figs. 632-3.

The lower section of a window-blind which is made in

two parts, as is usually the case.

Lower window-blind lift. Fig. 1673 ; 23, figs. 692-3.

The lifts for lower blind", differ from those for a single

blind in having a lug which engages with the upper

blind when the lower one is raised up half-way, and thus

the upper one is raised with the lower one. See Win-

dow-blind lift.

Low-sided wagon (English). A freight car with sides

and ends about 9 in. high. It has generally no doors

and is used chiefly for conveying pig-iron and similar

loads. See High-sided wagon. Msdium-sided wagon.

Low truck. Trucks constructed so as to bring the floor

nearer to the rails; mainly used in construction service.

They are commonly constructed so as to bring the floor

about 3 ft. 2 to 6 in. from the rail instead of about 4 ft.

Lubricator. Figs. 369-2, etc. An instrument used for

applying a lubricant. Also called oiler. See Automatic
lubricator.

Lug. A projecting stud or ear to afford a bearing or point

of attachment. See Follower-plate lug, fig. 1742.

1. (Anderson sash-balance.) 1, fig. 1707.

a. (Atwood's hemp-packed wheel.) Fig. 2108. Pro-

jecting cross-bars on the outsil e of the wheel-centre to

give bund to the hemp packing.

3. (Bo'ster-springs.) 5, figs. 2395-6. Projecting points

upon the spring-plates to enter the timber.

4. Or standards (freight-car seal-lock). N, fig. 1011.

The projections carrying the pivot of the clasp by which
the lock is fastened.

5. (Van Lieuw grain-door.) 1, fig. 378.

6. (Head-board.) Fig. 1279J.

Lug-bolt. Fig. 1S69. A strap-bolt, which see, with a lug
turned up at one end to enter a morti-e in the timber
and in part relieve the attaching bolts from strain.

Lumber. Timber of all kinds sawed into merchantable
form, but more particularly such as is not sawed into

boards. The term, however, is often used in the broad
sense.

Lumber-car. 1. A oar of extra length, usually of 34 ft.;

more particularly intended for carrying lumber ; gen-

erally but not always a box car.

2. A logging-car, figs. 1727-30, etc.. is sometimes

called a lumber-car.

Lumber lorry. Fig. 1730. See Lorry car.

L-window-button. More commonly, monkey-tail. Fig,

1653. A catc'i shaped somewhat like a letter L, so as to

fall by gravitv into the desired position, attached to a

sash to engage with a monkey-tail stop. fig. 1662, fast-

ened to the casing.

IM

MsKay's curtain brackets. Figs. 16S4-5 and 1687. A
form of bracket for holding the various forms of spring

roller curiains, one bracket having a rectangular hole

and the other a circular. A variety of patterns are made
besides those shown. The McKay and Hartshorn shade

roller accomplish the same end in much the same way,
but the McKay works with a cam, while the Hartshorn

works with a pawl. See Shade-roller.

Miohine-bolt. Figs. 1865-S. A bolt with a metal thread

cut on it, and wi'h a square or hexagonal head, especially

if turned or finished. The word bolt, unqualified, usually

means a machine-bolt.

Magazine (base burning stoves). Fig. 1472. A general

term for a receptacle for coal before it reaches the fire-

pot proper, usually situated directly above the latter.

The term is sometimes also applied to the fire-pot, figs.

1330 to 1537, but incorrectly.

Magazine-door, inside and outside (Johnson heater).

10-11, fig. 1472.

Magnetic curtain holder. A device for holding a win-

dow-shade fixed in any position, while still leaving it

easily movable. It consists simply of a bar magnet
running acro-s the lower edge of the shade, bearing

against two fixed bars of soft iron, one on each side of

the window, to which the magnets attach themselves.

To move the curtain it is detached from contact

with the iron bars, and then the spring rollers roll it up.

On being released, the magnets attach themselves again

"to the bar. Invented by Mr. Wenton, of Wellesley

Hills, Mass. No illustration.

Mail-car. Figs. 57, 66-9. A car for carrying mails. More

commonly, postal car. Mail-cars are sometimes defined
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as those used only for carrying mail-bags and not for

distributing mail-matter, but the distinction is not

always observed. Distributing mail-cars are, however,

always called postal cars, which see. See also Combina-

tion baggage ear.

Mail-car lamp. Figs. 856, etc. See Postal-car lamp.

Mail-catcher. Figs. 57, 1086. A contrivance consisting

of a beat iron bar, attached to the door of a postal car

for taking up or " catching" mail bags while the train is

in motion. The English system of collecting mail-bags

is different from the American, and relies upon the use

of neis. The leather hag is fastened by a spring to an

iron bar in the car and when the exchanging station is

near the bar is turned out. the bag hanging suspended.

At fie same time, the catching apparatus, consisting of

a net attached to a bar, is put out. The bag from the

car is caught in a net attached to a stationary post and

the bag for the car caught in the car net in a similar

manner. The American plan has been copied in Austra-

lia and India.

Mail van (English). A vehicle adapted to run on passen-

ger trains and fitted with apparatus for sorting and con-

veying letters, and generally with apparatus for taking

Tip and dropp'ng mail-bags while the train is at full

speed. A mail van in which letters can be posted and
letters are postmarked is termed a traveling post-office.

When fitted only for conveying mail-bags and not for

sorting, it is termed mail-van tender. Every project-

ing piece of either wood or metal is carefully padded to

prevent injury to the post office officials in collisions,

etc.

Main-bottom (Johnson heater). 21, fig. 1472.

Main-cap of triple valve (Westinghouse brake). 3, figs.

333-3. A screw-plug in the lower end of the chamber
which contains the triple- valve piston.

Main-carline (freight cars). 82, figs. 89-96. A carline

stronger than the ordinary carjines, so as to support the

roof and tie the two plates together.

Main-cock (for low pressure gas, Pintsch gas-fighting

apparatus). Fig3. 820-1. A cock usually placed in the

saloon for the control of the low-pressure supply. It

regulates all the burners at once, in addition to which

there are separate cocks to each.

Main draft-spring (Janney). 28, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

So called in distinction from the auxiliary draft-spring

27 behind it. The centre buffer-spring lies above both.
Main-pipe (Westinghouse brake). Fig. 326. The brake-

pipe.

Main-rafter. A main-carline, which see.

Main-reservoir (Westinghouse brake). 1, figs. 297-9, 294-

300. A cylindrical boiler-plate tank, carried on the
locomotive, under the foot-board, to hold a supply of
compressed air. So called in distinction from the
auxiliary reservoirs under each car.

Main-sheave (pile-driver car). 10, figs. 1821-4. The
sheave at the top of the leaders over which the hoisting-

rope passes.

Main steam-valves (Westinghouse brake-pump). 7, fig.

298 ; 14, fig. 299. Two piston valves admitting and ex-
hausting steam above and below the main piston. The
upper is of larger diameter than the lower, both being
rigidly connected by a rod, so that the pressure of steam
(always between them) keeps them in the highest position,

admitting steam above the main piston and exhausting
from beneath it. At the end of the stroke they are

moved downward by steam being admitted above the

reversing piston by the reversing valve, which see. They
are usually called simply main-valves.

Main-top (Johnson heater). 23, fig. 1472.

Main-valve, upper and lower (Westinghouse air-pump,

etc.). 7, fig. 298, and 14, fig. 299. The main steam-valves,

which see.

Male centre-plate. The body and truck centre-plates are

sometimes called male and female. See Centre-plate.

Malleable iron. Castings whose brittleness has been re-

moved by packing them in powdered hematite (per-

oxide of iron) in tight fire-brick cases and subjecting

them to a continued red heat for about a week. They
are then allowed to cool slowly. The oxygen of the

hematite combines with and removes a part of the carbon

of the iron, making the castings almost as tough as

wrought iron, but they are ordinarily not truly malle-

able, or capable of being rolled or forged. Malleable

iron is much used for pipe fittings and similar small

castings, and even for brake-shoes.

Mammoth lamp-chimney. Fig. 929. See Lamp-chimney.
Mandrel. 1. (For lathes.) A shaft serving as a temporary

axis for objects to be turned.

2. (Foundry.) A plug around which a body of metal

is cast.
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Mandrel-pin, or cross-bar (swing link-hanger). 4, figs.

2110-1. The bar which supports the spring-plank. See

Swing-hanger,

Man-hole. 110, figs. 139. 142. An opening in a boiler or

tank through which a man can creep to the inside. The

tanks for tank-cars always have man-holes on top.

Man-hole cover. Ill, figs. 139-42. A plateor lid to close

a man-hole.

Man-hole cover chain. A chain with which a man-
hole cover is fastened to a tank to prevent it from fall-

ing off the tank when the man-hole is opened.

Man-hole hinge. 113, figs. 139-40. A hinge by which
a man-hole cover is attached to a man-hole ring.

Man-hole ring. 112, figs. 139-42. A metal ring riveted

around a man-hole, and which forms a seat for the cover.

Mann "boudoir" sleeping cars. Figs. 50, 212-13,

680-1. A style of sleeper the distinguishing feature

of which is the subdivision of the car into small

state-rooms or " boudoirs " running transversely of the

car, and all opening into a common corridor at one

side of the car. These cars were for a time the only

sleeping cars in Europe, and have been only recently

introduced into this country, the first cars having been

run between Boston and New York.

Mansfield deck-sash opener. Figs. 1625-6. One of the

numerous styles of deck-sash openers, the peculiarity in

which consists .in the manner of connecting each end of

«ach deck-sash to an opener in such manner that either

the front end or the back end of the window may be

thrown open, producing draft either into or out of the

car at discretion.

Mansell retaining' ring. Figs. 2151, 2156-58. A mode
of connecting steel tires to the wheel-centres by a ring

of an approximate L or U cross-section, which secures

the tire to the wheel, so that every part of the tire is

securely held, into however many pieces it may be
ruptured. This ring is almost universally used in

English passenger service, and no tire so secured has
ever been known to leave the wheel. Various applica-

tions of the ring are shown in figs. 2162-65 and 2177-78.

Mansell wheel (English). Figs. 2151 and 2158. A rail-

road wheel in which the hub is composed of two
wrought or cast-iron rings bolted together, and gripping

the ends of contiguous tapered teak blocks which
serve as spokes, and are secured to the tire by two

rings fitting into grooves in the tire, and bolted to the

teak blocks. This wheel is almost universally used in

English passenger service.

Marden's brake-beam. Figs. 255-6. A brake-beam, brake-

head and clamp, patented by A. H. Marden, of Charles-

town, Mass. The beam is a steel deck-beam. The
malleable iron head is adapted to several forms of shoes,

and is fastened to the beam by a slot in the lower edge

of the T flange. The head is cored out, and when in

position over the slot in the beam a wrought-iron key is

driven in, which lifts the head into the slot and so

secures it. The key is made tapering at one end, with a

half head at the other end. The malleable-iron brake-

lever fulcrum fits the T flange of the beam and is kept

in place by a bolt. The brake-beam, with its attach-

ments complete, weighs 96 pounds.

Marking (cars). See Lettering.

"Marlborough" basket-rack. Fig. 698. See Basket-

rack.

Marshaling (English). American equivalent, switch-

ing or drilling. Arranging the cars of a freight train in

proper station order.

Mason's rocker car-seat. Figs. 1123-28. A seat having

rockers resting on a concave support by which the seat-

back is enabled to force the outer edge forward ami up-

ward so as to give the seat proper a more comfortable

inclination. It is the standard of the Pennsylvania

Railroad and several other lines. The adjustable roller

car-seat and several others seek to accomplish the same
end. See Car-seat.

Mast. 1. (Of a derrick or crane.) 15, figs. 77-78 ; A, fig.

145; D, figs. 151-3. The main upright member against

which the boom abuts.

2. (Of brake-gear.) A brake-shaft, which see.

Master Car-Builders' standards. A variety of standard

details for cars, or recommendations in respect to them,

have been promulgated by the Master Car-Builders' Asso-

ciation, and are separately described in this volume. See

Axle. Figs. 1974-5.

Bolts and nuts, dimensions for. Figs. 1834.

Boring wheels. (That six dogs be used.)
Brake ratchet-wheel.
Brake-shaft.
Brake-step.
Check-chains.
Chill-mould.
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Dead-blocks. Fig. 405-7.

Dictionary (back of title-page).

Distance-gauges between flanges. Fig. 1996.

Drawbar attachments and dimensions. Figs. 401^.
Draw-springs, capacity of.

Height of drawbars. Fig. 408.

Interchange of cars, rules for. (These latter not pre-

pared by the Car-Builders' Association acting as

such.)
Journal-bearing andjournal-bearing hey. Figs. 1982-92.

Journal-box. Figs. 1997-2001.

Ladder and grab-iron attachments. Figs. 656-7.

Limit-gauges (for round iron). Figs. 1825-6, 1829.

Line cars, storage of.

Lettering for line cars. Figs. 658-9.

Pedestal. Figs. 2021-4.

Running boards. Figs. 656-7. (The size of iron speci-

fied should read 1± by \ in., not 2 by 1J in.)

Screw-threads. Fig. 1834.

Wlieel and axle-gauges, consisting of the following:

Centering-gauge. Fig. 2114.

Circumference-measure. Figs. 2119-20.

Diameter testing-gauge. Fig. 2122.

Flange and journal gauge. Fig. 2123.

Flange distance (inside to inside) gauge. Fig. 1996.

Guard-rail gauge. Fig. 2117.

Journal distance-gauge. Fig. 2118.

Journal length and diameter gauge. Fig. 2116.

Journal shoulder-gauge. Fig. 2115.

Wheel-bore testing-gauge. Fig. 2121.

Wheel-tread.

Master-key. "A key which commands many locks of a

certain set, the keys of which are not interchangeable

among themselves. While neither one of a series of keys

may suffice to open any lock, besides the one for which it

is constructed, a master-key is one which may operate

any one of the set."

—

Knight.

Mast-pocket (wrecking car). 20, figs. 77-8. A heavy

casting under the car supported by a derrick truss-rod

serving as a socket for supporting the mast of a derrick

to hold it upright. Another method of supporting the

mast is by a large base-plate (D 5 , figs. 151-3) bolted to the

floor of the car.

Mast-sheave (of a derrick or crane). E, figs. 151-3. A
sheave or pulley-wheel placed at the top of the mast.

Mat. Figs. 806-7. See Floor-mat.

Match-lighter. Figs. 1038-9. A match-striker, which see.

Match-striker. Fig. 1038. A metal plate with a rough
surface.

Match-striker frame. Fig. 1039. A metal frame for

holding a piece of sand-paper.

Matting. See Cocoa matting.

Mattress (Mann boudoir cars). D, E, figs. 680-1. In ordi-

nary sleeping cars both mattresses are stowed away by

day above the upper berth. In the boudoir cars they

go in boxes under the seats.

Mattress-box (Mann boudoir cars). J, figs. 680-1. See

above.

Meat timbers (refrigerator car). The vertical and hori-

zontal timbers inside the refrigerating chamber on which

the meat is suspended. They are usually independent

of the framework of the car and fastened to it with

coach screws.

Medium-sided wagon (English). Figs. 116-19. American
equivalent, four-wheeled gondola car. A vehicle for

freight service, with sides and ends about 30 inches high,

and no roof. The doors are generally arranged as shown,

but often extend the whole depth, and sometimes the

whole length and depth of the side. About half of all the

freight cars in England are of this variety, a tarpaulin,

which see, being used to protect the freight from the

weather. See Low-sided wagon. High-sided wagon.

Melon-shaped lamp-globe. Fig. 950. See Lamp-globe.

Metal screw-thread. A form of screw-thread used when
both the male and female screws are made of metal.

Metal threads are made of the same size as the spaces be-

tween them, whereas the spaces between wood screw-

threads are made wider than the projections. Metal

threads are shown in figs. 1865-7, 1827-33. See also Sel-

lers system of screw-threads.

Metal-seal. Figs. 1108-19. See Car-seal.

Micrometer gauge. A general term for any form of

gauge giving very minute and exact measurements.

There are several varieties ; the most common is one

with an accurate screw-thread and an index to give the

number of revolutions and fractions thereof.

Middle corner-plate. 56, figs. 82-86. See Corner-plate,

Middle door-panel. 11, fig. 370. See Door-panel.

Middle door-rail. 148, figs. 158-85 ; 6, fig. 370. A hori-

zontal bar intermediate between the top and bottom

rails. See Door-frame.

Middle longitudinal (English). 5, figs. 116-119 and 206.

American equivalent, intermediate sill. A part of the

underframing supporting the body or floor, and in many
cases transmitting the buffing and the draft strains.

Middle of axle. A, figs. 1974-5. The portion of a car-axle
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between the two sloping necks which come next to the

icheel-seat. See Axle. Car-axle.

Middle safety-beam (six-wheel trucks). 52, fig. 1969. A
beam attached to the two transoms to hold the centre

axle in case of breakage.

Middle-transoms (six-wheel trucks). 21, fig. 1969. The

two cross-pieces nearest the centre in distinction from the

two outside transoms. They are sometimes made of

iron to allow the two swinging spring-beams to be con-

nected to each other by the bolster-bridge.

Milk-car. Fig. 10. A car for carrying milk in cans, usu-

ally built with platforms similar to baggage cars, and
provided with the same kind of springs as passenger

cars.

Miller coupler-buffer and platform. Figs. 636-43. An
arrangement for coup'ing cars automatically. It oper-

ates in coupling by the beveled faces of the hooks push-

ing each ot'ier to one side, compressing the centre buf-

fers at the sime tima, uniil they snap past and engage

with each other, iu which position they are held by a

leaf-sprinj or CDuplinj-spring, som3time3 also called

side-spring. Oa shar:> curve3 the hooks sometimes dis-

engage with each other, and the fast that this is impos-

sible with the Janney couplers (which see) is one of the

f\ advantages claimed for it. The Miller coupler may be

I said to be in universal use on American passenger cars,

except on the increasing number of lines which use the

Janney. T le patents oa the device have expired. A
Janney-Miller coupler, which see, has recently been in-

troduced by the manufacturers of the Janney coupler,

in order to enable the latter to be used with rolling

stock equipped with the Miller. The platform is ar-

ranged so that the line of draft and the compressive

stra'ns on the car are in a direct line with the sills. Th»
Miller draw gaar is sometimes used on freight cars, a»

in fi^s. 131-3, bat only for chose intended to be rua in

passenger trains or at passenger speeds.

Miller buffer (Janney-Miller coupler, which see). 42, figs.

554, 555-601,

Miller buffer-guide (Janney-Miller coupler). 29, fig*.

554, 555-601.

Miller buffer-yoke (Janney-Miller coupler). 44, figs. 554,

555-601.

Miller combination hook (Janney-Millei coupler). 41,

figs. 555-601. The hook used to convert the Janney
coupler to the Miller.

Miller stop (Janney-Miller coupler). 43, figs. 554. 555-

601.

Miller stop-bolt (Janney-Miller coupler). 56, figs. 554,

602-35.

Mine-car. Fig. 26. A small car for carrying minerals in

mines, usually four-wheeled.

Mineral wool. A substance having much the appearance
which its name implies, manufactured from the slag of

iron furnaces by throwing against it while in the molten
state a strong blast of air. It is used for deadening in

passenger cars and also largely as a non-conductor for

coating steam-pipes and boilers.

Minot heating burner. Fig. 902. See Heating-burner.

Mirror (for wash-room.3 of sleeping cars). Fig. 1570. A
looking glass.

Mirror-frame spring-. Fig. 1 257. A Mirror-sash holder.

Mirror-guard (wash-rooms, etc., of sleeping cars). Figs.

1581-7. A fender of various forms to protect mirrors.

Usually nickel-plated bars across the face, fig. 1587, and a

tray for towels or brush and comb at the bottom of the

mirror.

Mirror-panel (Mann boudoir cars). 3, figs. 680-1. A panel

above the central window of four-place boudoirs, filled

by a mirror.

Mirror-sash. Fis. 1256. A frame of a mirror which
covers a lamp alcove in the side of a car. It slides up and
down like a window-sash.

Mirror-sash holder. Fig. 1257.

Miscellaneous furnishings. Figs. 1038-1049.

Miscellaneous heaters. Figs. 1473-9.

Miscellaneous types freight-car trucks. Figs. 1941-53.

All these designs are practically obsolete. See Diamond
truck.

Mitchell automatic freight-ear coupler. Fig. 415. One
of those recommended by the M. C. B. Association for

further trial. It has no loose link. See Automatic

freight-car couplers.

Moehring argand burner. Fig. 872. See Argand burner.

Molding. Figs. 1050-64. See Moulding.

"Monarch" burner. Fig. 879. A double-spring burner.

Monitor deck-sash pivot and ratchet catch. Figs.

1622-3. A device for regulating the opening of deck-

Bashes by means of a email fixed ratchet-plate in which a
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ratchet-bolt engages, holding the sash fixed in any one of

four different positions. See Deck-sash pivot.

Monitor-top. A clear-story, or upper deck, which see.

Monkey-tail (window-button). Fig. 1653. Also called L

window-button, which see. Little used.

Monkey-tail stop. Fig. 1662. A form of sash-stoj) for

monkey-tail window-buttons.

Morgan's automatic deck-sash pivot. Figs. 1618-21.

A device for regulating the openings of deck -sashes, the

essential feature of which is the use of a double circular

undulating ratchet, one attached to the sash and the

other to a fixed part of the car, the two ratchets being

pressed together by springs so as to admit of easy motion

of the sash by hand at the same time that it is held in

any position when released.

Mortise-lock. Fig. 993. "A lock adapted to be inserted

into a mortise in the edge of a door, so as only to expose

the selvage or edge-plate."

—

Knight. See Lock.

Mould. See Chill-mould.

Moulding. 1 to 15, figs. 1050-64, and many other engrav-

ings throughout the volume. ' A mode of ornamentation

by grooved or swelling bands or forms, following the

line of the object."

—

Knight. Small mouldings are often

termed beads, and also fillets. Acove moulding is one of

concave section. There are a great variety of other

special technical terms for different forms of mouldings.

Mouldings are either straight or waved, which see.

See also Deck eaves-moulding. Window cove-moulding.
Eaves-moulding. Window-moulding.
Platform-hood moulding. Window-sill moulding.

2. (For car-seats). Figs. 1199-1204. Also called Seat-

back bands or seat-moulding. A metal band to finish

the edge of the seat-back. Plush or leather-covered

strips are also used.

Moulding-joint cover. Fig. 1697; 9, figs. 692-3. A piece

of wood or metal in some ornamental form for covering

the joints of two pieces of moulding. See Window-mould-
ing joint cover.

Mouth-piece (Gouge heater). Fig. 1453. The part to

which the feed-door is connected.

Movable foot-rest (car-seats). 8, fig. 1120. More properly,

simply foot-rest, which see ; in distinction from fixed

foot-rails under the seats.

Movable grate (Gouge heater). 1, fig. 1407. The circular

central grate inside the fixed grate.

Muck-bar. " Bar iron which has passed once through the

rolls. It is usually cut into lengths, piled, and rerolled."

—Knight. Certain grades of iron axles are made directly-

from muck-bars and contain'no scrap. See Axle.

Muffler (Eames vacuum brake). A device to render

noiseless the emission of steam at the ejector when
brakes are applied. It is simply a lot of beads or shot,

through the interstices of which the steam forces its-

way.
Muley-axle. Fig. 1976. An axle without collars. Littlfr

used.

Mullion. A slender bar between panes of glass or panel

work. See Door-mullion, 2, fig. 370 ; Window-blind

mullion, 15, figs. 692-3 ; Window-midlion, 146', fig.

158.

Muntin. A corruption of the word mullion, chiefly used:

in England. See End-stanchion or muntin.

3ST

Nail. "A small pointed piece of metal, usually with a-

head, to be driven into a board or other piece of timber,

and serving to fasten it to other timber."

—

Webster.

The common nails of commerce are divided into cut
nails and clinch nails, which see. They are distinguished

in size by the number of pennies, as 10d, 20d., etc., nails.

Other varieties, which see, are eyelet-nails, fig. 805 ;

head-lining nails, fig. 1045 ; solid-leather nails, figs.

1045i, 1230. See also Panel-pin (English).

Name-panel. 72, figs. 169-81. A panel, usually of ellip-

tical form, on the outside of a passenger-car body below
the windows, on which the name or number of the car is-

painted. They are not now usual.

Name-plate (Cowell coupler). 12, fig. 538. (Gouge heater.)

88, fig. 1412. See Door name-plate.

Narrow gauge. The distance in the clear between the
heads of the rails of a railroad when less than 4 ft. 8^ in.

See Gauge. What may be called the standard narrow-
gauge is 3 ft. In India and elsewhere the meter gauge,
3 ft. 3f in. is the standard narrow gauge. Less frequently

3 ft. 6 in. is used, as sometimes 4 ft., etc. The narrow
gauge at the present time seems to be passing out of use,

its assumed advantages not being founded on fact.

Narrow-tread wheel. A wheel with the ordinary width.
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of tread, which is usually about 5 in. See Wheel. Car-

wheel.

Neck door-bolt. Fig. 759. See Door-bolt.

Neck of axle. B, figs. 1974^5. The sloping portion of a

car-axle just inside of the bub of the wheel.

Needle-beam. " (Civil engineering.) A transverse floor-

beam of a bridge, resting on the chord or girders, accord-

ing to the construction of the bridge."

—

Knight. The
term seems, however, to be more particularly used in

bridge construction as applying to the cross-pieces of

queen-post trusses, supporting the floor and themselves

supported by the truss. Hence (car-building), 22, figs.

:83-92, etc.; 26, figs. 155-185. The transverse timber, also

called cross-frame tie-timber, bolted to the under side of

the longitudinal sills and floor timbers of a car-body be-

tween the bolsters, and to which the body king or queen-

posts, or truss-blocks, are attached when truss-rods are

used under a car-body.

The terms body-transom, cross-bearer, needle-beam and
cross-frame tie-timber are all more or less used, but needle-
beam is perhaps more used than any other one term, and seems
more precisely descriptive of its character than any other, be-
sides being the shortest and most easily pronounced.

Needle-beam truss, or cross-frame truss. Fig. 224, which
see for names of parts.

Nest-spring. Figs. 2053-65, etc. A spiral spring with

one or more coils of springs inside of it. See Spiral

spring.

Netting. Figs. 696-701. See Basket-rack netting.

Night-latch. Figs. 995. 1026. A spring door-lock which
requires a key to be opened from the outside, but which
can be opened from the inside without one. A spring

door-lock. See Latch.

Niles car-door rim-lock. Figs. 1006-10. See Lock.

Nine-group spiral spring. Figs. 2083-4. See Spiral

spring.

Nipple. 1. In mechanics "a small rounded perforated

protuberance, as the nipple of a gun."

—

Knight. It is often

used, however, in a more general sense.

2. (Pipe fittings.) Figs. 1342; 46-7, 51-2, fig. 811. A
short wrought-iron pipe with a screw-thread cut on each
end, used for connecting couplings, tees, etc., together

or with some other object, as a tank or heater. See Aux-
iliary-reservoir nipple. Brake-hose nipple. Solid nipple

seat-arm.

No-chimney lamp-burners. Figs. 896-961. A style of

3, fig.

saloon

Now

burner so formed as to produce a sufficiently intense

draft to avoid the production of smoke without the use

of a chimney. Certain mechanical burners by means of

fans actuated by clock-work do this very effectually, but

in general the light is comparatively dim, owing to poor

draft.

Nosing. 1. (Of a lock.) 8, figs. 987-99, etc. A keeper,

which see.

2. (Of a stairs.) 2, fig. 686. The part of a tread-

board which projects beyond the riser.

Notice-plate. Figs. 765, 1071, 1099, and in place,

370. Varieties are the platform notice-plate,

notice-plate, etc. See Name-plate.

Nozzle. See Tank-nozzle.

Number. Fig. 1233. See Berth-number.

Number-panel. Fig. 49, etc. See Name-panel.

rarely used on modern cars. The number is simply

painted on between horizontal bars, as in fig. 48.

Nut (standard sizes for). 1, figs. 1865-7; fig. 1834. "A
small block of metal or wood containing a concave or

female screw."

—

Webster. Nuts take their name from
the bolts, rods or other parts to which they are attached.

They are usually either square or hexagonal. A spanner

nut, which see, is one with eight or more sides. They
are usually more truly couplings than nuts, properly so

called, which screw on to a bolt or rod.

Oblique closet-hopper. Fig. 1090. See Closet-hopper.

Officers' car. Figs. 211, etc. A car for the private use of

the higher officers, directors, etc., of railroads in travel-

ing over their lines. They are usually provided with

kitchens. They are sometimes very elaborate and costly
;

sometimes merely business cars. A pay-car is a special

variety, found on nearly all roads from 300 to 600 miles

long.

Offset-joint (of running-pipe, Gouge heater, which see).

Fig. 1437. When the back running-pipe turns down
through the floor the offset-joint carries the front

running-pipe back to the face of the truss-plank, which
it follows to the end of the car, where the air is dis-

charged.

Oil axle-box (English). A journal-box in which oil is used

instead of grease as a lubricant. The oil is fed to the
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underside of the journal by means of a worsted pad held

lightly against the journal by spiral steel springs. See

Axle-box cover, and Grease axle-box.

Oil-box. A journal-box, which see.

•Oil car. A car made especially for the transportation of

mineral oil. Some oil cars are built like stock cars, for

carrying barrels of refined oil. Crude oil, and sometimes

refined also, is carried in tank-cars, which see, figs. 22,

139^2.

Oil-cellar. 28, fig. 2011. A cavity in the lower part of

some exceptional forms ofjournal-boxes for collectingthe

oil and dirt which runs off the axle at the dust-guard.

The oil-cellar is below the space occupied by the axle-

packing.

Oil-cup. 20, fig. 311 ; 40, fig. 298. 1. (Air-cylinder of West-

inghouse brake.) A small metal cup attached to an air-

pump to hold oil for lubricating an air-piston.

2. ('American" steam brake-valve.) 12, figs. 360-2.

Oiler CAmerican" steam brake). Figs. 360-2. See also

Automatic lubricator.

Oiler-tee ('American" steam brake-valve). 11, figs.

360-2.

Oil-lamp. Figs. 909-25. A cheap metal lamp for burning

lard or whale oil. A lamp for mineral oil is an oil lamp
but generally not so termed.

Oil-screws. Figs. 911-23. Fittings for oil-lamps, which
see.

Oil-tester. Fig. 895. A device for testing the tempera-

ture of the flashing and igniting points (so called) of

illuminating oils; the temperatures, namely, at which a

temporary or permanent blaze takes place when a lighted

match is held near the surface of the oil. The outer

reservoir of the oil-tester is filled with water, and the oil

to be tested is put in the oil-pot and heated to the tem-
perature desired as indicated by a thermometer.

Oil-tube (of student lamp). F, figs. 852-4. The vertical

tube in which the wick lies. The horizontal bar is the

feed- tube.

One-horse street-car. Fig. 1840. Also called bob-tail

street-car. See Street car.

Open-door stop. 71, figs. 132, 136, 82, 87, 93. A block of

iron or wood fastened to the side of a freight car to pre-

vent a sliding-door from sliding too far when opened.
Opener. See Deck-sash opener. Ventilator-opener.

Opan link for Miller hook (Janney-Miller coupler, which
see). 98, figs. 554, 602-35.

Open-mouth drawbar. Figs. 448, 453-60. A Safford
drawbar, which has the head cut away at the sides. See

Drawbar.
Open plate-wheel (street cars). Figs. 2139-40. A light cast-

iron single-plate wheel, with openings cast in the plate

between the ribs. See Wlieel. Car wheel.

Open return-bend (pipe fittings). Fig. 1341. A short cast

or malleable iron U-shaped tube for uniting two parallel

pipes. It differs from a close return-bend in having the

arms separated from each other.

Open wagon (English). Figs. 116-119. American equiva-

lent, four-wheeled gondola car. A vehicle with sides and
ends from 6 in. to 5 ft. high, and having no roof

suitable for the conveyance of freight. A tarpaulin,

which see, is used to protect the freight from, the

weather. See also Wagon.
Operators' train-order target lamp. Fig. 971. A kind

of lantern with four large semaphore lenses. The name
is inappropriate, as many styles are used for this purpose.

See Signal-lamp.
" Opposition " sun-burner. Fig. 886. See Sun-burner,

Ore-car. A car made especially for carrying iron or other

ores. Ordinary gondola cars, which are sometimes

lined with sheet iron, and drop-bottom and tip cars are

also used for this purpose.

Ormolu. Literally, ground gold, a style of bronzing

metallic surfaces.

Ormolu hook (postal cars). Pig. 1074. A kind of pouch-

hook.

Ormsby sash-balance. Figs. 1703-7. A device to do

away with sash-locks or other equivalent devices by
means of a coiled spiral spring placed within a small

gear-wheel which engages with a beveled rack affixed to

the window casing. The bevel of the rack is so shaped

as to tend to throw the sash outward and toward the

other side, thus preventing rattling. A detent latch is

provided to hold the spring from uncoiling when the

sash is removed, and to enable it to be adjusted to the

right tension.

Ottoman. Fig. 1164. A carpet-covered movable cushion

serving as a foot-rest.

Outer cone (graduated bolster-spring). 3, fig. 2095. See

Spring. Spiral spring.
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Outer double floor, or floor underlining (English). 14S,

figs. 204, 205. American equivalent, deafening-ceiling.

In a carriage, planking attached to the under side of the

framing and floor of the body. The space between it and

the true floor is generally tilled with sawdust. This

method of construction is of recent introduction in

England and is unusual, but is general in Germany and

other colder parts of the continent of Europe.

Outer-hung brake. Eigs. 228-35. Brake-shoes and beams
attached to the outside of the -wheels of a truck or

four-wheeled car. When hung between the -wheels it is

an inner-hung brake. Outer-hung brakes were formerly

the favorites. The best practice is now tending to

inner-hung brakes.

Outflow-pipe (Searle heater). C, figs. 1484-5. All hot-

water heaters have a corresponding pipe not named
herein.

Outlet-elbow (Gouge heater, which see). Fig. 1469.

Outlet-strainer (Lorenz refrigerator car, which see). G,

figs. 130-130*.

Outside ash-pit door (right and left), (Johnson heater). 6

and 7, fig. 1472. See Ash-pit.

Outside body-truss-rod. When two or more truss-rods

are used under each side of a car-body, those farthest

from the centre are called outside body-truss-rods, in dis-

tinction from the inside truss-rods.

Outside-casing. 1. (Baker heater.) 6, figs. 1301, 1307.

An outside shell made of Russia-iron, and bent and
riveted into the form of a frustum of a cone.

2. (Spear heater. ) Fig. 1522. Also of Russia-iron, but

cylindrical.

3. (Suspended heater.) C, figs. 1529-32. A rough
sheet-iron shell, painted.

Outside corner-plate (English). 77, figs. 116-9. A plate

placed outside of the body, securing the side and ends

together; made, as shown, a continuous plate, or in sev-

eral knees, each 2* in. deep.

Outside cornice (English). See Side gutter.

Outside cylinder (of student lamp). B, figs. 852-4. The
sheet surrounding the reservoir.

Outside end-piece (of wooden truck-frame). Figs. 1942-70.

The cross-piece next to the end of the car, in distinction

from the inside end-piece.

Outside fire-door (Johnson heater). 12, fig. 1472. See

Fire-door.

Outside magazine-door (Johnson heater). 10,. fig. 1472.

See Magazine.

Outside-panel. 67,. figs. 155-85 ; 27, figs. 1843-4. A panel
in the outside of a passenger or street car under the win-
dows. Those between the windows are called outside

window-panels. Above the windows comes the frieze or
letter-board. Street cars have lower outside-panels, be-

low the outside panels proper.

Outside-sills. 25, figs. 1821-4, etc. The side-sills. See-

Sills.

Outside sleeve-collar (Kirby's car-door lock). D, figs.

1003-4. See Sleeve.

Outside top (Bissell heater). Figs. 1352-4, 1378-80. The
upper cast plate on which the stove-pipe fits. There is

also an inside top;

Outside top-plate (Spear heater). 10, figs. 1486-90
; figs.

1493-5, 1514-6. The top of the outside casing.

Outside transoms (six-wheeled trucks). 22, fig. 1969. The
two transoms farthest from, the centre of the truck, in

distinction from the middle transoms.

Outside wheel-bars (iron sis-wheel truck). A, figs. 1971-3.

The iron substitute for wooden wheel-pieces.

Outside wheel-piece plate. 11, figs. 1968-9. An iron plate

fastened to the outside of a wheel-piece to strengthen it.

There are two when any are used, outside and inside.

They are usual only on six-wheel trucks.

Outside window-panel. 68, figs.. 155-85. See Outside

panel.

Outside window-sill. 77, figs. 175-6. A horizontal piece

of wood or iron under a window on the outside of a car

and on which the sash rests.

Outside window-stop. 84, fig. 175 ; 51, figs. 1843-4. A
wooden strip attached to a window-post on the outside

of a sash to hold the latter in its place. Often called a

bead, which see.

Oval-bar spiral-spring. Fig. 2053. One of the many ex-
ceptional sections. See Spiral spring.

Oval coupling-pin. Figs. 436-45. A flat coupling-pin.

See Coupling-pin.

Overhang (of a roof). D, figs. 667-9. The projection

beyond the sides. It is usually smaller than represented

in the engraving.

Over-hung door. Figs. 87, 132, etc. A sliding-door which
is hung from or supported on a rail above the door. If"

the door is supported by a rail below it is called an under-
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hung door. Over-hung doors are almost universal for

freight cars. See Boor-hanger. Car-door hanger.

Package-rack (drawing-room cars). Figs. 699, etc. A
small rack analogous to the basket-racks of ordinary

passenger cars and the only substitute therefor used in

drawing-room cars. It is placed between the windows,
within easy reach of the hand, and not above them.

Packing. 1. Journal-packing, which see.

2. (Atwood hemp-packed wheel, which see.) C, fig.

2167. A mixture of hemp and vaseline put in with a
steam hammer.

Packing-blocks. 1. (Hoit draw-gear.) 7, figs. 426-427;

186, figs. 113-5. Rectangular blocks gained into the

centre-sills and double-spring drawbar timbers, and
serving the purpose of connecting them firmly together

longitudinally. The term is borrowed from bridge

work, in which the form of packing-block shown is

very common. The bolts passing through the packing-

. blocks are termed packing-bolts.

2. (Thomas steel-tired wheel, which see.) Figs. 2174-6.

Truncated triangular blocks of wood forced into pockets

in the skeleton against which the tire bears.

Packing-block pockets. Figs. 2174-6. (Thomas steel-

tired wheel, which see.) See also above.

Packing-expander (Westinghouse brake). 12, fig. 314,

etc., etc. A spring or other contrivance for spreading

out the packing of a piston or valve so as to make it fit

air-tight. See Piston packing-expander.

Packing-gland. See Piston-rod.

Packing-leather. 1. (Of journal-boxes.) Figs. 1997-2020.

A dust-guard is sometimes called packing-leather.

2. (Westinghouse brake.) 11, figs. 314, etc., etc.

A ring of leather used in connection with pistons or

other movable parts of machinery to make a steam-
tight joint. When so used it is always accompanied with

•a packing~leather expander. A packing-leather for a
piston-rod is called a cup-leather, and is compressed by
a piston-spring. See Piston-packing leather. Piston-rod

'•packing-leather.

Packing-nut (Westinghouse brake). See Piston-rod pack-

ing-nut.

Packing-nut wrench (Westinghouse brake). 50, fig. 311.

See Wrench.

Packing-ring (Westinghouse brake). 12, 13, figs. 298,

etc., etc. See Piston packing-ring. See also Rubber

packing-ring (for triple valve).

2. ("American" steam driver-brake.) 4, fig. 358-9.

The usual type of piston packing-rings, which see.

3. (Hose-coupling, Westinghouse brake.) 4, figs. 327-8.

An india-rubber ring in a coupling-case, which forms a

seat for a coupling-valve, and makes a tight joint be-

tween the two parts of the coupling.

Packing-ring washer (hose-coupling, Westinghouse

brake). 3, figs. 327-8. A circular metal ring which

rests on the packing-ring, and forms a bearing for the

projections on the coupling-cap by which the packing-

ring is held in place.

Packing-spring (for piston-rod of Westinghouse driving-

wheel brake-cylinder). 8, figs. 314-5. A spiral spring

clutching the piston-rod cup-leather, and pressing it

air-tight against the piston.

Padlock. Figs. 1029-37. A loose lock having a semi-

circular shackle, jointed at one end so that it can be

opened, the other end of the link being locked when
desired by the entrance of the sliding-bolt into it. Such

locks are us Jd to secure a hasp or the like on a staple or

similar device by passing the link through the staple.

A spring padlock is one which snaps shut and locks by

pressure only. A dead, padlock has no springs.

Padlock-hasp (car-door fastener). B, figs. 1108-9. See

above.

Padlock-hole (car-door fastener). 4, fig. 1109.

Paige steel-tired wheel. Figs. 2169-71. A type of steel-

tired wheel of recent introduction, the hub and skeleton

(wheel-centre) being in one piece, and the tire secured

thereto by front and back face-plates, hub-bolts and tire-

bolts. It has no retaining-ring.

Painting (of passenger cars) consists usually of the prim-

ing, rough-stuff or scraping-filling coats, color coats and

varnishing, all of which see. The care and expense de-

voted to the process and the order and number of the

various coats are often varied, but the following is among
the most approved processes, and the order of the coats
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and time required for each coat to dry are about as fol-

lows :

Houra
Priming (which seel with drier 24
Scraping-filling coat (3 coats) 48
Color coats (which see) (3 coats) ™2

Color and varnish 24
Striping 24

Finishing varnish (which see) (2 coats) 96

Total '288

For specifications of fair average practice in painting

freight cars, see fig. 93.

Pair of trucks. A pair of trucks means two truck-

frames, each with two or more pairs of wheels, etc.,

complete for an entire car, and does not mean one truck-

frame with wheels and axles for one end of a car only.

Pair of wheels. This term is used to designate two car-

wheels fitted on one axle, including the axle.

Palace-car. Figs. 52-5, 60-1. An extravagant term used

to designate sleeping, drawing-room, parlor and chair

cars, which see, which are fitted up with more than the

ordinary amount of ornament and elaborate [finish and

furniture.

Palace stock-car. An extravagant general term applied

to cars designed for carrying stock with less injury and
greater comfort than the common stock-car. None of

them are in very wide general use, and no illustrations

are consequently given. At a competitive examination

of the various designs by the American Humane Asso-

ciation (Abraham Firth, Secretary, Boston, Mass.) the

following cars were given gold medals as being the most
meritorious designs :

A. C. Mather, Chicago, Illinois.

W. Stuart Hunter, Belleville, Canada.
J. M. Lincoln, Providence, Rhode Island.

Montgomery Palace Car Co., New York City.
Burton Stock Car Co., Boston, Massachusetts.
Thomas Clauke, Truro, Nova Scotia.

John W. Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Pan. 1. (Refrigerator cars.) 4, figs. 130, etc. The ice-pan.

2. (For water alcove.) 2, fig. 1594.

3. (Howard's parlor-car water-closet.) Figs. 1087-89.

The basin forming the bottom of the bowl, so constructed

that it is only brought into position and filled with water
on raising the lid.

Panel. 1. A board inserted in the space left between the

stiles and rails of a frame or between mouldiDgs. Some-
times metal plates are used for this purpose. Door-

panels, fig. 370, in passenger-cars are usually only the-

middle and lower or twin door-panels. The upper door-

panel is usually of glass. Window-panels come between

the windows and are distinguished as outside and inside..

Wainscot-panels come below the windows between the

upper and lower wainscot rails. Other interior panels are

deck-side panels and end-panels, the latter sometimes

called ventilator-panel, and the end-roofpanel over the-

door. The exterior panels are the end-panel below the

windows and the end-ivindow panel alongside of the

window. A name-panel, which see, has been formerly

much used, but is now becoming obsolete. In street

cars additional panels to those above named are an up-

per-end panel, which also sometimes occurs in passenger-

cars, a lower outside-panel below the outside panels

proper ; inside frieze-panels, end-seat panels and door-

case seat-panels, and top-panels.

2. (Of a truss.) The space between two vertical posts

or braces and the two chords of a truss. The distance

a, b, figs. 2185-6, is a panel.

3. (English.) In a carriage, the outside sheathing of

the body. Teak and mahogany are generally used for

this purpose in England, and sheet-iron on the continent

of Europe. See Bottom door-panel. End-panel. Quarter-

light panel.

Panel ceiling. Properly any form of ceiling divided up
into panels, but in popular custom used as synonymous
with wood ceiling, which is always divided into panels,

in distinction from a head-lining of canvas.

Panel-frame. Figs. 49, etc. See Name-panelframe. (Now
almost obsolete.)

Panel-furring. 59, figs. 155-85 ; 33, fig. 1844. Horizontal'

bars or strips of wood between the posts of a passenger

car, and to which the outside panels are nailed. When a

strip is made continuous and extends from one end of'

the car to the other, and is notched into the posts, it is-

called a panel-rail. Window-pannel furring is included,

in the general term, and is that coming between the

window-posts.

Panel-lamp. Fig. 864. An alcove-lamp, which see.

Panel-pin (English). A small headless nail of copper,

brass or iron, used to secure the outside sheathing (panel)

of a passenger car to the framing of the body.

Panel-rail. 66, figs. 155-85. See Panel-furring.

Panel-strip. 69, figs. 155-85 ; 32, fig. 1843. A narrow
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piece of wood or metal with which the joint between
two panels, or a panel and a post, on the outside of a car,

is covered.

Paper-hook (for saloons). Fig. 1095. A hook for carry-

ing closet paper in sheets. A carrier for perforated con-

tinuous-roll paper, in large and increasing use, is not

shown.

Paper seal-holder. Fig. 1015. A style of seal-holder of

which several patterns exist, in which a sheet of paper

or printed label is used to protect the lock against un-

authorized opening. The paper is usually protected by
glass.

Paper wheel. More properly, Allen paper wheel. Figs.

2159-61. A car-wheel with a steel tire and a centre

formed of compressed paper held between two plate-iron

face-plates. It is in large and increasing use. The com-
pressed paper can be turnedand polished like the hardest

wood.

Paragon spiral-spring. Figs. 2063A-4. A spiral car-

spring made of a bar of metal whose section resembles a

figure 8, wound on a mandrel edgewise. Tt is practically

obsolete.

Parallel brake-hanger. 15, figs. 236, 246-51. A link at-

tached to a brake-beam so as to cause the latter and the

brake-head and shoe to maintain the same relative posi-

tions when the brakes are released, so as to prevent the

ends of the brake-shoes from coming in contact with the

wheel when the brakes are released. It is attached to the

truck-frame end-piece by a projecting parallel brake-

hanger carrier, and to the brake-beam by an eye.

Parallel brake-hanger carrier. 16, figs. 236, 245, 249,

251. See above.

Parallel brake-hanger eye. 17, figs. 236, 245-51. See

above.

Parcel-net (English). 194, figs. 204, 205. American
equivalent, basket-rack. In a carriage, a netting placed

transversely above the seats for the purpose of carrying

light baggage, parcels, etc. The front edge is attached

to a wooden bar called the parcel-net rod, which is sup-

ported by a bracket.

Parcel-net bracket (English). 193, figs. 204, 205. See
above.

Parcel-net rod (English). 192, figs. 204, 205. See above.
Parcel-rack. See Basket-rack, figs. 696-701.

- arcel-van (English). American equivalent, express-car.

A closed vehicle adapted to run on passenger trains and

to carry parcels and packages, rather than passengers'

baggage. Such business in England is done by the rail-

way companies themselves, and not by separate corpora-

tions.

Parliament-hinge. Fig. 786. See Hinge.

Parlor car. Figs. 52-3, 210-11, 695, etc. See Drawing-

room car. The names parlor car, drawing-room car and

chair car are all used somewhat indiscriminately, but

chair car ordinarily refers to a parlor car with adjusta-

ble chairs, for riding in which no extra fare is charged.

Parlor and drawing-room cars are usually run by separate

companies. See Bay-window parlor car, fig. 210, and

frontispiece.

Parlor-car chairs. Figs. 1154-66. The most common type

of chair for parlor cars is a simple arm-chair revolving on

a,pivot which enters a fixed pedestal. The Hartley and

Horton chairs, which see, have for some reason been

mainly confined to a class of parlor cars run without ex-

tra charge as ordinary first-class passenger coaches. See

above.

Parlor-car water-closet (Howard's, which see). Figs.

1087-9.

Parting-bead, or parting-strip. 16, figs. 692-5. A long

thin piece of wood which acts as a distance-piece between

two objects, as a window and a window-blind. See

Sash parting-strip.

Parting-rail (of door frame, which see). 7, fig. 370. A
vertical rail between the bottom and middle or middle

and top rails of a door or partition, dividing a panel into

twin-panels.

Partition (English). 130, figs. 204, 206, etc. A vertical

division dividing the interior of the body into separate-

compartments, generally extending completely across

the vehicle from side to side, and from floor to roof,

but occasionally made to extend only some four or five

feet from the floor, leaving a clear space between the

top and the roof. This practice is, however, going out

of favor.

Partition-stop (for door-holder). Figs. 763, etc. So

called in distinction from a floor-stop, with which a, door-

holder, which see, engages.

Partition-wall (Mann boudoir cars). 16, figs. 680-1. The
wall between the separate boudoirs.

Passenger car or coach. Figs. 48-9, 62-3, 154-214. See
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also round-cornered passenger car, figs. 1529-30. Liter-

ally, a car used for carrying passengers, but in popular

practice restricted to ordinary vehicles for day travel in-

distinction from sleeping cars, and sometimes in distinc-

iion from the more luxurious parlor cars, drawing-

room cars or chair cars, which see, as well. Pas-

senger cars are also very commonly termed day coaches

or "first-class " coaches. Second-class coaches are very

rarely run, although there are large numbers of emi-

grant ears. One smoking car is usually attached to all

trains. See Car. Coach.

Passenger-car truck. Figs. 1955-69. A truck for carry-

ing a passenger-car body. Such trucks are usually

wooden frame and have two sets of springs, bolster

-springs under the truck-bolster between the two
truck-frames and journal-springs (in four-wheel trucks)

or equalizer-springs (in six-wheel trucks) attached to

the outside truck-frames. They always have swing-

bolsters. Iron passenger truck-frames are occasionally

-used, especially for six-wheel trucks, which latter are al-

most always used for sleeping and parlor cars. Other

passenger cars usually have four-wheel trucks. See

Truck. Car-truck.

Passenger couplers. Figs. 537-643, showing the Cowell,

Janney, Janney-Miller and Miller couplers. The Black-

stone coupler, which see, is in use on one road only.

The Miller is by far the leading coupler at the present

time, and either the Miller or Janney is used on practically

the entire passenger equipment of the United States.

See Automatic car-coupler.

Tasting lace (English). Figs. 204, 205. An ornamental
woolen fabric, made in bands about ^-inch wide, and
used to finish and cover the seams and joints in up-

holstering against the woodwork of a carriage round the

quarter-lights and front seat-rail, and to form borders to

the broad lace above the back squabs. It is fastened by
tacks driven in the tape edge, the main part being then
turned over to hide the tacks, and pasted in position.

See also Seaming lace.

Patent overflow (for wash-basins). Fig. 1065. A tube
formed in the basin itself for connecting the upper waste
holes with the regular waste pipe from the bottom of the

basin, so that but one pipe connection need to be made.
Patent waste. A preparation of cotton-seed hulls used

for journal packing. See Elastic fibre.

Paul flexible window-blind. See note to fig. 1645. A
device to enable the window-blind to be made in one

piece and to slide up when raised into a pocket under

the roof. It consists essentially of slats with alternate

concave and convex edges united by a strip of spring

brass. See Wilson fl,exible window-blind.

Pawl. 1. (For brake ratchet-wheel.) 2, fig. 241 ; 8, fig.

254, etc. "A pivoted bar adapted to fall into the notches

or teeth of a wheel as it rotates in one direction, and to

restrain it from back motion. Used in windlasses, cap-

stans and similar machinery."

—

Knight.

In most of the English dictionaries ratchet is given as
another name for pawl, but this is believed to be incorrect,

according to present practice. See Ratchet-wheel.

2. (For ratchet-wheel of winding-shaft.) 131, fig.

105. See above.

Pear-shaped lamp-globe. Fig. 952. See Lamp-globe.

Pedestal. 1. 5, figs. 1942-7, 1955-69; 18, figs. 2002-3. M.

C. B. standard, figs. 2021-4. A casting of somewhat the

form of an inverted letter n bolted to the wheel-piece of

a truck-frame, to hold the journal-box in its place, while

permitting a vertical movement. The two projections

of a pedestal are called pedestal-horns, and the space be-

tween them a jaw, which is closed at the bottom by a

jaw-bit, which see. In Great Britain, pedestals are

called axvle-guards on cars and horn-plates on locomo-

tives, and are there made of wrought-iron.

2. A casting serving as a fulcrum. See Equalizing-

bar pedestal (caboose cars, etc.) Leader-trunnion pedes-

tal (pile-driver cars).

3. (Hartley and other revolving chairs.) 12, figs.

1154-8. The stand by which the chair is supported con-

sists of three portions, base, column and seat-frame.

Pedestal-box. A journal-box, which see. Figs. 1997-

2020.

Pedestal-brace. 8, figs. 1955-69. A diagonal bar or rod

staying the lower end of a pedestal longitudinally. It is

often combined into one piece with a pedestal tie-bar to

form a pedestal brace-tie-bar.

Pedestal brace-tie-bar. 166, fig. 105; 8', fig. 1959. A
pedestal-brace and a pedestal tie-bar combined in one

piece. See above.

Pedestal-horns. 100, fig. 2025 ; 19, fig. 2003. See

Pedestal.

Pedestal-jaw. 101, fig. 2025. It is closed at the bottom
by a. jaw-bit. See Pedestal.
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Pedestal-spring. Fig. 2091. (Coal cars.) Fig. 2093.

(Streetcars.) Fig. 2089. A journal-spring, which, see.

Pedestal stay-rod. 167, figs. 102-8, 143; 7, figs. 1963-9. A
transverse rod connecting the pedestal tie-bars on each

side of a truck so as to prevent them from spreading

apart.

Pedestal tie-bar. 168, fig. 102 ; 6, figs. 1907-70, 2025-30.

An iron bar or rod bolted to the bottom of two or more
pedestals on the same side of a truck or car, thus holding

or tying them together. The pedestal tie-bar is some-

times curved downward and called bottom arch-bar, as

in fig. 1788, and sometimes given a half-turn for addi-

tional stiffness, as in fig. 1918. It is also sometimes
combined with a pedestal brace to form a, pedestal brace-

tie-bar, which see.

Pedestal-timber. 1. (Four-wheel cabooses, etc.) 169,

tigs. 102-4. A longitudinal timber sometimes used on
four-wheeled cars, which is placed under the floor or

alongside the sill and to which the pedestals are bolted.

2. 10, figs. 1941-70. A. term sometimes used to desig-

nate the ivheel-piece of trucks, which see.

" Penfold " card-rack (freight cars). Fig. 1048. A rack

for carrying destination cards, which see.

Perch. 26, fig. 143. Another name for the draw-timbers
of a tip-car, on which the floor is not directly built. The
name comes from the perch of wagons connecting the

front and hind running-gear. See Car perch.

Perforated inside-top (Johnson heater). 24, fig. 1472.

(Bissell heater.) Fig. 1383.

Perforated-rubber floor-mat. Fig. 806. Another style is

the corrugated-rubber floor-mat.

Perforated smoke-pipe casing. 9, fig. 1489. An outside

pipe which incloses the smoke-pipe of a stove, perforated

with holes through which the air circulates, and thus
comes in contact with the pipe. The casing also protects

the wood-work of the car from radiated heat.

Perforated veneer. Figs. 1131-9, etc. A form of seat-

covering which consists of three and sometimes four
layers of wood veneering, glued together and perforated

with holes for ornament and ventilation. It is in very
general use for the seats of second-class and smoking
cars,

Phosphor-bronze. "A term applied to any alloy of bronze
or brass (which see), or to a triple alloy of copper, tin

and zinc, which has been given special purity and excel-

lence by skillful fluxing with phosphorus. It is supposed

that the presence of phosphorus gives the tin a crystalline

character which enables it to alloy more completely and
strongly with the copper. Whether for this reason or

not, the phosphor-bronzes, when skillfully made, are

greatly superior to unphosphorated alloys."

—

ikurston.

Piece.

See Centre-piece. End-piece.
Distance-piece. Wheel-piece.

Pilaster. 1. (Architecture.) "A square pier, like a flat

column built against a wall, and having cap and base."
—Knight.

2. (Car construction.) Fig. 654. Any stick or timber

fastened against another piece to serve merely as the

supporting block or a cross-piece, as pilaster (pile-driver

car). 5, figs. 1821-4.

Pilaster-pocket (pile-driver car). 16, figs. 1821-4.

Pile-driver car. Figs. 1821-4. A class of cars, one of

which at least is kept upon most large railways, built in

a great variety of forms as respects the details, but all in

substance similar to the engraving shown. The essen-

tial features of a pile-driver car are the swinging-plat-

form, or upper-platform, 27, carrying the cabin and
frame-work upon which the leaders and hoisting-engine

and the accompanying gear are carried. The swinging-

platform is to enable piles to be driven at a considerable

distance from the rails on either side. To enable the

cabin to be swung through a wider arc, adjustable wings

20 are fixed to the side of the car which are removed
when not required for use by the crane 34. The leaders

are usually long enough to take a 35 to 40 ft. pile and

swing upon leader-trunnions 15, so that the leaders may
be dropped back upon the roof of the cabin for transpor-

tation over the road. The hammers are usually very

heavy. 4,000 to 4,500 lbs.

Pile-hoisting sheave (pile-driver car). 11, fig. 1821—4.

A wheel placed at the side of the main sheave for use in

hoisting piles. It projects a little further forward than

the other, so as to swing the pile more easily clear of the

leaders.

Pillar. 1. "A kind of irregular column.

2. "A supporter ; that which sustains or upholds ; that

on which some superstructure rests."

—

Webster. See

Transom-pillar.

Pillar crane. Fig. 145. A style of crane (largely used on
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wrecking cars), having the mast supported from below,

either by a mast-pocket, fig. 77, or a base-plate, figs. 80,

151. Sec Derrick.

Pillow-box (Mann boudoir cars). G, figs. 680-1. (Sleeping

cars.) 31, figs. 676-81.

Pin, " A peg or bolt of wood or metal having many uses."

—Knight. In railroad service the word, when used alone,

commonly means a coupling-pin, figs. 436-46.

See also Brake-block pin. Journal-box-cover hinge-
Centre-pin. pin.
Door-pin. Lateral-motion spring-pin.
Head-block pin. Platform-lever pin.
Hanger-pin. Push-bar pin.

Pinion. 1. The smaller cog-wheel of two wheels in gear.

See Shifting-pinion, 13, figs. 77-8 ; W, figs. 151-3.

2. (Hand-car.) 4, figs. 1720-2 ; 10, figs. 1724-6. A small

gear-wheel attached to the axle of the car, into which
the larger wheel on the crank-shaft gears.

3. Pinion is sometimes incorrectly used in the sense of

a small pivot-pin or journal, as C, fig. 1705.

4. (For geared car-seat, which see.) Fig. 1142.

Pintle. 27, figs. 1724-6. " A pivot pin, such as that of a

hinge. The king-bolt of a wagon."

—

Knight. See

Brake-lever pintle (hand-car). Also 5, figs. 77-78.

Pintsch gas apparatus. Figs. 812-27. An apparatus in

extensive use in Europe and recently introduced into

this country, which uses a very heavy gas made from
crude petroleum of about .75 sp. gr., ordinary gas be-

ing about .44 sp. gr. The gas is compressed to about ten

atmospheres, or 147 lbs. per sq. in., and admitted at this

pressure into the recipients H, fig. 812. It is fed to the

lamps at a pressure of about one and three-quarters

of water, the reduction being effected by the pressure

regulator, fig. 813. The peculiar merits claimed for the

apparatus are the ingenious pressure regulator, the sys-

tem of compressors, the kind of gas used, the burners

below described, and some of the details, as the lead

and rubber washers, figs. 824-5. Crude petroleum is

used as the cheapest oil, but others may and have been
used.

Pintsch gas-burner. Fig. 816. A centre lamp for burn-

ing gas. the essential features of which are the closed

globe at the bottom, the white porcelain reflector C,

above the flames near the top of the globe, and the pecul-

iar method of supplying air. The air enters through
air-feeders A, on the upper half of the lamp, and after

passing upward, descends through the inclosing-cylinder

B, in close contact with the chimneys D, whence it enters

the globe Gr, close to the globe bezel F, and is heated to a

high temperature which is claimed to increase the effi-

ciency of the lamp nearly 60 per cent. The burner ia

protected by a wind-guard P, at the top, having perfora-

tions to permit the escape of the gases of combustion

,

and is supported by lamp-arms E. The supply of gas is

controlled by the stop-cock K.. The burner-tips N are

of somewhat peculiar construction, making a flame

more similar to a large candle flame than to an ordinary

gas flame, so that a very small perforation in the reflec-

tor is sufficient to permit the gases to escape without

soiling its surface. The lamps are constructed with

one, two, four and five burners, one being most usual in

Europe and four in the United States.

Pintsch side-light (for saloons). Figs. 814-15. See above.

The centre and side-lights do not differ in principle.

Pipe. "A tube for conveyance of water, air or other

fluids."

—

Knight. The wrought-iron pipes used for con-

veying gas, steam, etc., and commonly called gas-pipe, is

usually meant by compound words beginning with pipe,

as below.
See Brake-cylinder pipe. Running-pipe.

Brake-pipe. Signal-pipe.
Cold-air pipe. Smoke-pipe.
Conductors'-valve dis- Steam-pipe,
charge-pipe. Stove-pipe.

Conductors'-valve pipe. Supply-pipe.
Deflector-pipe. Triple-valve branch-pipe.
Discharge-pipe. Waste-pipe.
Exhaust-pipe. Water drip-pipe.
Guard-pipe. Urinal drip pipe.
Hot-air pipe. Urinal ventilating-pipe.
Injector-pipe. etc.

Pipe-bushing. Figs. 1325, etc. See Bushing.

Pipe-clip. 22, fig. 273; 1345. See Clip.

Pipe-collar (Searle heater). Near K, figs. 1484-5.

Pipe-collar register (Searle heater). Near K, figs. 1484-5.

An opening by which to regulate the draft.

Pipe-coupling. Fig. 1347. A short cast-iron tube with a

thread cut on the inside at each end, which is screwed on

the ends of two pipes and used for uniting them to-

gether, or uniting one pipe with another object, as acock

or valve. In some couplings the thread at one end is

right-hand and the other left-hand, but generally they

are both right-hand threads. Also see Reducing pipe-

coupling.
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Pipe-fittings. Figs. 1327-43, etc. The connections for

systems of wrought-iron gas and steam pipes. The

more usual pipe-fittings are bushings, elbows, tees, re-

turn-bends (close or open), reducers, couplings, nipples,

plugs, clips, etc. , which see in Dictionary.

Pipe-reducer. See above. Bushings, tecs and couplings

may be and are all so made as to serve as reducers.

Pipe screw-threads. Screw-threads used for connecting

wrought-iron pipes together. Such screws are cut

"tapered ;" that is, the end of the pipe, or the inside of

the coupling where the thread is out, forms part of a

cone, so that in screwing up the pipe a tight joint can

be made. Pipe-threads are of a V-shape, sharp at the top

and bottom, and their sides stand at an angle of 60° to

each other. The following is the number of threads per

inch for pipes of different sizes. The size is given by the

inside diameter, but the actual bore of the smaller sizes

is considerably larger than the nominal. The exterior

diameter of ordinary gas-pipe is from .27 to .37 in. greater.

AMERICAN STANDARD SYSTEM OF PIPE THREADS.

(The European standard is the Whitworth pipe-thread, which is

quite different).

Taper of Thread % in. per foot.

Outside Inside
Inside
diam.

Inside
diara. "Whit-

Size of diam- diam- Double Threads worth's
pipe. eter.

Ins.

eter.

Ins.
strong.
Ins.

extra
strong.
Ins

per inch. thread.

Ys in. .405 .27 .205 27 28
K " .54 .364 .294 18 19
% " .675 .494 .421 18 19
& " .84 .623 .542 .244 14 14
% " 1.05 .824 .736 .422 14 14
1 " 1.315 1.048 .915 .587 1134 11
IK " 1.66 1.38 1.272 .884 UK 11
X% " 1.9 1.611 1.494 1.088 UK 11
3 " 2 375 2.067 1.933 1.491 H}-2 11
3K " 2.875 2.468 2 315 1.755 8
3 " 3.5 3.067 2.892 2.284 8
&A " 4. 3.548 3.358 2.716 8
4 " 4.5 4.026 3.818 3.136 8
&A " 5. 4.508 8
5 " 5.563 5.045 8
6 " 6.625 6.065 8
7 " 7.625 7.023 8
8 " 8.625 7.982 8
9 " 9.688 9.001 8
10 " 10.75 10.019 8

Pipe-stay (Creamer brake, which see). 16, fig. 263.

Pipe-clip, or strap. Figs. 1333, 1345. An iron band for fast-

ening a pipe against or to some other object. They are

usually single, but sometimes double, for two or mora
pipes. See Clip.

Pipe-support (Baker heater). Fig. 1332. A cast-iron

stand screwed to the floor, with a receptacle at the top

to receive and hold a pipe.

Pipe turnbuckle. Fig 1882. See Turnbuckle.

Piston. A metal disk with packing, etc., made to fit air-

tight and work back and forth in a cylinder. Those

shown in this volume are chiefly in connection with air

and steani brakes, figs. 266-358, to which more detailed

reference seems unnecessary. The piston consists of a

piston-head attached to a; piston-rod. The piston follower

or follower-plate lies at the back of the piston-head, in-

closing between them the piston packing-rings, or (in

the Westinghouse car brake-cylinders) the piston pack-

ing-leather, which latter is provided with a packing-

leather expander. The follower-plate is held on with

follower-bolts. All these parts are essentially the same

in all the various cylinders shown, and for distinct-

ness should be designated with the name of the cylinder

within which they work. The reversing-piston, which

see, of the Westinghouse brake, shifts the main steam-

valves which admit steam to the cylinder. See also

Triple-valve piston, etc., of Westinghouse apparatus.

Piston-packing expander (Westinghouse brake). 9, figs.

329-33 ; 12, figs. 314-5, etc. See below.

Piston packing-leather (Westinghouse brake). 9, figs.

329-33. A circular ring of leather used as a substitute

for piston packing-rings, which see, pressed into the

cylinder so as to have an L-section, which is attached to

and surrounds the piston and bears against the inside

surface of the cylinder, being pressed against it by a

round steel rod called the piston-packing expander.

Piston packing-ring. 12-13, fig. 298; 9, fig. 299; 4, figs.

358-9, etc. A circular metal ring of rectangular section

which is placed in grooves in the edge of a piston-head

to make it work air-tight in its cylinder. The rings are

turned slightly larger than the cylinder and cut in two

diagonally at one point, so that when compressed they

will tend to spring open.

Piston-rod cup-leather (Westinghouse driving-wheel

brake). 7, figs. 314-15. A circular ring of leather similar
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to the piston-packing leather, which see, used to pack
the piston-rod instead of the ordinary gland and stuffing-

box of steam machinery.

Piston-rod nut (air-pump of Westinghouse brake). Figs.

298-9. A screw-nut on the lower end of the piston-rod,

which holds the piston on the rod. ("American"
steam driver-brake, 12, figs. 363-5.

Piston-rod packing-gland (air-pump of Westinghouse
brake). 28, figs. 298-9. A metal ring which encircles

the piston-rod, and which is forced into the stuffing-

box and against the packing, which is then compressed

by the packing-nut 27.

Piston-rod packing-nut. 1. (air-pump of Westinghouse
brake.) 27, figs. 298-9. See above.

2. (Westinghouse driving-wheel brake.) 6, figs. 314-

15, 322. A nut which is used for holding the piston-rod

cup-leather in its place, which thus makes an air-tight

joint in which the piston-rod works.

Piston-rod packing-spring ( Westinghouse driving-wheel

brake cylinder). 8, figs. 314-5. A spiral spring serving

to compress the piston-rod cup-leather.

Piston-rod pin (" American" bell-crank steam driver-

brake). 28, figs. 363-5. A pin connecting the two links

to the extremity of the piston-rod.

Piston-sleeve (Westinghouse tender-brake). Fig. 307 ; 6,

fig. 330. A hollow casting resembling a tube attached

to the end of the piston-rod. Its purpose is to guide the

push-rod against which the piston-rod bears, so that

when the hand-brakes are applied the push-rod can
move away from the piston-rod without moving the lat-

ter. A substitute for this awkward attachment is to

slot the end of the piston-rod cross-head, as in fig. 337.

Piston-valve (Westinghouse pump-governor). 10, fig.

316.

Pit. See Ash-pit.

Pits (Atwood's hemp-packed wheel, which see). Fig. 2168.

The depressions on the inner surface of the tire to give

bond to the hemp packing.

Pitch. 1. (Of a screw.) The advance made by the

thread in ons complete revolution, usually expressed by
the number of threads in a given space, as (in TJ. S. and
England) an inch. Gauge for fig. 1831.

Of a roof.) The rate of slope. The roof in fig. 261

slopes 1 to 8

itch-chain. 45, figs. 1822, etc. One composed of alternate

single and double metallic plates bolted and riveted

together, sidewise, usually intended to work in the teeth

of wheels, shaped so as to accurately engage with the

chain. Such chains are sometimes used for berth-

chains.

Pitch-gear (for pile-driver car). 45, fig. 1822. See Pitch-

chain and driving-chain.

Pitching-roof. Figs. 90-6, 134-5, 138. A roof formed of

one or more inclined plane surfaces. The term, as also

the term "A" car-roof, which see, when the pitch be-

comes steep, is used to distinguish a roof formed of plane

surfaces from one formed of curved or arched surfaces.

Pivot. 1. "A pin or short shaft on which anything

turns."

—

Webster. Seat-arm pivots are also inaccurately

called rivets.

See Deck-sash pivot. Rocker-pivot.
Lower swing-hanger Seat-arm pivot.

pivot. Upper-berth-rest pivot.
Monitor deck-sash Ventilator-pivot.

pivot. Upper swing-hanger pivot.
Ratchet-pivot.

2. (Of padlock hasp, car-door fastener.) 7, fig. 1109.

The pin on which the hasp turns.

3. (For geared car-seat, which see.) Fig. 1142. The

pin by which the rocking seat-bottom is supported.

4. (Monitor deck-sash pivot,) E, fig. 1623. Also in fig.

1642. The pin held in place by a spring upon which

tne deck-sash turns.

5. (Of rack-tumbler spring padlock.) 6, fig. 1031.

More properly the key-pin.

Pivot-bearing. 49, figs. 1955-73. See Swing-hanger

pivot-bearing (passenger-car trucks).

Pivoted seat-arm (Cobb's, which see). Figs. 1132-3, 1171.

A seat-arm which is attached to the seat-back by a loose

pivot, instead of by a rigid connection, enabling the seat-

back to be thrown higher without increasing its total

width.

Pivot-plate. See Seat-arm pivot-plate. Window pivot-

plate. Ventilator pivot-plate.

Pivot-rod (Ormsby sash balance). B, fig. 1703.

Pivot spring (Monitor deck-sash pivot). H, fig. 1623. The

spring retaining the pivot in its proper place after the

sash has been placed in position.

Planished iron. One of the attempted substitutes for

Russia iron. One of many processes consists of the

formation of an oxidized surface on each sheet over
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and above the surface secured in ordinary working.

The oxidized surface is thee reconverted into metallic

iron, which will enter readily into combination with an

oxidizing agent applied throughout. The surface thus

given to the sheet is fixed by planishing of hammering
until the desired polish is secured. The recent imitations

of Russia iron have been very successful, but nothing

yet made out of Russia is quite as good as the original.

Plank. " A broad piece of sawed timber, differing from a

board only in being thicker. In America, broad pieces

of sawed timber, which are not more than an inch or an

inch and a quarter thick are called boards ; like pieces

from an inch and a half to three or four inches thick are

called planks."

—

Webster.

See Spring-plank. Truss-plank.

Plank car-roof. Fig. 664. More commonly single-board

roof, which see. See also Car-roof.

Planted moulding, or bead moulding (English). 121,

figs. 205, 207. American equivalent, panel-strip mould-

ing, or bead moulding. In a carriage, a small moulding

which is pinned on the body, and is not worked out of

the solid on the post or rail, as is a wrought moulding,

which see.

Plastered-lamp. A lamp with a fixed globe which is fast-

ened to a lamp-frame with plaster of Paris. Fig. 828 is

such a lamp.

Plate. 1. A piece of metal flat or extended in breadth.

See Base-plate.
Berth-rest plate.
Berth-latch face-plate.
Body-bolster truss-plate.

Bolster-plate.

Bottom stove-plate.

Brake-block suspending-
plate.

Buffer-block face plate.

Buffer-plate (Miller).

Centre-plate.

Chafiing-plate.
Chair-arm plate.

Corner-plate.
Coupling-pin plate (Mil-

ler).

Cover-plate.
Dead-plate.
Deck-sash pivot-plate.
Door-button plate.

Door-hook plate.
Door-sash plate.

Inside top-plate.

Inverted truss-rod plate
(street cars).

King-bolt plate.

Letter-box plate.

Match-plate.
Mirror-plate.
Name-plate.
Notice-plate.
Outside top-plate.

Outside wheel-piece
plate.

Piston follower-plate.
Pivot-plate.
Reversing valve-plate.

Sash-lock plate.

Seat-arm pivot-plate.
Seat-lock plate.
Sliding-door-latch
plate.

Slanting table-legplate.

Stop-plate.

Drawbar chafing-plate
(Miller).

Drawbar face-plate.
Drawbar follower-plate.
Drawbar friction-plate

(street cars).

Draiv-hook plate..

Drop letter-box plate.

Face-plate.
Flag-holder plate.
Follower-plate.
Friction-plate.
Frieze ventilator-plate.

Hopper-plate.
Inscription-plate.

Strike-plate.

Suspending-plate.
Table-hook plate.
Table-leg-hook plate.
Threshold-plate.
Transom chafing-plate.
Truck-bolster chafing-
plate.

Uncoupling-lever plate.
Uncoupling-lever trun-
nion-plate.

Upper berth-rest plate.
Ventilator pivot plate.
Wlieel-piece plate.
Winding-shaft plate.

2. (Architecture.) "A piece of timber which supports

the ends of the rafters."

—

Webster.

3. (Car-building.) 46, figs. 82-102; 98, figs. 155-85; 47,
figs. 1843-4. A horizontal piece of timber on top of the

posts of a car-body supporting the roof carlines or rafters.

Also sometimes called side-plate in distinction from an
end-plate, which see, which is a similar stick across the

end of the car. A deck-plate is used to cap the deck-

posts of an upper-deck. Main carlines, which see, are

sometimes called tie-plates. In refrigerator cars bogus-

plates, which see, are used.

4. (Of a cast car-wheel.) Figs. 2124-78. Tne central

portion connecting the hub and tread, sometimes single-

plate, sometimes double-plate. The plate is stiffened by
brackets. See Car-wheel and face-plate (steel-tired wheel)..

Plate, or laminated, buffing and draw-spring (English).

51, figs. 117 and 206. A large half-elliptic spring which
spans the distance between the two buffer-rods and takes

the buffing strains. It is also connected in the centre

to the drawbar and takes the draft strain.

Plate-bolt strip (freight cars). 189, figs. 94-5. A longi-

tudinal strip attached to the under side of the purlins to

stiffen the roof and serve as a point of attachment for

the horizontal short plate-rod, 192.

Plate-rod (freight cars). 47, figs. 132-8. A horizontal

metal rod which passes through two plates to tie them
together. See also Short plate-rods, 192, figs. 93-6.

Plate-washer. Fig. 1873. Usually a wrought-iron cut

washer, in distinction from a cast washer, but also used

to designate many forms of large washers or plates serv-

ing as double or triple washers. See Washer.

Plate -wheel. Figs. 2124-78. A car-wheel of which the

centre portion is formed of a disk or plate instead of
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spokes. "Varieties are the single, double, open and com-

bination plate-wheel. See Wheel and car-ioheel.

Platform (passenger and caboose cars). Fig. 686 ; 34, figs.

155-185, etc. A floor at the end of a car, supported by

projecting timbers below the car-body to facilitate in-

gress and egress. On freight cars they are not common,
except on cabooses, but narrow platforms are sometimes

added for convenience of trainmen. See also Miller,

Janney and Cowell couplers, which have certain special

modifications of the platform, which have greatly added

to its strength and security.

2. (Pile-driver car.) 27, figs. 1821—4. See Swinging-

platform.

Platform-car. Figs. 13, 14, 15, 31. 32, 35 and 36. A flat

car: which, if provided with s'des, becomes a gondola

car.

Platform end-timber, or buffer-beam. 38, figs. 155-85
;

103, figs. 1843-8. A cross-timber at the outer end of a

car platform.

Platform-floor. 34, figs. 155-85 ; 104, figs. 1843-4.

Platform-gate. 43, figs. 162. 164. A gate used to close

the entrance to a platform, in general use only for pri-

vate cars, suburban cars or street cars.

Platform-hood. 107, figs. 169-183; 115, figs. 1843-6. A
cover or canopy attached to the end of a car-body, cover-

ing the platform. They are made of either wood or

sheet-iron. When it consists of an extension of the main
roof of a car it is called a platform-roof ; but when it

is a separate part, and fastened to the car-body, as is

usually the case on street-cars, it is called a platform-

hood. A roof-apron is a vertical finish of sheet-iron to

either a platform-hood or platform-roof.

Platform-hood bow. 108, figs. 169, etc. ; 116, figs.

1843-6. A bent wooden or iron bow which forms the

outer edge of a platform-hood, to which the platform-

hood carlines are fastened.

Platform-hood carlines. 117, fig. 1843. Transverse

timbers which support the roof of a wooden platform-

hood. Sometimes no carlines are used, as in fig. 186.

Platform-hooi calling. 9, fig. 186. See Platform-hood
side-piece.

Platform-hood knee. 118, figs. 1843, 1S45. An L-shaped

piece of wrought-iron by which a platform-hood is

fastened to the car-body.

Platform-hood moulding (street cars). 119, figs. 1843,

1845. A small wooden moulding to cover the nails with

which the roofing canvas is fastened around the edge. It

corresponds with a roof-moulding.

Platform-hood post. 109, figs. 162-185. An upright iron

bar or rod attached either to the platform or platform

railing, to support a platform-hood. Now rarely used.

Platform-hood side-piece. 10, fig. 186. The end-piece

to which the ceiling is attached.

Platform-lever (Janney coupler). 24, figs. 552, 555-601.

(Janney-Miller coupler.) 69, figs. 554, 602-35. A lever

corresponding to the Miller uncoupling-lever, actuating

the pull-rod which operates the catch-lever.

Platform-lever jaw (Janney-Miller coupler). 58, figs.

554, 602-35. The fulcrum for the platform-lever.

Platform-lever pin (Janney coupler). 20, figs. 554, 555-

601.

Platform-plate, or buffer (Cowell coupler). 1, fig. 538. A
steel plate bent like the letter U, but with square angles,

clasping the middle of the platform end-sill of the car.

When ia contact with the like plate of another car, it

makes a continuous floor between them, 17 inches wide.

Being pivoted at the platform end-sill, it adjusts itself to

all curves of the road. The platform plate also acts as a

buffer, and is sometimes so called.

Platform-post. 39, figs. 155-85, etc. See below.

Platform-rail. 41, figs. 155-85; 110, figs. 1843-6. A.

wrought-iron bar fastened to the tops of the platform-

posts, forming a railing on the end of a car-platform.

On steam cars an opening is left in the middle of the

railing to allow persons to pass from one car to another.

The railing is therefore made in two parts, and two plat-

form rails are used. On street cars no such passage-

way is left, and the raii is in one piece. The outside

ends of the platform-rails of steam cars are usually

carried down to the end-timber, so as to form the out-

side post. On street cars the outside end is attached to

an ordinary post.

Platform-railing. An inclosure consisting of iron posts

and rails on the end of a platform of a car to prevent

persons from falling off. See above.

Platform railing-chain. 42, fig. 157. A chain connect-

ing the two sections of the platform -rails of a passenger-

car. Commonly used in service on the rear platform of

the rear car only.

Platform-roof. 103, figs. 155-85. That portion of a car-
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roof which projects over the platform. See Platform-

hood.

Platform-roof carline. 104, figs. 155-85. See Carline.

Platform-roof end-carline. 105, figs. 155-85. See Car-

line.

Platform short-sills. 37, figs. 155-85. Short longitu-

dinal pieces of timber, n ot extending under the car proper,

which are framed into and bolted to the end-sills and
platform end-timbers of a passenger or street car to sus-

tain the floor of the platform. The longer timbers which

extend under the body of the car proper are called plat-

form-sills.

Platform-sills. 35, figs. 151-185 ; 101, figs. 1844-6.

Pieces of timber attached to the bottom of a car-frame

at each end outside of the draw-timber, and projecting

beyond the end of the car to support the platform. They
extend usually from the platform end-timbers to the

bolster, or, in street cars, to one of the transverse floor-

timbers. See above.

Platform-steps. 45, figs. 153-85 ; 114, figs. 1843-6. The
stairs at each corner of a passenger car which afford the

means of ingress and egress. A form of step has been

recently introduced, but is not in general use, in which

the lower step is extensible, being dropped down into

position when the car is stationary and removed and
elevated again by the motion of the train in getting under

way. In modern passenger cars the platform-steps con-

sist of usually three and sometimes four separate steps

below the platform. The steps being of wood are often

called box-steps. On street cars, one step only is used,

and it is commonly made of plate-iron.

Platform tie-rods. 162, figs. 170-185 ; 51, figs. 636-40.

Horizontal rods which pass through the platform end-

timber and end-sill or body-bolster, for the purpose of

holding them and the other portions of the frame of the

car securely together.

Platform-timber. See Platform-sill.

Platform-timber band (street cars). 105, figs. 1843-6.

A band made of plate-iron, which covers and embraces

the outer end of a platform end-timber.

Platform-timber, or platform-sill, clamp. 36, figs. 156-

85 ; 102, figs. 1843-6. A U-shaped iron clamp or bolt,

with which a platform-sill is fastened to the end-sill of a

car.

Platform trap-door. 1. 3, fig. 686. A door which

covers the space occupied by the steps, and thus extends

the platform out to the side of the car. It is rarely

used, except on officers' or other private cars.

2. Fig. 103. A door used in cabooses to serve the pur-

pose of a water-closet.

3 (Janney-Miller coupler). 68, figs. 603-35. See
Trap.

Platform truss-beam (Miller platform). 22, figs. 636-8.

A short transverse piece of timber attached to the outer

ends of the draw-timbers inside the platform end-tim-

ber, which forms the bearing of the platform truss-rods.

Platform truss-rod (Miller platform). 23, figs. 636-40.

A rod fastened at one end to the body-bolster or centre-

sills, which then passes through or over the end-sill and
from there downward to the platform truss-beam. Its

use is to support the platform and prevent it from sag-

ging.

Play. See End-play. Lateral motion.

Plow. See Snow-plow.

Plug (pipe-fittings). Fig. 1339. A short solid metal cylin-

der, with a screw on the outside and a square or hexag-
onal end to take hold of with a wrench, screwed into

the end of a pipe or hole in a plate, to close the opening.

See also Basin plug. Four-way-cock plug.

Plumbago. Graphite ; one of the forms of pure carbon,

from which pencils, etc., are manufactured. When pul-

verized, plumbago is an excellent lubricant, especially

under heavy loads, and plumbago oils, prepared so as to

hold the plumbago in permanent suspension, are among
the most efficient of all lubricants.

Plush. "A species of shaggy cloth or stuff with a velvet

nap on one side, composed regularly of a woof, of a single

thread and a double warp ; the one, wool of two
threads twisted, the other of goat's or camel's hair. But
some plushes are made wholly of worsted, others wholly

of hair."

—

Webster. Plush is used in car-building chiefly

as a covering for upholstered seats, for which it is almost

invariably used.

Pocket. 1. (Sleeping cars.) 32, 33, figs. 678, etc. A re-

ceptacle for the clothing and small baggage of occu-

pants of sleeping-berths. They are known as the head
boardpocket for the lower berth, and upper-berth pocket.

2. Any object having a cavity or opening which
forms a receptacle to hold anything in its place. The
main pockets of a car are the body-post, corner-post and
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right and left-hand body-brace pockets, which are cast-

ings fastened to the upper side of the sill and t he under

side of the plate, to serve instead of mortises to receive

the posts and braces. Brace-pockets are distinguished as

right or left-hand, according to the inclination of their

top to a person standing facing the car. Double-brace

pockets, to receive two braces inclining in opposite direc-

tions, are also made, often with a receptacle in the mid-
dle for a post. A- pod-pocket, which see, is a casting on
the outside of a car, like the stake-pocket of a flat or gon-

dola car. Similar uses of the term are leader-brace

pocket, pilaster-pocket and mast-pocket, for pile-driver

and derrick-cars. See also Drawbar-spring pocket.

Draw-timber pocket.

Pop safety-valve. A valve set with a spring so as to open
suddenly with a wide opening at a fixed pressure; hence

the name. For Johnson heater, see fig. 1472.

Port. See Steam-port. An opening in a valve for the

passage of steam.

Post (of a truss). 12, fig. 2185 ; (for pile-driver car). 26,

figs. 1821-4. A piece of timber or metal set upright

and intended to support something else, as the posts

of a house ; the posts of a door ; the posts of a gate ; the

posts of a fence ; the posts of a bridge.

See Body-post. Lever-frame post.
Body queen-post. Platform-hood post.
Brake-beam king- Platform-post,
post. Queen-post.

Corner-post. Sub-post.
Deck-post. Truck-bolster king-post.
Door-post. Truck-frame king-post.
Sand-rail post

.

Truck-frame queen-post.
Hat-post. Window-post.

Postal car. Figs. 57, 66-69. A car for carrying mail mat-

ter, and fitted up with boxes aud other conveniences for

assorting and distributing it. Nearly all mail matter is

now assorted en route.

A distinction has bean attempted between mail cars, used
solely for carrying mails, and distributing postal cars, but the
distinction is not well observed, and so-called mail cars, except
as compartments in combination baggage cars on minor lines,
are little used.

The railway post-office is an English invention, sep-

arate postal cars having been used as early as 1837. The
present American postal car service was introduced by
George B. Armstrong in 1864, and the first postal cars

were run between Chicago and Clinton, la., and at about

the same time between Washington and New York.

Postal cars are built and owned by the railway com-
panies, but when in use are under the exclusive control

of the post-office authorities. See also Mail-van (Eng-
glish).

Postal-car chandelier. Figs. 840-2. See Chandelier. A
variety of postal-car lamps and chandeliers have been in-

troduced with the object of giving a brilliant light when
and as desired.

Postal-car furnishings. Figs. 1065, 1086.

Postal-car lamp-chimneys. Figs. 935-6. See Lamp-
chimneys.

Postal-car side-lamp. Figs. 856, 862-3, 871. See Postal-

car chandelier.

Post-bracket (Creamer brake, which see). 3, fig. 263.

Post-office car. Figs. 57, 66-9. See Postal car.

Post-pocket. An iron casting which is attached to tho

outside of the sill of a car to receive and hold a pose in

distinction from the body-post pockets, corner-post pock-

ets, etc., of ordinary framing. Such pockets ar3 more
commonly used with stock cvrs and are very similar to

stake-pockets. Shown on the side of the car in figs.

16-18, 29-32, 35-8. See Pocket.

Post refrigsrator car. One of the class of cars using salt

and ice for refrigeration. See Refrigerator car.

Pot. See Fire-pot.

Potter drawbar. Figs. 383-6, 451, 467. A drawbar made
with a pair of ears on each side. To one pair of these

a link is attached permanently, to the other pair a pin,

so that it can be raised and lowered but not removed.

To the centre an ordinary link can be coupled. The
drawbar was named after the inventor. See Drawbar.

Pouch-hook (postal cars). Figs. 1072-4. Hooks used for

suspending mail-bags while assorting the mails. They

are usually strung loosely upon a rod, and are distin-

guished as square-eye or round-eye, according to the sec-

tion of the rod. Some forms are permanently attached

to the side of the car. See Ormolu hook, a term which

should designate simply color and finish, but appears to

be used to designate a difference of form.

Press. See Seal-press.

Pressure-gauge. 1. (Baker heater.) 30, figs. 1301, 1324.

(Johnson heater.) Fig. 1472. An ordinary steam-gauge

to show the pressure in the pipes. All heaters of this

class have them.

2. (Pintsch gas-lighting apparatus). Fig. 826. A
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gauge usually placed in the saloon. It registers atmos-

pheres and not pounds, for convenience in computing

the volume of gas in the tank.

Pressure-regulator (Pint-ch gas-lighting apparatus). J,

fig. 812, and fig. 813. The valve by which the pressure

of the compressed gas is reduced for consumption. The
pressure regulator is one complete fixture, adjusted by

the maker. Namps of the principal interior p irts are

diaphragm, diaphragm connecting-rod, diaphragm-

lever, regulating-valve, and dust-arrester.

Pressure-retaining valve (Westinghouse brake). Fig,

317. Pressure-valve key. Pressure-valve seat.

Pressure-retaining valve (Westinghouse freight brake).

Fig. 317. A valve for use on long and steep gradients,

provided with a weig'rted valve connected with the dis-

charge port of the triple vjlve. Itis controlled by a small

handle, which, if turned in one direction, permits the

air to escape freely, and, if in the other, forces it to pass

under the weighted valve. In descending long gradi-

ents the weighted valve retains a pressure of ten lbs.,

which keeps the train under control when the brakes

are released to resbarge the mservoirs. On slight grades

or a level the cock is turned to permit the air to escape

freely without raising the valve. This valve does away
with the necessity of using "straight-air" (which see)

on such grades.

Pressure tank (Johnson heater). Fi<r. 1472. The recep-

tacle in wh ich the spare supply of fluid is kept, connected

with the heater by aheater-pipe. The same part is called

in the B iker heater the circulating drum, and in the

Searle the expansion drum.

Profile carline. Fig3. 646, etc. A carline, which see, ex-

tending from one plate to the other, bent to conform to

the shape of the clear-story. They are, of necessity,

always compound-carlines, which see, shown in section

in fig. 617."

Priming (painting). The first coat in car-painting. Usu-
ally a pure thin oil put on hot, at about 150" F. or less.

A thin drier, which see, of red lead or borate of man-
ganese, is used with it. The next coat is the scraping

filling-coat or rough-stuff, which see. See also Painting.

Private car. Figs. .211-3. Either an officers' car or

excursion car, which see.

Private look (English). 182, fig. 205. A door-lock uni-

;~, ver3il in passenger service, which can only be operated

by a tapered rectangular hardened steel key, which is

carried by all passenger trainmen, and most habitual

travelers. One key will open any "private lock."

Propelling-lever, or hand-car lever (lever hand-car). 3>
figs. 1724-6. The main lever to which power is applied.

Propelling-lever brace-rods (lever hand-car). 11, figs-

1724-3.

Propelling-lever fulcrum (lever hand-car). 6, figs.

17?4-6.

Protection-cap (of wind-guard Harrison postal-car chande-
lier). B, figs. 841-2. This part complete is called also

lamp-jack, 136, fig. 158.

" Protection" cuspidor. Figs. 810-11. One with a large

mat. See Cuspidor.

Pull. " A catch or lip upon a drawer, door or window, by
which it is pulled open."

—

Knight.

See Door-pull. Seat-pull.
Drawer-pull. SUding-door pull.
Deck-sash pull. Window-blind pull.

See, in engravings, Furnishings, door, postal car and
tvindoio.

Pulley. " A wheel with a grooved, flat or slightly convex
rim, adapted to receive a cord or band which runs over
it. Its function is to transmit power or change the direc-

tion of moi ion."

—

Knight. A sheave is a pulley-wheel

in a block, but sheave and pulley are used as almost
synonymous terms. See Sheave.

See also Bell-cord pulley. Pile-hoisting sheave.
Berth-chain pulley. Side-pulley.
Ciain-pulley. Wiitdovo-curtain pulley.
Hammer-rope pulley.

Pull-hook, or deck-sash opener. Fig. 1556. A shaft with
a small hook on the top for opening deck-sashes. Also
called ventilator staff.

Pull-iron. 206, figs. 95-7. A U-bolt passing through
the side-sill for the purposs of attaching ropes in

switching. A. push-block, 191, fig. 97; 58, fi?s. l::2-8,

is an attachment to the lower corner-plate for the same
purpose except that it is used for pushing instead of pull-

ing the car.
' Pullman car. Figs. 60-1, etc. A name strictly applica-

ble only to cars run by the Pullman Palace Car Com-
pany, but in common usage not unfrequently applied to-

all classes of "palace" sleeping, parlor or drawing-room
car3, as distinguished from day cDachss ; the Pullman

Vicars hiving been the first of this class introduced on a
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large scale and in modern style of finish, and being much
more inussthan any other class of parlor or palace

•cars. Included among Pullman cars are sleeping cars,

parlor or drawing-room cars and dining-cars, which see.

The latest pattern of sleeping cars are the buffet cars,

which see. The latter dirt r from former designs, not

only in the use of a ''buffet," etc., but in being finished

in much lighter colored woods than the former dark

styles prevalent.

Pullman passenger car trucks. Figs 1968-70. Several

other and more recent styles of truck are now manufac-

tured by the Pullman Palace Car Co , but drawings could

not be obtained for this edition.

t Pullman standard " car-seat. Fig. 1137. A design for

,seat-ends introduced by the manufacturing department

of the Pullman Palace Car Co. It is not used, however,

in any cars operated by the Pullman Co,

Pull-ring. Figs 1634-6. A metal ring with a screw

attached by which it is fastened to any object, as a sa>h,

drawer, etc., to take hold of in opening it. Chiefly

used for deck-saslLes.

Pull-rod (Janney coupler.) 10, figs. 543-554, 555-601.

(Janney-Miller coupler.) 53, figs. 542-554, 555-601. The
• rod connecting the platform-lever with the catch-lever.

See below.

3. (English brake-gear.) Any rod transmitting tension

when the brake is applied.

Pull-rod button (Janney coupler) 34, figs. 543-554, 555-

60 1 . The " T " bui ton upon the end of the pull-rod.

Pull-roi plats (Janney coupler). 33, fig=i. 555-601. A
sm ill chifin^ -plate on the Janney platform knee-timber

through which the pull-roi passes.

Pump. 1. (Westinghouse brake). Figs. 298-9. An air-

pump, which see.

2. (Wash-rooms.) Figs, 1570-1. A-basin-pump, which

gee.

Pump drain-cock (Westinghouse brake.) 19, fig. 311
;

fig. 294.

Pump-governor (Westinghouse brake). Fig. 316. An at-

tachment designed to automatica ly cut off the supply

of steam to the pump when the air-pressure in the main
reservoir exceeds a certain limit, usually about 70 lbs.

Tue governor not only prevents the c irrying of exces-

sive air-pressure, but also causes the accumulation of a

supply of air in the main reservoir while the brakes are

applied, which insures the release of the brakes, without

delay. It also obviates the unnec ssary working of the

pump, when the desired air-pressure has been ob-

tained.

The list of names of parts for fig. 316 is wrongly headed
"Fig. 312."

Pump regulator (Westinghouse brake). 17, figs. 311, 312.

The old design for the pump governor, which see.

Punch. See Bell-punch.

Purlin. 83, figs 91-138 ; 205, figs. 97-101. Alongitudinal

piece of timber over the rafters, extending from one end
of a car-roof to the other, to which the roof-boards are

fastened. Sometimes called a roof-slrip, but the latter

morecorrectlyapplies to strips sometimes used above the

purlins, as in figs. 670-5, etc.

Push baggage-car. Fig. 1713. A light lorry-car used at

stations for moving baggage or freight from one train to

another.

Push-bar. 1. (•'American" steam driver-brake) 16,

figs. 358- 9 ; 23, figs. 363-4. The part in immedia te con-

nection with the brake-shoe by which the pressure is

conveyed thereto.

2. (Westinghouse brake.) Figs. 343, etc. Also cal'ed

push-rod. A compression bar which butts up against

the piston of a brake-cylinder, bting guided by a. piston-

sleeve, which see, figs. 330, etc., or some equivalent de-

vice, in such manner as to transmit the pressure on

the piston when the air-brake is used, but to simply

move away from the piston-rod, without moving the

latter, when brakes are applied by hand. The engrav-

ings, figs. 338-48, are not quite clear and correct in repre-

senting this device.

Push-bar cap ("American" horizontal-cylinder driver-

brake). 14, figs. 358-9.

Push-bar pin ("American" horizontal-cylinder steam

driver brake). 18, figs. 358-9.

Push-blcck. 191. fig. 96; 206, figs. 97-101. A plate

for inserting poles ur bars in switching to enable the

car to be moved from the side by an engine on a par-

allel track. It is usually a cavity cast upon the lower

corner-plate, and not a separate attachment. Pull-

irons, which see, serve the same purpose for the use of

a rope.

Push-car, or lorry car. Fig. 1713. A four-wheeled car,

also called larry-car, used to carry materials and tools.
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moved or pushed by hand. Also see Ferry push-ear,

fig. 72.

:Push-rod (Westinghouse freight brake). Figs. 343, etc.

See Push-bar.

.Push-rod (Westinghouse freight brake-gear). 3, figs. 358-

9 ; 343. The rod which butts against the brake-cylinder

piston-rod and transmits its thrust. Generally, in brake-

gear, any rod which transmits a thrust when the brake

is applied.

Tush-rod hanger (Westinghouse freight-brake). 1, 6.zs.

338-40. A guide attached to the sills of the car to carry

the outer extremity of the push-rod.

Putty. A mixture of linseed oil with whiting, which lat-

ter is chalk finely pulver'zed. Water is sometimes added

in adu'teration, causing the putty to stick to the fingers,

and making it hard and brittle when dry. Panel putty,

used for filling nail-holes in car work, is an extra qual ty

made from whiting, white Uad in oil, japan or varnish,

and a sma'l quani ity of turpentine. The whit'ng is used

merely to prevent the whi>e lead from sticking to the

fingers, and no more than necessary for this purpose is

xequired. This putty forms a hard cement which does

not shrink. When dry it can be rubbed down with

pumice-stone or dusted with sand-paper. Glycerineputty

is made of goud thick glycerine and white lead or litharge.

It hardens in 15 to 45 minutes, and stands water and

acids.

Gi

Quadrant. A piece of metal curved in the form of the

arc of a circle. See Sector. See. also Deck-sash quad-

rant, fig. 1638. Lever-quadrant (Eames ejector), tigs.

282-8.

Quadruple-coil nest-spring. Fig. 2062. A rarely used

spiral spring, which see.

-Quadruplet (of elliptic springs, which see). 80, figs.

1963-9. etc. Four springs side by side acting as one.

Quarter-light, or side-light (English). 137, figs. 204. 206.

American equivalent, window. In a carriage, the win-

dow in the body as distinguished from the windows in

the doore. The quarter-lights, in English practice, are

always fixed, but on the continent of Europe they are

invariably made to fall or open, and this is also the case

with the vehicles made in England and exported to warm
climates.

Quarter-light moulding, or glass-frame stile (English).

143, fig. 205. The upright member of the fixed window
framing. The glass is very generally fitted direct to the

body, a strip of rubber being interposed, and the mould-
ing screwed on outside, keeping the whole in position.

Quarter-light panel (English). 126, fig. 205. A panel on
the outside of the body, placed above the window. Other

exterior panels are quarter-panel, waist-panel, and bot-

tom side-panel. Interior panels are the partition panel,

inside lop-light panel and roof panels.

Quarter-light pillar (English). 110, figs. 205-206. A
part of the body framing of a carriage. A vertical post

forming one side of the window aperture.

Quartette (elliptic spring). Also called quadruplets, which
see.

Queen Anne style. Primarily a style of constrction of

furniture and buildings which became fashionab e in

England during Queen Anne's reign, in the early part of

the 18th century. lis features are light and giaceful

framing, involving mostly straight lines, and an absence

of applied ornament. Deep, rich tints are used in color-

ing. For examples of modern applications, see figs. 679,

827, 1194, etc.

Queen-post (of a truss). 6, fig. 2183. One of a pair of

vertical posts against which the truss-rod bears. When
one post only is used, it is called a king-post, which see.

Such posts are used for the body truss-rods under car-

bodies and occasionally trucks. See Body queen-post.

Inverted body queen-post. Truck-frame queen post.

Queen-post stay. A, fig. 163. A bar attached to a queen-

post to stay it laterally. See Body queen-post stay

Quintuplet (of elliptic springs, which see). Five

springs side by side, acting as one. Similar to 80, figs.

1963-5, or fig. 2033-4.

It

Rabbet. "A rectangular groove made longitudinally
' along the edge of one piece to receive the edge of an-

other. It is common in paneling, and in dooi-frames

for the door to shut into."

—

Knight. Rabbet is a corrup-

tion of the word rebate.

Rabbeted lock. Fig. 994. " A kind of lock whose face-
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plate is sunk within a rabbet cut in the edge of a door."
—Knight. See Lock.

Rabbet-piece (for sliding foot-rfst). Fig. 1194. A pair of

castings with grooves (rabbets) in them.

Race-hcrse box (English). American equivalent, horse

- car. A four-wheeled covered vehicle adapted to run on

.passenger trains and to carry valuable and excitable

horses. The mangers, stalls, etc., are carefully padded,

and a compartment provided for the jockey, who can

reach the horse's head. See also Horse-box.

Rack. 1. "A frame for receiving various articles."

—

Web-
ster. See Basket-rack. Bible-rack. Brush and comb
rack. Card-rack. Head-board rack. Towel-rack.

2. "In machinery, a rectilineal slidirjg-piece, with teeth

cut on its edge for working with a wheel."

—

Brande.

A ratchet, which see. See also Bsueled-rack. Sash-lock

rack. Skwing-gear rack.

3. (For geared car-seat, which see.) Fig. 1142.

4. (Wolfrath combination sash-lift and lock.) A,
figs. 1700-2.

Rack-catch (for head-board). Fig. 1277. A small " cup-

board catch" to hold the head-board pocket closed.

Radial arms (Thomas' steel-tired wheel). Fig. 2176. Pro-

jecting arms from the cast-iron wheel-centre forming

the cushion ing-pockets for the insertion of the wooden
cushioning-blocks or packing-blocks.

Radiator. 1. (Baker and other steam and hot-water heaters.)

Figs. 1300, 1326. A piece of iron pipe bent into a U-shape

under the seats of a car, through which the hot water

or steam circulates.

2. (Gouge heater.) 16, figs. 1405-7; 99, fig. 1411. The
parts through which the air passes over the fire on its

way to the running-pipes.

Radiator-stand (Baker and other heaters ). Figs. 1331,

1336, 1340. A support for a radiator.

Rafter. Figs. 1S9, etc. A timber to support the roof of a
car, which extends part icay across the top, either from
the plate to the ridge of the roof as (apparently) in the

"A' -

car-roof. figs. 189, etc., or to the base of the deck-

eide only, as 101, figs. 155-5. "When such timbers ex-

tend all the way across they are called carlines. See
Main-rafter.

Rail. " The horizcntal part in any piece of framing or

paneling."— Webster.

See Belt-rail.

Boi torn-rail.

Deck Bottom-rail.
Door case interme-
diate rail.

Door-case top-rail.

Door-rail.
End-rail.
Fender-rail.
Top end-rail. .

Top side-rail.

Upper belt-rail.

Guide-rail.

Hand-rail.
Lower seat-back rail.

Middle d< or-rail.

Panel-rail.
Parting-rail.
Platform-rail.
Sasli-rail.

Seat-back rail.

Scat-bottom rail.

Seat-rail.

Wainscot-rail.
Window-blind rail.

Railing. "A series* of rails; a fence."

—

Webster. See

Platform-railing. Step railing (street cars).

Railing-chain. 42, fig. 157. See Platform railing-chain.

Railroad car. See Car.

Railroad-lantern. Figs. 980-85. A lantern used in large

numbers by trainmen and other employes of railroads.

A variety of patterns exist, and are shown. A conduct'

oi-'s lantern, which see, is a spec al variety, but not so

called.

Raised-roof. Figs. 155-S5. An upper-deck or clear-story,

which see.

Ranges and cock-stoves. Figs. 1430-3. also figs. 214,

193, etc. A range is a fixed and more elaborate cook-

stove attached to the wall, and, in houses, u-ually built

in with brick so as to need no stove-pipe to connect with

the chimney.

Raoul journal-box. Fig. £014. A journal-box with a
V-shaped bar called the yoke or bai'Zattache-l to the box so

as to embrace and hold the lid, which latter carries an
end-stop so as to dispense with a collar on the axle. See

also note to engraving.

Ratchet. A serrated ed2e, sometimes straight and some-

times on a wheel, into which a pawl engages, for produc-

ing or (more commonly) restraining motion. See Brake
ratchet-wheel. Winding-shaft ratchet-ivheel. Anundula-
ting ratchet is one having no sharp edges, so that the

ratchet catch will slide ovc;r them without removal on
the applicition of force, as in Hart's deck-sash pivot, fig.

1624. Ratcln-ts are sometimes made oblique or beveled

so as to give the parts engaging with them a lateral ten-

dency, as in the Ormsby sash-balance. Figs. 1705-7.

See Bottom-ratchet, ('nconpling-lever ratchet. See

also deck-sash pivot, figs. 1618-24, for various form!
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of ratchets and attached part3 U3ed in conaeofciou there-

with.

In nin=t of the English dieti-inaries the term ratebet is de-

fined not only as the serrated edge, but also as the dog or pawl
whic'a engig^s th 'rewith. Thi* definition, however, is he ieved

to be an error^ wnich h*s been c >pied from one dictionary to

another, and wbicn does not c trr^spond with practice in me-
.chanieal work, at le-ist as respects AmHric*n practice, which
lat'er seems to confine the use of the term ratchet to the ser-'

rated edge only and does not designate the pawl also as a-

ratchet.

Ratchet-burner (for lard oil). Fig. 913. One in -which the

wick is moved up and down by a pointed wheel engaging

in it. like mineral oil burners.

Ratchet-wheel. See Brake ratehet-wlieel. Winding-shaft

ratehst-wheeJ.

Rattan car-seat. Fig. 113% See Car-seat.

Rattan-seating (canvas lined). Fig. 1218. See Canvas-

lined.

Rave. Fig. 1708, 1718. 15, figs. 1730-3. A vertical side-

piece to the frame of a wagon-body or other vehicle.

The term is applied to such paits on hand-cars (the raves

being also called seat-risers), but not to other railrcad

bars, although literally applicable, for instance, to the

sides of a gondola car.

Reach. Figs. 1783-1812. See Extension-reach.-

Rear foot-rest (Har'ley rerdining-chair). Figs. 157-8. A
foot-rasfc for the benefit of the occupant of the chair in

the rear. See Foot-rest.

Rebate. " In architecture, a groove or channel funk on
the edge of a piece of timber."

—

Webster. Usually

written rabbet, which see.

Recsiving-va-ves (upper and loiver), (air-pump for "W _

st-

inghouse brake). 31 and 33, figs. 298-9. Puppet valves,

which see, at the top and bottom of the air-pump

cylinder, to admit the air.

Recipient ( Pintsch gas-lighting apparatus). H, fig. 812.

Two large tanks, one under each side of the car, in

which th-; compressed gas is stored and discharged

thence into the pressure-regulator. See below.

Recipient filling-valve (Pintsch gasdighting apparatus).

A, fig. 812, and separately in tig3. 818-19. A valve of

peculiar construction for the admission of -the com-
pressed gas -to. the recipient, so that it can bo trans-

mitted through the same valve to the regulator for con-

sumption. ••-*: .- ......

Recipient valve (Pintsch gas-lighting apparatus). B, fig.

812 ; fig. 817. The cock attached to the recipient to con-

nect it with the filling-valve or the regulator, as de-

sired.

Recording-bell (street cars). A bell attached to a bell-

punch or other instrument on which the conductor re-

cords the fares collected, to indicate that fact to the

pnssengers.

Reducer (pipe fittings, which see). Figs. 1344, etc. A
means of decreasing the diameter of the pipe used.

They are either bushings, couplings or T's, which see.

Reducing collar (for lamp-). Fig. 909. See Collar.

Reducing pipe-coupling. Figs. 1344, etc. See Reducer.

Reducing tee or T (pipe fittings, which see). Fig. 1333.

See also Reducer and T.

Reducing-valve ( Westinghouse train signal apparatus).

Fig. 691. A valve for reducing the pressure of air ad-

mitted to the train signal pipes below that maintained

in the brake pipes and main reservoir. In the train sig-

nal apparatus a very low pressure, not usually exceed-

ing two atmospheres , is used.

Reflector. 1. (Lamps.) 14, figs. 828-33. " A polished

surface, for reflecting light."

—

Webster. See also

Alcove-lamp Reflector, 25, figs. 855, 864. Lamp-chimney

Reflector, 15, figs. 843, 857.

2. (Lanterns.) Figs. 983-4. Reflector and chimney-

holder combined (for lamp), figs. 866, 938.

Refrigerator (of a refrigerator car). A, figs. 131, etc. The

chamber, constituting the main body of the car, in

w'jich the paying load is placed.

1 Refrigerator car. Figs. 11-12, 126-131*. A car for carry-

1 ing perishable articles, especially meat, constructed with

compartments in which ice is carried, and with double

floor, sides and roof, to keep the. ice from melting. A
great variety of types have been designed, but they can

all be reduced to four general cIpssps, viz.: Those which

use .ice and salt, or ice onlv, for refrigerating, and those

which carry ice overhead in ice-pans or in the ends

of the cars in ice-raclcs or tubes. The most important

difference of all in refrigerator cars, the difference in:

the character of the ci culation and dryness of air,

is not touched by this classification, nor can it be

gone into. The temperature aimed at is about 40*

F., or 8° above freezing. Many of the older cars

were mere air-tight boxes, without .any circulation
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whatever, with the effect that an unnecessarily low

temperature was required in one part of the car to keep

all cool enough. The principal difference in the external

appearance of refrigerator cars, as will be seen in fig. 12,

is their greater height and width. Refrigerator-cars

using salt use from 1 to 2 bushels for each 100 lbs. of ice.

The following is a practically complete list of the various re-
frigerator pars-, wbic h are son.ewhat more fully described un-
der the name of each. All cars, unless otherwise noted, use ice
only, without salt

:

Allegretti.—Roof ice-box; good circulation.
Anderson.—Ice-box in end; p-ior circulation.

Arctic —(Empire Line) —Ice-troughs alongside of the car near
roof. Tabes full nakes < f ice; good c rculation.
Aver.—Fig. 126-9 Ice-box in end ; rubber insulation.
Birdsall.—Iron ice-trough in an upper deck for the full

length of ear.

Chase —Ice-box in end.
D tvis.—Ice and salt; ice-box in roof; no circulation.
D'tvis Improved.—Ice-bi x in end; fair circulation.
Ely. CUmd £ Wad.—F,gs 131, 131 jtf Roof ice-boxes ; circu-

lation made a special poiut.
Fisher, or " Diamond R."—Ice-box in roof in upper deck;

patent owned by tbe Pennsylvanit Railroad Co.
Hamilton —Ice and sal' ; vertical ice-flues.

Bigys.—Ice-box in end of car, supplied from the roof.
Lorenz —Figs 130-13(1)4. Ice and salt.

I'ost.— Silt and crushed ice; circular ice-boxes at each end
16 in. in diameter. The drip utilized for refrigerating.
Ridgway.—Ice boxes in end; separate chamber for the cir-

CulHtion of air.

Tiffany.—Fie. 130a. Roof ice-pan ; elaborate insulation.
H irhes.—Ice and *&]t.

Zimm-rmann.—Ice-box in rcof whole length of car; uses
broken ice; no circulation.
Zimmermann Improved.—Ice and salt; ice-boxes in end

pii-rced with a numl>er ot flues.

Register. An aperture for the passage of air, provided

with suitable valves, doors and sliding or revolving

plates, by which the aperture is opened or closed. See

Feed-door register, figs. 1362-5. Frieze-ventilator regis-

ter, fig. 1553. Ventilating register, fig. 1272. (For Wins-
low heater ) In the Winslow and other hot-air heaters,

fig. 1533, registers are placed at or near each seat.

Register-face. 4, fig. 1553. A grating wiih which the
opening of a register is covered. It is usually of some
ornamental pattern.

Register-frame. 2, fig. 1553. See Register.

Register-handle (for a register-valve). 1, fig. 1553.

Register-valve. 3, fig. 1553. See Register.

Regulating. An unusual term for sivitching, or the act
of moving cars from one track to another in making up
or separating trains. Also called drilling, or in England
marshaling, or, less correctly, shunting.

Regulating-nut, spring, etc. ("Westinghouse pump gov-

ernor). 15, fig. 316.

Regulating-valve (Pintsch gas pressure-regulator). Fig.

813. See Pressure-regulator.

Regulator. See Heat and draft regulator, figs. 1491-2.

Pressure-regidator, figs. 812-3.

Release-bracket ( Am'n aut. compression brake,which see).

21, tigs 368-9. A bracket fixed to the timbers of the car

to which one end of the release-chain is attached by the

release-nut and eye-bolt.

Release chain. 18, figs. 368-9. See above.

Release-chain eye-bolt. 19, figs. 368-9. See above.

Release-cock (Westinghouse brake). Fig. 326 ; 24, fig.

311. Also popularly called bleeding-valve. A cock at-

tached to the brake-cylinders for permitting the com-
pressed air to escape therefrom, when the locomotive is

detached or when the apparatus is out of order, so as to

release or " bleed " the brakes.

Release-lever (Westinghouse brake). A bent lever, now
no longer used, to which an exterior release-spring'„

which see, was attached for drawing the brake-beams

away from the wheels when the air pressure was released.

The release-spring is now placed within the cylinder, as

in figs. 3i9-31.

Release-nut (American automatic compression brake)..

20, figs. 368-9. See Release-bracket.

Release-spring. 1. (Passenger car trucks.) 91, figs.

1943-69. A spring attached to the end-piece of a truck

for the purpose of throwing the brakes out of contact

with the wheels. The name is also applied to any spring

used to throw the brakes off from the wheels.

2. (Westinghouse car-brake.) 12, figs. 329-31. A
spiral spring which acts so as to move the brake-piston

inward and thus release the brakes from the wheels after

the compressed air is allowed to escape from the cylin-

ders. It was formerly carried outside the brake-cylinder

by a release-spring bracket, etc., but is now placed inside

the cylinder.

Release-valve (Westinghouse pump governor, which see).

13. fig. 316.

Reservoir. 1. (Westinghouse brake apparatus.) The main

reservoir, figs. 300, etc., goes under the foot-board of the-

locomotive, and the auxiliary reservoir, figs. 301-2, etc.,

under the tender and each car. In the latest and most

approved designs the driver brake also is operated from
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a separate triple-valve and auxiliary reservoir placed on

the engine. In the Westinghouse freight-brake, figs.

338-9. etc., the auxiliary reservoir is constructed in one

piece with the triple-valve and brake-cylinder.

2. Or Lamp-body (Moehring argand lamp). A, figs.

849-50. See also Lamp-reservoir, or lamp-fount.

3. (Pintsch gas-lighting apparatus ) More properly,

recipient. H, fig. 812, which see.

4. (Student lamp.) A (or 6), figs 852-4. The remov-

able cylinder carried within the shell called the outside

cylinder.

Reservoir drain-cock (Westinghouse brake). 24, fig. 311 ;

fig. 326. A cock for emptying the reservoir of any water

condensed from the air. Formerly also used as a release-

cock, or cylinder release-cock, which see, for letting off

or " bleeding" the brake.

Reservoir drip-chamber (studpnt lamp). C, fig. 852-854. A
cavity in the outside cylinder below the reservoir. Used

only in the best 1-tmps.

Reservoir journal-box. Fig. 2010. See Top-reservoir

journal-box.

Reservoir pipe (for Westinghouse brake). Also called

discharge pipe. 9, figs. 295-7. The pipe conveying the

air from the air-pump to the reservoir.

Rest. That which supports something or on which it

rests.

See Arm-rest. Side-rest (tip car).

Berth-rest. Stake-rest.

Foot-rest. Upper berth-rest.

Grate-rest. Window-blind rest.

Side foot-rest. Window-sash rest (street

cars}.

Restaurant car. Figs. 56, etc. More properly dining car,

which see.

Retai iing-lip (Atwood hemp-packed wheel, which see).

Figs 2166-8. A rang very similar in principle to a

retaining-ring, which see, turned upon the inside of the

wheel-centre flange.

Retaining-ring (for wheel tires). Figs. 2156. 2157, 2158,

2162-65, 2166-68, 2177-78. A ring securing the tire to the

wheel. See Mansell retaining-ring, and tire-fastening.

Return-bend (pipe-fittings). Figs. 1337-41. A short cast-

iron U-shaped tube for uniting the ends of two wrought-

iron pipes. They are called close return-bends, or open

return-bends, according as the spction of the pipe is kept

a distinct circle at all points. The close return-bend has

simply a partition dividing the two parts for a short dis-

tance.

Return-tag. Fig. 1114. A tag attached to cars, usually

by slipping it on to the shackle of the seal, and used as

an evidence of the due arrival of the car or as a direction

to what point the car itself is to be returned.

Reversible car-seat. Fig. 1139. A name sometimes ap-

plied to the common form of car-spat in which the back

only reverses, but more properly appli d to such a seat

as the Buntin reversible car-seat, which see, in which the

seat is moved and not the seat-back only, what was the

seat becoming the seat-back, and vice versa.

Reversible lantern. Figs. 972-3. See BurrelVs reversible

signal lantern.

Reversible street car. Fig. 1842. A street car with a-

running-gear on which the body can be turned, or re-

versed, at the end of its route. Little used. See Street-

car.

Reversing-cylinder (engine for Westinghouse brake).

22, fig. 298 ; 19, fig. 299. A small hollow metal cylinder

in the steam cylinder-head in which the reversing-piston^

which see, "works.

Reversing-cylinder cap (engine for Westinghouse brake).

21, fig. 299, etc. A metal screw-plug screwed into the

recess which receives the reversing-cylinder and holds

the latter in its place.

Reversing-piston (engine for Westinghouse brake). 23,

fig. 298; 20, fig. 299. A small piston placed above the

steam-valves and which moves the latter downward.

The excess of steam-pressure on the under side of the

upper steam-valve, owing to its being larger than the

lower one, moves them upward when the pressure on the

reversing-piston is released by the movement of the re-

versing-valve, at the top of the stroke of the main steam

piston, which then strikes the reversing-valve stem, which

see.

Reversing-piston packing-ring (Westinghouse brake). 9,

fig. 298; 16, fig. 299. See Piston.

Reversing-valve (engine of Westinghouse brake). 18,

fig. 298. A slide-valve working in a small cylinder in the

steam-cylinder head, and thus controlling the admission

and exhaust of steam to and from the reversing-piston.

See Reversing-valve stem.

Reversing-valve bush, or bushing (engine of Westing-

house brake). 19, fig. 298 ; 23, fig. 299. See Bushing.
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Reversing-valve cap, or chamber-cap (engine of West-

inghouse brake). 20, fig. 298 : 24, tig. 299. A screw-

plug which holds the reversing-valve bushing in its place.

Reversing-valve plate (engine of Westinghouse brake).

18, fig. 298: 10, fig. 299.

Reversing-valve stem (engine of Westinghouse brake)

17, tig. 298; 10, fig. 299. A rod attached at the upper

end to the reversing-valve. It extends downward into a

hole bored into the piston-rod, and is moved by the pis-

ton at each end of its stroke. The admission and exhaust

of st earn above the revusing piston is changed at each

end of the stroke of the main steam piston, and by this

means the main-valves are shifted and made to admit

steam, alternately, above and be'ow the steam-piston.

Revolving-chair. Figs. 1159-66. See Parlor-car1 chair.

Hartley chair. Horton chair.

Revolving lamp-disk (Harrison postal-car chandelier,

which see). D, figs. 841-2

Rib (of a cast-iron wheel). A bracket. See Wheel-rib.

Gar-wheel.
11 Richmond " spring burner. Fig. 882. See Lamp-

burner:

Ridge. See Roof-ridge.

Ridge-olamp. 3, fig. 669. TVe grooved stick on top of

the boarding of a pitched roof directly over the ridge-

pole. In the Winslow car-roof, figs. 670-5, they are

called simply roof strips, which see.

Ridge-pole. 84, figs. 88-138, etc. A longitudinal timber

in the centre of a roof, supported by the carlines or

rafters on which the roof-boards rest. In some cases

the rafters are framed into the ridge-pole, and in some
cases, as figs. 667-8, the ridge-pole is grooved to receive

the roof-sheets.

Ridgway refrigerator car. One of the class of cars hav-

ing ice-boxes at the end of the car, with the addition of

a chamber for the circulation of air, so tbat it may not
depend wholly on its circulation through ice for its

low temperature. The drainage water flows down from
tiie box through a series of V-shaped troughs backward
and forward until its cooling proper lies have become
exhau-ted. The condensation on the lower side of

these troughs drips into the trough below, the lowest

trough of all being of wood. Full-sized cakes of ice are

used, and the ice-box is exposed on all sides to the

-car.

Right and left of a seat is as for a person siit :ng in a

seat ; of a stove or of the end of a car is as for a person

facing it ; of a brace is one wlrch leans to the right or

left of a person standing facing the side of the car.

Right and left screw. A pair of screw-threads cut turn-

ing in opposite directions, so that a common nut or ppe-
coupling tapp^ with similar threads will, according to

the direction in which it is turned, draw the two rods

nearer together or pr. ss them farther apart.

Right-and-left-screw turnbuckle. Fig. 1882. S?e Turn-

buclele. Other forms are sivivel turnbuckle, fig. 1881,

and tube turnbuckle, fig. 188-'.

Right-hand brace-pocket. 40, figs. 132-6. See Right

and left.

Right-hand seat (of car-seats with a stationary back).

Figs. 1134-5, etc. See Right and left.

Right-hand seat-end. See above.

Rigid-bolster truck. Fig-. 1907-11, etc. A car-truck

with a bolster which has no lateral or siring motion,

which see. See alsi Bolster and truck-bolster.

Rigid caster (for tables). Fig. 1545. See Caster. A
" rigid caster" is a mere socket and not properly a caste*

at all. except from being used in the same manner as a

finish for hgs of tables and chairs.

Rim. 1. (Of a car-wheel.) 23, fig. 2002, etc. That por-

tion of a car-wheel outside of the plate. The face of the

rim is the ou'side vertxal edge or face.

2. (Of a wrought-iron wheel.) 28, fig. 116. The
wrought-iron ring which is w. lded to the outer ends of

the spokes and surrounded by the tire.

Rim-latch. Figs. 988-95, 1005-10, 1022-4, 1026. A latch

which is attached to the outside of a door and is not let

into it.

Rim-lock. Figs. 992, 1006-9. "A lock having an ex-

terior metallic case which projects from the face of the

door, diffeiing thus from a mortise lock."'

—

Knight.

Ring. 1. See

Casing-ring. Pull-ring.
Grate-ring. Rubber-packing ring.
Helper-ring. Slewing-rivg.
Inside-ring. Stove-pipe ring.
Lamp-ring. Tnp-riny.
Mansell retaining-ring. Ventilator-ring.

'

Man-hole ring. Window-curtain ring.
Packing-ling.

Z. (Baker beater.) 18, fig. 1301; fig. 1319. A cast-
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iron ring attached to the smoke-top to 6tiffen it, and
h Id the feed-door.

Riser. See Step-riser. Seat-riser.

Rivet. '.' A pin of iron or other metal with a head drawn
through a piece of limber or metal, and the point bent

or spread and beat down fast to prevent it being drawn
out, or a piQ or bolt clinched at both ends."

—

Webster.

See Coupling-link rivet. The seat-arm pivot, which

6e a
, figs. 1167, e a, is usually in the trade termeda rivet,

but incorrectly.

Rivet-fastening (English). Fig. 2152. As applied to

railro :d wheels, the oldest and most defective mode of

securing the tire to the wheel. It is fast becoming
obsolete and is only u?ed on the cheapest kind of coal

cars. See Tire-fastening.

Rivet-seal. Figs. 1117-9. A seal with a lead rivet which
is closed by a die. See Car-seal.

Rocker. 1. (Geared car-seat, which see.) Fig. 1142. The
end-piece rocking on a central pivot and moved by the

rocker-arm in such manner that the reversing of the back

changes the inclination of the seat. See also Mason
rocker car-seat, figs. 1123-8, which accomplishes the

same end differently.

2. (Tip-oar). 155, fig. 143. A crescent-shaped casting

bolted to the rocker-timbers of the car-body on which
the body rests, and rolls when the body is tipped.

Rocker-bearing (tip-car). 156, fig. 143. The iron cap for

the rocker-bearing timber to support ihe rocker.

Rocker-bearing timber (tip-car). 157, fig. 143. A hori-

zontal timber at the end of the car on which the rocker-

bearing rests.

Rooker-bearin^-' imber hangers (tip-car). 158, fig. 143.

Vertical timbers or iron bars framed and bolted to the

end-piece, to which the rocker-bearing timbers are fast-

ened.

Rocker car-seat. Figs. 1123-23. A seat having the bot-

tom adjustable so as to give it an inclination towards the

Peat-back in all cases, on whichever side the seat-back

may be placed. See Rocker and car-seat.

Rocker side-bearing. Fig. 2030. See Side-bearing.

Rocker-timbers (tip-car). 159, fig. 143. See Rocker.

Rocting-bar (grate of Baker heater). 16, fig. 1301; fig.

1317. A horizontal bar which supports the grate, and
on which the latter is attached by a pivot in the centre

so that it can bs turned horizontally and thus shake the

fire. A vertical movement is often used instead.

Rock-lever (Cowell platform and coupler). 2, fig. 538. An
equahzing-bar, with a knuckle- joint in the middle of

of the rear, which rests on the end of the slide-pin 3,

and allows free horizontal motion to its two arms. Upon
the ends of the latter in front rest the rear ends of the

buffer-springs 14. The object of the rock-lever is to

equalize the pressure of the springs on the inside of the

platform-plate (1) when passing curves.

Rock-plank. A truss-plank, which see.

Rock-shaft arm (Hartley chair, which see). 8, figs,

1154-8.

Rod. In car build :ng this term generally means a slender

bar of iron with a nut on each end, in distinction from a

bolt which has a head on one end and a nut on the other.

Very long bolts, however, are often called rods. Rods
in general take their name from the parts with which
they are connected or the use which they serve. Among
the rods used in car framing are

:

Body-bolster truss- Draic-rod.
rod. End-girth tie-rod.

Body brace-rod (cen- Girth tie-rod.

ire and end). Inverted body-truss-
Body counlerbrace- rod.

rod. Plate-rod.
Body truss-rod. Platform tie-rod.

Brace straining-rod. Platform truss-rod.

Centime draw-rod. Sdl-and-plate rod.
Cross-frame, or nee- Sill tie-rod.

die-beam truss-rod.

Among the rods connected with brake-gear are t

Brake beam truss-

rod.
Brake-block tie-rod.

Brake-shaft con-
necting-rod.

Cylinder-lever tie-

rod.

Floating connect-
ing-rod.

Long brake-rod.
Lower brake rod.
Release-lever rod.
Secondary brake-rod.

Among the rods in trucks are :

Pedestal stay-rod. Truck-bolster truss-

Safety-beam tie-rod. rod.

Safety-beam truss- Wheel-piece tie-rod.

rod: Wheel-piece trass-

Transom truss-rod. rod.

Among rods for interior fittings of cars are :

Basket-rack rod. Window-curtain rod.

Berth-curtain rod. Window-shade rod.
Grain-door rod.
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Piston-rod.
Tank-valve rod, etc.

735, 740-1. See Ben-cord

See also

Candle-rod.
Hand-car truss-rod.

Lever-frame truss-

rod.

Rod-hanger (bell-cord). Figs.

hanger.

Roll (of upholstery). Fig. 1225. See Felt-edge.

Rolled-axle. An axle made of rolled iron. See Axle. Car-

axle.

Roller. 1. "That which rolls ; that which turns on its own
axis, particularly a cylinder of wood, stone, metal, e.c."

— Webster.

See Adjustable roller car- Side-bearing roller.

seat. Sliding-door friction-
Friction-roller. roller.

2. (Window-shades.) The cylinder on which the shade

is rolled up, containing within it the springs which actu-

ate. See Hartshorn and McKay shade-roller.

2. (Of pile-driver car.) 19, figs. 1821-4. The small

wheels under the swinging-platform ri lling upon the

track attached to the floor of the car.

Roller bearings {for window-shade). 5, fig. 16S3. See

Hartshorn and McKay shade-roller.

Roller car-seat. Figs. 1140-41. See Adjustable roller car-

seat.

Roller side-bearing. Fig;. 2028. A side-bearing, with one
or more rollers on which the car-body rests. See Side-

bearing.

Roof. Figs. 664-75, etc. "The cover or upper part of a

house or other building, consisting of rafters covered

with boards, shingles, or tiles, with a side or sides slop-

ing from the ridge for the purpo-e of carrying off the

water that falls in rain or snow."— Webster. The roof

of passenger cars is in two parts, commonly called the

upper and lower deck, which see. See Car-roof.

Also Arched-roof. Platform-roof.
"A" car-roof. Pitehing-roof.
Corrugated metal car- Single-board roof.

roof. Winsloic-roof.
Double-board roof

.

"X" roof.

Roof-apron. 106, fig. 155. A vertical or inclined metal
or wooden screen attached to the end of a passenger-car

roof to prevent cinders, rain, or snow from being driven

onto the platform and into the door-way.

Roof ascending-rail (English). 176, figs. 205-7. See
Ascending-rail.

Roof-boards. 1. 86, figs. 88-92, 132-8; 102, figs. 155-85
;

55, figs. 1843-4. The boards which form a coveiing of a

roof. They run longi udinally on passenger cars and
usually transversely on freight cars. See Car- roof.

2. (English.) 131, figs. 204-5. The planking forming

the roof. It invariably runs longitudinally.

Roof-brace. 1. (Freight car-roofs.) 85, figs. 133, 137.

Diagonal strips of wood or iron attached to the top of

the rafters or carlines under the roof-coA ering to stiffen

the roof.

2. (Of a centre lamp or chandelier). 32, figs. 827i-71.

Diagonal stays passing from the lamp to the roof. Ver-

tical supporting stays are known as lamp-arms, with or

without a large centre-stay.

Roof-brace hub (Harrison postal-car chandelier). G, figs.

841-2. A hub on the centre-stay to which the roof-

braces are attached.

Roof commode-haadle (English). 176, figs. 205-7. See

Ascending rail.

Roof corner-casting (passenger cars). A cast-iron mould-

ing for the corners of platform-roofs. They are made
rights and lefts, and are specified as for a person stand-

ing and facing the end of the car.

Roof cover-strip (single-bo ird roofs). 1. fig. 665. A me-

tallic U-shaped strip used to cover the joints of the roof-

sheets. See Roof-strip.

Roof grab-iron (box and stock cars\ 9, figs. 252-4, 656-7.

An iron bar fastened to the roof to be grasped when as-

cending the ladder at the end of the car. Also called

ladder-band e. See Grab-iron.

Roof hand-rail. 3, figs. 252-4. A hand-rail usually made
of gas-pipe in front of the brake-wheel, designed to pro-

tect the brakeman when applying the brakes. It is

stiffened by a hand-rail brace, 4, figs. 252-4. The whole

arrangement shown in these figures is designed to take

the place of the brake-step, which has been disapproved

of by vote of the M. C. B. Association. See Brake-step.

Roofing-canvas. A heavy duck for covering the outside

of the roofs of cars, chiefly used on street cars.

In England it is univers illy used for all cars with

roofs. It is bedded on fresh thick white lead or smudge

(which see), and then receives several coats of the same

paint.

Roofing-duck. The trade name for the cloth used for
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head linings, manufactured in any width up to 12 ft. It

is lighter than roofing canvas.

Roof-lamp (English). 160 to 168, figs. 204, 205. A lamp
used to illuminate the inside of a carriage or other

covered vehicle. A circular hole, about 8 in. diameter,

is cut through the roof, and the roof lamp placed in

this aper ure from the outside, tne glass and burner when
in position being a little below the inner surface of the

roof, and entirely inaccessible from within. This form
of lamp is was' eful of oil, yields a dim and uncertain

light, is costly to handle and the glass is constantly

broken. It is therefore being superseded in Germany
and England by Pintsch's and similar methods of using

compressed oil-gas.

See Lamp-case. Lamp-burner.
Lamp-cover. Lamp-glass.
Lamp-plug. Lamp-case base.

Lamp plug stand. Inner lamp-ring.
Lamp-cover spring-catch.

Roof-lever (Ore imer brake, which see). 9, fig. 265.

Roof-light. A deck-sash, which see. See also End roof-

light (street cars).

Roof-panel (end). 11, fig. 186. The panel over the door

of passenger cars.

Roof-piece (Gouge heater). 10D, figs. 1421, etc. A sheet-

iron plate fitte 1 to the roof through which the injector

and smoke-pipe pass.

Roof-ridga (freight cars). The intersection of the two
plane surfaces forming a pitching-roof.

Roof running-board. 87, figs. 82-133. See Running-
board.

Roof running-board bracket. 89, figs. 87-96. See Run-
ning-board bracket.

Roof runninj-board extension. 83, figs. 87-91. See
Running-board extension.

Roof-sheets. 1, fig. 669 ; 2, fig. 665 ; E, figs. 667-8.

Metallic sheets, sometime 1* corrugated and sometimes
not, for covering freight-car roofs. Their joints are

sometimes closed by a roof cover-strip, and sometimes
the edges fit into grooves in wooden carlines or joint-

strips. See Car-roof.

Roof-step (freight-car roofs). Figs. 656-7 ; 92, figs. 82-6.

A horizontal board, which extends sidewise from the

running-board to near the side of the car above the

ladder, its object being to give a secure foothold and
protect the roof from wear.

Roof-stick, or hoop-stick (English). 120, fig. 205. Amer-
ican equivalent, carline. A piece of timber which sup-
ports the planking of the roof, and is either bent or cut
to the curve of the roof.

Roof-strap (street cars). See Diagonal roof strap.

Roof-strips. 1. Used quite frequently but somewhat con-
fusingly to designate a, purlin, which see.

2. (Passenger cars.) 14 and 17, fig. 186. Narrow
wooden strips attached as stiffeners to the under side of

the carlines of the lower deck.

3. (Winslow and other car-roofs. "> Figs. 670-5. A
longitudinal wooden strip on top of the metal roof-sheets

to which the roof-boards are attached. The central roof-

strip is called in other roofs a ridge-clamp. Sometimes
at the ridge a single ridge-clamp is used, as 3, fig. 679.

Roof-ventilator. Figs. 1567, etc. See Ventilator.

Rope. "A large string or line composed of several strands

twisted together."

—

Webster. See Berth safety-rope.

Berth-spring rope.

Rose. Figs. 1002, etc. See Door-latch rose.

Ross flange brake-shoe. Figs. 247-8. A brake-shoe

with a hollow in the middle where most of the rolling

wear comes, and with a lip projecting over the flange.

It is mainly designed for use on engiDes. The brake-

shoe is held in position laterally by the outside and in-

side flange-lips, C and B, fig. 247. The two side portions

having a bearing upon the wheel are termed the flange

and tread bearing-blocks.

Rotary snow shovel. See Snow-shovel.

Rough-stuff, or scraping filling-coat (painting). The
next coat after the priming, which see. Its purpose is

not to protect but to level the surface of the wood.

Therefore, none of it is left on the higher portions of the

surface, but used merely to fill the hollows to a level with

these. The surface is scraped to an even plane, level

with thehighest level of the bare wood. After 24 hours

to dry, a second coat is put on. scrapnd down to the level

of the highest portions of the bare wood. After a second

24 hours to dry, the car is sand papered and is ready for

the color-coats, which see. See also Painting. A com-
mon material for this coat is 6 lbs. keg white lead, 7 lbs.

whiting, mixed thick with coat-japan and ground in a

paint-mill. This mixture is thinned with turpentine, so

as to be thin enough to work easily, and so thick as not
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to run. It is put on with a leveler or scraper, often

made of an old saw-blade.

Round-bar spiral-spring. E, F, figs. 1003-4, 1010. A
spir 1 spring nude of one or more round bars of metal.

Bee Spiral spring. This form is the most common of

all and the most efficient in theory for a given weight of

metal.

Round-cornered car. Figs. 187-190, 1529-30. A method
of finishing the ends of passenger cars by omitting the

corner-posts and rounding them off to a very large ra-

dius. It is quits exceptional.

Round-corner seat. 174, figs. 187-90. A corner seat for

a round-cornered car.

Round coupling-pin. Fig. 437. See Coupling-pin.

Round (of a ladder). The horizontal bars on which the

foot rests. They are ca' led rounds, whether of wood or

iron, and whether round or square. See Ladder-rounds.

Round seat-stop. Figs. 11S3-4. See Seat-stop.

Rubber-centre spiral-spring. Figs. 2044. 2048. A spiral

spring with the space inside the coil filled with india-

rubber. Practically obsolete. See Rubber spring.

Rubber cushion (Cowell platform and coupler). 23, fig.

538. More properly, buffer-cushion, which see.

Rubber gasket (of engine signal-va've, West, train signal

apparatus'. 11, fig. 690. See Gasket.

Rubber floor-mat. Fig. 836-7. There are two leading

styles, corrugated rubber and perforated rubber.

Rubber packing-ring (triple-valve Westinghouse car-

brake). 11, figs. 332-3. A circular india-rubber gasket

which forms a seat for the tr pie-valve piston.

Rubber spring. Figs. 2042-8. A car-spring made of

india-rubber. They are now rarely used, it having been
found d.ffi3ult to secure uniform quality, and the cost

of a really good quality being higher than steel spiral

- springs of equal efficiency and durability. The same is

true of the various rubber and steel compound springs,

fig s
. 2043-48. In England rubber springs are still largely

used for draft and Duffing, and, if of good qual.ty, they

are quite durable.

Rubber-tread (for step). An india-rubber covering fast-

ened to a step of a car to prevent persons from slipping

when ascending or descending the steps.

Runners (foundry). Apertures which connect the ingate

of a mould for casting metals with spaces to be filled

with molten metal.

Running-board. 4, fig. 669; 10, figs. 252-4; 87, figs.

82-138. A plane surface, made usually of boards, for

train men to walk or run on. It is placed on the roof

of box or stock cars and at the side of tank cars.

Gondola and flat cars usually have none, but hopper-

bottom cars frequently have a running-board passing

over the tops of the end-rails and drop-door beam. By
resolution of the M. C B. Association at the 13th An-

nual Convention it was recommended " that the run-

ning-boards be not le-s than 18 in. wide and 1 in. thick,

the ends to project 5J in. outside of the boarding, the

projections to be supported by two braces {running-

board brackets) made of ljin. by J in. iron." Figs,

G56-7 show the running-board ss so specified, but the

dimension is wrongly given as 2 in. by 1J in. The same
error appears in some of the official reprints of the stand-

ards.

2. (Tank-car.) 119, figs. 139^3. The only substitute

for a car-floor.

Running-board bracket. Figs. 656-7 ; 89, figs. 87-96.

See above.

2. (Tank-car.) 120, figs. 139-4?. Cast-iron knees at-

tached to the main-sills of a tank car, and projecting out-

ward to support the running-board.

Running-board extension. 88, figs. 87, 94 ; figs. 656-7.

The part which extends beyond the end of the car-body

so as to br'ng the ends of the running-boards on adjoin-

ing cars nearer together to facilitate the passage of train-

men from one car to another.

The M. C. B. Association has recommended (fig. 656-7)

a projection of 55- in. outsi le the boarding.

Running-pipe (Gouge heater, which see). Fig. 1470-1. A
pipe carrying the heat under the seats along the si les of

the car.

Russia iron. A form of sheet iron manufactured in

Ru3sia. the e^act process for making which has hereto-

fore been kept secret, but which consists es-entiallv in

forming a chemical compound of iron upon its surface

at the same time that it is highly polished, so that it is

not likely to rust. Modern substitutes for this iron are

also known as planished iron, which see. See Russia-

iron casing (Spear heater). Fig. 1522.
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Saddle. "A seat or pad to be placed on the back of an

animal to support the rider or the load."

—

Knight.

Hsass, a blosk or plate which acts as a bearing or sup-

port for a roJ, beam, etc , in construction, is called a

saddle. See Body truss-rod saddle. Spring-saddle.

Truss-rod saddle. Bolster truss-rod saddle.

Safety-ball (Kohler stove). Ii, fig. 1474. A round cast-

iron ball carried up jn safety-ball lugs. M, within a spher-

ical enlargement of the smoke-pipe in such manner that

incasaof the ovenunrng of ths store the ball will close

the opening to the smoke-pipe at the top so as to prevent

the escape of hot coals.

Si?et7-'3alllj.53 (K)hler stove). M, fig. 1474. See above.

Saf3ty-b3iinpa33enger-car trucks). 51, figs. 1907-6 J. A
longitudinal timber conuect'ng the end-piece and tran-

som above the axles and inside of each whzel-pieee.

Iron straps (axle safety-bearings) are attached to the

beam and pass undsr ths axles so as to hold them in po-

sition in case of a breakage of axles or wheels on either

6ide. An additional middle safety-beam is used on six-

wheel trucks, 52, fig. 1969.

Safety-beam block. 53, figs. 1960-62. A block fastened

to the under side of a safety-beam and to which a safety-

strap is attached. It is put there to bring the safety-

beam nearer to the axle, and is usually cut out so as to

conform to the shape of the latter.

Safety-beam iron. 60, fig. 1969. A wrought-iron bar or

casting bolted to the transom (six-wheeled truck), by
which the middle safety-beam is attached to the tran-

soms.

Safety-beam tie-rod. 59, figs. 1955-69. A longitudinal

rod alongside a safety-beam, tying the end-piece and
transom together. A safety-beam truss-rod sometimes

6erves as a substitute and equivalent.

Safety-beam truss-rod. 57, figs. 1946-7. A long longi-

tudinal rod parallel with a safety-beam, extending from
One end-piece truck to the other, under the transoms, so

as to support them, in addition to serving as a substitute

for safety-beam tie-rods, which se°.

Safety-beam truss-rod bearings. 58, figs. 1945-7. Castor
wrought-iron pieces attached to the transoms. See above.

Safety-bearing. See Axle safety-bearing for the safety-

beam above. 54, figs, 1955-73.

Safety-bearing thimbles. See Axle safety-bearing

thimbles. 56, figs. 1955-73.

Safety berth-latch. Figs. 1261-3 and 1263^. A device by
which it is made impossible for the berth to shut itself

automatically in case of accidental overturning of the
cars. In order to enable the latch to snap shut auto*

matically, the handle must be either pulled out, as in the

Hoivard safety berth-latch, figs 1621-2. or pushed in. as
in the Dayton berth-latch, figs. 1263^. These devices

enable the berth safety-rope, whichs ee, 11, 6g. 676, to

be dispensed with. Several deaths have been caused by
the upper berth clusing up and locking a passenger
within it in cases of overturning for lack of one or the
other of these devices.

Safety-chain. 1. See Brake safety-chain (for brake-

beams), 9, figs. 236-46. Safely coupling-chain (for draw-
gear), figs. 428-30.

2. (English.) 46, figs. 205-207. American equivalent,

safety coupling-chain. An additional coupling-chain

provided at one end with a hook, and intended to hold
the train together should the main coupling part. Two
are secured at each end of the vehicle, one on each side

of the main coupling. Also called side-chain.

Safety-chain eye bolt. See Brake safety-chain eye^bolt.

Safety coupling-chain (passenger-car platforms.) Figs.

428-30 ; 4, fig. 686. A chain attached to the platform
end-timber and hooked to an eye in the plai form of an
adjoining car or tender so as to prevent the train from
being separated in case the coupling should be del ached.
They are necessarily used in pairs, an eye and a chain

with hook being attached to opposite sides of the same
platform.

Tbe safety coupling-book represented in fig. 428 experience
has shown to he soineubat too long- Two ai.d a half inches is

considered ample. When using ibe Mi'ler draw-gear it not
unfrequently happens that tbe hcoks I ec< me disengaged on
very sharp curves, but reoouple Again after leaving, the train
being htld together meantime by the safety coupliDg-chains.

Safety-flues (Winsiow heater). C, fig. 1536, and E, fig,

1534. Tubes connecting the safety-tank with the fire-

pot, to enable the water to extinguish the fire in the case

of overturning.

Safety-grate (Baker heater). 9, fig. 1301; fig. 1310. A
perforated plate on top of the fire-pot over the fire to

prevent the latter from falling out in case of overturn-

ing.
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Safety-grate latch (Baker heater). Fig. 1316. See above.

Safety-grate spring (Baker heater). Fig. 1311. See above.

Safety-guard (for spritig-plank). Fig. 2113. An iron

strap attached to the truck transoms and passing under

the spring-plank to hold up the latter in case of acciden-

tal rupture of the link-hangers. More properly spring-

plank safety-strap, which see.

Safety-hanger. See above, also Brake safety-chain. Brake
safety-strap. Safety-hanger (for lower brake-rod).

Safety-hanger (for lower brake-rod). A metal loop or eye

attached to a truck and through which the lower brake-

rod passes. It is intended to prevent the brake-rod from
falling on the track in case it or its connections should

break. See note to fig. 1967.

Safety lamp-fastening (Creamer's, which see). Fig. 847.

Safety latches. Figs. 1261-4. See Safety berth-latch.

Safety-latch hanile (of berth safety-latch, which see).

42, fig. 679; figs. 1261-4.

Safety-rope (for sleeping-car berths). 11, fig. 676, and
figs. 1246-7. More properly berth safety-rope, which
see. See also Safety berth-latch.

Safaty-strap. See Axle safety-strap. Brake safety-strap.

Spring plank safety-strap.

Safety-tank (for Winslow heater). A, figs. 1534-6. A
circular tank, constituting the base of the heater, which
is kept full of water, and is connected with the fire-pot

B, by safety-flues C, so that in case the car is overturned
the water will be discharged through the flues on to the
fire. It is provided with a filler E, and a. discharge-cock

D. See Safety water-base (Bissell heater).

Safety-valve. 1. (Baker heater.) 26, fig. 1301 ; fig. 1322.

A valve formed of an India-rubber ball with which an
opening on top of the circulating-drum is closed. When
the pressure in the drum exceeds the elasticity of the

rubber bail, the latter permits the steam or hot water to

escape, and thus relieve the former.

2. (Searle heater.) G, figs. 14S4-5.

3. (Westii g'louse brake.) 1, figs. 295-7. A small valve
attached to \hi main reservoir.

4. (Westirghouse driving-wheel brake.) A valve at-

tached to the pipe which connects the cylinder of the
driving-wheel brake with the air-reservoir, and wh'ch
permits the air to escape when its pressure exceeds a
certain point, so as to prevent skidding the wheels.

Safety-valve ball (Baker heater). Fig. 1329. See Safety-

valve.

Safety water-base (Bissell heater). Fig. 1386. A tank
around the bottom of the stove for containing water, to

put out the fire in case of the overturning of the stove.

The ash-box is situated in the middle of the water-base.

Safford drawbar. Figs. 448, 453-4, 459-60, etc. A draw-
bar patented by J. B. Safford, which consists of cut.ing

out a recess or " cove" in the side to give room for the

hand in coupling.

Saloon. 1. "A lofty, spacious apartment."

—

Worcester.

2. The main room in a compartment car (rarely used).

3. One of the smaller subdivisions or state-rooms of a
sleeping or parlor car, as fig. 211.

4. 130, figs. 155-85, 211, etc. A retiring room fur-

nished with urinal and closet-hopper, or soil-hopper

;

sometimes in the more luxurious cars with a water-

closet. The ladies' saloon is commonly also provided

with washing facilities. Other terms are lavatory, closet,

toilet, etc.

Saloon carriage (English). Answers the same purpose as

an excursion car, or American private car. A luxurious

vehicle, one or mote of which is kept for hire on most
English railways, having one or more large compart-

ments, about 15 ft. long, fitted with tables, sofas, etc.,

and t rmed saloon, which word is never used in Eng'and

in the American sense, 4, above. See also Carriage.

Saloon door-plate, or notice-plate. Fig. 1099.

Saloon furnishings. Figs. 1087-1107.

Saloon-handle. Fi^. 1106-7. See Urinal-handle.

Saloon-hopper. Fig. 1090-6. See Closet-hopper. Also

c died soil-hopper.

Saloon hopper-ventilator (Bell's, which see). Fig. 1097-8.

Saloon-latch. Fi^;. 989-1010. A la ch for saloon doors,

which consis s of a spring-bolt, usually with a siop on
the inside, which locks the holt fast, or with a separate

bolt for fas ening the do >r from the inside. See below.

Saloon-lock. Figs. 1022-4. The same as a saloon-latch,

with provision for locking the door fr im the outside.

Saloon latches without locking facilities are rarely

used.

Saloon paper-hook. Fig. 1095. See Paper-hook.

Saloon-plate. See Notice-plate.

Saloon-roof. A, figs. 187-90. In some of the more modern
cars the saloon is entirely roofed over so as to be distinct
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from the body of the car. This separate roof, however,

is not usual, the partitions beiog generally carried up to

the roof of the car.

Saloon-seat. 131, figs. 156-82. The wooden seat over a

closet-hopper.

Saloon side-light (Pintsch gas-lighting apparatus, which

fee). Figs. 814-5.

Saloon stop-latch. Similar to figs. 995, 998, 1005-10. See

Saloon-latch.

Saloon ventilating-jack. Figs. 1093-4. See Ventilator.

Sand-blast process. A process of cutt ng glass by blow-

ing sand upon it with a strong blast of air. The glass is

covered with paper or other elastic surface which it is

found the sand does not cut at all while rapidly cutting

away the glass itself. The process was invented by ob-

serving the action of sard blown by tbe wind upon the

rocks in tbe western plains of the United States and is

now largely used in place of ivheel-cutting.

Sand-plank. 43, figs. 1907 to 1968. A common name for

spring-plank.

Sash. The frame of a window or blind in which the glass

or slats are set, but commonly used, especially in com-
pound words, as a substitute for window, meaning the

window and sash complete. The various members used

in framing a sash, are the same as a door-frame, which

see.

See Deck-sash. Swinging-sash.
Door-case vjindoiv-sash. Upper aoor-sash.
Door-light (English).. Ventilator-sash.
Door-sash. Window-blind sash.
Lower door-sash. Window-sash.
Mirror-sash.

Sash ba--lift. Figs. 1668 and 1672. A sash-lift having a
projecting bar sufficiently large to be grasped by the

entire hand. Chiefly used for heavy double windows,
in parlor cars, etc.

Sash-fastener. A Sash-lock, which see.

Sash-holder. See Sash-lock. Spring sash-holder.

Sash-lift. 21, figs. 679-81. 693-5 ; figs. 1610, 1665-73. A
metal finger-hold attached to the hot' om-rail, of a win-
dow-sash for raising and lowering it. They are sometimes
let m flush and so called (fig. 1667). but usually attached
on the outside. Sometimes, but rarely, the sash-lift is

a mere knob, fig. 1671, and so called. In Wolfrath'

s

combination sash-lift, figs. 1700-2. what is ordinarily

termed the sash-lift is known as the lifting-plate. A

window-blind lift, which see, is a somewhat similar

device. See Sash bar -lift. End-door sash-lift.

Sash-lock. 22, figs. 678-95, figs. 1659-61. A spring-bolt

attached to a window-sash, or (rarely) a window-blind,

provided with thumb-lever (sash-lock trigger), to with-

draw the bolt with by one hand, while the sash is lifted

by the other. Both hands must thus be used. Devices

to accomplish this end less awkwardly are : Sash-balance

(figs. 1703-7), and Wolfrath's combination sash-lift and
lock (fig. 1700-2). See also Deck-sash latch.

In the common form of sash-lock, the sash-lock bolt 1

is pressed outward by the sash-lock spring and moved
inward when desired by the sash-lock trigger. The bolt

enters with a sash-lock bushing, let into the parting-strip

or other part of the window-casing. In place of the

bushing, sash-lock stops, or sash-lockplates, fastened upon
the outside of the window-casing, or let in flush, are

sometimes used, and occasionally a sash-lock rack. A
sash-lock loiver stop is often added at the bottom to hold

the sash shut and prevent it from being opened from the

outside.

The former edition of tbis work termed this part the window-
latch, giving the following note :

" A variety of term* are used to designate this part of a car.
Inmf'Stof the trade catalogues it is cauVd a tasli-lock, but
Webster says the word lock is ' now appropi iatedto ao instru-
ment composed of a spring, waids and a holt of iron or s'eel,

u-ed to fasren doors, chests a d he like. The bo tis movedby a
key ' Knight says a lock is ' a device having a bolt inovtd by
a *ey, and servii g to s<-cure a door, lid or otDer objecr.' The
device used for fartening car-w ndows is therefore not pi operly
a luck, becHuse it has no key. Of the word latch Webster say.-,:
' The pi unary sen-e of the root is, to catch, to clo-e. stop, or
make fast ' Therefore window-latch was the term adopted to
designate this device."
Hash-lock, however, seems to continue to be the established and

almost universal designation, and there is loom for question,
as noted under lock and latch, which S"e, whether the true dis-

tinction between them is not rather that a latch has a beveled
bolt and a lock a square bolt, instead of whether or not a key is

used.

Sash-lock bolt. 1, figs. 1659-61. See above.

Sash-lock bushing. Fig. 1654. See abov«.

Sash-lock lower stop. Figs. 1608, 1660-2. See above and
Sash-lock stop.

Sash-lock plate. Figs. 1655-57. A sash-lock stop. See

above.

Sash-lock rack. Fig 1658. See above. (Wolfrath's com-
bination sash-lift and lock, which see.) A, fig. 1700.

Sash-lock spring. 2, fig. 1661. See Sash-lock.

Sash-lo.k stop. Figs. 1608, 1656-62. There are two kinds
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of stops, upper stops for hoi Una; the window open, and
lower stops to hold it shut. S.isli-lock bushings, plates, or

ra-jks, are substitutes and equivalents for sash-lock stops.

See Sasli-loek.

Sash-lock trigger. 3, fig. 1659-61. See Sash-lock.

Sash-lock upper-stop. 23, figs. 679-81 ; tigs. 1608,

- 1660-2. See above.

Sash-opener. Figs. 1C03-C6. A contrivance, as a Jever or

rod, for opening a window, used chiefly for the deck-

sashes, which are out of reach. See Deck-sash opener.

Sash parting-strip. 83, fig. 175 ; 16, fig=. 632-4 ; 68, fig.

• 1844. A strip of wood attached to the window-post of a

passenger car which acts as a distance-piece between two
Bashes and against which the latter slide. Also called

bexd and parting bead, which see.

Sash-pivot. Figs. 1611-42. A metal pin or pivot attached

to a sash on which the latter turns. The term almost

always means a deck-sash pivot.

Sash-prop. Figs. 1652-3. A window-button, which see.

Sash-pull. Figs. 16J4-5. See Dcck-sash pull.

Sash pull-hook. Fig. 1556. See Pull-hook.

Sash-rail. 12, 14, tigs. 692-5. A h"rizohtal bar in the out-

side frame of a window or blind. See Window-blind

rail.

Sash-rest (street cars). See Windoiv-sash rest.

Sash-spring. A metal spring attached to the edge of the

stile of a window or blind sash to prevent it from rat-

tling. They are made of various forms. A single window-

sash spring consists of a metal plate, like fig. 1649, at-

tached to the sash at one end. Fig. 164S, double windoiv-

sash spring, is a metal plate fastened in its centre ' o the

sash. Others are of a spiral form, spiral window-sash

spring-r, fig. 1650. let into the sash.

" Savage " lamp-burner. Fig. 897, One of the no-chim-

ney burners.

S-brake (Kalamazoo lever hand-car). 2, figs. 1724-6. A
brake so formed as to be applied to both wheeh at once

by revolution of a shaft between them, to which it is

attached.

Scantling (carpentry). " Lumber under 5 in. square used

for studs, brace3, ties, etc. I> is expressed in terms of its

transverse dimensions."

—

Knight. An upright scantling

is termed a stud, as 29, figs. 1821-24.

Scarf. "A joint uniting two pieces of timber endwise. The
_ends of each are beveled off and projections are some-

times made in the one corresponding to concavities in

the other, or a corresponding concavity in each receives

a jiggle" (or picking-block).—K.iig'it. Fig. 651 is a
scarf joint, technically known as a ship splice, prescribed

by the rule3 for interchange of traffic for splicing- any
broken sills but the centre sills.

Scheme-rod (postal cars). A rod supported upon the

schsme-rod bracket, figs. 1065-8, and carrying the schema
or schedule of the proper distribution of mail matter for

the variju; post-offices, used in distributing mail,

Scraper. See Snow-scraper.

Screen (for base-plate of Spear heater). Fig. 1508. A reg-

ister-like plate permitting the entrance of cold air to the
stove.

2. (For heater-room doors, wash-room panels, etc.)

Fig. 1046. A perforated plate of sheet mrtal, usually

japaned, which see, used as an ornamental finish.

3. (For hood of Spear and other heaters.) 7, figs.

1486-3. A perforated plate or wire netting, through
which the air admitted is screened to exclude cinders.

Screw. 1. "A cylinder surrounded by a spiral rijge or

groove, every part of which forms an equal angle with.

the axis of the cylinder, so that if developed on a plane

surface it would be an inclined plane. It is considered

as one of the mechanical powers"

—

Knicht. When
used alone the term commonly means a wood-screw, hav-
ing a slotted head and gimlet point, for driving in with

a screw-driver. Machine screws are similar, except that

they have no gimlet point and have a metal screw-

thread. They are used for uniting metallic pari s. All

ordinary forms of bolts have screw-threads cut on them,

but are not commonly call, d screws. A special form of

wood-screw is a lag-screw, fig. 1863. which is a large-

sized screw with a head like a bolt, so that it may be in-

serted with a wrench instead of a screw-driver. See

Screw-thread.

2. See Oil-sereiv.

Screw-burner. Figs. 892, etc. A lamp-burner to which
the chimney is fastened by a small screw passing over a

lip or rim on the bottom of a chimney. It is the oldest

form of burner, but now little used. See Lamp-burner,
Screw-coupling (English). 41 to 45. figs. 2J5-207. The
means by which passenger train vehicles are coupled

together. On the Continent it is used for both passenger

and freight cars. r It comprises a right and left handed
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screw provided with a hinged weighted handle, which

always hangs downward, so that it has no tendency to

unscrew and slacken the coupling, and two nuts with

gudgeons taking in eyes of U-shaped coupling links or

shackles. The screw-coupling may be either loose, or

one shackle rnay be attached to the drawbar.

Screw-coupling nut, and gudgeons (English^. 44, figs.

205-207. See above.

Screw-coupling weighted lever (English). 45, figs. 205-

207. See above.

Screw-gauges. Figs. 1832-3. Instruments for measuring

the diameter or size of screws. They are of two kinds :

external, for measuring male screws, and internal, for

measuring female screws. See also Screw-pitch gauge.

Screw-thread gauge.

Screwless knob-shank and knob. Figs. 1003-7. The

chief modern style of car door-knob, which see.

Screw pitch-gauge. Fig. 1831. " A gauge for determin-

ing the number of threads to the inch on screws and

taps. It consists of a number of toothed plates turnmg
on a common pivot, so that the serrated edge of each

may be applied to the screw until one is found which
corresponds therewith. The figures stamped on the

plate indicate the number of threads to the inch."

—

Knight. In the ordinary single thread screw, the pitch

is indicated by the number of threads to an inch.

Screw-thread. Figs. 1825-34. The groove, or the ma-
terial between the grooves, which is cut on the outside

surface of a cylinder to form a male screw, or on the

inside surface of a cylindrical hole to form a nut or

female screw. Metal screw-threads and ivood screw-

threads, which see, are of different form. Pipe screw-

threads, which see, are usually V-shaped, but all other

threads in common use for ordinary purposes are made
by the Wlvitworth or Sellers standard screw-threads,

which see, the former being the European and the latter

the American standard.

At the M. C. B. Convention, Philadelphia, 1882, it was
"Resolved, That this Association deprecates the use of

screws larger or smaller in diameter by a small fraction

of an inch than the sizes specified for the Sellers or

Franklin Institute system, and that all the members of

the Association are urged to abandon entirely the use of

over or under size screws."

screw-thread gauge. Fig. 1830. A steel plate with

notches in the edge of the precise form of screw-

threads, used for giving the proper form to the

edges of screw-cutting tools. That illustrated is adapted

to the Sellers system, which see, recommended by the

Franklin Institute, and adopted by the Army and Navy
departments of the United States, and by the Master

Mechanics' and Master Car-Builders' associations. See

Sellers system of screw-th reads.

Screw-top (bell-cord hangers). 3, fig. 736, etc. A simple

form of bell-cord hanger bracket, which see.

Scribing. The fitting of the edge of a piece of timber or

metal to another more or less irregular surface. Scribing

is usually done by marking a parallel line to the surface

which it is designed to fit by a pair of compasses or with

a scribe-awl.

Scroll-iron (English). 88, 90, fig. 205. A wrought-iron

forging, carrying a vertical spring-link adjusting-screw.

The form shown is a special pattern. The upper face is

attached to the under side of the sole-bar, and the lower

part is bored horizontally for the adjusting-screw. In

general use on passenger service.

Scutcheon (of a lock). Fig. 1000, etc. Properly, escutcheon,

which see.

Seals. Figs. 1108-19, 1011, 1018. See Car-seals. See also-

Glass seal. Lead seal. Lock'seed. Rivet seal.

Seal-holder. Figs. 1014-15, etc. See Paper and glass seal'-

holder.

Seal-hook. Fig. 1110. An iron hook inserted into the

hasp of a freight-car door, to which a seal wire and metal

seal are attached. This simple form is now little used.

Seal-lock (freight car). Figs. 1011-18. A lock in which
a seal made of glass, paper, or other material is inserted

in the lock in such a manner as to cover the bolt or the

key-hole. The lock cannot be opened without breaking

the seal. See Car-seal.

Seal-press. Fig. 1111. A pair of levers arranged like a

pair of pincers, with two dies in which lead car-seals are

compressed on the wire to which they are attached,

leaving an impression on the lead so that if the seals

are removed or defaced it can be known. Similar seal-

presses are used for eyelet shackles.

Seal-wires. Figs. 1109-19. Several strands of fine wire

twisted together like a rope, or single bars of twisted flat

wire, by which leaden seals are attached to car-doors.
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There are various special forms, called detective ivires,

as fig. 1117, to prevent stripping the seal.

Seal-wire opening (car-door fastener). A, figs. 1108-9.

A hole for inserting the shackle of a seal.

Seaming lace (English). 205, figs. 204, 205, 206. An
ornamental woolen fabric made in bands about £ inch

wide, and used to cover the seams and joints in the

upholstery of a carriage. It is sewn to any textile

fabric, and has two tape edges, and is wrapped round a

piece of seaming cord which is stitched inside. It

differs from pasting lace, which see.

Searle heater. Figs. 1484-5. One of the class of heaters

which relies upon the circulation of hot water through

the car. The water is kept from the danger of freezing

by the addition of salt. It has a strong general similar-

ity to the Baker heater, which see. The especial features

claimed for the heater are the arrangement of the ex-

pansion-drum and some similar minor details.

Seat. 1. " That on which one sits."

—

Webster.

2. Figs. 1120-1230. "The flat portion of a chair or

sofa to support the person."

—

Knight. See Car-seat,

special forms, which also see, being

—

Adjustable roller car-seat. Perforated-veneer seat.

Cane seat. Rattan-seat.
Corner-seat. Reversible seat.

Hartley chair. Revolving chair.

Horton chair. Right and left-hand
Longitudinal seat.

Mason-rocker car-seat.

Parlor-car chairs.

See also Saloon-seat.

3. In Mechanics : " The part on which another thing

rests, as a valve-seat."—Knight.

See Axle-seat. Rubber-seat.
Bolster spring seat. Side-seat.

Discharge-valve seat. Slat-seat.

Equalizing-bar seat. Spring-seat.
Equalizing-bar spring- Tank-valve seat.

seat. Wlieel-seat.

Leather-seat.

4. (For hand-car.) 12, figs. 1720-3. A horizontal

board placed lengthwise over the wheels above a rave,

for the occupants to sit on.

Seat-arm. 13, figs. 1120-2; figs. 1170-1; also figs. 1167-91.

An arm by which the back of a seat is attached to the

seat-end or to the side of the car. Such arms are usually

attached by etpivot, so that the seat-back can be reversed.

Sometimes called striker-arm and also seat-back arm.

seat.

Side-seat.

Slat seat. etc.

Special forms of seat-arms are the solid nipple seat-

arm, which see ; Cobb's pivoted seat-arm, designed to

enable the back to be raised higher ; Gardner's geared

seat-arm, fig. 1131, designed to change the slant of the

seat when the back is reversed, and Buntin's seat-arm.

fig. 1139, which unites the seat and seat-back in one
piece.

This term is also used to designate tbe portion of a seat-end
(more properly called seat-end arm), which supports the arm
of a person sitting in the seat, as 5, figs. 1130 and 1122; and
sometimes, incorrectly, to designate an arm-cap, figs. 1197-8,
which see.

Seat-arm pivot. Figs. 1167-9. A metal pivot by which
a seat-arm of a reversible seat is attached to a seat-end,

or the side of a car. In some cases, as fig. 1174, the

pivot is made in one piece with the seat-arm plate, which
is attached to the seat-end. The two combined then be-

come a seat-arm pivot-plate, which see. A seat-back

arm pivot or siving-joint is used in Cobb's pivoted seat-

arm, fig. 1171. A seat-arm pivot is sometimes called in

the trade a sea t-arm rivet. The most improved form is

a solid nipple seat-arm pivot, fig. 1168.

Seat-arm pivot-plate. Figs. 1172-4, 1179. See above.

Note.—Figs. 1172-3 should be entitled in the engravings
seat-arm plate instead of seat-arm pivot-plate, since they
csrry no pivots attached to them. Fig. 1 174 is a true seat-arm
pivot-plate.

Seat-arm plate. Figs. 1129, 1172-9. A plate fastened to

a seat-end with a hole in the centre which receives and
holds a seat-arm pivot. In some cases the pivot is made
in one piece with the plate. The part formed by com-
bining the two is then called a seat-arm pivot-plate,

which see. See also note to seat-arm pivot-plate.

Seat-arm rocker (Cobb's pivoted seat-arm). 2, fig. 1171.

A bar resembling the rear portion of an ordinary seat-

arm which is attached to the seat-arm proper by a siving-

joint or seat-back-arm pivot, 3.

Seat-arm stop. Figs. 1180-4, etc. A scat-stop, which

see.

Seat-arm washer. 1, figs. 1170-1, 1175. A small washer

for the head of a screw by which a seat-arm is fastened

to a seat-end. Now little used.

Seat-back. 11, figs. 1120-2; 125, figs. 155-85. That part

of an ordinary American car-seat which forms a support

for the back. It has an arm called the seat-arm attached

to it. by which it is attached to the seat-ends with a seat-

arm pivot, so that it can be swung over so as to face the
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other way. In some cases on steam cars, and usually

on street cars, longitudinal seats are used, with the

backs against the side of the car. See Slat seat-back.

Flexible-top seat-back. Sectional seat-back. The Bun-

tin seat-end, which see, has the seat and seat-back in

one.

Seat-back arm. A seat-arm, which see.

Seat-back-arm pivot. 1. (Cobb's pivoted seat-arm, which

see.) 3, figs, 1171, 1132. The swing-joint or seat-back

pivot in the seat-arm.

2. A seat-arm pivot, which see.

Seat-back band. Figs. 1199-1204. A seat-back moulding,

which see.

Seat-back board (street cars). 42, figs. 1843-4. A board

placed between the two seat-back rails of a longitudinal

seat. Usually made in the form of a raised panel so as

to make a comfortable rest for the back.

Seat-back corner (emigrant sleeping cars). Fig. 1298. A
brass corner-plate carrying a lug to guide the back when
making up the seats into berths.

Seat-back curved-stop. 14, fig. 1120; figs. 1126, 1181-2.

A seat-back stop, which see, of a curved form, resem-

bling somewhat a letter S.

Seat-back moulding. 12, figs. 1120-2 ; figs. 1199-1204. A
wood or (usually) metal band or moulding fastened

around the edge of a seat-back to give it a finish and
protect it from wear.

Seat-back pivot (Cobb's striker-arm). Figs. 1171, etc.

The pin by which the seat-arm is pivoted to the back.

See Cobb's pivoted seat-arm. It should not be confused

with a seat-arm pivot, which see.

Seat-back rail (street cars). Figs. 1843-6. Two narrow
rails, upper and lower, which form the top and bottom
of a longitudinal seat inclosing the seat-back board be-

tween them.

Seat-back round-stop. Figs. 1183-4. A round seat-stop

which see.

Seat-back slats. Narrow strips of wood used to form a

seat-back ; used chiefly for seats which are not uphol-

stered.

Seat-back spring. A weak spring placed in the uphol-

stering in the back of a seat. Usually called simply

back-spring.

Seat-back stop. See Seat-stop, 14, figs. 1120-4, 1125-6,

1181-4

Seat-board (English). 150, figs. 205-6. In a carriage, the

support for the seat sofa-springs. These springs are

tied down, and a piece of canvas is stretched tightly

over them, the cushion resting on this canvas.

Seat-bottom (street cars). 34, figs. 1843-4. The boards

or floor in a seat-frame on which a cushion rests, or on
which persons sit when no cushion is used. It is at-

tached to the back and front seat-bottom rails.

Seat-bottom rail. See above.

Seat-bracket (hand-car). 13, figs. 1720, 1723. A wrought-
iron knee which supports the seat.

Seat-bracket brace (hand-car). 14, fig. 1723.

Seat-cord (Mann boudoir car). 4, figs. 680-1. A cord used
to hold up the lower seat while removing the bedding
for night use.

Seat-cushion. Figs. 1205-26. A soft pad or pillow on
which passengers sit. Two kinds of cushions are used
on cars : a squab-cushion, which is a loose pad and is now
little used, and box-cushion, which is a cushion built

upon a cushion-frame, with springs, etc. See Back-squab
(English).

A great variety of forms of seat-cushions exist, the

leading ones of which are shown. Special forms, sepa-

rately defined, are, as respects material, woven wire, rat-

tan or cane, canvas-lined ; as respects mode of construc-

tion, flexible-top, elliptic, broad-band elliptic, spiral-ellip-

tic, Bushnell, spring-edge, sectional, drop-down frame,
etc., etc.

2. (English.) 196, figs. 204-6. American equivalent,

squab cushion. In a first-class carriage, a flat, loose squab

cushion, about four inches thick, covered with broadcloth

on one side and leather on the other, and stuffed with

curled horse hair. It is reversible, and often so called.

Seat-division (longitudinal seats). 126, figs. 161-6. A
bar of wood or metal to separate the space occupied by
a passenger from that adjoining it.

Seat-end. 123, figs. 155-85 ; 2, fig. 1120; 3, fig. 1122;

figs. 1192-1204. A frame of wood or metal at the end
of a car-seat which supports the arm of the occupant

and to which the seat-arm is attached. Seat-ends are

designated long or short, according to whether they

extend entirely to the floor or are supported upon a

seat-stand, 6, fig. 1120. They are also designated as

aisle seat-ends, or wall seat-ends, and, for corner seat-

ends, as left-hand or right-hand seat-ends, which see.
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See also Buntin's seat-end. Corner seat-end.

Seat-end arm. 5, figs. 1120-2. The portion of a seat-end

which supports the arm of a person sitting in the seat.

Seat-frame (Hartley chair, which see). 12, figs. 1154-8.

See Pedestal.

Seat-hinge (sleeping cars). Figs. 1231, 1292. A strap-

hinge used to connect a seat with the seat-back. See

also Sofa-hinge.

Seating. Fig. 1218. See Canvas-lined rattan seating. The

plush which is commonly used to upholster car-seats is

also sometimes called seating.

Seat-joint holt. Fig. 1189. A bolt for fastening a seat-rail

to aisle seat-ends. It is also used at the wall ends.

Seat-leg (longitudinal seats). 35, figs. 1843-4. A wooden
post which supports a front seat-rail,

Seat-leg plate. Figs. 1196, 1245. A metal plate with

which the front of a seat-end or leg is covered to protect

it from injury.

Seat-lever (Howard's parlor-car water-closet). Figs.

1087-89. A lever, projecting backward from the seat-

lid, to which the connecting-rod is attached.

Seat-lid (Howard's parlor-car water-closet). Figs. 10S7-89.

A lid connected with the pan and service-measure by the

connecting-rod in such a manner that on raising it the

pan is brought up into position and about half a gallon

of water is discharged from the service-measure.

Seat-lock. 15, figs. 1123-4, 1125, 1176-7. A lock for

holding the back of a seat so that its position cannot

be reversed. Such locks are attached either to the seat-

end, seat-back arm, or seat-back stop. A form for iron

seat-ends with a smaller escutcheon, not provided with

screw-holes, is sometimes distinctively called a barrel-

lock, although the term is almost equally applicable to

any form of seat-lock. Seat-locks operate by simply push-

ing the key inward and not by turning it.

Seat-lock bolt. 1, figs. 1176-7. The beveled bolt by
which locking is effected.

Seat-lock key. Fig. 1178. A key for opening a seat-lock.

It works simply by pushing in and not by turning.

Seat-lock spring. 2, figs. 1176-7. The spring which moves

the bolt.

Seat-pull (sleeping cars). Figs. 1243-8. A flush handle

for pulling out the seat in making up the berth so as to

drop the back and seat to the same level.

Seat-rail. 1, figs. 1120-22. One of a pair of wooden rads,

front and back, resting on and attached to the seat-end

and to the side of the car, and which supports a cushion-

frame or seat-bottom.

Seat-rail bracket. Figs. 1187-8. A support for a wooden
seat-rail. In iron seat-ends it is frequently cast upon it.

Seat-rail knee (English). 119, figs. 204-205. Apiece of

wood secured to the door pillar and supporting the seat-

rail. It is generally slotted to receive a leather strap,

restraining the undue opening of the door.

Seat-rail support (English). 119, figs. 204-5. A piece of

hard wood supporting the seat and securing it to the

side of the body of a carriage. It is often pierced for a
leather strap limiting the opening of the door.

Seat-riser. 1. (Street cars). Figs. 1843-6. A vertical board

or front of a seat, extending from the seat-rail to

the floor ; seldom used with reversible seats.

2. (Hand-car). 15, figs. 1720-3. A rave, which see.

Seat-slat. A narrow strip of wood which forms part of a

seat-bottom.

Seat-spring. Figs. 1209-29. A spiral or other metal spring

used to give a seat elasticity. Spired springs are the

most common, but elliptic and spiral-elliptic are alsa

used. A special form of seat-springs called back-springs,

of little resistance, is used for seat-backs. English seat-

springs, 203, fig. 205, are called sofa-springs, and the

back-springs, back squab sofa-springs.

Seat-stand. 124, figs. 155-185 ; 6, fig. 1120. A support,

usually made of cast-iron, on which an aisle seat-end

rests. Very commonly the seat-stand and seat-end are

in one part, which is then called a long seat-end.

Seat-stop, or a seat-arm stop. 14, figs. 1120-2, 1100, 1125-6,

1181-4. A metal lug or bracket attached to a seat-end

and sometimes to the side of the car on which the seat-

arm rests. Seat-stops are either attached to a long plate

(curved or straight seat-stop), as in figs. 1180-2, or as in

round seat-stops, figs. 1183-4, have a flange entirely sur-

rounding them, by which they are attached to the seat-

arm or side of the car.

Seat-webbing. A form of coarse canvas used in uphol-

stering car-seats.

Second catch (of car-door fastener). Figs. 1108-9. A
double hook or eye placed in the hasp of a car-door lock

in such manner that the door can, if desired, be locked,

leaving a crack open for ventilation.

Secondary brake-rod. 1. (Hodge brake). 6, fig. 235. A
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rod which connects one end of a floating-lever with one

of the brake-levers.

2. (Tanner or Elder brake.) 6, figs. 228-35 ; 152, fig.

108 ; 132, figs. 1843-6. A rod which connects the cen-

tre brake-lever, Tanner or Elder bi'ake, with one of the

brake-levers on the truck. On a four-wheeled car it is

the rod which connects the centre lever with one of the

brake-beams.

Second-class car. A plainly-finished passenger car for

carrying passengers who pay a lower rate of fare than

first-class passengers do. Such cars are rarely used, the

smoking car usually serving this purpose for the small

number of so-called second-class (in reality, third-class)

passengers. See Coach. First-class car.

Second-class carriage (English). A vehicle adapted to

carry passengers paying an intermediate rate of fare, the

fittings being less expensive and comfortable than in the

first-class. Each compartment measures about 6 feet in

the length of the carriage and seats 10 passengers. See

also Carnage.
Section. 1. (Of a seat-cushion). Figs. 1215-6. See Sectional

seat-cushion.

2. (Of a sleeping car, which see.) Fig. 678. Two
double berths, one above the other, making up into two
seats facing each other by day. There are from 8 to 12

sections in a car, usually 10, besides the state-rooms.

Sectional seat-cushion. Figs. 1214-20. One with spiral

springs separately attached to narrow slats so that the

seat can be made up or repaired in sections.

Sector. In geometry: " A part of a circle included by an
arc and the two radii drawn to its extremities."

—

Davies.

Hence, any object whose shape is that of a part of a cir-

cle ought to be called a sector, but as a matter of fact

it is generally called a quadrant. See Deck-sash quad-
rant. Drawbar-sector. See also Quadrant for grain-

door, 3, figs. 373-6.

Self-acting ventilator. Figs. 1553-69. An automatic-

ventilator, which see.

Self-closing faucet, or cock. Fig. 1591. A faucet having
a horizontal bar-handle provided with a spring by which
it is closed when released. Telegraph-cocks, which see,

figs. 1592-5, and also compression-cocks, fig. 1596, are also

self-closing, but not distinctively so-called.

Self-fitting journal-bearing. Figs. 1993-4. See Hopkins'
journal-bearing.

Self-loading truck (Johnson's, which see). Fig. 1906.

Self-locking or spring padlock. Figs. 1031, 1036-7.

One which snaps locked by pressure only, without using

a key, in distinction from a dead padlock.

Sellers system of screw-threads. Figs. 1829, 183^. A
system of screw-threads designed by William Sellers.

of Philadelphia. The following table gives the number
of threads to the inch and the proportion of the threads

of the Sellers system. See also fig. 1834.

TABLE OIVING PROPORTIONS OF THE SELLERS SYSTEM OF

SCREW-THREADS.
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The form of the threads is an essential part of the

system and is shown in fig. 1829. The angle at which
the sides of the thread stand to each other is 60 degrees,

and the top and bottom of the threads are made flat.

The proportions of the threads are determined by the

following rule given by Mr. Sellers :
" Divide the pitch,

or, what is the same thing, the sides of the thread, into

eight equal parts ; take off one part from the top and Jill

in one part in the bottom of the thread ; then the flat top

and bottom ivill equal one-eighth of the pitch, the wear-

ing surface will be three-quarters of the pitch, and the

diameter of screw at bottom of the thread will be ex-

pressed by the formula

:
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D :

1.299

N,

in which D — diameter of the screw and N= the num-
ber of threads per inch.

This system was recommended by a committee ap-

pointed by the Franklin Institute in 1864 ; was adopted

as the standard by both the Army and Navy depart-

ments of the United States, and has been recommended
by both the Master Car-Builders' and the Master

Mechanics' associations as the standard to be used in the

construction of cars and locomotives. It is often called

the Franklin Institute standard and also the United

States standard ; but, as it was designed by Mr. Sellers, it

should be known as the Sellers system.

Semaphore lens. Figs. 954-5. A trade name for a cheap

modification of the Fresnel lens, the latter term being

more generally restricted to those having the back a

plane or nearly cylindrical surface.

Service-measure (Howard's parlor-car water-closet). Figs.

1087-89. An auxiliary tank holding about a half-gallon

of water connected with the seat-lid and water-tank and
discharging the water on raising the lid only.

Set (of elliptic springs). 2, fig. 2032. The amount of com-

pression of which the spring is capable. The distance

between the spring-bands when unloaded. The arch is

half the set, plus the thickness of the spring-band.

Set of springs. All the springs for carrying the weight of

one car, not including draw-springs. A set of bolster-

springs consists of the springs which are placed between

the truck-frames and carry the weight of the body only.

A set of equalizing-bar springs means all the springs for

a car on the equalizing-bars. A set of wheel or journal

springs means all the springs which are placed directly

over the journal-boxes of one car.

Set of wheels. This term means a number of wheels

sufficient for one car. A set of wheels and aMes means
the requisite number of wheels fitted to axles complete

for one car. A pair of wheels means two wheels al-

ready fitted to an axle, including the axle ; but a set

of tcheels does not include the axles unless specified.

Set-bolt (Lindsay's steel-tired wheel). A series of eight

bolts passing through an arm of the wjieel-centre,

relied upon to hold the tire from slipping in one direc-

tion, the flanges preventing it from slipping in the other.

The tongue of the tire is left about ^ of an inch

smaller than the groove in the body, and the plate is not

screwed up tight, leaving about fa of an incl. play.

Thus fa inch is left in case of breakage to relieve the

strain on the tire before it comes on to the fastenings.

Set-screw, or stud-fastening (English). Figs. 2153, 2154 r

2179-80. As applied to railroad wheels, a mode of secur-

ing the tire to the wheel which is becoming obsolete.

A modification is the set-screivfastening (English), plain-

end, fig. 2154. Though superior to the other it is being

superseded by better methods. See Tire-fastening.

Setting-die (for carpet-eyelets). No illustration. A device,

one form of which is very similar to fig. 1 10S, for form-

ing eyelets by compressing the groinmets together.

Usually, however, with large eyelets, it is done with a.

hammer.
Seven-group spiral-spring. Fig. 2080. See Spiral

spring.

Sextuplet (of elliptic springs). Six elliptic springs coupled

together, side by side, to act as one.

Shackle. 1. (Of apadlock.) A, figs. 1029-30, etc. A U-shaped

bar which is passed through the staple in front of the

hasp by which the padlock is used to lock the object.

The inner end D of the shackle is termed the heel,

which is sometimes provided with the shackle-spring G-

and I to hold the shackle open or shut.

The shackle of cheap padlocks is attached to project-

ing ears, but in those of better quality the heel is en-

tirely within the lock itself. The shackle is sometimes

termed the hasp, but this usage is incorrect.

2. (Of car-seals.) Figs. 1112-19. The wire or metal

strip passing through the fastening to be sealed and

closed together at the end. See Car-seal.

Shackle-bar. Figs. 431-42. A coupling-link, which see.

Shackle-guard (of a padlock). F, figs. 1029-30. A plate

used in some padlocks lying immediately under the point

of the shackle when locked in place, serving to exclude

dirt and wet from the interior.

Shackle-lock (car-door fastener). D, figs. 1108-9. A term,

used in distinction from the seal-lock.

Shackle-spring. D and G, figs. 1029-30. See Shackle.

Shackle-stop (Miller's padlock). H, figs. 1036-7. A stop

to prevent the shackle escaping too far in unlocking.

Shad-bellied tank (tank cars, which see). A telescopic tank.

Shade. See Lamp-shade, figs. 942-S. Window-shade, figs.

1683-92.
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Shade-cap (of a lamp). 33, figs. 827-§-71. A vertical tube

extending the shade upward and constituting in effect

an extension of the chimney. A similar part for a lamp-

globe is called a globe-chimney.

Shade-ring1

. Figs. 937-9. See Adjustable shade-ring
.

Also called wire tripod.

Shade-roller (for window-shades.) Figs. 1683-6. A de-

vice serving the purpose which its name implies, the only

forms of which now in general use are the automatic

forms, which hold the shade in any position when re-

leased by means of centrifugal-pawls, which see. The
leading styles are the Hartshorn shade-roller and the

McKay shade-roller, which see. The Hartshorn works
with a pawl on the end, while the McKay has a cam.
There is no conflict of patent.

Shaft. " That part of a machine to which motion is com-
municated by torsion."

—

Webster.

See Brake-shaft. Drum-shaft.
Crank-shaft. Horizontal brake-shaft.
Door-shaft. Lever-shaft (street cars).

Driving-shaft. Winding-shaft.

Shaker. See Grate-shaker. Shaker-handle.

Shaker-door (Johnson heater). 19, fig. 1472.

Shaker-door frame (Johnson heater). 20, fig. 1472.

Shaker-handle (Bissell heater). Figs. 1369, 1390.

Shank (Kirby's car-door lock). A', figs. 1003-4. The
spindle. See also Buffer-shank. Grate-shank. Lock-

shank.

Shank-facing (Kirby s car-door lock). P, figs. 1003-4.

Shears (of a pile-driver car). Figs. 1821-4. The tongs

which grasp the hammer, which see.

Sheathing. 52, figs. 82, 96, etc. Boards which are

tongued and grooved, and with which the sides of cars

are covered. The sides of a gondola car are ordinarily

termed side-plank and end-plank, and are much heavier

than the sheathing of a box-car. Inside sheathing is

sometimes used, leaving the side-frame of the car ex-

posed. Inside lining, which see, is in addition to the

ordinary outside sheathing.

Sheave. A wheel, roller or pulley over which a cord or

rope runs, or on which any object, as a door or window,
rolls. Sheave is often used to designate a block or pulley,

but more properly it designates simply the grooved

wheel in the block. See Pulley.

See also Bell-cord sheave. Main sfieave.

Brake-lever sheave.
Brake-shaft-chain sheave.
Centre brake-lever sheave.
Door-sheave.

Pile-hoisting sheave.
Sliding-door sheave.
Strap-sheave.

Sheave-hook (derrick cars). 2, figs. 77-78. The hook
carried at the lower end of a hoisting-block to which the

load is attached.

Sheave-pin, or pintle. 5, figs. 77-78. The axle of a

sheave. See Pintle.

Sheet iron. Iron rolled thin and, in car work, usually

galvanized. Its thickness is given by its number of wire

gauge, which see. The standard sizes are 6 and 8

ft. long and 24, 26, 23, and 30 in. wide. It is, how-
ever, manufactured to order up to 10 ft. long and 44

in. wide. Sheet steel, galvanized or not, is now also

largely manufactured.

Sheet-ring and staple (English). 80, figs. 116-9. A
small wrought-iron ring to which are tied the cords at-

tached to the edges of the tarpaulin protecting the con-

tents of an open wagon from the rain.

Sheffield handcar. Figs. 1712-9. A name applied to sev-

eral varieties of hand-cars, taken from the name of the

designer, but more particularly applied, first, to an ordi-

nary section hand-car with wooden wheels, and secondly,

to a three-wheel hand-car for inspection purposes.

Shelf. See Spring-shelf (street-car journal-boxes).

Shell. See Berth-latch shell.

Shelled-out (car-wheels). A term applied to wheels which
become rough from circular pieces shelling out of the

tread, leaving a rounded flat spot, deepest at the edge,

with a raised centre. The M. C. B. rules for interchange

of traffic, which see, specify that no wheel shall be con-

demned for this fault unless the spots are over 2^ in.

in length, or their number is so great as to interfere with

the safe running of the wheel.

Shield (Gouge heater). Fig. 1466. A plate covering the

opening formed by the shield-box. The shield-feet hold

out the shield from contact with the deck-sash so as to

leave an opening to admit air.

Shield-box valve (Gouge heater). Fig. 1441. A box for

the escape of bad air, projecting through the deck-sash

and connecting with the exhausting iveather-cap, fig.

1408.

Shield-feet (Gouge heater). 93, fig. 1444 . See Shield.

Shifting-pinion (hoisting-gear). 13, figs. 77-7S; "W, figs.
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151-8. A pinion attached to the crankshaft or driving-

shaft of a hoisting-gear which is constructed to slide

laterally a few inches so as to have a slow-motion or

quick-motion gear according to the position of the shift-

ing-pinion.

Shim. A thin piece of wood or metal used as a distance-

block to save more careful fitting. In track-work, shims

are very largely used in order to remedy the heaving of

the rails from frost. Shimming has been used in fit-

ting on car-wheels when the wheel-seat of the axle was
a little too small, but the M. C. B. rules for inter-

change of traffic forbid this.

Ship splice. Fig. 651. One of the many forms of splic-

ing or scarfing broken pieces of timber. It is that

selected for splicing broken car-sills under the regula-

tions for interchange of traffic, which see. See Scarf.

Shoe. A plate, block or piece of any material on or against

which an object moves, usually to prevent the latter from
being worn. See Boom-shoe. Brake-shoe. Door-shoe.

Short-sill, or short floor-timber. 5, fig. 83. An aux-

iliary longitudinal timber used in a car-floor, but not ex-

tending its whole length.

The term shortfloor-timber is also applied with ques-

tionable propriety to short auxiliary cross-pieces, as 5,

fig. 106, used in freight-car floors as distance-blocks be-

tween the sills and not extending across the whole

width of the floor. Corresponding timbers in passen-

ger cars are termed floor-timber distance-blocks.

Short plate-rod. 192, figs. 94-5. Horizontal bolts pass-

ing through the plate-bolt strip and the plate, serving to

stiffen the latter horizontally.

Short seat-end. 2, fig. 1120. A seat-end which does

not extend below the seat or support it, but is supported

upon a separate seat-stand. See Seat-end.

Short T-bolt (Janney coupler, which see). 14, figs. 542-

554, 555-601. The bolt connecting the horn and com-

bination yoke. The long T-bolt passes through the

centre buffer-spring.

Shot (in chilled car-wheels). See Cold-shot.

Shunting (English). The act of moving cars from one
track to another, as in making up or separating trains.

In this country usually called sicitching. Marshaling,

which see, has a nearly similar meaning. Sometimes
drilling or regulating.

Shutter (for cabin of pile-driver car). 13, figs. 1821-

1824. A wooden cover for a window, especially one

having no sash.

Side. See Deck side. Ladder-side. Truck-side.

Side arm-rest, or elbow rest (English). 201, figs. 204,

205, 206. A wooden support for the elbow attached to

the inner sides of a carriage beneath the windows, and

padded with horsehair and covered with broadcloth or

leather. See also Folding arm-rest. In American cars a

tvindow-ledge is made to serve the same purpose, but

arm-rests, 26, fig. 678, are generally added in sleeping-

cars. They are mere round bars, covered with plush,

but not padded.

Side-bearing-s. Supports placed on each side of the

centre-pin of a car, to prevent too much rolling or

rocking motion of the car-body. Usually there is a

plate of iron or steel attached to the body-bolster on

each side of the centre-pin, called a body side-bearing,

16, figs. 83-95, etc. : 14, figs. 163-85, etc., and a corre-

sponding plate, block or roller on the truck-bolster, called

the truck side-bearing, which see, 61, figs. 1907-69.

They are also distinguished as lower and upper side-

bearings. Generally there is a little space left between

the bearings, so that the truck can turn freely on the

centre-plate, although in some cases the weight of the

car-body rests on the side-bearings instead of the centre

plates. To obviate friction, cup side-bearings, 61, figs.

1967-62, are so formed as to hold a lubricant. Rocker

side-bearings, fig. 2030, and roller side-bearings, fig.

2028, are also used.

Side-bearing bridge or arch-bar (six-wheeled truck). 62,

figs. 1969-70. An iron bar, truss, or wooden beam at-

tached to the spring-beams to support the truck side-

bearing.

Side-bearing rocker. Fig. 2030. See Side-bearing.

Side-bearing roller. Fig. 2028. See Side-bearing.

Side-board. 1. (Dining cars.) Figs. 193, 214, etc. An or-

namental receptacle for dishes, etc., usually placed so as

to face the central compartment of the car. See Buffet-

car.

2. (English.) 67, fig. 116. American equivalent, side-

plank. A planking constituting the sides of the car.

Side body-brace. 33, figs. 84-136 : 51, figs. 155-65. Com-
monly, simply body-brace, which see, except when the

end-braces are to be distinguished from them.
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Side body-brace rod. 34, figs. 89, 93 ; 52, figs. 177-8.

See above.

Side-casting. Fig. 447. See Drawbar side-casting.

Side foot-rest (passenger cars). 10, fig. 1122, etc. A
metal plate fasiened to the truss-plank between the

seats, for passengers to rest their feet on. Chiefly used

over heater-pipes as a guard to prevent the feet of pas-

sengers from comiDg in contact with the hot pipes.

Side-frame. 1. (Of a car-body.) Figs. 82-645. The frame

which forms the whole side of a car-body. It includes

the posts, braces, plate, rail, girth, etc. See Framing.

2. (Of a truck.) Figs. 2025-2030. See Truck side-

frame. Diamond-truck.

Side-gutter, or outside-cornice (English). 132, figs.

204-7. A piece of wood secured on the outside of the

vehicle at the angle of the roof to the sides. It is chan-

neled on the lop to catch the rain and convey it to the

•ends of the vehicle, to prevent it running down the

sides.

Side-gutter moulding (English). 133, figs. 204-7. A
moulding which is attached to the outer side of the side-

gutter in order to hide the heads of the bolts by which
it is secured.

Side hopper-plates (hopper-bottom cars). 28, figs. 109-

12. In distinction from the hopper-plates proper, which
form the inclined floor.

Side journal-spring (street cars). 6, figs. 1843-4. One
of a pair of spiral or rubber springs which rest on ledges

on each side of a joumal-box.

Side-lamp. Figs. 851-71. A lamp attached to the side of

a passenger car. In distinction from a centre-lamp,

which hangs from the roof ; they are usually made with

brackets by which they can be conveniently fastened.

See also Alcove-lamp.

2; (English.) American equivalent, side tail-light. A
colored signal lamp carried at the side of the last vehicle

of a train. Two red side-lamps and one red tail-lamp

are generally carried, arranged in the form of a tri-

angle.

Side-lamp braces. 18, fig. 859. Diagonal bars attached

to a side-lamp and to the side of a car to steady the

lamp.

Side-lamp bracket. 17, fig. 858. See Side-lamp.

Side-lamp holder. 16, fig. 858. A metal ring or bowl-

shapei receptacle usually attached to a bracket to hold

a lamp.

Side-lamp iron (English). 184, figs. 205 and 207. Amer-
ican equivalent, tail-light holder. A wrought-iron lamp-

holder secured to the outer side of the body to carry the

colored side-lamp, which see. See also Signal-lamp.

Side-pawl (Creamer brake, which see). 10, figs. 263-4.

Side-piece (for platform-hood). 10, fig. 186. A thin block

cut to the curve of the hood.

Side-plank (gondola cars). 196, figs. 113-5. The boards

bolted to the stakes constituting the sides of the car.

They vary from 2 to 3 ft. or more in height according

to its capacity and are generally 2 in. thick. Those

at the end of the car are termed end-planks, and are

usually hinged at the bottom so as to drop down in-

wardly on to the floor of the car.

Side-plate. 46, figs. 85-135 : 98, figs. 155-176 ; 47, figs.

1843-46. More properly, simply plate. The longitudinal

stick on top of the posts of the car-body. So called as

distinguished from the end-plate.

Side-pulley (of bell-cord guides, which see). 1, figs. 723-5.

Side-rest (tip-car). 160, fig. 143. A block of wood or

metal on top of the frame on which the body rests when
tipped.

Side-seat. Figs. 1217, 1843-6. A longitudinal car-seat,

the back of which is against the side of a car. See Car-

seat.

Side-sills, or outside-sills. 1, tigs. 82-104 and 155-176 ; 8,

figs. 1843-46. The exterior sills, which see. Sometimes

the outside-sills only ax-e referred to by the single word
sill, but this use of the word is uncommon. The side-

sills are usually made deeper than the inside-sills in flat

and gondola cars, but not in box and stock cars. In tank

cars and some coal cars they are the only sills. Iron side-

sills are usually channel-bars, which see, the examples

shown in figs. 144-9 being an 8-inch channel-bar weigh-

ing 52 lbs. per yard. The centre and intermediate sills

are 8-inch I-beams, which see, weighing 85 lbs. per yard.

Side-spring (Janney-Miller coupler). 55, fig. 602. A
spiral spring actuating the Miller hook laterally. The
Janney coupler, from its peculiar rack movement of the

knuckle or coupling-hook in coupling, requires no side-

play.

Side-spring bolt (Janney-Miller coupler). 52, figs. 554,

555-601. The bolt securing the side-spring in place.
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Side-spring eye-bolt (Janney-Miller coupler). 67, figs.

554, 603-35. The eyes attached to the Janney horn in

which the side-spring stirrup engages, for use only -with

the Miller hook.

Side-spring plate (Janney-Miller coupler). 45, figs. 542-

554, 555-601. The plate or bracket sustaining the side-

spring.

Side-spring stirrup (Janney-Miller coupler). 54, figs. 542-

554, 555-601. The part inserted in the eye-bolts fixed to

the Janney horn connecting the side-spring bolt to the

Miller hook.

Side-spring trigger (Janney-Miller coupler). 63, figs.

602-35. A kind of detent-latch used for relieving the

tension of the side-spring while the couplers are being

changed.

Side-spring washer (Janney-Miller coupler). 59-60, figs.

602-35. A collar and cup washer used in connection

with the side-spring.

Side-step (street cars). 114, figs. 1843-4. A ledge

usually made of a wrought-iron plate attached to the

side of the platform. Also called/oof-bocn'd.

Side-stop. 1. (Grain-door.) H, fig. 378.

2. (Tip-cars.) 162, fig. 143. A cast-iron support

attached to the wheel-piece, on which the body rests,

and by which it is held in a horizontal position.

Side-straps (gondola cars). 194, figs. 113-5. The straps

to which the end-plank and sometimes also the side-

plank are bolted. It serves also as a bearing for the

side-strap tie-rod 195.

Side-strap tie-rod (gondola cars). 195, figs. 113-5. A
horizontal bolt connecting the side-strap with the end-

plank.

Side top-panel rail (English). 117, figs. 204, 205. A part

of the body-framing running horizontally in the upper

part of the side of a carriage.

Side-urinal. Figs. 1100-1, 1105. A urinal to fit against the

flat side of a room, in distinction from a corner urinal.

The latter are almost universal in car work.

Side urinal-handle. Fig. 1106. So called in distinction

from a corner urinal-handle, which see.

Siding. 1. A side track.

2, See Sheathing.

Signal-bell (street cars). 97, fig. 1843 ; fig. 1859. A saucer-

shaped bell attached to each platform. They are rung

by a clapper, to which a strap is attached which extends
from one platform to the other.

2. (Locomotives. ) A similar bell to which the bell-cord

is attached.

Signal-holder, or igniter. Fig. 1043. A device for burn-
ing blue-lights and igniting them by friction, produced
by pushing in a piston. See also Torpedo.

Signal-lamp, or signal-light. Figs. 956-71. A name
applied to lanterns of extra power and quality of several

kinds, but usually meaning those provided with sema-
phore or bulVs-eye lenses, which see, of which from one
to four are used, whence the name single-lens, double-

lens, etc. They are also called side tail-lights. tail-lightsy

ox>eratofs signal-lights, etc. A special variety having
changeable colors are inspectors' lanterns, figs. 960-73.

Signal-pipe (Westinghouse train-signal apparatus, which
see). G, fig. 687 : 27, figs. 324-5. A continuous pipe

running from car to car through the train, substantially

a duplicate of the brake-pipe, but working witli a much
lower pressure of air. The signal-pipe couplings are also

substantially similar to brake-hose couplings, but have
a thicker lip, so that they cannot be misconnected with

the brake pipe.

Signal-pipe coupling (Westinghouse train-signal appa-

ratus). E, fig. 687 ; 32, figs. 324-5. See above.

Signal-pipe stop-cock (Westinghouse train-signal appara-

tus). 28, figs. 324-5. A cock placed at each end of every

car for closing the signal-pipe at the rear of the train.

Signal-reservoir (Westinghouse train-signal apparatus).

C, fig. 687. A small auxiliary reservoir for operating

the train signals carried on the locomotive and connected

with the main reservoir through a redncing-valve, fig.

691, for the purpose of reducing the pressure to about

two atmospheres, which is all that is required for oper-

ating the signals.

Signal-strap (street cars). A bell-strap, which see.

Signal-valve (Westinghouse train-signal apparatus). D,

figs. 687, 690. A valve attached to the signal-pipe onthe
engine, which, on the opening of the car signal valve in

any car, and the consequent reduction of pressure in the

signal-pipe, permits the air to escape to blow the signal-

whistle F.

2. The car signal-valve is often called simply signal-

valve, as at 30, fi^s. 324-5.
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Signal-whistle (Westinghouse train signal apparatus).

F, fig. 786. See Signal-valve.

Sill. 1. '• Properly, the basis or foundation of a tbing
;

appropriately, a piese of timber on which a building

rests. The lowest timber in any structure, as the sills of

a house, of a bridge, of a loom, and the like.

2. "The timber or stone at the foot of a door ; the

threshold.

3. " The timber or stone on which a window-frame

stands, or the lowest piece in a window-frame."

—

Web-
ster.

4. (Car building.) figs. 82-185, etc. The main longitu-

dinal timbers, usually six but sometimes eight in num-
ber, which are connected together transversely by the

end-sills, body-bolsters, and needle-beams or cross-frame

tie-timbers. Sills are divided into outside sills, or simply

side-sills, intermediate sills, and centre-sills. Sometimes
the word sill is used referring only to outside sills, but

this use is unusual. A few cars, such as dump cars,

and tank cars, figs. 139-142, have but two sills, and
others, as in figs. 105-108, only four. The splice for

broken sills required by the regulations for the inter-

change of cars is shown in fig. 651. It is required to be

24 in. long.

See also Deck end-sill. Platform-sill.
Deck-sill. Platform short-sill.

End-sill. Short-sill.

Platform, end-sill. Swinging platform-sill.

5. The lower horizontal member of the frame sur-

rounding a window or door. See Door-sill. Window-
sill.

Sill-and-plate rod. 36, figs. 87-142 ; 54, figs. 155-78. A
vertical iron rod which passes through the sill and plate

of a car-body frame and ties the two together. A brace

straining-rod, which see, is a similar part for low passen-

ger-car trusses below the windows.

Sill knee-iron. 9, figs. 89-95; 8, figs. 170, 182. An
L-shaped or right-angled iron casting or forging bolted

into the inside corner of a car-frame to strengthen it.

Sill-splice. Fig. 651. See Ship-splice.

Sill-step (freight cars). 30, figs. 82-143 ; figs. 656-7. A
U-shaped iron attached to the sill of a car, below the

ladder, as a step for getting to or from the ladder. The
M. C. B. Association recommended, Chicago, 1879 (figs.

656-7), " That two good substantial steps (sill-steps),

made of wrought iron £ by If in., be fastened, one to

each side-sill, at diagonal corners of the car."

Sill-step stay. 31, figs. 102-1, 139-41. A diagonal iron

rod or bar attached to one of the sills and to a sill-step

to stiffen the latter. Not commonly required or used.

Sill tie-rod. 10. figs. 103, 140-2 ; 9, figs. 155-85. Atrans-

verse tie-rod in the floor of a car for holding the sills to-

gether.

Single-board car-roof (freight cars). Figs. 664-5. A roof,

of which several varieties other than those shown exist,

in which one layer of boards covered by some kind of

sheet metal is used in place of double boards. All single-

board freight roofs us ; a sheet-metal cover, either above

or below the boards, but those only having sheet metal

on top are commonly so called.

Single or end berth-rest (emigrant sleeping-berths). N,

figs. 682-5. A bracket to support the berth when open.

So called in distinction from the berth-rests proper

(double) on the berth-posts.

Single-driver steam brake (American Brake Co.). See

remarks to figs. 363-5. See also Driving-wheel brake.

Single-edge weather-strips. Fig. 1698. See Weather-

strip.

Single-guard (for lanterns). Fig. 981. According to the

number of horizontal wires surrounding the globe, lan-

terns are designated as single, double or triple-guard.
,

Single-hole clevis (Am. aut. comp. brake';. 26, figs.

368-9. So named in distinction from the three-hole clevis,

both being a part used to connect the lower connecting-

rod to the brake-lever.

Single-lever brake. Figs. 230, etc. A brake which has

but one lever to a truck or four-wheeled car, which see,

to aoply to two brake-beams. In some cases applied to

but one of the trucks of a car ; in other cases, to both.

An objection to this form of brake is that the pressure is

not equal on each brake- beam. To overcome this diffi-

culty two levers are used, and the brake, as shown in

fig. 231, is then called a double-lever brake, which see.

Single pipe-strap. Fig. 1333. A pipe clip, which see.

Single-plate wheel. Figs. 2131-2, 2144-5. A cast-iron

wheel, in which the hub and tire are united by only a

single plate, which is strengthened usually by ribs called

brackets, fig. 2131, or sometimes by corrugations, figs.

2144-45. See Wheel. Car-wheel.

Single sash-spring. Fig. 1649. See Sash-spring.
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Single-screw turnbuckle. Fig. 1881. A turnbuckle,

which see, shaped like a link of a chain with a screw at

one end and a swivel at the other.

Single window-blind. A blind which is made in one
piece or section and large enough for one window. They
require a lower window, and hence are rarely used in

the better grades of passenger cars unless flexible, which
see. See also Window-blind.

Single window-blind lift. Figs. 1677-82. See Window-
blind lift.

Sink (dining-cars). Fig. 214.

Six-group spiral-spring. Fig. 2079. See Spiral spring.

Six-wheel truck. Figs. 1969-73. Six-wheel trucks may
be said to be the standard for sleeping, parlor and dining

cars. They are sometimes, though rarely as yet, built of

iron. The parts peculiar to six-wheel trucks will be seen

in Roman type under fig. 1968. See Truck. Car-truck.

Skeleton (steel-tired wheels). Figs. 21 63-76. Another term
for the wheel-centre or central filling-piece, which see.

The word skeleton is principally used when the wrought
or cast wheel-centre consists of open bars.

Skew-back. 1. (Masonry.) The face on the edge of the

-abutment against which the arch proper abuts.

2. (Of a truss.) 7, figs. 2185-6. A casting on the end
of a truss or a trussed beam to which a truss-rod is

fastened. It is usually made in the form of a cap, and
forms a bearing for the truss-rod nuts.

3. (Car-building.) A truss-rod ivasher, which see.

Slab. 3, fig. 1570. See Wash-stand slab.

Slanting table-leg. Fig. 679. One which abuts against a
slanting table-leg plate in the side of the car instead of
standing vertically, as in fig. 678.

Slanting table-leg hook. Fig. 1547. See above.

Slanting table-leg plate. Fig. 1548. See above.

Slat. A narrow piece of board or timber, such as se.at-

backslats, seat-slats, window-blind slats, which see.

Slat cattle-car. Figs. 5-7, 33-4, etc. A stock car, which
see.

at-seat. A seat composed of narrow strips of wood.
These are usually placed longitudinally on the seats with
a space between them.

Slat-wire (Wilson's flexible car-window blind). W, fig.

1646. The wire on which the slats are strung.

Sleeping car. Figs. 50, 54-5, 60-1. A car provided with

-sleeping-berths or beds for the use of passengers at night,

which make up by day into ordinary seats, as shown in

figs. 676-8. By far the greater number of the sleeping

cars are operated by the Pullman Palace Car Co., and
are hence often referred to simply as Pullman cars. The
Mann boudoir car, which see, is an American in-

vention recently re-introduced from Europe. Emigrant
sleeping cars, figs. 195, 203, which see, have recently been

introduced, resembling ordinary sleeping cars, but with-

out upholstery.

The first sleeping ear built in the United States was made in
the shops of the Terre Haute, Alton & St. Louis Railroad by a
mechanic named Woodruff. The coach provided seats for
sixby passengers, which were convertible into flat berths. The
patent was secured in 1856-7. The next sleepers were two of
the same kind run on the New York Central Railroad. Web-
ster Wagner, founder of the Wagner Palace Car Co., built and
patented four sleepers for the New York Central Railroad in
1858. The modern palace sleeping car was introduced by
George M. Pullman, who built his first car in 1859. Some of
the early Pullman cars had sixteen wheels instead of twelve.
The first Wagner palace car was built in 1867. Both Wagner
and Pullman paid royalties to Woodruff.

See Sleeping-car section. Lower-berth. Upper-berth.

Sleeping-car furnishings. Figs. 1231-99.

Sleeping-car section. The space in a sleeping car occu-

pied by two double seats in day-time and by two berths

or beds at night. In figs. 676-7 two sections are shown,
and in fig. 678 one. There are usually 10 sections, but

sometimes 8 or 12 in a car, in addition to a stare-room,

smoking compartment, etc.

Sleeve. See Piston-sleeve. Stake-sleeve.

Sleeve. 1. (Of car-door lock.) C, figs. 1003-4 ; D, fig. 1005.

The part connecting the knob to the shank.

2. (Cowell platform and coupler.) 4, fig. 538. A
piece of iron with a socket to receive the end of the

slide-pin (3) fastened upon the cross-bar (5).

Slewing-gear (for swinging-platform of pile-driver car).

48 and 49, figs. 1821-2. The means for causing the

swinging-platform to revolve. It consists of a hand-

wheel and spur-wheel, the latter engaging in the slewing-

rack fixed to the floor of the car.

Slewing-rack (of pile-driver car). 50, figs. 1821-4. See

above.

Slewing-rings (of a derrick). 22, figs. 77-8. Rings at-

tached to the upper end of the boom for attaching a rope

by which to move or steady it when loaded.

Slide (of lamp platform). C, fig. 1190. The board used as

a step. See also Feed-door slide.
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Slide-pin (Cowell platform and coupler). 3, fig, 538. The
bar connecting the rock-lever 2 with the sleeve 4 on the

cross-bar 5. When forced forward by operation of the ad-

justing ivedge 6 it transmits the pressure to the buffer-

springs 14.

Slide-valve (Westinghouse triple-valve). 6, figs. 332-3,

353 ; 5, figs. 355-7. A D-valve controlled in its motion

by the pistorj, by meaus of which the air is admitted to,

and exhausted from, the brake-cylinder, applying and

releasing the brake. See also Reversing valve.

Sliding-bolt (of a padlock). B, figs. 1029-30 ; 3, fig. 1031.

The bolt in the interior of the padlock which engages

with the shackle, locking it to place. The forward end of

the bolt is termed the bit. The movement of the sliding-

bolt is controlled by the sliding-bolt spring H.

Sliding-door. A door opened by sliding sideways instead

of swinging on hinges. Such doors are almost univer-

sally used on freight-cars. They are hung by a hook

called the door-hanger, which slides on a top door-track.

See also Car door-hanger.

Sliding-door bracket. A door-track bracket, which see.

Sliding-door fixtures. Figs. 371-2, 791-801. See also Car-

door hanger, sliding-door lock and latch.

Sliding-door friction-roller. Fig. 1855. A small wheel

attached to the top of a sliding-door to make it run
easily, it does not carry the weight of the door.

Sliding-door pull (parlor-car doors). Fig. 747. A device

having a handle which can be pulled out to open the

door, and then closed up flush with its face.

Sliding-door handle. 1. 6, figs. 746-9, 990.

2. (Street cars.) 91, fig. 1845 ; fig. 1851.

Sliding-door holder (street cars). Fig. 1851. A metal

hook by which a sliding-door can be fastened on the in-

side.

Sliding-door latch. Figs. 746-9, 990, 1858. A latch made
with a hook lifting vertically instead of a bolt sliding

horizontally, for fastening sliding-doors.

Sliding-door-latch keeper. Fig. 1857. Also called a

strike-plate.

Sliding-door-latch plates (street cars). 92, fig. 1845 ; 1,

fig. 1851.

Sliding-door lock. Figs. 746-9, 991. A lock made . espe-

cially for fastening sliding-doors. Such locks usually

have a hook which engages in a corresponding catch

attached to the door-post. The hook is secured in con-

nection with the catch by means of a bolt which is

operated by a key.

Sliding-door sheave (street cars). Fig. 1854. See Door-
sheave.

Sliding-door track. See Door-track.

Slip lamp-burner. Figs. 880-3. A burner in which the

chimney is held in place by springs or screws, and so

constructed that the entire slotted cap to the turner

may be removed at once by lifting, still carrying the

chimney, without removing any spring.

Slip lamp-chimney. Fig. 934. A chimney with cylin-

drical base, held in place by lateral springs, so as to be

removable by lifting only. Similar to a sun chimney,

which see, but smaller at the base.

Sloping closet-hopper. Fig. 1096. See Closet-hoj>per.

Slow-motion gear (of a deriick or crane). 10, figs. 77-8 ;

X, figs. 151-153. A system of gearing, intended to be used

or not at will by means of a shifting-pinion, to decrease

the speed and increase the power of the hoisting-gear.

Called also intermediate gear.

Small equalizing-guide (Janney-Miller coupler, which
see). 49, figs. 542-554, 555-601. See also Equalizing-

guide.

Small window (passenger cars). 139, figs. 164-8. A
subordinate window between the main windows. The
tendency is to abandon their use.

Smith vacuum, brake. Figs. 289-92. A system of con-

tinuous brakes, invented and patented by Mr. J. Y.

Smith, operated by exhausting the air from flexible

india-rubber cylinders or bags, resembling the bellows

of an accordion, which are placed under each car. One
end of these cylinders is attached to the car-body and
the other is connected by a rod to a system of brake-

levers. "When air is exhausted from the cylinder the

pressure of the air on the outside of the movable head
is communicated to the brake-levers and thence to the

brake-shoes. The air is exhausted by an ejector on the

engine, which is connected with the india-rubber cylin-

ders by pipes and flexible hose between the cars.

Smoke-bell. 13, figs. 827|, 843; 27, figs. 680-1. A
cover or screen of glass, porcelain or metal, shaped

somewhat like a bell, and placed over a lamp to protect

the ceiling of a car or room. Large smoke-bells are

often called canopies, as A, figs. 841-2 (Harrison postal-

car chandelier).
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Fig. 1468. The equivalent

Stove-pipe jack.

11 and 12, figs. 1405-7 58

Smoke-bell bracket. 12, figs. 869, 941. A separate car-

rier for a smoke-bell.

Smoke-bell stem (of lamps). 29, figs. 8273-71. A tube

attached to the upper part of a smoke-bell and serving

to conduct away the gases so as to bring the smoke-bell

lower and nearer to the lamp.

Smoke-box (Gouge heater). Fig. 1465 ; 30, figs. 1413-4

;

13, figs. 1405-7. The part at the bottom of the heater

connecting the long and short smoke-pipes.

Smoke-collar (Gouge heater). Fig. 1453. A cast-iron collar

making an air-tight connection between the long smoke-

pipe and the injector-pipe. There are two smoke-collars.

top and back.

Smoke connecting-joint (Gouge heater). 78, fig. 1409.

See above.

Smoke-head (Gouge heater),

of a smoke-pipe, which see.

Smoke-jack. See Lamp-jack.

Smoke-pipe (Gouge heater),

and 59, figs. 1413-4. Distinguished as long and short,

the short smoke-pipe being for direct draft in the kind-

ling of fires.

2. (Spear and other heaters.) 4, figs. 1486-7, 1502.

The pipe by which the smoke is conducted to the out-

side of the car, usually called stove-pipe, but the stove-

pipe of heaters is called a smoke-pipe to distinguish it

from the air-pipes.

Smoke-pipe cap (Spear heater). 5, figs. 1486-9. A cover-

ing on top of the smoke-pipe to exclude rain and wind.

Also called jack.

Smoke-pipe casing (Spear and other heaters). 8, fig. 1488;

K, figs. 1484-5. An outside pipe which incloses a smoke-

pipe, leaving a space between the two through which
air is admitted from the top and is thus warmed. See

also Perforated smoke-pipe casing.

Smoke-pipe thimble (Gouge heater). Fig. 1426. A rect-

angular tube passing through the roof of the car, form-

ing an air-chamber through which the smoke-pipe

passes.

Smoke-top (Baker heater). 12, fig. 1301 ; fig. 1313. The
upper part of the heater, made of Russia iron, in a coni-

cal form.

Smoking car. A car usually attached to all passenger

trains immediately behind the baggage car, in which
smoking is permitted ; also in general custom the only

one open to passengers with second-class tickets. Buffet

smoking-cars, which see, and some others, are more
luxurious.

Smoking carriage (English). A passenger vehicle in

which smoking is allowed. The whole of a vehicle is sel-

dom devoted to this purpose, separate compartments of

each class being set apart for smoking in every train, as

required by law. See also Carriage.

Smoking-chair (parlor cars). Fig. 1161. A chair dis-

tinguished from other parlor-car chairs chiefly in being

less roomy and comfortable.

Smoking-room (sleeping cars). Figs. 210-12. A compart-

ment now almost universal in modern sleeping cars and
parlor cars. It is generally kept for the free use of the

passengers, and separate seats or berths are not sold in it.

See note to fig. 209.

Smudge (English). The scrapings and cleanings of paint

pots collected and used to cover the outer side of the

roof-boards as a bed for the roofing canvas, which see.

Snatch-block. Fig. 1888. Properly a single block which
has an opening (notch) in one cheek to receive the rope.

The snatch-block is usually provided with a swivel-hook.

The term is also popularly applied to any form of single

block provided with a hook, although more properly it

applies to only one with an opening at the side for

readily inserting or removing the rope.

Snow body-bolster. Figs. 221-3. See Body-bolster.

Snow-Hanger. A bar of iron or steel attached to a car or

engine to scrape away snow and ice on the sides of the

heads of the rails so as to make room for the flanges of

the wheels. Not much used.

Snow-plow. Figs. 74-81. " A machine operated like a plow
but on a larger scale, for clearing awav the snow from
railroads."

—

Webster. The parts of a snow-plow corre

sponding with the plow-share and mould-board of an
ordinary plow are mounted on running gear similar to

that used for freight cars. Small snow-plows are als

attached to the cow-catchers of locomotives and regularly

carried throughout the winter.

The number of different types is great, but figs. 74 and SI
are the leading forms, fig. 81 being perhaps the more common
type. Sometimes six or seven locomotives are attached behind
them.
Another machine called the rotary steam mow-&horel, operat

ing in a manner altogether different from ordinary snow-plows
has recently been introduced. It has a powerful rotary knife
wheel, 9 ft. in diameter, carrying four heavy steel knives
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running at from two to three hundred revolutions per minute,
slicing off the snow for a width of ten feet and depositing it

on a rotating fan-wheel behind, revolving in a drum at the
same rate of speed as the knife-wheel, which throws the snow
through a shoot on the top of the drum, to some distance from
the track. This machine carries its own Sanger, cleaning the
flange every time it passes over the road. The knife -wheel
and shovels are driven by two stationary engines, with their
own boiler, tank and coal-bunk complete, carried upon a
separate car. The device is not yet in general use.

Snbw-scraper. A, fig. 70. A plate or bar of iron or steel

attached to an engine or car to scrape away the snow
and ice from the rails.

Snow's steel-tired car-wheel. Figs. 2162-4. A form of

wheel the distinguishing feature of which is the inde-

pendent hub, so formed that the entire wheel can be

removed when the tire needs re-turning, leaving the hub
upon the axle. The other parts of the wheel are the

tire, the internal flange, bank and front face-plates,

bolted to the tire and to the hub, and the central filling-

piece, which constitutes the outer portion of the wheel-

centre.

Soap-dish. Figs. 1579-80; 6, fig. 1570.

Soap-holder. Figs. 1570-8. A soap-dish attached to a
partition like a bracket.

Socket. " Any hollow thing or place which receives and
holds something else."

—

Webster. As the socket for

water-cooler valve, fig. 1597.

See also Berth-curtain rod Revolving-chair stand
bushing, or socket. socket.

Flag-holder socket.

Socket-caster. Figs. 1147, etc. A fixed or rigid caster.

Not properly a caster at all, except by custom of the
trade. See Caster.

Socket-washer. Fig. 1878. A large washer with a cavity
to receive the head or nut of a bolt or rod so that it will

not project beyond the surface of the wood to which it

is attached. Also called cup-washer.

Socket-wrench (Gouge heater). Fig. 1446. A tool for shak-
ing and dumping the grate.

Sofa (sleeping cars). A longitudinal seat which makes up
by pulling out sidewise so as to drop the back. Now used
only in staterooms. Formerly sometimes used for all

the berths in a sleeping car.

Sofa-back (Mann boudoir cars). B, figs. 680-1. The part
which makes the upper berth.

Sofa-bolt Sleeping cars). Figs. 1241-2. A sliding bolt

used for holding a sofa in its place. It is operated from

the front by a sofa-pull working through a sofa-crank.

Sofas standing against the side of the cars are now little

used, however.

Sofa-caster. Fig. 1146. See Caster.

Sofa-hinge. Fig. 1232. A hinge by which the seat and
back of a sofa are fastened together so that they can be

changed from a sofa into a bed. See Seat-hinge.

Sofa-spring (English). See Seat sofa-spring. Back-squab

sofa-spring.

Soffit-board. 121, fig. 174. A. board which forms the

under side or ceiling of some subordinate part or mem-
ber of a building or a car, as of a staircase or cornice. See
Deck soffit-board.

Soil-hopper. Figs. 1090-6. See Closet-hopper.

Sole-bar (English). 1, figs. 116, 117, 205, 206. American
equivalent, outside sill. One of two longitudinal bars

which are the main members of the underframe, which
see. In English car-construction the outside sills are

relatively more important than in America, as will be
seen in figs. 116-119.

Sole-bar angle-iron (English). 12, fig. 204. An angle-

iron secured to the sole-bar, to stiffen it. A plate is

sometimes used instead of an angle-iron.

Solid-braided bell-cord. Figs. 709-10. See Bell-cord.

Solid-head coupling-pin. Figs. 436-443. So called in dis-

tinction from an eye-head pin.

Solid-head drawbar. Fig. 452. A wrought-iron draw-
bar having the head and shank in one solid forging

instead of being united by riveting, as in figs. 449-51.

Solid-leather nails. Figs. 1045-J-, 1230. A form of orna-
mental nail for finishing work, in which the head is of
solid leather, the mode of attaching the metal pinto the

same having been patented Oct. 18, 1881. The same
principle is applied to the manufacture of solid-leather

buttons, also much used for decorative purposes.

Solid-nipple seat-arm. Figs. 1169-74. A device for giv-

ing a larger bearing surface and more solid connection
to the seat-arms. Patented by W. G. Creamer, and now
almost universally used in principle even when the exact
features of the patent are not followed.

Solid wrought-iron single-spoke wheel (English). 25,
figs. 116-119. A wheel in which the spokes, hub (boss)

and rim are all welded together, each spoke consisting
of one single bar. The tire is shrunk on.
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Spacing-block. 12, figs. 82-101. See Body-bolster spiac-

ing-block.

Spanner. A wrench for uncoupling hose, etc., formed

like tbe arc of a circle, with notches or lugs for engag-

ing into dogs or grooves on a spanner-nut. An ordinary

wrench is termed a spantierin England. Hence

—

Spanner-nut (" American '" Steam brake-valve). 4, figs.

360-2. (Eames ejector.) 10, figs. 282-8. A nut with

many sides like a hose-coupling, so as to approximate

more closely to a circular form, and commonly provided

with lugs or vertical grooves cut in its circumference

for engaging with a spanner. The piston-rod packing-

nuts of Westinghouse air-pump are of this pattern.

Spear anti-clinker car-heaters. Heaters or stoves man-
ufactured by Mr. James Spear, of Philadelphia, for

heating cars, and made with a sheet-iron outside cas-

ing which leaves an air-space between the stove and

casing, into which a current of air is admitted, and is

warmed by coming in contact with the stove, and then

escapes into the car. Several different patterns of these

heaters are made, designated by the manufacturers as

patterns A. B. C, and D, and represented by figs.

1486-1328. In fig. 1486, or pattern A, the cold air is

admitted through a hood 1, 1, on top of the car, and is

carried down to the bottom of the stove by a pipe

2, 2, and then circulates around the pipe, as shown by
the darts in the section, fig. 1490, and enters the car

through a hot-air pipe 3, figs. 1486, 1490, which extends

the whole length of the car. with registers at each seat.

In pattern B, fig. 1487, the hot-air pipe is not used, the

warmed air escaping directly into the car through open-

ings in the base of the stove. In pattern C. fig. 1488, an
independent cold-air pipe is not used, but the smoke-pipe

is inclosed in a casing, with a space between the two,

through which the cold air descends and passes over the

stove and escapes at the base, as shown by the darts. Tn

pattern D. fig. 1489, no hood is used on top of the car, but

the cold air enters the air-space from the inside of the

car at the base of the stove and escapes at the top, as

shown by the darts.

Tbe " anti-clinker " feature of these heaters consists in

a peculiarly-arranged grate, shown in the section, fig.

1490. with an annular opening between it and the base of

the stove, through which the clinkers can be removed

from the grate.

Spear's draft regulator. Figs. 1491-2. A device by which
an air inlet is opened in the smoke-pipe in such manner
that the draft is checked but no gas is permitted to

escape, the current being entirely inward.

Spider. See Centre brake-lever sjjider. Tank u-aste-cock

spider.

Spider-plate, or underframe plate (English). 16, figs.

116-119 and 204-207. A flat horizontal wrought-iron bar

connecting two or more timbers of the underframe
together, and being placed beneath them prevents one
sinking below the others. It is often made with three or

more arms radiating from a common centre : hence its

name. The form shown is a plainer form.

Spindle. Fig. 999 ; B, figs. 1003^, etc. See Door-latch

spindle.

Spindle, or bolt drawbar. Fig. 449. See Drawbar.
Spiral-elliptic seat-spring. Fig. 1226. A spring made
of a thin band of steel wound in a spiral coil, the trans-

verse section of which is elliptical.

Spiral sash-spring. Fig. 1650. See Sash-spring.

Spiral seat-spring. Figs. 1227-9. The common form of

seat-spring, which see.

Spiral spring. Figs. 2049-94. (Graduated spiral springs,

figs. 2095-2106). A spring made of a metal rod or bar

coiled in the form of the thread of a screw so that it can

be compressed or expanded in the direction of the axis

around which it is coiled. Most of the springs now in

use in car work, except the bolster-springs of passenger

cars, are spiral springs. Volute springs, india-rubber

springs, compound or icool-packed springs (which latter

are spiral-springs reinforced by rubber or wool), have
almost fallen out of use. Spiral springs are designated

as single, double, triple, or quadruple-coil springs when
nested one inside the other. Such springs are hence

also called nest-springs. Usually, the single springs or

nest-springs are again combined into two-group, four-

group, six-group, etc., springs, up to as high as eleven-

group. Two to eight-group springs are the most

common. Graduated-springs, which see, are a recent

introduction, and are in wide and general use. The

various springs in them come into action successively

as the load increases instead of all at once. Spiral

springs are also designated according to the section of

bar as round-bar, flat-bar, square-bar, half-round-bar,

oval-bar, edge-rolled, etc. Equal-bar is a term applied
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to nest-springs made from bars of such size that the

resistance of the coil is proportioned to its diameter.

Spiral springs are also designated according to their use

as equalizer-springs, journal-springs, pedestal-sp7 ings,

bolster springs (which latter are the main springs of a

car), buffer-springs, draw-springs, etc.

Spiral-spring' cap. 4, figs. 2095-6, 2044. 2045, 2095-

2106, 2047, 2073-88. A casting or plate which forms a

bearing for the top of a spiral spring, and which also

holds it in its place. A seat is used at the other end, but

both these parts in bolster-springs are commonly called

spring-plates, which see.

Spinal-spring seat. See above.

Spittoon. Fig. 808. A vessel to receive discharges of

spittle and other abominations. A cuspidor, which see,

is the same thing in a different form.

Splash-board. 49, figs. 169-83. A board attached in an
inclined position covering up the back of passenger-car

steps. It serves much the same purpose as the risers of

steps, and prevents mud and dirt being thrown on the

steps.

Splasher (English). 188, figs. 204-6. An iron plate

attached to the floor above the wheels. Only used when
the wheels are too large in diameter to clear the ordinary

floor. Also called wheel-cover or wheel-plate.

Splice. 1. " The union of ropes by interweaving the

strands."

—

Webster. Hence any appliance by which the

ends of a rope, cord, beam or bar, are united. See Bell-

cord splice.

2. (For car-sills.) See Scarf-joint. Ship-S2)lice. Accord-
ing to the rules for the interchange of cars of the Master
Car-Builders' Association, the splice of a sill to he received

must be 24 in. long and arranged as shown in fig 651.

Split-key. 17, 18, figs. 363-5, etc. A form of pin which is

self-fastening, consisting essentially of two parallel strips

or bars of metal which when united constitute one pin,

but which tend to spring apart, so that the pin cannot be
withdrawn without the use of considerable force.

Split-ring (for lamp). Fig. 830. An adjustable ring to carry

a lamp-shade, permitting of a variation of diameter.

See Lamp-shade.

Spoke. " One of the radial arms which connect the hub
with the rim of a wheel."

—

Knight.

Spoke-wheel. Figs. 2126-65. A wheel the rim or tire of

which is connected with the hub by spokes instead of

one or more plates. These spokes are sometimes made
of solid cast-iron, in others they are cast hollow, and in

still oi hers are made of wrought-iron. See Hollow-spoke

wheel, figs. 2127-9. Hand-car wheel, figs. 1724-6.

Wrought-iron (Kirtley's double-spoke) wheel, figs. 2162-5.

Spool (of hoisting-sear). 41, figs. 1821-4. The drums on
which the hoisting-rope or chain is wound.

Spool-shaped spiral-spring. Fig. 2051. This form was
patented by W. P. Hansell in 1874-5. Its object is to

obtain a graduated spring, which see.

Spring. Figs. 2031-2106, etc. (Elliptic, springs, figs. 2031-

2041; rubber, etc., springs, figs. 2042-8; spiral springs,

figs. 2049-2094; and spiral graduated springs, figs. 2095-

2106). An elastic body to resist concussion. Springs

are also used to produce motion in a reverse direc ion to

that caused by some other applied force, as a brake-

spring and the spring of a door latch. The leading

forms of springs are elliptic springs and spiral springs,

which see. Modifications are the spiral-elliptic and the

half-elliptic springs. Volute and india-rubber, or gum
springs" are little used. Spiral springs are designated

accor ling to the number combined toge'her one within

the other, as double-coil, triple-coil, etc., or if the springs

are placed side by side, as two-group, four-group, six-

group, etc.; elliptic springs, according to the number
united to w >rk tog ther as one spring, are designated as

double or duplicate, triple or triplicate, quadruple, quin-

tuple, and sextuple. The main springs about a car are

nearly all spiral springs, except that elliptic springs are

almo-t exclusiv ly used for the bolster-springs of passen-

ger cars. The minor sp ings, designated in name by the

purpose which they serve, are the following, which see:

Back-spring. Lateral-motion spring.
Berth-spring. Mirror-frame spring.
Brake-'iose coupling- Release-spring.

valve spring. Safety-grate spring.
Candle-spring. Sash spring.
Coupling-spring. Sash-lock spring.

Double release-spring. Seat-latch spring.
Double sash -spring. Seat-lock spring.
Door-la fch sirring. Seat-spring.
Door-lock-bolt spring. Spiral seat spring.
Door-spring. Spiral sash-spring.
Graduating spring. Siving-bulster spring.
Journal-box-cover-spring. Window-blind spring.

The principal springs of a car suppori ing its weight are

the bolster-springs, also called bearing-springs or body-
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springs. Equalizing-bar or equalizer springs are used

in addition on passenger cars, as also sometimes journal

springs. Side journal-springs are used on street cars

and are sometimes keg-shaped or spool-shaped, which

see. Tension is communicated through the di aiv spring.

A separate buffer-spring or auxiliary buffer-spring,

which see, is sometimes used. See also Set of springs.

In European practice bearing-springs are semi-ellip-

tical ; buffing and draft springs rubber, semi-elliptical.

spiral or volute. The seat-cushions and backs are sup-

ported by sofa-spirings.

Spring-band (elliptic springs). 1, figs. i!031^£l. A
wrought-iron strap which embraces the plates at the

centre.

Spring-beam, (six-wheel trucks). 42, figs. 1969-70. A
transverse timber which rests on top of the bolster-

springs. There are two such to each truck, on which the

bolster-bridges which support the bolster rest. It is some-

times of iron, as B, figs. 1971-3.

Spring-block. 76, figs. 1957, 1967. A piece of wood used

as a distance-piece above or below a spring.

Spring-box (Westinghouse pump governor, which see). 5,

fig. 316.

Spring-burner. Figs. 894, etc. A lamp-burner to which
the chimney is fastened by a.spring.

Spring-cap. A cup-shaped piece of cast or wrought iron

for holding the top of a spring and against 'which the

latter bears. They are further distinguished by the

name of the spring, as bolster-spring cap, etc. The
spring-seat comes below the spring, but both these parts

are very commonly called spring-plates, especially in

large group-springs.

Spring-case. Fig. 2C47. A cast-iron bos made in two
parts to hold one or more spiral or india-rubber springs.

Such springs are nearly obsolete.

Spring-catch (for ash-pit door, Kohler stove). E, fig.

1473. (For feed-door.) J, fig. 1474.

Spring collar (Barnard door-holder). Fig. 777. A pecul-

iar spring washer made of tempered wire carried in the

floor-stop, with which the door-holder engages in such
manner as to be easily detached.

Spring door-latch. Figs. 989, 1022-4. A latch, the bolt

of which is thrown into contact with a catch by a spring

and is disengaged by a knob or handle. Such latches

are not arranged so as to be fastened with a key. See
Latch

.

Spring door-lock. Fig. 995. A lock usually called a
night-latch. See Latch.

Spring door-stop. Figs. 768-71. Se« Door-stop.

Spring draw-clevis (street cars). One which can slide

longitudinally, and whose movement is resisted by a
spring.

Spring draw-hook (street cars). One which can slide

longitudinally, and whose movement is resisted by a^

spring, so as to give it elasticity when subjected to>

tension.

Spring-edge (car upholstery). Figs. 1205-8-12-13. A term
applied to a method of upholstery which protects the

frame-work entirely by springs, so that it is not felt by
the occupant of the seat.

Spring end-sill. A long bar of some tough, elastic wood
used in certain narrow-gauge and other cheap cars as a
substitute for a draw-spring. It is bolted to the end-sills

at its ends only, and having a cast-iron draw-head bolted

to its middle. The natural spring of the wood then,

becomes a partial and cheaper substitute for a draw-
spring.

Spring-hanger. 1. (Elliptic springs.) 170, fig. 102 ; 102,.

fig. 1959. A T-shaped bolt or U-shaped iron strap which
sustains the end of a semi-elliptic spring. The T-hanger

is a bolt with a T-head passing through a slot in the

spring, used in locomotives, but not on cars. The U-

hanger is a strap which passes over the end of the

spring without requiring any perforations of the plates,

as at 170, fig. 102.

2. (English.) See Scroll-iron. End scroll-iron. Spring-

link.

Spring-hanger iron (cabooses, etc.). 171, fig. 102. A.

btnt bar fastened to a pedestal timber or wheel-piece, to

which the spring-hangers are attached.

Spring-hinge. Figs. 785-8. See Double-acting spring-

hinge.

Spring-link adjusting-screw, or tee-bolt (English).

85, fig. 205. An eye-bolt by which the tension of the-

bearing-spring and, to some extent, the height of the

car-b 1 dy above the rails can be regulated. Rarely

used except in passenger service, where it is very gen-

eral. A different style, having the bolt vertical, ia-

shown at 86, fig. 205, is the same as above, except that
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being vertical, it cannot put initial tension on the
|

spring.

Spring-lock. 1. (For feed-door, Kohler stove.) G, fig.

1474.

2. (Bissell stove.) Figs. 1374, 1396.

Spring-lock handle (Bissell stove). Figs. 1376, 1388.

Spring-padlock. Figs. 1029-37. A padlock, the hasp of

which can be locked by pressure only, without a key; so

called in distinction from a dead padlock.

Spring-pin. 41, figs. 1955-73. See Lateral-motion spring-

pin (passenger-car trucks).

Spring-pivot (deck-sash, which see). Fig. 1642.

Spring-plank. 43, 6gs. 1907-69. A transverse timber

underneath a truck-bolster and on which the bolster-

springs rest. Also called sand-plank or sand-board. A
spring-plarik safety-strap or guard, which see, passes

under the spring-plank. In iron trucks, iron spring-

plank bars take the place of the wooden spring-plank, as

S, figs. 1971-3. Large spring-planks are sometimes
framed, and so called, as fig. 2029. A swing sjmng-pilank

is used in passenger and other swing-motion (which see)

trucks. In rigid -bolster trucks the spring-plank is bolted

to the lower arch-bar of the truck-frame. Some excep-

tional trucks, as figs. 1942-4, 1948-50, have no spring-

p'ank nor bolster-springs.

Sprin^-plank bars (iron 6-wheel truck). S, figs. 1971-

1973. See above.

Spring-plank bearing. 44, figs. 1912-66. A casting on
which a spring-plmk rests, and which is supported by
th9 lower swing-hanjer pivot. Also called cross-bar

casting or spring-plank carrier, figs. 2110-11.

Spring-plank carrier, or cross-bar casting (swing link-

hanger). 3, figs. 2110-1. See above.

Spring-plank safety-strap (passenger-car trucks). 45,
figs. 1955-67. A U-shaped str^p of iron attached to the

transoms, and passing under the spring-plank, so as to

hold it up in case the swing-hangers or their attach-

ments should break.

Spring-plank timber (framed spring-plank). Fig. 20^9.

A timber forming one of the sides.

Spring-plate. Figs. 2094, 2096-7, etc. A common term
tor spring-seats and caps, especially those of considerable

size, as for bolster-springs. They are often provided with
spring-plate lugs to hold the spring in place.

Spring-plate lugs (bolster-spring). 5, figs. 2095-6. See
above.

Spring-pocket (strap drawbar). 1, fig 450. See below.

Spring-pocket, or strap, drawbar. Figs. 387-9, 450-2. A
drawbar with a rectangular strap or "'pocket" at the

back end in which the draw-spring is placed. So called

in distinction from a bolt or spindle drawbar.

Spring-saddle. 1. (Iron pas~enger-car trucks.) 103, fig.

1959. A n -shaped bar of wrought-iron, which is placed

on top of a journal-box surrounding the arch bar and on
which a spring rests.

2. (Street cars.) 7, fig. 1843. A similar part having
projecting ledges (spring-shelf) on each side, on which
Ihe springs rest.

Spring sash-holder. Fig. 1651. A little-used device for

holding up sashes.

Spring-seat. Figs. 2067-2106. A cup-shaped piece of cast

or wrought iron on which the bottom of a spring rests..

See Spring-cap. Spring-plate.

They are further distinguished by the name of the

spring for which they serve, as bolster-spring seat, equal-

izer-spring seat, etc.

Spring-shackle (English). See Spring-link,

Spring-shelf. See Spring-saddle.

Spring-stud (street cars). A round iron bar which rests
on the top of the journal-box or spring-seat and passes
through the centre of a spiral or rubber spring. The upper
end works in a guide and thus holds the spring in its place.

A similar bar has been used on steam-cars for transmit-
ting the weight from the spring to the journal-box.

Spring-toggle driver-brake. One of the four styles of
driving-wheel brake-gear manufactured by the Ameri-
can Brake Co. It differs from the general plan of the
bell-crank driver-brake, fig?. 363-5, chiefly in the interpo-
sition of a spiral spring between the brake-shoe and the
toggle-joint by which the power is applied, in order to
equalize the pressure.

Spring-yoke. A spring-saddle , which see.

Sprue (foundry). The piece of metal which fills the gate or
channel through which the metal is poured in making a
casting. This piece is broken off when the casting is

cooled. The gate itself is often called a sprue.

Sprue-hole. A gate of a mould for casting metals.

Spur-wheel (hoisting-gear, etc.). 9, figs. 77-8
; G, fig. 145.

Literally any cog-wheel, but usually meaning the larger
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one of a pair of wheels in gear, in distinei ion from the

pinion, which is the smaller one of the two.

2. (Lwer hand-car.) 9, figs. 1724-6.

3. (Slewing-gear of pile-driver car, which see.) 49,

figs. 1821-4.

Squab-cushion. One formed of a bag or case stuffed with

curled hair or other elastic material, not attached to

the seat, but simply 1 ad upon it. Now little used, box-

cushions being preferred. See Cushion.

Square-bar spiral-spring'. Figs. 2049, 2064A. See Spiral

spring.

Square door-bolt. Fig. 758. A door-holt made of a syuare

and straight bar of metal. When the bolt has an off-set

it is termed a square-neck door-bolt, as in fig. 759.

Square-end. 4, fig. 109, etc. ArectanguW piece on the

end of a shaft to wh ch a crank or wrench can be applied
;

also termed winding-arbor or crank-pin.

Square-lantern. Figs. 908, 961. A form having glass on

three sidps, used chiefly for fixed lights.

Square-root iron. A t- rm applied by manufacturers to

angle iron in which the corners are brought to a sharp

angle and not rounded off. Thus : L. Square-root iron

is one form of angle-iron, but is never meant when that

term alone is used.

Stake (flat or platform cars). 1, fig. 14 ; 198, figs. 113-5.

A stick of wood attached outsid-- tbe sills by a stake-

pocket or stake-pocket strap and stake-bolt, which see,

to keep the load from falling off. They are sometimes

attached by a m^re swiveling bolt, so that they can be

dropped down horizontal, if desired.

Stake-bolt (gondola and platform cars). £00, fig. 115. A
bolt passing through the end of the stakes, serving in

connection with the stake-pocket strap, wliich see, in

place of the ordinary form of stake-pocket, figs. 652-3.

Stake-hook (platf rm cars). 3, fig. 14. A hook on the

side of a platform car to hold a swiveling stake in an

upright position.

Stake-pocket (gondola and platform cars). Figs. 13, 15,

653-3. 1767. A cast-iron receptacle attached to the side-

sills to receive the end of a stake. A subsiitute is the

stake-pocket strap, which see.

Stake-pocket st-ap, or U-bolt (gondola, ~plat rorm and

stock cars). 2, fig. 652 ; 199, fig. 115. A U-sbaped bolt

flattened at the side, aud serving in connection wiih the

stake-bolt as a substitute for the ordinary form of stake-

pocket, when the stakes are intended as permanent
ait 'Chments.

Stake-pocket U-bolt. 2, fig. 652, etc. See above.

Stake-rest (flat cars). 2, fig. 14. A bracket or support on
which a stake re-ts when turned down horizontally.

Stake sleeve (flat or gondola cars). 2, fig. 653. A cast-

ing with a horn-shaped projection slipped over a stake

to hold up the hinged side of a platform or gondola car.

Stanchion. 1. A prop or support.

2. (Nautical.) A term very generally but not exclu-

sively used, for posts with an eye in one end which car-

ries a rope.

3. (Car and locomotive work.) Fig. 1040; 3, fig. 382,

etc. By analogy from nautical use, a metal post or

hanger with an eye in one end , w hich holds a rod or other

object, as a hand-rail or curtain-rod. The opposite end is

usually fastened by a nut, or with a flange or lugs which

form a part of the stanchion. Also see Windoio-curtain-

rod stanchion, fig. 1693.

Stand. " Something on which a thing rests or is laid.''

—

Webster.

See Radiator-stand. Seat-stand.
Revolving-chair stand. Water-cooler stand.

Standard. 1. Fig. 1735. A name sometimes applied to

the column or bolster guide-bar, which see.

2. (For cross-bar of Creamer-brake, which see.) 14, fig.

263.

3. (Of M. C. B. Association.) A considerable list of

standard details of cars, given separately below and
j"int'y under Master Car-Builders' Association, which

see, has already been adopted.

Standard automatic ventilator. Fig. 1568. A device

having a door which is caused to swing open automatic-

ally by the force of tbe exterior air into a position to

cause an exhaust draft.

Standard axles (M. C. B.), Figs. 1974-5.

Standard bolts and nuts (table). Fig. 1834. See Sellers

standard.

Standard brake-shaft attachments (M. C. B.). Figs. 656-7.

Standard brake-shoe and head. Figs. 1977-9. A widely

usei form of attachment, patented Sept. 5, 1882, the

peculiarity of which is the use of a dove-tailed joint

and the fact that the shoe is reversible. The weight of the

shoe, If in. thick, is about 20 lbs. and of the head about
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10 lbs. The shoe is held in position at the bottom by a

split-key.

Standard car-axle (M. C. B). Figs. 1874-5.

Standard east-iron drawbars. Figs. 453-538. A collection

of drawbars which are carried in stock for repairing

purposes on the New York, Lake Erie & "Western Rail-

road, in all probably including from one-fourth to one-

fifth of the important existing variation^.

Standard dead-blocks and height of drawbar (M. C. B.).

Figs. 405-8.

Standard distance-gauge between backs of flanges (M. C
B.). Fig. 1996.

Standard draw-gear attachments (M. C. B.). Figs. 401-

404.

Standard gauge. The most common distance between
the rails of railroads, which is through' 'ut the world 4 ft.

8* in. See Gauge. This gauge originated from the u=-e

of an even 5 ft. gauge with outside flanges. As inside

flanges came to be preferred, and had to run on the suae
rails (then with much narrower heads than now) the

present standard was of necessity used.

Standard journal-bearing and key (M. C. B.). Figs.

1984-92.

Standard journal-box (M. C. B.). Figs. 1997-2001.

Standard ladder and grab-iron attachments (M. C. B.>
Fies. 656-7.

Standard lamp-chimneys. Figs. 926-36. See table of

standard dimensions under lamp-chimneys.

Standard lamp-shades. Figs. 942-8. See Lamp-shade.
Standard lettering for line cars (M. C. B.). Figs. 658-9.

Standard limit-gauge for round iron (M. C. B.). Figs.

1825-6.

Standard pedestal (M. C. B.). Figs. 2021-4.

Standard screw-threads (M. C. B.). Fig. 1829. See also

Sellers and Whitworth.
Standard splice (M. C. B). Fig. 651. This is practically

but not formally one of the M. C. B. standards. See
Interchange of traffic.

Standard wheel and axle gauges (M. C. B.). Figs. 2114
-2123.

Standing, intermediate or partition pillar (English). 95,
figs. 204-207. American equivalent, post. An upright
piece in the body running its entire height. The term
is not applied to the comer or doorway pillars, which
see.

Sfcipls. A U-shaped piece of wrought-iron pointed at the

ends, to be driven into wood to hold a hasp, hook, pin,

etc.

Stationary-lock (freight cars). Figs. 1014, 1017, etc. A
lock permanently fixed to the door or side of the car, in

distinction from padlocks, which aro as yet the most
commonly used.

Stay. A beam, bar, rod, etc., by which two or more ob-

jects are connected together to prevent lateral dtviation

of one or both of them.

See Body queen-post stay. Lamp-stay.
Centre-stay. Pipe-stay.

Sill-step stay.

Stay-rod. A rod which acts as a stay. See Pedestal

stay-rod, 7, figs. 955-73.

2. (Of a derrick or crane.) 7, figs. 77-78 ; J, fig. 145 ;

D 3 , figs. 151-3. See Tension-rods.

Steam brake-valve (American Brake Co.). Figs. 360-2.

A part corresponding to the engineer's brake-valve of the

Westiughouse brake, by which the admission of steam
to the brake-gear is controlled.

Steam-car. A term used to designate ordinary railroad

cars when it is desired to distinguish them from street

cars.

Ste an-cylinder (Westinghouse brake). 3, figs. 293-9 ; figs.

294, etc. The admission of steam to this cylinder is con-

trolled by the reversing-piston and reversing-valve, which
operate the main steam-valves. See Cylinder.

Steam-cylinder gasket {upper and lower, of Westing-

house air-pump, etc.). 36 and 37, fig. 298, and 40-1,

fig 299. See Gasket.

Steam-cylinder head( Westinghouse brake). 2, figs. 298-9.

A cover for the top of the steam-cylinder.

Steam-pipe. 1. (Engine of Westinghouse brake.) 6, fig.

298 ; 14 and 35, figs. 298-9. The steam supply-pipe to

the steam-cylinder.

2. (Westinghouse pump-governor.) A, fig. 316.

Steam-pipe swivel (Westiughouse pump-governor). 11,

fig. 316.

Steam-pipe union (Westinghouse air-pump, etc.). 14,

fig. 298. & pipe-coupling, which is often called a union.

Steam-piston (engine of Westinghouse brake). 10, fig.

298 ; 7, fig. 299. See Piston.

Steim-piston packing ring (Westinghouse air-pump)

12, fig. 298 ; 9, fig. 299. See Piston.
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Steam tender-brake (American Brake Co.'s brake-gear).

Figs. 366-7. The brake-cylinder contains within it a

piston 2, almost completely filling it, leaving only a

small annular space within which live steam is admitted,

so that the loss by condensation may be as small as

possible.

Steam-valve, or main stesm-valve (Westinghouse brake).

18, fig. 311 ; figs. 294, 298-9. etc. A peculiar device for

controlling the admission of steam to the steam-cylinder

of the engines and air-pump, by means of the reversing-

piston, which see, working in the reversing-cylinder.

The upper and loiver steam-valves are of different diame-

ters and connected by a fixed rod. See Main steam-

valve.

Steam-valve bushing (Westinghouse brake). See above

and upper and lower steam-valve bashing.

Steeled-wheel (Hamilton's, which see). A cast-iron

chilled wheel to which a proportion of steel has been

added.

Steel tired wheel. Figs. 2146-2180. A wheel with a steel

tire. In the Sax & Rear wheel, which see, the tire is

welded to the body or centre of the wheel, which is made
of cast iron, The term, unless otherwise stated, how"
ever, always means that the tire is either bolted or

shrunk on.

Steel-tired or iron-tired wheels have been long in use

in Europe, but have only recently been introduced into

this country. The general form shown in figs. 215-8 is

that which English experience has settled on as the best,

and it is in almost universal use on English passenger

cars. The form shown in figs. 2162-5 is rapidly tending

to become the English standard for freight service. See

Mansell retaining-ring and tire-fastening, figs. 2152-8.

See also Allen paper-wheel. Ativood hemp-packed wheel.

Lindsay steel-tired wheel. Paige steel-tired wheel. Snow's
interchangeable-hub wheel. Thomas steel-tired wheel.

Wheel. Car-wheel, etc.

Steel-wheel. Fi<rs. 2148-9. A wheel which is made wholly
of cast steel. Rarely used.

Stem. See Buffer-stem. Graduating-stem. Reversing-

valve stem. Smoke-bell stem. The rod to which a valve

of any kind is attached is always called a stem.

Step. 1. A ledge on a stair or round or rung of a ladder.

2. A foot-piece for ascending to or descending from
a car or for standing in certain places or positions. Pas~

senger-car siejjs, figs. 686, etc., are from their locality

called platform-steps, or from their material box-steps.

On street cars only a single step is used, called the side-

step. See also (street cars) enclosed-step, longitudinal-

step or (English) foot-board. In freight cars a U-shaped

iron called the sill-step>, which see, figs. 656-7, is used
(M. C. B. standard dimension, + by If in. iron), and a
kind of platform on the roof, ca led the roof-step. A
small ledge on the end of a freight car near the top for

a brakeman to stand on when applying brakes ca'led the

brake-step, is also used, but has been condemned by vote

of the Master Car-Builders' Association. A bracket called

a tank-step is attached to the tanks of tank-cars. Steps

in stairs are connected by vertical risers.

Step hand-rail (street cars). 2, figs. 1840. See Hand-rail.

Step-hanger. 48, figs. 155-85. A vertical wrought-iron

bar by which the steps are supported from the corner of

a car and from the platform-timber.

Step-iron (platform steps). 47, fisjs. 155-85. A flit iron

bar bent to conform to the shape of the steps and their

risers and to which the}7 are fastened. It is bolted at the

upper end to the platform-sill.

2. (English.) 173, figs. 205-7. Also called leg-iron.

A wrought-iron forging attached to the sole-bar, and sup-

porting the upper and lower foot-boards, which see.

Step-ladder box (Mann boudoir cars). H, figs. 630-1. A
compartment under the seats for holding a step-ladder

which is provided for each boudoir for ascending to the

upper berth.

Step-riser. 5, fig. 686. The vertical portion of a step in

stairs.

Stevens brake. Fig. 232. An arrangement of brake-

levers patented by F. A. Stevens, 1852, by which the

pressure is equalized on all wheels. It consists of two

levers on each truck, the short arms of which are con-

nected together by a rod in the usual way. The long arm
on one of these, on each truck, is connected by a rod

and chain with the brake-shaft, and the long arms of

the other two are connected together by a rod so that

the brakes can be applied from either end of the car.

Stile. 8, fig. 370, etc. The upright pieces on the outer

edge of a door or sash, as door-stile, sash-stile, window-

blind stile, etc.

Stirrup. 1. A kind of ring or bent bar of iron resembling

somewhat the stirrup of a saddle. A drawbar carry-
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iron, 9, rigs. 3S3-400, is sometimes called a stirrup, as

below.

2. (Cowell platform and coupler.) 9, fig. 540. A
:stirrup-shaped iron, sometimes called a carry-iron, which
supports the drawbar in place. It is cast with a pocket
for inclosing the drawbar side-spring, 17, which latter

gives the coupler the necessary lateral motion. It takes

.the place of the Miller leaf-spring or coupling-spring.
'3. (Janney coupler.) 108, figs. 542-53. A drawbar

-carry-iron.

4. ( lanney-Miller coupler.) 51, figs. 554, 555-601.

Stirrup block (Miller platform). 30, figs. 636-7. A block

a tached to one of the centre-sills next to the platform
lenrl-timber, to receive the bolts which hold the drawbar
^carry-iron.

Stitched roll (upholstery). The finish for seams of car-

seats. Felt-edge, which see, fig. 1225, is used as a sub-

stitute.

Stock car. Figs 5-9, 33-4, 132-8. A car made for trans-

porting lives ook, usually having a tight roof, but open
gratia* sides and ends Certain little used varieties

• called box stock-ears, figs. 8-9, have only large grated
ventilators Double-deck stock cars are built for the

^carrying of sheep and ho:rs, and nearly all modern stop

k

.cars are so designed that they can be used as double-

.deck cars if desired. In order to prevent suffering and
injury to stock when carried in the common form of ^tock
•cars, various designs known as palace stock-cars (which
see. for list) have been designed and to some extent
used, but none of these are as yet in general use.

Stop (Janney-Miller coupler). 43, fips. 554. 555-601. The
guard used to prevent the Miller hook from uncoupling
by reason of lateral motion of cars.

2. (Miller coupler.) 13, fig-. 636, 638-40. A casting
attached to the platform end-timbers of a car to limit

the lateral movement of the hook on the adjoining car.

3. Anything which prevents or limits movement
;

usually called by ihe name of the object which it stops,

as the following, which see.

Berth-stop
Brake-lever stop.
Blind-stop.
Centre-stop.
Closed-door stop.
Deck-sash stop.
Door-stop.

Outside window-stop.
Partition-stop.
Sash-lock lower-stop.
Sash-lock stop.

Sash-lock upper-stop.
Sash-stop.
Seat-arm stop.

Drawbar stop.

Dra w-spring stop.

Floor-stop.
Inside ivindoiv-stop.

Open-door stop.

Stop-bar (emigrant sleeping-car).

Seat-stop.
Side-stop.
Spring-door stop.
Ven tila tor-stop.

Window-blind stop.

Fig. 685. A bar to con-

nect the two swats on which the seat-bottoms may rest

when drawn down to make up into beds. It rests upon
a, stop-bar plate, fig. 1294.

Stop-bir guide. Fig. 1296. An attachment to hold a stop-

bar in place laterally.

Stop ba-r hings. A, figs. 632-5. The hinge which enables

the stop-bar to swing horizontally.

Stop-bar plate. Figs. 682-5, 1294. See Stop-bar.

Stop-bead, or parting-strip. 16, figs. 692-694 More prop-

erly sash parting-strip. The strip dividing the groove

for the window-sash and the groove for the blind.

Stop-bo'.t (of car-do>r lock). G-, fig. 1005. An attachment

for throwing a door-latch out of gear.

Stop-brace (Miller coupler). 14, figs. 636-40. An iron bar

attached to the draw-timbers and to the lower end of a

stop as a brace for the latter.

Stopcock (for brake-pipe of Westinghouse brake). 16, fig.

311 ; fig. 293 ; 25,fi^.335. A faucet attached to the brake-

pipe of a Westinghouse automatic brake so that the pipe

can be closed if the brake-hose are to be uncoupled. If

the compressed air were allowed to escape from the

brake-pipe, the brakes would be applied.

Stop journal-bearing. Fig. 2004. One with a lug or pro-

ject m which bears against the end of the axle to re-

strain lateral motion and thus dispense with a collar.

Stop-key. See below and journal-bearing stop-key.

Stop-key journal-bearing. Figs. 2006-9. Similar to a

stop journal-bearing, except that the stop is carried on
the journal-bearing key or wedge.

Stop-latch. Figs. 995-1010. A spring door-latch with a

stop-bolt by which the latch can be fastened on one side

so as not to act. Also see Saloon stop-latch.

Stop-pin (American automatic compression brake). 29,

figs. 368-9. The pins passing through the governor-

blocks, by which the latter act upon the disk.

Stop-plate (for journal-box). 3, figs. 2005, 2008-9. A
metal plate which forms an end-bearing for the axle and
checks its end-motion. It is held in position either by
flanges cast in the box, or by attaching it to the journal-
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bearing or its key. Its object is to dispense with a

col'ar. In very limited use.

Stop-wedge. A stop-key. See Stop-key journal-bearing.

Stove. 128, figs. 169-177 ; figs. 1473-83 ; also, generally,

fi.^s. 1300-1537. An apparatus made usually of iron,

variously constructed, in which a fire is made for warm-
ing a room, house or car by direct radiation. When
the warming is effec'ed by convection, as with warm
air. not water, etc., the entire apparatus is called a

heater. Stoves are rapidly passing out of u-e for heating

passenger cars, but cast-iron or egg-shaped stoves are

largely used for freight service. Cook-stoves, fig. 1483,

are largely used for heating emigrant cars.

A cook-stove permanently fixed against the side of a

room and directly connected with the chimney without
the use of stove-pipe, is called a range ; used in dining

cars, etc., figs. 1480-2.

See Chilson stove. Egg shaped stove.
Cylindrical stove. Spear stove.

Winslow car-stove.

Stove-leg (Johnson heater). 1, fig. 1472. Stove-legs have
usually a beveled tongue fitting into a socket so as to be
easily removable.

Stove-pipe. N, fig--. 1484-5, etc. A tube, usually of sheet-

iron, for conveying the smoke from a stove or heater and
creating a draft. In heaters, commonly called smoke-
pipe, which see.

Stove-pipe cap. Fig. 1528. A U-shaped piece of sheet-

iron fastened to the top of a stove-pipe, serving as a
rough firm of jack, which see.

Stove-pipe damper. A circular disk in the stove-pipe for

regulating the draft.

Stove-pipe jac*. 129, fig. 158; 5, figs. 1486-9. A cover-

ing or bonnet for the aperture of a stove-pipe on the out-

side of a car. The te: m usually means a more elaborate
structure than a stove-pipe cap.

Steve-pip e ring. Figs. 1477, 1525. A metal plate or ring
attached to the ceding of a passenger car around the
opening through which the stove-pipe passes from the
inside to the outside of the car. It is used for ornament
or " to make a finish" around the opening for the stove-
pipe.

Stove-plate. Fisrs. 1500, etc. See Bottom stove plate.
Stove-ring. A stove-pipe ring, which see.

" Straight-air " (Westinghouse brake). A term now popu-

larly applied to the original form of the Westinghouse
air-brake. It is used only in combination with the auto-

matic air-brake and only for descending heavy gradients

where it is necessary to re-charge the reservoirs, which is

difficult with the automatic form. The double-check

valve, which see, was used to enable either system to be
used, but since the introduction of the pressure-retaining

valve, fig. 317, which retains sufficient pressure to enable

the train to be re-charged, the use of "straight-air" is

passing away, since there is no longer danger of the

train getting beyond control while re-charging the aux-
iliary reservoirs to make up for the loss of air in releasing

the brakes.

Straight closet hopper. Fig, 1093.

Straight-tank (tank car). One with the rings or plates of
* metal placed alternately inside and outside of each other,

as in fig. 139, in distinction from telescope tanks, which
see.

Strainer (Westinghouse brake air-pump). Figs. 294, etc.

See Air-strainer.

Straining-rod. See Brace straining-rod.

Strap. A long narrow strip of leather, cloth or metal.

See Axle safety-strap. Door-strap (street

Bell-cord strap. cars).

Bell-strap. Double pipe-strap.
Brake equalizer- Drawbar-strap (English).

strap. Hand-strap.
Brake safety-strap. Pipe-strap.
Dash-guard strap. Roof-strap.
Diagonal roof-strap. Safety-strap.

Signal-strap (street cars).

Strap (for drop-door beam of coal cars). 127, figs. 105-7.-

A v\ rough t-iron band attached to the top of the beam
and extending downward on the outside of the car, to

strengthen the connection between them, and protect

the beam from wear.

Strap-bolt, or lug-bolt. Fig. 1869. A round bolt with a

flat bar of iron welded to it, and usually with a hook on

the end which serves the purpose of a head. The flat

bar has holes in it, by which it is attached to a piece of

timber or other object by one or more separate bolts or

screws.

Strap-brake (hoisting-gear). 42, figs. 1821-4. A method of

controlling the spools by an iron strap which is pressed,

down upon the spool by a treadle.
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Strap drawbar. Figs. 450, etc. A spring-pocket draubar,

which see.

Strap-hunger. Figs. 734-7, etc. See Bell-cord hanger.

Strap-hinge. 1. Fig. 733. A door-hinge, the two parts of

which are made longer than those of a butt-hinge, and

of a triangular shape.

2. (Engli-h.) 71, figs. 116-119. In a freisht car

(goods icagon) a hinge in which the pin is welded to two
flat bars at each end, and the main part of the hinge is

turned while hot over the pin. The hinge has thus no
loose part. The main part or strap is secured to the door,

which it stiffen*. The flat ends of the pin are bolted to

the car. See Hinge-plate, 72, figs. 116-119. The main
part of a strap hinge.

Strap-sheave (postal cars). Fig. 1078.

Strap washer, or wa?her plate. 78, figs. 116-9. A
wrought-iron strap which takes the heads of several

bolts.

Sti eet car. Figs. 1835-64. A light car, usually with four

wl eels, constructed tor carrying passengers on street

railways and generally drawn by horses ; hence often

called horse-ears. A common form of street car is the two-

horse-car with two platforms, fig. 1837, but often much
longer than shown. Summer si reet cars with the seats

facing, fig. 1841, are very largely used, and are generally

at lea--t one section longer than the engraving. The re-

versible seat open street car is passing out of use. One-
horse street cars, figs. 183d and 1840, are largely used for

subordinate lines and less frequently reversible street

cars, rig. 1842. Double-deck or top-sea t street cars are very
rarely used in this country, although common in Europe.
The first street railway in tl>e world was the New

York & Harlem, incorporated in 1831. The first cars

were run November, 1832. from Prince S reet to Harlem
Bridge, the cars being in the form of three stttge bodies

carried on a single set of wheels, with side doors only,

but with a perch at each end for the driver. The next
street railway completed was the Sixth Avenue of New
York, in 1852. Immediate and rapid growth there and
elsewhere followed, and by the year 1858 street cars

were in use in all the large cities in the United States.

A line in Paris w?s introduced in 853, one in Cape Town,
South Africa, in 1859, and one in Birkenhead, opposite

Liverpool, in 1383.

Street-car brake (T\ler). Fig. 229. See Tyler brake.

Other styles are used, but the Tyler is most common.
Street-car centre-lamp. Figs. 833, 844, etc.

Street-car pedestal-springs. Figs. 2089-90.

Street-car side-seats. Fig. 1217.

Street-car wheel. Figs. 2137-40. A light cast-iron, single-

plate or open-plate wheel.

Strike-plate. Figs. 1242, 1254, 1277, 1637, etc. The
ke^er for a beveled latch-bolt against which it strikes,

so as to snap shut automatically. See Keeper, which is

a general term including and often used as a substitute

for strike-plate.

Striker-arm. Figs. 11: 2-3, 1170-1, etc. A seat-arm. which

see. The terms striker-arm and seat-arm are both used

in the trade.

Striker-plate. See Strike-plate.

String-board (passenger-car steps). 7, fig. 686. A vertical

board which supports the ends of the steps.

Stringer. (Carpentry.) "A horizontal timber connecting

posts in a frame, as a tie-timber of a truss-bridge ; a hori-

zontal tie in a floor-frarning."

—

Knight.

2. (Bridge construction.) The principal longitudinal

timbers at the base of the roadway or track structure,,

analagous to the sills of cars. Hence, this name is often

given to the sills of a car, as in figs. 1S02, 1811, 1814.

3. (Pile-driver cars.) 6, figs. 1821^. The top-stringers,

which see.

Stringer sway-brace (pile-driver car). 4, figs. 1821-4.

Cr.iss-bracing for the top-stringers.

Strip.

See Diagonal roof-strip. Parting-strip.
Lining-strip. Roof-strip.
Panel-strip. Sash-parting strip.

Strut (of a truss). 8, 9, figs. 2182-6. A member subjected

to a strain of compression. A vertical strut is usually

called a post.

Stud. 1. (Carpentry.) "A small piece of timber or joist

inserted in the sills and beams between the posts to sup-

port the beams or other main timbers. The boards on

the outside and the laths on tbe inside of a building are

also nailed to the ttuds."

—

Webster. A vertical scantling,

which see.

2. (Car construction.) 60, figs. 155-78 ; 16, fig. 1843.

A short vertical wooden post between the window-posts
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below the windows, extending from the side-sills to the

window sills.

3. A standing bolt, pin, boss or protuberance designed

to hold an attached object in place, especially one formed

of a headless bolt permanently screwed into a tapped

hole in a casting or forging so as to become a part there-

of. See Bracket-studs, 6, figs. 366-7. Brake-block sus-

pending-stud, 25, figs. 332-3. Eccentric-lever stud, 19,

figs. 322-3. Spring-stud.

4. (For jointed side-pawl of Creamer brake, which see.)

13, fig. 263.

Student lamp. Figs. 851-4. A lamp having a form of ar-

gand burner, which see, connected by a feed-tube K,
with a removable reservoir having a valve at the bottom
to permit the slow escape of the oil. The reservoir is so

placed i hat the level of (he oil is very near to the flame.

The whole lamp slides up and down upon a standard at

discretion.

Sub-door (refrigerator cars). S, figs. 130-130^. A small

door in a door, u^ed when main doors open inward, and
are thus liable to become blocked by freight shifting, to

permit entrance for removal of obstruction. The sub-

doors open outward.

Subu ban excursicn-car. Fig. 49*. A car with open
sides and ends, which mty be closed with curtains or

bl nds, for carrying passengers on suburban stearn-roads

in summer.
Summer street-car. Figs. 1839, 1841. See Street car.

Summer street-car curtain. Figs. 1839. 1841. A cloth
usually made of heavy canvas, to inclose open cars and
exclu e rain or sunshine.

Sun-burner (mineral-oil lamp). Figs. 884-9. A lamp-
burner, of wliieh a great variety of forms differing in
minor details exist, but which all agree in being provided
with a chimney, wide and cylindrical at its base, and
held in plice by a thin circular metal plate, cut v.ith in-

dentations around its outer edge, so as to act as springs.
See Sun-hinge burner.

Sundriss (bolts, jacks, pulleys, turnbuckles, etc). Fi<*9.-

1865-87.

Sun-hinge burner. Figs. 885-7. A burner bearing an
external resemblance to the sun burner and controlling
the flame and air-supply in the same manner, but carry-
ing the chimney like a hinge burner. A no-chimney sun-
hinge burner, fig. 890, is also used,

Sun lamp-chimney. Fig. 930. See Sun-burner and lamp-

chimney.

Supply-pipe. 1. ("American" horizontal-cylinder steam

driver-brake.) 19, figs. 353-9. The steam supply-pipe to

the brake-cylinder.

2. (Air-pump, Westinghouse brake.) 8, figs. 295-7,

294, etc. A pipe through which the air enters the air-

pump. More commonly called air-inlet.

3. (Suspended heater.) D, figs. 1529-32. The inlet for

cold air.

Supply-valve (of reducing-valve, West, train-signal appa-

ratus, which see). 5, fig. 691.

Support. " That which upholds, sustains, or keeps from
falling, as a prop, a pillar, a foundation of any kind."

—

Webster. See Cylinder-lever support. Drummond sup-

port. Pipe support.

Susemihl & Miller grain-door. Figs. 373-6. A grain-

door which is moved in and out of place by swinging it

upon a pivoted guide-bar 2 working upon a segment or

quadrant 3. The guide-bar is fixed at one end to the

guide-bar pivot and attached at the other to the grain-

door by the guide-bar plate 5. When out of use the door

is supported upon the grain-door rest 6 and when in use

to close the door is kept in place by the grain-door

keeper 7.

Suspended heater. Figs. 1529-32. A heater consisting of

an exterior furnace carried, with coal supply, etc., un-
der and outside of the body of the car, between the

trucks, warming the car by currents of hot air or steam.

Several different designs have at various times been tried.

A modification of the Baker heater, which see, in this

style has recently been made and is now known as the

Standard ear-heater. The draft of this latt r is regu-

lated by a valve connected with a diaphragm exposed to

the pressure of the steam, which is carried at about 10

lbs. The radiating pipes are coated with wire coils to

increase the radiating surface.

Suspender-beam (Miller platform). 29, fig. 638. A short

transverse piece of timber framed into the drawbar tim-

bers underneath the end-sill.

Suspending-link. 23, figs. 322-3. See Brake-block sus-

pending-link. Swing-hanger.

Suspending-plate. 24, figs. 322-3. See Brake-block sus-

pending-plate.
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Suspending-stud. 25, figs. 332-3. See Brake-block sus-

pending-stud.

.Sway-brace. 4, figs. 1S21^. A term borrowed from the

similir parts used in ti> sties to designate any form of

diagonal bracing, but more especially timber planking

spiked on the main timbers of a structure. See Stringer

sway-brace.

Sweeping-car, or sweeper. Fig. 70. A car with rotary

brooms for sweeping snow from a railroad track. The

brooms are attached to a horizontal shaft which is con-

nected by suitable gearing with the axles, and the brooms

are thus made to revolve. Used only in cities.

Swing-barrel truck. Fig. 1904. A form of freight truck,

which see, for rapidly loading barrels, having a bail to

throw over the head of the barrel for holding it in place.

Swing-beam. See Swing-bolster. Swing spring-plank.

Swing-bolster. 30, figs. 1912-69. A truck-bolster (so

called in distinction *rom a rigid-bolster) which bears on
springs that are supported by a transverse timber called

a spring-plank, which is suspended by hangers or links,

so that it can swing laterally to the truck. As the

^springs rest on this plank and they support the bolster,

the latter can swing with the spring-plank. The object

of providing this SAinging motion to the bolster is to

prevent, as much as possible, lateral blows and shocks

from being communicated to the car-body, and, vice

versa, to prevent the momentum of the car-body from
acting with its full force on the truck.

Nearly all passenger-car trucks are swing-bolster. In

freight trucks practice is about evenly divided. At the

Master Car-Builders' Convention, 1884, the vote in favor

of adopting the swing-bolster in a standard truck was 32

to 30.

Swing-bolster spring. 40, figs. 1964-7. See Lateral-mo-

tion spring.

Swing-hangers. 46, figs. 1912-69. Bars or links attached

at their upper ends to the transoms of a swing-motion

truck, by which the spring-plank is suspended at

their lower end so that it can swing laterally. Various

forms are (1) solid bars with an eye at each end
; (2)

swing link-hangers, which see, figs. 2110-11, made like

a long link of a chain ; (3) those made with a fork or

clevis at one end and a boss at the other ; and (4), figs.

2112-13, those made with a very short link attached to

an eye-bolt passing through the transom. These latter

are called eye-bolt link-hangers.

Swing-hanger friction-block. 50, figs. 1961-2. A cast-

ing, or bearing of considerable diameter, on which
the upper end of a swing link-hanger rests. See also

below.

Swing-hanger friction-washer (lower and upper, for

swing link-hanger). 3 and 7, figs. 2110-11. A cast-iron

chafing block serving no other purpose than to take the

wear. It is only occasionally used. A friction block is

almost synonymous, but is usually a larger casting.

Swing-hanger pivot (lower and upper) (passenger-car

trucks). 47-8, figs. 1955-73; 2110-11. An iron bar by
which a swing-hanger is suspended, or which supports a

spring-plank. The lower spring-hanger pivot is more

commonly called a cross-bar or mandrel-pin. The upper

one is carried in a swing-hanger pivot bearing attached

to the transom.

Swing-hanger pivot bearing. 49, figs. 1912-69. See

above.

Swing-hanger shaft. A sioing-hanger pivot or cross-bar,

which see.

Swinging-platform (pile-driver car). Figs. 1821-4. A plat-

form carrying the entire pile-driving gear in such man-
ner that it can be swung about at right angles to the

car so as to project for a considerable distance on either

side. It swings upon a centre-plate and its movements
are controlled by the slewing-gear, which see. A cabin

is almost always built upon it and the floor is con-

structed with sills and end-sills corresponding to those

usually used in a car-floor. Eemovable wings, 20, are

sometimes provided to support the swinging-platform

when swung out in this manner. See Pile-driver car.

Swinging-platform centre-plate (pile-driver car). 46,

fig. 1822. See above.

Swinging-platform end-sill (pile-driver car). 18, figs.

1821-4. See above.

Swinging-platform sill (pile-driver car). 18', figs. 1821-4.

See above.

Swinging-sash. A window or blind sash which is hung

and swings on hinges. See Door-case sash (street cars).

Otherwise rarely used.

Swing-joint (Cobb's pivoted seat-arm, which see) 3, fig.

1171. More properly seat-back pivot. A pivot joint in

the middle of the seat-back to which the seat-ann is
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attached. An ordinary seat-arm is rigidly attached to

the seat-back at right angles thereto.

Swing-links, etc. Figs. 2107-2113. See Swing-hanger.

Swing link-hanger. 46, fig. 1962; 1, fig'. 2110-11. A
swing-hanger, which see, made iu the form of an open

link.

Swing-motion. A term applied to an arrangement of

hangers and other supports for the springs and truck-

bolster which enables a car-body to swing laterally on

the truck. See Sicing-bolster. Swing-hanger.

Swing-motion gear. See above.

Swing-motion spring. 1. A bolsfpr-spiring, which tee.

2. A lateral-motion spring. 40, figs. 1964-7.

Swing-motion truck. Figs. 1912-20, etc. A truck with

a bolster and spring-plank suspended on sw ng-hangers

so that they can swing laterally to the truck-frame.

Also called swing-bolster truck in distinction from a

rigid-bolster truck.

Swing spring-plank. 43, figs. 1912-69. A transverse

timber underneath the bolster of a four-wheeled truck,

or the spi-ing-beam of a six-wheeled truck, on which the

bolster-springs rest. A swing spring-plank differs from

an ordinary spring-plank in being supported by hangers

or links. See Spring-plank.

Switching. The act of moving ca rs from one track to

another by means of switches, as in making up or sepa-

rating trains, and placing ti>e cars on the trai-ks and in

the places where they are needed. Also occasionally

called drilling, or regulating, and in England shunting

or marshaling.

Swit. hing-eye. Fig, 657. More commonly, push-block,

which see. A cast-iron socket usually attached to the

lower corner-plate of a freight-car. to which a push-bar

can be attached, to move the car by an engine on an ad-

joining track. A pull-iron, 58, figs. 132-8, is some-
times called a switching-eye.

Swivel. 1. (Of a chain.) A twisting link, consisting of a

headed pin, entering into an eye or ring in an adj icent

link, as in the turnbuckle, fig. 1881. The object is to

avoid kinking. Hence the term is applied to many forms
of equivalent devices, consisting essentially of a ring sur-

rounding a headed bolt in such manner as to permit rota-

tion.

2. (For end ventilator opener.) Fig. 1605. See above.

3. (Janney-Miller coupler.) 61, figs. 554, 602-35.

One of the parts connecting the platform-lever to the Mil-

ler hook. It enters on to the sicivel-hook 62.

Swivel-hook (Janney-Miller coupler). See above.

Swivel turnbuckle. Fig. 1881. One of the commonest
forms of turnbuckle, which see. See also swivel.

T, or Tee (pipe fittings, which see). Figs. 1338, 1343, etc.

A '-shaped cast-iron tube for uniting one pipe at right

angles to two others in the same line. The pipes are

screwed into the arms of the T. A reducing-tee, which
see, has the arms of different diameters.

Taber burner. A burner similar to the dual, figs. 873-4,

except that it has two wicks in one tube instead of a-

separate tube for each wick.

Table (parlor and sleeping car.-). 40, fig. 679. A removable

board attached to the side of the car by inserting a table-

hook fixed to the table into a table-hook plate fixed to the

side of the car. The inner end of the table is supported

by a table-leg, which is sometimes vertical and some-

times slanting, which see. The tables of dining-cars,.

which see, are permanently fastened to the floor and
sides of the car. A drop-table, fig. 193, is used in.the

kitchens of dining-cars.

Table furnishings. Figs. 1538-1552.

Table-holder. Fig. 1543. A special form of table-hook.

See Table.

Table-hook. 19, fig 678 ; figs 1539, 1543. See Table.

Table-hook plate. Fi.s. 1538-44 ; 20, fig. 678. See Table,

Table-leg hook. 40, fig 6'J5. A metal hook which is at-

tache d to a slanting table-leg. It engages in a plate

attached to the side of the car. See Slanting table-leg.

Table-leg-hook plate. 41, figs. 694-5. See Slanting-

table-leg.

Teg (seal-lock). M, fig. 1011 ; 1, fig. 1109, etc. A loose

label used chiefly in connection with seals. They are

now often made of metal.

Tag-holder (seal-lock*. L, fig. 1011.

Tag-holder clasp (seal-lock). K, fig. 1011.

Tail-lamp, or tail light. 141, figs. 102-3 ; figs. 907-73.

A signal-lamp attached to the rear end of a train. They
are always carried on the platform, usually in pairs, and

very commonly also at the side of the car so as to be-
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visible from the engine. They are often of two or more

colors.

2. (English.) A colored signal lamp carried at the rear

end of the last vehicle of a train. See also Side lamp.

Tail-pin (of Janney coupler). 18, figs. 542-554, 555-601.

A short wrought-iron pin securing the draft-bolt to the

coupler.

Tangye hydraulic jack. Fig. 1887. One of the more

elaborate and complete forms of hydraulic jacks, which

see. The internal construction of all hydraulic jacks

bears a general resemblance to that shown, but is ordi-

narily less elaborate.

Tank. 1. (Passenger cars.) 1, fig. 1570. A water tank

for the wash-room.

2. (Pintsch gas-lighting apparatus.) H, fig. 812. More
properly recipient, which see.

3 (Tank car.) 106, figs. 139-42. A boiler-iron recep-

tacle for oil, sometimes made of uniform diameter or

straight, but generally made telescopic by slipping each

successive ring inside the other, s> as to bevel the tank

towards the middle, to afford better drainage. I' is held.

in place by tank-bands, fastened to tank band hooks on

the top of the car to prevent the tank from turning. A
tank-dome is added at the top and tank-heads are used

to close the ends. A tank-nozzle is used for emptying
the oil, closed by a lank-nozzle cap, which latter is fast-

ened to the nozzle by a tank-nozzle cap chain. The oil is

drawn off through the tank-valve, which see.

4. (Westinghouse brake.) 1, figs. 295-7. The main
reservoir.

5. (Winslow heater.) Figs. 1534-6. See Safety-tank.

See also Safety water-base (Bissell heater).

Tank-band. 107, figs. 139-42. See Tank.

Tank-band hook. See Tank.

Tank car. Figs. 22, 139-42. A car provided with a large

tank, which see, for carrying oil. They were formerly

in very extended use, but have been pirtiallysupplanted

by the introduction of pipelines, of which some thou-

sands of miles are now in use.

Tank-dome. 108, fig. 139-42. See Tank.

Tank-head. 106', figs. 139-12. See Tank.

Tank-nozzle. 115, figs. 139-42. A short pipe used to

empty the tank, which see. It is usually cast in one
piece with the tank-valve seat, which see.

Tank-nozzle cap. 118, figs. 139, 142. See Tank.

Tank-nozzle-cap chain. See Tank.
Tank-step (lank car). A metal shelf or bracket fastened

to the tank to facilitate acce-s to the top of the dome.
Tank-valve. 1. (Tank-car). 114, fUs. 139, 142. A valve

attached to the bottom of the tank to draw off the

consents.

2. (Water-cooler). Figs. 1597-9. A valve used
with wati r tanks which extend to the roof, and some-
times with other smaller fixed tanks, for enabling them
to be completely drained when desired. Also called

water-cooler valve.

Tans-valve cage. 116, figs. 139, 142. Ametal inclosure,

over the top of a tank-valve, as a guide for it.

Tank-valve rod. 117, tigs. 139, 142. A rod for opening
and closing a tank-valve extending from the valve to the

top of the dome.
Tank-valve seat. 115, figs. 139, 142. A metal plate,

with one opening in it, closed by the valve. It is riveted

to i he underside of the tank and has a nozzle attached to

it to which pipes are connected for conducting the oil.

Tanner brake. Fig. 233. A device for operating brakes

on two trucks at once, which is said to be the invention

of Mr. Henry Tanner, and was patented by him in 1852.

It consists of a lever 9, having a fixed fulcrum in its cen-

tre attached to the body of the car. The ends of this

lever ar^ connected by tods and chains 4, 4, with the

brake-shafts at the two ends of the car ; and at points

intermediate between the ends and the fulcrum, the

lever is connected by rods 6, 6, with the brake levers

2, 2. The centre-lever 9 can thus be operated and the

br kes be applied to both trucks by the brake-shaft and
wheel at either end of the car. A difficulty with this

form of brake is, that unless the adjustment of the con-

necting-rods and brake-shoes is perfect, the pressure of

the brakes will not be alike on the two trucks.

Target-lamp (operator's). Fig. 971. A signal-lamp, which
see, used for attaching to fixed targets or semaphore

signals. No special form of signal-lamp is required or

used for this purpose except that they are powerful and
well-construe ed lamps.

Tarpaulin, or wagon-sheet (English). A piece of stout,

flexible waterproof painted canvas, measuring about 20

X 13 ft., used to prottct the contents of open freight

ca's (wagons) from the weather. Cords fastened to its

edges are tied to slieet-rings (which see), by which it is
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firmly secured to the vehicle. It is largely used, as it

saves much of the dead weight of a covered car, and gives

an equally good protection, except from theft.

Tassel. See Windoiv-curtian tassel. 33, fig. 695.

Tassel-hook. See Window-curtain holder. 29, figs. 693-

5. Both tassels and tassel-hooks are now rarely used.

T-bolt (English). See Spring-link adjusting-screw.

T-bolt (long) (Janney coupler). 13, figs. 54.2-554, 555-601.

The bolt passing through the centre buffer-spring, and

securing it to the' yoke and equalizer.

T-bolt (short) (Janney coupler). 14, figs. 542-554, 555-

601. The bolt uniting the combination-yoke to the horn.

T door-knob (for narrow-stile doors). Fig. 750.

Teak. An oily, hard and most durable wood, raised in

India. Largely used for ship-building or other purposes

requiring strength and exceptional durability. It has an

oily, odorous sap, shrinks Utile, and does not corrode

iron. Generally used for passenger car bodies in Eng-

land.

Teak-wood-centre wheel. Figs. 2151-8. A form of steel-

tired wheel, in which triangular blocks of teak-wood are

used to connect the hub to the tire, which latter is at-

tached to the wood by Mansell retaining-rings. This

wheel is the almost universal standard for English pas-

senger service, but it has been considered that it would
not stand the dry American climate. See Wheel. Car-

wheel. Mansell icheel.

Tee. See T.

Telegraph-cock, or faucet. Figs. 1592-5. A self-closing

cock, the lever of which resembles the key of a telegraph

instrument. See Lever-faucet. When the water enters

the cock horizontally they are called horizontal tele-

graph-cocks, as fig. 1592. When it enters vertically they

are called vertical telegraph cocks. See Faucet.

Telegraph hand-car. Figs. 1712-14 (3-whceled) and fig.

1716, with table of dimensions and weight, A light

hand-car for the use of telegraph linemen.

Telescope-drop (centre-lamps). Fig. 839. A series of tubes

telescoped one within the olher in such manner as to

enable the lamp to be readily lowered for lighting or fill-

ing. They are not in general use.

Telescope-truck. Fig. 1905. One of the many special

forms of freight-trucks, which see, so constructed as to

grasp a light packing-box or other load by hooks of

readily adjustable distance apart. They are caused to

engage by simply pressing on the handles.

Telescopic tank (tank cars). See Tank.

Tender-brake. 1. (American Brake Co.) Fig. 366-7. See

steam tender-brake,

2. (Westinghouse brake). Figs. 295-7. See Westing-

house brake. The Westinghouse tender brake-gear does

not differ essentially from that used under cars, except

that the brake-cylinder has a piston-sleeve, which see,,

which has now been dispensed with iu the car-gear.

Tender-buffer (Janney coupler). 75 and 76, fig. 602-35.

The buffer used on locomotive tenders so as to meet
the buffers on passenger cars equipped with the Janney
coupler. They are made both flat-face and round-face.

Similar attachments for the Miller coupler have recently

been introduced, but a mere loose link is much used.

Tender coupler (Janney coupler). 74, figs. 602-35. The ap-

pliance for coupling locomotive tenders to cars equipped

with Janney couplers. See above.

Tender-coupler catch-spring (Janney coupler). 72, figs.

602-35. See Catch-spring.

Tender-cylinder (Westinghouse brake). Figs. 307, 330.

See Brake-cylinder.

Tender drain-cup (Westinghouse brake). 26, fig. 311. A
larger cup than that used under cars.

Tender-hose (Westinghouse brake). 11, fig. 297 ; 54, fig.

311. A hose which connects the brake-pipe on the tender

with the engine. It has no coupling, and is usually at-

tached to the engine pipe by a union-joint.

Ten-group bolster-spring. Fig. 2085. See Spiral-spring.

Tenon. 1. The projecting end of a piece of timber fitted

for insertion into a mortise by cutting away a portion

on one~or more sides. Sometimes the tenon is made
cylindrical. Tenons are secured in their mortises by-

pins or by giving them a dove-tail, which see.

2. (Of lnrnp-platform, which see.) A, fig. 1190.

3. (Standard brake-shoe.) Fig. 1977. The part so called

is not strictly a tenon.

Tension-bar. Any bar subjected to a tensile strain. The

upper member of an iron body-bolster, 2, fig. 217-19, is

called the tension-bar.

Tension-member (of a frame, truss, beam or girder).

Truss-rods, brake-rods, etc., are tension members in dis-

tinct! >n from compression-members, which see.

Tension-rod (of a derrick or crane). 7, figs. 77-78; J, fig.
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145; D 3 , figs. 151-3. A horizontal stay connecting the

top of the mast and boom. It is of fixed length in a crane

and of adjustable length in a derrkk. See Derrick.

Tension-rod clevis (of a derrick or crane). L 2 , figs. 151-3.

A clevis, which see, sometimes carried at the upper end

of the boom to which the tension-rod connecting the

boom and mast is attached.

Test bar (for limit gauges). Fig. 1825. A bar for testing

the correctness of limit-gauges, which see.

T-hanger. See Spring-hanger.

Thatcher corrugated wheel. Fi2s. 2144-45. A single-

plate wheel in which the use of brackets to stiffen the

plate is dispensed with, by making the entire plate of a

corrugated form.

Theatre-seats (dining cars). Figs. 193, 214. An ordinary

double car-seat having two separate seat-bottoms which

can be raised up into a vertical position in the manner
usual in theatres, in order to make the inner seats more
easy of access. AM modern dining cars have these

seats.

Thermometer (passenger cars). Fig. 1047. A somewhat
elaborate form of the familiar instrument for measuring

temperature. It is usually conspicuous by its absence.

Thielsen truck. Figs. 1937^0, 1821-4, etc. An all iron

freight-car truck invented by Mr. H. Tbielsen, now of

Portland, Oregon, having rolled iron channel-bar tran-

soms riveted to a transom-casting at each end. It is in

wide and general use and several modified types exist,

as figs. 1915-20, and a number of others not shown by
drawings. The essential feature upon which the patent

is claimed is in the riveting of the arch-bars and chan-

nel-tar transoms to the transom casting.

Thimble. 1. A bushing.

2. A sleeve or tube through which a bolt passes, and
which may act as a distance-piece. A thimble is u-ually

round, but sometimes square, as smoke-pipe thimble,

fig. 1426.

See Axle-safety bearing thimble. Body bolster thimble.
Brake-shaft thimble. Buffer-thimble.

3. (Janney coupler.) 37, figs. 555-601. A small cast-

ing in which the point of the catch-lever rests.

4. (Wilson's flexible car-window blitid.) D, fig. 1646.

A closely-wound bit of spiral wire, serving as a distance-

piece for the slats.

T-hing-e. Fig. 784. A door-hinge, one part of which is

made like a strap-hinge, and the other like a butt-hinge,

so that the shape of the whole resembles a letter T.

Third-class carriage (English). A car which performs
much the same functions as an American so-called "first-

class " passenger car, since it carries 83 per cent, of the
passengers, but very dissimilar in arrangement, weight
and size. It generally weighs about 20,000 lbs. and is car-

ried on four or six wheels, divided into five com partments,

and seats fifty passengers. The seats and backs aie -

comfortably shaped and upholstered in rep, stuffed

with horsehair. Sofa springs and carpets are generally

omitted, but parcel-nets and blinds are generally pro-

vided. The comfort of this class of carriage has been
very much improved of late years, and in respect to the -

seats is perhaps superior to that of ordinary American
cars. The interior finish is considerably inferior, the in-
terior being generally painted and grained.

Thomas' steel-tired wheel. Figs. 2174-76. A wheel in-

vented by Theodore Thomas, President of the Jersey City

"Wheel Foundry & Machine Works, the essential feature

of which is the use of wooden cushioning-blocks inserted

in cushionivg-pockets in the wheel-centre so that the tire

bears entirely upon these compressed blocks. The tire

has an internal-flange by which it is bolted to the wheel-

centre through the radial-arms. The wooden cushion-

ing hocks are forced into the cushioning pockets under
pressure.

Thread. See Screw-thread.

Three-group graduated bolster-spring-. Fig. 2105. See

Graduated Spring. Spiral spring.

Three-group spiral spring. Figs. 2073-5. See Spiral

spring.

Three-link drawbar. Figs. 383-6, 451, 467. A Potter

drawbar, which see.

Three-way cock (Westinghouse brake). Fiss. 318-9. A.
cock formerly carried on the locomotive for applying

and releasing the brakes. It has been supplanted by the

engineer's brake-valve, figs. 334, etc., which see.

Three-way joint (Coolbaugh's lamp-holder). Figs. 967-968.

.

A kind of knuckle-joint admitting of motion in any one

of three directions.

Three-wheeled h^nd-car. Figs. 1712, 1714. A light

hand-car with two wheels on one rail, somewhat like a i

velocipede, and a third wheel on the opposite rail merely
to steady the vehicle. They are worked either with

;
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levers operated by the hands, or by treadles with the

feet, or both. See Handcar.
Threshold, or threshold-plate (passenger cars). A Door-

sill, which ses.

Throat (of a car-wheel). The interior angle of a flange

where it joins on to the tread of the wheel. See Flange.

Thrcttle-valve (Westinghouse brake). 13, figs. 295-7. An
angle globe-valve (('. e., one having the entrance and

exit pipes at right angles to each other) attached to the

locomotive for admitting steam to and shutting it off

from the air-pump.

Through body-bolt (English). 75, figs. 116-118. Nearest

American equivalent, sill-and-plate rod. A bolt passing

vertically through the body and securing the various

parts of the sides or ends together.

Thumb-lever (Hartley chair). 10, figs. 1154-S. The catch

or lever by which the position of the head-rest is con-

trolled.

Thumb-piece. F, fig. 1623. A general t»rm applied to

many forms of lugs or projections for moving springs,

catches, or other movable mechanical parts.

Thumb-screw. A screw with two projecting flat-sided

flanges adapted to be turned with the finger and thumb.

Ticket-holder. Fig. 1258 ; 25, fig. 6TS. A metal clip

or spring attached to the side of a sleeping-car

berth for holding the tickets of the occupant of the

berth. They are now rarely if ever used, on account of

the danger of theft, tickets being collected by the sleep-

ing-car porter for the night.

Tie. "A beam or rod which secures parts together and
is subjected to a tensile strain. It is the opposite of a

strut or straining-piece, which acts to keep objects apart,

and is subject to a compressing force."—Knight.

Tie-bar. A bar which acts as a tie See Draic-timber tie-

bar. Pedestal tie-bar. Pedestal-brace tie-bar. Transom
tie-bar.

Tie-bolt (Janney coupler). 110, fig. 553. A long bolt

passing through the end-sill and holding on the buffer-

beam outside of the platform end timber.

Tie-plate. 1. A main carline, which see.

2. (Iron-frame car.) Cj, fig. 147. Flat plates riveted

to the top flange of the iron sills, usually over the

bolsters and sometimes between them, to connect the

.sills together and serve the same purpose as the floor-

timber distance-blocks and sill tie-rod, with wooden
sills.

Tie-rod. A rod which acts as a tie.

See Body-counterbrace tie-rod. Girth tie-rod.

Brake-block tie-rod. Lever-frame tie-rod.

Cylinder-lever tie-rod. Platform tie-rod.

End-brace tic-rod. Safety-beam tie-rod.

End-girth tie-rod. Sill tie-rod.

Wheel-piece tie-rod.

Tie-timber. See Cross-frame tie-timber.

Tiffany refrigerator car. Figs. 11-12, 130a. An ice and
salt car belonging to the class of cars having the ice-supply

on the roof. The ice pin is V-shape 1, and the ice-pan

gutter carries off the drainage-water through a conduc-

tor-tube of 2-J-in. galvanized-iron pipe leading to a drip-

pan under the car. Insulation is effected by dividing

the sides by two intermediate partitions of half-inch

boards into three spaces, of which two are air-tight, and
one, the outer, ventil ited. Four thicknesses of felt,

lapped at the joints and fastened by tin tacks, are also

used. The cars were formerly built 28 ft. in length (inside

measurement). The more recent cars are built 30 ft.

long, inside. Their weight is about 25,000 lbs. ; ice capac-

ity, 4,000 lbs. See Refrigerator-car.

Timber. A stick of wood of considerable size.

See Brake-hanger timber.
Cross-fra me tie-timber.

Diagonal floor-timber.
Dra wbar cross-timber.
Draic-timber.
Pedestal-timber.
Platform end-timber.

See also Block, jiost, sill, etc.

Platform-timber.
Rocfcr-bearing timber.
Rocker-timber.
Spring-plank timber.
Transversefloor-timber
Wlieel-timber, etc.

Timber-wagon (English). A short four-wheeled flat car

with a swivehng bolster, chains, pnsts, etc., adap-ed to

carry timber in the lo.j, whica rests on two or three tim-

ber-wagons coupled together.

Tim's JDurnal-box. Figs 2011-12. A little used style of

journal-b >x having an oil-cellar under the usual recep-

tacle for packing.

Tin car-roof. A roof consisting of a layer of boards rest-

ing on the rafiers and running lengthwise to the car
T

covered with tin pla es the edges of which are soldered

together. Now rarely, if ever, ustd except for passen-

ger cars.

Tip. Figs. 1267-73. An ornamental knob on the end of
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a rod. More commonly called acorn. See Basket-rack

tip. Berth curtain-rod tip.

Tip car. Figs. 24-5, 39^10, 143. A car so constructed

that its body can be tipped so as to allow its contents to

slide out. Often also called clump-car. They are some-

times eight-wheeled but usually four-wheeled. A style of

eight-wheeled tip car has been introduced to some ex-

tent, which is slowly tipped by gearing, known as the

Van Warmer car.

Tip-car door. 154, fig. 143.

Tire. 5, figs. 2148-9, 2177-80, etc. A heavy hoop or band
of iron or (usually) steel forming the ring or periphery of

a wheel to impart strength to it and to resist wear. In

this country car-wheels are generally cast, but within a

few years steel-tired wheels have come into general use

for passenger service. They have been practically uni-

versal in European practice, and multitudes of devices

for fastening them securely to the wheel have been
devised. See Tire-fastening. The usual dimensions for

tires are 5J to 5£ ins. extreme width by 2J- to 3 in.

thick.

In England the word is usually spelt tyre. The name
is supposed to come from the fact that iron bands were
first used on wheels in the cily of Tyre, Syria.

Tire-bolt. 2, figs. 2148-9, 2177-80, etc. A screw-bolt for

holding a tire on a wheel-centre. When retainiug-rings

are used the bolts pass through the rings and hold them
and the centre and tire together.

Tire-fastening. 30, fig. 116 and figs. 2151 to fig. 2158

show the principal English methods. Other modes are

shown on tigs. 2160, 2163-64, 2166-68, 2169-71, and 2175.

The Mansell fastening, less clearly shown in figs. 2162-

65 and 2177-78, is the mode of securing the tire to the

wheel which becomes operative when the shrinkage of

the lire alone is insufficient to prevent the latter leaving

the wheel. In England the methods shown in figs.

2156, 2157 and 2158. are the most approved. No tire

fastened by either of these methods has ever left the

wheel, even when the tire has broken.

Toe (of a car-wheel flange). The extreme outer point

where the wheel has the largest diameter.

Toe-nail. A nail driven in obliquely to fasten the end of a
board or other piece of timber to the surface of another.

The stick so fastened is said to be toed.

Toilet. Figs. 213. etc. Another name for a saloon.

Tongs, or crabs (pile-driver and wrecking cars). 22, figs.

1821-4, fig. 144. A device for anchoring the body of the

car to the track when in use. A jack-screw is used in

connection with the tongs to raise the body of the car, so

as to bring a strain upon the tongs. See Bolster jack-

screw, which is a different device for the same purpose.

Tool-box. 24, figs. 77-8. A box very frequently placed

under the body of the car, especially in derrick or wreck-

ing cars, for carrying tools and supplies.

Tool car. A box car arranged for carrying all kinds of

tools, ropes, etc., which are used, in case of accident to

trains on the road, in replacing or removing the cars or

engines on or from the track. Such cirs are often used

when any heavy objects are to be moved, as is necessary

in erecting bridges, etc.

Tool cars are also known as block cars and are often

fitted up with sleeping berths for workmen. A tool oar

usually serves as a tender for every wrecking car.

Top. See Basa-top, cast-iron top, main-top, smoke-top,

etc., of Baker, Bissell, and other heaters, figs. 1300-

1537.

Top arch-bar. Fig. 1785. More properly, simply arch-bar,

which see.

Top-arm (Creamer brake, which'see). 4, figs. 263-4.

Top-chord (of a truss). 13, figs. 2181-7. The upper out-

side member of a truss, especially one divided up into

panels. The members of mere trussed beams, like figs.

2181-2, are not commonly designated as chords.

Top (or upper) cylinder-head (Westinghouse driving-

wheel brake-cylinder). 5, figs. 314-5. See Cylinder-

head.

Top door-rail. 149, figs. 158-85 ; 4, fig. 370. The up-

permost horizontal bar or piece of a door-frame.

Top door-track. 65, figs. 87-96, 132-8. See Door-track.

Top end-rail (coal car). 137, figs. 105-7. A horizontal

stick of timber which forms the top of the end frame.

Top light-rail (English). 103, figs. 204, 205. A part of

the body-framing of a carriage forming the top of the

window opening.

Top of case (Gouge heater). 79, fig. 1409. See Case.

Top of mouth-piece (Gouge heater). 4, fig. 1407. See

Mouth-piece.

Top panel-batten (English). 107, fig. 205. American
equivalent, furring. A part of the body-framing to

stiffen the top-pauel, which is pinned to it.
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Top-plate (Spear heater). Figs. 1493-1518. Similar parts

are used in nearly all stoves. See Top. Outside top-

plate. Inside top-plate.

Top-rail (pf door). 4, fig. 370, etc. See Top door-rail.

Top-reservoir journal-box. Fig. 2010. A journal-box

having a reservoir for oil or grease above the journal,

from which the oil flows to the journal. Rarely used in

this country, but common in Europe, with either oil or

some form of grease as a lubricant.

Top-ring. 1. (Base-plate of Spear heater). 22, figs. 1486-90;

figs. 1510-13. A cast-iron ring which rests on top of the

base-plate, to which the easing is attached.

2. (Johnson heater). 25, fig. 1472.

Top-seat street-car. Fig. 1838. See Street car.

Top side-bearing. A body side-bearing. See Side-bear-

ing.

Top side-rail (coal car). 136, figs. 105-7. The horizontal

piece of timber which forms the top of the side. A
similar part in roofed cars is called theplate.

Top-stringers (of pile-driver car). 6, figs. 1821-4. See

Leader.

Top-valve (Westinghouse engineers brake-valve, which
see). 3, fig. 334. The valve by which compressed air is

permitted to escape to apply the brakes.

Tornado-larnp. A general term applied to lamps which
receive their supply of air through a long tube, usually

connected with the supports or arms of the lamp, so as

to check the effect of sudden gusts of wind. Figs. 835,

838, 845, 860, 867 are on this principle. Hurricane-lamp

is another name for the same thing.

Torpedo. Fig. 1886. A cylindrical detonating cap pro-

vided with clips for folding under the head of the rail

for the purpose of making a loud alarm as a signal on
the passage of engines over them. The basis of the

detonating compound is fulminate of mercury. The
interior pieces of iron, to insure the explosion of the ful-

minate, are termed a it rils. The best torpedoes have three

anvils. A torpedo with spring clips has recently been
introduced for attaching to the track from the rear end
of a train in motion by means of a patented carrier to

be held in the hands of the trainman, which insures

that the torpedo will not escape except to clasp the head
of the rail. The same device is also used to attach blue-

lights to the track, burning for a fixed length of time.

Torrey door-spring. Fig. 755. See Door-spring.

Towel-rack. Fig. 1583. A tray for holding clean towels.

Towel-rod. Figs. 1587-90.

Towel-roller bracket. 2, figs. 1585-6, 1589. A bracket

for supporting a towel-roller. There are two. the.fixed-

end and loose-end bracket. The principal supply of

towels, however, is usually carried in a towel-rack or

hung on towel-rods.

Track. A rail or bar which forms a path on which any-

thing, as a door, runs. Sliding doors have usually two
door-tracks, bottom and to}) door-track, as 65, 66, fig*

82, etc.

2. (Pile-driver car.) 47, figs. 1821-4. A circular track

upon which the rollers of the swinging-platform travel.

A rack is connected with it, as a part of the slewing-

gear.

Track-sweeper. Fig. 70. A sweeping car, which see.

For city use only.

Train-car. Figs. 44-7, etc. A caboose car, which see.

Train signal-lamp. 141, figs. 102-3. A lamp attached

to a car as a signal, usually to the last car on a train,

and commonly called a tail-light. See Signal-lamp.

They are usually some form of lantern, like figs. 956-73.

Lanterns of ordinary form, but usually with red globes,

are also used.

Train-signaling apparatus (Westinghouse). Figs. 687-91,

325. A substitute for the bell-cord arranged to give

train signals by compressed air. A separate line of sig-

nal-pipe similar to the brake-pipe extends throughout

the train, connected between the cars by hose and coup-

lings. A car signal-valve, connected to this signal-pipe,

is located in each car and attached to the bell-cord, in

such manner that pulling on the cord releases air from

the signal-pipe. On the engine is a small signcd-reservoir,

to one end of %vhich is fastened the signal-valve, which

is also connected with the main signal-pipe and a small

signal-whistle. The supply of air is received from the

main reservoir through a reducing-valve, which main-

tains a constant and low pressure of about 15 lbs. per

square inch in the signal apparatus.

When the car valve is opened by pulling on the cord

the pressure in the reservoir moves the diaphragm in the

signal-valve so as to carry the valve 5 away from its seat,

permitting a portion of the air in the reservoir to escape

and blow the whistle. Signals can be given in this way
at the rate of four or five per second with great cer
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tainty. If the train breaks in two the whistle is blown

loudly for a considerable time.

Tiansom. 1. Primarily a cro?s-piece.

2. (Carpentry.) A horizontal piece framed across a door

or double-light window. The term is also applied in the

general sense of a cross-piece in other ways.

3. (Car-building, swing-bolster trucks.) 20, figs. 1912-

67. One of two horizontal cross-beams attached to the

side-frames, between which the swing-bolster is placed.

They are usually made of wood, but recently they have

been made of iron. See also Middle-transom. Outside-

transom (six-wheel trucks, figs. 1969-73).

4. 22, figs. 82-92 ; 26, figs. 155-185. The body-bolster

is also sometimes called a transom or body-transom, but

incorrectly. The term body-transom is more properly

limited, when used at all, to the needle-beam or cross-

frame tie timber, which see.

5. (English.) Commonly spelled transome, which see.

Transom bearing-block. A piece of wood or iron placed

on top of a transom, under the attachment or bearing of

a swing-hanger, to raise it up higher.

Transom-casting. 28, figs. 1912-40. A casting attached

to a truck-frame and to which the end of one or both of

the transoms are fastened.

Transom chafing-plate. 27, figs. 1955-69. A plate at.

tached to the side of a transom to prevent it from abra-

sion.

Transome (English). 3, figs. 116-7, 204-6. A needle-beam

or cross-frame tie-timber, which see. More commonly
called cross-bearer, which latter term is also in use in this

country.

Transom-pillar (diamond trucks). 29, figs. 1937-9. A
small casting acting as a distance-piece between the

transom and inverted arch-bar.

Transom tie-bar. 23, figs. 1955-67. A wrought-iron bar

bolted to a pair of transoms, sometimes above and some-
times below, to hold them together.

Transom truss-block. 25, figs. 1945-6, 1955-69. See
Transom truss-rod.

Transom truss-rod. 24, figs. 1945-6, 1955-69. Transverse

rods attached at their ends to the wheel-pieces, which
extend alongside the transoms and are inclined down-
ward under a central transom truss-block so as to strength-

en the transoms. Generally, two such rods are used

with each truck.

Transom truss-rod washer. 26, figs. 1945-6, 1955-69. See

Washer.

Transverse floor-timbers (tank and street cars). 11, figs.

139-42 ; 10, fig. 1843. Timbers which extend across the

car underneath the floor and on which the latter rests.

They are used only when there are only two sills. Not

to be confused with needle-beams, which are under the

Transverse tie-rod (English). 10, fifs. 205, 2C6. Ameri-

can equivalent, sill tie-rod. A long rod which serves to

bind together the underframe transversely.

Trap (for refrigerator car). E, fig. 131. An S-shaped pipe

largely used in all forms of plumbing work for permit-

ting the exit of water while preventing the entrance of

air.

2. (Gouge heater.) 6, figs. 1405-7. See Cinder-trap. -

Trap-door. A door in a floor or roof, closing flush there-

with when shut.

By resolution of the Master Car-Builders' Association,

1884, it was recommended that a trap-door be added in

the roof of passenger cars as a safeguard in case of acci-

dent. See also Platform trap-door.

2. (Janney-Miller coupler.) 68, figs. 602-35. A small

iron door in the platform giving access to the centre

buffer-yoke.

3. (Lorenz refrigerator car.) N, figs. 130-130*. A
door in the floor, giving access to the drip-pan, etc.

Trap-door spring (Janney-Miller coupler). 65, figs. 602-35.

The spring used to keep the trap-door securely closed.

Tread. 1. (Of a step.) Thepart on which the foot is placed.

See Tread-board. Rubber-tread.

2. (Of a car-wheel.) 25, fig. 2002. The exterior cylin-

drical surface of a car-wheel inside of the flange which
comes in contact with the rail. The usual width is

about 4 in., measured from the throat or inside of the

flange, and about 5£ in. out to out measurement, from
outside of flange to outside of wheel. Variations of a

fraction of an inch either way are as yet frequent, no
standard section having yet been adopted.

Tread-board, (of a step). 46, figs. 155-85. The horizontal

part on which the foot is placed.

Treadle (for hand-car brake). 4, figs. 1724-6. (For pile-

driver car winding-gear.) 42, figs. 1821-4. A foot lever

connected to any form of machinery or to a brake, for

actuating or controlling the same.
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Triangular washer. Fig. 1877. An iron plate or block,

the cross-section of which is triangular, and which forms

a bearing for the nut or head of an inclined brace-rod.

Also called beveled washer, but the latter term is chiefly

used when the angle between the two faces is small.

Tri-colored inspector's lamp. Fig. 960. See Inspectors

la mp.

Tri-compo, or tri-composite carriage (English). A com-

posite coach in which separate compartments for first,

second and third class passengers are provided.

Trigger. See Sash-lock trigger. 2, figs. 1659-61.

Trimming-cap. A car-seat moulding, which see. Figs.

1199-1204.

Triple-coil nest-spring. Figs. 2054-58, 2061, etc. See

Spiral spring.

Triple coupling-link. 1, fig. 440. A kind of chain used

with the draw-hoolcs of English draw-gear. Used in

America for four-wheeled coal cars only.

Triplet (of elliptic springs, which see). Figs. 2038, etc.

Triple-valve (Westinghouse brake). Figs. 293, 332-3, etc.

A small slide-valve which is operated by a piston, the

two being contained in a suitable body or case and placed

between the auxiliary-reservoir and the brake-cylinder.

for admitting the air from the former to the latter, and
closing connection between the brake-pipe and auxiliary

reservoir when the brakes are to be applied, and for re-

leasing it from the brake-cylinder and reopening con-

nection between the auxiliary reservoir and brake-pipe

when the air pressure is restored in the brake-pipe in

order to take off the brakes.

2. (Westinghouse freight brake-gear.) 10, figs. 338-9;

11, figs. 352 : 353. A special form not differing in princi-

ple from the passenger brake-valve but generally com-
bined with the reservoir and brake-cylinder in one single

part for economy and convenience of attachment.

Triple-valve bracket (Westinghouse brake). 28, fig. 311.

A four-legged standard in the nature of a distance-piece

to which the triple valve is attached.

Triple-valve branch-pipe (Westinghouse brake). 20, fig.

325. A short pipe by which the triple-valve is con-

nected with the brake pipe.

Tripping-lever (Creamer-brake, which see). 7, figs. 263-4.

Tripod. 1. A three-legged stand.

2. (For lamp-shade.) Fig. 937. A cheap substitute for

a shade-ring.

Trough (refrigerator car). K, figs. 130-130|.

Truck. 1. "A small wheel ; hence trucks, a low carriage

for carrying goods, stone, etc., either on common roads

or on railroads. Indeed, this kind of carriage is often

called a truck, in the singular."

—

Webster. The term
is applied to different kinds of small vehicles used on
and about stations for handling freight and baggage by
hand, sometimes in a confusing sense. The usage seems
to be increasing, however, to speak of baggage barrows
and freight trucks, although both are sometimes desig-

nated as barrow-trucks, figs. 1898-1906. Four-wheeled
vehicles, called baggage wagon-trucks and freight wagon-
trucks are also used. Vehicles of this class are also desig-

nated as warehouse-trucks. Special varieties shown are

the telescope, swing-barrel and self-loading trucks. Many
others exist in limited use.

2. Figs. 1907-73. A car-truck, which is, mechanically.

a small four-wheel (or sometimes six-wheel) car, under
each end of an American car-body and carrying the

latter as a dead load by means of two swiveling centre-

plates connected by a centre-pin or king-bolt. The
purpose of the truck is to enable short wheel-bases to be

used in connection with long car-bodies. See Car-truck.

The credit of the invention of the truck has been dis-

puted, but it seems clear that it belongs to John B. Jervis,

Chief Engineer of the Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. and
of the Erie Railroad during its construction. Passenger-

car trucks are nearly always of wood, although iron is in

increasing use. For freight-car trucks wood has almost

passed out of use except for the transoms, truck-bolsters

and spring-planks, and iron is being rapidly substituted

for the latter as well. The standard freight-car trucks

as now built are almost invariabty of the diamond-truck

pattern, figs. 1907-40 and approximate more and
more closely to the general design of the all-iron

Thielszn truck, figs. 1937-40. At the convention of the

M. C. B. Association, 1884, the following were recom-

mended as details which a standard freight-car truck

should embody, and a committee was appointed to sub-

mit a design in accordance therewith to the next annual

convention, viz.: 1, 5-ft. wheel-base ; 2, diamond form ; 3,

channel-bar transoms ; 4, to be adapted to either swing

or rigid bolster. In respect to the swing or rigid bolster,

the vote was 32 to 30 in favor of the swing-bolster.
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For the price allowed for trucks by the rules for inter-

change of traffic, see Freight-car.

See also Continuous-frame Rigid-bolster truck.

truck. Swing-motion truck'.

Pair of tnicks.

3. (English.) American equivalent, freight car. This

term is never used in England in the American sense,

the word bogie beirig used instead. Truck has precisely

the same meaning and application as wagon, which see.

See Carriage-truck.

Truck-bolster. 30, figs. 1907-68. A cross timber or

beam in the centre of a truck to which the lower

centre-plate is fastened, and on which the car-body

rests. The truck-bolster is connected to the body-bolster

by a centre-pin which passes through it. The truck-

bolster for a six-wheeled truck consists of a frame
formed of two timbers at each end, calledspringbeams,

which rest on the springs, and one in the centre, called

a truck centre-beam, to which the truck centre-plate is

attached. .All three are united together by longitudinal

iron bars or wooden beams. This is represented in fig.

1970. See Swing-bolster.

Truck-bolster chafing-plate (passenger trucks). 36, figs.

1960-9. A plate attached to a swing-bolster to protect

it from wear.

Truck-bolster guide-bars (diamond trucks). 37, figs.

1907-11. 1927-32. More commonly called columns. Cast-

iron posts between the arch-bars, held in place by
column-bolts, which form a guide for the end of the

bolster. They are not used with trucks which have a

swing-motion, and only with rigid-bolster trucks when
thn latter have bolster-springs, which latter, however,

are almost universal.

Truck-bolster guide-block. 38. figs. 1907-11. 1927-31. A
cast-iron shoe for the end of a truck-bolster, which slides

vertically between the columns or bolster guide-bars.

They are used only in connection with the latter.

Truck-bolster jack-screws. S, fig. 148. See Bolster

jack-screws.

Truck-bolster king-post. 33, fig. 1950. See King-post.

Truck-bolster truss-block. 32, figs. 1910-1, 1927-32. See
Truss-block.

Truck-bolster truss-rod (rigid-bolster trucks). 31, figs.

1907-^19. etc. A rod attached near the ends of a wooden
truck-bolster. In swing-bolster trucks, rods of a simi-

lar nature are used, as 24, figs. 1945-7, termed transom

truss-rods.

Truck-bolster truss-rod bearing. 34, figs. 1907-42, etc.

Truck-bolster truss-rod washer. 35, figs. 1907-50.

Truck centre-plate. 63, figs. 1907-69. See Centre-plate.

Truck check-chain eye. 70, fig. 1963. See Check-chain.

A body check-chain eye is also used.

Truck check-chain hook. 69, fig. 1963. A hook on the

end of a check-chain.

Truck details. Figs. 1974-2180.

Truck end-piece. 17, figs. 1907-73. See End-piece.

Truck-frame. Figs. 1907-2030. A structure composed of

wooden beams or iron bars, to which the journal-boxes

or pedestals, springs, and other loose parts are attached,

and which forms the skeleton of a truck. See Con-

tinuous truck-frame. Truck side-frame.

Truck-frame king-post (continuous-frame trucks). 18,

figs. 1948-50. The iron post in the centre of the side-

frame between the two pedestals.

Truck-frame knee-iron (passenger-car trucks). 81, fig.

1956, etc. An interior angle-plate of cast or wrought

iron to connect the truck-frame together.

Truck-frame queen-posts (wooden freight-car trucks). 39,

fig. 1945. Short iron columns between an upper arch-

bar or wheel-piece and an inverted arch-bar, which act

as distance-pieces.

Truck knee-iron. 81, fig. 1956, etc. See Truck-frame

knee-iron.

Truck-side. A truck side-frame, which see.

Truck side-bearing. Figs. 2028-30 ; 61, figs. 1907-69. A
plate, block, or roller attached to the top of the truck-

bolster, on which a corresponding bearing fastened to

the body-bolster rests. Their purpose is to prevent the

car-body from having too much rocking or rolling mo-

tion. They are made of various forms, such as a plain

metal plate, to protect a wooden bolster from wear, a

cup-shaped casting to hold oil or grease and waste, and

various forms of rollers, balls, rockers, studs, and the

like. See the names in italics.

Truck side-frame. Figs. 1907-2030. The longitudinal

portion of a truck-frame, on the outside of the wheels,

which extends from one axle to the other and to which

the journal-boxes and bolsters or transoms are attached.

See Diamond-truck side-frame, in designating which the

term is chiefly employed.
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Trunnion. The pivot upon which any body, as a gun,

revolves. The term is usually applied to bearings for

objects of irregular shape, and having slow or irregular

motion, as distinguished from the journals, of wheels,

etc. See Leader-trunnion, 15 and 51, figs. 1821-4. Lad-

der-trunnion, 32, figs. 1821-4. Uncoupling-lever trun-

nion-plate, 21, figs. 633, 640.

Truss. Figs. 2181-8, etc. A frame to which rigidity is

given by uniting the parts so that its figure shall be in

effect cut up into triangles, making it incapable of distor-

tion by turning of the bars about their joints. The sim-

plest form of truss is that in which a truss-rod and king-

post are put underneath a beam to strengthen it, as in

fig. 2181, or two beams are framed together in the

form of a letter A, and tied together at their lower-

ends by a rod or another beam, as shown in fig. 2182.

These are called king-post trusses. Another form is that

in which two posts are used, as shown by figs. 2183-4,

which are called queen-post trusses. This is not a per-

fect truss, since it is capable of altering its shape by

simply bending without rupturing its parts, when un-

equally loaded. In order to prevent this, counterbraces

1 1 and 9 are added. The extension of the principle of

the truss represented by fig. 2183 by the addition of

more posts, gives the well-known form of truss known
as the Pratt or Wliipple truss, represented by fig. 2185,

in which all the braces are subjected to strains of ten-

sion and the posts to compression. The extension of the

same principle represented in fig. 2184 gives the well-

known Howe truss, fig. 2186, in which the braces are sub-

jected to strains of compression and the vertical mem-
bers to tension. As cars are not so unequally loaded as

bridges, the trusses used in car-frames usually have

braces which incline in one direction only, from the cen-

tre to the point of support, as shown in figs. 82-185.

The Warren or triangular tmss, figs. 97-101, recently

introduced into car-building, has all its web-members
(parts within the chords) inclined at an equal angle.

The Challender truss, which see, fig. 185 b, is a kind

of plate girder. See Girder. See also Bastard Hou-e.

Bastard Pratt. Framing. Bunk truss (of logging cars),

fig. 1789.

Truss-arch (passenger car framing). Fig. 645. See Fram-
ing, etc.

Truss-beam (Miller platform). 22, figs. 636-S. See Plat-

form truss-beam.

Truss-block. 4, figs. 2187-8. A distance-piece between
a truss-rod and the compression member of a trussed

beam, which forms a bearing for both. See Body-bolster

truss-block. Transom truss-bloek. Truck-bolster truss-

block. Figs. 215-26, 1907-73.

Trussed brake-beani. 4, figs. 245-6, 250-1.

Truss-plank (passenger-car frames). 63, figs. 155-85; 1,

fig. 695. A wide piece of timber bolted to, and usually

locked into, the posts on the inside of the car immediately

above the sills.

A substitute for the truss-plank and body truss-rod at

once is the Challender truss, which see, fig. 185b. The
end truss-plank, 32, fig. 186, is a continuation of the

latttr across the ends of the car, for uniformity of finish.

Truss-plank cap. 64, figs. 175-6. A strip of wood at-

tached to the top of a truss-plank between the seat-

frames.

Truss-rod. 1, figs. 2181, 2187-8, etc. An inclined rod

used in connection- with a king or queen-post truss, or

trussed beam, to resist deflection. It is attached to the

ends of the beam, and is supported in the middle by a
king-post, truss-block, or two queen-posts between the

beam and the rod. A substitute for the body truss-rod

as well as for the truss-plank and body-brace rods of an
ordinary car-frame is the Challender truss, fig. 1856,

which see. Various forms of truss-rods are the follow-

ing, which see:

Body bolster truss-rod. Derrick truss-rod.
Body truss.rod (centre Hand-car truss-rod.
and outside). Inverted body-truss-rod.

Brake-beam truss-rod. Platform truss-rod.
Cross-frame, or needle- Safety-beam truss-rod.
beam truss-rod.

2. (Cabin of pile-driver car.) 37, fig. 1822. Oblique

rods parallel with the braces, connecting the swinging-

platform sills with the top-stringers.

Truss-rod bearing. 3, figs. 2181. 2187-8, etc. A bearing

used to furnish support to a truss-trod, at an angle or

bend in the latter, as

Body truss-rod bearing, 179, figs. 93-6, etc.

Body-bolster truss-rod bearing, 5, fig. 215.

Truck-bolster truss-rod bearing, 34, figs. 1907-42.

The bearing over the bolster of a long body truss-rod running
from end-sill to end-siU \s called a body truss rod saddle, pro
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ably in part from its form. A distinction has been attempted
between a truss-rod bearing and a truss-rod saddle, founded
upon the direction of the strain which it resists, and this dis-

tinction has been preserved in figs. 3181-8 of this edition. It

cannot, however, be said to be founded on usage, either of
bridge builders or car-builders, except in reepect to the body
truss-rod saddle, as above stated.

Truss-rod iron. 24, fig?. 159-67. A bar of iron, having

an eye. to which a body truss-rod is attached, bolted to

the under side of a sill below a body-bolster. It is an
imperfect form of attaching body truss-rods almost out

of use for freight cars and in decreasing use for passenger

cars.

Truss-rod saddle. See note to truss-rod bearing and body
truss-rod saddle, 23, figs. 88-138 ; 21, fig. 155, etc.

Truss-rod washer. 2, fig. 2181. A large flat or beveled

washer, used under a nut on the end of a truss-rod.

Sometimes called a skew-back. See Body-bolster tniss-

rod washer. Truck-bolster truss-rod waslier.

Tubed oil-screws. Fig. 911. See Oil-screivs.

Tubular car. A form of. car construction recently intro-

duced which consists in constructing the sills and floor-

framing of iron gas-pipe. The plan has not yet come
into general use, nor are its merits as yet generally ad-

mitted.

Tubular lantern. Figs. 983-4. A lantern having no
guards except a rectangular frame of tubes through
which the air-supply is also carried. They are in two
forms, with shade reflector and square or side reflector.

Tubular square lamp. Fig. 908. See above.

Tufting button. Fig. 1230. A button used in upholstery

to hold the cord which passes through the upper cover-

ing of the upholstered surface, dividing it up into squares
or diamonds, producing the effect shown in the seats in

figs. 212-3. Car-seats in general are not tufted.

Tumbler. 1. A drinking-glass.

2. (Foundry). A machine for cleaning castings, loco-

motive tubes, etc. It consists of a case mounted on a
shaft on which it is made to revolve. The articles inside

of the case are cleaned by their attrition against each
other and the case.

3. (Locksmithing.) Figs. 1029-37, etc. " A latch en-
gaging within a notch in a lock, bolt, or otherwise, op-

posing its motion until it is lifted or arranged by the key
so as to remove the obstacle."

—

Knight. In the Yale
lock, fig. 1028, the tumbler is simply a pin cut in two.

which, when the proper key is inserted, is raised to such

a point that the joint of the tumbler comes exactly op-

posite the joint of the escutcheon, permitting the same
to revolve.

Tumbler-dog (Miller's padlock). C, figs. 1036-7. A catch

to hold the hasp locked except when it enters the

tumbler.

Tumbler-holder. Figs. 1575-6. A bracket or stand for

holding glass tumblers or drinking cups. They are

either single or double.

Tumbler-spring (Miller's padlcck). F, figs. 1036-7.

Turnbuckle. Figs. 1881-3 ; 23, figs. 155-85 ; B, figs. 1087-9
;

28, figs. 363-5, etc. A device.inserted in the middle of a

long rod for changing its length. Right and left screw

turnbuckles, or single screw turnbuckles, figs. 1881-2, are

the most common, but pipe or tube turnbuckles, fig.

1883, have been shown to give the greatest strength for

the same weight as well as the neatest outside appear-

ance.

Turn-under (English). See Fall-under.

Twin door-panels. 10, fig. 370; fig. 1845. A pair of panels

side by side in a door, formed by inserting &parting-rail

into a wide panel.

Twin-washer. Fig. 1875. A double-washer, which see.

Twin-window. 138, figs. 161-8. Two small and rather

narrow windows placed side by side. The tendency is

to abandon the use of all such irregular forms.

Twisted flat wire (for car seals, which see). Fig. 1118. A
form adapted to prevent the possibility of the lead seal

being stripped from the wire and afterwards replaced

upon it.

Two-group spiral springs. Figs. 2067-72, 2095-6, etc. See

Spiral sj)rings.

Two-horse street car. Fig. 1837. The most common form
of street car, which see.

Two-light centre-lamp. Figs. 834, etc. See Centre-lamp

and chandelier. The majority of centre-lamps as now
constructed are two-light burners.

Two-spring slip-burner. Fig. 881. See Slip-burner.

Tyler-brake (street cars). Fig. 229. A simple form of

brake-gear for applying outer-hung brakes from either

platform. The pressure upon the brake-beams is not

equal.

Tyre (of a wheel). See Tire.

The spelling " tyre " is the English method and cor-
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responds with the supposed origin of the word, which is

from the fact that iron bands were first used on wheels

in the city of Tyre, Syria.

XX

U-bolt. Fig. 1870. A double bolt made of a bar of iron,

bent in the shape of the letter U , with a nut and screw
on each end. See Brake-hanger carrier. Stake-pocket

U-bolt.

U-hanger. 102, fig. 1959. A U-shaped strap fastened

over the end of a half-elliptic spring. See Spring-hanger.
A 1-hanger is one with a T-headed bolt passing through
a slot in the end of the spring. Not used in car con-

struction.

Umbrella-rest (for cuspidor). Fig. 811. Small tubes used
in connection with cuspidors having large mats, as a
means for holding umbrellas upright for drainage.

Uncoupling-chain (Miller coupler). 16, fig. 640. See
below.

Uncoupling-lever (Miller coupler). 15, fig. 640-1. A
lever attached to the platform of a car, and connected
by the uncoupling-chain with the coupling-hook or

drawbar, to disengage or uncouple it from the one on
the adjoing car. It is fulcrumed in an uncoupling-lever

trunnion -piate fastened under the platform end-timber,
and passes through a hole in the latter, which is rein-

forced above by the uncoupling-lever ptafe. The
uncouplingrlever wedge, attached to the platform by the
uncoupling-lever wedge-chain is inserted in this plate to

hold the lever in either one of its extreme positions. An
uncoupling-lever ratchet on the platform railing holds
the lever in any desired position. -

la the Janney draw-gear the equivalent of the un-
coupling-lever is called the platform-lever and in the
Cowell the compression-lever.

Uncoupling-lever plate. 18, figs. 640-1. See above.
Uncoupling-lever ratchet. 17, fig. 637. See above.
Uncoupling-lever trunnion-plate. 21, figs. 636. 640. See

above.

Uncoupling-lever wedge. 19, fig. 640. See above.
Uncoupling-lever wedge-chain. 20, fig. 640. See above.
Under-frame (English). 1-21, figs. 116, 119, 204, 207

;

88 90, figs. 204, 207. American equivalent, floor. A
stout framework chiefly composed of timber, which re-

ceives the buffing and drawing strains, maintains the

wheels in position and carries the weight of the floor

and body of the vehicle. In vehicles for freight (goods)

traffic the under-frame and body are rigidly connected

(see figs. 116-9) and mutually stiffen and strengthen one

another ; but in passenger vehicles (see figs. 204-7) the

body is framed as an independent structure, and merely

rests on the under-frame, rubber pads (India-rubber

body-cushions) being interposed to deaden shocks. The
only connection is through a body holding-down bolt,

which see. The line of draught and buffing passes

through the centre of the horizontal plane, in which all

the members of the^u'ider-frame lie.

Under-frame plate (English). See Spider-plate.

Under-hung door. A sliding-door which is supported

and slides on a rail below the door. The door in fig. 82

is under-hung, but over-hung doors, especially with anti-

friction car door-hangers, are increasingly preferred.

Union (pipe-fittings). A union-joint, which see.

Union-joint (pipe-fittings). Fig. 1348; 14, 35, 41, etc.

figs. 293-9. A means of uniting the ends of two pipes

with a nut. The latter is attached to one pipe with a

collar, and is screwed on the opposite pipe, or on a

thimble attached to the pipe. Often called simply a

union or coupling. They are largely used for all forms

of pips work, and take their distinctive names, if any,

from the parts with which they are connected, as drain-

pipe union, reservoir union, etc., of Westinghouse brake.

"Unique" sun-hinge burner. Fig. 885. See Sun hinge

burner.

United States automatic car-coupler. Fig. 418. One of

the freight-car couplers recommended for further test

by the M. C. B. Association. It uses an ordinary loose

link. See Automatic freight-car coupler.

United States standard system of screw-threads. This

term is often used to designate the Sellers system of

screw-threads, which see.

Universal joint. 1. " A device for connecting the ends

of two shafts so as to allow them to have perfect freedom

of motion in every direction within certain defined

limits."

—

Knight. An application in car building whick

has not 3
ret secured general use is as a substitute for

brake-hose, in connection with air-brake apparatus.

2. Fig. 1768. A sort of hemispherical or cup-like form

for two bearing surfaces, so as to permit them to move
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upon each other in any direction. The steam pipes of

locomotives are connected with a joint of this kind, and

it is the purpose of the modification of the form of

centre-plates shown in figs. 1980, 2107-9.

Universal shade-ring-. Fig. 939. A shade-ring, which
' see, so constructed as to be of adjustable diameter.

Upholstery. In passenger-car construction, the cushions,

curtains, carpets, beds, etc., and generally the material

from which they are made.

Upholstery details (of seats). Figs. 1205-1230. See also

Sleeping-car furnishings and details.

Upper-bearing (swing link-hanger, which see). 6, figs.

2110-1.

Upper bell-crank bracket (-'American" automatic com-
pression brake). 13, figs. 368-9. See Compression-brake.

Upper bell-crank rod. 14, figs. 368-9. See Compression-

brake.

Upper belt-rail (passenger car exteriors). 82, figs. 175-6;

44, figs. 1843-4. A horizontal bar attached to the posts

on the outside and above the windows.

Upper-berth. 2, 3, figs. 676-9. The top berth in a sleep-

ing-car section. It folds up by day against the roof,

being secured by a berth- latch or safety berth-latch,

leaving a pocket above it in which the head-board,

two thin mattresses and the bedding are stored. See
Berth. In the Mann boudoir cars, the upper berth, B,

figs. 680-1, is the sofa-back by day.

Upper-berth bracket. Fig. 1236. A form of upper-berth

rest closely resembling a bracket.

Upper berth-curtains (Mann boudoir car). 12, figs.

680-1. See Berth-curtain.

Upper-berth hinge (Mann boudoir car). F, fig. 680-1. A
hinge at the top of the sofa-back by which the lat'er is

lifted up into position to form the upper berth. The
outside edge is supported on the upper-berth rest, 12,

fig. 681.

Upper-berth pocket. 33, figs. 678. A pocket against

the sides of the car which closes up flush therewith when
the upper berth is folded up. but drops open when the

berth is made up, so as to afford a receptacle for clothing

and baggage. Similar pockets for the lower berth are

carried on the head-board and are called head-board

/jackets.

Upper-berth rest (sleeping cars). Figs. 1235, 124.1

metal lug, or shelf, which supports an upper-berth when
lowered.

2. (Emigrant sleeping-cars.) L, figs. 682-5, 1293. An
attachment for leaving the upper-berth partially open

by day for ventilation. Another upper-berth rest M is

attached to the berth-post.

Upper-berth rest (Mann boudoir cars). 12, fig. 681. See

Upper-berth hinge.

Upper-berth-rest pivot. Fig. 1234. A pin attached to a

plate fastened to an upper-berth. The pin engages in a

hole in a berth-rest, which see.

Upper-berth-rest plate (Mann boudoir cars). 11, figs.

680-1. A plate permanently fastened to the window-
frame to carry the upper-berth rest.

Upper brake-shaft bearing. 96, figs. 82-143 ; 156, figs.

155-85. An eye by which the upper end of a brake-shaft

is held in place. In passenger and street cars, usually

attached to the hand-rail ; on freight box-cars, when the

brakes are operated from the roof, to the end of the body
near the top.

Upper-cap (triple-valve of Westinghouse brake). 4, figs.

332-3.

Upper corner-plate. 55, figs. 82-142. See Corner-plate.

Upper (or top) cylinder-head (Westinghouse driving-

wheel brake-cylinder). 5, figs. 314-5. See Cylinder-

head.

Upper deck (passenger cars). 110, figs. 155-85, etc. Also

called clear-story. The raised central portion of the

roof. See Dick.

Upper-deck carline. 8, fig. 186 ; 118, figs. 155-S5. Car-

liues, which see, passing from side to side of the upper

deck only, resting on the deck-plate. Usually called

simply deck carline.

Upper-deck eaves-moulding. 119, fig. 174, etc. A
moulding, usually called simply deck eaves-moidding,

on the outside edge of the roof.

Upper deflector (Gouge heater). Fig. 1447. A part to

cover the opening in the deflector-end of case. See

Deflector.

Upper diaphragm case (engine signal-valve. Westing-

house train-signal apparatus, which see). 3, fig. 690. See

also Diaphragm.
Upper discharge-valve (air-pump for Westinghouse brake).

30, fig. 298 ; 32, fig. 299. A puppet-valve at the top of
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the air-putm. cylinder through which the compressed air

above the piston passes.

Upper door-hinge (English). 178, fig. 205. See Door-

hinge.

Upper door-sash. 12, fig. 370. The part of a- double

window-sash in a car door which covers the upper part

of the opening. This upper section is usually made
movable, so that it can be lowered for ventilation.

Upper end-panel (street cars). 29, fig. 1845. See Panel.

Upper-floor (stock car, which see). 28, figs. 131-8. etc.

ilore commonly, double-deck.

Upper-platform (pile-driver car). 27, figs. 1821-4. The
floor of the swinging-platform, which see. See also Pile-

driver car.

Upper-rail (sliding doors). Fig. 372. Usually called top

door-rail. A guide-rail above doors which are supported

upon rollers at the bottom, or one carrying a door sus-

pended upon door-hangers. See Door-rail.

Upper seat-back rail. 41, figs. 1843-4. See Seat-back.

Upper steam-valve (engine of Westinghouse brake). 7,

fig. 29S ; 14, fig. 299. See Main steam-valve. The up-

per steam-valve is smaller than the lower.

Upper steam-valve bushing (engine of Westinghouse
brake). 25, fig. 298; 17, fig. 299.

Upper swing-hanger pivot. 47, figs. 1912-69, figs.

2110-11. See also Lower swing-hangerpivot.

Upper wainscot end-rail (passenger car interiors). 26,

fig. 186. See below.

Upper wainscot-rail. A longitudinal wooden bar or rail,

fastened to the posts immediately under the window.

75, figs. 175-6; 3, figs. 693-5. See Wainscot-rail.

Upper window-blind. 17, fig. 692 ; 86, figs. 169-71. See

Window-blind.

Upper window-blind lift. 25, fig. 692 ; fig. 1674. Dis-

tinguished from a lower window-blind lift in not having

a lug or ledge. See Window-blind lift.

Urinal. 132, figs. 156, 170, 182 ; figs. 1100-5. A metal or

porcelain receptacle used in saloons, connected to a pipe

leading through the floor. They are distinguished as

corner or side urinals, the former almost invariably used

in car work. A concealing urinal, which see, shutting

up flush with the wood work when not in use. is some-

times used.

Urinal-cover. A wooden or sheet-metal lid for inclosing

a urinal.

Urinal-drip, or drip-pan. Fig. 1103. A pan under a urinal

on the floor.

Urinal-pipe. Fig. 1103. See Urinal.

Urinal-handle. Figs. 1106-7. A handle in a saloon,

placed above the urinal to hold on to. They are distin-

guished as corner or side urinal-handles, according to

their position on the side of the car.

Urinal-safe (parlor-car water-closets). Figs. 1087-89. A
plate covering the top of the bowl to prevent nuisance

in the inclosed parts.

Urinal-ventilator. Fig. 1102. A pipe attached to a cap

on a urinal, communicating with the top of a car, where

some form of wind-scoop is often added.
" Utility " double-acting spring-hinge. Fig. 788. See

Double-acting hinge.

" Utility " tail-light. Fig. 963. See Signal-lamp.

Vacuum-brake. Figs. 266-92 A system of continuous

brakes which is operated by exhausting the air from

some appliance un: n each car by which the pressure of

the external air is transmitted to the brake levers and

shoes. So called in distinction from air-brakes, which

see, which are technically understood to refer only to

brakes operating with compressed air, although in a

literal sense the vacuum-brake is also an air-brake. An
ejector on the engine is ordinarily used for exhausting

the air, connected with the rest of the train by pipes

and flexible hose between the cars. The only vacuum
brakes in use in this country are the Eames vacuum-

brake and Smith vacuum-brake, which see, and those

only to a limited extent.

"Valve. A lid, cover, or plug for opening and closing an

aperture or passage.

See Brake-hose coupling- Beversing-valve.
valve. Safety-valve.

Check-valve. Signal-valve.

Conductors-valve. Slide-valve of triplc-

Coupling-valve. valve.

Discharge-valve. Steam-valve.
Double check-valve. Tank-valve.

Lower discharge- Throttle-valve.

valve. Top-plate valve.

Lower steam-valve. Triple-valve.

Receiving-valve. Upper discharge valve.
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Recipient filling- Upper steam- valve.
valve. Ventilator-valve.

Recipient-valve. Water-cooler valve.
Register-valve.

Valve-chain (of injector-pipe, Gouge heater). 76, figs.

1413—t. The means for regulating the valve to control

the supply of air.

Valve-key (Pintsch gas-lighting apparatus). Fig. 823. A
key for opening all the high-pressure valves, the lamp-
key, fig. 823, being used for the low-pressure valves con-

nected with the burners.

Valve-knob
I
Eames dividing attachment). 62, figs. 274-5.

The knob for operating the valve.

Valves ifor top- plate of Spear heaters). Two semicircular

dampers.

Valve-seat .
' • The flat or conical surface on which a valve

rests.''—Knight. See Discharge-valve seat. Tank-valve
seat.

Valve-shell (upper and lower, " American" steam brake-
valve). 1-2, figs. 360-2.

Valve-stem. A rod attached to a valve, and by which the
latter is moved, is always called a valve-stem. See
" American'' steam brake-valve, 6, figs. 360-2. Eames
dividing attachment, 63, figs. 274-5. Howard's parlor-
car water-closet, figs. 1087-89. Westinghouse pump
governor, 9, fig. 316, etc. See also Reversing-valve stem.

Valve stem nut ("American" steam brake-valve). 7,
figs. 360-2. The nut fastening on the handle.

Van (English). A comprehensive term for any covered
vehicle not used for conveying ordinary passengers or
ordinary freight. SeeBrake-van. Bullion-van. Guard's-
van.

Van Lieuw grain-door. Figs. 377-82. One of the nu-
merous devices for speedily removing and returning to
place a grain-door. It consists principally of -stanchion
guide-rod F, standing in the guide-rod socket generally,
on which a stanchion 3, attached to a stanchion socket
2. freely slides. The latter is attached to the grain-door.
The door is locked into place by the lug I, confining it

to the grain-door guide O. When not in use it is con-
fined in a vertical position by the floor-stop g, and the
side- stop H.

Varnish. A "liquid-glass" for covering paint or wood-
work. See Finishing varnish.

Veneer. 'A thin leaf of a superior wood for overlaying

an inferior wood."

—

Webster. See Ceiling-veneers. Per-

forated-veneer.

Vent. "A small aperture ; a hole or passage for air or

other fluid to escape."

—

Webster. See Lamp-vent.
Ventilating head (Gouge heater). Fig. 1440. See Head.
Ventilating jack (for saloons). Figs. 1092-4. Also called

ivind-scoop. A flaring horizontal tube, constituting a

simple form of the ventilating devices which use the

current produced by the motion of the cars to cause

an exhaust current of air. See Wind-scoop. Injec-

tor, etc.

Ventilator. Figs. 1553-63. Also figs. 1603-33; and 116,

142, 143, figs. 155-85. A device for admitting or ex-

hausting; air to or from a car. Ventilators according

to their position are designated as deck ventilators (end

or side), end ventilators, frieze ventilators, etc. They
are often designated, sometimes without truth, as

automatic, or self-acting. The prominent forms of the

latter varieties are shown in figs. 1557-61. See also the

various wind-scoops shown with car-heaters and saloon

furnishings. An exhaust-ventilator, for saloon-hoppers,

attached to the under side of cars (Bell's exhaust, which

see), is shown in figs. 1097-8. Ventilators for boarding

cars, tool cars, work trains, etc., are also put in the

floor, a trap-door being placed there provided with

gratings underneath. Among the prominent ventilators

are the Globe, Excelsior, Creamer ventilator-plate, etc.,

which see. The proper system of ventilation for pas-

senger cars is still a mooted question. The supply of air

required for each person, for good ventilation, is at least

two cubic feet per minute.

The ventilation of the Mann boudoir cars is very

elaborate, and perhaps the most perfect now in use.

No air is intended to be admitted within the car by the

windows or otherwise, except through an in-take or

wind-scoop. The air thus collected is forced downward
into the bottom chamber over the ice and filter closet,

where it first passes through a quantity of " Excelsior"

mattress packing or other fibrous mass, loosely held up
on pins and moistened by the melted water from the

ice, through and around which the cleansed air then

passes and then enters the heater-room, where in winter

it is heated and in summer escapes cooled through a

flue extending the length of the car down the corridor,

into which it is discharged by a series of registers oppo-
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site the several doors of the boudoirs, which beiug

lowered admit it to the latter. In this flue are three

steam-pipes to further heat the air in winter. Suction

ventilators in the roof of the several compartments and
corridor are used to exhaust the air, thus keeping up a

continual circulation. The capacity of the ice-chest is

600 lbs. In summer the full amount of ice is used per

day and effects a lowering of ihe temperature of about

ten degrees. In winter only sufficient ice is used to

moisten the filtering " Excelsior."

2. (For fruit car.) D 4 , figs. 121-5. A system of slats

protected by netting at each end of the car, so arranged

as to enable the ventilators to be readily opened or closed

from the outside. The names of the various parts are

given in connection with figs. 121-5.

3. (Spear heater.) Figs. 1486-88. 1526-7. A large wind-

scoop.

"Ventilator, arm. Fig. 1630. A small attachment carried

on deck-sashes, especially of street cars, for holding
them open.

Ventilator-cowl (English). See Ventilator hood.

Ventilator-cap (for urinals). Fig. 1102.

Ventilator-deflector. 1, figs. 1556-7, 1568-9. A metal
plate or board placed in such a position at a ventilator

opening that it will cause a current of air to flow into or

out of the car when the latter is in motion. Another
form, used in windows to produce an exhaust draft when
opened, is a mere loose board with a notch to receive

the lower edge of the window-sash. See Deflector.

Ventilator-door. Figs. 1554-69. A door for closing the

aperture of a ventilator. See also Ventilator valve.

Ventilator fixed-panel (English). 136, figs. 204-5. The
outer panel in a ventilator composed of two perforated

panels, one being capable of being slid over the other so

that the perforations coincide or become covered. This

form of ventilator is used in English cars to the exclu-

sion of any other. See also Ventilator hood and ventila-

tor sliding-panel.

Ventilator-heater. Figs. 1405-71. See Gouge heater. The
Gouge, perhaps, pays the most elaborate attention to

ventilation of any heater and it is the only one embody-
ing that word in its name, but nearly all the hot-air

heaters endeavor to be more or less entitled to this

name.
Ventilator-hood. 2, fig. 1569. A shield over the outside

of a ventilator to prevent the entrance of sparks, cin-

ders, rain, or snow. It is sometimes intended to direct

the current of air either into or out of the car. See also

Deck end-ventilator hood.

2, (English.) 134, figs. 204, 205. Also called ventila-

tor-cowl. A shield made of either wood or metal, pre-

venting the entrance of rain or cinders.

Ventilator-netting (fruit cars). D 4
, figs. 121-5.

Ventilator-opener. See Deck-sash opener, figs. 1603-26.

Ventilator-panel. 116, figs. 158, 173, 184, etc. A panel

in the frame of a valve or door for closing the aperture

of a ventilator.

Ventilator-pivot. A pin on which a ventilator door or

sash is swung or hinged. It is the same as a deck-sash

pivot, fig. 1611. See also (for fruit car) F 3 , figs. 121-5.

Ventilator pivot-plate. The same as a sash-lock plate

or stop, figs. 1655-7.

Ventilator-plate. See Frieze ventilator-plate, figs. 1562-3.

Ventilator-register. Fig. 1553. A metal plate or frame

attached to a ventilator opening, provided with slats

arranged so as to turn and thus either open or close the

ventilator. They are chiefly used as frieze-ventilators,

but sometimes elsewhere. In sleeping cars they are

often combined with berth curtain-rod brackets, as in

fig. 1272.

Ventilator-ling. Fig. 1555. A metal ring attached to

the ceiling of a car around an opening for a ventilator

in the roof. Seldom used now.

Ventilator-sash. 116, figs. 155-83. Usually a deck-

sash.

Ventilator sliding-panel (English). 135, figs. 204-5.

Part of a ventilator in which there are t wo perforated

hard-wood slides, the outer fixed, the inner movable, so

as to make the perforations coincide or be covered.

See Ventilator-hood and ventilator fixed-panel.

Ventilator-staff. Fig. 1556. A pull-hook or deck-sash

opener.

Ventilator-stop (street car). A small metal bracket on

which a ventilator-sash rests when open. Same as fig.

1864.

Ventilator-valve. 116, figs. 155-85, etc. A door for open-

ing or closing the aperture of a ventilator, usually

made to turn on pivots at or near its centre. See Deck-

sash pivot.
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Vertical telegraph cock, or faucet. Fig. 1595. See Tele-

graph cock.

Vestibule (parlor and sleeping cars). Figs. 310, etc. The

part of the car nearest the door, cut off from the main
saloon by an interior door. It is occupied by the saloon,

washing and heating arrangements, etc. Its purpose is

to give protection to the interior of the car against drafts

and noise.

•'Vienna" lamp-shade. Fig. 946. See Lamp-shade.

Volute spring. Fig. 2052. A spring made of a flat bar of

steel coiled with a kind of scroll resembling the volutes

used as an ornament in the capitals of ancient Roman
and Grecian architecture. The coil is made in a conical

form, so that the spring can be compressed in the direc-

tion of the axis around which it is coiled. They are now
little used in this country, but largely in Europe.

Vose graduated-spring. Fig. 2045. A round-bar single-

coil spiral-spring, with two conical india-rubber springs

on the inside. Now little used, all-steel springs by the

same inventor and others having supplanted it. See

Graduated spring.

V-shapsd screw-thread. Fig. 1827. A thread with a

sharp edge at the top and sharp groove at the root. The
Sellers (TJ. S.) standard thread, fig. 1829, is flat at the top

and at the root, and the Whitworth, fig. 1829, is rounded

at those points. V-threads are now used chiefly for pipe-

threads.

Vulcanized fibre. A leathery material of great dura-

bility and toughness, which is made by subjecting

various kinds of vegetable fibre to the action of acids.

It is insoluble in all ordinary solvents, such as oil.

alcohol, ether, ammonia, etc. It is made in two classes,

hard or flexible (the former being that used generally in

car construction for the dust-guards of journal-boxes,

fig. 2018), and in sheets from 16 to 24 in. wide by about

50 iu. long and from ^V in. tof in. thick. Another name
for the same article is gelatinized fibre.

V window-button. Fig. 1652. A catch, with a V-shaped

notch in the end, fastened to a window-post to hold up
a window. Little used.

V7"

Wagon, or goods wagon (English). Figs. 116-119. Ameri-

can equivalent, freight car. A vehicle (always four-

wheeled), used to convey any sort of merchandise, min-
s rals or live stock , and run on freight trains. Truck is a

synonymous term largely used.

See Ballast wagon.* High-sided wagon*
Batten wagon.* Low-sided wagon.*
Boiler wagon.* Medium-sided wagon.*
Box wagon. Open wagon*
Cattle wagon. Rail wagon.*
Covered wagon. Timber wagon.*
Coods wagon.

Wagons marked thus * are open wagons (gondola cars), hav-
ing no roof.

Wagon-coupling, or draw-chain (English). 41, 42, figs.

116,118. The draft coupling universally used on freight

cars (goods wagons) in EDgland in connection with a

draw-hook, which see.

Wagon-sheet (English). See Tarpaulin.

Wagon-truck. Fig. 1898. A four-wheeled vehicle for

moving baggage or freight about a station or warehouse.

See also Baggage wagon-truck, fig. 1902. Freight wagon-
truck, fig. 1899. Two-wheeled vehicles of the same
kind are known as baggage-barrows and freight-

trucks, both sometimes designated as barrow-trucks.

Wagon-wheel (English). Figs. 2165, 2180. See Wrought-

irou wheel. Steel tired wheel. These engravings give

the almost universal standards for English freight service.

Wainscot-panel. 76, figs. 155-85 ; 4, figs. 693-5 ; 28, fig.

186. A board which forms a panel under the windows
between the two wainscot-rails.

Wainscot rails (passenger car interiors). 74, 75, figs.

159-60, 175-6 ; 2, 3, figs. 694-5 ; fig. 186. Longitudinal

wooden strips fastened to the posts and extending from

one end of the car to the other. The lower wainscot-rail

comes immediately above the truss-plank; the upper

wainscot-rail is immediately under the window. The

wainscot end-rails, 26, 30, fig. 186, are the wainscot-

rails at the end of the car.

Waist-panel (English). 124, fig. 205. The panel imme-
diately above the lowest panel on the outside of a car-

riage body.

Waist-rail (English). 100, figs. 204-5. A horizontal

piece in the framing of the side of a passenger carriage.

Wall seat-end. 4, figs. 1120-2. The seat-end next the

wall or side of a car, so called in distinction from the

aisle seat-end.

Wards (of a lock). 5, figs. 1031, etc. The interior circular
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ridges which fit into corresponding recesses in the bit of

a key (the latter also termed wards), the surrounding

solid parts of the bit being called the web.

Warehouse-truck. Figs. 1898-1906. A small vehicle

which is used for moving freight about a warehouse.

See Barrow-truck. Wagon-truck.

Wash-bowl, or wash-basin. 2, fig. 1570. A basin, which

see. They are used in sleeping and drawing-room cars,

and generally form a part of a fixed wash-stand.

Wash-bowl pipe. 4, fig. 1600. A waste-pipe.

Washburn-wheel. Figs. 2124-5. A cast-iron car-wheel,

designed and patented by Nathan Washburn in 1850,

and now more used, perhaps, than all other forms put

together. It consists of two plates, which extend from

the hub to about half the distance between it and the

rim. There they unite into one plate which extends to

the rim. The plates are all curved so as to contract

when the wheels are cooled without danger of fracturing

the wheel. The single plate and the rim are united

together and strengthened by curved ribs cast on the

inside of the wheel.

Washer. 1. Fig. 1873, etc. A plate of metal or other

material, usually annular, which is placed under a nut

or bolt-head to give it a better bearing. Two or more
washers are sometimes combined and called washer -

plates, strap-washers, double or twin washers, triple

washers, etc.. as fig. 1875, and are sometimes made
beveled or triangular, figs. 1874-7, for a rod or bolt

which is oblique with reference to the bearing surface.

A socket-washer or flush-washer is one provided with a

recess for the bolt-head so as to leave it flush with the

surface of the adjoining parts. Out washers or wrought

washers are those stamped out of rolled iron plates.

Cast washers are made from cast-iron. Both are largely

used. Washers in car work all take their name from

that of the bolt or rod to which they are attached,

except the base-washer, which stands at the base of the

platform-posts on passenger-car platforms. A gasket,

which see, is sometimes called a washer, as figs. 824-5.

2. A brush for washing objects, as car-washer, fig.

1879.

Washer-plate. A strap-washer, which see.

Wash-room. Figs. 208-14. A compartment which con-

stitutes the vestibule of ordinary parlor and sleeping

cars, provided with toilet facilities. In private and offi-

cers' cars it is placed in various irregular positions to

leave the ends of the car free

.

Wash-room, furnishings. Figs. 1570-90.

Wash-room pump. Figs. 1570-1. More properly basin-

pump, which see. They are either single or double-

acting.

Wash-stand (postal cars). Fig. 1065. A cast stand car-

rying a basin. They are distinguished as corner or side

wash-stands. They are used in ordinarj' passenger cars.

Wash-stand sink. 3, fig. 1600. A cast-iron plate with
one or more bowls, made in one piece and lined with
porcelain and used for the top of a wash-stand. Used
only in second-class cars.

Wash-stand slab. 3, fig. 1570. A stone slab which forms

the top for a wash-stand. Commonly, simply slab.

Waste. The spoiled bobbins of cotton mills, used for wip-

ing machinery and for journal-packing, which see.

Although valueless for the manufacture of cloth, the

consumption is so large that waste is quite expensive

A cheaper substitute for use as journal-packing ispatent- -

waste, which see. *

Waste-cock. 1. (Searle and Baker heaters.) H, fig. 1434-5.

A cock attached to the expansion-drum or circulating-

drum of the Baker neater, for drawing off or changing

the water in the heater-pipes.

2.. (For tank water-cooler.) Figs. 1573-5.

Waste-pipe stud (Westinghouse pump-governor). 6, figs.

316.

Water-alcove. 134, figs. 169-182 ; figs. 1594-44. A reces

in the side of a partition of a passenger car to receive the

faucet of a water-cooler or water-pipe and a drinking-

cup. The term is generally used to designate the metal

casing or lining with which the recess is covered. The
water-tank for supplying water-alcoves is usually placed

on the other side of the partition, in the saloon, and com- -

rnonly when so placed extends to the roof.

Water-alcove front. 1, fig. 1594-44. See above.

Water-alcove pan. 2, figs. 1594-4-|. See above.

Water-base (Bissell heater). Figs. 1350, 1385-6. Also

called water-bottom. A tank similar to and serving the

same purpose as the safety-tank, which see, of the

Winslow heater.

Water-closet. Figs. 1037-89. " A commode with water

supplv to rinse the basin and carry off the contents."

—

Knight. The water-closet is in rare but increasing use

.
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in passenger cars. At present it is mainly confined to

private cars. It is sometimes provided with an uphol-

stered cover, and is then known as a concealing water-

closet. See Howard's parlor-ear water-closet.

Water-cooler. 133, fig. 156 : 1, fig. 16C0. A tank or ves-

sel for carrying drinking water which is usually cooled

with ice. The sides are generally made double, and the

space between filled with some non-conducting sub-

stance. They frequently extend to the roof. See Water-

alcove. Water-tank.

Water-cooler furnishings. Figs. 1591-1602.

Water-cooler stand. 3, fig. 1600.

Water-drip. A pan or receptacle to receive the waste

water from a water-cooler. A drip-pipe, or waste-pipe,

connects with it.

Water-cooler valve cr waste-cock. Figs. 1597, 1601. See

Tank waste-cock.

Water-table. 1. (Masonry.) A projecting beveled face of

stone to shed water from the parts below. Hence, espe-

cially applied to the top course of a foundation, which

nearly always has such a face, the masonry above being

set back.

2. A window-ledge, which see.

Water-tank. 133, figs. 187-9, 1600, etc. A vessel or reser-

voir for holding water. Those used on cai's for drinking

water are usually made of sheet-iron, and often extend

through the roof as in fig. 203. They are then usually

drawn from by a water-alcove, fig. 1594, the tank being

usually in the corner of the saloon concealed from the

interior of the car. Simpler forms like 1600 are much
used. The tanks for supplying wash-room basins, 1,

fig. 1570, are usually placed immediately under them
and drawn from by a basin-pump.

2. (Howard's parlor-car water-closet.) Figs. 1087-89.

Waved mouldings. 1 to 15, figs. 1050-64. Mouldings
which by a special machine are made of a corrugated

section longitudinally, the number of waves or corruga-

tions varying from 3 to 6 per inch. The cost of the

mouldings is increased by this waving from 1-J to 2i

cents per foot.

Weather strips. Figs. 169S-99. A rubber strip with a
metallic or wooden binding to apply around the crevices

of windows or doors, for excluding of dust and wind,

and for preventing water from entering around the win-

dows. Weather strips are divided generally into single-

edge strips, fig. 1698, and cushion strips, fig. 1699. both

being usually provided, as now manufactured, with a

metal moulding. The cushion strip is simply rubber,

folded over so as not to show a selvage edge. The stand-

ard widths of weather strips are f , I, f, and 1 in. They
are usually made in lengths of fifty feet, but some of the

cushion strips in lengths of only 7 ft.

Web (of a key). The solid portion of the bit of a key, the

recesses cut away being termed wards. See Bit.

Webbing. A strong fabric, from one to four inches wide,

made of hemp or other material which is not liable to

stretch, used in upholstering car-seats. The ends of the

spring-seat in fig. 1207 are of webbing, the top being

either vulcanized fibre or leatheroid.

Wedge. 1. A term in quite general use for a journal-

bearing key, which see. Figs. 1985-2001. See also Stop-

wedge.

2. (Cowell platform and coupler.) See Adjusting-

wedge.

3. (Miller platform.) 19, fig. 640. The uncoupling.

lever wedge, attached to the platform by a wedge-chain.

Wedge-chain. 20, fig. 640. See above.

Weigh-bar (English). See Brake-shaft.

Well (Moehriug argand lamp). C, figs. 849-50. A recep-

tacle for the drip from the wick.

Westiughouse air-brake. A system of continuous brakes

invented and patented (the first patent in 1869) by Mr.

George Westinghouse, Jr., which is operated by com-

pressed air. The air is compressed by a steam air-pump

on the engine, and is stored up in a tank called the main
reservoir on the engine or tender. When the brakes are

applied the compressed air is conveyed from the tank by

pipes connected together between the cars by flexible

brake-hose to brake-cylinders under each car, by means

of which the pressure of the air is communicated to the

brake-levers, and thence to the brake-shoes. This was

the first form of brake invented by Mr. Westinghouse
;

a later and improved form is the Westinghouse automatic

air-brake, commonly called simply Westinghouse brake,

which is now in almost universal use. A few roads

throughout the country still adhere to the original form

of the Westinghouse non-automatic brake, but for sev-

eral years no new roads have been equipped with them.

At the present time the Westinghouse brake, unless other-
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-wise specified, is always understood to mean the auto-

matic air-brake. See below.

Westinghouse brake (more fully, Westing-house auto-

matic air-brake). Figs. 293-57. The change made from
the original form of the Westinghouse air-brake (see

above) in order to make it automatic was to carry a full

pressure of air at all times in the brake-pipes and cause

the brakes to be applied by a reduction of this pressure

instead of by the admission of pressure, so that the break-

ing apart of the train or a reduction of pressure by es-

cape of air at any point on the brake-pipe would apply

the brakes to the whole train at once. A further advan-

tage was that the action of the brakes was made quicker

by saving the appreciable interval of time required for

the compressed air to flow from a single reservoir, at one

end of the train in sufficient quantities to fill all the

brake-cylinders. An auxiliary reservoir is placed under
each car, containing air at the same pressure as in the

brake pipes and main reservoir. An ingenious valve

called the triple-valve connects the brake-pipe, auxiliary

reservoir and brake-cylinder together in such manner
that any reduction of pressure in the brake-pipe opens a

passage for the air from the auxiliary reservoir to the

brake-cylinder, applying the brakes, and closes the con-

nection between brake-pipe and reservoir. To release

the brakes, the pressure in the brake-pipes is restored
;

when the triple-valve closes the connection between the

auxiliary reservoir and brake-cylinder and opens one be-

tween the brake-cylinder and the outer air and between
the auxiliary reservoir and the brake-pipe. In order that

the train brakes may be applied from any car, each car is

fitted with a valve called the conductor's valve, connected

to the brake-pipe, so that the compressed air therein can

be permitted to escape by opening the valve.

Additional parts to perfect the working of the brake-

gear in practice but not required in theory for its com-
plete application are the pump-governor, fig. 316. the

pressure-retaining valve, fig. 317, the auxiliary discliarge

valve, fig. 351, the equalizing-valve, etc., which see.

Westinghouse duplicate brake-hose coupling. Fig. 335.

A device to obviate the danger of bursting the hose by
using a double-hose connection between the coupling

and the brake-pipe. At the upper and lower ends of the

double hose there is a ball-valve so fixed that pressure of

air on either side will close it. They are not in very

wide use.

Westinghouse freight-brake. Figs. 336-57. A device

not differing essentially from the Westinghouse passen-

ger brake-gear except that the parts are made lighter

and cheaper for use on freight cars. To this end the

triple valve, reservoir and brake cylinder are commonly
combined in one part, as in fig. 352. The engine, air-

pump and main reservoir on the contrary are made some-
what larger. Special arrangements for operating extra

long trains and on extra heavy gradients have been in-

troduced, as shown in the engravings.

Westinghouse train-signaling apparatus. Figs. 687-

91. A device for utilizing the supply of compressed air

required for operating the Westinghouse brakes to trans-

mit signals to the engine instead of using the ordinary

bell-cord. See Train signaling apparatus.
Wheel. 1. A circular frame or solid piece of wood or

metal which revolves on an axis.

See Brake-wheel. Ratchet-wheel.
Qear-wlieel. Spur-ivheel.
Hand-u-heel. Winding-shaft ratchet-
Brake ratchet-wheel. wheel.

2. Figs. 2124-80. A circular frame or disk, as above
defined, serving to support a moving vehicle, as car-

wheel (which see), hand-car wheel, street-car wheel, etc.

Car-wheels are generally either cast (chilled) or steel-

tired. Steeled wheels and the Srxe & Kear wheel do not

come fully under either of these titles. See words in

italics for further details. See also Wheel-tread.

The defects for which wheels may be rejected undei

the rules for the interchange of traffic are as follows :

Worn flat—Where the flat spot or spots exceed 2% in. in
length or diameter, care being taken to distinguish this detect
from " slid flat."

Worn flange—Where the flatige is less than 1 in. thick, or
has flat vertical surfaces extending more than % in. from the
tread of the wheel.
Cracked plate, meaning all cracks in the plate other than

those extendmg from the wheel-fit toward the rim, caused by
bursting, the length of crack to be given.
Cracked brackets—The number cracked to be stated.
Shelled out. meaning wheels which become rough from cir-

cular pieces shelling out of the tread, leaving a rounded flat spot,
deepest at the edge, with a raised
condemned for this fault unless the
length, or their number so great
running.

Wheel and axle gauges (M. C. B. standards). Figs.

2114-23.

centre. No wheel to he
spots are over 2J^ in. in

s to interfere with safe
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At the 16th M. C. B. Convention, Philadelphia, 1882, it

was
"Resolved, That the sense of this meeting is that all

the gauges recommended by the Committee on Wheel
Gauge should be in use in all repair and car building

shops of every equipment."

Whesl-bore testing gauge. Fig. 3121. One of the M. C.

B. standard gauges.

Wheel-bar (iron sis- wheel truck}. A, figs. 1971-3. A sub-

stitute in iron for a wooden wheel-piece to which the

ppdestals are attached.

Wheel-boss (English). 26, figs. 116, 118. American term,

hub. The centre of the wheel, which is bored out to re-

ceive the axle.

Wheel-box (street cars). 13, figs. 1843-4. A covering for

a wheel which projects through the floor. The sides are

usually of wood and the top of sheet-iron, but they are

sometimes made entirely of wood or metal.

Wheel-box button. 14, figs. 1843-4. A stick of wood at-

tached by a bolt to the top of a wheel-box so that it can

be turned, somewhat like a door-button, to hold the

wheel-box in its place.

Wheel centre, or skeleton. 26, 27 and 28, figs. 116 and
119. The whole of a railroad wheel, except the tire, and
the fastenings which connect the tire to the rim.

Wheel-csntre (steel-tired wheels). Figs. 2167-80, etc.

The portion of a wheel inside of the tire, and between it

and the hub or boss. The wheel-centre is sometimes in

one piece and sometimes made up of two parts, the hub
or boss and the central filling-piece, which see. Face-
plates, front and back, are then usually also used. The
term is seldom applied to chilled or cast wheels.

Wheel-centre flange (Atwood's hemp-packed wheel;. G,
fig. 2167. A flange on the wheel-centre designed to pro-
tect the hemp packing on the inside.

Wheel-cover (English). 188, figs. 204-6. See Splasher.

Wneel-cut glass. The ordinary process of glass cutting,

which leaves a perfectly polished and perfectly trans-

parent surface.

Wheel-flange. 26, fig. 2002 ; figs. 2150, etc. The project-

ing edge or rim on the periphery of a car-wheel for keep-
ing it on the rail.

Wheel piece. 10, figs. 1942-7, 1955-69, 2025. A stick of

timber in a wooden-frame truck, which forms the side

of the frame and to which the pedestals are attached. It

is often stiffened by outside and inside wheel-piece plates

or by a wheel-piece truss-rod, the latter serving also as a
wheel-piece tie-rod to tie the two end-pieces firmly to the

wheel-pieces. A wheel-piece tie-rod is in all cases used,

but it is not always used in the form of a truss-rod.

Iron wheel-pieces are sometimes called wheel-bar*.

Wheel-piece plate. 11, 12, figs. 1968-S. See above.

Wheel-piece tie-rod. See above.

Whsel piece truss-rod. 13, figs. 1955-67. See above.

Wheel-plate. 1. (Cast iron wheels.) 22, fig. 2002. That

part of a plate car wheel which connects the rim and the

hub. It occupies the place and fulfills the same purpose

as the spokes do in an open or spoke wheeL Sse Car-

wheel. Wheel.

2. (Steel-tired wheels.) Figs. 2159-71. See Face-plate.

3. (English.) 188, figs. 204-6. See Splasher.

Wheel-ribs (cast-iron wheels.) Figs. 2125-37. More com-
monly, brackets. Projections cast usually on the inner

side of plate car-wheels to strengthen them. They are

placed in a radial position and are often curved so as to

permit the wheel to contract when it cools.

Wheel-seat or wheel-fit (of an axle). C, fig. 2002 ; 1974-5.

The part which is inserted in the hub of a wheel. It is

made truly cylindrical and very slightly larger than the

axle-seat of the wheel. The wheel is pressed on it by

hydraulic pressure and very rarely becomes loose. When
this occurs, or the axle was turned too small, prick-

punching and even shimming the seat has been resorted

to to make a tighter fit, but this is forbidden by the rules

for the interchange of traffic, nor has the practice ever

been common, except as a hasty and somewhat dishon-

est expedient.

Wheel-timber. A wheel-piece, which see.

Wheel-tread. 25, fig. 2002. The outer surface or part of

a car-wheel which bears on the rails. The standard

width of wheel-tread, as recommended at 16th Annual

Convention in Philadelphia, 1882, is 5-J in., measured

from outside of tread to inside of flange, i. e., including

the entire thickness of the flange. See fig. 2151.

White-metal hand. to 5, figs. 11S9-1204. More properly

seat-back moulding, which see.

White's " anti-friction " car-door hanger. Fig. 797. Sea

Car-door hanger.

Whitworth gauges. See Cylindrical gauge.

Whitworth system of screw-threads. A system ofscrew-
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threads designed by Sir Joseph Wbitworth, of England,

and which is almost universally used in that country

and throughout Europe. It differs from the Sellers

system in that the sides of the threads stand at an angle

of 55 degrees instead of 60 degrees, and the tops of the

threads and the spaces between them at the root are

rounded, as shown in fig. 1828, instead of being flat, as

in the Sellers system. The number of threads per inch

in.the two systems is as follows :
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The Wbitworth pipe-thread differs from the above. See
Pipe-thread.

The Wbitworth systfm is still used to a limited extent

in this country, but has practically passed out of use.

Whole-frame truck. A continuous-frame truck, which

see. Figs. 1948-53.

Wickes refrigerator car. The refrigerator doors open

out, and are flush with the outside sheathing, and the

usu-tl sliding doors are omitted. The two ice compart-

ments are located in opposite corners, and each covers

9 ft. of the car side, and 2 ft. 8 in. of the car ends They

are composed of metal freezing-tank surrounded by a

wooden jacket, and elevated on oak gratings, 3 ft.

above the floor. "Under the gratings a narrow air cham-

ber, with many rows of galvanized wire, extends to the

• 'drip-pun on the floor. A sloping bottom of galvanized

iron leads the drip wat»r to the wires, and the air,

which enters the top of the compartment and circulates

around the tanks, passes through the network of wire

~ before again entering the provision or refrigerating

chamber of the car. The car is iced through the roof.

Dimensions of car outside of sills are 34X8-J- ft.

Height from bottom of sills to top of plate 8 ft. 9 in., or

18 in. more than the New York central standard box
car. Door opening 5 ft.

Wicket. See Fare-wicket (street cars).

Wick-slesve (of student lamp, which see). I, fig 852-4.

Wide gauge. In general usage, the distance between the

heads of the rails of a railroad when it is slightly greater

than 4 ft 8J- in. in distinction from broad gauge, which
see, which means a material increase, as to 5 ft. or 6

ft. Wide gause is often used on curves, but its expe-

diency is disputed.

Wilson's flexible car-window blind. Figs. 1645-7. A
form of blind, consisting of perforated sZatestrung up on
slat-wires, which is so flexible that it can be pushed up
into a window-blindpocket on the inside of the lower

deck of the car, thus enabling higher windows to be

used. The slats are countsr-bored aud kept separate at

the proper distance by a thimble strung upon the wire.

Another device to accomplish the same end is the Paul
blind, which see.

Wind-guard, or protsetioa-eap (Harrison postal-car

chandelier). B, figs. 841-2. A covering over the smoke-
bell pipe.

Winding-arbor. 4, figs. 109-12. See Square-end.

Windiag-gear (pile-driver car). 41, 42, figs. 1821-1824,

Consists of sj>ools and a spur-gear of the ordinary form
controlled by a strap-brake and treadle, so that on the

release of t'ie brake the shears attached to the hammer-
rope will descend by their own weight and engage with

the hammer-eye.

Winding-shaft (drop-doors of coal cars, etc.). 129, figs.

105-7; 4, figs. 103-12. Around iron bar supported by

the winding-shaft plates, to which the drop-door chain

or hopper-chain is attached. It carries a ratchet-wheel.

Winding-shaft plate (of a hopper-bottom coal car). 133,

figs. 105-7 ; 1, figs. 109-112. The. plate attached to the

side of the car carrying the ratchet-wheel, pawl, and

dog, serving as a bearing for the winding-shaft. See

above.

Winding-shaft ratchet-wheel. 3, figs. 109-12 ; 130, figs.

105, 107.

Windlass. 1. ''(Nautical.) A large horizontal roller jour-

naled in standards {cheeks, windlass-bitts), and rotated

by hand-spikes or other means. It differs from the

capstan principally in the horizontality of its axis

Smaller hoisting-machines, turned by cranks, are winches
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and some are specially adapted to machines which re-

volve on their bases, as cranes, derricks, etc."

—

Knight.

See Derrick.

2. A brake-shaft is sometimes called a brake-windlass,

which, however, is little authorized by the meaning of

the word.

Window. Figs. 693-5, 194 ; 137, figs. 155-85, etc. " An
opening in the wall of a building or car for the admission

of light and of air wh^n necessary. This opening has a

frame on the sides, in which are set movable sashes con-

taining panes of glass."

—

Webster. Hence the window
itself, especially in compound words, is often termed

simply the sash. In England, carriage windows are tech-

nically termed lights. See also Deck-sash. Car windows
are now generally made of uniform size throughout, but

twin windows, small windows, etc., are used, as in figs.

54, 164-8. In sleeping and parlor cars double windows
are almost always used to inclo e an air-space between

them and prevent radiation of heat and drafts.

"Window-balance (or sash-balance, wh'ch see). Figs.

1703-7. A device in which a spring is used instead of

a weight to counterbalance the weight of the sash and
glass.

Window-blind. 140,- figs. 155-85; 17, 18, figs. 693-3,

etc. A wooden screen composed of a frame called

the sash, carrying slats, placed in a window to exclude

sunshine. Window-blinds, especially in street cars are

sometimes made single, but for lack of room to raise so

large a sash, they are usually made double and distin-

guished as upper and lower. Flexible window blinds,

which see (figs. 1645-7), of recent introduction, known
as the Wilson and Paul flexible window-blinds, are

designed to obviate the difficulty of using a large window
with a single sa?h or even with double sashes, by con-

structing the blind so that it can slide up into a curved

pocket under the roof of the car. In sleeping and parlor

cars shades are used instead of blinds, and the same
usage is extending to ordinary "first-class" passenger

cars.

Window-blind bolt. Fig. 1607, 1630. A bolt used for

holding a window-blind in any de-ired position. It en-

ters into a window-blind-bolt bushing or plate.

Window-blind-bolt bushing. Figs. 1654, 1681. See

above. Same as Basli-lock bushing.

Window-blind-bolt plate. Figs. 1655-7. See above.

Same as sash-lock pla te.

Window-blind lift. Figs. 1673-83, etc. Commonly called

simply blind-lift. A. metal hook fastened to the blind

for raising and lowering it, usually attached to the bot-

tom-rail, but in street-car-blinds, which are lowered be*

low the window, to the top-rail. Window-blind lifts

are distinguished as single and double, the single lift be-

ing the upper, and the double lift the lower, which has

a projection for raising the outer part. Double window-
blind lifts are also distinguished as lower and upper.

The upper lift differs from the lower by not having a lug

or ledge, which is carried on the lower blind for the

purpose of engaging with the upper when the lower

one is half raised, so that the two may thereafter be

raised together.

Window bliad mullion. 15, figs. 693-3; 72, fig. 1843.

An uptight bar in the centre of a window-blind sash.

Window-blind pocket (Wilson's flexible car-window blind).

G, fig. 1646. A curved cavity under the lower deck of

a passenger-car roof for the reception of the blind when
thrown up away from the window.

Window-blind pull. A loindoiv-blind lift, which see.

Window-blind rail. 14. figs 633-3
; 71, fig. 1843. A hori-

zontal bar of a window-blind sash.

Window-blind rest. 1. A wooden strip to fill up tho

lower part of the groove in which an upper window-

blind si des, and on which it rests when down.

3. (Streetcars.) 49, fig. 1844. A horizontal strip of

wood which extends from one body-post to another, on

which the blind rests when it is lowered. -
.

Window-blind sash. 86, figs. 155-85 ; 13, 14, figs. 693^3,

etc. The frame in which the inclined thin -sZafe are

held.

Window-blind slat. 17, 18 figs. 692-^3. See above.

Window-blind spring-. Figs. 1648-51. The same as a

Sash spring, which see.

Window-blind stile. 13, figs. 692-3. An upright bar in a

window-blind sash.

Window-blind st p. 19, fig. 692, etc. An Inside win-

dow-stop, which bee.

Window button. Figs. 1652-5. A small piece of metal

swiveled by a screw which supports a window when

open. There are two leading forms, L or monkey-tail and
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V window buttons. Neither of them are used in the

finest cars.

Window-casing'. 7, figs. 692-5; fig. 1683; 86', figs. 169-

77, A frame which incloses or surrounds a window.
Often called an Inside window stop.

"Window-catch (automatic). Figs. 1663-4. A species of

monkey-tail window-button, so formed as to fall into

place by gravity.

Window-cornice. 34, fig. 695. A purely ornamental pro-

jecting structure, usually made of wood, placed over a

window on the inside. It is now little used.

Window cove-moulding. 87, fig. 175. A small concave
moulding around the sides and top of a window on the

inside of a passenger car.

Window-curtain. 27, figs. 680-1, 693-5. A cloth or some
kind of textile material loosely hung over a window to

exclude sunshine, and which can be spread or drawn
aside at pleasure. Curtains of this kind are now little

used. Windmc-shades, which see, he always flat, and
are rolled up upon shade-rollers. They are often also

called curtains.

Window-curtain bracket. Figs. 1691-2. More commonly,
simply curtain-bracket, for supporting window-shade
rollers. A more correct term would be shade or window-
shade brackets, but in common usage curtain brackets

support shade rollers.

Window-curtain-cord tightener. Fig. 1696. Practically

obsolete. See Shade and curtain.

Window-curtain holder or hook. 29, figs. 693-5 ; figs.

1694-5. A metal hook fastened at the side of a window
for holding a curtain when drawn aside. Knobs are also

used.

Window-curtain knob. Fig. 1695. A form of window-
curtain hook.

Window-curtain leather. 28, figs. 677-81, etc. More
properly, irindoic-shade leather.

Window-curtain pulley. Fig. 16SS. Practically obsolete.

See Shade and curtain.

Window-curtain rings. 32, figs. 693-4. 1696J. See Cur-
tain.

Window-curtain rod. 30, figs. 693-4, 1693. See Cur-
tain.

Window-curtain-rod stanchion. 31, figs. 693-4 : 1, fig.

1693. A support for a curtain-rod. See Curtain,

Window-curtain roller. Figs. 16S3-92. More properly, a

shade, or window-shade roller, which see.

Window deflector-ventilator. See Deflector and venti-

lator.

Window-fastener. Figs. 1659-61. A sash-lock, which see.

Window-furnishings (for deck-sashes). Figs. 1603-45.

(For lower windows.) Figs. 1646-1707.

Window-glass. 6, figs. 692-5, etc., etc. Panes of glass

used for windows. They are either plate or rolled

glass, made by pouring the molten glass on to a table

having the height of the desired thickness of the plate,

and then passing a roller over the top, or blown, or

common window-glass, the latter being by far the cheap-

est and most widely used, but of very much inferior

quality. It is made by blowing the glass into a large

bulb, which is then slit open while still hot and flattened

out.

Window-grating. A wrought or cast-iron partition made
of bars, or in other form, placed on the outside of the

windows of passenger cars to prevent passengers from

nutting their heads or arms outside. Now rarely used.

Window-guards (street cars). 77, fig. 1845. Small metal

rods to act as fenders for the end windows.

"Window-holder. A icindow-button or sash-holder, which

see.

Window-latch. Fig. 1659-61. A sasMock. which see.

Window-latch stop (lower and upper). 24, fig. 692. See

Sashlock stop.

Window-latch plate. Figs. 1655-7. A form of sash-lock

stop>.

Window-ledge (street cars). 45, figs. 1843-6. A project-

ing moulding outside of a car which extends from one

end of it to the other above the windows, intended to

shed the rain.

WiDdow-lift. Figs. 1665-72. See Sash-lift.

Window-lintsl. 90, figs. 155-85. A horizontal strip on

the outside of a passenger car between the posts and

over the window-openings.

Window-moulding (passenger car interiors). Figs. 1050-

64 ; 88, fig. 175 ; 8, figs. 692-5. Known to the trade

as car mouldings, and used around or on each sic^e

of a window, especially to cover the joint between the

panel and post. It sometimes forms a groove on the

post in which a window or window-blind slides, in place

of the inside window-stop, which see.
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Wir dow-moulding base. 10, figs. 693-3, etc. An or-

nament made of wood or metal attached to the lower

end of a window-moulding.

Window-moulding joint-cover. 9, figs. 692-3, etc.;

fig. 1697. A piece of metal or wood used to cover the

joints of window-mouldings when two pieces join each

other.

"Window-panel. 24, figs. 676-8, etc. See Panel. A
panel between the windows known as inside, outside

and end.

Window-panel furring. 59, figs. 155-85. Horizontal dis-

tance-pieces between the window-posts to which the

paneling is fastened.

Window-post (passenger cars). 58, figs. 155-85. A post

extending from sill to plate at the side of a window-
opening against which the sash and blind slide.

Window-iail. 12, figs. 693-5, etc. A horizontal bar in a

window-sash.

Window-rod bushing. Fig. 1067. A support for the
ends of a curtain-rod, which see.

Window-sash. 85, figs. 155-85; 11-12, figs. 693-5;

65, 66, figs. 1843-6. See Sash.

Window-sash holder. See Sash-lock. Figs. 1659-61, etc.

Window-sash lift. A sash-lift, which see. Figs. 1665-72.

Window-sash rest (street cars). 50, figs. 1844. A strip of

wood extending from one body-post to another, on
which the sash rests when lowered.

Window-sash spring. Figs. 1649-50, etc. See Sash-
spring.

Window-shade. A window-curtain, which is rolled on a
roller above the window, in distinction from one which
is drawn aside. In car-building it is nearly always fin-

ished at the bottom with a window-shade leather and
heavy window shade rod, both of which are almost in-

variably like fig. 1683. A rectangular slot, which is some-
what inaccurately called an eyelet, is inserted in the
leather to fasten the shade down by slipping it over the
sash-lift. In passenger cars window-blinds are gener-
ally used and not shades, but nearly all sleeping and
parlor cars and many of the newer passenger cars have
window-shades in place of blinds. Some form of auto
matic shade-roller, which see, is nearly always used, the
old fashioned pulleys and cord tighteners, figs. 1688-96,

being practically obsolete.

Window-shade leather. 28, figs. 680-1. See above,

Window-shade tassel. 33, figs. 694-5. An unusual style

of finishing the bottoms of window-shades.

Window-sill. 77-78, figs. 175-6, 180; 5, figs. 693-4.

A horizontal piece of wood or sometimes cast-iron

under a window, on which the sashes rest when
down. There are usually two, inside and outside. A
thin strip called the window-sill cap goes above it.

Window-sill cap. 79, figs. 175-6. See above.

Window-sill moulding. 80, figs. 175-6. A small wooden
molding under an inside window-sill. In modern cars

it is usually a belt-moulding, as 80, figs. 179-80.

Window-spring. Figs. 1648-51. See Sash-spring. Spring-

sash-holder.

Window-stile. 11, figs. 692-5 ; 66, figs. 1843-4. The up-

right bars of a window-sash.

Window-stop. 84,86', figs. 175, 180; 51, figs. 843-4.

The strips, or beads, attached to the window-posts which
hold the sashes in place. There are always two, inside

and outside, and parting-beads or sash-parting strips in

between.

Window-stop (inside). 7, fig. 694-5. See Window-casing.

Window ventilator. See Deflector. Ventilator.

Wind scoop. Figs. 1526-33, 1092-4, etc. A hood or ven-

tilating-jack (often so called), attached to a pipe passing

through the roof of a car, and so formed as to create

either an exhaust draft or the contrary by the current

of external air passing over the car. In the Gouge
heater similar parts of somewhat more elaborate con-

struction are called the injector and exhausting weather

cap.

Wings (pile-driver car). 20, figs. 1831-4. See Pile-driver

car and swinging-platform.

Winslow car-roof. Figs. 670-5. A car-ro.of ,
patented by

A. P. Winslow, which consists of metal roof-sheets laid

cross-wise to the car. Tbey are made with corrugations

and are let into grooves in the rafters. The latter are

covered with strips of sheet-iron and the whole with a

layer of transverse boards, which are fastened to longi-

tudinal purlins attached to the rafters or carlines. See

Car-roof.

Winslow car stove. Figs, 1533-7. A stove invented by

A. P. Winslow, the peculiarity of which is that the

base consists of a safety-tank which is connected by

safety flues to the fire-pot, so as to extinguish the fire in

case of overturning. A wind-scoop and cold-air pipe are
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attached to the stove in some cases, as fig. 1533, making
a simple form of heater.

Wire. See Seal-wires, figs. 1114-6. Woven-wire, figs.

1136-8. 1208-10.

Wire-base (for lantern). Fig. 985.

Wire-cord (Anderson sash-balance). 2, fig. 1707.

Wire-covered bell-cord. See Bell-cord. Little used.
Wire-gauze (for ventilator). A fine netting made of wire
with which the outside of ventilator openings is covered
to prevent the admission of dust.

Wire shade-tripod. Fig. 937. See Shade-ring.

Wolfrath's combined sash-lift and lock. Figs. 1700-

1702. A device to enable car windows to be lifted with
one hand without using another to release the sash-lock.

A lifting-plate M is added to the under side of an ordi-

nary sash-lift, which acts upou an interior bell-crank F,
in such a manner as to withdraw the ratchet-bolt C from
a ratchet fixed to the window casing, it being released
again so as to engage with the rack A on withdrawing
the pressure from the lifting-plate.

"Wocd-centre car wheel. Figs. 2151 and 2158. A form of
car-wheel used in England almost universally for passen-
ger service, but rarely in this country, in which the wheel-
centre is entirely made up of teak wood used as a con-
tinuous and solid series of spokes held in place by side-

plates aud M.-msell retaining rings. Called iu England
the Mansell wheel. The Thomas wheel, figs. 2174-76.
uses wooden blocks inside the tire, but is not a wood-
centre wheel. See Steel-tired wheel. Car-wheel. Tire-

fastening.

Wooden brake-block" (English). 63, figs. 116-117. A
piece of soft wood used in England as a brake-block,
which see. Wood is gradually being superseded by cast
iron.

Wooden wheel (for hand-cars). Fig. 2143. A form of
wood-centre wheel, which see.

Wooden-frame truck. A car-truck, of which the wheel-
pieces and end-pieces are made of wood. Figs. 1912-69
are illustrations. See Truck. Car-truck.

Wooden floor-mat (street cars). A sort of grating made
of strips of wood, with distance-pieces and spaces
between.

Wooa-sere-w. A small cylindrical bar of iron or steel with
a wood screw-thread cut on it and a slotted head so that
it can he turned with a screw-driver. A lag-screw is a

heavy kind of wood-screw, but is not so-called. It has

a square instead of slotted head, as fig. 1868. See Screw;.

Wood screw-thread. A form of screw-thread used for

screws which are intended to screw into wooden objects.

It differs from a metal thread in having the spaces be"

tween the projections wider. This kind of thread is

shown in fig. 1868.

Wool packed spiral-spring. Figs. 2046-7. A practically

obsolete spring once largely used in freight service.

Worm. A helix like a screw-thread, for winding rope or

chain upon. See Brake-chain worm.
Worn flat (car-wheels). Under the rules for the inter-

change of traffic this defect is defined to be irregular

wear under fair usage, due to unequal hardness of the

tread of the wheel, and to be carefully distinguished from

slid flat, which is a defect produced by the slipping of

the wheels from excessive brake-pressure. The rules

provide that flats exceeding 24 in. in length or diameter

are cause for rejection.

Wrecking car. Figs. 75-80, 144-53. Also called tool-car

or derrick-car. Figs. 75 and 76 represent the most pow-
erful type, being -worked entirely by steam, and having

sufficient capacity to lift a locomotive. Detail specifica-

tions will be found in the "Railroad Gazette" for

August 1, 1884. Figs. 79-80 are the stronger and most

approved form of hand-wrecking car. Figs. 77-78 is

another and lighter form in very general use.

Wrench. A contrivance for screwing and unscrewing a

nut. A monkey-wrench is adjustable to take nuts of

various sizes. A socket-wrench, figs. 1597-9, is one hav-

ing a cubical cavity to receive a square-end. The

wrenches for the Westinghouse brake are packing-nut

and cap screw wrenches, 49-50, fig. 311, and the dis-

charge-valve seat wrench, 32, fig. 311. A spanner, which

see, is a wrench for use on round or many-sided nuts,

like hose-couplings, to which lugs or slots are added for

engaging with the wrench.

Wrought-ivon wheel. Figs. 2179-80, etc. A steel-tired

wheel, with a wrought-iron centre, either with spokes or

with solid plites.

2. (English.) Figs. 2179-80. A " wagon-wheel." A
wheel in which the rim and spokes are of wrought iron

and the hub (boss) is either of wrought or cast iron. If

the former the spokes are welded to it, if the latter it is

cast round the spokes. The tire is shrunk on. This
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•wheel is largely used in freight (goods) service in Eng-
land, and in both freight and passenger service on the

continent of Europe. It very rarely fails. See also

Kirtley double-spoke wheel. Wheel. Car-wheel.

Wrought moulding, or fascia moulding- (English). 122,

figs. 205, 207. A moulding which is worked out of the

solid on a horizontal or vertical part of the framing of a

carriage body. See Planted moulding.

"X " car-roof. Fig. 650. A form of roof for some reason

little used, except in smoking and other cheap cars, in

which the carlines are, in form at least, independent

rafters crossing each other under the upper deck in the

form of an X. An " A " car-roof, which see, is a differ-

ent type of the same general idea ; also unusual.

Yale lock. Figs. 1027-8. A form of lock so named from
its inventor, which uses a flat key with an irregularly

curved edge sliding into a cylinder which carries a Dum-
ber of pins, each cut into two parts, as tumblers. The
edge of the key raises these tumblers to precisely the

right height to bring the joint in them to the edge of the

cylinder and permit revolution. The advantages of the

lock are its conciseness and simplicity and the difficulty

of taking an impression for making a false key. To
still further increase this difficulty, a corrugated hey has

recently been introduced, and is shown in the engraving.

Yoke. 1. ("American" steam tender-brake.) 8, figs. 366-

7. A malleable iron guide for the cylinder brake-lever,

fastened to the rear end of the cylinder by the yoke-stud

and nuts.

2. (Car door lock.) F, fig. 1005. A. part inclosing the
double-armed dog of the spindle in such manner that
the motion of the door-knob in either direction moves
back the latch.

3. (Car trucks.) 103, fig. 1959, etc. A spring-saddle,

which see.

4. (Raoul journal-box, which see.) Fig. 2014. A strap

embracing ihe journal-box lid to take up the eod thrust.

The use of the yoke has recently been abandoned in
favor of a sliding cap or lid moving vertically in grooves
to open the box for oiling, but falling of its own gravity
when oscillation or jarring begins, if by accident left up.

Yoke-lever (Janney coupler). 9, figs. 542-554. The part
connecting the coupler and the buffers of the draw-
gear, by means of which the co-operation of coupler and
buffers is secured.

Z

Zenith lamp-burner. Fig. 900. One of the no-chimney
burners. See Lamp-burner.

Zimmerman refrigerator car. The old style has its ice-

box at the top of the car extending its full length and
no circulation of air. The Zimmerman improved car is

fitted with ice-boxes in the ends of the car through
which run a number of flues which are intended to start

a circulation of air and increase the cooling surface of
the car.
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Figs. 1-7. CARS, FREIGHT ; General Views.

Fig. 4. Box Car. Four-wheeled.
(Little used; the same typeis built with inside sheathing only,

leaving framing exposed.)

Fig. 5. stock Car.
('•Bastard Hotve " Framing), old style, but much in use

Double-Deck Stock-

Cars, shown in Figs.

132-138.

Fig. 6. Stock Car.
Standard of Pennsylvan ia Railroad and allied lines (" Pratt-i

Framing).

See also Figs. 27-42,

giving dimensions of

these types.

Fig. 7. Stock Car. (."Bastard Howe" Fra miag.*



E3 CARS, FREIGHT; General Views. Figs. 8-12

Iig. 8.

Bos Stock Car or Horse Car (little used) Box Stock Car (little used).
1. Ladder Sides. 2. Ladder Rounds.

Fie/ 1L

Refrigerator Car.

(OM s(i/te ; engraving imperfect as respects ice-bos below
the roof.)

Fig. 12.

Refrigerator Car (modem).

(One of many types. See Dictionary, Refrigerator Car.



Figs. 13-19. CARS, FREIGHT ; General Views. E4

Fig. 13.

Flat Car.

1. Stake-pocket.

Fig. 14.

Flat Car. with Stakes.

1. Stake. 2. Stake-rest. 3. Stake-hook.

Fig. 15.

Gondola Car.

1. Stake-pocket.

Fig. 1 6.

Hopper-bottom Gondola Car.

Fig. 18.

Hopper-bottom Gondola Car.
(Modern type, 25 /ons capacity.)

See also Figs. 29-42,

giving dimensions of these types.

Fig. 19.

Four-wheeled Gondola Car.



Eo CARS, FREIGHT; General Views. Figs. 20-26

Fig. 20.

Hopper-bottcji Coal Car, Eight-u-heeled.

(For details of mode™ car of this design, see Figs. 109-112.)

Fig. 21.

Iron-hopper Coal Car.

Fig. 23.

Four-wheeled Hopper-bottom Coal Car.
(For details, see Figs. 105-108.)

Fig. 22.

Tank Car or Oil Car.

(For details, see Figs. 139-142.)

Usual capacity 3,700 to 3,850 gallons,

weighing 7.3 lbs. per gallon.

aBBL
Fig. 24.

FOUR-WHEELED Tip CAR.

(For details, see lig. 143.)

Fig. 25.

Eight-wheeled Tip Car.
Pennsylvania Railroad.

(See Figs. 39-40 for dimensions; other designs of eight-wheeled tip
cars are also built.)

Fig. 26.

Mine Car.



Figs. 27-32. CABS, FREIGHT : General Views. EB

Standard Types : Pennsylvania Railroad and allied lines.
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Fig. 27, Side View.

Box Cak. (Old standard ; a new and much larger standard shown in Fig. 43.) Fig. 2S. End View.

Weight, 20,900 lbs. Capacity. 30,000 lbs. Lciigth offrame, 29' lu%".- 31' C%" from face to face of draw-bar.

Fig. 29. Side View.

Hopper-Bottom Gondola Cab (short). Weight, 19,800 lbs. Capacity, oO.OOO lbs.

Length offrame. 26' 0". 27' 2" from face to face of draicbar.
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Fig. 30. Bid new.
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.F19 31. Side Fieic.

Hopper-bdttom Goxdola Car (long). Weight, 22,200 lbs. Capacity. 40,000 lbs.

Length offrame, 35' 7". 36' 9" from face to face of drawbar.
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Fig. 32. End View.



CARS, FREIGHT; General Views. Figs. 33^12

Standard Typhs : Pennsylvania Railroad and allied lines.

_. 3i6

(Aneicerand
larger design

for this style of
car is shown in

Tigs. 136-138 I

"•iiiI'^tfeS^
Fig. 33. Ptock Car, m-i'Hi Double Deck. Weight, 21,000 lbs. Capacity, 22,400 lbs.

Length offrame, 29' 1054". 31' 0%" from face to face of drawbar.

[ ..?. 1 31.1%li.,0,

{Cars ofgreater

capacity of this

general design \ iT7 "^f^7777
""^^

are also built.)
j

' ~^\

Fig. 34. End View.
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HP

J¥ff-35- Gondola or Platform Car. Weight, 17,280 lbs. Capacity, 30,000 lbs.

Length offrame, 33' 1 '. 34' :V from face to face of drawbar. 30' 9J4" inside in the clear.

.Fi'!/. 36. .End Fi'ew.
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F19. 37. Coal Car. Weight, 16,000 lbs. Capacity. 28,000 lbs.

Length offrame, 20' 9". 21' 11" from face to face of drawbar.

a.z-%—

Fig. 38.

nj,?t..J5.«^L...J )

Fig. 41. Anthracite Coal Car.
Weight, 7,600 to 7,900 lbs.

Capacity, 13,000 lbs.

[Mainly used

for grading

and construe-
;

Hon purposes.
i

*

and not for°l
coal.) "5

Fig. 35. Gravel Car or Tip Car. Weieht, 13.000 lbs. Capacity, 16,000 lbs.

Length offrame, 20' 9L£". 21' 11J4" from face to face of drawbar.

F/p. 40. aid F/eic.
j.--...- 6'.Z%"..

Fig. 42. End Fi'eir.



Figs. 43-47. CARS, FREIGHT ; Cabooses, etc.; General Views. ES

U 34—11$ Lenath of Runnina Bcard-

I*- 34'-g%" Outside Length of Body-
3B L 4 " Length of Fra-rrve-

37' 6"'from face to face of drawbar
Fig. 43. Box Car (New Standard). Pennsylvania Railroad.

(A similar diagram of the New York, West Shore d Buffalo Box Car is shown in Fig.

Fig. 44. Caboose Car with Lookout.
CLoosouts are in increasing use. but the majority o"

caboose cars do not have them.)

'it 6-4H----JI

Fig. 45. Four-wheeled Caboose Car or C^bin Car, with Lookoutv

I

{Standard of Pennsylvania Rail-

road and allied lines. The old stand- j-

ard type of this car is shown in Fig. Hi

104^2, with detail drawings, Figs.

102-4.)) I "~T "

-3-'--0-'-

---/5-lffc-—
- -19—2-

-20'—4-
Fig. 46. Side Elevation of Fig. 45.

U &LfJ£ -x

Fig. 47. End Elevation of Fig. 45.



E9 CARS, PASSENGER; General Views. Figs. 48-49+

Fig. 48. Passenger Car or Coach, Pennsylvania Railroad and allied ines.

(Side vieiv to larger scale with brake attachments in Figs. 324- 325
;
general dimensions in Figs. 62-63 ; also shown in detail under

Car-Bodies, Passenger ; Car-Body Details and Furnishings.)

Fig. 49. Passenger Oar or Coach.

( Old style, especially in respect to style of decoration, height of stepsfrom the track, name-panel and curved ivindoio-casings.)

Fig. 49>a. Suburban Excursion Car.

(The more usual practice with these cars is to use canvas side-curtains instead of blind?.)



Figs. 50-51. CARS, PASSENGER; General Views. £10

Fig. 50.

Manx " Boudoir " Sleeping Cap, with Arched Roof.

(For floor plan of this cor, see Fig. 213.)

Fig- 51.

Combination Coach.

(Combined Passenger and Baggage Car.)

(Old style, in respect to the carved tops to the windows and doors, and the oval name-panel.)



EU CARS, PASSENGER; General Views. Figs. 52-53

Fig. 52.

Drawing-room Car or Parlor Car.

Fig. 53.

Chair Car or Parlor Car.

f 7n.'s car is shown in detail i?i Figs. 159-'t>0.)



Figs, 54-56. CARS, PASSENGER; General Views. EV2

Fig. 54.

Sleeping and Hotel Car.

(Old style in respect to window details and decorations.)

Fig. oh.

Sleeping Car.

{Modem style of finish and decoration.)

Fig, 56.

Dining Car.

(Usually fitted with, theatre seats for ease in going to and from the tables.)

(Old style in respect to windows and sub-divisions. For neicer designs see Figs. 191-194 and 214.)



£13 CARS, POSTAL AND BAGGAGE ; General Views. Figs. 57-59

Fig. 57.

Mail Car or Postal Car.

(Old style in respect to curved paneling, although largely in use. For newer style, with dimensions, see Figs. 64-05.)

Fig. 58.

Combination Baggage Car.

(Combined Baggage and Express or Mail Car.)

Fig. 59.

Baggage or Express Car.

(Figs. 58 and 59 are not of the most approved modern design, although largely in use. Figs. 64-65 more correctly represent current practice.')



Figs. 60-65. CARS, PASSENGER ; General Views.

Standard Ttpes : Pennsylvania Railroad and allied lines
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JYg. 60. Sleeping Cak. Side Viexo.

(Two newer styles of sleeping car are also in use.)
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J?Vf?. 61. .E>id PTiew.

I '
'

'

; U le-£5>i
;
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(For side
view, see Fig.

4S or, fo larger

scale, Figs.
3-24-325. _4ls»

shown in detail

under Car-
Bodies, Pas-
senger ; Car-
body Details
and Furnish-
ings.)

46-6 i o tatLength ofFranc
.52-9'" l otaL- Length. _ _i _ _.

Ftg. 62. Passenger Car or Coach. Side View. Fig. 63. End Yieic.

Weight, complete, 44,989 lbs. Weiebt. one truck. 7,200 lbs. Capacity, 51 passengers.

9-8%'WuUfi sf/ramt

10H%-—X-

'<^..l 1
' 40^0' Over Sills

Fig. 64. Baggage Car. Weight, 32,000 lbs. Side View
k- 3H0%.——
Fig. Go. End View.



_E15 CARS, POSTAL ; General Views. Figs. 66-69

Standard Types: Pennsylvania Railroad and allied lines.

Fig. 66. Side View.

Postal or Mail Car.

Weight. 58,000 lbs. Capacity, 10 tons.

Faj. 67. Fivl Viea:

Fig. 68. Side View.

Postal or Mail Car.

Weight, 56,700 lbs.

Fig. 69 End View.



Figs. 70-74. CARS, WORKING ; Qenerat Vieus. E1G

Fig. 70.

Sweeping Car.

A. Snoiv-scraper.

Jf'ig. 71.

Ditching Car.

F/<7. 73.

Derrick Car or Wrecking Car.

J7
/.;. 72.

Ferry Push-Car.

F.g. 7-i.

Snow-plow.

(Another style is shown in Fig. 81 ; see also Snow-plow in Dictionary.)



£17 CARS, WORKING; Wrecking Cars. Figs. 75-76

Fig. 75. Side View.

(Scale 8 ft. to tbeinch.)

Fig. 76. Plan.

Steam Wrecking or Derrick Oar ;

Michigan Central, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and Chicago & Western Indiana Railroads
Radius of Boom, 22 ft. Capacity of Tank, 450 gals.

(Names of the principal details are approximately given in Figs. 77-79.



Figs. 77-79. CABS, WORKING ; Wrecking Cars. E18

Fig. 77. Elevation.

Hand Derrick or Wrecking Car.

Names of Parts : Figs. 78.

1. Eye-bolt.

2. Sheave-hook, or Hoist-

ing Hook.

12. Intermediate

wheel.

13. Shifting pinion.

Spur.

3. Hoisting -block (with! 14. Crank, on the Driving-

two Sheaves).

4. Hoisting-block Clevis.

5. Pintle, or Sheave-pin.

6. (Fig. 77) Boom. (White

Oak.)

s7ia/£.

15. ilfasf.

16. Boom-shoe Rods, sup-

porting Boom-shoe.

17. Guy-rings.

6. (JYgr. 78) Head-casting 18. Head-block, revolving

for Boom.
7. Stay-rods, or Tension'

rods.

8. Drum or Spool.

9. Sfiur-gear (keyed to

Drum-shaft, 23).

10. Intermediate Shaft.

11. Intermediate Pinion.

on a Head-block Pin.

19. Dei-rick Truss-rod.

20. Mast-pocket.

21. Hoisting-chain.

22. Sleunng-rings.

23. Drum-shaft.

24. 2ooM>o.r.

JY9. 78. .End Elevation of Fig. 77. FVg. 79. J&u? Elevation of Fig. 80.



JE19 CARS, WORKING ; Wrecking Cars. Figs. 80-81

A°r°J

-i— i i i i t i i i r
i i i i

J7</. 80. Side Elevation.

Hand Wrecking ok Derrick Car, 10 ton Crane.
(Another style of Wrecking Car is shown in Figs. 144-153.)

Fig. 81. Snow-plow.
New Tork, West Shore & Buffalo Railway.

Another style is shonm in Fig. 74 ; see also Snow-plow, in Dictionary.)



Figs. 82-83. CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Box Cars. E20

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts with Figs. 95-96.

Fig. 82. Side View.

a'i k 44168 '

' 'ii y
Half Plan, showing Framing. Fig. 83. Half Flan, showing Floor.

Bos-car Body, Central Railroad of New Jersey.



E21 CAR-BODIES, Freight; Box Cars. Figs. 84^-86

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts with Fig-s. 95-96.

~ta-k—-r—

^

t

a- et- ] [—ij-a-

Fig. 85. Transverse Section.

I

Fig. 80 End View.

Box-car Body, Central Railroad of New Jersey.



Figs. 87-88. CAR BODIES, Freight; Box Cars. £22

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts with Figs. 95-96.

J7 87_

Half Plan, showing Framing. Fig. 88. Half Plan, showing Roof

.

Box-car Body, New York Central & Hcdsox River Railroad.

(Old standard ; for new, see Figs. 93-96.)



£23 CAR-BODIES, Freight ; BdX Curs:. Figs. 89-92

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts with Figs. 95-96.

Fig. S9. Longitudinal Section.

Fig.Sl.

Transverse Section.

Boxcar Body, New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

(Old standard; for new, see Figs. 93-9Q.)

A GAPTtft vlAfJ. I S" 76=



Figs. 93- 94. CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Box Cars. E-24

Plan of Poof Framing. •



£25 CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Box Cars. Figs. 93-94

5 refer to List of Names of Parts with Fig-s. 95-96 ; 175 and over refer to List on following: pag-e.

87

Standard Box Car, New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River Railroad
and allied lines.

{Figs. 93-90),

with Hoit Draw-gear (Figs. 426-427)

and Brake-shaft Gear of Figs.

253-254.

Capacity 40,000 lbs.

Weight lbs.

Weights in Detail.

Wrought iron in car-body. 2,552 lbs.

Cast ''• lt 797 "

Steel " " 104

Malleable ll "
13J4

k '

Wrought iron in trucks, in-

cluding axles 3,144 "

Cast iron in trucks, includ-

ing wheels 5,366 "

Malleable iron in trucks.. 48

Journal bearings 80 "

Specifications.

Axles: Hammered iron, "M. C. B.

standard."

Wheels; 525 lbs. each, and guaran-

teed for three years. Pressed upon
axles at a pressure not less than

60,000 lbs.

Springs ; N. & A. Midd eton's

twenty-ton bolster.

Card-cases: Two metal card-cases,

32 X 9H m - inside, with wire rack,

and ^trip of rubber over top to keep
off tbe rain, blocked out on washers

Y\ in. for circulation of air.

Bolts and Niits: All bolt-heads and

nuts to be let in flush on inside of car

and all sharp corners removed.
Painting : Car-body, three coats

mineral paint. Ironwork exposed to

view, one coat of gloss black. Trucks,

two coats of mineral paint. Roof,

top of floor timbers, outside and top

of sills, and all mortises and tenons,

one coat mineral paint.

Weights ; To be marked on the

right-hand lower corner of both sides

of car, and over the weight the words
and figures, " Capacity 40,000 lbs."

Screw-threads : Standard of M. C.

B. Association.

Ttf. 94- Flan of Floor.





Figs. 93-94. CAB-BODIES, Freight ;
Box Cars

E2'i CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Box Cars. Figs. 93-94

$ jyumbn.s below 175 refer to List of Names of Parts with Figs. 95-96 ; 175 and over refer to List on following- pag-e.

Standard Box Car, New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River Railroad

and allied lines.

{Figs. D3-9G),

ivith Hoit Draw-gear (Figs. 426-427)

and Brake-shaft Gear of Figs.

2J2-254.

Capacity 40,000 lbs.

Weight lbs.

Weights in Detail.

Wrought iroo in car-body. 2,552 lbs.

Cast " " 797 "

Steel • ,l 104 "

Malleable " " 13H
"

Wrought iron in trucks, in-

cluding: axles ...3,144

Cast iroo in trucks, includ-

ing wheels 5,366 -

Malleable iron in trucks.. 4S

Journal bearings 80

Specifications.

Axles: Hammered iron, "M. C. B.

standard."

Wheels : 525 lbs. each, and guaran-

teed for three years. Pressed upon

a'xles at a pressure not less than

60.000 lbs.

Springs ; N. & A. Midd eton's

- twenty-ton bolster.

Cnrd-cases : Two metal card-cases,

12 X 9^6 in. inside, with wire rack,

and strip of rubber over top to keep

off the rain, blocked out on washers

*4 in. for circulation of air.

Bolts and Nuts: All bolt-heads and

nuts to be let in Hush on inside of car

and all sharp corners removed.

Painting : Car-body, three coats

mineral paint. Ironwork exposed to

view, one coat of gloss black. Trucks,

two coats of mineral paint. Roof,

top of floor timbers, outside and top

of sills, and all mortises and tenons,

one coat mineral paint.

Weights: To be marked on the

right-hand lower corner of both sides

of car, and over the weight the words

and figures, " Capacity 40,000 lbs."

Screw-threads: Standard of M. C
B. Association.

Plan of Rooj Framing. Pta n of Floor.



Pigs. 95-96. CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Box Cars. /•.".'<;

Fill. 05. Transverse Section.

Figs. 93-96. Standard Bos Car, New York Central & Hudson River Railroad and allied lines.

Names of Parts Special to Figs. 93-96 in Addition to General List (of Numbers below 175) on the following page.

175. End-brace Tie-rod.

176. Body Counterbrace Tie-rod.

177. Door Cap.

178. Door Centre-girth.

179. Queen Post or Body Truss-rod Bearing.

180. Buffer-spring.

181. Draw-spring.

182. Draw-rod.

183. Follower-plate Block.

185. Cross-frame Tie-rods or Centre Draiv-rods.

186. Packing-blocks.

187. .Linfc.

188. Brake-hanger Bolt.

189. Plate-bolt Strip.

190. Brake Hand-rail.

(See also Figs. 252-4.)

191. Push-block, on the Lower Corner-plate.

192. S7<orf Plate-rods.

201. Draw-bar Carry-iron.



E-27 CAR-BODIES, Freight; Box Cars. Figs. 95-96

List of Names of Parts of Box-cae Bodies ; Figs. 82-101.

1. Side-sill. 32. Dead-blocks. 60. Roof Grab-iron. 93. Brake-wheel.

2. End-sill. 32'
. Buffer-beam. 61. Grated-door. 94. Brake-shaft

3. In termed ia te-sills. 33. Side Body-brace. 62. Grain-door. 95. Horizontal Brake-shaft.

4. Centre-sills. 34. Side Body-brace Rod. 63. Grain-door Rod. 96. Upper Brake-shaft

5. Short Floor-timber. 34'
. End Body-brace Rod. 64. Door-sill. Bearing.

6. Brake hanger Timber. 35. End Body-brace. 65. Top Door-track. 97. Lower Brake-shaft

7. Floor-timber Distance- 35'
. End Body-brace Pocket. 66. Bottom Door-track. Bearing.

block. 36. Sill-and-plate Rod. 67. Door-track Bracket. 98. Brake-shaft Step.

8. Floor-timber Braces. 37. Body Counterbrace. 68. Door-hanger. 99. Brake-shaft Bracket.

9. Sill Knee-iron. 37'. Body Counterbrace Rod. 69. Door-brace. 100. Brake-step.

10. Sill Tie-rod. 38. Brace-rod Washer. 70. Door-shoe. 101. Brake-step Bracket.

11. TransverseFloor-timbers. 39. Brace-pocket. 71. Open-door Stop. 102. Corner Grab-iron.

12. Body-bolster. 40. Right-hand Brace-pocket. 72. Closed-door Stojj. 102' End Grab-iron.

12'
. Body - bolster Spacing- 41. Double Brace-pocket. 73. Door-hasp. 103. Brake Ratchet-wheel.

block. 42. Body-post. 74. Door-pin. 103'
. Brake-pawl.

13. Body-bolster Truss-rod. 42'
. Body post Pocket. 75 Door-pin Chain. 104. Horizontal Brake-shaft

14. Body-bolster Truss-rod 43. Corner-post. 76. Lock-chain. Chain.

Washer. 44. Door-post. 77. Door-guards. 105. Brake-shaft-chain

15. Body-bolster Truss-block. 44'
. Door-post Pocket. 78. Door-handle. Sheave.

16. Body Side-bearing. 45. Corner-post pocket. 79. Freight-car Lock. 138. Drawbar Cross-timber.

17. Body Centre plate. 46. Plate. 80. Card-rack. 139. Draw-gear Tic-rod.

18. King-bolt, or Centre-pin- 47. Plate-rod. 81. Carline, or Curling. 140. Coupling-pin.

19. Body Truss-rod. 48. End-plate. 82. Main-carline. 141. Train Signal-lamp.

20. Body Truss-rod Saddle. 49. Girth. 83. Purlin (see note to Figs. 142. Brake-head.

21. Body Truss-rod Bearing. 50. End-girth. 97-101). 143. Brake-beam.

22. Xeedle-beam, or Cross- 51. End-girth Tie-rod. 84. Ridge-pole.. 144. Brake-hanger.

frame Tie-timber. 52. Sheathing, or Siding. 85. Roof-braces. 145. Brake-lever.

23. Drawbar. 53. Inside-lining. 86. Roof-boards. 146. Brake-lever Fulcrum.

24. Draw-spring. 54. Lining-strips. 87. Running-board. 147. Brake, lever Guide.

25. Auxiliary Buffer-spring. 55. Upper Corner-plate. 88 Running-board Exten- 148. Brake-lever Bracket

26. Draw-timbers. 55' (Same as 57). sion. 150. Brake-shaft Chain.

27. Floor. 56. Middle Corner-plate. 89. Running-board Bracket. 151. Brake-shaft Connect-

28. Double Deck. 57. Lower Corner-plate. 90. Eaves-moulding. ing-rod.

29. Buffer-block. 58. Pull-iron. 91. Eaves Fascia-board. 152'
. Lower Brake-rod.

30. Sill-step. 59. Ladder-rounds. 92. Roof-step. 165. Journal-box.

31. Sill-step Stay. 59' . Bent Ladder-round.

(Certain additions to this list, shown only in the special drawings referred to. are given with Figs. 95-96 (viz., Nos. 175 to 19*2, and No. 201);

with Figs. 97-101 (viz., Nos. 202 to 209), and with Figs. 113-115 (viz., Nos, 194-200). Numbers omitted from the above list are -used for names of
parts special to other forms of freight cars than box cars, as per following lists.)



Figs 97-101. CAR-BODIES, Freight; Box Cars.

-. 93

£2K

94 SCALEoiz34-se-rs
190 1^.^,1 1 j ^ 1 1 1 4 ^

Longitudinal Section.

87



£29 CAR-BODIES, Freight; Box Cars. Figs. 97-101

Numbers below 302 refer to List of Names of Parts on preceding- page.

Side Elevation.

Fig. 101.

Section through

Door.

Names op Parts Special to Figs. 97-100

in Addition to General List on Pre-

ceding Page, for Numbers below 202.

202. Ladder Side-rails.

203. Drawbar Strap.

204. Floor Blocking-strip.

205. Purlins.*

206. Pull-iron.

207. Brake-equalizer Block.

208. '• Equalizer Strap.

209. " Equalizing-lever.

* The numbers 83 and 205 are reversed in these

engravings—205 are the Purlins proper and S3,

Roof-strips.

'3 .; 19

levation. Fig. 99. Section.

Fig. 100.

Part Plan of Poof Framing.





Figs 97-101. CAR-BODIES, Freight; Box Car
CAR-BODIES, Freight; Box Cars. Pigs. 97-101

Numbers below 302 refer to List of Names of Parts on preceding- page.

Fig. 101.

Section through

Door.

Fig. 98. Plan.
End Elevation. Fig. 99. Section.

Sta-vimrd Box Car, New York, West Shore & Buffalo Railway.

Fig 100.

Part Plan of Roof Framing.

Names of Parts Special to Figs. 97-1(10

in Addition to General List on Pre-

ceding Page, for Numbers below 202.

202. Ladder Side-rails.

203. Drawbar Strap.

204. Floor Blocking-stonp.

205. Purlins*

206. Pull-iron.

207. Brake-equalizer Block.

208. " Equalizer Strap.

209. " Equalizing-lever.

* The numbers 83 and 205 are reversed in these

engravings—205 are the Purlins proper and 83,

Roof-strips.



Figs. 102-103. CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Caboose Cars,

fcala

12 6 n
i 2 3 2 5 5 ? 8 ft.

ffaf/ fton, showing Floor Framing. Fig. 103. Half Flat., showing Inside
Four-wheeled Caboose Car. with Lookout, Pennsylvania Railroad and allied lines.

{Old style. The present standard, modified from the above, is shown in Figs. 45-6-7.)



E31 CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Caboose Cars. Figs. 104-104*

[Transverse Section. Fig. 104. End View.

Fig. 104L£. Perspective View.

Four-wheeled Caboose Car, Pennsylvania Railroad.

(Old style ; for new, see Figs. 45-47.)

Names of Paets ; Figs. 102-104.

1. Side-sill.

2. End-sill.

3. Intermediate-sill.

4. Centre-sill.

5. Short Floor-timber.
6. Brake-hanger Timber.
8. Floor-timber Braces.

10. Sill Tierod.
22. Needle-beam or Crdss-frame Tie-tim-

ber.

23. Drawbar.
24. Draw-spring.
26. Draw timbers.

27. Floor.
30. Sill-step.

31. Sill-step Stay.
32. Dead-blocks.
33. Side Body-brace.
35. JEwd Body-brace.
37. Body-counterbrace.
42. Body post.

43. Corner-post.
46. PZafe.

52. Sheathing or Siding.

53. Inside-lining.

64. Door-sill.

81. Carline or Curling.
86. Roof-boards.
90. Eaves-moulding.
93. Brake-wheel.
94. Brake-shaft.
96. Upper Brake-shaft Bearing.
98. Brake-shaft Step.

102. Comer Grab-iron.
103. Brake Ratchet-wheel.
140. Coupling-pin.
141. Train Signal-lamp.
143. Brake-beam.
145. Brake-lever.
152'. Lower Brake-rod.
165. Journal-box.
167. Pedestal Stay-rod.
168. Pedestal Tie-bar.

169. Pedestal-timber.
170. Spring-hanger.
171. Spring-hanger Iron.

172. Pedestal.

174. Lookout.

(Parts numbered 8, 164, 170, 171 and 174 are special

to this car, and appear nowhere else.)



Figs. 105-106. CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Coal Cars. £32

Half Flan, show vg tSep5l 65 Floor Framing. y Fig. 106.



-E33 CAR-BODIES, Freight; Coal Cars. Figs. 107-108

End View Fig 107 Transverse Section. .. .„. ^— ^

FOUB-WHEELED HOPPER-BOTTOM CoAL CAR, NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RlVER RAILROAD.
Fig. 108. Plan of Brake.

1. Side-sill.

2. End-sill.
3. Intermediate Sill.

5. Short Floor-timber.
6. Brake-hanger Timber.
7. Floor-timber Distance-block.

10. Sill Tie-rod.
23. Drawbar.
24. Draw-spring.
26. Draw timbers.
30. Sill-step.

32. Dead-blocks.
32'. Buffer-beam.
33. Side Body-brace.
34. Side Body-brace Rod.
36. Sill-awl-Plate Rod.
37. Body-co unterbrace.
39. Brace-pocket.
41. Double Brace-pocket.
42. Body-post.
43. Corner-post.
45. Corner-post Pocket.
53. Inside-lining,

(Nos. 32, 123 fo 137 inclusive, 14P.

Names of Parts, Figs. 105-108.

55. Upper Comer-plate.
57. Lower Corner-plate.

93. Brake-wheel.
94. Brake-shaft.
96. Upper Brake-shaft Bearing.

97. Lower Brake-shaft Bearing.

98. Brake-shaft Step.

100. Brake-step.
101. Brake-step Bracket.
102. Corner-handle.
103. Brake Ratchet-wheel.

123. Drop-doors.
124. Drop-door Chain.
125. Drop-door Hinge
126. Drop-door Beam.
127. Strap, for Drop-door Beam.
128. Eye-bolt.
129. Winding-shaft.
130. Winding-shaft Ratchet-wheel.
131. PaioZ, for Winding-shaft Ratchet-

wheel.
132. Dofif, for Pairf of Winding-shaft

Ratchet-wheel.

133. Winding-shaft Plate.
134. Inclined End-floor.
135. Inclined Side-flooring.
136. Top Side-rail.

137. Top End-rail.
138. Drawbar Cross-timber.
139. Draw-gear Tie-rod.
142. Brake-head.
143. Brake-beam.
144. Brake-hanger.
145. Brake-lever.
146. Brake-lever Fulcrum.
147. Brake-lever Guide.
148. Brake-lever Bracket.
149. Brake-lever-bracket Brace.
151. Brake-shaft Connecting-rod.
152. Secondary Brake-rod.
1 53. Inclined Floor-timbers.
165. Journal-box.
166. Pedestal Brace-tie Bar.
167. Pedestal Stay-rod.
172. Pedestal.
173. Drawbar Friction-plate.

numbers on the following page, as there noted. )

152, 153. 167 a?i<2 173 are pxrte special to this car, and do not appear elsewhere, excpt in part, by different



Figs. 109-112. CAB-BODIES, Freight ; Coal Cars. -B34

2?t*

Standard Coal Car, Philadelphia & Reading Kailroad.

Side sills, 10 X 4 in. End sills, 10 X 10 in. Body bolster, 12 x 9 in
IS

Weight, 1S,4S0 lbs. (each track 4,800 lbs.).

. [6

•-B

36

,18 if-

Ls

^

<= - q-30r
Fig. 111. Plan.

Names of Parts, Figs. 109-112.

(Numbers in parentheses refer to the list of correspondingparts on the previouspage, Figs. 105-108.)

11. Inclined-floor Cross-bar.
12 (33). Side Body brace.
13 (37). Body Counter-brace.
14 (42). Body-post.

Section. End Elevation

1 (133). Winding-shaft Plate.
2 (124). Drop-door Chain, or Hopper-

chain.
3 (130). Winding-shaft Ratchet-wheel.
4 (129). Winding-shaft, vriih Winding-

j
15 (43). Corner-post,

arbor, Square-end. i 16 (55). Upper Corner-plate.
5 (131). Pawl for Winding-shaft i 17 (136> Top Side-rail.

Ratchet. ,18 (1). Sill or Side-sill.
6 (132). Dog for Pawl of Winding- 19 (137'. To;; End-rail,

sliaft. 20 (same as 36). Inclined Floor (\i wood),
7. Draw-hook. ox Inclined Hopper-plates (it

8. Coupling -chain, or Triple] iron).

Couoling-linl: 21. Inclined Floor-timbers.
9 (125). Drop-door Hinge. 22 (53). inside Lining.

10. Hopper Transom. (Continued on following page.)

i. ^



Eio CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Coal (Gondola) Car. Figs. 113-115

23 (24).

24 (2).

25 (32).

26 (57).

27.

28.
29.

30.

(List continued from previous page.)

Draw-spring. 31 (36). Sill and Plate Rods.
32 (34). Side Body-brace Rod.
33(41). Double Brace-pocket.
34(39). Brace Pocket.
(No number.) Corner-post

Pocket.
35. Body-post Pocket.
36(134). See '20.

B. Truck Center-plates.
F (123). Dropirdoor.

End-sill
Dead-blocks.
Lower Corner-plate.
Centre-pin or King-
bolt.

Side Hopper-plates.
Body-bolster Truss-

rods.

Body-boUter Truss-
rod Washer.

I*. End Sill 9-io-

19 -19 19-do Bearings S'-5*-

Fig, 114.

Section through Draw-spring. Section through Bolster.

34 ft out-to out-

i*7</. 113. Longitudinal Section.

End Elevation. Fig. 115. Section through Centre of Car.

Standard Gondola or Platform Car, New York Central & Hudson River Railroad,

•with Hoit Draw-gear (shown separately in Figs. 426-427.)

Names of Parts of Gondola

1. Side-sill. 21. Body Truss-rod Bearing 93.

2. End-sill. on Queen-post. 94.

3. Intermediate-sill. 22. Needle -beam or Cross- 98.

4. Centre-sill. frame Tie-timber. 103.

12. Body-bolster. 23. Drawbar. 144.
12'. Body - bolster Spacing- 24. Draw-spring. 179.

block. 26. Draw-timbers. 182.

19. Body Truss-rod. 27. Floor. 183.

20. Body Truss rod Saddle. 29. Buffer-block. 186.

30. Sill-step.

Car : Figs. 113-115.

Brake-wheel.

Brake-shaft.

Brake-shaft Step.

Brake Ratchet-wheel.

Brake-hanger.

Queen-post.

Draw-rod.

Follower-plate Block.

Packing-blocks.

187. Link.

194. Side-straps.

195. Side-strap Tie-rod.

196. Side-plank.

197. End-plank.

198. Stake.

199. Stake-pocket Strap.

200. Stake-bolt.

201. Drawbar Carry-iron.



Figs. 116-117. CAR-BODIES, Freight; English " Wagon."

1-21. Underframe.
22-38. Running-gear.

Big. 117. Plan, showing Framing
English Open "Goods Wagon."

Average weight 10,700 lis. Maximum capacity, 18,000 lbs

General Classification of List of Parts on following page.

39-52, and 145, 146. Buffing and Draw-gear. i
64-78. Body.

53-63. Brake-gear, or Brake-work.



£3? CAR-BODIES, Ereignt; English, '•Wagon.'' Figs. 118-119

7-5

End Elevation. Section through Centre,

Names of Parts of English "Goods Wagon," Ligs. Ii6-U9.

1. Solebar.
2. Headstock, or Buffer

Beam.
3. Cross bearer, Cross-bar,

or Transome.
4. Diagonal.
5. Middle longitudinal.
6. End Half-longitudinal.
7. Brake-shaftCross-bearer,

or Centre Crossbar.
8. Buffing-spring Bed, or

Back Chock.
9. Longitudinal Tie-rod.

10. Transverse Tie-rod.
11. Strap Bolt.
16. Spider-plate (plain), or

Underframe Plate.

17. A.r7e guard Crown.
18. Axle-guard Wing.
17 and 18. Axle-guard,

"W" pattern.
19. Axle-guardWing-washer.
20. Aide-guard Crown-wash-

er.

21. Axle-guard Keep, Horn-
stay, or Bridle.

22. Bearing-spring.
23. Bearing-spring Buckle,

or Hoop.
24. Bearing spring Shoe.
25. WteeZ ' (SoHd Wrought-

iron Single-spoke).

26. -Boss, or iVorae.

27. Spofce.

28. .Rim.
29. Tire.

26. 27 and 28. Wheel-Cen-
tre, or Skeleton.

30. Key-ring Tire- Fasten-
ing.

31. Journal.
32. Collar of Journal.
33. Wfteei-s'eai.

34. Grease Axle-box.
35. Grease-Chamber.
36. A.r7e-ooai Cover, or Bid.
37. ^la;Ze-6oa; Keep.
38. ^Lrfe-boa; Bearing, or

Brass.
39. Drawbar.
40. Draw-hook.
41. Coupling-shackle.
42. Coupling-link.
41 and 42. Wdgwi-coMp-

ftnfir, or Draw-chain,
consisting of Shackle,
Shackle-pin, and Links.

47. Buffer-head.
48. Buffer-rod.
49. Biiffer-rod Guide, or

Buffer-Block.
50. Buffer-rod Shoe.
51. Plate ot Laminated Buff-

ing and Draw-spring.

52. Auxiliary Draw-spring i 68.
(.Ruober).

53. Brake-shaft, or PFeigfc- 69.
6cwv 70.

54. Brake-shaft Hanger (V
pattern). 71.

54'. Brake - shaft Hanger
(Plate pattern). 72.

55. Brake-shaft Ann, or
Brake Louble-lever. 73.

56. Brake-rod, or Brake
Push-rod.

57. Brake-lever, or iorafir 74.
i?rafce-Zei'er.

58. Brake-lever Guard. 75.

59. Brake lever Ratchet. 76.

(58 and 59 are also termed
Brake-lever Rack.) 77.

60. Brake-lever Handle. ^
61. Brake-hanger, or Brake- „„

Wocfc Hanger.
62. Brake-hanger Bracket.
63. Brake-block (wood).
64. Crib-rail, Rocker-rail, 80.

or Side-rail. 81.
65. B?id Stanchion, or £nd

Muntin. 82.
66. Floor-Board, or B7oo?- 145.

Baiiem.
67. Side Board, or Side 146.

Sheeting.

Section through Axle.

End Board, or End
Sheeting.
Continuous Topside.
Falling Door, or i<7ap
Boor.

Straj> Hinge, or Door-
hinge Joint.

Hinge-plate, or Door-
hinge.

Hinge-plate Washer, or
Door- hinge Washer-
plate.

Coping, or Capping-
iron.

Through Body-bolt.
Inside Body Corner-
knee.

Outside Corner-plate.
Strap Washer, or
Washer-plate.

Falling - door Latch,
consisting of Boor
Fastening, Staple,
Cotter and Chain.

Sheet-ring and Staple.
Horse-hook, or Toicing-
Hook.
Body Knee.
Draw-hook Washer, or
Drawbar Front-plate.
Draw - spring Cradle-
plate.



^"gs. 121-122. CAR-BODIES, Freight; Fruit Car. EZS

Fkctt Car,

Central Pacific Kail" Q5
ROAD AND ALLIED

LINES.
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and Double Doors.)
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E39 CAR-BODIES, Freight; Fruit Car. Figs. 123-125

Fig. 124.

Plan of Floor and Platform, showing interior Guard-posts.

Fig. 125.

Enlarged Section through Lower Ventilator.

Names op Parts, Figs. 121-125.

A. Side-sill.

A 2
. Centre-sill.

A.". Intermediate-sill.

A 4
. End-sill.

A5
. Needle-beam or Cross-

frame Tie-timber.

A 6
. Body-bolster.

A 7
. Bolster Distance-block.

A 8
. Floor-timber Distance-

block.

B. Truss-rod.

B 3
. Draw-rod.

B 3
. Coupling-hook rod.

D. Ventilator-sill.

D 2
. Ventilator Cap.

D 3
. Ventilator.

D 4
. Ventilator Netting.

D c
. Ventilator Grating.

E. Ventilator Latch.

F. Ventilator Hinge.

F 2
. Ventilator Connecting-

link.

F 3
. Ventilator Pivot-pin.

G. Cuard-posts.



Figs. 126-129. CAR-BODIES, Freight; Refrigerator Cars. E4C

F/g. 126. .End Section.

Names of Parts, .Figs. 126-129.

1. Inside-door.

2. Double-floor.

3. Ice-box.

4. Zee box Orating.

5. Ice-door (outside).

6. Grating Cleats.

7. Air-space.

8. Ice-door (inside).

9. Ventilator.

10. Icebox Bottom.

11. lower Grating.

12. Drip pipe, or Drain.

13. ..IzV-space.

14. Trap.

15. Upper Air hole.

16. Lower Air hole.

>W o^ — iIkO-.£--~H |!int'--

JToor. «0
Ayer "Rubber"



£11 CAB-BODIES, Freight; Refrigerator Cars. Figs. 126-129

Section End Elevation,
j

Ayer^-' Rubber" Refrigerator Car.

Average weight. 23,000 lbs.

Cost (1884) double-lined $75O@S80O
" " single-lined 650@ 700

Linings, double

11
single

200<a 22n

125@, 150

igejutok Car.
Plan of Roof. Hoof Framing.

i
1° -tf- ? i' -t- jl l»".





Figs. 126-129. CAB-BODIES, Freight; Refrigerator Cars,
CAR-BODIES, Freight; Refrigerator Cars

FT"

F/ff. 126. iSid Section.

Names of Parts, Figs. 126-129.

1. Inside-door.

2. Double-floor.

3. Icebox.

4. Ice box Grating.

5. Ice-door (outside).

6. Grating Cleats.

7. Air-space.

8. Ice-door (inside).

9. Ventilator.

10. Ice box Bottom

.

11. Lower Grating.

12. DripxAjw, or Drain.

13. Air-spac^.

14. Trajj.

15. Upper Air half,

16. Lower Air hole.

Figs. 126-129

.Ehi"/ Elevation,
j

Ayer"" Rubber" Refrigerator Cak.

Average weight 23,000 lbs.

Cost (1884) double-lined g7.JO@S80O

" siogle-lined 650@ 700

Linings, double 200® 225

single 125@ 150

%.J
28 - P/a» o/ i?oo/.

Ayer "Rubber HWtugerator (Jar.
J?oo/ Framing.

SCALE.

r
1 -4 r )

a



Figs. 130-1 30a. CAB-BODIES, Freight; Refrigerator Cars. E42

Names of Parts, Tiffany Refrigerator

Car ; Fig. 130a.

1. Ice-pan Gutter.

2. Conductor leadiug'to Drip-pan under car.

3. Hanging-bars.

4. Ice-pan.

5. Air-space.

Fig. 130a. Tiffany Refrigerator Car.

Fig. 130.

Lorenz Refrigerator Car.

Names of Parts, Lorenz Refrigerator Car ; Figs.

130-130A.

A, B. Floor (inclining to centre).

C. Cork Wall.

D. Air-space.

E. Air-inlets.

F. Floor Air inlets.

G-. Outlet Strainer.

H. Air Outlet-pipe.

I. Outlet-pipe Discharge.

3. Interior Air holes.

K. Trough.

L. Cover-strip over Through slot.

M. Floor Traps.

N. Trap-doors.

O. Drain ing-notches.

P. Drain-pipe.

Q,. Centre-sills.

R. Double Doors.

S. Sub-door.

T. Flashing (sheet metal)

TJ. Air-inlet Pipe.

V. Outer Inlet-strainer.

W. Inside Inlet-strainer.



£43 CAR-BODIES, Freight; Refrigerator Cars. Figs. 1304-131*

Fig. 130t.j.

Loeenz Refrigerator Car, showing Ice-rack (about 30 in. wide) and Ice-doors.

(In the above figure the air inlet pipe TJ terminates in a continuous conduit passing around the bottom of the car behind the inside lining,

instead of discharging directly into the car, as in Fig. 130.)

Fig. 131. Longitudinal Stction.

Ely, Cloud <X
r Wall Refrigerator Car.

;[==];
Fig. 131^. End Section-

Names of Parts, Figs. 131-131!.

A. Refrigerator.

B. Ice-box.

C. Air-flue.

D. Condensing Diaphragms.
E. Drip-dish and Trap.

F. Air-holes.

b. Ice-box Ch'ating.

h'. Ice-box Bottom.



Figs. 132-133. CAR-BODIES, Freight; Stock Cars. B4i

a a o i

Side View.

2 3 4 5 6

Fig. 132.

~
afl.

Longitudinal Section.

45 53'

45^8
Half Plan, showing Floor Framing. Fig. 133.

Double-Deck Stock Car, Pennsylvania Railroad.

(Old standard; for new, see Figs. 136-138.

Half Flan, showing Roof.



CAR-BODIES, Freight; Stock Cars. Figs. 134-135

Fig. 13 1. End View. Fig. 135. Transverse Section.

Double-deck Stock Car, Pennsylvania Railroad.

(Old standard ; for new, see Figs. 136-138.)

Names of Parts of Stock Car, Figs. 133-135.

1. Side-sill. 23. Drawbar. 45. Corner-post Pocket. 84. Ridge-pole.

2. End-sill. 26. Draw-timbers. 46. Plate. 85. Roof-braces.

3. Intermediate-sill. 27. Floor. 47. Plate-rod. 86. Roof-boards.

4. Centre-sill. 28. Upper-floor or Double- 48. End-plate. 87. Running-board.
9. Sill Knee-iron. deck. 49. Girth. 93. Brake-wheel.

12. Body-bolster. 30. Sill-step. 50. End-girth. 94. Brake-shaft.

13. Body-bolster Triiss-rod. 31. Sill-step Stay. 58. Pull-iron. 95. Horizontal Brake-shaft

14. Body-bolster Truss-rod 32. Dead-blocks. 60. Roof Grab-iron. 96. Upper Brake-shaft

Washer. 33. Side Body-brace. 61. Grated-door. Bearing.

15. Body-bolster Truss-block. 35. End Body-brace. 65. Top> Door-track. 98. Brake-shaft Step.

16. Body Side-bearing. 36. Sill-and-plate Rod. 66. Bottom Door-track. 99. Brake-shaft Bracket.

17. Body Centre-plate. 37. Body-counterbrace. 67. Door-track Bracket. 100. Brake-step.

18. King-bolt or Centre-pin. 40. Bight-hand Brace- 68. Door-hanger. 101. Brake-step Bracket.

19. Body Truss-rod. pocket. 69. Door-brace. 102. Corner-handle.

20. Bod,y Truss-rod Saddle. 41. Double Brace-pocket. 70. Door-shoe. 103. Brake Ratchet-wheel.

21. Body Truss-rod Bearing. 42. Body-post. 71. Open-door Stop. 105. Brake-shaft-chain

22. Needle-beam or Cross- 43. Corner-post. 81. Carline or Carling. Sheave.

frame Tie-timber, 44. Door-post. 83. Purlin. 140. Coupling-pin.



Fig. 136. CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Stock Cars. £46

Double-deck Stock Cab

[Names ofparts correspond in substance with those for the old design for the same ca

Weight, with double deck, 26,200 lbs.

4-wheel truck, 4,500 lbs.

Capacity, Horses.

Cattle,

:



£47 CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Stock Cars. Fig. 136

35—7-fHIN-m-NK3-BOAflO

1 h9i^-i^-»T,

iH2#-si;L-T~3^2^?i
10 11 12 13 U 15

_Foce to face of draichead, "il ft. 6 m.

n-xstlvaxia Railroad.

78. 132-135rj.4 new; and modified designfor this car is now (1884) in preparation.)

)0 Its.

to 30.000 lbs.

Capacity, Hogs (Double-deck), 30,000 to 35,000 lbs.

Sheep (Double-deck), 32,000 to 28,000 lbs.





Fig. 136. CAB-BODIES, Freight ; Stock Cars.
CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Stock Cars Fig. 136

10 U 12 18 U 16

FiiJ. 136. Face to face of drawhvad. 37 ft. 6 in.

Double-deck Stock Car, Pennsylvania Railroad.

{Names ofparts correspond in substance with those for the old design for the same car. Figs. 132-135.~~Aneiv and modified design for this car is now (1884) in preparation.)

Weight, with double deck, 26,200 lbs.

4-wheel truck, 4,500 lbs.

Capacity, Horses. 25.000 lbs.

Cattle, 25,000 to 30,000 lbs.

Capacity, Hogs (Double-deck), 30,000 to 35,000 lbs.

Sheep (Double-deck), 22,000 to 28,000 lbs.



Fig. 137. CAR-BODIES, Freight; Stock Cars. £48

Fig. 137. Plan.

Double-deck Stock Cab, Pennsylvania Railroad.

(Names of parts correspond in substa7ice with tlwse for the old design for the same car, Figs. 132-135.)



CAR-BODIES, Freight; Stock Cars. Fig. 138

Section through Bolster. End Elevation.

Fig. 138.

Double-deck Stock Car, Pennsylvania Railroad.

(Names of parts correspond in substance with those for the old design for the same car. Figs. 132-135. A new and modified design for this

car is now (1884) in preparation.)



Figs. 139-140. CAR-BODIES, Freight; Tank Cars. E50

Outside View. Longitudinal Section.

Fig. 140.

Take Car or Oil Car.

Half Plan, showing Floor Framing.



CAR-BODIES, Freight; Tank Cars. Figs. 141-142

Big. 141. End View. Fig. 142. Transverse Section.

Tank Car or Oil Car.

Names of Parts of Tank Car; Figs. 1S9-142.

1. Sill.

2. End-sill.

10. Sill Tie-rod.

11. Transverse Floor-timbers.

12. Body-bolster.

23. Draw-bar.

26. Draw-timbers.

30. Sill-step.

31. Sill-step Stay.

32. Dead-blocks,

93. Brake Wheel.

94. Brake Shaft.

96. Upper Brake-shaft Bearing.

98. Brake-shaft Step.

106. Tamfc, for Tank-car.

106'. Tank-head.

107. Tank-band.

108. Tank-dome.

109. Dome-head.

110. Man-hole.

111. Man-hole Cover.

112. Man-hole Ring.

113. Man-hole Hinge.

114. Tank-valve.

115. Tqnk-valve Seat or Tank-nozzle.

116. Tank-valve Cage.

117. Tank-valve Rod.
118. Tank-nozzle Cap.

119. Running-board.

120. Running-board Brackets.

121. Hand-rail.

122. Hand-rail Post.

138. Drawbar Cross-timber.

139. Draw-gear Tie-rod.

140. Coupling-pin.

(Parts special to this car, Nos. 11 and 106 /o 122. inclusive.)



Fig. 143. CAR-BODIES, Freight; Tip Car. EbZ

Fig. 143.

Tip Car or Dump Car.

(This car is mainly used for grading and construction purposes, and not for coal

)

1. Side-sill.

2. End-sill.

3. Intermediate-sill.

4. Centre-sill.

7. Floor-timber Distance-block.

22. Cross-frame Tie-timber.

23. Drawbar.

26. Draw-timber.

42. Body-post.

43. Corner-post.

44. Door-post.

93. Brake-ivheel.

List of Names of Parts.

94. Brake-shaft.

103. Brafce Ratchet-u-heel.

103'. Brake paid.

136. Top Side- rail.

137. Top End-rail.

140. Conpling-pm.

142. Brake-head.

143. Brake-beam.

144. Brake-hanger.

154. Tip-car Door.

155. Rocker.

156. Rocker-bearing.

(Parts numbered 154 to 163. inclusive, are special to th

157.

158.

159.

160.

161.

162.

163.

165.

168.

169.

172.

is car.)

Rocker- bearing Timber.

Rocker-bearing Timber-hanger.

Rocker-timber.

Side-rest.

Centre-stop.

Side-stop).

Corner-post Brace.

Journal- box.

Pedestal Tie-bar.

Pedestal-timber.

Pedestal.



E53 CAR-BODIES, Freight; Wrecking Cars. Figs. 144-145

Fig 144. Steam Derrick Car, with Iron Frame ; Buffalo, New York & Philadelphia Railroad.

Showing Crabs or Tongs for fastening the car to the track.

Weight, 60,000 lbs. LeiJgth, out to out of drawbar, 33 ft. OH in.

(Other Wrecking and Derrick Cars are shown in Figs. 73 to 80.)

Names of Parts, Fig. 145.

A. Mast.

B. Boom.
G. Spur-wheel of Hoisting gear.

H. Chain-box.

J. Stay-rods or Tension-rods.

Fig. 145. Pillar Crane.

(Largely used on Wrecking Cars.)



Figs. 146-147. CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Wrecking Cars.

\(.
' __ t?Q]t FAC£_JO_£ACE 5F OB*wr CASTIfJC 33 -J/z__

srt.

Fig. 146. Longitudinal Section.

Fig. 147. Plan of Floor Frame.

Steam Derrick Car, Buffalo. New York & Philadelphia Railroad.



Eoo CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Wrecking Cars. Figs. 148-150

End Elevation. Fig. 148. Section.

Outside Sills, A :
8" Channel Iron (52 lb.). Intermediate and Centre Sills : 8" I-beams (85 lb.). Needle-beams, 6" I-beams.

Fig. 149. Plan of Floor.

Steam Derrick Cab, with Iron Frame. Buffalo, New York & Philadelphia Railroad. Figs. 144-153.

Names of Parts, Figs. 144-150.

A. Side-sills.

A 2
. Centre-sills.

A 3
. Body-bolster.

A4
. End-sill Channel-bar.

A 5
. Intermediate-sills.

A G
. End-sill.

A 7
. Needle-beam.

B. Body Truss rod.

B 2
. Hog - chain or Inverted

Truss-rod:

B3
. Queen-Post.

Fig. 1 50. Side Elevation of Draw-gear.

B 4
. Hog-chain Queen-post.

C. End-sill Brackets.

C 2
. Tie-plates.

E 3
. Hoisting-chain Sheave.

K. King-bolt or Centre-pin.

K 2
. Centre Plates.

Truck -bolster Truss-rod

Bearing.

Upper King-bolt Key.

Loiver Kingbolt Key.

Truck-bolster Truss-rods.

Bolster Jack-screws.



Figs. 151-153. CAR-BODIES, Freight ; Wrecking Cars. £56

Jn» !--------:
I

T23 nib—"p"*

2 r n~n ju 2] o 1 " !

""

I Ps 1

Fig. 151. Si'rfe Elevation, Mast and Boom. Fig. 152. Sid Elevation, Mast and Winding Drum.

D. .Mas?.

D 2
. Boo?)i.

D 3
. Stay-rod or Tension-rod.

D 4
. Drum.

D B
. Base-plate.

E. Mast-sheave.

Fia. 153. Hal/ Pian o/ Cop, Drum and Boom.
Derrick for Wrecking Car, i*Y</s. 144-150.

Names of Parts of Derrick, Figrs. 151-153.

E 2
. Boom-sheave.

F. Boom-shoe Bods.
F 2

. Boom-shoe.
H. Head-block or Cap.
I 2

. Boom Clevis.

L s
. Tension-rod Clevis.

R. Boom-shoe Rollers.

W. Crank, or Driving Shaft, with
Shifting-pinion.

X. Intermediate or Slow-motion Gear.
Y. Quick-motion Gear.



£5: CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. Fig. 154

Names of Parts; Figs. 155-158. Passenser Car-body, Central Railroad of New Jersey.

1. Side-sills. 38. Platform End-timber, or 78. Inside Window-sill. 124. Seat-stand.

2. End-sills. Buffer-beam. 85. Window-sash. 125. Seat-back.

3. Intermediate-sills. 39. Platform-post. 86. Window-blind Sash 127. Foot rest.

4. Centre-sills. 40. Base-ioasher, for Plat- (lower and upper). 128. Stove', or Heater.

6. Bridging. form-post. 89. Inside Window-panel. 129. Stove-pipe Jack.

8. Sill Knee-iron. 41. Platform-rail. 90. Window-lintel. , 130. Saloon.

9. Sill Tie-rod. 42. Platform-railing Chain. 91. Letter-board. 131. Closet Hopper.

10. Body-bolster. 44. Body Hand-rail. 93. Eaves-moidding. 132. Urinal.

11. Body-bolster Truss-rod. 45. Platform-steps. 94. Inside-cornice. 133. Water-cooler.

12. Body-bolster Truss-rod 46. Tread-board. 98. Plate. 136. Lamp-jack.

Washer. 47. Step iron. 99. Door-lintel. 137. Window.
13. Body-bolster Truss-block: 48. Step-hanger. 100. Carline, or Compound- 140. Window-blind.

14. Body Side-bearings. 51. Side Body-brace. carline. 141. Frieze-ventilator.

15. Body Centre-plate. 53. Brace Straining-rod. 101. Rafter. 142. End-ventilator.

16. King-bolt. 54. Sill-and-plate Rod. 102. Roof-boards. 143. Deck Side Ventilator.

17. King-bolt Plate. 55. Body Counterbrace. 103. Platform-roof. 144. Deck Sash, or Window
18. Clieck-chain. 58. Window-post. 104. Platform-roof Carline. 145. Basket rack.

19. Body Check-chain Eye. 59. Window-panel Furring. 105. Platform-roof End-car- 146. Door-midlion.

20. Body Truss-rod. 60. Stud. line. 148. Middle Door-rail.

21. Body Truss-rod Saddle. 61. Comer-post. 106. Roof-apron. 149. Top-rail, of Door.

22. Body Queen-post. 62. Door-post. 110. Clear-story, or Upper 150. Door-stile.

23. Turnbuckle. 63. Truss-plank. Deck. 151. Door panel.

26. Needle-beam, or Cross- 65. Belt rail. 111. Deck Sill. 152. Brake-shaft.

frame Tie-timber. 66. Panel-rail. 113. Deck End-sill. 153. Brake-shaft Step.

27. Main Floor, or CarFloor. 67. Outside-panel. 115. Deck Post. 155. Lower Brake-shaft

28. Deafening-ceiling. 68. Outside Window-panel. 116. Deck End-panel, or Bearing.

29. Drawbar. 69. Panel-strips. Ventilator. 156. Upper Brake-shaft

30. Draw-spring. 70. End-panel. 117. Deck Plate. Bearing.

31. Draw-timbers. 71. End Window-panel. 118. Upper-deck Carline. 157. Brake-wheel.

34. Platform, Platform-floor 74. Lower Wainscot-rail. 122. Car Seat. 158. Brake Ratchet-wheel.

35 Platform-sills. 75. Upper Wainscot-rail. 123. Seat-end, or Aisle Seat- 159. Brake-pawl.

36 Platform-timber Clamps 76 Wainscot-panel. end. 160. Brake-chain Worm.
37 Platform Short-sills. 77 Outside Window-sill.



Figs. 155-156. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaclies. £58
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E59 CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. Figs. 1 55-156

ers refer to List of Names of Parts on preceding: page.

6. Plan show'ng Floor Framing
Railroad of New Jersey.

Plan showing Floor, Seats, etc.





Figs. 155-156. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coarfies,
CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. Figs. 155-156

Inverted Plan. Fig. 156. Plan shoiv'ng Floor Framing.

Passenger Car-body, Ckntral "Railroad of New Jersey.

Plan s' owing Floor, Seats, etc.



Figs. 157-158. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. £60

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts with Fig. 154.

Passenger Car-body, Central Railroad of

New Jersey.

With Intermediate Floor but no Deafening-ceiling

10. Body bolster.

11. Body-bolster Truss-rod.

12. Body-bolster Truss-rod
Washer.

13. Body-bolster Truss-bloclc.

14. Body Side-bearings.

18. Check-chain.
19. Body-cheek-chain Eye.
26. Needle-beam or Cross-

frame Tie-timber.

27. Main Floor or Car Floor.

28. Deafen ing-ceiling.

29. Drawbar.
30. Draw-spring.
31. Drain-timbers.
34. Platform, Platform-

floor.

35. Platform-sills.

37. Platform Short-sills.

38. Platform End-timber or
Buffer-beam.

39. Platform-post.

40.

41.
42.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
58.
59.
61.
62.
63.
65.
66.
70.
71.
74.
75.
76.

77.

Names of Parts

Base-washer, for P?<rf-

form-post.
Platform-rail.
Phi

t
form-railing Cha in.

Body Hand-rail.
Platform-steps.
Tread-board.
Step-iron.
Step-hanger.
Wiudoiv-oost.
Window-panel Furring.
Corner post.

Door-post.
Truss-plank.
Belt-rail.

Panel-rail.
End-panel.
End Window-panel.
Lower Wainscot-rail.
Upper Wainscot-rail.
Wainscot-panel.
Outside Window-sill.

: Figs. 157-158.

91. Letter-board.
93. Eaves-moulding.
94. Inside-cornice.
98. Plate.
99. Door-lintel.

101. Rafter.
102. Roof-boards.
103. Platform-roof.
110. Clear-story or Upper

Decfc.

111. Deck Sill.

116. Deck End-panel or

Ventilatof:
117. Deck Plate.

118. Upper-deck Carline.

122. Car Seat.
123. Seat-end, or 4i'sZe Seaf-

e»d.
124. Seat-stand.
125. Seat-back.
127. Foot-rest.

129. Stove-pipe Jack.

130. Saloon.
135. Centre-lamp.
136. Lamp-jack.
137. Window.
142. End-ventilator.
143. Deck Side Ventilator.

145. Basket-rack.
146. Door-mullion.
147. Bottom-rail of Door.
148. JUVdctfe Door-rail.

149. Top-rail of Door.
150. Door-stile.

151. Door-panel.
152. Brake-shaft.
153. Brake-shaft Step.

155. Lower Brake-shaft
Bearing.

156. Upper Brake-shaft
Bearing.

157. Brake-wheel.
158. PraA-e Ratchet-wheel.

160. Brake-chain Worm.



CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coache Fig. 159

Names of Parts ; Figs. 159-160. Chair Car, Chicago & Alton Railroad, on Following Page.

1. Side-mils.

2. End-sills.

3. Intermediate-sills.

4. Centre-sills.

6. Bridging.

9. Sill Tie-rod.

10. Body-bolster.

14. Body Side-bearings.

18. Cheek-chain.

19. Body-eheck-chain Eye.

20. Body Truss-rod.

22. Body Queen-post.

23. Turnbuckle.

24. Truss-rod Iron.

26. Needle-beam, or Cross-frame'- Tie-

timber.

27. Iain Ftooc, or Car Floor.

28. Deafen ing-ceiling.

34. Platform, Platform-floor.

37. Platform Short-sills.

38. Platform End-timber, or Buffer-

beam.

39. Platform-post.

40. Base-washer, for Platform-post.

41. Platform-rail.

45. P?«tform -steps. 100.

46. Tread-board. 101.

54. Sill and Plate Rod. 103.

58. Window-post. 106.

59. Window-panel Furring. 110.

60. Stud. 111.

61. Corner-post. 115.

63. Truss-plank. 117.

65. Belt-rail. 118.

66. Panel-rail. 122.

67. Outsidepanel. 194.

68. Outside Window-panel. 137.

69. Panel-strips. 144.

74. Lower Wainscot-rail. 145.

75. Upper Wainscot-rail. 163.

76. Wainscot-panel. 164.

77. Outside Window-sill. 165.

78. Inside Window-sill. 166.

85. Window-sash. 167.

89. Inside Window-pan el.

91. Letter-board. 168.

93. Eaves-moulding. 169.

94. Inside-cornice. 170.

98. Plate. 171.

Cdrline, or Compound-carl ine.

Rafter.

Platform-roof.

Roof-apron.
Clear-story, or Upper Deck.

Deck Sill.

Deck Post.

Deck Plate.

Upper-deck Carline.

Car Seat.

Seat-stand.

Window.
Deck Sash, or Window.
Basket-rack.

Compression Beam.
Compression Beam Brace.

Counterbrace.

End Counterbrace.

Body Brace Rod, or Hog-chain

Rod.

Body Counterbrace Rod.

End. Compression Beam.
Upper Deck, or Clear-story.

Loicer Deck.



Figs. 159-160. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. £62

Fig. 159. SiSt

(Different modifications of this general style of framing are shown in.

Fig. 160

Standard Chalk Car, Cbk
(A general view of this car, showing ex



£63 CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. Figs. 159-160

nbers refer to List of Names of Parts on preceding Page.

f^g
,144

k/2'OslK.

•Qtion.

64A-&i.o. Another example of the same style is shown in big. 199.)

& Alton Railroad.

jX appearance, is given in Fig. 53.)





Figs. 15S-160. CAB-BODIES, Passenger ; Day Conches.
CAB-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. Figs. 159-160

Xumbers refer to List of Names of Parts on preceding Page.

Fill. 159. Side Elevation.

{Different modifications of this general style of framing are shown in Figs. 644-645. Another example of the same style is shown in big. 199.)

Fig. KU. Plan.

Standard Chair Car, Chicago & Alton Railroad.

(A general view of this car, showing external appearance, is given in Fig. 53.J



Figs. 161-162. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. J? 64

Fig. 161. Framing.

Fig. 162. Longitudinal Section.

Passenger Car-body (New Standard), Manhattan Elevated Railroad of New York.



£65 CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Conches. Fig. 163

Fig. 163.

Transverse Section.

(Scale : J4 inc^ t° a foot.)

Passenger Car-body {New Standard) Manhattan Elevated Railroad, of New York.

A. Body Queer-post Stay.

I Names of the various parts are practically the same as in the old standard, Figs. 164-168, on the following pages ; the designs differing

chiefly in style of finish ; notably in rezppct to the windows and seats. The framing is practically identical in style. Consequently reference

numbers to the various parts have roVbeen added.)



Figs. 164-165. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. E6fi

Longitudinal Section Fig. 165. Passenger Car-body, Manhattj

(Old Standard ; the >u w is si



£6t CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches.

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on following' page

Figs. 164-165

[

l0
['' :'

?
(13 |W

,

15 ft.

r.EVATED RAILROAD OF NEW YOEK.
in Figs. 161-163.)

Side View, showing iraming.





Figs. 164-165. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Ooadm, CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. Figs. 164-165

Lcniyitudiniil Sect,
Fig. 165. Passenger Cab-body, Manhattan Elevated Railroad of New York.

(Uld Standard ; the new is shown in Figs, 161-163.)

Hide View, nhowiny Framing.



Fig. 166. CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Day Coaches. EOS

-94

Fig. 166. Transverse Section. Passenger Car-body Manhattan Elevated Kaij.road (Old Standard).

Names of Parts : Figs. 164-168. Passenger Car-body Manhattan Elevated Railroad.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Side-sills.

End-sills.

Intermediate-sills.

Centre-sills.

6. Bridging.

9. Sill Tie-rod.

10. Body-bolster.

14. Podj/ Side-bearings.

15. Porty Centre-plate.

16. King-bolt.

17. King-bolt Plate.

20. Sort?/ Truss-rod.

22. jBody Queen-post.

23. Turnbuckle.

Truss-rod Iron.

Needle-beam or Cross-

frame Tie-timber.

Main Floor or Car Floor.

Draw-spring.

Draw-timbers.

24.

26.

27.

30.

31.

32. Centre-draft Drawbar.
33. Drawbar Sector.

34. Platform, Platform-floor.

35. Platform-sills.

36. Platform-timber Clamps.

38. Platform End-timber or

Buffer-beam.

39. Platform-post.

40. Base-washer for P/nf-

form-post.

41. Platform-rail.

43. Platform-gate.

51. Side Body-brace.

53. Brace Straining-rod.

55. Body-counter-brace.

58. Window-post.

60. Sf»c7.

61. Corner-post.

62. Door-post.

65. Belt-rail.

67. Outside-panel.

69. Panel-stri}]s.

74. Lower Wainscot-rail.

75. Upper Wainscot-rail.

76. TVaiHSCof-jjaneT.

77. Outside Window-sill.

84. Outside Window-stop.

85. TT7)ido(c-.sn.s/i.

94. Inside-cornice.

98. PZafe.

99. Door-lintel.

100. Carline, or Compound-
carline.

101. -Ra/ter.

102. Roof-boards.
103. Platform-roof.

104. Platform-roof Carline.

105. Platform-roof End-
carline.

109. Platform-hood Post.

110. Clear-story or Upper
Deck.

112. Deck Bottom-rail.

115. Deck Post.

116. DecA- End-panel or P'e»-

tilator.

118. Upper-deck Carline.

122. Car Seat. [end.

123. Seat-end, or 4isZe SeaZ-

125. Seat-back.

126. Seat-division.

137. TFiji.toic.

138. Tirin-windou:

139. Small-window.

144. Deek-sash, or IjPMidOM!.

147. Bottom-rail, of Door.

148. it/uWZe Door-rail.

149. Top-rail, of Door.

150. Door-stile.

151. Door-panel.



CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. Figs. 167-168

Inverted Plan (on maximum curve of 90 ft. radius).

Figs. ] 67-168. Draw-gear of Passenger Car, Manhattan Elevated Eailroad of New York.

Names of Parts : Figs. 167-168.

Fig. 168.

Longitudinal section of drow-bar (on tangent).

1. Side-sills.

2. End-sills.

3. Intermediate-sills.

'

4. Centre-sills.

6. Bridging.

9. Sill Tie-rod.

10. Body-bolster.

14. Body Side-bearings.

15. Body Centre-plate.

16. King-bolt.

24. Truss-rod Iron.

27. Main Floor, or Car
Floor.

30. Draw-spring.

31. Draw-timbers.

32. Centre-draft Drawbar.

33. Drawbar Sector.

34. Platform, Platform-

floor.

36. Platform-sills.

36. Platform-timber

Clamps.

37. Platform Short-sills.

38. Platform End-timber,

or Buffer-beam.

162. Platform Tie-rod.

(Parts'numbered 32, 33 are special to this style of car, and not used elsewhere.)



Figs. 169-170. CAR-BODIES, Passenger Day Coaches E70

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on following- page.

Half Plan. showinQ Floor Framing.
Passenger Car-body (Old Standard), Penxsylvax:



CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Day Coaches. Figs. 169-170

i T>. Half Plim,]shrtmimj ffloor^Seats^etc
LTLaoAD. i The present Standard is shovm in Figs. 178-185.)





Figs. 169-170. CAR-BODIES, Passenger Day Coaches.

'

Number* rrfirtn List of Names of Parts on following- page

CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches, Figs. 169-170

TOT: 2"

"L1.1 .U I

'

l

g
I

3
I

4
I

5
I

6 f l

e
I

9
I

10
I
"

I

12
I

13
I

14
l

15^
Longitudinal Section.

Half Plan, showina Floor Wi-aming. Hnlf P(an,\ahOWing Ftoor^Sents^etc.

Passenger Car-body (Old Standard), Pennsylvania Railroad. (The present standard is shown in Ftys. l78-18o.»



Ftgs. 171-172. CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Day Coaches. ETi

Passenger Car-body (Old Standard) ; Pennsyl-
vania Railroah.

(Niid Standard, Figs. 178-185.) Scale with
Fig. 169.

Names of Parts ; Figs. 169-177.

1. Side-sill 19. Body-check-chain 41. Platform-rail. 65. Belt- rail. 82. Upper Belt-rail
2. End-sills. Eye. 44. Body Hand-rail. 66. Panel-rail. 83. SashParting-strip
3. Intermediate-sills. 20. BocYt/ Truss-rod. 45. Platform-steps. 67. Ontside-panel. 84. Outside Window-
4. Centre-sills. 23. Tn rnbuckle. 46. Tread, board. 68. Outside Window- stop.

5. Floor-timber Dis- 26. Needle-beam or 47. Step iron. panel. 85. Window-sash.
tance-block. Cross-frame Tie- 48. Step hanger. 69. Panel-strips. 86. Window blind.

7. Floor-timber Timber. 49. Splash-board. 70. End-panel. Sash.
Braces. 27. Afrmi F/ooc, or 52. Side Body-brace 72. Name-panel. 86'. Inside Windoiv-

8. Sill Knee-iron. Car Flour. Rod. 73 Name-panelFrame

.

stopoi Window-
9. Sill Tic-rod. 28. Deafen ing-ceiling. 54. Sill and Plate Rod. 74. Lower Wainscot- casing.

10. Body-bolster. 29. Drairbar. 56. Body-counter- rail 87. Window Cove-
11. Body-bolster Truss- 30. Draw-spring. brace-rod. 75. Upper Wainscot- moidding.

rod. 31. Draw-timbers. 57. Brace-rod Washer. rail 88. Window moulding
12. Body-bolster Truss- 34. Platform, Plat- 58. Window-post. 76. Wainscot-panet. 89. Inside Window-

rod Washer. form-floor. 59. Window-panel 77. Outside Window- panel.
13. Body-bolster Truss- 35. Platform-sills. Furring. sill 90. Window-lintel

block. 38. Platform End-tim- 60. Stud. 78. Inside Window- sill. 91. Letter-board.
14. BodySide-bearings. ber or Buffer-beam. 61. Corner-post. 79. Window-sill Cap. 92. Eaves Fascia-
15. Body Centre-plate. 39. Platform-post. 62. Door-post. 80. Window-sill board.
16. King-bolt. 40. Base-washer for 63. Truss-plank. Moulding. (Continued on following

17. King-bolt Plate. Platform post. 64. Truss-plank Cap. 81. Belt-rail Cap. page.)



£73 CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Day Coaches. Figs. 173-176

Passenger Car-body
(Old Standard)

Pennsylvania Railroad.

(New Standard, Figs. 178-185).

t=[

-JL

Fig. 173. End View,
showing Framing.
Scale with Fig. 169.

tn

Fig. 174.

Section of Side of Clear-story.

(A section of the new standard pas-

senger car superseding this design is

shown in Fig. 1 80. ,1 Iso. one showing
a different style of construction, with

Challender Truss and Wilson Flexi-

ble Window Blind, in Figs. 185a and
185ft.)

93.
94.
95.

96.

List
(Continued from preceding

page.)

Eaves-moulding.
Inside-eornice.
Inside-cornice
Fascia-board.
Inside-cornice
Sub-fascia-board.

97. Inside lining.

98. Plate.

99. Door-lintel.

100. C'arline. or Com-
pound-carline.

101. Rafter.
102. Roof-boards.
107. Platform-hood.
108. Platform-hood

Bow.
109. Platform-hood

Post.
110. Clear-story or

Upper Deck.
111. Deck Sill.

of Names of Parts ; Figs. 169-Ti

112. Deck Bottom-rail.
113. Decfc End-sill.
114. Decks ill Facing.
115. Deck Post.
116. Deck End-panel

or Ventilator.
117. Deck-plate'.

118. Upper-deck Car-
line.

119. Upper-deck Eaves
Moulding.

120. Decfc Inside Cor-
nice.

121. Deck Soffit-board.
122. Car Seat.
123. Seat-end, or ^4isZe

Seat-end.
124. Seat-stand.
125. Seat-back.
128. S<(we, or Heater.
130. Saloon.
131. Closet Hopper.

132. Urinal.
134. tro/er-aZcow.
137. Window.
140. Window-blind.
144. Deck-sash, or

Window.
146. Door-inullion.
147. Bottom-rail, of

Door.
148. Middle Door-rail.
1 49. Top-ra £Z, of Door.
150. Door-stile.

151. Door-panel.
152. Brake-shaft.
153. Brake-shaft Step.
156. Upper Brake-

shaft Beating.
157. Brake-wheel.
158. Brafce Ratchet-

u-heel.

161. Flag-holderPlate.
162. Platform Tie-rod.

Fig. 175.
Section of Side
through Window.

Fig. 176.
Section of Side

between Windows.



Figs. 177-178. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. ET4

roo ^118 Numbers refer to List of |Q(1 '178 S

fry* "s J //-i T" d if *• «!r... U isf iiv C
u

u •;.. " , "!?;- "

*g- IS*
-

?"19 ^rW>°
-&—

T

*=» s IS? 0T^
JVc/. 177. Passenger Car-bo

(Set

.42 Feel 5 In. Length of Deck ills

Sedf Elevation of Framing. Fig. 178. Passenger i

(The principal change in the framing is tl



E7Z CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. Figs. 177-178

s of Parts on the [qq ; ||8 preceding page.

'd Standard). Pennsylvania Railroad.
th Fiij. 169.) „_-— --.-— —

-^

jdt (Sew Standard). Pennsylvania Railroad. Longitudinal Section, showing Framing
titution of a Platform-roof for a Platform-hood. See Dictionary.)





Figs. 177-178. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. Figs. 177-178

too
•

(IB Numbers refer to List of
|fl(j JJJ8 Names of Parts on the 150 ; ||

preceding page.
JllB roo [118

Side Elevation of Framing. Fig. 178. Passenger Car-body iAVio Standard). Pennsylvania Railroad. LongiUtdinal Section, showing Framing

{The principal change in the framing is the substitution of a Platform-roof for a Platform-hood. See Dictionary.)



Fig. 179. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coach

Passenger Car-body

(New Standard),

Pennsylvania Railroad .

(Old Standard, Figs. 169-177.)

Weight, 42.000 lbs.

Capacity. 52 passengers.

Names of Parts; Figs. 1 ?9-180.

1. Side sills.

3. Intermediate-sills.

4. Centre-sills.

10. Body-bolster.

27. Main Floor, or Car Floor.

58. Window-post.

62. Door-post.

63. Truss-plank.

65. Belt-rail.

66. Panel rail.

67. Outside panel.

69. Peme7 strips (Mgr. 175).

74. Lower Wainscot-rail.

75. Upper Wainscot-rail.

76. Wainscot-panel.

77. Oidside Window sill.

78. Inside Window-sill.

79. VPradbzw sj'7? Cap.

80. PPindouv-siH Be7f Moulding.

81. Belt-rail Cap.

82. Dpper Belt-rail.

83. .Sus/i Parting-strip.

84. Outside Window-stop.

85. lT7((cZoit!-sa*7(.

86. Windoir-blind Sash (lower and
)<ppe)').

86'. Inside Windoiv-stop, or

PPrndoju-casmgr.

88. Window-moulding.

89. Inside Window-panel.

90. Window-lintel.

91. Letter-board.

(Continued on following page.)

iv'0. 179. Inside side Elevation.

28



E'"> CAR-BODIES, Passenger

;

Day Coaches, Fig. 180

Passenger Car-body

(New Standard),

Pennsylvania Railroad.

(Old Standard, Figs. 169-17i.)

List of Names of Pakts ; Figs. 1 79-180.

(Continued from preceding page.)

92. Eaves Fascia-board.

93. Eaves-moulding.

94. Inside-cornice.

95. Inside cornice Fascia-board.

97. Inside-lining.

97'. Beit-moulding.

98. Plate.

100. Carline, or Compound Carline.

102. Roof boards.

110. Clear-stoi-y, or Upper Deck

111. Deck Sill.

112. Decfc Bottom-rail.

1 14. Deck-sill Facing.

117. Deck Plate.

118. Upper-deck Carline.

119. Upper-deck Eaves-moulding.

120. Z)«* Inside-cornice.

121. Deck Soffit board.

122. CorSeaf.

123. Seat-end, or -.4«"sZe Seat-end.

124. Seat-stand.

125. Seat-back.

127. Foot-rest.

137. MbAju).

140. Window blind (lower and upper).

144. Z>ecfc Sosfe, or Window.

147. Bottom-rail, of -Dow.

148. Middle Door-rail.

149. Top-rail, of Z>oor.

150. Door-stile.

151. Door-panel.

(A different style of construction, with Challender

Tiuss and Wilson Flexible Window Blinds, is

shown in Figs. 185a and 185b. See, also, section of

side of old Pennsylvania standard, Figs. 175-6.)

Jf/r/. 180. Section and Tnside End Elevatii



Figs. 181-182. CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Day Coaches.

Standard Passenger Car-rod^
(Old Standard, with detailed references to Warms of Parts, Figs. 169-1 77. Fo



£79 CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Day Coaches. Figs. 181-182

Plan.

<a Standard). Pennsylvania Railroad.
rther eagravitijs of Ihi details of this car, $e<: (Jar-bods- Details and Furnishings.)





Figs. 181-182. CAB-BODIES, Passenger ; Day Coaches. CAB-BODIES, Passenger; Day Coaches. Figs. 181-182

Fig. 18'!. pf,,,,.

'^"*^^^
• Oar-uudy Dktiils ""J FuasisHixc.s. I



Figs. 183-184. CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Day Coaches. E80

Scale with Fig. 181.

Fig. 183. E.id Elevation.

Passenger Car-body

(New Standard),

Pennsylvania Railroad.

(Old Standard, Figs. 169-177.) Cross-section through
Window.

Fig. 184.
Cross-section through

Platform.

1.

2.

3.

4.

10.

Side-sills.

End-sills.

Id termediate-sills.

Centre-sills.

Body-bolster.

11. Body-bolster Truss- rod.

12. Body-bolster Truss-rod

Waslier.

14. Body Side-bearings.

16. King-bolt or Centre-pin.

20. Body Truss-rod.

21. Body Truss-rod Saddle.

26. Needle-beam or Cross-

frame Tie-timber.

27. Main Floor, or Car
Floor.

29. Drawbar (Janney).

29'. Buffer (Jannry).

35. Platform Sills.

38. Platform End-timber or

Buffer Beam.

39.

40.

41.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

51.

51'

61.

62.

63.

65.

66
70.

86.

90.

91.

Names of Parts

Platform -post.

Base-washer, for Plat-

form-post.

Platform-rail.

Platform-steps.

Tread-board.

Step-iron.

Step-hanger.

Splash board.

Side Body-brace.

End Body-brace.

Corner-post.

Door-post.

Truss-plank.

Belt-rail.

Panel rail.

End-panel.

Window-blind Sash

(lower and upper).

Window-lintel.

Letter-board.

; Figs. 185-185.

92. Eaves Fascia-board.

93. Eaves-moulding.

95. Inside-cornice Fascia-

board.

98. Plate.

101. Rafter.

102. Roof-boards (Upper

Deck).

102'. Roof-boards (Lower

Deck).

103. Platform-roof.

106. Roof-apron.

108. Platform-hood Bow.
110. Clear-story or Upper

Deck.

111. Deck Sill.

116. Zteefc End-panel or

Ventilator.

117. Deck Plate.

118. Upper-deck Carline.

130. Saloon.

Window.
Window-blind.

Doormullion.

Bottom-rail, of Door.

Middle Door-rail.

Top-rail, of Door.

Door-stile.

151. Door-panel.

152. Brake-shaft.

Upper Brake-shaft

Bearing.

Brake-wheel.

Brake Ratchet-wheel.

Brake-chain Worm.
Coupling-lever.

173. Coupling-ring.

208. Body-bolster Truss and

.BZocfc.

137.

140.

146.

147.

148.

149.

150.

156.

157.

158
160.

172.



ESI CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Day Coaches. iqs. 185-1856

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on previous page.

Figs. 185 a and b.

Cross-sections op Side of Dining Car " Kansas City "

(shown in Plan and Elevation, with other details in Figs.

191-194), showing Wilson Flexible Window-blind and
Challender Truss.

<-3'/8

Fig. 185a.

Wilson Flexible Window-blind (also

shown in detail in Figs. 1646-7.)

Fig. 1856.

Challender Truss.



Figs. 186-187. CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Day Coaches. £82

Fig. 186. Perspective View of Interior.

Passenger-car Framing, Fitchburg Railroat

Names of Parts, Fig. 186.

{Numbers in parentheses refer to

corresponding parts 'in Figs.

15^185. notably Figs. 175-1S0.)

1. Roof -boards, Upper
Deck.

2 )„ V Deck Bridging.

4. (117) Deck Plate.

5. Deck-sash Lintel.

6. (15) Deck-sash Post.
7. Compound Carlin.
8. Upper deck Carlin.
9. Platform-hood Ceiling.

10. Platform-hood Side-
piece.

11. End Roof-panel.
12. Furring-blocks.

13. (112) Lower Deck-rail.
14. Roof-strip (upper)

.

*|; {-
(101) Rafter.

17. Roof-strip (lower).

18. (9S)Plate.
19. (91) Letter-board.
20. Blocking.
21. (58) Windoiv Post.
22. (85) Window-panel Fur-

ring.

23. (79) Window-sill Cap

.

24. (7S) Inside Window-sill.
25. (75) Upper Wainscot-

rail.

26. Upper Wainscot End- Round- cornered Passenger Car,
rora7.

27. (76) IFawiscof Panel.
28. Sid lFai'nscof-pa?ieZ.

29. (74) Lower Wainscot-
rail.

30. Lower Wainscot End-
rail.

31. (63) Truss-plank.
32. £nd Truss-plank.
33. (27) y^Zooc.

34. (2) Door-post.
35. Door-post Filling-piece.
36. m) Door Lintel.
37. Roof-boards Lower

Deck.

Fig. 187

Perspective View of Framing.

Philadelphia & Reading Rail-



£83 CAR-BODIES, ^Passenger ; Day Coaches. Figs. 188-190

roukd-cobnered
Passenger Car,

Philadelphia & Reading
Railroad ; with

"A" Roof.

98

f

(A side and
end Eleva'

Hon, with
suspended
heater, are

show n in ^
Figs. 1529-

1530.)

Fig. 188. Side View of interior finish near Saloon.
-9'-%

Fig. 189. Transverse Section, giving Interior End Elevation.

Fig. 190. Plan.

A.
1.

27.
34.
38.

46.
63.
65.
66.
77.

Saloon Roof.
Side sills.

Main Floor, or Car Floor.
Platform , Platform-floor.
Platform Ena-timber, or
Buffer-beam.

Tread-board.
Truss-plank.
Belt-rail.

Panel-rail.
Outside Window-sill.

Names of Parts ; Figs. 187-190.

88. Windowmoulding.
89. Inside Winriow^panel.
94. Inside-cornice.
95. Inside-cornice Fascia-

board.
97. Inside-lining.
98. PZa/e.

100. Carline, or Compound-
carline.

114. Deck-sill Facing.

116. Deck End-panel, or
F<??*Yf7afor.

117. Deck plate.

122. Car-seat.
123. Seat-end, or .-lisZe Seof-

130. Saloon.
131. Closet Hopper.
132. UrmaZ.
133. W'aZer-eooZer.

137. Wwiaow.
143. Deck Side Ventilator.
146. Door-mullion.
147. Bottom-rail, of Door.
148. Middle Door-rail.
149. Top-rail, of Door.
150. Door-stile.
151. Doo)--panel.
174. Round-corner Seat.

175. Was7i-basiJi.



Figs. 191-194. CAK-BODIES, Passenger; Dining Cars. £84

— 64 Teet

{Tlie ground plan of a dining car differing in detailfrom
the above is shown in Fig. 214, Dining Car on Chicago,

Milwaukee d> S(. Paul Railway.)



£83 CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Dining Cars. Figs. 191-194

Fig. 192.

Section, giving general dimensions.

(Sections of the side of this car to a larger

scale, showing Challender Truss and Wilson
Flexible Window Blinds, are shown in Figs.

185a and 1856.)

^

Dining Car " Kansas City." Chicago, Eurlington & Quincy Railroad.

With Theatre Seats, Challender Truss and Wilson Flexible Window Blinks.

Fig. 194.

Elevation, showing style

of wi}idoiv finish.





Figs. 191-194. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Dining O'irs. Eir, CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Dining Cur Figs. 191-194

Fig. 193.

Section, giving general dimensions.

(Sections of the side of this car to a larger
scale, showing Challender Truss and Wilson
Flexible Window Blinds, are shown in Figs.

185n and 185/» >

(The ground plan of a dining car differing in detail from
the above is shown in Fig. 214, Dining Car on Chicago,
Milwaukee <r St. Paul Railway.)

Dining Cab "Kansas City." Chicago. Eurlinoton & Qoincy Railroad.

With Theatre Seats, Challender Truss and Wilson Flexible Window Blinds.



Figs. 195-196. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Emigrant Sleeping Oar EMI

5-11 * 5-11
-f,-

Length, out to out of drawbars, 59 ft. 9% in.

Fig. 19d. Plan.

Emigrant Sleeping Car. Union Pacific Railroad.



£S7 CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Emigrant Sleeping Cai Figs. 197-198

Length, out to out of drawbars, 59 ft. Q% in.

Fig. 198. Plan.

Emigrant Sleeping Car. Union Pacific Railroad.



Figs. 199-200. CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Emigrant Sleeping Car. £88

Fig. 199. Elevation, showing style of Framin

(Another example of this general style offraming is sliown, with names of parts, in Fig. 159. Modifications of U

I* Fig. 200. F i

Emigrant Sleeping r



ES9 CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Emigrant Sleeping Car. tigs. 199-200

_in ft

•cble Iron Bodv-bolster and Intermediate Floor.

me general type are shown in Figs. 644-645. Another form of Double Iron Body-bolster is shown in Figs. 219-S20.)
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Figs. 199-200. CAB-BODIES, Passenger ; Emigrant Sleeping Ca

ft
i

CAB-BODIES, Passenger; Emigrant Sleeping Car tigs. 199-200

— 5I-3 3A-
Fig. 200. Plan of Floor Framing.

Emigrant Sleeping Cab, Union Pacific Railroad.



Figs. 201-203. CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Emigrant Sleeping Car. £90

Wig. 202. Section showing berths up and down.

Emigrant Sleeping Car, Union Pacific Railroad.

Names of Parts of English First-class Carriage :

Fig. 203. Section showing end framing and Double-iron
BODY-BOLSrEB.

Figs.

1. Solebar.
2. Headstock, or Buffer

Beam.
3. Cross-bearer, Crossbar,

or Transonic.
4. Diagonal.
5. Middle Longitudinal.
6. End Half-longitudinal.

7. Brake-shaft Ci-oss-bear-

er, or Centre Crossbar.
8. Buffing-spring Bed, or

Back Chock.
9. Longitudinal Tie-rod.

10. Transverse Tie-rod.

11. Strap Bolt.

12. Solebar Angle-iron.
13. Headstock Cap (cast

iron).

14. Axle-guard (plate pat-

tern), or Hornplate.
15. Axle-guard Stay-rod, or

Axle-guard Stretcher.

16. Spider Plate (plainl, or
Underframe Plate.

21. Axle-guard Keep, Horn-
stay, or Bridle.

22. Bearing-spring;

204-207.

23. Bearing-spring Buckle,
or Hoop.

31. Journal.
32. Collar, of Journal.
33. Tr/ieeZ-seaf.

34. Grease Axle-box.
35. Grease Cliamber.
36. ^.tfe-foa.' Cover, or Lid.
37. Ar/e-bo.t' Seep.
38. Axle-box Bearings, or

Brass.
39. Draivbar.
40. Draiv-hook.
41. Coupling Shackle.

43. Coupling Screw.
44. Screw-Coupling, Nut and

dudgeons. [Lever.

45. Screw-coupling Weighted
41-45. Screw-coupling, con-

sisting of Shackle,

Screw, Nuts and
WeigMed Lever.

46. Safety Chain, or Side
Chain, consisting of
Eyebolt, Chain and
.Hbofc.

47. Buffer-head.



E91 CAK-BODIES, Passenger; English First-class Carriage. Fig. 204

List of Names of Parts:
Figs. 204-7.

.Continued from precious page).

48. Buffer-rod.
49. Buffer-rod Guide, or

Buffer Block.

Buffer-rod Shoe.
Plate, or Laminated
Buffing and Draw-
spring.

Auxiliary Draw-spring
(rubber). [Batten.

Floor Board, or Floor
Headstock and Diag-
onal Knee.

84. Spring-link, or Spring
Shackle.

Spring-link Adjusting-
screw, or Tee-bolt.

Spring-link Adjusting-
screw (special pattern i.

Auxiliary Rubber Bear-
ing-spring.

Scroll-iron, or Spring
Hanger.

End Scroll-iron.

Scroll-iron (special pat-

tern).

Bottom-side.
Bottom End-piece, or
Bottom End-bar.

Bottom Cross-piece, or
Bottom Crossbar.

94. Corner-pillar.

95. Standing. Intermediate,
or Partition Pillar.

Doorway Pillar.

End Pillar.

Cant-rail.
End Arch-rail.
Waist-rail.

101. -Elbow-rail.

102. Bottom Light-rail.
103. Top Light-rail.
104. Front Seat-rail.

105. Bottom Panel-batten.
106. End-rail.
107. Top Panel-batten.
103. Elbow-rail.
109. Door-panel Batten.
110. Quarterlight Pillar.

111. Door Garnish-rail.
112. Door Bottom Venti-

lator-rail.

Door Top-rail.
Door Bottom-rail.
Door Glass-fro me Stop-

rail.

50.
51.

52.

66.
83.

85.

86.

87.

88.

89.
90.

91.
92.

93.

96.
97
98.
99.

100. Fig 204. Section of English Railway Carriage.
(See following page.)

113.
114.
115.

116.

117.
118.
119
120.

121.
122.

123.
124.
125.
126.
127.

I 128.

Fall-under, or Turn-
under.

Side Top-panel Rail.

Door Fence-rail.

Seat-rail Swnport.
Roofstick, or BZoop-

' stick. [Bead Moulding.
Planted Moulding, or
Wrought Moulding, or
Fascia Moulding.

Bottom. Side-panel.
Waist-panel.
Quarter-panel

.

Quarterlighl-panel.
End-panel.
Bottom, Door-panel.

Inside Casing, or In-

side Lining.
Partition.
Roof-board.
Side Gutter, or Outside
Cornice.

Side-gutter, or Outside
Cornice Moulding.

Ventilator Hood, or

Cowl.
Ventilator Sliding-

panel.
Ventilator Fixed-panel.
Quarter-light, or Side-

light (fixedl.

138. Door-light (falling).

129.

130.
131.
132.

133.

134.

135.

136.
137.

139. Door Pillar or Door
Stile.

140. Door-ligh iBottom Sash-
rail, or Glass-frame
Bottom Sash-rail.

141. Door-light Stile, or
Glass-frame Stile.

142. Quarter-light Mould-
ing, or Glass-frame
Stile.

143. Outer Double Floor, or

Floor Underlining.
144. Bottom-side and End

Knee.
145. Drcnr-hook Washer, or

Drawbar Front-plate.

146. Draw-spring Cradle-

plate.

150. Seat-board.
151. Cushion Back-rail.

152. Back Seat Rail.

160. Lamp Case.

161. Lamp-cover, or Lamp
Protector.

162. Lamp-plug.
163. Lamp-plug Stand.
164. Lamp-cover Spring-

catch.

165. Lamp-burner.
166. Lamp-glass.
167. Lamp-case Base, or

Packing.
168. Inner Lamp-ring.
170. Communication cord

Pulley.

171. Lower Foot-board.

172. Upper Foot-board (con-

tinuous).

173. Step-iron, or Leg-iron.

174. End Ascending-step.

175. End Ascending-rail.

176. Roof Ascending-rail, or

Boo/ Commode-handle.
177. Commode-handle.
178. Upjuer Door-hinge.
179. Centre Door-hinge, and

Stop (Cross' Patent).

180. Lower Door-hinge.
181. Door-handle.
182. Private Lock. [Bracket.

183. Destination-board
184. Si'tte Lamp-iron.
185. Surf Lamp-iron.
186. India-rubber Body-

cushion, or Attoek's

Body-block.
187. .Borfy Holding-down

Bolt.



Figs. 205-207. CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; English First-class Carriage. £92

Fig. 206.



CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; English First-class Carriage. Figs. 205-207

Fig. 207. End Elevation.
English First-class Carriage, Caledonian Railway.

List of Names of Paets;
Figs. 204-7.

(Continued from previous page.)

188. Splasher, Wheel-cover,
or Wlteel-plate.

190. Curtain-rod.
191. Curtain-rod Bracket.
192. Parcel-net Rod.
193. Parcel-net Bracket.
194. Parcel-net.
195. Glass-string Roller.
196. Seat Cushion (rever-

sible .

197. Back Squab.
198. Folding Arm-rest, or

Elbow-rest.
199. Head-rest.
200. Arm Sling, Arm Hold-

er, or Arm Strap.
201. jSirfe Arm-rest, or

Elbow-rest.
202. Bm/c Sgitaft So/a-

spring.

203. S(?ai Sofa-spring.
204. Glass-siring, or Glass-

strap.
205. Seaming Lace.
206. Broad Lace.
207. Curled Horsehair.
208. Ztoor Sill-plate.

General Classification.

JVos. 1-21 and 88-90. ET/i-

derframe,
Nos. 22-38 and 84-87. iftm-

?M"n<7 Gear.
Nos. 39-52 and 145, 146.

Draw and Buffing
Gear.

Nos. 91-144 and 150-152.
Body.

Nos. 194-207. Trimming.
Nos. 177-182, 190-195 and

208. Furniture.





Fii/s 205-207. CAB-BODIES, Passenger; English First-class Carriage,
161 *

CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; English First-class Car Figs. 205-207

Fin. 207. End Elevation.
E.VOMSH FlRST-CLASS CARRIAGE, CALEDONIAN RAILWAY.

List of Names of Parts;
Figs. 204-7.

(Continued from previous page.)

188. Splasher, Wheel-cover,
or Wheel-plate.

190. Curtain-rod.
191. Curtain-rod Bracket.
192. Parcel-net Rod.
193. Parcfl-net Bracket.
194. Parcel-net.

195. Glass-string Roller.

196. Seat Cushion (rever-

sible .

197. Back Squab.
198. Folding Arm-rest, or

Elbow-rest.
199. Head-rest.
200. /i™ SZing, 4™ Hold-

er, or ^4n« Strap.
201. Side Arm-rest, or

Elbow-rest.
202. ,5ttcfc 6'guab So/a-

sprin^.

203. Seai Sofa-spring.
204. Glass-string, or Glass-

strap.

205. Seaming Lace.
206. Broacf Lace.
207. Curled Horsehair.
208. Door Sill-plate.

General Classification.

iVos. 1-21 and 88-90. Un-
der/rame,

.Mm. 22-38 and 84-87. Run-
ning Gear.

Nos. 39-52 and 145, 146.
Draw and Buffing
Gear.

Nos. 91-144 and 150-152.
Body.

Nos. 194-207. Trimming.
Nos. 177-182, 190-195 and

208. Furniture.



Figs. 208-211. CAR-BODIES, Passenger; Sleeping Cars, etc.

Fig. 208. Pullman Palace Sleeping Car.

{Old style ; note usually built with smoking compartment at one end and a smaller state-room at the other, and with 10, sometimes 12, sections instead of"8, ashere shown, )

. _ . .S/~6

Fig, 209. Pullman Palace Drawing- room Car or Parlor Car.

(Old style ; a smoking room is now almost invariably provided, as in the plan below. Inmany cases the smoking compartment is the first entered at one end and runs

entirely across the car, the lavatory, closets and heater being interposed between the smoking room and the main compartment.)

Fig. 210. Bay Window Parlor Car, Pennsylvania Railroad.

(For perspective view of interior, see Frontispiece.)

Fig, 211. Officers' Car, Pittsburgh, Cleveland & Toledo Railroad.

(For details of interior finish, see Fig. 679.)

(Officers' cars are also very commonly provided with a kitchen, which is usually placed at the extreme end of the car.)



£95 CAR-BODIES, Passenger ; Sleeping Cars, etc. Figs. 212-214

I'/z- - -x;<- -CO- « 88 '/2° >k —8a'/z-"- -<k- 60" >;:<- 60 ----««» Bi'/r -*< 88 fa" _>;< 66-'!> >;;<-.-— 72-''

JiYff. 212.

Mann "Boudoir" Sleeping Car.

(For details of arrangements of boudoirs and berths see Figs. 680-oSl.)

.-55 ft-

Fig. 213.

Mann Private Car, " Adelina Patti."

(An external vieto of this car, giving also the general appearance of Fig. 212 above, is shown in Fig. 50.)

^isj^-r.j^ijH-^-'i')^—r-'-*ii h--3 1 J
—

-4<-!?9!f
~f-^-3 lOJ^j

Fig. 214.

Dining Car, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paitl Railroad, with 10 Sections or Tables.

(Another style of Dining Car is shown with more detail in Figs. 1 9 1-194. The part marked Alley-way hereon is more properly a Corridor.)



Figs. 215-220. . CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Bolsters. £96

BOLSTERS, ETC.

1'. Body-bolster.

1. Body-bolster Compres-
sion-bar.

2. Body-bolster Tension-

bar.

3. Body-bolster Thimble.

Naurs of Paets of Bolsters, etc.; Figs. 215 to 225.

4. Body -bolster Truss- 7. Body -bolster Truss- 11. Body Side-bearing.

block. rod Washer. 12. Truck Side-bearing.
5. Body -bolster Truss- 8. Body Centre-plate. 13. Truck-bolster.

rod Bearing. 9. King-bolt or Centre-pin. 14. r™dfc Centre-plate.

6. Body -bolster Truss- 10. King -bolt Plate or 15. Centre-plate Block.
rod. Centre-pin Plate.

w/)////.K^.-^i^7
,^^iii^i!'m/>>ii))/i.K^^&

1

:i
13

1

12^^ 4i (2 -£--4 155 ft.

JYff. 215.
Wooden Body-bolster.

Transverse Section of Floor timbers, showing Bolsters.

i k -9

Kg. 217.
Iron Body-bolster.

Transverse Section of Floor-timbers, showing Bolsters.

Fig. 219.
Double Iron Body-bolster.

Transverse Section of Floor, showing Bolsters.

Ml

nz:
13

Fig. 216.
Wooden Body-bolster.

Side View.

I
3JS^Ii

Kj. 218.
Iron Body-bolster.

Side View.

Fig. 220.
Double Iron Body-bolster.

Cross Section.

(Other forms of this bolster, differing somewhat in detail, are shoimi in Figs. 195-203 and in Figs. 1971-73.)



£97 CAR-BODY DETAILS; Bolsters. Figs. 221-226

Fig. 222.

Snow Body-bolster.

Side View.

Fig. 221.

Snow Body-bolster.

End View.

Fig. 221. Inverted Plan.

Snow Body-bolster.

Fig. 224.

Cross-frame Truss or Needle-Beam Truss.

Fig. 225.

Compound Body-bolster

Cross Section.

Fig. 226. Perspective View.

Truck Bolster for Sis-wheeled Truce.

(See also Trucks ond.TRUCK Details.)

Names of Parts; Fig.2M.

1. Body Queen-post.

2. Body Queen-post Stay.

3. Cross-frame Truss-rod, or
Needle-beam Truss-rod.

Cross-frame Queen-post, or

Needle-beam Q^ieen-post.

Cross-frame Tie-timber, or
Needle-beam.

Names op Pabts; Fig. 226.

42. Spring-beam.
61. Truck Side-bearing.

62. Side-bearing Bridge.

63. Truck Centre-plate.

65. Centre-bearing Beam.
Centre-bearing Arch-bar.
Centre-bearing Inverted
Arch-bar.

104. King-bolt, or Centre-pin.

66.
67.



Figs. 227-231. CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Brake Gear. £ys

Fig. 227. Compression-rod Brake.
Side Vieio.

Fig. 228. Brake for Drop-bottom Car. Plan.

List of Names of Parts of Brakes:
Figs. 227-235.

1. Brake-beam.

2. Brake-lever. (Often further distin-

guished as Dead-lever and Live-lever.

See Figs. £38-339.)

3. Brake-shaft Chain.

4. Brake-shaft Connecting-iod.

5. Lower Brake-) od.

6. Secondary Brake-rod.

7. Floating-lever.

8. Floating Connection-rod.

9. Centre Brake-lever.

10. Centre Brake-lever Chain.

11. Centre Brake-lever Sheaves.

12. Long Brake-rod.

( Another style of Brake-gear, differing in detail from'.all

of the following, is shown in Figs. 338-339.)

Fig. 23] . DouBLT-lever Braef. Side View.



J?99 CAR-BODY DETAILS; Brake-gear. Figs. 232-235



Figs. 236-244. CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Brake-gear.

Names of Parts of Brakes, Figs. 236-246 (See also Figs.

249-251.)

1. Brake-block.

2. Brake-shoe.

3. Brake-shoe Key.

4. Trussed Brake-beam.

5. Brake-beam Truss-rod.

6. Brake-beam King-post.

7. Brake-hanger.

10. Brake Safety-chain Eye-bolt.

11. Brake-lever (see Note).

12. Brake-lever Fulcrum.

13. Brake-lever Stop.

14. Brake-hanger Bearing.

15. Parallel Brake-hanger.

16. Parallel Brake-hanger Carrier.

17. Parallel Brake-hanger Eye.8. Brake-hajiger Carrier.

9. Brake Safety-chain or Link.

(The two brake-levers, 11, of a truck

are often further distinguished as Dead

Lever and Live Lever, as shown in Figs.

338-343.)

Fig. 237. Brake-head (one

ofmany forms).

Fig. 236. Side View.

Trussed Brake-beam.

Fig 241. tl) Brake Ratchet-
wheel. (2) Brake-pawl.

(Another style, for freight service,

is shown in Figs 252-262.)

Fig. 23S. Brake-block Shoe and Key.

Fig. 239. Fig. 240.

Coxgdon Brake-shoe and Christie Bkakeshoe
and Head.

Figs. 242-243-244, Standard Brake-shoe and Head [shown among Truck Details, Brake-shoes,

Figs. 1977-1979 ; as also the Bashing Brake-shoe, Figs. 1980-1981.)



£101 CAB-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear. Figs. 245-248

A. Flange Bearing-block.

B. Outside Flange-lip.

C. Inside Flange-lip.

D. Tread Bearing-block.

E. Tire.

Fifj. 247. Section. Ross Flange Brake-Shoe. Fig. 248. Side View.



Figs. 249-251. CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Brake-gear. E102

Names of Parts ; Figs. 249-251.

1. Brake-block.

2. Brake-shoe.

4. Trussed Brake-beam.
5. Brake-beam Truss-rod.

6. Brake-beam King-post.

7. Brake-hanger.

8. Brake-hanger Carrier.

11. Brake-lever (see note to Fig. 236). Proposed StaS!MI11>Dhat.

12. Brake-lever Fulcrum.
13. Brake-lever Stop.

14. Brake-hanger Bearing.
18. Brake-lever Guide.

19. Brake-lever Coupliug-bar.

20. Coupling-bar Pin.

21. Brake-shaft Connecting Rod.

Fig. 250. Inverted Plan.



£103 CAR-BODY DETAILS; Brake-gear. Figs. 252-257

Fig. 254. Side Elevation.^13.252. End Elevation. Fig.lbi. Plan.

Brake-gear of New York Central and Hudson River Railroad and connecting lines, and New York, West Shore & Buffalo Railway.

(Shown attached to cars in Figs. 93-Otj and 97-101 ; shown enlarged on the following page.)

1. Brake-wheel.

2. -Brake-shaft.

3. Roof Hand-rail.

4. Hand-rail Brace.

5. Brake-paid Dog.

Names of Parts ; Figs. 252-254.

6. Brake-paid Carrier.

7. Brake Ratchet.

8. Brake Paid.

9. Roof Grab-iron or Ladder-handle.

10. Running-board.

Fig. 256. End View.

Fig. 257. Brake-wheel.

(Sometimes on coal cars and elsewhere a mere
bent rod, as shown in Fig. 109.)



Figs. 258-262. CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Brake-gear. £104

\
:

'
:

£' $'$ '4

3/e'Pi' ^L i /

Fig. 259.

Brake-pawl Dog.

Fig. 25S.

RATCHtT-WHEEL.

Pitch of Roof I in 8 .

2'/8 - J

,

4vi/i(

-
, ji V

<* /
- PosiHon of EndPiafe.

-<\

J7». 200. Elevation.

Brake Ratchet Gear. Complete.

Kj. 262. Section.

Brake-pawl Carrier.

Figs. 258-262. Enlarged View of Brake-pawl, Brake-pawl Carrter. Brake Ratchet-wheel and Brake-pawl Dog, shown on preceding page.



£l0.i CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear; Creamer Brake. Figs. 263-265

Fig. 263. End View.

Creamer Brake (Obsolete).

Fig. 2B5. Side View.

Roof-lever, for Creamer Brake.

Names of Parts, Figs. 363-265.

1. Drum.
2. Cross-bar.

3. Post-bracket.

4. Top-arm.

5. Jointed Top-pawl.

6. Jointed Side-pawl.

7. Tripping-lever.

8. Connecting-rod.

9. Roof-lever.

10. Side-pawl.

11. Collar.

12. Drum-cover.

13. Stud, for Jointed Side-

pawl.

14. Standard, for Cross-

bar.

15. Bottom - ratchet of

Drum.

16. Pipe-stay.

17. Brake-wheel.

18. Upper Brake-shaft

Bearing.

19. Guard-pipe.

20. Chain-pulley.



Figs. 266-267. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air ; Eames Vacuum. E106
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£107 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Eames Vacuum. Figs. 266-267

icale

,

|9 |I0 111 \\l 1 13 114 1 15 ft.

5. Side Vieic.

67, Plan

CDUM BHAKE





Pigs, 266-267. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air ; Eames Vacuum. side CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Enmes Vacuum. Figs. 266-267
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Fig. 268. Side FieM).



Figs. 268-281. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Fames Va £108

d^06^ tan*

Fig. 274. Section. Fig. 275. Elevation.

Eames Dividing Attachment, for Engines fitted with Drum Brakes.

Names of Parts of Dividing Attachment ; Figs. 274-275.

60. Body. 64. Valve. 68. Union-nut (U in.).

61. Cap. 65. Valve-seat. B68. Union-part (Hire.).

62. Valve-knob. 66. (?Zand. 69. Union-nut (1 in.).

63. Vajve-stem. 67. Nipple. B69. Union-part (1 in.).

JYy. 270.
Diaphragm for Eames Brake.

Names of Parts of Diaphragm and Brake-hose :

.Figs. 268-273 ared 280-281.

14. Coupling-hose (li

in.) (Details,

I
Constituting: 276-279).

[- Diaphragm 15. Coupling (li in.).

|
Complete. :16. Goose-neck.

1. Diaphragm-shell
2. Diaphragm-rubber
3. Diaphragm-ring
4. Diaphragm-washers
5. Diaphragm eye-bolt

6. Diaphragm Cap Screws
|

7. Diaphragm Plug
8. Double-thread Nipple (IJ X 3* ire.).

9. £?6oif (1J in.).

10. Hose-nipple (li X 3ii».).

11. Tee(U X li ire.).

12. Hose-clip, Plain 0i in.).

13. Diaphragm-hose (li X 19 ire.).

JVo. 280

X 22
Figs.

17. Hose-clip. Eye (1| ire.).

18. Hose-clip, Plain (1£
in.).

20. Coach-screio (3i X 9-16

i«.).

21. Coach-screw (2 X fire.).

22. Pipe-clip (H ire.).

i*Yg. 281. -F^V- 279. Longitudinal Section.

Eames Brake-hose. Eames Brake-hose Coupling.

Names of Parts of Coupling : Figs. 276-279.

1. Coupling-valve. 2. Coupling-valve Lever. 3. Coupling-point. 4. Coupling-ears. 5. Coupling-gaskets. 6. Coupling-spring.

(.The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)



£109 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Barnes Vadium. Figs. 282-288

Names of Parts of Ejector ; Figs. 282-288.

Al.
D2.

3.

C4.
5.

6.

Steam-body.
Air-body.
Upper Body.
Release-valve Body.
Main Air-tube.

lTpper Air-tube.

A7.
B7.

8.

A8.

Air Check-valve Seat.

Air Check-valve.
Release-valve.
Release-valve Seat.

10. Steam Spanner-nut.
12. Union-nut.

13. Release-lever Fulcrum.
B16. Ball Drip-valve Body.
17. Release-valve Stud.
18. Release-valve Nut.
20. Fulcrum-pin.
22. Handle Nut.

23.
24.
25.

B28.
A29.
A30.
36.
41.
42.
43.
44.

A47.
48.

B49.
C49.
50.

B51.
53.
54.

B55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

Handle Ferride.
Handle.
Release-lever.
Steam-valve Body.
Steam-valve Nut.
Lever-quadrant.
Top Tube.
Steam-valve Lever.
Lever-quadrant Stud
Lever-quadrant Nut.
Valve- stem Nut.
Base-cap Screw.
Steam-valve Gland.
Steam-valve.
Steam-valve Seat.
Ball Joint (for 1 in.

Steam-pipe).
Steam-valve Stem.
Exhaust-pipe.
Nipple.
Union-part.
Drip-valve Body.
Drip-valve Cap.
Drip-valve.
Drip-valve Ball.

Fig. 282. Elevatio

Fig. 288.

Section.Fig- 286.

Eames Ejector.
(The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)



Figs. 289-292. CAB-BODY DETAILS,Brake-g-ear, Air ; Smith Vacuum



£111 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air ; Smith Vacuum. Figs. 289-292

Note.—The Smith Vacuum-brake is in use on but one road in tills country, the Long Island

Railroad but is in extended use in Eng'and in a somewhat modified form.





Figs. 289-292. CAR-BODY DETAILS,Brake-gear, Air ; Smith Vacuum.

'

CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Smith Vacuum. Fii/s. 289-292

Note.—The Smith Vacuum-brake is in use on but one road in this country, the Long Island

Kailroad but is in extemieil use in Eug'ancl in a somewhat mortified form.



Fig. 293. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake Gear, Air; Westinghome. Ella

Stop-cock

The above Parts are shown m detail as follows

Coupling,

brake-cylinder.

Figs. 327-328.

Pig. 329.

Triple Valve, Figs. 326-332

Engineer's Brake Valve, Fig. 334.

Auxiliary Reservoir, Fig. 326.

GENERAL PL4.N OF WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC AIK-BRAKE APPARATUS



Ell?. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air ; Westinghouse. Fig. 294

rrsip

Drain-

cock,

AIR PUMP
Fig. ^94.

3H0WWG THE RELATION OF THE VARIOUS PARTS TO EACH OTHER





^ 5^.
CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake /^ gear, Air; Westinghouse. Figs. 295-297

Side View

Names of Pabts of Westinghouse-brake attached to Locomotive and Tender;
Figs. 295-297.

1. Main Reservoir.

2. Brake-cylinder, for Tender-brake.

3. 4. Engine and Air-pump.
3. Steam-cylinder.

4. Air-cylinder.

5. Air-strainer.

6. Steam-pipe.

7. Exhausi-pipe.

8. Supply-pipe, or Air-inlet.

9. Discharge-pipe, or Reservoir-pipe.

10. Three-way Cock.

11. Tender Brake hose.

12. Driving-wheel Brake cylinder.

13. Throttle-valve.

14. Brake-pipe.

15. StojJ-eock.

, 16. Triple-valve.

17. Triple-valve Branch-pipe.

18. Auxiliary-reservoir.

19. Brake-cylinder Pipe.

20. Air-c/ange.

21. Brake-block Tie-rod.

22. Driver-brake Pipe.

23. Driver-brake Hose.

[__

Note.—In Fig. 297 the driver-brake is shown operated from the triple-valve on the tender, which is the
arrangement in general use. The latest and most approved design, however, is to operate the driver-brake
from a triple-valve and separate reservoir placed on the engine.

4
|

5 [S Y [8 |9 1 10 |ll
1 12 |I3 114 115 |I6 117 ||8 [10 ]2Q ft





CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinghousi gear, Air; Westinghouse. Figs. 295-297

Westinghouse Automatic

Brake

Fi'si. 296. Side Viae.

Names of Parts of Westinghouse-brake attached to Locomotive and Tender:

Figs. 295-297.

12. Driving-wheel Brake cylinder.

13. Throttle-valve.

1. Main Resei*voir.

2. Brake-cylinder, for Tender-brake.

3. 4. Engine and Air-punqj.

3. Steam-cylinder.

4. Air-cylinder.

5. Air-Strainer.

6. Steam-pipe.

7. Exhausr-pipe.

8. Supply-pipe, or Air-inlet.

9. Discharge-pipe, or Reservoir-pipe.

10. Three-way Cock.

11. Tender Brake hose.

14. Brake-pipe.

15. Stop-cock.

16. Triple-valve.

17. Triple-valve Branch-pipe.

18. Auxiliary-reservoir.

19. Brake-cylinder Pipe.

20. Air-gauge.

21. Brake-block Tie-rod.

22. Driver-brake Pipe.

23. Driver-brake Hose.

2
I

3
I

4
1

3 Note.— In Fig. !J97 the driver-brake is shown operated from the triple-valve on the tender, which i* the

arrangement in general use. The latest and most approved design, however, is to operate the driver-brake

from a triple-valve and separate reservoir placed on the engine.

j ir 18 19 HO ill 112 113 114 |I5 |I6 117 |l8 1'9 |20fi



Figs. 298-299. CAB-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air ; Westinghouse. £116

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

Fig. 298. Eight-inch Air-pump.
(Extra size, for freight service.)

Reversing-piston. (20)

Reversing-jiiston Packing-ring. (21)

Westinghouse Air-pumps and Engine
Complete.

Names of Parts : Fig. 29S (and 229).

(Figures in parentheses refer to Fig. 299.)

2. Steam-cylinder Head (carry-

ing Reversing-cylinder, Re-

versing-piston and Revers-

ing-valve Bushes). (2'

3. Steam -cylinder (carrying

Main Valve and Bushes). (3)

4. Centre-piece. (4)

5. Air-cylinder (carrying Loicer

Discharge-valve). (5)

6. Air-cylinder Head. (6)

7. Main-valve(upper arid 1 ver).(14)

8. Upper Main-valve Packing-

ring. (15)

9. Lower Main-valve Packing-

ring. (16)

10. Steam-piston and Piston-

rod. (7) »-l

11. Air-piston. (8) *-

12. Steam-piston Packing-ring. (9)

13. Air-piston Packing-ring. (9)

14. Steam-pipe Union. (35)

15. Exhaust-pipe Union. (36)

16. Reversing-ralve. (13)
_J

17. Reversing-valve Stem. (12)

18. Reversing-valve Plate. (10)

19. Reversing-valve Bash. (23)

20. Reversing-valve Chamber

Cap. ' (24)

21. Reversing-cylinder Cap. (22

)

22. Reversing-cylinder. (19)

Me

Upper Main-valve Bush.

Lower Main-valve Bush.

Piston-rod Packing-n ut.

Piston-rod Packing-gland.

Right or Upjjer-valv? Cham-
ber Cap.

Left Chamber Cap.
[The Narrow-gauge Air-pump (Fig.
Air-pump.)

(17)

(18)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

30. Upper Discharge-valve. (32)

31. Upper Receiving-valve. (34)

32. Loicer Discharge-valve. (33)

33. Lower Receiving-valve. (34)

34. Loicer Valve-eliamber Cap.

(not shown.)

35. Reservoir Union. (37)

36. Upper Steam-cylinder Gasket. (40)

37. JLower Steam-cylinder Gasket. (41)

Fig. 299. Standard Six-inch Air-pump.
(For passenger service.)

38. Upper Air-cylinder Gasket.

39. Loicer Air-cylinder Gasket.

40. Air-cylinder Oil-cup.

(not shown.)

41. Drain-pipe Union. (44)

42. Cylinder-head Bolt.

— Discharge-valve Stop-bolt.

— Left Chamber Cap.
' (See note to Fig. 322.)

(42)

(43

(45)

(26)

(30)

306, outside view, not shown by section) is not only smaller, but differs somewhat in interior details of

(The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)



Ein CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinghrmse. Figs. 300-310

Fig. 300.

(1.) Main Reservoir.

Fig. 303.

(5). Eight-inch Air-pump.

(See Fig. 298.)

Fig. 301.

(2.) Auxiliary Reservoir (12 by 33 in.).

Fig. 304.

(4.) Standard (6 in.) Air-pump.

(See Fig. 299.)

Fig. 306.

(6.) Narrow-gauge Air-

pump.

Fig. 302.

(3.) Auxiliary Reservoir (10 by
24 in.).

Fig. 307.

(8). Tender Cylinder.
(See Fig. 330.)

Fig. 308.

(10.) Standard Driving-wheel
Brake-cylinder.

(See Fig. 314.)

Fig. 303.

(7.) Narrow-gauge Car-cylinder.

(See Fig. 331.)

Fig. 309.

(9.) Standard Car-cylinder.

(See Fig. 329.)

Fig. 310.

(11.) Narrow-gauge Driving-

wheel Brake-cyltnder.

These parts are shown in service in Figs. 293-297 and 324-325.)

(The reference numbers in parentheses axe those used in the makers' lists.)



Fig. 311. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinghouse. El 18

Fig. 311. Details.

Names of Pakts ; Fig. 311.

12. Engineer's Brake-valve (see Fig.
334.)

13. Three-way Cock (see Fig. 318).

14. Air-gauge.
15. Automatic Lubricator.
16. Stop-cock, f in.

17. Pump Regulator (see Fig. 312).

18. Steam-valve.
19. Pump Drain-cock.
20. Air-cylinder Oil-cup.

21. Conductors Vcdve (see Figs. 293,
324-5).

22. Triple-valve (see Fig. 332).

23. Triple-valve, with Brass Case (see

Fig. 333).

24. Cylinder Release-cock (see Fig. 293.)

25. Air-pipe Strainer (see Fig. 296).

26. Tender Drain-cup.
27. Car Drain-cup.
28. Triple-valve Bracket.
29. Double-check Valve (see Fig. 313)
30. £ in. Reservoir Union.
31. 1 in. Reservoir Union.
32. Discharge Valve-seat Wrench.
33. Auxiliary Brake-valve (see Fig.

350).

34. 1 i». Union (malleable).

35. f in. Union (malleable).

) 36. bin.. Union (malleable).

[37. | in. Un ion (malleable).

f
38. f in. X * in. T.

] 39. * in. T.

40. | in. X I in. T.

41. | m. X i in. T.

42. 1 in. L

43. f in. L

44. | in. L.

45. | in. L.

46. i i». Nipple.
'{ 47. i in. Nipple.
48. Coupling-valve Key.
49. Cap-screw Wrench.
50. Packing-nut Wrench.
51. Hose, Coupling and Nip>ple (Nar-

row-gauge).
52. Hose, Coupling and Nipple (Stand-

ard).

53. Driving-wheel Brake Hose.
54. Tender Hose.
55. 1 in. Coefc.

56. Auxiliary Discharge-valve (see Fig.

351).

(Therreference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)



£119 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinghouse. Figs. 312-315

Names of Paets ; Fig. 312.

2. Regulator-body.

3. Lower Head.

4. Lower Cap.

5. Lower Valve.

6. Diaphragm.

7. Regulating-spring.

8. Regulating-nut.

9. Piston.

10. Piston Packing-ring.

11. Piston-spring.

12. Steam-valve.

13. Upper Spring.

14. Upper Cap.

15. Fafoe-rod.

16. Union-nut.

(See note to Fig. 322.)

Tfl mil-tTLHMI.

-Kg. 313. Section.

Double-check Valve (Kffie used).

External view ; 29, _F7g. 311.

(Designed to be used in connection with,
the auxiliary brake-valve, Fig. 350, to con-
nect the second line of "straight air" pipes
with the brake-cylinders.)

Names op Parts ; Fig. 313.

1. Valve-case.

2. Valve-case Cap.

3. Piston.

4. Valve-face.

5. Piston Packing ring.

6. Slide-valve.

7. Slide-valve Guide.

h i i f 'l

2
I

3
I* !

5
I

6
I

7
I

6 -
|
g-

f
!2_

1k-J IZ1 "'

.Fi'ff. 314. Standard (Eight-inch) Brake-cylinder,

for Driving-wheel Brake.
(External view, Fig. 308.

)

Fig. 312. Pump Regulator.
(Old style ; see Fig. 316 for improved form.)

(External view ; 17, Fig. 311.)

Names op Parts of Brake-cylinders :

Figs. 314-15.

2. Cylinder-body.

3. Piston and Piston-rod.

4. Lower, or Bottom Cylinder-head.

5. Upper, or Top Cylinder-head.

6. Piston-rod Packing-nut.

7. Piston-rod Cup-leather.

8. Piston-rod Packing-spring.

9. Cross-head.

10. Piston Follower.

11. Piston Packing-leather.

12. Piston Packing-expander.

13. Piston Follower-bolt.

14. Cylinder Bolts.

(See note to Fig. 322.)

.FYs. 315.

Six-inch Brake-cylindee, /or Driving-
wheel Brake (.Narrow Gauge).

(External view, Fig. 310.)

(The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)



Figs. 316-321. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air ; Westinghmi.se. £120'

TO TRAIN PIPE

13. Leakage-valve Cap.

14. Leakage-valve Plug. 2 pj?
15. Leakage-valve Case.

16. Rubber Seat.

Fig. 320. Leakage Valve.

(Obsolete; see Dictionary.}

Fig. 317.

Pressure-retailing Valve.

Names of Pakts : Fig. 31?

1. Pressiire-i-alve Body.

2. Pressure-valve Cap.

3. Pressure-valve Weight.

4. Pressure-valve Key.

5. Pressure-valve Seat.

(An improve-

ment on and sub-

stitute for the

Pump Regulator
Fig. 312.)

Names of Parts of Pump-governor
;

Fig. 812.

A. Steam-pipe.

B. Air-pipe.

C. Release-valve Pocket.

D. Regulating-spring Collar.

(The reference numbers are the same as used in

Fig. 318. Section.

(Now becoming obsolete

1. Governor-body.

2. Lower Stud.

3. Lower-stud Nut.

4. Diaphragm Cap.
5. Spring-box.

6. Waste-pipe Stud.

7. Lower-stud Gland.

8. Valve-ivheel.

9. Valve-stem.

10. Piston-valve.

Three-way Cock. Fig. 319. Pto).
in favor of the Engl>-eer's Brake-valve, Fig. 334.)

11. Steam-pipe Swivel.

12. Release-valve Spring.

13. Release-valve.

14. Diaphragm-stem,.

15. Regulating-nut.

16. Regulating-spiring.

17. Diaphragm-nut.

18. Diaphragm-plate.

19. Union-nut.

(See note to Fig. 323).

the makers 1

lists.)



£121 CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Brake Gear, Air ; Westiiighonse. Figs. 322-323

Fig. 3'<"2. Side View.

Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake.

Fig. 323. End View.

Names of Parts ; Figs. 322-323.

1. Cylinder.

2. Cylinder-body.

3. Piston.

3'. Piston-head.

3". Piston-rod.

4. Bottom Cylinder-head.

5. Top Cylinder-head.

6. Cross-head.

7. Piston-follower.

8. Piston Packing-leather.

9. Piston Packing-expand-

er.

10. Piston Follower-bolt.

11. Piston-rod Packing-nut.

12. Piston-rod Packing-leath-

er.

13. Eccentric-lever, complete.

15. Eccentric-lever Casting.

16. Brake-shoe.

17. Brake-block.

18. Eccentric-lever nut.

19. Eccentric-lever Stud.

23. Brake-block Suspending-

link.

24. Brake-block Suspending-

plate.

25. Brake-block Suspending-

stud.

26. Brake-block Pin.

27. Brake-block Pin-rod.

28. Eccentric-lever Links.

Note : Nearly all the above parts are also used elsewhere, and in naming them should be specified for perfect dis-

tinctness, when necessary, as for Driving-wheel Brake. This note also applies to most of the other parts of the West"
inghouse Brake.



Figs. 324-325. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air ; Westinghouse. -E122

Westixghouse Automatic Brake : Car Brake-gear and Train Signal Appar.



B123 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air ; Westinghouse. Figs. 324-325

Nu mbers refer to List of Names of Parts on following- page.

(The Train Signaling Apparatus is shown more fully in Figs. 687-691.)





Figs. 324-325. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air ; Westinglunise. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinglu Figs. 324-325

Westinghouse Automatic- Brake : Oar Brake-qear and Train Signal Apparatus, i The Train Signaling Apparatus is shown morefullii in Figs. 687-091.)



Fig. 326. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinghouse. EV24

Fig. 326.

General View of Auxiliary Reservoir, Brake

Cylinder and attached parts, with

Section of Triple-valve.

1. Auxiliary Reservoir, for Car

brake.

2. Brake-cylinder, for Car-brake

3. Cross-head.

4. Cylinder-lever Bracket.

5. Triple-valve.

6. Drain-cup.

7. Cylinder-levers.

8. Floating Connecting-rod.

9. Brake-shaft Connecting-rod.

10. Lower Brake-rod

11. Brake Lever.

12. Floating Lever.

13. Secondary Brake-rod.

14. Cylinder-lever Tie-roil.

15. Cylinder-lever Support.

16. Brafce P;>e.

(Shoim attached to car on previous page.)

Names of Parts of Car Brake gear and Train Signal
Apparatus : -F/</s. 324-325 on previous page.

Triple-valve.

(A/so shown in Fig. 332, and outside

view in 22, Fig. 311.)

17. Auxiliary-reservoir Battels.

18. Cylinder Belease-cock.

19. Auxiliary-reservoir tipple.

20. Triple-valve Branch-pipe.

21. Brake-cylinder Pipe.

22. Conductor's Valve.

23. Conductors-valve Pipe.

24. Conductor s-valve Discharge-

pipe.

25. Stop-cock, for Brake-pipe.

26. Brake-hose and Coupling.

27. Signal-p>ipe.

28. Signal-pi2>e Stop cock.

29. Signal-hose.

30. Signal-valve.

32. Brake-hose (or Signal-hose)

CoffpJiwo-.

(The reference numbers and letters are the same as used in the makers' listsJ

Names of Parts of Triple-valve ; -Fig. 326.

A. Drain-cup.

B. Piston-chamber.

C. Slide-vcdve Chamber.

a /o g. Air-passages.

2. Triple-vedve Case.

3. Lower Cap.

4. Upper Cap.

5. Piston.

6. Slide-valve.

7. Qraduettiug-valve.

8. Graduating-stent.

9. Gradueiting-spring.

10. Bottom-md.

11. Rubber Packing-ring.

12. Piston Packing-ring.

13. Four-way Cock-plug.

14. Connecting-bolt.

(See note to Fig. 322..

i



JH25 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinghouse. Figs. 327-331

Brake-hose Coupling, without Valves
Brake-hose Coupling, with Valves , . .

'

. ,
,. ..„, ... . „ . .. , (for automatic system),
(.for

" Straight-air" system, non-automatic).

Names of Parts; Figs. 327-328.

1. Coupling-case.
1

3. Coupling Packing-ring Washer. I 5. Coupling-valve.

2. Coupling-cap.
|
4. Coupling Packing-ring.

\
6. Coupling-valve Spring.

(Couplings for Train Signaling Apparatus, Figs. 687-691. are similar, but made with thicker lips, so as not to intercouple with brake-hose.)

Fig. 329. Section.

Standard 10-ixch Cylinder (for standard-gauge passenger cars).

Names of Parts of Car-
cylinders; Figs. 329 and 331.

2. Cylinder-body.

3. Piston and Piston-rod.

4. Back Cylinder-head.

5. Front Cylinder-head.

6. Cross-head.

7. Cylinder Lever-bracket.

CE^

Fig. 331. Section.

Eight-in. Cylinder (for narrow-gauge passenger-cars).

8. Piston Follower-plate.

9. Piston Packing leather

.

10. Piston Packing-leather

Expander.

(For external views of these parts, see Figs. 303-7-9.)

(The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)

11. Piston Folloicer-bolt.

12. Release-spring.

(See note to Fig. 322.)

. Section.

Cylinder.

Names of Parts of Tender-
cylinder ; Fig. 330.

2. Cylinder-body.

3. Piston and Piston-rod.

4. Back Cylinder-head.

5. Front Cylinder-head.

6. Piston-sleeve.

7. Piston Folloiver-plate.

8. Piston Packing-leather.

9. Piston Packing-leather

Expander.

10. Release-spring.

11. Piston Follower-bolt.

(See note to Fig. 322.)



Figs. 332-335. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air ; Westinghouse. E126

Fig. 333. Section (outside view shown %
in 22, 23, Fig. 311).

Standard Triple-valve.

Names of Parts of Triple -

valve : Figs. 332-333.

2. Triple-valve Case.

3. Lower Cap.

4. Upper Cap.

5. Piston.

6. Slide-valve.

7. Graduating-valve.

8. Gradudting-stem.

9. Graduating-spring.

10. Bottom Nut.

. 11. Rubber Packing-ring.

(And in .F7g. 333, Drain- cup also.)

12. Piston Packing-ring.

13. Four-way Cock Plug.

14. (JYgr. 332). Connecting-bolt.

14. (JYgr. 333). Drain-cup Plug.

(See note to JYgr. 323 )

saT"

PY0. 333.

Triple-valve, with Brass Case.

(Old style, out still in local use :

Fig. 332 is the latest and most
approved design )

Fig. 334.

Engineer's Brake-valve.

(External view shoivn in Fig. 311.)

(Now used instead of the old three-way cock, Figs. 318-319.)

Names of Parts ; Fig. 334.

Brake-valve Handle. I 10. Main-valve Spring

Brake-valve Body.

Top Valve.

Top-valve Spring.

Washer.

Main Valve.

Feed-valve.

Feed-valve Seat.

Feed-valve Spring.

11. Lower Cap.

12. Union.

13. Stud-nut (not shown).

14. Gauge-pipe Nut (not

shown).

15. Handle Spring.

16. Handle-spring Nut.

(See note to Fig. 322.)

Fig. 335.

Westxnghouse Duplicate-hose Coupling.

(The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)



CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinghouse. Figs. 336-337

Fig. 336. Side Elevation.

Fig. 337. Inverted Plan.

Westinghouse Automatic Freight-brake.

Brake-cylinder, shown in detail in Fig. 352.

Hose-coupling. " " " " Figs. 327-3:28.

Triple-valve, " " " " Figs. 352-353.

(A different arrangement of brake-gear, with names of parts, is shown on following page. I



Figs. 338-339. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinghouse.

Names of

1. Push-rod Ham,
2. Dead-lever Gui
3. Push-rod.

4. Floating Lever.

5. Dead Lever
)

6. Live Lever \

7. Brake-cylinder

8. Brake-cylinder

9. Brake-pipt.

10. Triple Valve.

11. Reservoir.

12. Brake Cylindei

13. Brake-cylinder

14. Brake-shaft Co

15. Lower Brake-n

16. Floating-lever (

17. Brake-beam.

Westinghouse Automatic Freight Erake. as applied to Standard Bos Car of Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.



£129 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinghouse. Figs. 338-339

i| A .1

il ii !

S: Figs. 638-34$

or Brake-lever Guide.

e Levers.

ck.

i-bloek.

id.

:t,ng-rod.

•iti-ting-rod.

J. Pln„. (A different arrangement of Brake-gear is shown in preceding page.)





Fiiis. 338-339. CAB-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Wesiinghoim CAB-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westing Figs. 338-339



Figs. 340-349. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinghouse. £130

Details of Westinghouse Freight

Brake, as applied on Atchison. Topeka

Fig. 344. Brake-cylixder Block.

O
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Jf/f/. 346. Dead Lever.
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^D
ifi'3.-347. Live Lever. Fig. 349. Floating Lever.

J—
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5 ^-4'^2>

JYff. 346. Brake-cylinder End-block.

-88«- —

>

Jig. 348.) .Live Levee.



E131 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Air; Westinghouse. Figs. 350-352

WESTINGHOUSE FREIGHT-BRAKE.

Names of Parts of Combined Reservoir and

Cylinder ; Fig. 352.

2. Cylinder-body.
3. Piston andPiston-rod.
4. Cylinder head.
5. Cross-head.
6. Piston-follower.
7. Piston Packing-leather.
8. Piston Packing-expander.
9. Release-spring.

10. Reservoir.
1 1. Triple valve.
a. Triple-valve Air-pipe.
t>. Leakage-groove.

Fig. 350.

Auxiliary Brake-valve. (Little used.) (Outside view ; 33, Fig. 311.)

(For use with Automatic Brake on extra heavy gradients, in

either passenger or freight service.)

Auxiliary Brake-valve Complete ; No. 33, Plate A5.

Names of Parts ; Fig. 350.

1. Valve-case.

2. Upper Cap.

3. Graduating Handle. 10.

4. Bottom Cap. 11.

5. Reservoir-pipe Union. 12,

6. Brake-pipe Union. 13

7. Bracket-nut.

8. Spring Guide.

9. Piston.

Upper Spring.

Piston Packing-ring.

Central Valve.

Lower Spring.

Fig. 351.

Auxiliary Discharge-valve. (Outside view ; 56, F7<7. 311.

(For Freight-brake ; designed to be used with extra long trains, but not

yet in use and intended only for exceptional use.)

Names of Parts : Fig. 351.

1. Front Cap. 9. Discharge-valve Face.

2. Valve-body. 10. Discharge-valve Seat.

3. Diaphragm. 11. Discharge-valve Screw.

4. Front Diaphragm-plate. 12. Diaphragm-screw.

5. Back Diaphragm-plate.

6. Diaphragm Seat.

7. Diaphragm-seat Nut.

8. Discharge-valve.

13. Discharge-valve Spring.

14. Diaphragm-spring.

15. Cap-screw.

Fig. 352.

Combined Triple-valve, Reservoir and Brake Cylinder for Westinghouse Freight-brake.
(Triple-valve shown in detail in Fig. 353 )

(The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.



Figs. 353-354. CAB-BODY DETAILS, Brake-Gear, Air ; Westinghouse. £132

WESTINGHOUSE FREIGHT BRAKE.

re ham pip £

\ \
Fii. 353. Vertical Section.

Fheight-brake Triple-valve.

(For i se with only a single line ofpipt

Names of Paets ; Fig. 353.

A. Air-chamber.

B. Cylinder.

C. Valve-chamber.

a. to i. Air-passages.

2. Triple-valve Case.

3. Drain-cup.

4. Four-way Cock Plug.

5. Piston.

6. Slide-valve.

7. Gradual ing-valve.

8. Oraduating-stem.

9. Graduating-spring.

10. Oraduating-stem Nut.

11. Triple-valve Gasket.

12. Piston Packing-ring.

Names of Parts ; Fig. 354.

2. Cylinder-body.

3. Piston and Piston-rod.

4. jBocfc Cylinder-head.

5. Front Cylinder-head.

6. Cross-head.

7. Lever-bracket.

8. Piston-follower.

9. Piston Packing-leather.

10. Piston Packing-leather

Expander.
11. Piston-follower Bolt.

12. Release Spring.

(See note to fi'gr. 322.)

m i T i

"
i

J r r r r i

c

i=t
10 ,11 ,12 INCHES
±=d

JYg- 35*- ^r*/co? Section.

Standard Freight-brake Cylinder.
(Used where the reservoir and triple-valve are arrangid as shown in Fig. 355 )

(The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)



-E133 CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Brake Gear, Air ; Westinghouse. Figs. 355-357

MSLRnOlft

frrrfMtn

{The Triple Valve

1

I

3
I

4
I

5 8 9 ,'0 ,|t I2.1N.
'"

i r r i i

"
i -J2F+.

.F7<7. 355.
here shown is

Names of Parts
;

Figs. 855-357.

1. Triple-valve

Case.

2. Drain-cup.

3. Drain-cup Nut.

4. Piston.

5. Slide-valve.

6. Graduating-

valve.

7. Guide-pin.

8. Four-way Cock
Plug.

9. Double-check

Valve.

10. Upper-valve

Buslt ing.Reservoir and Triple Valve Combined (for freight service). —»-
thesameas showninFigs.3bO-3o'7below,but Fig. 353 is considered the preferable form.) 11. Double-check

TO AUT0M4TIC BRAKE PIPE TO AUTOMA TICBRAKE PIPE

Fig. 356. Vertical Section. Fig. 357. Horizontal Section.
Triple Valve wirfc Double Check (/rtfte Msed).

(For both passenger and freight service.)

Valve-face.

12. Loiver-valve

Bushing.

13. Double-check

Valve Pack-

ing-ring.

14. Piston Packing-

ring.

15. Triple-valve

Gasket.

16. Graduating-

stem.

17. Graduating-

spring.

18. Auxiliary Re-

lease-valve.

19. Double-check

Valve Cap.
20. Four-way Cock

Cap.

21. Four-way Cock
Spring.

(See note to Fig. 322.)

(The reference numbers
are the same as used in

the makers' lists.)



Figs. 358-362. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Steam; '•American" Brake. £134

Fig. 358. Side Elevation.

Horizontal-cylinder Steam-driver Brake.

Fig. 358J<. Trans-

verse Elevation.

American Brake Co.'s Steam Brake-gear : Figs. 358-369.

STEAM d»j=:

Fig. 352.

Brake-valve.

Figs. 360-362. Steam Brake-valvb and Oiler

Fig. 361. Lower Brake-

valve Shell.

Fig. 359. Section of Brake Cylinder.

Names of Parts of Horizoxtal-cylikder Driver Brake ; Figs. 358-359.

1. Cylinder. 11. Angle-iron.

2. Piston. 12. Brake-block.

3. Piston-follower. 13. Brake-sluie.

4. Packing-rings. 14. Push-bar Cap.

5. Follower-bolt. 15. Adjusting-screw

6. Automatic Drip-valve. 16. P»s7t Bar.

7. Forked Hanger. 17. Hanger-pin.

8. Plain Hanger. 18. Push-bar Pin.

9. Face-plate. 19. Supply-pipe.

0. Hanger-stud.

(All to be specified as for Horizontal-cylindt r Driver Bi-ake.)

Names of Parts ; Figs. 360-362.

1. Lower Valve-shell.

2. Upper Valve-shell.

3. Brake-valve.

4. Spanner-nut.

5. Gland-nut.

6. Fafre-sfem.

7. Valve-stem Nut.

8. Brake-valve Handle.

9. Bracket-nut.

10. Exhaust-union.

11. 0;7er Tee.

12. Oil-cup.

13. Oil-cup Cap.

14. Oil-cup Drip.

(The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists. 1



S135 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Steam; " American" Brake. Figs. 363-365

Fig. 363. Side Elevation.

Bell-Crank Steam Driver Brake.

Fig. 364 . Transverse Elevation.

Names of Parts of Bell-crank Driver Brake ; Figs. 363-365.

1. Cylinder.

2. Cylinder-head.

3. Cylinder-head Bolt.

4. Piston-gland.

5. Gland Spanner-nut.

6. Automatic Drip-valve.

7. Piston-head.

8. Piston-rod.

9. Piston-follower.

10. Piston-follower Bolt.

("All to be specified as for Bell-crank Driver Brake.)

(Two other styles of driver brakes are manufactured by the same company, one with spiral springs interposed for transmitting the pressure

to the brake-blocks and the other a sinsrle driver brake operated by a system of levers. 1

(The reference numbers are the same as used in tbe makers' lists.)

11. Piston Packing-ring.

12. Piston-rod Nut.

13. Automatic Drip Valve for Piston.

14. Face-plate.

15. Brake-shoe Hanger.
16. Hanger Stud.

17. Hanger Pin.

18. Bell-crank Pin.

19. Link Pin.

Fig. 365. Section oj Brake
Cylinder.

20. Link.

21. Bell-crank.

22. Turnbuckle.

23. Push-bar.

24. Lock Nut.

25. Adjusting-screw.

26. Brake-block.

27. Brake-shoe.

28. Piston-rod Pin.



Figs. 366-367. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Steam; "American" Brake. £136

Fir/. 366. Plan. Steam Tender Brake.
(American Brake Co.'s Brake-gear.)

w
Fig. 367. Section.

Names of Parts of Tent>er Brake : Figs. 366-367.

1. Cylinder.

2. Piston.

3. Piston-folloicer.

4. Piston-follower Bolt.

5. Piston Packing-ri)igs.

6. Bracket Studs and Nuts.

7. Yoke Stud and Nuts.

8. Yoke.

9. Link.

10. Cylinder Brake-lever.

11. Clevis-hook.

12. Brake-chain.

(All to be specified as for Tender Brake.)

iThe reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)



CAR-BODY DETAILS, Brake-gear, Steam ; " American " Brake. Figs. 368-369

Names of Parts of
Brake-gear ; Figs.

368-369.

1. Axle-elamp.

2. Governor-blocks.'

Governor-block

Springs.

Governor-spring

Thimble.

Disk.

Fork.

7. Fork-bracket.

8. Lower Bell-crank

Rod.

Tail-nut.

Lock-nut.

Bell-cranks.

Lower Bell-crank

Bracket.

13. Upper Bell-crank

Bracket.

14. Upper Bell-crank

Rod.

15. Push-bar.

16. Pendant-lever.

17. Locking-pawl.

18. Release-chain.

19. Release-chain Eye-bolt

3.

5.

6.

9.

10.

11.

12.

3>

\ \
J3

T\\t:t ^ w k \ \ \ \ XT

Fig. 368. Perspective View.
Automatic Freight-car Compression Brake.

(.American Brake Co.)

(Designed to be operated preferably, but not neces-
sarily, in connection with the locomotive and

tender brake, Figs. 358-367.)

20. Release Nut.

21. Release Bracket.

22. Check-plates.

23. Lower Connect-

ing-rod.

24. Lower Connect-

ing-rod Stirrup.

25. Relief-spring.

26. Single-hole Clevis.

27. Three-hole Clevis.

28. Pendant-leverFul-

crum-pin.

29. Stop-pin.

30. Push-bar Pin and
Cotter.

31. Governor-block

Pin and Kev.

Fig. 369. Separate Views of Details in Fig. 368.

(The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.

)



Figs. 370-372. CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Doors. E 138

DOORS.
Names of Parts of Doors ; Fig. 370.

1. Door-post or Jamb.

2. Door-mullion.

Door Name-plate.

Top Door-rail.

Bottom Door-rail.

Middle or Lock Door-rail.

Parting Door-rail.

Door-stile.

10. Lower or Twin Door-panels.

11. Middle Door-panel.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

12. Upper Door-sash.

13. Lower Door-sash.

14. Door-sash Bolt.

15. Door-sash Plate.

16. Door-hinge.

17. Door-knob.

18. Door-lintel.

19. Door-lock.

20. Door-lock Keeper.

(For names of parts surrounding doors, Door-sill, Door-post, Door-lintel, efc,

see Car-bodies ; Passenger.)

(See ateo Furnishings, Door, and Furnishings, Locks, for further details.) 4
10 2 10

Fig. 370. Intertor View.

Passenger-car Door.

Fig. 371. Perspective View.

Sliding-door Fixtures for Parlor and Sleeping Cars.

(See also Furnishings, Door Fixtures.)

4-3 4

.Fig. 372. Details ofupper rail.

(Brackets upon the side of the partition are also used with

these sliding doors, very- similar in detail to the above, but

horizontal instead of vertical.)

Names of Parts ; Figs. 371-372.

1. Door-rail Bracket.

2. Door-rail Spring.

3. Door-rail Camer.
4. Top Door-rail.



£139 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Doors ; Grain Doors. Figs. 373-376

i,
z-—i

Fig. 373. Side Elevation ; Inside View. Fig. 374.

Cross Section at rear end of door.

Fig. 375. Plan.

-. bayrrrx*r11?.-3PSiWHI^»T-7^!a _^
£7=

Fig. 376.

Section through Guide-bars.

Susemihl & Miller Grain-door.

-ai

Names of Parts ; Figs. 373-376.

1. Grain-door.

2. Guide-bar.

3. Segment.

4. Guide-bar Pivot.

5. Guide-bar Plate.

6. Grain-door Rest.

7. Grain-door Keeper.



Figs. 377-382. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Doors ; Grain Doors £140

I
J

Fig. 377. Section. Fig. 378. Side Elevation, Interior View.

Fig. 379. Plan.

Fig. 3S0. Section.

Van Liecw's Grain Dcor.

Names of Paets ; Figs. 377-332.

Fig. 381.

Stanchion-socket.

Fig. 382.

Stanchion
and Guide-rod.

1. Lug.

Z. Stanchion-socket.

3. Stanchion.

4. Lift.

5. Grain-door Latch.

6. Grain-door Lock.

10. Guide-rod Socket.

B. Door.

C. Grain-door Stile.

e. Sand-hole.

F. Stanchion Guide-rod.

g. Grain-door Floor-stop.

H. Grain-door Side-stop.

I. Chafing-strip.

0. Grain-door guide.

m. Grain-door Lock, 6, and Latch, 5.

n. Grain-door Rail.

S. Door-sill.

X. Grain-door Corner-plate.



CAB-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear; Freight. Figs. 383-386

Fig. .386. Transverse Section.

Fig. 385. Longitudinal Section, with Drawbar Removed.
Freight-car Draw-gear, with Potter Drawbar, Chicago, Burlington & Quinct Railroad.

Names of Parts of Draw-gear ; Figs. 383-386.

1. Drawbar.
2. Drawbar Face-plate.

3. Drawbar Head.

4. Drawbar Distance-piece.

5. Draw-spring.

6. Auxiliary Buffer-spring.

7. Drawbar Bolt. 12.

8. Draw spring Stop. 13.

9. Drawbar Carry-iron. 14.

10. Draw-timbers. 15.

11. Draw-timber Guards.

Draw-timber Tie-bar.

Drawbar Guides.

Drawbar Follower-plates.

Auxiliary Drawbar
Follower-plates.

(Parts in Roman type, not shown in this draw-gear.)

16. Drawbar Jaw.

17. Drawbar Stop.

18. Draw-timber PocJcet.

19. Draw-rod.

20. Coupling-pin.

21. Buffer Safety-hig.



Figs. 387-390. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear ; Freight. E142

w g 3y?5^r^] 6 T3»i3 isy
Fig. 389. Longitudinal Section.

Freight-cah Draw-gear (Old Standard), New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

Names of Parts of Draw-gear ; Figs. 387-390.

1. Draicbar. 8. Draw-spring Stop. 15. Auxiliary Draicbar
9. Draicbar Carry-iron. Follower-plates.

10. Draw-timbers. 16. Drawbar Jaw.
11. Draw-timber Guards. 17. Draicbar Stop.

I Kv(\y\\t1 i

-

1 [rB$%J/J
r'

tin I

piece. 12. Draw-timber Tie-bar. 18. Draw-timber Pocket.

tw,TOT UJU ~
"

.

"~j^JS| ** ' 5 - Draw-spring. 13. Draicbar Guides. 19. Draw-rod.
6. Auxiliary Buffer- 14. Drawbar Follower- 20. Coupling-pin.

spring. plates.
-Fig. 390. Transverse Section through rear 7. Draicbar Bolt iParts in Roman type, not shown in this draw-gear.)

0/ Drazc-timbers. (A new style of draw-gear, the present standard of this road, is shown in Figs. 426--127.>

2. Draicbar Face-plate.
3. Drawbar Head.
4. Drawbar Distance-



£143 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear; Freight. Figs. 39i-394

Fig. 391. Longitudinal Section.

Fig. 392.

Transverse Section.

Fig. 393. Inverted Plan.

Freight Car Draw-gear, Norfolk & Western Railroad.

Fig. 394. End Elevation.

Names of Parts Special to this Gear.

1. Draw-timber Carry-iron.

2. Draw-timber Carry-iron Pin.

3. Draic-timber Carry-iron Pin-plates.

4. Draw-timber Carry-iron Washer-plates.



Figs. 395-400. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear; Freight. -E144

o Vyy a ^
±

Names of Parts of Dkaw-
geae ; Figs 395-400.

1. Drawbar.
2. Drawbar Face-plate.
3. Drawbar Head.
5. Draw-spring.
7. Drawbar Bolt.

9. £ro«*or Ctajry-Mwi.

»v j t- * ™ i. ttj 10. Draw-timbers.End Uew of Drawbar Head. n Draw_timbeT Quards,
12. Draw-timber Tie-bar. 14. Drawbar Follower-plates.
13. Drawbar Guides. 16. Drawbar Jau: 20. Coupling-p

PJ Freight-car Draw-gear, Pennsylvania Railroad
j2ft. JTf'g. 397. Elevation. and allied lines.

JVjr. 400.

Transverse Section.



£145 CAK.-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear; Freight. (Standards.) Figs. 401^104

(At the Tenth Annual Convention of the

Master Car-Builders' Association, New
York, 1S76, the mode of attachment of

drawbars at their rsar end. shown in Figs.

401-402, was recommended for general use:

and all future application of such attach-

ments below the timber under the car-

bodies, in the manner " alluded to in report

of Committee," were discountenanced.

This drawing-

, however, is now su-

perseded by the plan below, so far as

the two differ from each other.)

Scale, % in. = 1 ft.

Fig. 401.

Longitudinal

Section.

r^woAM/l/i/l/

c

c©
«=

^yS\

rr

"of-^ti

5fi g ' ~-a'W

Fig. 402. Plan.
M. C. B. Standard Plan for Attachment of Drawbars

{see Note at side).

€)•

Fig. 404. Inverted Flan.

M. 0. B. Standards for Dimensions of Drawbar Attachments.

Adopted at 13th Annual Convention of
the Master Car-Builders' Association,
Chicago, 1879, as follows :

Length, A, from the end of drawbar to

the first follower-plate to be 28 in.

Depth, B, at outer yoke in drawbar carry-
iron, 6 in.

Width. C, for drawbar carry-iron or yoke,
6 in.

Follower-plates to be wrought-iron, rect-

angular in form ; thickness. V, to be 1J^ in.

;

width. E, 6 in., and length. F, 8% in.

Length, G, of the house of the drawbar,
11 in., and width, H, 6)4 *n *

Pm-hole in drawbar to take a pin 2 X 1!4 in.

When a strap (Fig. 450) is used at back
end of drawbar, to have a clear space of

11 in. long and 6J4 in. wide. When a

spindle (Fig. 449) is used, to be 2 in. diam-
eter. 17 in. long from under side of head 10

outer edge of key ; key to be 2J4 in- wide
and y> in. thick.
Thedrawbars to be so placed in the cars

as to locate the coupling-pins not less than
five inches from the centre to the face of the

dead-woods.
{As to the distance. K. the intention of the

action taken hi/ the Convention is doubtful.)

At the same meeting it was recommended
that the capacity of draw- a>'d buffer-
springs should not be less than 1S.00U lbs.

Also, that when the continuous drawbar
i Figs. 424-71 is used, th*> length and size of

drawbar shall be the same as above.



Figs. 405-108. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear ; Freight. {Standards.) £146

Fig. 405.

1-1. Dead-blocks.

Standard Single and Double Dead-blocks

Recommended at the 16tk A nnual Conven-

tion of the Master Car-Builders* Association,

Philadelphia, June. 1882. "were amended at the

ISth Annual Convention, Saratoga, 1S84, to

the form shown in Fig. 107, as follows :

Double Dead-blocks to be 8 in. square on the

face, and 6 in. thick, to be placed 22 in. apart
from centre to centre, and to have 14 in. space

between them (beiDg 2 inches wider apart than
the former standard).

Single Dead-blocks to be not less than 30

in. long, 7 in. thick and S in. deep, measured
vertically (being 2 inches longer than the former
standard;.

These changes were submitted to letter-ballot

and approved, 1S84.

(These attachments are also,

by increasing usage, distin-

guished simply as Single and
Double Dead-blocks, as in the

formal action of the M. C. B.

Association below.)

Fig. 406.

2. Buffer-block.

PLAN

*

1 - i

f

jTi
n »

\. -*-

l

1

~r. i

*—7--> k—

$

:—

%

Fig. 407. M. C. B. Standard
Dimensions of Single and
Double Dead-blocks.

Fig. 408.

IT. C. B. Standard Height of Drawbars.

Recommended at the 5th Annual Convention, Richmond,
1872, 2 ft. 9 in. Qualified at the Wth annual meeting, Sa7-atoga,

1S84. as meaning 2 ft. 9 in. ivhen the car is new aiid unloaded.



CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear, Freight ; Automatic Couplers. Figs. 409-4143-

Fig. 409. Section.

Scale
,SF+

[^ Note.—The couplers shown in Figs. 409-4-3; together

with the Wilson-Walker and Conway-Ball couplers (not

shoicnfor lack of drawings), are those recommended for
further trial by the Master Car-builders' Association,

but are none of them as yet in general use. See Auto-
matic Car-Coupler in Victionary.

Fig. 412. Fig. 413.

Names of Parts of

Archer Coupler; Figs.

412-414*.

Draw-head.

Hook Drawbar.

Uncoupling-gap.

Follower-plates.

Draw-spring.

Drawbar Lugs.

Drawbar Spring.

Drawbar Lug-grooves.

Drawbar Rivet-stop.



Figs. 415-419^. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear; Freight Couplers, Automatic. £7148

Section with r>in resting on'
Coupling-pin Seat, not

coupling.
Gifford Automatic Frelght-car Coupler, showing Drawhead, Beveled Coupling-pen- and Coupling-pin Seat. (See also Figs. 515-516.)

Fig. 418.
United States Automatic

Car Coupler, shoivina Flanged Pin
and Coupling-dog.

Fig. 419. Perspective Vie

Cowell Automatic Freight-car Coupler.

Names of Parts given with Passenger Draw-gear

Figs. 537-541.

Note.—The couplers shown in Figs. 409-423,

together with the Wilson-Walker and Conway-Ball
couplers (not shown for lack of drawings) are those

recommended for further trial by the Master Car-

Builders' Association, but are none of them as yet

in general use. See Automatic Car Coupler in

Fig. 419%. Perspective End View, Dictionary.
couple i with common links.



£149 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear, Freight ; Automatic Couplers: Figs. 420^123

Note.—The couplers shown in Figs. 400-423,

ogether with the Wilson-Walker and Conway-
Ball Couplers (not shown for lack of drawings),

are those recommended for further trial by the

Master Car-Builders' Association, but are none of
them as yet in general use, See Automatic Car-
coupler in Dictionary.

Fig. 430.

Isometric View-

Janney Freight-car Coupler.

(Janney and Janney-Miller Passer
eer Car-couplers, shown fn Figs. 542-

635.)

Section of Freight-coupler, Coupled.

9*

Fig. 423. Perspective View.

Names of Pasts of Janney Freight-car Coupler ; Figs. 420-423.

2. Janney Knuckle. 27. Janney Centre Buffer-spring.
16. Janney Knuckle-pin. 31. Janney Draft-washer.
17. Janney Coupling-pin. 86. Freight Coupler*

(The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers

Fig. 422. End View of Coupler.

89. Freight Draft-bolt*
92. Freight Coupler-pin*
95. Freight Main Draft-spring*
96. Freight Buffer-spring.

104. Freight Lever Fulcrum-plate
105. Freight Lever.
106. Freight Lever-catch.
107. Freight Lever-plate.
117. Freight Buffer-wash er.

119. Freight Follower.
120. Freight Draft-iron.
121. Freight Buffer-spring Plate.
122. Freight Buffer.
123. Freight Chafing-plate.
124. Freight Stirrup.
125. Freight Face-plate.
126. Drop-pin Link.

* Shown separately in Figs. 602-635.

lists.)



Figs. 424^127. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear ; Freight, Continuous. £150

*
i „.J 1 I

1

!

' P I

4

Fig. 424. Inverted Plan.

L _35—? 3pOl

-FY<7. 425. Cosrixuors Drawbar. Longitudinal Section.

1. Draicbar. 2. Draw-spring

.

3. Drawbar Carry-iron. 4. Draic-rod. 10. Draw-timber.

3 3^

.Fig. 426. Side Elevation

.

Z$-MME? Wr

Fig. 427. Inverted Plan.

Horr Double-spring Draw-gear.

1. Folloicei'-plate Block or Buffer-spring Block: 5. Draw-rod.

2. Double-spring Drawbar Timber. 6. Cross-frame Tie-rods or Centre Draiv-rods.

3. Draic-siwing. 7. Packing Blocks.

4. Buffer-sjiring.

(The Iloit dratc-gear is shown attached to car-bodies in Figs. 93-96 and 113-115.



.E151 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-g-ear, Freight ; Coupling Links and Chains. Figs. 428-439

Fig. 428.

Side Elevation.

m^

=i

Fig. 429.

Elevation of Platform End-timber.

11
Fig. 430.

Side Elevation.

Safety Coupling-chain Attachment for Passenger Cars, New York Central & Hudson River Railroad and allied lines.

Figs. 431-433. ^x*r_ *.__.

Plan and Longitudinal Sections of Coupling-link. Fig. 436. Fig. 437.

Flat Eye-head Round Eye-head
Coupling-pin. Coupling- pin.

Standard Coupling Links and Pins, New York Central & Hudson River Railroad and allied lines.

(Scale, y*full size.)

Fig. 439.

Bridge's

Coupling-link.



J7gs. 440-452. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear, Freight; Drawbars, Links and Pins.

Fig. 441.

Coupling-line:.

(Common form ; see Figs. 432-3 for
improved form.)

1. Cliain Coupling-links or

Triple Coupling-link.

2. Draw-hook.

3. Draic-Jwok Plate.

Fig. 442.

Crooked Couplixg-lixk

(Common form ; see Figs. 431-2 for
improved form.)

Fig. 443. Fig. 445. Section. Fig. 446.

Solid-head Eye-head, Flat Bent-head i

Coupling-pin. Coupling-pin. Coupling-pen.

Fig. 447.
Drawbar Side-casting.

One of many forms ; see Figs. 401-404.)

Fig. 44S.
Safford Drawbar.

3. Drawbar Head. 7. Drawbar Bolt.
(See also Figs 453-4, 459-60, etc.)

Fig. 449.

*3 Bolt or Spindle Drawbar.

1. Coupling-link Rivet. 4. Drawbar Bolt.
2. Fast Coupling-link. 5. Drawbar Face-^
3. Fast Coupling-pin.

GS ft

Fig. 451. Three-link or Potter Drawbar. •2^^^p
1. Coupling-link Rivet. 2. Fast Coupling-link.

(Also made in cast-iron ; see Figs. 467-S.)

Fig. 450.

Spring-pocket or Strap Drawbar.

1. Draivbar Spring-pocket.
2. Drawbar Distance-piece.
3. Drawbar Face-plate.

Fig. 452. Solid-head Drawbar.

1. Drawbar Pocket. 2. Draivbar Distance-piece.

3. Drawbar Head.



CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-g-ear, Freight ; Draivbars. Figs. 453-474

Fig. .453. Elevation.

Fig. 454. Plan.
(Safford.)

WkFig- 459. Elevation.

«:::-::::, 1 * L..j L.

BUFFALO fi^SO. WESTERN.
25 '/4.-"

*j

130 lbs.

[~\\^ Fig. 465. Elevation.

- —+- —J

CHICAGO &- ATLANTIC
'* 25 3/4 " *

fe>\ 150 lbs

Fig. 466. Han..
(Safford.)

P;V/. 455. Elevation.

A.J.CHASE REFRIGERATOR CAR
30 s/8"

*j

180 lbs.

Fig. 471. Elevation.

=M\C0

•ANGLO AM. REFRIG R CAR CO.
_*_-- 27 1/2"

ISO lbs.

cl'd, coL.ciN'n &ind'p's
„J*:- 27"/2

-"—

144 lbs

:«.-.

=1*

Pig. 456. Plan.

Fig. 461. Elevation-

BUFFALO &, SO. W N .
'

20"-
irbs^

Fig. 462. Plan.
(Safford.)

Mff. 467. Elevation.^qi:f

Pig. 468. PZcm.

(Potter : ifte Coupling-link Riv-

ets and Fast Coupling-link not

shown. See Fig. 451.)

Fig. 457. Elevation.

1||-
- +

I 1 ' %
'W *
Lr
1 ANGLO AM..REFRIG. CAR CO
U 30 3/4-

176 lbs.

J1

/;?. 458. PtoH.

P/</. 463. Elevation

Standard Cast-iron Drawbars.

(The 42 drawbars shown on this and the three

following pages are those carried in stock for re-

pairing purposes on the New York, Lake Erie &
Western Railroad, aDd include nearly all the lead-

ing types.)

BUFFALO PITTS G WN
-*=-->«*: 18 Vz

"
>i

130 lbs.

Fig. 464. Plan.
(Safford.)

Fio. 469. Elevation.

CINCINNATI &, SANDUSKY.
J 29 VZ

"

"*'/>-. 16Slbs.

Jk.

Fig. 470. P/an

PY(/. 473. Elevation.

!cl'd,col.cin'ti&>ind'p's
19" *;

Pig. 472. Pian.

no lbs

O O

Fig. 474. Plan.



Figs. 475-496. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear, Freight; Drawbars.

Fig. 475. Elevation.

£154

DAYTON fc MICHIGAN.
29 "

132 IbS.

FLINT&.PERE MARQ.UETTE
— 25 5

/a" sJ

I

130 lbs. i

Fig. 476. Plan.

Fig. 4S1. Elevation.

_i_

GREAT WESTERN DISPATCH.
\

-28"—- M

153 lbs. i

£('</. 477. Elevation. Fig. 479. Elevation.

\~

Fig. 478. Ptan.

£/</. 483. Elevation.

1-"1 1
I t "L_ .,.., ... rr

GREAT WESTERN OF CANADA. ]

^— 30 '/2
' *
181 lbs.

£/</. 482. Plan.

Fig. 487. Elevation.

HANNIBAL £, ST. JOSEPH .

30 5/8
"

180 Ibs.

Fig. 484. Plan. (Safford.)

Fig. 489. Elevation.

GRAND TRUNK.
--30-

150 Ibs.

t--- ;
l
:SH

Fig. 480. Plan.

Fig. 485. Elevation.

_*..
L_ LZ

GREAT WESTERN OF CANADA
29 >i

130 IbS.

Fig. 486. Plan.

~if~fff^__Fig. 491. Elevation.

?r

HANNIBAL fc ST JOSEPH .

—30% "

175 IbS.

Fig. 488. Plan.

(Safford.)

Fig. 493. Elevation.
1 U--

-
; V "

l INDIANAPOLIS &- ST. LOUIS .

Y 33 Vz
; 170 ibs.

p_ o
i;

Fig. 494. Plan. (Safford

Fig. 490. Plan.

1. Standard Cast-iron Drawbars —See note on

preceding page.

+ Figs. 469. 477, 481, 505 and 527 show Draw-
^i t bar Safety-lugs. The horizontal hole in side of

drawbar in Figs. 455, 431, 497, 507 and 533 is

ro for no especial purpose, unless to loosen a link

which may bind fast.

Fig. 492. Plan.

(Safford.)

Fig. 495. Elevation.

IND'POLIS, bloomington&w'n.
2B S/8

" *

147 Ibs.

Fig. 496. Plan.



E155 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear, Freight ; Drawbars. Figs. 497-516

Fig. 497. Elevation Fig. 499. Elevation Fig. 501. Elevation

IND PS, PERU &, CHICAGO. i

263M." *!

I4G lbs. '

LAKE SHORE &/ MICH. SO.
I

\t 253/8'1 --
95lbs.

'

tot E=3
Fig. 498. Plan.

Fig. 503. Elevation.

T

0:
+

Fig. 500. Plan.

Fig. 505. Elevation,

LAKE SHORE &> MICHIGAN SO.
30'/g" -j£7

134 lbs.

t.

MISSOURI KANSAS Su TEXAS. i

31 1/8'
T7 >l

193 lbs. i

Fig. 502. Plan.

Fig. 507. Elevation.

1LC

-

*' — 1

b or

NEW YORK &/NEW ENG'O.'
-. 28 3/8

" *
195 lbs.

Fig. 504. Plan.

Fig. 509. Elevation

NEW YORK &- NEW ENGLAND.;
"--28"

ISO lbs.

Fig. 5' 6. Plan.
(Safford.)

i^/ff. 511. Elevation.

Fig. 508. Pfoii.

-FVff. 513. Elevation.

NEW YORK CHICAGO &. ST.LOUIS
27 "

172 lbs.

NEWYORK,CHICAGO Su GT LOUIS.,
Ig____ 27 'A" *

NEW YORK LAKE ERIE
I gu W N .

k 25 3/V- 4—-I4-J44—»|

Tfllm ihk i25lbs.

-Fiff. 514. PZcul

Standard Cast-iron

Draw-bars.
W'YORK LAKE ERIE \&, W N.j

- 25 3/4- »i*— I4'/4-->i

183 lbs. I

(See notes oh two precedingpages.)

Fig. 516. Pfom.

Gifford Automatic ; See Figs. 416-417.



Figs. 517-536. CAR-BODY DETAILS; Draw-gear, Freight; Drawbars. £156

Fig. 521. Elevation.

Fig. 517. Elevation.

- TTriE
...

.,. ih ,

FiV/. 519. Elevation.

i--:4|
= *.—1 iSNl

1 *! ..

+
!'

! :

NEW YORK LAKEERIE&.WN
-25 3/4" »i

132 lbs. I

I

| u.r4.-_r... .-

-

JH'

•"
u>

' •

nil r / j.

NEW YORK LAKE ERIE i-WNy,-1
< 2S 3/4- *i .

.•+1

irjff. 51S. Plan.

Fig. 593. Eh-vntion.

Fig. 520. Pto«.

J7fir. 525. Elevation.

PHILADELPHIA &, READING .

29 -

167 lbs.

Fig. 524. Plan.

Fig. 559. Elevation.

Jt3:ZCuir2
WABASH ST. LOUIS SL PACIFIC.

28 '/2

180 lbs.

Fig. 530. Plan.
(SAFFORD.)

Standard Cast-Iron

Drawbars.

I NWYORK PA.6-0HIO
2.0'lB" -

US lbs.

I

1 ROCHESTER &j PITTSBURG ."

Pig. 526. P/flJi

(Safford.)

Fig. 531. Elevation. W

WESTERN R'Y.
31 'A"

180 lbs.

Fig. 532. P/a>i. ; (Safford.)

Fig. 535. Elevation.

ZIMMERMAN REFRIG'R CAR.
s 24 '/4 ^

159 lbs.

|u-:--L--..i

E
Fig. 536. Plan.

o eS?o

Fig. 522. P/«n.

-J Fig 527. Elevation.

""
1

(-->--,—

UNITED STATES ROLL. STOCK CO
r^=^f; 29" H

185 IbS.

Piy. 528. Pfan. (Safford.)

P/fir. 533. Elevation.

"T

WESTERN ROLLING STOCK CO.
-- 27S/s" *]

150 IbS.

Fir/. 534. PZan.

(See notes on second and third

pages back.)



E157. CAE-EODY DETAILS, Draw-gear, Passenger; Cowell. Figs. 537-541.

Fig. 538.

16

ILL
1 I

n
—siBi

u J

^ ng.

Fig. 540.

Fig. 541.

Jf/ffs. 537-541.

Cowell Passenger Platform and Coupler.

{Freight Coupler shown in Figs. 419-419L£.)

1< ig. a'.i'

1. Buffer-plate.

2. Buffer-stem.

3. Buffer-socket.

4. Washer:

5. Buffer-spring.

Names of Parts of Cowell Coupler.

6. Follower. 11. Set-block.

7 Side-plates. 12. Side-arms.
8. Knuckle-arms. 13. Sockets.
9. Knuckle. 14. Springs.

10. Knuckle-seat. 15. Draw-bar.

16. Draw-head.

17. .Locfc.

18. Lever.

19. Scraps.



Figs. 542-551. CAR-BOD?" DETAILS, Draw-gear, Passenger: Javney. E 158

^ 9Ml{ ^
J8 Zl JOS

Fig. 542. Longitudinal Section.

Janney Passenger Platform axd Coupler.

Plan.

Horizontal Section.

J
x

Fig. 544. Janney Passenger Coupler. (Section of Passenger Coupler set for coupling.)

Names of Parts : Figs. 542-554.

1. Pass'r Coupler.

2. Knuckle.

3. Catch.

4. Buffer (Flat Face).

5. Buffer (Round Face).

6. Equalizer.

7. Foot-plate.

8. End Face-plate.

9. Combination Yoke.

10. Pull-rod.

11. Draft-bolt.

12. Fulcrum-bolt.

13. Xojigf T-boZi.

14. S7iort T-boZi.

15. Catch-spring Bolt.

16. Knuckle-pin.

17. Coupling-pin.

18. Tail-pin.

20. Platform-lever Pin.

21. .Horn.

22. Catch-lever.

23. Half-oval Washer.

24. Platform Lever.

25. Catch Spring.

26. Centre Buffer-spring.

27. Auxiliary Draft-spring.

28. Mzin Draft-spring.

Fig. 545. Passenger Coupler.

=S=>

J7o. 546. Buffer (.FVaf /ace).

JVa. 547. Buffer (.Round /ace).

Kj. 548. Equalizer.

.FVg. 549. Foot-plate.

Co)
Pij. 550.

End Face-plate.

(The reference numbers are the same as used in the maker's list.)

Fig. 551.

Combination Yokf.

29. Miller Buffer-guide.

30. Janney Buffer-guide.

31. " Draft-icasher.

32. Centre- spring

Washer.
33. " Platform - lever

Jaw.

(Continued on second page ahead.

Page B 160.)



#159 CAB-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear ; Janney. Figs. 552-553

Numbers below 29 refer to List on page E 158 : 29 and over, to List on page E 160.

Janney Passenger

Coupler and

Platform.

Fig. 533.

Inverted Plan

(The reference numbers
are the same as used in

makers' lists.)



Fig. 554. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear; Janney-Miller. #160

Fig.bcA. Isometric View.

Jaxxey-Miller Combination Coupler.

Names of Parts ; Figs. 542-554. (Continued from second page back, #158.)

34. Janney Piill-rod Button. 50. Combination Cliqfing-plate. 97. Combination Lever Jaw-pin.

35. " Fulcrum-ferrule. 51. " Stirrup. 98. " Open Link for Miller Hook
38. " Buffer-w-asher. 52. it Side-spring Bolt. 99. " Follower.

39. Con bination Janney Head. 53. " Pull-rod. 100. " Follower-guide.

40. Janney Barrel. 54. " Side-spring Stirrup. 108. Janney Stirrup.

42. * Miller Buffer. 56. " Miller Stop-bolt. 109. Cliafing-plate.

43. < Miller Stop. 58. f £ Platform-lever Jau: 110. Tie-bolt.

44. ' Miller Buffer-yoke. 61. f. Swivel. 111. " Knee-strap.

45. « Side Spring-plate. 62. a Sivivel-lwok. 112. " Draft-iron.

46.
•' End Face-plate. 64. (< Connecting-pin. 113. " Folloiver.

47. c Large Equalizing-gi ide. 66. ' Eye-bolt for Miller Hook. 114. " Brake-shaft Stand.

48. Horn. 67. •' Side-spring Eye-bolt. 115. " Combination Stop-brace.

49. " Small Equalizing-guide. 69. a Platform Lever. 116. " Lever-guard.

(The i eference Dumbers are the same as used in makers ' lists.

}



E161 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear; Janney. Figs. 555-601

©=

=@»

=&& imp

tC

<S=*

2. Janney Knuckle.

3. ' ' Catch.

10. Pull-rod.

11. Draft-bolt

12. ' Fulcrum-bolt.

13. Long T-bolt.

14. Short T-bolt.

15. ' Catch-spring Bolt.

16. • Knuckle-pin.

17. Coupling-pin.

18. ' Tail-pin.

19. ' Horn-bolt.

20. ' Platform Lever-pin.

21. ' Horn.

22. ' Catch-lever.

23. Half-oval Washer.

Figs. 555-601. Details of Janney and Janney-Miller Couplers.

Names of Parts, Janney and Janney Miller Details
24. Janney Platform Lever.

25. •' Catch-spring.

26. " Centre Buffer-spring.

27. " Auxiliary Draft-spring.

28. " Main Draft-spring.

29. Miller Buffer-guide.

30. Janney Buffer-guide.

31. " Draft-washer.

32. " Centre-spring Washer.

33. " Platform-lever Jaw:

34. " Pull-rod Button.

35. " Fulcrum -ferrule.

36. " Pull-rod Plate.

37. " Thimble.

38. " Buffer-washer.

(The reference numbers are the same as used In the makers' lists.)

> ; Figs. 555 -635.

39. Combiitation Janney Head.
40. " Janney Barrel.

41. tt Miller Head.
42. It Miller Buffer.

43. tt Miller Stop.

44. a Miller Buffer-yoke

45. tt Side-spring Plate.

46. a End Face-plate.

48. ( Horn.

49. " Small Equalizing-guide

50. (i Chafing-plate.

51. a Stirrup.

52. a Side-spiring Bolt.

53. tt Pull-rod.

54. it Side-spring Stirriqj.



Figs. 602-635. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear ; Janney. E162

~M~?

@=r>

07

3—

^

6*

c 3

32

9*

Jfjgs. 602-633. Details of Janney and Janney-Miller Couplers.

Names of Pap.ts, Janney and Janney-Miller Details ; Figs. 555-635 (Continued).

55. Combination Side-spring.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

Miller Stop-bolt. 68.

Platform-lever Plate. 69.

Platform-lever Jaw. 72.

Ball-joint Washer. 74.

Side-spring Washer. 75.

Stvivel. 76.

Sivivel-hook. 80.

Side-spring Trigger. 86.

Connecting-pin. 89.

Trap-door Spring. 92.

Eye-bolt for Bliller 93.

.Hbofc.

(The reference

Combination Side-spring Eye-bolt.
" Trap Door.
" Platform Lever.

Tender-coupler Catch-spring.

Tender Coupler.

Tender-coupler Buffer (Flat Face).
" •' (Round Face,.

Janney Knuckle (Old Style).

Freight Coupler.
" Draft-bolt.
'• Coupler-pin.
" Coupler-pin Washer.

numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.'

94. Freigh £ Coupler-pin Spring.

95. a Main Draft-spring.

96. " Auxiliary Draft-spring.

97. Combination Lever-jaw Pin.

98. cc Open Linkfor Miller
Hook.

99. <f Follower.

100. " Follower-guide.

101. * Side-spring Plate

Washer.
102. Buffer Round Face (Old Style).

103. " FZaf Face.



£163 CAB-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear; Miller. Figs. 636-637

(Draw-gear of the Manhattan Elevated Railroads of New York is shown in Figs. 166-167.)

Fig. 636. Inverted Plan. Miller Coupler-buffer and Platform Fig. 637. Plan.

Names of Parts op Miller Coupler and Platform ; Figs. 636-643.

1. Brake-shaft Brace.

2. Buffer-bar.

3. Buffer-plate.

5. Buffer-spring.

6. Buffer-spring Cup.

7. Buffer-spring Washer.
8. Buffer-stem Washer.

9. Buffer-thimble.

11. Drawbar Coupling-hook.

12. Centre-sills.

13. Stop for Coupling-liook.

14. Stop-brace.

15. Uncoupling-lever.

16. Uncoupling-chain.

17. Uncoupling-lever

Ratchet.

18. Uncoupling-lever Plate.

19. Uncoupling-lever Wedge
20. Wedge-chain.

21. Trunnion-plates.

22. Platform Truss-beam.

23. Platform Truss-rod.

24. Buffer-spring Beam.
25. Drawbar Timber.

26. Platform Timbers.

27. Platform Sills.

28. Platform End-timber.

29. Suspender-beam.

30. Stirrup-block.

31. Drawbar Carry iron.

32. Inner Drawbar Carry-

iron.

35. Buffer-head.

36. Buffer-shank.

37. Buffer-stem.

39. Coiq)ling-pin Plate.

40. Coupling-pin Chafing-

plate.

41. Coupling-pin Chain.

42. Coupling-pin Chain-eye.

44. Brake-shaft Tliimble.

46. Inscription-plate.

48. Drawbar Chafing-plate.

49. Coupling-spring or Lea/-

sprm<7.

50. Coupling-spring Bracket.

51. Platform Tie rods.

52. Side Lugs.



Figs. 638-643. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Draw-gear : Millei

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on preceding' page.

£'164

Mg. 638. Longitudinal Section.

35

f

36 38

Fig. 63P.

Buffer-bar.

37

Fig. 612. Side View.

tei_j^=a (i »
" 1

1

"

m h
\
n

\

Fig. 640

Fig. 641.

.End PVeio. Uncoupling-lever.

Miller Coupler-buffer and Platform.

Fig. 613. P/cmi.

Draw-bar Coupling-hook.



£165 CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Framing. Figs. 644-648

Fig. 644. Side View.

Portion of the Side-frame of a Passenger Car, showing— 1, Compression-beam ; 2, Compression-beam Brace ; 3, Counter-brace ; 4, Body
Brace-rod ; 5. Body Counterbrace Rod.

ill WL_J1UI Hill HUJ HUI HUJ mil mil illS^^^UIU, I

. JLgj^r
riwi^^m^tifi

Fig. 645. Side View.

Portion of the Side-frame of a Passenger Car, showing—1, Truss-arch ; 2, Body-Counterbrace.

{A different style of this general type of framing is shown ivith names of parts in Fig. 159 ; also, without reference numbers, in Fig. 199.)

Fig. 646.

Profile Carline.

Fig. 647.

Section of Compound Carline.

Fig. 648. Plan.

Floor Framing, showing— ] . Diagonal Floor-timber.



Figs. 649-654. CAR-BODY DETAILS; Framing, etc. E166

(Similar to Fig. 650, except that the earlities

or rafters meet at a point at the centre of the

clear-story r _>of or " upper deck.
1

' Such a roof

is shown in Figs. 188-190.)

Fig. 040.

'A" Car Roof.
Fig. 650.

X Car Roof.

Transverse Section.

Fig. 651.

Ship Splice or Scarf Joint.
Prescribed by Master Car-builders' Association as

the Standard for repairing broken sills, as per
following extract from "Rules for Interchange of
Cars :

"

"Rule 14.—Sills broken or materially injured must
be replaced by new ones of the same size and of good
quality, an exception to be made of intermediate and
outside sills to which the draw timbers are not
attached, which, if broken between bolster and end
sill only, may be spliced with a ' ship splice,' as here
shown, of 24 inches in length, and secured by three
^-inch bolts, all to be doDe in a workmanlike man-
ner."

Fig. 652.

Stake-pocket.

1. Stake-pocket.
2. Stake-pocket U-bolt.

rsAi

t b
Fig. 653.

Stake-sleeve.

1. Stake-pocket. 2. Stake-sleeve.

Fig. 654.

1. Pilaster.



£167 CAK-BODY DETAILS ; Grab-irons and Ladders. Figs. 656-657

Fig. 656. Side View. Fig. 657. End View.
Standard (except as noted") Ladder and Grab-iron Attachments recommended by M. C. B. Association,

at 13th Annual Convention, Chicago, 1879.
It was specifically recommended,
(1) "That all brake-shafts be placed on the left-hand corner of the car, when a person is standing on the track facing the end of the car. 1 * as

in Fig. 657.
(2) "That the small platform (brake-step) placed at one end of freight cars, to fasten the brake-pawl, etc. (100, Figs. 82, 84. 132. 136), he

discontinued, the ratchet-wheel and pawl to be fastened to a suitable casting on the roof."
(3) '• That the running-boards be not less than 18 in. wide and 1 in. thick, the ends to project 5"v4 in. outside of the boarding, the projections

to be supported by two braces made of 2 in. by 1"4 in. iron "

(4.) "That two good substantial steps (sill-steps), made of wrought-iron J/> by 1% in., be fastened, one to each side-sill, at diagonal corners of
the car."

(5) " That each box and stock car have two ladders, not less than five steps in each ladder, made of %-in. round iron, projecting 3^> in. from
the siding, securely fastened to each end at diagonal corners, with a handle directly over the ladders, on the roof."

(6) " That the lower step of the ladder have a guard or projection in order to prevent men slipping when swinging around the end
of the car to get on the step."

* The grab-irons or handles shown are in the position recommended by a committee whose report was "received," but no other action
was taken ; also, the dimensions given in Fig. 657 for distance apart of dead-blocks have been increased 2 in each. See Fig. 417.



Figs. 658-663. CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Lettering. E108

GLOBE LINE.

2416

Fig. 658. CARS IN FAST FREIGHT LINE SERVICE.
Fig. 659 M. C. B. Standard Lettering.

The two following plans, Figs. 660-663, for lettering cars in ordinary service were submitted to letter-ballot, pursuant to vote of Convention,
1884, and icere not adopted, for lack of the necessary two-thirds majority.

B. &0.
19732

WT. 20000

Fig. 660.

B. &0.
21673

WT. 20000

Fig. 66*.

BALTIMORE & OHIO.

WT. 20000. 6.34 CAPY. 40000 LBS.

CARS IN ORDINARY SERVICE.
PREFERRED PLAN.

Fig. 661. Not a standard.

CARS IN ORDINARY SERVICE.
ALTERNATIVE PLAN.

big. 663. Not a standard.

. C. B. Standard System of Lettering Line Cars. (See Lettering in Dictionary.)



-B169 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Roofs ; Board Roofs. Figs. 664-666

Fig. 664. Single-board Car Roof.

Fig. 665. Section.

Single-board Car Roof.

1. Roof Cover-strip.

2. Roof-sheets.

3. Ridge-pole.

4. Purlin.

5. Plate.

6. Roof-boarc

{Several other varieties of roofs, not shown by illustrations, consist of one or two thicknesses of boards, with or without some form of dove-

tail connection, with painted canvas, or other similar water-proofing material. See Car-roof in Dictionary.)

Fig. 666. Section.

Double-board Car-roof.



Figs. 667-669. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Roofs ; Empire Roof. E170

Fig. 668.

Skeleton View ofEoof Frame.

Names of Parts
;

Figs. 667-668.

A. Ridge-pole (grooved

to receive metal

sheets.)

B. Purlins.

C. Carlins.

D. Overhang.

E. Roof-sheets.

F. Roof-boards.

(The grab-iron shown in

this cut is'
t
not attached ac-

} cording to the best practice.

See Figs. 656-657.)

Names op Parts ; Fig. 669.

1. Roof-sheets (Corrugated

Metal).

2. Roof-board.

3. Ridge Clamp.

4. Running-board.

5. Overhang.

Fig. 669.

Empire Corrugated-metal Car Roof



CAR-BODY DETAILS, Roofs ; Winslow Roof. Figs. 670-675

ID 9 6 3 ,0

Fig. 670. Transverse Section
4

.'Ct-

Fig. 671. Plan.
3 3

3*

.Fit?. 672 Longitudinal Section.

Vffy^^\ Winslow Car Roof.
P

'

/^m0,
(With flat roof-sheets; ihe most recent

and common standard.)
~2'/2-'

Names of Parts ; i^/.s. 670

1. Joint-strip.

2. Corrugations.

3. Cover-strip.

4. Roof-strips.

5. Ridge-pole.

6. Purlins.

7. Roof-boards.

8. Eaves Fascia-boc

9. Carline.

Uj

672A.

H'd.

Ftflr. 672)4- Section or Joint Stkip.

i^'g. 675. Pfa».

Winslow Car-roof. (H^'M curved roof-skeets.)



Figs. 676-677. CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Sleeping Berths. E172

SLEEPING BERTHS.

Names of Pakts of Sleeping Caks ; Figs. 676-681

1. Lower Berth.

3. Upper Berth.

3. Upper Berth, folded up.

4. ^Berth-brace.

5. Berth-brace Eye.

6. Berth-chain.

7. -Berth-chain Pulley.

8. Berth-spring.

9. Rerth-spring Frame.

10. FSerth-spring Rope.

11. Berth Safety-rope.

12'. Berth-latch.

12. Berth-latch Handle.

13. Berth-curtain.

14. Berth Curtain-rod.

15. Berth Curtain-rod

Bracket.

16. Head-board.

17. Head-board Bolt.

18. Hat-post.

JZerths down.

Fig. 677.

Berths folded up.

Longitudinal Section of Sleeping Car, showing two sections.

Names of Parts Continued.

19. Table-hook.

20. Table-hook Plate.

21. Sash Lift.

22. Sash Lock.

23. Window Shade, also l^Midoio

Citrfaira.

24. Inside Window-panel.

25. Ticket-holder (obsolete).

26. j4rm-res£.

27. Lamp jack.

28. Window-shade Leather.

29. Seaf.

30. Right-hand Seat-end.

30'. Le/i 7ia?id Seai e«d.

31. Pillow-box.

32. Head-board Pocket.

33. Upper-berth Pocket.



£173 CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Sleeping Berths. Figs. 678-679

Note.—Figs. 676-678 do not correctly represent the more modern style of
interior finish, the general style of which is more correctly shown in Fig. 679.
The triple windows of Fig. 677 are now unusual, preference being given to
the arrangement shown in Figs. 678-9, except that the buffet or sideboard
and looped curtains are special to private cars. The Berth-spring, 8, is now
often concealed behind boarding at the side of the car and the Berth Safety-
rope dispensed with by use of Berth Safety-latches. Figs. 1261-1.264.

Fig. 678.

Perspective View of Section of a Sleeping-car,

(Names of Parts on previous page.)

Names of Parts ; Fig. 679.

3. Upper Berth, folded up.

13. Berth-curtain.

14. Berth Curtain-rod.

21. Bar Sash-lift.

27'. Window-shade Leather.

30. Right-hand Seat-end.

30'. Left-hand Seat-end.
.

40. Table.

42. Berth Safety-latch Handle.

Fig. 679.

Sleeping-car Berth for private car of Pittsburgh, Cleveland & Toledo
Railroad. (•'Queen Anne" style of interior finish.)

(Floor-plan of ear shown in Fig. 211.)



Fig. 680. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Sleeping Berths ; Mann " Boudoirs.' El -4.

-7'~^V2-

Fig. 6S0.

31an>- Boudoir Sleeping Cars.

(Sectional View of a Four-place Boudoir arranged for day use.)

{These cars are shotcn in plan in Figs. 212-213 and in

outside appearance in Fig. 46.)



CAR-BODY DETAILS, Sleeping- Berths; Mann "Boudoirs." Fig. 681

Fig. 681.

Sectional view of a Four-place Boudoir in process of conversion into a sleeping room.

Mann Boudoir Sleeping Car.

Names of

A. Sofa.

B. Sofa-back and Upper Berth.

C. Bolsters.

D. Lower-berth Mattress.

~E. Upper-berth Mattress.

F. Upper Berth-hinge.

G. Pillow-box.

H. Step-ladder Box.

J. Mattress box.

Parts of Mann Boudoir Sleeping Berths
3. Mirror-panel.

4. Curtain-rods.

5. Seat-cord.

7. Basket Rack, with Exhaust Ven-

tilators at each end.

11. Upper Berth-rest Plate.

12. Upper Berth-rest and Upper Berth-

curtains.

13. Lower Berth-curtains.

Figs. 680-681.

14. Upper Berth-rest.

16. Partition-wall.

21. Sash Lift.

23. Window Shades.

26. Lamp Arms.
27. Smoke-bell for Lamp.
27. WmdoH) Curtains (Side and

0,?i£re).

28. Window-shade Leathers.



Figs. 682-684. CAR-BODY DETAILS,[Sleeping Berths; For Emigrant Cars. £176

EMIGRANT SLEEPING BERTHS.

Names of Parts, Emigrant Sleeping Berths
;

Figs. 682-685.

A. Bracket Berth-hinge.

B. Seat-back Corner.

H. Berth-catch.

K. Berth-rest Plate.

L. Upper Berth-rest.

M. Berth-rest (double).

N. Single or End Berth-rest.

0. Stop-bar.

R. Stop-tar Hinge.

S. Stop-bar Plate.

gjjM

.Fig. 6S2. Section of Seat, at O P, JVg. 684.

Top View of Position of Bar *hen lolin use.

|< 1 _ . 2-5"- ~~ £ .*ac Sfr'ilff

JUff. 683. Siop-bar Details.
Fig. 681. JVoiii Fiew.

Sleeping Berth for Emigrant Car. Umon Pacific Railroad.



EVT CAR-BODY DETAILS, Sleeping- Berths; For Emigrant Cars. Fig. 685

{Details ofFurnishings

for these berths are .

shown in Figs. 1285- " V-': r
\ ""&""

1299, in Furnish-
ings: Sleeping
car. Car-body.

shown in Figs. 195- i

.1

Sleeping Berth for Emigrant Car, Union Facif ic Railroad.



Fig. 686. CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Steps. (Seepage E 180.) £178

Fig. 687. Westinghouse Train Signalin j

(Also shown applied to car, in plan, in

Names of Paets ; Figs.

2. Car Signal-valve Body. 5. Discharge-valve

Fig 688. Car Signal-valve. 3
-
CaP-nuf- Spring.

(Placed ai h, Fig. 687.) 4. Discharge-valve. 6. Cord-lever.

(Fig. 688 is a?i improved design, standing vertical instead of horizontal, and operating
when the lever is moved either way, so as to enable a continuous cord io be used.)

Fig. 690. Signal-valve (for Engi
(Placed at-D, Fig. 687.)



E1-P9 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Train Signaling Apparatus ; Westinghouse. Figs. 687-691

325.)

TO KAIN PIPE

Names of Parts ; Fig. 690.

2. Lower Diaphragm-case.

3. Upper Diaphragm-case.

4. Lower-cap Nut.

5. Valve and Valve-stem.

6. Feed-valve.

7. Feed-valve Nut.-

8. Tipper Diaphragm-plate.

9. Lower Diaphragm-plate.

10. Diaphragm.

11. Rubber Gasket.

12. Diaphragm Spring.

13. Eye-bolt.

14. Eye-bolt Nut.

(The reference numbers are the same as used
in the makers' lists.)

Names op Parts in General View
Fig. 687.

A, Reducing Valve.

B, Main Reservoir.

0, Signal Reservoir.

D. Signal Valve.

E, Signal-pipe Coupling.

Fi Signal Whistle.

6, Signal-pipe.

H, Car Signal-valve.

K, Signal or Bell-cord.

L, Brake-pipe.

Names of Parts ; .F(gr. 691.

2. Reducing-valve Body.

3. Upper Cap.

4. Lower Cap.

5. Supply-valve.

6. Diaphragm-plate.

7. Diaphragm.

8. Diaphragm Nut.

9. Diaphragm Spring.

10. Supply-valve Spring.

re siaNALiNe reservoir.

f/fj. 691. Redtjcihg-vj





Fig. 686. CAB-BODY DETAILS ; Steps. (See page Em.)
CAR-BODY DETAILS, Train Signaling Apparatus ; Westinghouse. Figs. 687-691

Fig 688. Car Signal-valve.

(Placed at H. Fig. 687 )

Names of Parts ; Figs.

2. Car Signal-valve Body. 5. Discharge-valve

3. Cap-nut. Spring.

4. Discharge-valve. 6. Corel-lever.

(Fig. 688 is an improved design, standing vertical instead of horizontal, and operating
when the lever is moved either way. so as to enablea continnous cord to be used.)

Fig. 690. Signal-valve (for Engine).

(Placed at- D. Fig. 687.)

Names of Parts ; Fig. 690.

2. Lower Diaphragm-case.

3. Upper Diaphragm-ease.

4. Loiver-eap Nut.

5. Valve and Valve-stem.

6. Feed-valve.

7. Feed-valve Nut.

8. Upper Diaphragm-plate.

9. Lower Diaphragm-plate.

10. Diaphragm.

11. Rubber Gasket

.

12. Diaphragm Spring.

13. Eye-bolt.

14. Eye-bolt Nut.

(The reference numbers are the same as used

in the makers' lists.)

Names of Parts in General View
Fig. 687.

A, Reducing Valve.

B, Main Reservoir.

0, Signal Reservoir.

D, Signal Valve.

E, Signal-pipe Coupling.

F, Signal Whistle.

G, Signal-pipe.

H, far Signal-valve.

K, Signal or Bell-cord.

L, Brake-pipe.

Names of Parts ; F<«. 691.

2. Redue.ing-vahv Body.

3. Dpjper Cap.

4. Lower Cap.

5. Supply-valve.

6. Diaphragm-plate.

7. Diaphragm.

8. Diaphragm Nut.

9. Diaphragm Spring.

10. Supply-valve Spring.

to smiiima beservoii.

i<7G. 69]. Reducing-valve.



Fig. 686. CAR-BODY DETAILS, Train Signaling: App's. (See preceding page.) £180

Fig. 686.

Bos steps. Platform, etc., of Passenger Car.

Perspective View.

PASSENGER-CAR STEPS.

(Transferred from page £178, where it properly belongs in its alphabetical order.)

Names of Parts op Passenger-car Steps, Platform, Etc.; Fig. 244.

1. Brake-chain Worm.
2. Nosing of a stairs.

3. Platform Trap-door*

4. Safety Coupling-chain.

5. Step-riser.

6. Tread-board.

7. String-board.

* The Platform Trap-door is rarely used

except on officers' or other private cars.

Other "platform trap-cloors" are placed

in the platform. See Dictionary.

8. Brake-shaft.

9. Brake Ratchet-wheel.

10. Brake-pawl.

— Splash-board, not shown, covers

up the entire back of the steps.

See 49, Figs. 169-175.

(See also Car-bodies, Passenger. Extensible Car-steps, in which the lower steps

can be readily raised or lowered for use, have been

introduced, but are not in general use.)



E181 CAR-BODY DETAILS, Windows. Fig. 692

CAR WINDOWS.

Note.—The curved windotc-mouldings, 8, Fig. 692, and some of the

details of Decoration, are not ace rrding to the most recent practice.

See Fig. 679 and several cars in Car-bodies. Passenger, for more
recent designs. The same is true of the Inside Window-panel, 35,
Fig. 694, on the following page, and the Lambrequin, 28; Window-
cornice, 34; and Window-shade,\Z"7' , in Fig. 695.

Ihe furnishings shown attached in Figs. 692-695 are shotvn sepa-
rately in Furnishings ; "Window, Table, Seats, etc.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Fig. 692.

Perspective View of Passenger-car Windows.

Names of Parts of Car Windows ; Fig. 692.

Upper Wainscot-rail.

Wainscot-panel.

Inside Windoiv-sill.

Window, or Window-glass.

Window-casing, or Inside Window-stop.

Window-moulding.

Window-moulding-joint Cover.

Window-moulding Base.

Window-stile.

Window-rail, Window-sash.

Window-blind Stile.

Windoiv-blind Rail.

Window-blind Midlion.

Sash Parting-strip, Parting-bead, or Stop-bead,

17. Upper Window-blind, send. Window-blind Slat.

18. Lower Window-blind.

19. Window-blind Stop.

21. Window-lift.

22. Window-latch.

23. Window-latch Upper-stop.

24. Window-latch Loiver-stop.

25. Upper Window-blind Lift.

26. Lower Windoiv-blind Lift.

35. Inside Window-panel.

36. Inside-cornice.

37. Inside- cornice Fascia-board.

38. Inside-cornice Sub-fascia-board.



Figs. 694-695. CAR-BODY DETAILS ; Windows. £182

Fig. G94. Perspective View of Sleeping-car Window Fig. 695. Perspective View of Parlor-car Window.

Names of Parts of Car Windows; Figs. 694-695.

1. Truss-plank.

2. Lower Wainscot-rail.

3. Upper Wainscot-rail.

4. Wainscot-panel.

5. Inside Window-sill.

6. Window, or Windoic-glass.

7. Window-casing, or Inside Window-stop.

8. Window-moulding.
11. Window-stile.

12. Window-rail, Window-sash.
16. SasTi Parting-strip, Parting-bead, or

Stop-bead.

21. Window-lift.

22. Window-latch.

23. Window-latch Upper-stop.

24. Window-latch Lower-stop.

27. Window-curtain.
27'. Window-shade, or Window curtain.

28. Lambrequin.
29. PPiwdow-ciirfeKM Holder.

30. PPmdoio-CMrfam is!<x7.

31. Window-curtain-rod Stanchion.

32. Curtain-rings.

33. Window-shade Tassel.

34. TT7ttdo2«-corai'ee.

35. Inside Window-panel.

39. -.4c»i-resf.

40. Table-leg Hook.
41. Table-leq-hook Plate.

iTlie furnishings shown attached to these engravings, as well as many others, are shown separately in Fcrnishings; Window, F/ffs. 1603 to 1707.)



£1S3 FURNISHINGS, Basket-racks. Figs. 696-701

Fig. 696.

Basket-rack (old style).

1. Basket-rack Bracket.

2. Basket-rack Netting.

3. Basket-rack Rod.

4. Basket-rack T p, or Acorn.

Fig. 698.
' 3Urlborough " Basket-rack, with Balustrade and brass netting

(24 in. long).

(Another style of Basket-rack of extra length, peculiar to the

Mann Boudoir Cars, is shown in Figs. 680-681 ; also, a novel form
of special design in the frontispiece to this volume.)

JJig. 697. Front Elevation, etc. Fig. 697& End Elevation.

Basket Rack, for Pennsylvania Railroad Standard Passenger Car.

Package-rack for drawing-room cars).

Fig. 701.

Basket-rack, with Balustrade (24 in. long).



Figs. 702-714. FURNISHINGS, Bell-cord; Bushings and Couplings. £184

Fig. 703. Bell-coed Bushing, with Internal Pulley.

Fig. 704. Bell-cord Bushing.
with PvUey.

Fig. 705. Quartette Bell-cord Bushing.

Fig. 709. Solid-braided Bell-cord.

(Usual sizes, J4 '"• ana* 9-32 in. diam.)

Fig. 710. Bell-cord Coupling.

(To attach Hiecord, the end is drawn through the

coupling, and the screw inserted fa r en ough to btiry

its head. The cord is then pulled back into place.)

Fig. 711. Bell-cord Coupling.

Fig. 712. Bell-cord Coupling.

Fig. 706 Bell-cord Beveled FiS- ™7. Bell-cord Beveled
Bushing. Bushing.

Fig. 708.

Bushing.

Fig. 714. Bell-coed Coupling.

(Usual sizes, % in. to 1 in. diam.,

varying by eighths, with 7-16 and 9-16.)



JE185 FURNISHINGS, Bell-Cord; End-hook and Guides. Figs. 715-731

Fig. 715. Bell-cord End-hook. Fig. 718.

Bell-cord Guide, with Flange.

Fig. 717.

Bell-cord Guide,

with Screw.

Fig. 720.

Bell-cord Guide, with Screw,

Flange and Pulley.

Fig. 716. Freight-car Bell-cord

Guide.

Lignum-vitce Sheave (% full size).

Fig. 723.

Bell-cord Guide, with

Flange and Side-pulley.

Fig. 726.

Bell-cord Guide,

with two Pulleys.

Fig. 727.

Bell cord Guide,

icith four Pulleys.

Fig. 728.

Bell-cord Guide,

with Centre-pulley.

Fig. 721.

Bell-cord Guide, with

Screw and Pulley.

Fig. 724.

Bell-cord Guide, with Screw,

Flange and Side-pulley.

Fig. 729.

Bell-cord Guide Washer.

Fig. 719.

Bell-cord Bushing.

Fig. 722.

Bell-cord Guide, with

Flange and Pulley.

Fig. 725.

Bell-cord Guide, loith Screw
and Side-pulley.

Fig. 730.

Fig. 731.

Air brake Cord Guide

04 full size).



Figs. 732-745. FURNISHINGS, Bell-cord ; Hangers and S}Mces. E186

Names of Parts of Bell
coed Fixtures ; Figs.

734-742.

1. Bell-cord Pulley.

2. Bell-cord Strap.

3. Bell-cord Strap-hanger

Bracket.

4. Bell-cord Guide.

5. Bell-cord Rod.

Fig. 732.

Bell-cord Fixed Hanger.
(Standard sizes, 4}6, 5^

and 6 in. drop.)

Fig. 733.

Bell-cord Fixed
Hanger.

(Lj full size.)

Fig. 710. Fig. 741.

Bell cord Rod Hanger.
For Pennsylvania. Railroad Standard Passenger

Car, Figs. 178-185.

(21" total drop to centre of pulley.)

1

Fig. 735.

Bell-cord Bod
Hanger.

(16 m. tube.)

Fig. 734.

Bell-cord Strap
Hanger.

Fig. 743. Bell-cord Splice

•
:

- .;- -

Fig. 744. Bell-cord Splice

Fig. 745. Bell-cord Splice

Fig. 736.

Bell-cord Strap
Hanger.

^8 in. strap.) Fig. 73'

Bell-cord Double-strap Hanger .

Fig. 742. Bell-cord Fixed Hanger. (Old style.)



£187 FURNISHINGS, Door
; Bolts. Springs, etc. Figs. 746-761

Fig. 746.

Sliding-door Lock, Flush Handle.
(3^x4^ in.)

Fig. 750. T Door-knob,

for Narroic-stile Doors.

Fig. 747. Sliding-door Pull.

(Round face, 2%siyz in. Also made
square face.)

m
Fig. 751.

Door Button.

Fig. 748.

Sliding-door Lock Keeper.

Fig. 752. Fig. 753.

Door-pull. Door-pull.

Round Handle.) (Flat Handle.)

Fig. 754.

Door-button and Plate.

Fig. 749.

Sliding-door Lock.
(S%s.n%in.)

Fig. 755. Fig. 756. Fig. 757.

Torrey "Bee" *'Gem"
Door- spring. Door-spring. Door-sprlng.

(26 to 39 in. long.) (26 to 39 in. long.)

Fig. 758.

Square Door-bolt.

Fig. 759.

Square-neck Door-bolt.

Fig. 760.

Barrel Door-bolt.

1. Door-bolt Keeper.

(See also Furnishings : Locks.)

Fig. 761.

Flush Door-bolt



Figs. 762-778. FURNISHINGS, Doors ; Door Slojis. Etc. £188

Fig. 76i.

Door holder Floor-Stop.

(%full size.)

Fig- 768. Side View.

Fig. 763.

Door-holder Partition-stop.

(% full size.)

JM

Fig. 765.

Notice-plate.

Shown in position at 3, Fig. 370.)

Fig. 766.

Door-sash Bolt.

Fig. 767

.

Door-sash Plate.

Fig. 770.

Fig. 7'

Spring Door-Stop. (Pennsylvania Railroad Standard .)

Hfurtise, oM in. X 1 11-16 in. deep X 1 in. wide.)

Fig. 773. Door-hoot. Fig. 774. Fig. 775. Door-hook Plate.

Door-hook and Plate. ('4 full size.)

Fig. 771. Spring Door-stop.

Fig. 776. Door-holder. Fig. 777. Spring Collar. Fig. 778. Floor-stop.

Barnard Door-Holder.



E189 FURNISHINGS, Door; Hinges.

Fig. 779.

FAST-JOINT BUTT-HINGE.

&
T] a

JYff. 780.

Loose-joint Butt-hinge.

(Butt-hinges are commonly termed Fig. 782.

siTtwly Butts.)
Loose-pin Butt-hinge.

Fig. 781.

Hopper Butt-htnge.

Fig. 785.

Double-Acting Spring-hinge.
("Height of flanges.

2fT to 7".)

-Fiff. 788.
' Utility " Double-
acting Spring-

hinge.

Fig. 789. Acorn Butt-hinge. (With
Knuckle broken open, showing
washer-bearing for Hinge pin.

Figs. 779-790

0*1

i
Fig. 784.

T-HINGE.

Fig. 787.

Double-acting Spring-hinge.

Fig. 790.

Blank Hinge.

(For use with double-acting spring-
hinge. Also made with half-

round flange.)



Figs. 791-801. FURNISHINGS, Door ; SHding-doorlFixtures E190

Fig. 796.

Side Elevation, with one Side plate removed.

"Anti-friction" Car door Sheave.

Fig. 800. Fig. 801.

"Differential" Oar-door Hanger.
(Sheaves, 4, 5 and 6 in.)

(Another form of sliding door for sleeping-cars

is shown in Fign. 371-372 )

Fig. 797.

White's u Anti-friotion" Car
door Hanger.



£191 FURNISHINGS , Floor. Figs. 802-811

Fig. 803. Fig. S04.

Upper and Lower Grommets for
Carpet eyelets.

Fig. 802.

Carpet Eyelets ajstd Nails.

Fig.

Perforated-rubber Floor-

mat.

04 to % in. thick.)

Fig. 810.

Protection " Cuspidor, with
Mat.

(Mat, 12 in. diameter.)

Fzg. 805.

Wire Eyelet-nail, with turned Knob.

iTAVATAWAWAWAVAWiTi
ATaTA»aWata''a7A7aTa»a7aTa*a'<
hWAWAWAWATATATAVAVi

kVAVAVAVATAWATAWATi
AWATAWATAWa*ATaWA?ATa<
ntTATArATArAWAVAVATA*ATj
'AVa*AtAtA»A»A*AVa''A'WA»ATA

'ATAytfAWATATATA'ATiTAVA'A
^aTaWA'AVaTaTA'a^

.

..'.,AtA''Ata»4,'aT*'»A',A',A
:

.:".-.
.'• _: .-.'

. .. _..:.: .-:-.

'A»A»a'ATA*A7a7aVa*,

a<- ."
.

LTA'ATA^A'A*A»ATiTATiV.J. . .

'ATA7A'i''A''ATiTATA'JTATA'Al,iTA'
LTA7ATarATATA1'A*A»ATA'ATA»ATiT,
'ATA'AVA'AWA'AVi.'.:

.

i»aTaTa*A''AV7a*ATa*a7ATaTa*aT/
'A'A'ATATA'A'ATArAri.^.-

-

.VA''a»AtA»aTa''a'aVA*AtaTa'aTa*j
'aTaTA'ATA'ATA'ATA^A^.-.

-....-.:..'^A'aTaTaTaV,
'AVATA*AV>»AYAVA»A»A*A»A'A»Am
7aTiTATaTaTaTaTaVa«aTA^V'aVaT.

,

AVArArAVAVAVAVTAVATATA^TA1

|lTATA'ATA»A»A'A'
1
ATA»A»A'A*A*A'''i

IaTAVATAWaTaTaTaVaVAV

.F13. 807.

Corrugated-rubber Floor-mat.

.FVt/. 809.

Cuspidor.

ffVflr. 813.

'Protection'" Cuspidor, wiift Um-
brella-rests.



Figs. 812-815. FURNISHINGS, Gas Fixtures; Pintsch System. EW2

l li,„„ |i
i

1 g—13

—

r
1 f f pi*-.

Fig. 814.

Side-light, for Saloons.

Fig. 815.

Names of Principal Parts of Pintsch Gas

Apparatus ; Fig. 812.

A. Recipient Filling-valves {Figs. 818-819).

A B. Recipient Valve (Fig. 816).

H. Recipients.

3. Pressure Regulator (Fig. 813).

Main cock—a valve in saloon not shown.

(The Pressure Regulator is one completefixture, adjusted by

the maker. Names of the principal interior parts are

Diaphragm, Diaphragm Connecting-rod, Diaphragm Lever,

Regulating Valve and Dust-arrester.)

Fig. 813. Pressure Regulator J, Fig. 81 2.



£193 FURNISHINGS, Gas Fixtures ; Pintsch System. Fig. 816

Fig. 816. Pintsch Two-light Standard Gas-burner.

{Four-light burners are the same in substance and are generally used in the United States. Four-Vght

burners of this pattern bum about 2^ cu. ft. per hour. The air-supply is heated before reaching the flame,

to increase the efficiency of the burner.)



Figs. 817-827. FURNISHINGS, Gas Fixtures; Pintsch System. £194

Fig. 817.

Recipient Valve

3 i

~_

Fig- 820. ir'ig 821.

Pta. Elevation.

Maix Coce.
{Usually placed in saloon ; controls all

lamps at once.)

Q

Fig. 818. Fig. 819.

Recipient Filling "Valve

End View.

Fig. 822..

Lamp-key.
Fig. 823.

Valve-key.
(Also fits Main Cock.) (Fits all high-

pressure Valves.)

Figs. 824^825. Washers.
Usedfor all flanges; designed
to keep the rubber from de-
teriorating contact with the
gas.

Fig. 826. Pressure-gauge.
Usually placed in saloon.
Registers atmospheres
and notpounds,for con-
venience in computing
volume of gas in tank.

%==&=^A i.j

Longitudinal View

Fig. S27. Gas Chandelier. Pennsylvania Railroad Standard Passenger Car (Figs. 178-185). "Queen Anne" style.



F195 FURNISHINGS, Lamps; Centre-lamps. figs. 8274-830

Fig. S27V£.

Centre-lamp. {Old style

LAMPS.

Names of Parts of Lamps,

Etc.; Figs. 837-J-871.

1. Lamp-stay.

2. Lamp-shade.

3. Lamp-globe Chimney.

4. Lamp-arms.

5. Lamp-ring.

6. Lamps-reservoir.

7. Globe-holder.

8. Lamp-burner. *

9-9. Drop of Lamp.
10. Lamp-chimney.

11. Lamp-chimney Holder.

12. Lamp-chimney Bracket.

13. Smoke-bell.

14. Lamp-reflector.

15. Lamp-chimneyReflector.

16. Side-lamp Bolder.

17. Side-lamp Bracket.

18. Side-lamp Braces.

20. Lamp-bottom.

21. Candle-holder Cap.

22. Candle-holder Cup.

23. Candle-rods.

24. Candle-spring.

25. Alcove-lamp Reflector.

26. Bull's-eye.

27. Alcove-lamp.

28. Lamp-globe.

29. Smoke-bell stem.

30. Centre-stay.

31. .Feed-tM&e.

32. Roof-brace.

33. Shade-cap.

Fig. 828. Centre-lamp. (OM SfyZe i

Showing " Drop " o/ ianip (9-9).

Fi'ff. 829. " Tornado " Centri
(Drop, 23 in..)

Centre-lamp, if/

.Fig. 830.

Wt Bracket-arms and Split-ring.
(Drop, 16H >«•)



Figs. 831-834. FURNISHINGS, Lamps ; Centre-lamps. B196

Kt

Nwnibem refer to List on preceding1 pag*e

life

Fig. 833.

Centre-lamp. (For Street Cars.)

(Dual burner. Figs. 873-874. Drop, 15 in.)

Two-LTGHT OENTRE-LAMP.
(No. 5 or 8 shade, Figs. 942-944. No. 3 Dual burner, Fig. 877. Centre to-

centre of burners, 18^ in. Drop, 27 in )



FURNISHINGS, Lamps; Centre-lamps. Figs. 835-837

Numbers refer to List on following- page.

Fig. 835.

Double " Hurricane " Centre-lamp or Chandelier.

mHicks & Smith patent. (Drop, 24 in.).

Fig. 836.

Double Centre-lamp^or Chandelier.

(Argand or Dual burners, Figs. 872-878. Drop, 32 in.)

SSL

Fig. 837.

Double Centre-lamp or Chandelier.



Figs. 838-839. FURNISHINGS, Lamps ; Centre-lamps. £198

Fig. 838.
• Tornado " Double Cextre-lajip or Chaxdelier.

(No. 3 Dual burner, Fig. 877. Drop. 24 in.)

Fig- S39.

Double Cestre-lahp or Chasdelter. with Telescope Drop.

{Lowers to 3 ft. from the floor ; 3$&-in. orifice for filling.)

Nailes of Parts of Lamps,

1. Lamp-stay.

2. Lampshade.
3. Lamp-globe Cliimney.

4. Lamp-arms.
5. Lamp-ring.

6. Lamp-reservoir.

7. Globe-holder.

8. Lamp-burner.

9-9. Drop of Lamp.
10. Lamp-chimney.
1 1. Lamp-eh im ney Holder.
12. Lamp-chimney Bracket.

13. Smoke-bell.

14. Lamp-reflector.

15. Lamp-chimney Reflector.

16. Side-lamp Holder.

17.

18.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

etc.; Figs. 827+-3T1.

Side-lamp Bracket. 26.

Side-lamp Braces. 27.

Lamp-bottom. 28.

Candle-holder Cayj. 29.

Candle-holder Cup.
j

30.

Candle-rods. < 31.

Candle-spring.
,

32.

Alcove-lamp> Reflector. | 33.

Bull's-eye.

Alcove-lamp.

Lamp-globe.

Smoke-bell Stem.

Centre-stay.

Feed-tube.

Roof-brace.

Shade-cap.



£190 FURNISHINGS, Lamps ; Centre-lamps. Figs. 840-844

Numbers refer to List on
preceding: page.

Additional Names op Parts
foe Figs. S41-842.

A. Smoke-bell, or Canopy.

B. Protection-cap. or

Wind-guard.

C. Collar, for Smoke-bell

Stem.

T>. Revolving Lamp-disk.

E. Draft Valve.

F. Centre-rod.

G. Roof-brace Hub.

- << - < K X .'J

Fig. 841.

Revolving Lamp-disk

light Centre-lamp or Chandelier-

" Harrison " Pattern.

(Drop, 40 in.) (Espe-

cially designed for

Postal Car Service.

Tlie burners and reser-

voirs revolve separate-

ly on Reservoir-
pivots and collectively

on a Revolving Lamp-

disk ( Fig. 841) so as to

concentrate the light

wherever desired.)

Fig. 842.

Construction details of Chandelier, Fig. 840.

Fig. 843.

Centre-lamp.
20 (Old Style.

Fig. 844.

Centre-lamp, for narrow

gauge cars and street-cars

with Fluted-glass

Reflector.



Figs. 845-847. FURNISHINGS, Lamps; Centre-lamps. £200

Names of Parts of Lamps, etc.; Figs. 827-1-871.

1. Lamp-stay.
2. Lamp-shade.
3. Lamp-globe Chimney.
4. Lamp-arms.
5. Lamp-ring.
6. Lamp-reservoir.
7. Globe-holder.
8. Lamp-burner.

9-9. Drop of Lamp.
10. Lamp-chimney.
11. Lamp-chimney Holder.
12. Lamp-chimney Bracket.
13. Smoke-bell.
14. Lamp-reflector.
15. Lamp-chimney Reflector
16. Side-lamp Holder.
17. Side-lamp Bracket.

18. Side-lamp Braces.
20. Lamp-bottom.
21. Candle-holder Cap.
22. Candle-holder Cup.
23. Candle-rods.
24. Candle-spring.
25. Alcove-lamp Reflec-

tor.

26. Bull's-eye.

27. Alcove-lamp.
28. Lamp-globe.
29. Smoke-bell Stem.
30. Centre-stay.
31. Feed-tube.
32. Roof-brace.
33. Shade-cap.

"ToRXADO " FOCH-LIGHT CENTRE-LAMP Or CHANDELIER.
(Drop, 24 im.J

.FVr/. Si". Creamer's Safety Lamp-fastening.

Two-light Candle Centre-lamp or

Chandelier.

(Drop. 27 m.)



£201 FURNISHINGS, Lamps; Centre-lamps. Figs. 848-850

M

Fig. 848. Three-light Candle Chandelier, with Adjustable Globes

(Drop, 28 in.)

Names of Parts, Moehring Argand Lamp ; Figs. 849-S50.

A. Reservoir, ox Lamp-body.
B. Lamp-burner.

C. Well.

D. Lamp-base.

E. Lamp-bottom.

a. Centre Draft-tube.

b. Lamp-base Collar.

c. Lamp-base Stem.

d. Drip-hole.

e. Drip-shield.

f. Drip-spout.

g. Air-holes.

n. Filling-groove.

i. Filling-tube.

Numbers refer to List on

preceding- page.

(Perspective View of Burner, Fig. 872.)

Fig. 849.

Perspective View.

Moehring Argand Lamp.

Fig. 850.

Section.

Moehring Argand Lamp.



Figs. 851-859. FURNISHINGS, Lamps ; Side-lamps. .E202

Numbers refer to List of Names
of Parts on second

page back.

Fig 851.

American Stu-

dent Side-

lamp.

(No. 5 or 8 Shade, Figs. 942-4; No. 11 Chimney, Fig.

929, " Mammoth " Argand Burner.)

Names of Parts of Student

Lamp ; Figs. 852-854.

A (or 6). Reservoir.

B. Outside Cylinder.

C. Reservoir Drip-chamber.
T> (or 20). Drip-cup.
E. Drip-cup Screu:
F. Oil-tube.

G. Feed-tube Collar.

H. Air-chamber.
I. W?cfr-steere.

K (or 31). Feed-tube.

L. TT-^cfc.

N. Air-fwbe.
O. Interior Screir-txCbe.

Figs. 852-864.
Interior construction.

American' Student Side-lamp.

-OilLevel,

G

Fig. S55.

Lamp-alcove and Alcove-lamp.

(More modern form shown in Fig. 864.

which see.)

Fig. 859.

Side-lamp Holder and
Bracket.

Fig. 858. Side-lamp, with Braces.



£203 FURNISHINGS, Lamps ; Side-lamps. Figs. 860-864
Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on third page back.

Fig. 862.

Postal Cak Side-lamp.

Reflector, 8}4

in. diameter, 3%
in. deep.

Fig. S64. '

iig. 863. Postal Car Side-lamp.

Side Panel-lamp, for oil or candle.
(Principally for sleeping cars. Used im-

panels between windows arranged as in
Fig. 678. Usually covered during flu:

day by Mirror-sash, Fig. 1256.)



Figs. 865-871. FURNISHINGS, Lamps ; Side-lamps. E 204

Numbers refer to List of Nameslof Parts on fourth page back.

Fig. 865.

SlLE-LAMP.

ArgandjOR Dual burner.

Fig. 866. Side-lamp, with combined Reflector and
Chimney-holder . (Argaxd burner.)

See also Fig. 938. Fig. S67. "Torxado" Side-lamp, with adjust-

able Shade-holder.

(No. 3 Dual burner, Fig. 877.)

Fig. 868.

Side-lamp, with adjustable

or loose Globe. Fig. 869. Side-lamp, with separate Fig- 870. Side-lamp.

Smoke-bell and Smoke-bell Bracket. For candles.

Fig. 871.

Postal-car Side-lamp.



£205 FURNISHINGS, Lamp Burners ; Argand. Figs. 872-878

Fig. 872.

Moehring Argand Burner.

06 full size.)

No. 10 chimney. Fig. 928. Burner shown in

Section, Fig. 850.

The Taber Burner is the same as Dual No. 2,

Figs. 873-S74, except that it has two wicks in

one tube instead of a separate tube for each

wick.

Fig. 873 . Dual Burner. (% full size.

)

No. 2 or B, with Skirt. (2, 3 and 8 chim-
ney, Figs. 926-927.)

Fig. 875.

" Brilliant " Argand Burner.

(% full size.)

Nos. 1 and 2, Small Sludent (No. 8 chim-
ney). No. 3, Large Student (No. 7

chimney, Figs. 926-936.)

Fig. 876.

Headlight Burner.

<I or 16 to 23 in. headlight reflectors.)
Fig. 877

.

Dual Burner. No. 3 or D, without skirt.

(No. 24 chimney. Fig. 934).

Fig. 878.

Astral Argand Burner.
(No. 8 chimney, Figs. 926-936 list.)



Figs. 879-886. FURNISHINGS, Lamp Burners. £206

Fig. 879.

" Monarch '* Burner (%full size).

(2?os. 2, 3 and 18 Chimneys, Figs. 926-933.)

Fig. 880.

" Sunlight" Slip Burner.

(JVbs. 14 and 17 Chimneys, Fig. 931.)

Fig. 882.

""Richmond" Spring Burner (% full size.)

iNos. 2, 3 and 18 Chimneys, Figs. 926-933.)

Fig. 881.

Two-Spring Slip Burner.

Fig. 883.

" Alexander " Slip Burner.

(Aros. 2, 3 and 18 Chimneys, Figs. 926-933.)

Fig. 884.

' Banner" Sun Burner (%full size)

("Sun" Chimney. Fig. 9G0.)

Fig. S85.

"Unique" Sun-Hinge Burner. f'9- S86 -

(Sun-Hinge Chimney, Kos. 14 and 17. JYg. 931.) "Opposition" Sun Burner, with Gas Tube.



£307 FURNISHINGS, Lamp Burners. Figs. 887-895

.Fig. 887.
"Sun-hinge" Buhner.

(Sun-hinge Chimney, Nos. 14 and 17, Fig. 937.)

Fig. 890.
No Chimney Sun-hinge Burner.

Fig. 892.
fccREw Burner.

(Old Style.)

Fig. 888.

•Best'' Sun Burner.

Fig. 895.

Oil Tester.

[For directions see Dictionary.)

Fief. 889.

Sun Burner.
(Origincd Form.)

Fig. 893.

Hinge Burner.
(Old Style.)

Fig. f94.

Spring Burner.
(Old Style.)



Figs. 896-906. FURNISHINGS, Lamp Burners ; Xo Chimney. E20S

Fig. 890 on preceding page and Figs. 896-961 on this page are No-cMmney Burners.

Fig. 896. "Aubob;
Short Body.

Fig. 902. Hinot Heating Burner.

i3i size.)

Fig. Si)S. ''Aladdin."

Long Body.

Fig. 897. "Savage.''

Fig. 900. "Zenith."

Fig. 903. Candle-bottom.

6. Lamp-reservoir.

8. Lamp-burner.

Fig. 904. Candle-holder.

(Inside of candle-bottom.)

Fig. 905. Lamp-bottom for

Mineral Oil.

Names of Parts of Lamps, etc.; Figs. 903-906.

21. Candle-holder Cap.

22. Candle-holder Cup.

Fig. 899. " Champion- .'

Fig.90L. "Callender."

Fig. 906. Lamp-bottom
for Lard oil.

23. Candle-rods.

24. Candle-spiring.



FURNISHINGS, Lamp Burners; Oil Lamps, etc. Figs. 907-925

Fig. 907.

Train-signal, Tail, or Bull's-

eye Lamp.

(Others of this class are shown in

Figs. 959-971.)

Fig. 911.

Oil-screws, Tubed.

Fig. 912.

Oil-screws, Tubed, with Heater-
plate.

Fig. 909.

Reducing Collar.

Fig. 910.

Expanding Collar.

Fig. 913.

Lard-oil Ratchet
Burner.

Fig. 914.

Lard-lamp Screw.

Figs. 915-916.

Feeder-cup and Col-
lar.

Fig. 917.

Oil-screw.
(.Made blank or pierced.

)

Fig. 918.

Oil-lamp Hoop.
(Butted.)

Fig. 908.

Tubular Square Lamp.
(27 in. high.)

Fig. 920.

Lamp-collar.

Fig. 921.

Solid Lamp-hoof.

Figs. 922-923.

Oil-screw and Hoop.

Figs. 924-925.

Feeder-screw and Hoop.



Figs. 926-944. FURNISHINGS, Lamp Chimneys and Shades. £210

10 11

12

Fig. 926. Fig. 927. Fig. 928. Fig. 929. Fig. 930. Fig. 931. Fig. 932.
LipSm. Bulb Lip Bulb (Dual.) Moehring Mammoth. Sun. Hinge. Hinge.

(Dual). Argand. (Crimp Top.) (Bell Top.)

Standard Styles of Lamp Chimneys. (See table of Standard dimensions in Dictionary under Lamp Chimneys
the trade is general, but not universal)

Fig. 933. Fig. 934.
Lip (Gun Shape.) Slip (D Dual.}

The use of these standards in

N„4Postal. No9PO£]al.
(ForsignalorSpermOi!.) (por 3oo B

)

Fig. 935. Fig. 936.

Student-lamp Chimneys.

Fig. 942. Fig. 943. Coke Shades. .FYs. 344.
Standard Styles of Lamp-shades. (See also " Lamp-shade " in Dictionary. The use of these Standards iu the trade is general.

but not universal.)



£211 FURNISHINGS, Lamp Chimneys and Shades. Figs. 945-958

„4'V"-)I

L A \

r/ J' J i i

Fig. 945.

Dome " Lamp-shade,

e-/s ,

8 V*
Fig. 946.

" Vienna " Lamp-shade

•8V4 -»i |f r -

•Fi'fli. 947. Fig. 948.

Crown " Lamp-shade. "Globe" Lamp-shade
Standard Styles of Lamp-shades : Special Forms for Student and other Lamps.

(See also " Lamp-shade " in Dictionary.)
(The use of these Standards in the trade is general, but not universal.)

or Lamp-globe.

Fig. 949.

Bound Lamp-globe.

Fig. 950.

Melon-shaped Lamp-globe.

Fig. 954. Fig. 955.

Section. Front View.

Semaphore Lens.

(Amodified form of the Fresnel Lens, Figs. 957-958.)

Fig. 952.

Pear-shaped Lamp-globe.

Fig. 953.

Double-cone-
shaped Lamp-globe.

Fig. 958.

Section,

Fresnel Less.

Fig. 956. Double-lens, Tail, Bull's-eye or Signal Lamp.

(Others of this class are shown in Figs. 959-971.)



Figs. 959-964 FURNISHINGS, Lanterns. £212

Fig. 959.

Side Tail-light.

(Penna. B. B. Standard.)

Fig. 960.

Tricolored Inspector's Lamp.
(Another device for the same purpose is

shown in Figs. 97'2-973.)

Fig. 961.

Square Railroad Signal-light.

Fig. 962.

Circular Tail-light.

(S-£n. Semaphore Lens.)

Fig. 963.

Utility" Tajt-tjght.

(Weight, i lbs.)

Fig. 964.
' Blizzard " Signal-light.



J7213 FURNISHINGS, Lanterns. Figs. 965-973

Fig 965. Carrying '-Blizzard" Fig 966. FoUedup,
Signal-light. n0{ in use.

CoOLBAUGH'S SlGNAL-LIGHT HOLDER ( Weight 2 lbs.)

Fig. 967. Fig- 968.

Folded up, carrying flag. In use, carrying Lamp.
Coolbjugh's Lantern and Flag-holder, with Three-way Joint

Fig. 969. (8-m. lens ; Hi-in.
side plain light.)

Train-signal or Tait.-Lasip.

Fig. 970. Train-signal or Tail-light

(Carried by a Socket-plate,

Bracket and Bracket-ring.)

Fig- 971.

Operators' Train-order Target

Lamp.
(5-in. Semaphore-lens.)

Fig. 972.

-.. Wj Fig- 973. Lantern complete in act of changing
Handle. ^§Ljv£y signal from white to red:

Burrell Bi-oolo !ED Signal Lantern. (Another device for the sa7ne purpose is shotcn in Fig. 960.)



Figs. 974-986. FURNISHINGS, Lanterns.

Fig. 974.

Conductor's Lantern.

Fig. 9S2.

"Ear-bail 11

Lantern,

with Heater.

Fig. 976. Fig. 977. Reflector. Fig. 978.

Bail and Cap. Showing movable Globe-holder.

Conductor's Lantern (iVew Style).

Fig. 979.

Conductor's Lantern.

Fig. 983.

Railroad Lantern,
"Giant "pattern,

with wire base and
" Ear-bail."

Fig. 981.

" Ear-bail " Railroad
Lantern Single Guard

Fig. 983. Fig. 984.

shade Reflector. Square Reflector.

Tubular Lantern.

Fig. 986.

Fresnel
Signal Lantern.



£•215 FURNISHINGS, Locks. Figs. 987-1002

LOCKS.
Names of Parts of Locks ; Figs. 987-999.

1. Door-latch Bolt.

2. Door-latch Hook.

3. Door-latch Hook-keep>r.

4. Door-latch Rose.

5. Door-knob.

6. Sliding-door Handle.

7. Door-lock Bolt.

8. Door-lock Keeper.

Fig. 987.

Car-door Lock.

Fig. 9S8.

Bagoage Car-door Lock.
Fig. 989.

Saloon Latch.

Fig. 992.

"Rim Lock or Dead Lock.

Fig. 99-.

Berth-latch Handle.
1. Berth-latch Face-plate.

Fig. £99.

DOOR-SPINDLE AND KNOBS.

Fig. 993.

Mortise Lock.

Fig. 990.

Sliding-door Latch.

5 410

Fig. 991.

Rabbeted Lock.

Fig. 997.

Cupboard-catch or Flush-bolt.

(The swinging plate which covers the key-

hole in an escutcheon (as A, Fig. 1011), is

also commonly called Escutcheon, but

more properly an Escutcheon-plate.)

Fig.

Cupboard-latch.

\$9
Escutcheons.

9. Door-latch Keeper.

10. Door-latch Spindle.

Fig. 991.

Sliding-door Lock.

Fig. 995.

Spring Door-latch or
Night-latch.

Fig. 1002.

Door-latch Rose and
Escutcheon.

See also Furnishings, Door.



Figs. 1003-1010. FURNISHINGS, Locks. E216

Fig. 1003.

Kirby's Car-door Lock.
(Screwless" Knob and Spindle.)

Fig. 1004.

Names of Parts ; Figs. 1003-1004.

A. Inside Door-knob.
A'. Shank.
B. Spindle.
C. Sleeve.

D. Outside Sleeve-collar.

Y~ c Door-latch Hose.

G. Lock-nut.
H. Inside-shell.

I. Back-plate.
J. Latch-pull.

K. Coupling-sleeve.
Ii. Outside Knob.
M. Ratchet-bolt.
P. Shank-facing.
Q,. Latch-bolt facing.

Fig. 1005.

Car-door Lock.

(Screwless Knob and Spindle, cheap pattern.)

Names of Parts ; Fig. 1005.

A. Spindle.
B. Door-knob.
C. Flange-collar.
D. Sleeve.

F. Fofce.

G. Stop-bolt.

Fig. 1006.

Niles' Car-door Rim-lock.

J1^
Fig. 100S. Reai- View. Fig. 1009. Interior View.

Niles' Car-door R[m-lock.

.Fig-. 1007. Screwless Knob-shank and Knobs.
For Mies' Car-door Rim-lock, Fig. 1006. See also Furnishings, Door.

Fig. 1010. Rose.



£217 FURNISHINGS, Locks ; Freight-car Locks. Figs. 1011-1018

Names of Parts ;

Fig. 1011.

A. Escutcheon, or Es-

cutcheon-plate (see

Fig. 1000).

B. Glass Seal.

C. Key.

D. Glass-plate Guide.

E. Lock Bolt.

F. Lock-bolt Catch.

G. Clasp>.

H. Door-hasp Pin.

I. Door-hasp.

K. Tag-holder Clasp.

L. Tag-holder.

M Tag.

N. Lugs or Standards.

Fig. 1011, Freight-car Seal-lock.

(Also made to be used without key, the seal only

serving as a lock.)

Fig. 1013.

Chain Bolt,

with Seal.

(Takes padlock..

Fig. 1016.

Chain Lock for Glass

Seals

''

' 600 :

y.
U.S. CUSTOMS

" l

Fig. 1(115.

Paper and Glass Seal-

Holder.
(U. S. Customs.)

Fig. 1017. Stationary Freight-car Lock.
(The catch that holds the hasp locks by the act of moving it to place.)

Fig. 1018.

Seal Lock.

See also Furnishings ; Seals



Figs. 1019-1030. FURNISHINGS ; Lochs and Padlocks. E21S

w
Fig. 1019.

Car-door Lock.
(59£s4 1-16 in.)

Fig. 1020. Fig. 1021.
Car-door Lock Keeper.

1

.-:,

Fig 1022.
Saloon Lock.

(4 15-16x4J6 in.)

Figs. 1019 (0 1025. Details of Pennsylvania Railroad Standard Passenger-car Locks.

Fig. 1024.
Saloon-lock Keeper.

Fig. 1025. Fig. 1026.

Car-door Foster Rim Night-Latch,

Lock showing Cylisder. Key and Tumblers.
Escutcheon.
(5M> in. high.)

Fig. 1027. Fig. 1028.

Section of Escutcheon. End View
Yale Lock (full size). (New Style, with Corrugated Kr y.)

Names of Parts ; Figs. 1029-30.

A. Shackle.

B. Sliding Bolt.

C. Tumbler.

D. Heel of Shackle.

E. Prt, of Sliding Bolt.

F. Shackle-guard.

G. Shackle-spring.

H. Sliding-bolt Sjiring.

I. Shackle-springs.

K. Tumbler.

L. &!/ P£».

J'i'flr. 1029.

Railroad" Padlock.
Open.

Kg. 1030. "Railroad" Padlock.

(See next page.)



£2J 9 FURNISHINGS, Locks; Padlocks. Figs. 1031-1037

Railroad " Padlock.

Fig. 1033.

showing manner in which escutcheon

drops info place.

J. Shackle.
2. Tumbltr.
3. Sliding Bolt.

Fig. 1031.

Racktcmbler Sprlng Padlock
4. Tumbler. 7. Clevis.

5. Ward. 8. Case.
fj. Pivot.

Fig. 10.35.

"Railroad" Padlock,

Fig. 1034. ^^ i% full size.) (Cheap grade, with external Ears
"Railroad " Padlock, Bar Shackle. for shackle.)

Fig. 1036. Outside View. Fig. 1037. Interior View.

Miller's Self-locking Padlock.

Names of Parts
;
Figs. 1036-7.

A. Tumbler. E. Tumbler.

B. Shackle. F. Tumbler-spring.

C. Tumbler-dog. G. Fey hole.

D. Shackle-spring. H. Shackle-stop.



Figs. 1038-1049. FURNISHINGS, Miscellaneous. £220

Fig. 1038.

Match-striker.

Fig. 1039.

Match-strtker Frame.

Hat-hooks of various kinds are shown in

Figs. 1546-1552.

Fig. 1045.

Head-lining Nails.

(Full size )

Fig. 1046.

Perforated-iron Screen for Heater-room
Doors and Wa&k~room Panels.

[(Usually japanned.)

Fig. 104*.

Babcock Fire-extin-
guisher.

A. Acid bottle.

B. Acid-bottle Carrier.
Bottle-breaking
Head shown
above A.

Fig. 1047.

Passenger-car Ther-
mometer.

Fig. 1042.

Drawer-pull.
Fig. 1041.

Feather "Duster.

Fig. 1043.

Danger-signal and Signal-holder or Ignitir.

Fig. 1048.

" Penfold " Card-rack for freight cars.

(Attached to car-bodies as shown at 80, Fig. 93.)

Fig. 1045L£. Solid-leather Nails.

(See also Furnishings ; Seats ai,d Floor.)

1 '

"

M
TO FREIGHT AG

OTICIE
ENTS Aim CAR . SEALERS

ASB PLAcAnisjMATljIONf CAOOS/IN THIS Jr-AWI'

d\Jdo not) tack uaJhds </n\(Yhis C|Ar] I

n
<j

Q E5

WM1C

CARD

T^RECTlpS) FOR

I S^ LI FT Of.
]]

Tftp- OF Pfll

|HS)E OF

T1H*T|(Jn CiBO INTolj RACK, AFTE

CH WILU OF 1T5 O^sE W£ISHT 1/

-~l — :

Fig. 1049. Freight-car Card-rack.

(Malleable iron), for carrying Destination Cards.

(Usual sizes, inside measure, 5L£x6L£, 7x9, 9X12

inches. Attached to car-bodies as shown at 80, Fig. 93.)



_E:>21 FURNISHINGS, Mouldings. Figs 1050-1064

r n

cA
o

>^

/

CT\

No. 12.

Figs. 1050 to 1064. Standard forms of Gilt Tar Mouldings; made both plain and -waved.

Other sizes, and an infinite variety of other sections, are manufactured. Tlie above are simply certain sections known to the trade
standard and usually carried in stock, with the following variations in sizes :

No. 1.

i X i in., face gilt.

fXi "

ixf '

jxf "

i X *
"

iXi "

No. 2.

§ in. base, two faces c/ilt.

i

No. 3.

|Xi in., three faces gilt.

£Xf" "

No. 4.

i in. base, face gilt.

f " "

i " '•

i •' •'

i " "

l ' "

No. 5.

j in. base, face gilt.

No. 6.

$ in. base, face gilt.

No. 7.

f in. oase, /ace gilt.

No. 8.

1J in. base, face gilt.

No. 9.

1-J in. base, /ace gift.

No. 10.

1 X f in., one side ai7£.

1X1" "

No. 11.

| in. bead, face gilt,

i "

No. 12.

I in. bead, face gilt.

No. 13.

1 in. base, all faces gilt.

n " "

No. 14.

If in. base, gilt or Gr. Cen.

No. 15.

14 in. ?>ase, all faces gilt.



Figs. 1065-1075. FURNISHINGS, Postal Car; Forms Special to Postals. E212

Fig. 1065.

Corner Washstand,
with "Patent Overflow.*'

(Side Washstauds. or Half-
circle Washstands have the

back straight ; otherwise simi-

lar to Fig. 1065.1

Fig. 1066. Fig. 1067. Fig. 1068.
Scheme-rod Bracket, with screw. Window-rod Bushing. Scheme-rod Bracket, with flange.
(For%-in. rod; projects 2 in.) (X,-in. hole ; 1%-in. diameter.) (%full size.)

Fig. 1069.

Cupboard-catch
(Latch and Keeper).

(% full size.)

_^£&b_ -ZSi.

7H X V4 in. Label.

Fig. 1070.

Label-holder, Double.

{Takes iy± X 1}4 <"• card. Single Label-holders on
following page.)

Fig. 1071. Letter-drop.

-Fi'ff. 1072. JYff. 1073.

Square Eye. Bound Eye
Pouch-hooks (~4 full size).

Fig. 1074.

Pouch-hook, with flange.

(Often termed Ormolu Hook.)

(Half-size.)



-E223 FURNISHINGS, Postal Car; Forms Special to Postals. Figs. 1076-1086

«

Fig 1076. Label-holder.

Fig. 1077.

Combined Label-holder and Drawer Pull.

(Figs. 1076-1077 iafce a 7H-»i- cord.)

Fj'0. 1080.

Hand-rail Bracket.

Hi full size.)

Fig. 107S. Strap-sheave.

Fig. 1C81. i?7</. ]082.

Door-bolt and Door-bolt Clasp, with Chain and Eye.

Fig. 1084.

Front View.

Hand-rail Bracket.

(Yi full size.)

Fig. 1086. Mail catcher.



Figs. 1087-1096. FURNISHINGS, Saloon, B22i

Fig. 1095.

Saloon Paper-hook.
(contixcous-roll paper-

holders are also

largely used )

Fig. 1096.

Sloping Closet-hopper.



FURNISHINGS; Saloon. Figs. 1097-1105

Fig. 1097. Section through Closet-hopper.

Bell's Exhaust Hopper-ventilator.

t

A. Closet-hopper Casing.

B. Closet-hopper.

C. Cone.

y. Throat, of Ventilator.

Fig. 1098. Enlarged- section.

Bell's Exhaust Hopper-ventilator.

(Concealing Urinals, to be opened for use by a handle at the top, and then

closti uofl\t;h with the wood-work, are also in limited use, but not generally

approved.)

Fig. 1099.

Saloon Notice-plate.

Fig. 1100.

Corner Urinal.

With front projection

and venLilating-pipe.

Fig. 1102.

Ventilator Cap

for Corner Urinal.

Fig. 1101.

Corner Urin'al

Ventilator.

Fig. 1103.

Urinal Drip-pan.

(Usual sizes, 12x12,
15X15.9X14,
10X14 in.)

Fig. 1104. Fig. 1105.

Corner Urinal. Side Urinal.

Plain. Plain.

B. Urinal-pipe.

(Side Urinals are also made with the attachments

shown in Figs. 1100 to 1103 for corner urinals, but

side urinals are rarely used in passenger cars.)



Figs. 1106-1109. FURNISHINGS, Saloon. £226

Fig. 1106.

Side Urinal-handle.
Fig. 1107.

Corner Urinal-handle.

FURNISHINGS ; Seals and Freight-car Locks.

Additional Freigrht-car Locks are shown under Furnishings, Locks.

Fig. 110S. No. 1. Right-hand.

Brooks' "Standard" Car-door Fastener.

(Made either right or left ka-nd.)

Fig. 1109. Xo. 3. Right-hand.

Names of Parts, Car-door Fastei^er; Figs. 1109-1111.

A. Opening, for Seal-wire.

B. Padlock Has}).

C. Second Catch.

D. Tin Shackle-lock.

1. Tag.

2. Pin.

3. Hasp.

4. Padlock-hole.

5. Base.

6. Seal.

7. Pivot.



£227 FURNISHINGS, Seals and Freight-car Locks. Figs. 1110-1119

Fig. 1111. Seal Press.

Fig. 1110. Seal-hook.

(Old style.)

^*j — '
• m

Fig. 1112. Fig. 1113.

Car Seals, with Lead Ritet-seal and Tin Printed Shackle.

(Crimped metal.)

C.&N :rt

RETURN THISTAG TO

GENL.CLAIM.ACT.
CHICAGO

Fig. 1114.

Tin Shackle and Lead
Seal, with Tin Re-

turn-tag.

Fig. 1115.

Sheet Metal Eyelet
Shackle Car

Seal.

Fig. 1116. F/gr. 1117. JVgr. 1118. Fig. 1119.

Six-ply Wire Shackle Central Cast-in Cross- Twisted Flat "Wire Tin Shackle and
and Lead Car wise Lead Seal, with Shackle and Lead Lead Rivet-

Seal. Detective Wire. Car-seal. seal.

{For Glass and other Seals see Furnishings, Locks.



Figs. 1120-1122. FURNISHINGS, Seats. £228

CAR-SEATS.

4.

5.

Names of Parts of Cak-seats
;

Figs. 1120-1124.

1. Seat-rail.

2. (Fig. 1120.) Seat-end, Aisle Seat-

end, or Short Seat-end.

3. (Fig. 1121.) Seat-end, Long Seat-

end, or Iron Seat-end.

Wall Seat-end.

Seat-end Arm.
6. Seat-stand.

7. Foot-rails (fixed).

7. (Fig. 1120.) Foot-rest (movable).

7. (Fig. 1121 ) Foot-rails (fixed).

8. Movable Foot-rest.

9. Foot-rest Carrier.

10. Heater-pipe Casing, or Side

Foot-rest.

11. Seat-back.

12. Seat-back Moidding.

13. Seat-arm.

14. Seat-stop.

15. Seat-lock.

16. ^nfi-eap.

17. Cushion-frame.

18. Seat-spring.

(Other and more modern styles of Seat-

ends are shoivn in thefollowing engravings,

and in Fig. 1194.)

JVg. 1121. Section op Car-seat and Back. Fig. 1122. Cab-seat, with Iron Ends. Perspective View



E229 FURNISHINGS, Seats. Figs. 1123-1130

Fig. 1123. Elevation. Fig. 1124. Cross Section.

Mason Rocker Car-seat, Pennsylvania Railroad Standard.

Fig. 1125. Fig. 1126.

With lock. Without lock.

Seat-stop. (4 o-16x5£ in )

JSiiif

Fig. 1127. Fig. 1128.

Mason Rocker Oar-seat.

Perspective Views.

Fig. 1129.

Seat-arii Plate.

(2 7-16x1% in A

G-d
Fig. 1130.

Seat-arm Pivot.

(Head, % in. diameter.)



Figs. 1131-1136. FURNISHINGS. Seats. £'•230

Fig. 1131. Perforated-veneer Car Seat, icith Gard-
ner's Geared Seat-arm.

Fig. 1135. Left-hand Corner Seat Fig. 1136. WOVEN-TTIRE ALL-IRON CAR-SEAT.



E231 FURNISHINGS, Seats. Figs. 1137-1141

Fig. 1139. Perforated-veneer Car-seat, with Buntings seat-ends.

Fig. 1139^.

Rattan Car-seat, without spring?.

Names of Parts; Figs. 1140-1141.

A. Cushion.

B. Seat Back.

C. Track for Rollers.

D D. Seat-rails.

E E. Rollers.

Adjustable Roller Car-seat. Fig. 1141. Section.

Fig. 1140. Perspective View.



Figs. 1142-1148. FURNISHINGS, Seats. E-232

Fig. 1142.

Gardner's Geared Seat-arm. with face

of Seat-arm removed, showing
Rack, Pinion, Rocker
and Rocker Pivot. Fig. 1143.

Emigrant Car -seat, with Gardnsr's Geared Seat-arm.

Fig. 1145.

Chair-leg Fixed Caster.

{% full size.)

Fig. 1146.

Sofa Caster, with fixed roller.

Fig. 1147.

Chair Caster, w'dh pivoted roller.

Fig. 1148.

Rigid Caster or Socket.

fig. 1144.

Rattan Spring-edge Car-seat.

{Canvas-lined Batlan.)

{By custom of the trade furnishings like Figs. 1145 rmrfll4S are termed Casters,

although they are, strictly speaking, not such ; not having any
rollers. The same is true ofFig.lo&o, Table-caster.)



_E233 FURNISHINGS, Seats. Figs. 1149-1153

NOTE.
Cast Iron frames For seats against side cF Car same asdrawing , only cutoff
at EE and let in truss plank, to bring line ZZ 16 "from Floor trussplanK; being raised
to 16" to receive seats when pulled out for berths.

hid

Fig. 1150. End View.

,1 ,2 3 4 5 .7 .3 9 10 II 12 Inches.h=£^hH£d
Emigrant Sleeping car Seat. (For Union Pacific Railroad Emigrant Sleeping

Car. See Car bodies, Passenger, and Car-body Details, Sleeping Berths.)

^1_
Fig. 1152. Section at A B.

FWf
Fig. 1151.

Fig. 1153 Plan.

frW~^

_ m
i

I*-
1 -+-|5H^8+- 12 -*-- -*--- 12- ^o+i^H



Figs. 1154-1158. FURNISHINGS, Seats ; Parlor-car Chairs. E-23i

Fig. 1154.

Hartley Reclining Chair.

(Without Foot-rests.)

Hartley Reclining Chairs.

Names op Parts of Hartley
Chairs; Figs. 1154-1 L 58.

1. Seat.

2. Foot-rest (front and back

leaves) carried in a Foot-

rest Frame.

3. Foot-rest Carrier.'

4. Drop-rack.

5. Back Foot-rest Base (right-

and left-hand).

6. Back Foot-rest, attached to

Back Foot-rest Arm
(right- and left-hand).

7. Arm (right- and left-hand)

carrying Arm-cups.

Fig. 1156.

Hartley Reclining Chair. (Without Rear Foot- rest.

Fig. 1155.

8. Rock-shaft Arms(right-

and left-hand), attached

toRock-shaft (not shown).

9. Chair-back.

10. Head-rest Carrier (right-

and left-hand) regulated

by a Thumb-lever at the

side.

(Right- and left-hand are

supposed to be as for a man
sitting in the chair.

)

Hartley Double Chair.

11. Head-rest.

Pedestal ; consisting of

Base, Column and Seat-

frame.

Chair-back Latch.

(Obsolete.)

Adjusting-lever.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Fig. 1J5T.

Reclining Position. Hartley Reclining Chair, Rattan Upholstery. Fig. 1158. Upright Position.



2 235 FURNISHINGS, Seats; Parlor-car Chairs. Figs. 1159-1166

Fig. 1159.

Parlor-car Revolving Chair.

(Plush Upholstery.)
Fig. 1160.

Parlor-car Revolving Chair.

("Canvas-back" Pattern.)

Fig. 1161.

Parlor-car Smoking Chair.

with Rattan or Cane Seat.

Fig. 1164.

Fig. 1162. Fig. 1163.

Horton Reclining Chair.

(Xames of the principal parts are substantially the same as

for the Hartley Chairs on preceding page.)

Ottoman

Foot-rest

.

Fig. 1166.

Parlor-car Chair, with " Spring-

edge " Cane Seat.

-Fig. 1165.

Parlor-car Chair.

(Detachable back and seat.)



Figs. 1167-1179. FURNISHINGS, Seats; Seat-arms. Etc. £236

Fig. 1173. Seat-abh Pivot-plate

Fig. 1172. Seat-ahji Fivot-plate.

Fig. 1174. Seat-arm Pivot-plate,
with solid nipple.

Fig. 1175. Seat-arm Washer.

1. Bolt. for seat lock.

2. Bolt spring,
"

3. Barrel
4. Escutcheon,

"

5. Bolt-stoj}, "

Fi'S. 1179. Eccentric Pivot-plate.

jFYj. 1176. Seat-lock. (Penni.R. R. Stand ird.)

Fig. 1178- Seat lock Key.

5 ig - - - £ (% ful1 size -'

^ ^y^7"^^^C*)f^y\ iSrme Key is madewlth only

one Bit.)

(Other details of this hind ore shown in Figs. 1129-1130.

Fig. 1177. Seat-lock Bolt and Spring. (Penno. Railroad Standard.)



£237 FURNISHINGS, Seat ; Seat-arm Stojis, Etc. Figs. 1180-1191

Fig. 1183.

Round Seat-stop.

Fig. 1180. Fig. 1181.

Curved Seat-stop, with Lock. Curved Seat-stop.

Made right and left hand.) Fig. 1187. Seat-rail Bracket,

for wooden seat-rail.

Fig. 1188. Seat-rail Bracket,

for iron seat-ra

Fig. 1190. For Wooden Seat-ends

A. Tenon. C. Slide.
Coolbaugh's Layp-platforh.

D. Guide-bar.

Fig. 1191. For Iron Seat-etids.

Fig. 1184.

Round Seat-stop.

Fig. 13 89.

Seat-joint Bolt.

(For fastening seat-

rail (1, Fig. 1122) to

iron seat-ends. Also

used at wall end.)



J7grs. 1192-1204. FURNISHINGS, Seats; Seat Ends and Mouldings. £238

Fig. 1192.

Eight-hand Seat-end.

Fig. 1195.

Chair-arm Plate.

Fig. 1196.

Seat-leg Plate.

Fig. 1)94.

Seat Frame, " Queen Anne " style, itnth adjustable sliding

Foot-rest, moving on Rabbet-pieces.

Fig. 1193.

Left-hand Seat-end.

Fig. 1197.

Arm-cap (15 X lj£in.).

Fig. 1198.

Arm-cap (14VJ x 1 in.).

ya 211 -

Fig. 1200. Fig. 1201. Fig. 1202.

% ift. % in. % in.

Fig. 1203.

%in.

Car-seat Mouldings.
Nos. 0, 2 and 5, Plain mouldings. JXos. 1, 3 and 4, Beaded mouldings.

Fig. 1204.



£239 FURNISHINGS, Seats; Upholstery Details. Figs. 1205-1 SI 1

twmm^iS3=ass—-3=*^
^-^aSN^_i£:gv=::?-^5.' ^

Fig. 1205. " Flexible-top " Sprixg-edge Seat-cushion.

^^igSglgM

,

—

;

Fig. 1206. Bushnell Cushion-frame and Spiral Seat-springs.

Fig.ViOl. "Flexible-top' 1 Spiral-spring Seat-cushion,

with Webbixg Ends.

Fig. 1208. Woven Wire Seat-cushion,

with Seat-Springs.

Fig. 1209. Elliptic Seat-springs and Cushion-frame

(A Broad-band Elliptic Seat-

spring attached to six slats as in

Figs. 1205 and 1207, each carry-

ing four flat elliptic bands, is

also manufactured.)

Fig. 1210 Woven-wire Seat-covering.

(Showing covering used in

Fig. 1208 to about half-size.

Standard sizes are about 2}&*

3 and 5 meshes per inch.)

Fig. 1211. Rattan or Cane (Canvas-lined) Seat-cushion,

without Springs.



.Figs. 1212-1221. FURNISHINGS, Seats; Upholstery Detaih. EQiO

Fig. 121*3. Spring-edge Seat-cushion, loith .slatted flexible

top and steel Cross-pieces.
Fig. 1213. Spring-edge Seat-cushion, uith Drop-down Fr^me.

Fig. 1214. " Sectional "' Seat-c dshion.

I ig. 1210.

"Section" detaclied of Fig.

1214.

Fig. 1215. "Sectional" Seat-Cushion,

with Drop-down Frame.

,

Fig. 1217.

Rattan or Cane ;
' Sectional " seat and

Back; for Side-seats of Street

and Subitrban Cars.

Fig. 121S. Rattan or Cane Canvas-lined Seating.

Fig. 1220.
" Section " detached of Fig. 1219.

Fig. 1219. " Sectional " Spring Seat-back.

(Similar seat-backs are also made with the

sections running horizontally.)

Fig. 1221. Flexible-top " Spring Seat-back.

(Spring Seat-backs are fitted with a special type of light spiral

springs, known as Back-springs.)



£241 FURNISHINGS, Seats ; Upholstery Details. Figs. 1222-1230

Pig. 1222.

Cobb's ' Sectional" Elliptic Spring s>eat-cushion.

Fig. 12*3.

Section, detached, of Fig. 1222.

Fig. 1224.

Bh.oad-ba.nd Elliptic Seat-spring .

Fig. 1225.

Felt-edge (for finishing the upholstery of car-seats).

Fig. 1226.

Spiral-elliptic Seat-spring .

Fig. 1227.

Spiral Seat-spring.

Fig. 1228.

Knotted Spiral Seat-

spring.

Fig. 1229.
' Eureka " Spiral

Seat-spring.

X V

Fig. 1230. Solid-leather Nails and Buttons.



Figs. 1231-1248. FURNISHINGS, Sleeping-car ; Berth Fixtures, etc. E242

c

^ Fig. 1233.

Berth-number.
Fig. 1232.

Sofa-hinge.

Fig. 1237.

Loose Berth-

hinge.

Fig. 123S.

Loose Berth-
hinge Bushing.

Fig. 1239.

Fast Berth-hinge.

Fig. 1240.

Fogg's Upper-
berth Hinge.

Fig. 124.">.

Seat-leg Plate.

Fig. 1247. Berth Safety-rope.

1246-7 are shown in use at 11. Fig. 676.)

(Since the introduction of Berth Safety-latches. Figs.

1261-1264, the use of Berth Safety-ropes is decreasing.)

Fig. 1234.

Upper Berth-rest Pivot.

Fig. 1235.

Upper-berth Rest.

Fig. 1236.

Upper-berth Bracket.

Fig. 1244.

Upper-berth Rest.



FURNISHINGS, Sleeping- Car; Berth Fixtures. Etc. Figs. 1249-1260

Fig. 1253.

Berth-latch Bolt.

Fig. 1249.

Berth-spring.-

1. Berth-spring Frame.
2. Berth-spring Fusee.
•i. Berth-spring Rope.

(Instead of the Rope. 3, a Pitch chain
is sometimes used.)

Fig. 1251.

Berth-spring.

Back View.

Fig. 1.252.

Berth-latch Handle.

1. Berth-latch Face-plate.

Fig. 1254.

Berth-latch Keeper or
Strike-plate.

Fig. 1250.

Berth-spring Lug or Clip.

(The berth - latch attach-

ments here shown are berom -

ing obsolete in favor of those

on the following page.)

Fig. 1255.

Berth-latch Lever.

(Operated by the Berth-latch
Handle, Fig. 1252.)

Fig. 1257.

Mirror-sash Holder.

J< ig. 1256.

Mirror and Mirror-sash.

(Used betvjeen windoivs in Fig. 67

Fig. 1258.

Ticket-holder.

(obsolete.)

Fig. 126C.

Cupboard-catch



Figs. 1261-1264. FURNISHINGS, Sleeping Car; Berths, Fixtures, Safety Latches. E2ii

Fig. 1261.

5

1

a^

2uS |SBEg^Mm
ill* I

1

!

Plan.

Names of Parts
;

Kg®. 1261-1264.

1. Berth-latch Handle.
6 2. Berth-latch Face-

plate.

3. Berth-latch Back-
plate.

4. Berth-latch Connect-
ing-rod.

5. Berth-latch Turn-
buckle.

6. Berth-latch Bolt,
Bolt-plate and
Bolt-spring.

7. Berth-latch Safety-
catch.

8. Berth-latch Rocker-
arm.

9. Berth-latch Safety-
spring.

Howard Safety Berth-latch.

(BoZi released by pulling the handle out.)

Fig. 1264. Side Elevation and Section.

Dayton Safety Berth-latch.
(Bolt released by pushing the handle in).



£245 FURNISHINGS, Sleeping- Car; Berth Curtain Fixtures Figs. 1265- 1274

Fig. 1266.

Berth Curtain-hook.

Fig. 1265.

Berth Curtain-rod
Hanger.

Fig. 1267.

Berth Curtain-rod Bolt.

(See Figs. 1265 and 1271.)

Fig. 1269.

Berth Curtain-rod Acorn.

Fig. 1270.

Berth Curtain-rod Bushing or Socket.

(Made for 1 in. andVfa in. rods. )

Fig. 1268.

Berth
Curtai.x-hook.

Fig. 1272.

Combined Ventilating Register and Berth Curtain-

rod Bracket.

1„ Berth Curtain-rod Coupling.

2. Hat-post.

(For other Ventilators, see Figs. 1553-69.)

Fig. 1271.

Berth Curtain-rod Bracket.

I Berth Curtain-rod Bolt.

\ Berth Curtain-rod Coupling.
Hat-post.

Fig. 1273.

Berth Curtain-rod
Tip, or Acorn.

Fig. 1274.

Berth Curtain-rod Bushing, or Socket.



/Vj/s. 1275-1284. FURNISHINGS. Sleeping- Car ; Head-board Details

Fig. 1276.

Head-board
Coupling Keeper.

Fig. 1-277.

Head-board Back-catch and Keeper
or Strike-plate.

Fig. 1280.

HEAD-BOARr Bushings.

Fig. 1381.

Head-board Bushings.

Fig. 127S.

Head-board Bolt and Bushing.

1. Upper Face-plate

.

2. Knob-latch.

3. Lower, or Fixed Bolt.

4. Slide-latch.

5. Lower Face-plate.

6. Bolt-spring.

7. Upper, or Spring-bolt.

Fig. 12S3.

Head-board Bolt.

Fig. 1284.

Head-board B_ack or Pocket (20x6 in).

(ifore commonly of wood, as in Fig. 678 .)

i

Fig. 1279.

Head-board Bolt.

Fig. 1279}4.

Hfad-board Lug.

Fig. 128'2.

Head-board Bolt.

Outside View.



E217 FURNISHINGS, Sleeping-Car; Emigrant. Figs. 1285-1299

The reference letters refer to Figs. 682-685 and 1149-1153, where the furnishings are shown attached.

L.._.*3/B.V--J| U 43
/?l >1

* 23/4---W

JVff. 1285.

End Berth-rest (N).

A--I
H l/2-<k"2'^|rMt-llb->l

J'iff. 1286. Section.

T--l /T6+l 7/8 !L*- | i6
:,

->!

•M 5 Va- H.

J7o\ 1287. PZan.

Berth-rest.; M
ffV-2-"-iS T

i

>5 °^

M %
CO

1

L_Jl.r

-5'/2- --43ft--

Pif/. 1288.

Berth-hinge (A).

I'M
3
/*

I

L "?=:

'.p y |?

...i-.y

Fig. 1293.

Upper-Berth Rest (K). for leaving
upper berth partially open.

(K to touch Li.

Fig. 1296.

Stop-bar Guide.

•£D
TDKJ

Pijr. 1297.

Berth-stop.

{Carried on upper berth at K.

)

Pig-. 1289.

Berth-catch (H).

Fig. 1291.

Berth-catch Complete iH).

-3

o o

O C

JVff. 1290.

Hook for Berth-catch

-\'/z"
—A

Wro' Iron Plate

'A-" thick.

O O
3 :

Fig. 1295.

Stop-bar Hinge (Ai

Fig. 1294.

Stop-bar Plate.

(Screwed underneath at S to sup-
port Stop-bar.)
'« 2'/2- »!

r
*7g. 1298.

Seat-back Corner.

Section at I J. -F70. 1299. Elevation.

Berth Corner-bracket.



Figs. 1300-1301. FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Baker Heater. £24



£249 FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters; Baker Heater. Figs. 1302-1324

1. Bottom-plate.

2. Ash-pit.

Grate.

2 ire-pot.

Inside-easing.

Outside-easing.

Fig. 1302.

Bottom Stove-plate.

BAKER HEATER.
Names of Parts of Baker Heater ; Fig. 1301.

(Numbers in parentheses refer to the figures giving separate views of the same parts.)

Cast-iron Top,

Safety-grate.

(1302)

(1303)

(1304)

(1305)

(1306)

(1307)

8.

9.

11.

12.

13.

Heat-guard.

Smoke top.

Feed-door.

Fig. 1306.

INSIDE-CASING.

Fig. 1307.

OriSIDE-CASIKG.

Fig. 1308.

Ash-pit Door.

Fig. 1309.

Cast-iron Top.

(1309)

(1310)

(1312)

(1313)

(1314)

16. Rocking-bar, for Grate.

(1317)

18. Ring, for Smoke-top.

(1319)

20. Coil. (1321)

Fig. 3 310.

Safety-orate.

Fig. 1311.

Safety-grate Spring-

23. Circulating-drum.
25. Combination-cock.

26. Safety-valve.

28. Filling-funnel.

30. Pressure-gauge.

(1325)

(1328)

(1322)

(1323)

(1324)

oljjpf Fig. 131S.

Ashpit-door Handle.

Fig. 1314.

Feed-door.

Fig. 1315.

Feed- door Handle.

Fig. 131fi.

Safety-grate Latch .

Fig. 1319.

Ring for Smoke-top.

Fig. 1317.

ROCKING-BAR FOR GRATE.

Fig. 1320.

Grate-shaker.
Fig. 1321.

Coil.

Fig. 1322.

Safety-valve.
Fig. 1323.

Filling-funnel .

Fig. 1324.

Pressure-gauge.



Figs. 1325-1348. FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters; Baker Heater. £230

Fig. 1325.

ClRCULATING-DRUM.

Fig. 1327.

Drum-support.

Fig. 1332.

Pipe-support.

Fig. 1336.

RADIATOR-STAND.

Fig. 1340.

Radiator-stand .

Fig. 1345.

Double Pipe-clip, aith Back.

Fig. 132S.

Combination-cock.

Fig. 1333.

Single Pipe-clip.

Fig. 3 337.

Close Return-bend.

Fig. 1341.

Open Return-bend.

Fig. 1346.

Draw-off Cock.

JSg. 1329.

Safety-valve Ball

Fig. 1347.

Pipe-coupling,



£251 FURNISHINGS, JStoves and Heaters; Bissell Heater. Figs. 1349-1351

BISSELL HEATER.

The heaters as respects size are distin-

guished by the makers as Nos. 4 and 5, and
as respects air-supply and manner of heat-

ing as follows :

A. Plain Stove, Fig. 1349.

B. External-air Supply, as in Fig. 1S51

at top.

C. External Siqiply, as at top of Fig-.

1351, with sheet-iron hot-air flue

passing under the seats. Flue
shown at bottom of Fig. 1351.

D. Cold air enters from the side at bot-

tom of stove; otherwise same as C.

All of the above eight styles are furnished

either with or without the safety water-base

attachment shown in Fig. 1350.

Fig. 1350.

Vertical '^Section, showing Safety Water-basi

Bissell Heater.
m F'U- 1349. Fig. 1353

Plain Stove, Safety Stove
No. 5 A, No.4C,

without safety with safety

water-base. water-base.



Figs. 1352-1377. FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Bissell Heater. E252

Details of No. 5 Bissell Heater.

Fig. 1352. Outside Top. Fig. 1353. Outside Top.
for Centre Cold-air Pipe.

Fig. 1354. Outside Top.
for Baggage-car Stove.

Fig. 1355. Casing-ring.

Fig. 1375. Clineer-gratixg.

32
Fig. 1377.

Extreme Bottom.

(The numbers immediately below the figures are the same as used in the makers' lists.)

Fig. 1376. Spring-lock
Handle.



J7253 FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters; Bissell Heater. Figs. 1378-1404

Details of No. 4 Bissell Heater.

Fig. 137S.
Outside Top.

Fig. 1382.
HEAT-CONDUCTOR (Right).

Fig. 1379.
Outside Top for Centre

Cold-air Pipe.

Fig. 1383. Inside Per- Fig. 1384. Cup for
FORATED-TOP. WATER-BOTTOM.

. Fig. 1385.
Water-bottom Dome.

3
Fig. 1380.

Outsi e Top for Baggage-
car Stove.

Fig. 1386.
Water-bottom, with Ash-door .

Fig. 1381.
Casing-ring.

10
Fig. 1387.

Heat-conductor (Left).

13

Fig. 1388. Spring- Fig. 1390. Shaker-
lock-Handle. - - Handle.

mm
12

Fig. 1389.
Grate and Grate-

best.

- 14 -

Fig. 1391.
Feed-door Regis-

ter.

. Fig. 1392. '

Fire-chamber (Lower
section).

SHSEBSf]

:.-*17-.:- ',--» ' 19
Fig-. 1394. -. Fig. 13S6. Spring

Lock.

sin
16

Fig. 139 i.

Fire-chamber (Middle
section).

18
Fig. 1395.

Clinker-door and
Door-frame.

i~r«v£S

20
JVg. 1397.

Air-register for Bag-
gage-car Stoves.

21
Fig. 1398.

Feed-door Frame.

22
•

23 24 25 26
Fig. 1399. Fig. 1400. -Fit/. 1401. Fig. 1402. Fig. 1403
ED-DOOR A>-D AlR-CONDUCTOR Fire-chamber Cold-air Con- Funnel.
FRAilE. Frame. (Top section). ductor.

iw'ff 1404.
Feed-door

Chute.

(The numbers immediately below the fieures are the same as used in the makers' Lists.)



Figs. 1405-1407. FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Gouge Heater. E254

Fiq. 1405. Outside View.

GOUGE
HEATER.
Names of Parts;

Figs. 1405-1407.

(Figures in parentheses

give the number
which the same part
has in the cuts of
details, Figs. 1413

to 1471.1

Movable Grate

(5).

Fixed Grate (4)

lying under

the Radiator.

16 (99).

Damper-rod(3d).

Top of Mouth-

piece (27).

Entrance to Ra-

diator (99).

Gouge " Ventilator" Heater.
Fig. 1406. Interior View, Casing removed.

HORIZONTAL

Fig. 1407. Section through Upper Damper-rod, showing ground plan,

6. Cinder-trap at bottom of
Injector pipe for cold
air, 17 and (56), for
cinders entering
through Injector or
Roof Air-bonnet.

7-7. Opening for fresh air

into heating chamber
near floor.

8. Deflector-pipe (53^ for
discharging hot air to
register at the stove.

9. Front Hot-air Pipe (54)

for conducting hot-air
into running pipe pass-

ing under seats of car
n on same side as heater.
10. Back Hot-air Pipe (55)

for hot-air to be con-

ducted to running pipe
under side of car oppo-
site to heater.
Long Smoke-pipe (59).

Short Smoke-pipe (58).

Smoke-box at bottom, of
11 and 12 (30) for col-

lecting soot and cin-

ders.

Damper for giving di-

rect or return-flue
draft (38).

Fire-pot.
16. Radiators (99).

17. Injector pipe for cold
air (56) with Cinder-
trap 6 at bottom.

11
12
13

14,

15



£255 FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Gouge Heater. Figs. 1408-1412

Fig. 1408.

Gouge "Ventilator" Heater.
Corner of car at opposite end from heater, showing Deflecting

Orifice for fresh air and Exhausting Weather-cap
and Ventilating Damper at top.

Names of Pabts :

10. Cast-iron Front.

13. Feed-door Stop.

21. Dust-door.

22. Draft-door (L. H.).

23. Draft-door (R. H.).

61. Front-lining.

77. Injector Connecting

joint.

78. Smoke Connecting-

joint.

79. Top of Case.

Fig. 1410. Front-lining.

78

Figs. 1408f-1412.

80. Injector-end of Case.

81. Back of Case.

82. Deflector-end of Case.

83. Bottom of Case.

84. Deflector Valve.

85. Front-offset.

86. Back-offset.

87. Front of Case.

88. Name-plate.

89. Chain-plate.

99. Radiator. Fig. nil. Radiator.
;The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)

Fig. 1409. Back of^Case.

Fig. 1412. Front of Case.



Figs. 1413-1442. FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Gouge Heater. £256

25 M

3S^=3 _
17 msm*3

Fig. 1419.

Feed-door

Step.Fig. 1418.

Dust-dook. 16 Feed-door

Knob.

17. Feed-door

Bolt.

18. Feed-door

Spring.

19. Feed-door

Bolt Rest.

20. Feed-door
Bolt Knob.

25. Draft-door

Slide Knob.

Fig. 1432.

Base-band
Angle.

^9. 1440.

Fig. 1431. Base. Head.

(The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)

Fig. 1441.

94. Shield-box.

95. Shield-box

Valve.

Fig. 1442.

Deflectoh-
VALTE
Frame.



£25 FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Gouge Heater. Figs. 1444-1471

93 6=4

Fig. 1444.

8. Cross-bar Front Rest.

93. Shield-feet.

36

t*tl

Fig. 1446. -Kff- 1447.

35. Grate-slide Bests. 90. Upper Deflector.

36. Wrench. 91. Upper Deflector Guard.

Fig. 1448.

Inside Mouth-piece.

Jiff. 1449.

Back Smoke-collar.

/2

Fig. 1450.

-Feed-door.

14

-Fig. 1451.

Feed-door Lining.

Fig. 1452.

Movable Grate.
Fig. 1453.

Top Smoke-collar.

Fig. 1454.

Damper-frame.

-Kgr. 1455. Fig. 1456.

38. Damper.
39. Damper-rod.

40. Damper-knob.
42. Damper-clips.

Fig. 1457.

Xower Deflector-
frame.

.Fig. 1462.

Inlet Elbow.

24
Fi«r. 1467.

Draft-door Slide.

Fig. 1468.

Smoke-head.

.Fjg. 1458.

Lower Deflector.

Fig. 1463.

Smoke-box Door.

Fig. 1469.

Outlet-elbow.

^llKl»iiP|ilj«|il|l:«r|il|l!|l|lil|W'

Fig. 1459.

Grate Frame.

if - 111

1
Fig. 1464.

11. Cast-front Binder.

98. Cord and Tassel.

Fig. 1460.

Draft-door Catch.

Fig. 1470.

End-joint of Running-pipe.

Fig. 1461.

Grate-rest.

:*ri*W

Fiff. 1466.

Shield.

Fig. 1471.

Back Running-pipe

(The reference numbers are the same as in makers' lists.)



Fig. 1472. FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heater* ; Johnson Heater. £258.

JOHNSON HEATER.

. FILLING TUNNEL

_QAUGE

_GLASS WATER GAUGE

0^
Fig. 1472. Section of Johnson Heater

^PRESSURE TANK

CIRCULATING PIPES

(Separate parts are not shown by detail engravings^

but they are much the same in form as similar parts in

other stoves, except as indicated in the accompanying Fig.

1472. and are as follows, the numbers being the same a&
used in the makers' lists:)

1. Stove-leg.

2. Ash-pit Jamb (Left hand).

3. Ash-pit Jamb (Right hand).

4. Inside Ash-pit Door (Left hand).

5. Inside Ash-pit Door (Right hand).

6. Outside Ash-pit Door (Left hand).

7. Outside Ash-pit Door (Right hand)^

8. Front Fire-guard.

9. Grate-shaker.

10. Outside Magazine-door.

11. Inside Magazine-door.

12. Outside Fire-door.

13. Inside Fire-door.

14. Fire-door Frame.

15. Grate-shank.

16. Grate.

17. Grate-follower.

18. Grate-follower Frame.

19. Shaker-door.

20. Shaker-door Frame.

fcjj^ 21. Main Bottom.

gg^ 22. Base-top.

^_ 23. Main Top.

24. Perforated Inside-top,

25. Top Ring.

[26. Magazine.

27. Boiler.

The reference numbers are the same as used in the makers' lists.)



£259 FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters; Miscellaneous. Figs. 1473-1479

Fig. 1477.

Stove-pipe Ring.

Fig. 1473. Outside View. Fig. 1474. Section.

Kohler Stove.

(Hard or Soft Coal.)

Names of Parts ; Figs. 1478-1474.

A. Fire-pot

B. Ash-pit.

D. Ash-pit Door.

E. Spring-catch, for Ash-pit Door.

F. Feed-door.

G. Spring-lock, for Feed-door.

J. Spring-catch, for Feed-door.

L. Safety-ball.

M. Safety-ball Lugs.
Fig. 1478.

Chilson Stove.

.Fi'3. 1479.

Cast-iron (Egg-shaped I Stove.



Figs. 1480-1483. FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters; Ranges and Cook-stoves. J? 260

Fig. 1480.

Hotel-car Range,
with broiler and hot-water ianlc.

Size, 3 ft. 4 in. X 2 ft. J in. X 5 ft. 6 in.

Weight, 725 lbs.

Fig. 1481.

Dining-car Range.
with broiler, hot-water tank and fuel-cljset.

Size, 6 ft. in. X 2 ft 10 in. X 5 ft. 6 in.

Weight, 1,250 lbs.

Fig. 1482.

Directors'-car Range,

with hot-water tank.

Size, 2 ft 6 in. X 1 ft. 10 in.

X 5 ft. in.

Weight, 490 lbs.

Fig. 1483. Emigraict-car Cook-stove, with one oven.

Size, 2 ft . 6 in. X 2 ft. 6 in . X 1 ft. 10 in. Weight, 625 lbs

.

{The same stove is built with o™ addition affording three cooking ovens; increasing its height to ±ft. 8 in. and its weight to 700 lbs.)



JES61 FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Searle Heater. Figs. 1484-1485

1484. Outside View.

SEARLE HOT-

WATER HEATER.

Names of Parts ; Figs. 1484-1485.

A. Coil.

B. Outlet.

C. Outfloiv-pipe.

D. Deflector.

E. Delivery-pipe.

F. Cold Feed-pipe.

G. Safety-valve.

H. Waste-cock.

I. Feed-cock.

J. Outflow-pipe Passage.

K. Smoke-pipe Casing.

L. Ash-pit.

M. Ash-dump.

N. Stove-pipe.

O. Expansion-dnim.

Near j pipe.conar Register .

Near C, f

SC™ -i

ad-°ff Val™-

in cut. t

Fig. 1485. Eection.
Searle Hot-water Heater.

{Names of parts not shown in the above figures and list are substantially the same as similar parts^of other hot-water heaters.)



Figs. 1486-1489. FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Spear Heater. E-2&2

SPEAR HEATER
k 5

Fig. 1486.

Spear Car-heater.

(Pattern A.)

Fig. 1487.

Spear Car-heater.

(Pattern B.)

Fig. 1488.

Spear Car-heater.

(Pattern C.)

Names of Parts of Spear Heaters ; Figs. L486-1490.

Fig. 1489.

Spear Car-heater.

(Pattern D.)

1. Ventilator, or Wind-scoop.

2. Cold-air Pipe.

3. Hot-air Pipe.

4. Smoke-pipe.

5. Smoke-pipe Cap, or Jack.

6. Deck-collar.

7. Screen, for Hood.

8. Smoke-pipe Casing.

9. Perforated Smoke-pipe Casing.

10. Outside Top-plate.

11. Inside Top-plate.

12. Fire-pot.

13. Asli-pit Base.

14. Bottom Stove-plate.

15. Inside-ring.

16. Casing.

17. Fire-door.

18'. ffmfe.

18. Fire-door Frame.

19. Crate-ring.

20. Grate-bar.

21. Base-plate.

22. Top-ring, of Base-plate.

23. Ash-pit Front.

24. Ash-pit Door.



E263 FUBNTSHINGS, Stoves and Heaters; Spear Heater. Figs. 1490-1497

Fig. 1490.

Spear Anti-clinker Car-heater.
Section.

Fig. 1491.

Heat and Draft Regulator,

for A and D Stoves.

Fig. 149:.

A Stove, ivith Heat and Draft Regulator.

Fig. 1493.

(1). Outside Top-PLATE,/or Stoves A and B.

Collar in the centre.

Fig. 1494.

(2). Outside Top-plate, for Stove C.

Collar in the centre.

Fig. 1495

(3). Outside Top-plate, for Sto ve D.
Collar in the centre.

Fig. 1497.

(5). Inside Top-plate, for Stoves A, B, C
and D. Collar in the Centre.

(The reference numbers in parentheses are the same as used in the makers' lists.)

Fig. 1496.

(4). Valves for Top-plate, for Stove C.



Figs. 1498-1514. F UffNTSHINGS, Stoves and Heaters
;
Spear Heater. £264

Top Sect, of
Cylinder.

MiddleSect.
of Cylinder.

Lower Sect,

of Cylinder.

(7)

Fig. 1499.

Ash-pit Base, for stoves

A, B, C and D.

(6)

Fig. 1498.

Fire-pot , for stoves A,B,C and D.

Collar in the centre.

(ID
Fig. 1502.

'Fire-door and Door-frame,

for stoves A, B, C and D.

(8)

Fig. 1 500

Bottom Stove-plate, for stoves

A, B, C and D.

(10)

Fig. 1503.

Inside Ring, for stoves

A.B, OandD.

(9)

Fig. 1501.

Back Base-plate, Outsidej

for stoves A, B, C and D.

(12)

Fig. 1504.

Fire-door Frame, for stoves

A, B, C and D.

(13)

Fig. 1505.

Fire-door, for stoves A, B, CandD.

(14)

Fig. 1506.

Grate and Grate-bar, for

stoves A, B, C and D.

(17)

Fig. 1507.

Ash-pit Front, with Doors, for

stoves A, B, C and D:

(18)

Fig. 1508.

Base-plate Screen, for

stoves C and D.

(19)

Fig. 1510.

Base-plate, with Top-ring, for

stove A.

(20)
Fig. 1511.

Base-plate, with Top-ring and

Ash-pit .Doors, for stoves C
and D.

(21)

Fig. 1512.

Base-plate, with Top-ring,

for stove B.

(22)

Fig. 1513.

Top-ring, for base-plate for

stoves C and D

(23)

Fig. 1514.

Outside Top-plate, for stoves

A and D. Collar set back.
stoves V ana u. «.— .. .

(The reference numbers in parentheses are the same as used in the makers lists.



£265 FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Spear Heater. Figs. 1515-152S

Fig. 1515.

(84.) Outside Top-plate,

for Stove C. Collar set back.

Fig. 1516.

(25.) Outside Top-plate,

for Stove D. Collar set back.

Fig. 1517. Fig. 1518.

(26.) Inside Top-plate, (27.) Inside Top-plate,

for Stoves A and B. Collar for Stoves Cand D. Collar

set back. set back.

Top Section of
Cylinder.

Middle Section
of Cylinder.

Lower Section -

of Cylinder.

Fig. 1510. Fig. 1520. Fig. 1521 Fig. 1522.

(28.) Fire pot, (29.) Back Division-strips, (30.) Front Division-strips, (31.) Outside Russia-iron Casing,.

for Stoves A, B, C and D. Collar set back. for Stoves A and B. for Stoves A and B. for Stoves A, B, C and D.

Fig. 1523.

(32.) Cast-iron Hot-air Elbow and Bos,

for Stove A.

Fig. 1524.

(33.) Fire-proof Bottom,

for Stoves A. B, C and D.

Fig. 1525.

(34.) Stove-pipe Rings,

for Ceiling of Cars.

Fig. 1526. Fig. 1527. Fig. 1528.

(35.) Ventilator or Wind-Scoop, (36.) Ventilator or Wind-scoop, (37.) Stove-pipe Cap,

for Stoves A and B. for Stove C. for Stove D.

'ig. 1528a.

Grate.
Fig. 1528c.

Poke-hole Funnel.

(The reference numbers in parentheses are the same as used in the makers' lists.)

Fig. 1528d.

Double Fire-door.



Fig. 1529. FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters; Suspended Heater. £266

E
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i<7</. 15*29. Side Elevation of Round-cornered Car with Heater.

Suspended Car-heater, Philadelphia & Reading Railroad.

(A plan and interior elevation of the form of passenger car here shown are given in Figs. 187-193.)

Names of Parts ; Figs. 1529-1533.

A. Furnace. E. Hot-air Flue.

B. Inside Casing. F. Smoke-pipe.

C. Outside Casing. G. Hot-air Delivery-pipe.

D. Cold-air Supply-pipe. H. Coal-box.

(A BaTcer Suspended Car-heater has recently been introduced, an adaptation of the Baker heater shown elsewhere to the use of a suspended

fire-box ; but the details xcere not definitely determined on in time to include drawings in this volume.)



-E267 FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Suspended Heater. Figs. 1530-1532

Fig. 1530.

End Elevation of Round-ended Car with Heater.

Suspended Car Heater, Philadelphia & Reading Railroad.

Fig. 1531. Longitudinal Section.

(Transverse in respect to the car.)

/

Fig. 1532. Transverse Section.

(Longitudinal in respect to the car.)



Figs. 1533-1534. FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Winslow Heater. £268-

WINSLOW HEATER.

Fig. 1533.

Perspective View,

Wdtslotv Heater, No. 1.

Fig. 1534.

Safety-tank of Winslow Heater,

as applied to Baker Heaters ; showing internal.

construction.

A. Safety-tank (holding 16 gallons of water).

B. Filler.

C. Discharge-cock.

D. Ash-pit Damper.

E E. Safety-pipes, leading from safety-tank into

fire-pot.



£269 FURNISHINGS, Stoves and Heaters ; Winslow Heater. Figs. 1535-1537

\_ Fig. 1 536

Winslow Heater,

With Casing or ^Jacket removed.

Names of Parts ; Fig. 1536.

A. Safety-tank (holding 16 gal-

lons of water).

B. Fire-pot.

C C. Safety-pipes, leading from

safety-tank into fire-pot.

D. Discharge-coc.Jc.

F. Filler.

G. Dome.

H. Ash-pit.

Fig. 1535.

Winslow Heater, No. 2.

Fig. 1537.

Winslow Heater, No. 3, Flat- top



Figs. 1538-1552. FURNISHINGS, Table, Etc. £270

Fig. 1538.

Table-hook Plate.

b o
Fig, 1539.

Table-hook.

(For tabtes such as are shown
in Figs. 678-679.)

IFig. 1550.

Hat-hook.

w> impw «*• ww •jg' w w<

jPiff. 1540.

Caster Holder.

(17 X tin.)

Fig. 1541.

Caster-holder.

mi X 3 in.)

Fig. 1542.

Caster-holder.

(6X3^™.)

Fig. 1545.

Rigid Caster, for tables.

(See nofe to Fig. 1148.)

-Fig. 1547.

Slanting Table-leg Hook.

Fig. 1548.

Slanting Table-

leg Plate.

Fig. 1543.

ITable-holder .

Fig. 1544.

Table-holder Plate.

Fig. 1549.

Coat and Hat-hook.

Fig. 1552.

Hat-post and Hook



J727L FURNISHINGS ; Ventilators. Figs. 1553-1563

Fig. 1553.

Frieze-ventilator Register.

1. Register-handle.

2. Register-frame.

3. Register-valve.

4. Register-face.

Fig. 1557.

Automatic Ventilator.

1. Ventilator-deflector.

2. Ventilator-hood.

Fig. 1554.

Ventilator-door.

Fig. 1558.

Perspective View.

"Globe" Ventilator.

Fig. 1555.

Ventilator-ring.

Fig. 1556.

Full-hook or:

Deck-sash

Opener.

(3 ft. long-

Fig. 1560. Fig. 1561.
Inside View. Outside View.

"Excelsior" Ventilator.
(See also Ventilator-jack in Figs. 1092-1094, and in Furnishings ; Stoves and Heaters.)

Fig. 1562.

Frieze Ventilator-plate.

Fig. 1563.



Figs. 1564-1569. FURNISHINGS, Ventilators. £272

Names of Parts. "Eureka" Ven-
tilator ; Figs. 1564-1565.

A. Air-passage.

B. Air-inlet.

D. Deflectors.

E. Hood.

Fig. 1564. Inside View.
" Eureka " Ventilator. Names of Parts, Creamer

and " Standard " Ventila-

tor ; Figs. 1566 and 1568.

A A. Deflector-springs.

BB. Deflector.

CC. Casing.

DD. Deflector (in action).

EE. Hood.

Fig. 1566.

Creamer's Automatic Ventilator.

(For openings, 3££x7J£" and 8x8". Outside appearance

similarJo Fig. 1569, or, without hood,to Fig. 1567.)

Fig. 1565. Section.

"Eureka " Ventilator.

(1-6 full size ; for openings, 5x7" and
8x8".)

Fig. 1567.

Roof Ventilator.

.F&. 1668.

'Standard" Automatic Ventilator.

Fig. 1569.

Ventilator-hood .

1. Deflector. 2. Hood.



E27Z FURNISHINGS, Wash-room. Figs. 1570-1580

Names of Pakts ; Figs. 1570-71.

Tank.

Wash-basin.

Slab.

Basin-pump Handle.

Basin-pump Nozzle.

Soap Dish.

Mirror.

Basin-pump Lever.

Basin-pump Post.

Basin-pump Case.

Basin-pump Pipe.

12. Basin-pump Strainer.

13. Basin-pump Rod.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Fig. 1570. Water Tank and Single-acting Pomp.
Front removed.

Fig. 1572.

Basin-plug and Fixtures.

r Basin-coupling, or Drip-coupling.

Basin Chain-holder.

Fig. 1575.

"TankJ
Waste-cock
Wrench'

Basin-chain.

Basin-plug.

Fig. 1578. Soap-holder (Old Style).

Fig. 1580.

Basin-Plug and
Chain-holder.

Fig. 1571.

Wash-room Basin-pump (Double-acting').

Fig. 1576.

Tumbler-holder.
Double.

OJF
Fig. 1577.

Tumbler-holder.
Single.

Fig. 1579L£. Soap-holder. Fig. 1579. Soap-dish.



Figs. 1581-1590. FURNISHINGS, Wash-room. £274

>Tv.yiy_.
* i>:yrfnyi<y/ryrv7

^a^r^^lC^^^^*iS^!Ki*^^!!ft*;

.

-FVff. 3581. Mirror-guard and Brush and Comb Holder. ( 19^ X 5 X2 J^ in..)

-FYgr. 1582. Brush and Comb Rack.

(Wooden ; little used.)

Fig. 15S4. Brush and Comb Rack.

(10 X 4 in.)

Fig. 15S3. Towel Rack. (19 X Hi in.)

Fig. 1585. Fixed-end Bracket. Fig. 1586. Loose-end Bracket.
Towel-roller Brackets (about half size.)

Fig. 1587. HntROR-GUARD (Cold-rolled iron: 18 and 24 in. long).

Fig. 1588. Towel-rod.

Fig. 1590. Towel-rod.

Fig. 1589.

Towel Roller-brackets and
Roller.

ssee*



£275 FURNISHINGS, Water Coolers, etc. Figs. 1591-1602

Fig. 1591.

Self-closlng Faucet*

Fig. 1592.

Horizontal Telegraph-cock
or Faucet.

Fig. 1594. Water-alcove. Fig. 1594Va. Water-alcove,
(Sizes, 13!4X8!4X5)4 in., and 11^4 (Old style.)

X6J6X4H "»•)

Names of Parts ; Figs. 1594-1594^1.

1. Water-alcove Front. 3. A!cove-faucet.
2. Water-alcove Pan or Bottom. 4. Drip-pipe.

1. Water-cooler.

2. Telegraph-cock.

3. Water-cooler Stand,

or Wash-stand
Sink.

4. Wash-bowl Drip-pipe.

5. Basin.

Fig. 1597.

Water-cooler Valve,
with Socket and

Wrench.
(1-5 full size.)

Fig. 1599.

Tank-valve,

with Wrench
(1-5 full size.

)

Fig. 1595.

Vertical Telegraph-
cock or Faucet.

Q& 1°- nozzle.)

Fig. 1596.

Compression
Faucet.

(^2 in. nozzle.)

Fig. 1R01.

Water-cooler
Waste-cock.

Fk?. 1600. Water-cooler and Basin.

(Emigrant-car style.)

Fig. 1602. Combination Cock.

(1-5 full size.)



Figs. 1603-1613. FURNISHINGS, "Window ; For Deck Sashes, etc. £276

3—fig

cn dd aauoD

Fig. 1603.

Deck Sash-opener.

(Plate, 3 tn.x59£ £». Top o/ Handle, Q% in.

below bottom of plate.)

annaD
Fig. 1604.

End-ventilator Opener.

diia

J^g. 1605.

Swivel FOR
End-ventilator

Opener.

g 5
Ml.ll,

TtWVW
a o.

JYff. 1606.

Sash-lock.

t2^xl 3-16 m.)

1.

J^iff. 1609.

Blind-lift.

JAAAA/vV B

town 3a
.FVff. 1607.

Window-blind Bolt.

Fig. 1608.

Sash-lock.

Stop.

JZ
T_

SL

Fig. 1610.

Sasb>lift.

CEcfreme length of plate, 4 m.}.

Window Furnishings for Pennsylvania Railroad Standard Passenger Car, Figs. 178-185.

Fig. 1611.

Deck-sash Ptvot.

Fig. 1612. Fig. 1613.

Deck-sash De-ik-sash

PlVOT-PLATE. PIVOT.



E27 FURNISHINGS, Window ; For Deck Sashes. Figs. 1614r-1624

Fig. 1614.

Deck-sash Opener.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Names of Parts; Figs. 1622-1623.

Pivot-hole. E. Pivot.

Detaching-slot. 9?. Thumb-piece.

Ratchet. Gr. Ratchet-spring.

Ratchet-bolt. H. Pivot-spring.

Fig. 1617.

End-ventilator Opener.

Fig. 1622.

Ratchet-plate.

Fig. 1623.

Pivot and Ratchet-bolt.

'Monitor'" Deck-sash Pivot and
Ratchet-catch.

Fig. 1618. Fig. 1619.

Clamp. Ratchet-

pivot.

Fig. 1620. Fig. 1621.

Upper Lower
Ratchet- Ratchet-

plate, plate and
Ratchet-spring

Fig. 1624.

Hart's Deck-sash Pivot and-

Ratchet-Catch.

(M full size).

Morgan Automatic Deck-sash Pivot and Clamp.



-Figs. 1625-1633. FURNISHINGS, Window ; For Deck Sashes. £278

Fig. 1625.

Mansfield Deck-sash Opener, window open.

Fig. 1631.

Deck-sash Socket and Spring,
and Ratchet-catch (half size).

Fig. 1627.

Deck-sash Catch (% full size).

{For Pull-hook, used in connection

ivitJi fittings of this kind, see Fig.

1556.)

Fig. 1628.

Keeper or Strike-plate.

Fig. 1029.

Deck-sash I'lush-catch {% full size).

Fig. 1632.

Outside View op Deck sash,

showing Figs. 1631 and 1633 in use.

Fig. 1626.

Mansfield Decr-sash

Opener, windows
both closed.

Fig. 1630.

Ventilator-arm 04 full size).

&
Fig. 1633.

Deck-sash Pivot and Ratchet
(halfsize).



-E279 FURNISHINGS, Window ; For Deck Sashes. Figs. 1634-1645

Fig. 1634.

Deck Sash-pull, with screw.

Fig. 1635.

Deck Sash-pull,

with flange.

{For Pull-hook used in connection with these fittings, see Fig. 1556.)

Fig. 1636.

Deck-sash Latch.

Fig. 1638.

Deck-sash Quadrant and Clip.

1. Quadrant.

2. Clip.

Fig. 1637.

Deck-sash Latch
Keeper

or Strike-plate.

Fig. 1639.

Deck-sash Stop.
Fig. 1645. Perspective View.

Wilson Flexible Window-blind (See Figs. 1646-7.)
(The Paul Flexible Window-blind is another style accomplishing

the same end in a different manner. See Dictionary ; not shoivn
by illustration.)

Jl
Ml

:

^•;-

Q

Fig. 1640. Fig. 1641.

Deck-sash Double-ratchet
and Ratchet-plate (Right hand).

Fig. 1642.

Deck-sash Spring Pivot,

for movable sash.

Fig. 1643. Fig. 1644.
Deck-sash Double-ratchet

and Eatchet-plate (Left hand).



Figs. 1646-1662. FURNISHINGS, Window; For Lower Windows. E280

Wilson Flexible Window-
Blind.

Fig. 1650.

Spiral Sash-spring.

Fig. 1649.

Single Sash-spring. Fig.

Spring Sa:

1651.

SH-HOLDER*

(The Construction of fram-

ing for this style of window-

blind is given in Figs. 185a

and 1856.) Fig. 1618.

Docble Sash-spring.

Fig. 1646.

Enlarged Sec-

tion of Slats.

Fig. 1656.

Fash-lock Lower-stop.

D
d

Fig. 1653.

V WiNDOW-BOTTON.
Fig. 1654.

Sash-lock Bushing.
Fig. 1653.

Monkey-tail (half size).

Fig. 1659.

Sash-lock.
Fig. 1661. Back View.

Sash-lock.

1. Sash-lock Bolt.

2. Sash-lock Spring.

3. Sash-lock Trigger.

(See also Fig. 1606.)

Fig. 1655.

Sash-lock Stop. Sash-lock Stop.

Fig. 1658.

Sash-lock Rack.
Fig. 1660.

Sash-lock t*'TOP»

(half size.)

Fig. 1662;

Monket-tail Stop.
(4-5 full size.)



£281 FURNISHINGS, Window ; For Lower Windows and Blinds. Figs. 1663-1682

Fig. 1663.

In act of raising sash. Fig. 1664. Supporting sash

Automatic Window-catch (half-size.)

Fig. 1669.

End Door Sash-lift.

Fig. 1670.

End Door Sash-bolt.

Fig. 1671.

Knob Sash-lift.

Fig. 1672.

Sash Bar-lift {half-size).

Fig. 1673.

Lower Window-blind
Lift.

Fig. 1678.

WrNDOW-BLIND LIFT.

Fig. 1674.

Upper Window-blind
Lift.

Fig. 1675.

Double Window-blind Lift.

Fig. 1676.

Window-blind Lift.

Fig. 1677.

Window-blind Lift.

Fig. 1679. Kff- 1680.

Window-blind Lift. Window-blind Bolt (half-size).

(See also Figs. 1605-10).

Fig. 1681. Fig. 16S2.

Window-blind BusHiNGiyWiNDOW-BLiND Lot.
(full-size).



Figs. 1683-1699. FURNISHINGS, Window ; For Lower Windows. E2S2

ifffiS«^%S^

DDki3D.QfcJantLyD(3ifc3nD
f~3Qa^ga ap5a nrt^jDaKw
kJl3LakLJ2QQ£-2Q dtdtiDtdi

Fig. 16S4.

DD
OB

3P3D awnaaranqp^o
jfcfin a kj2 au3 a qELSd d

]fc3a nkjjaakJDoSJn a

DpgnDFgnnp^DnpijnQ;

Fig. 1683.

Window-shade or Curtain.

Window-shade Leather.

Window-shade Rod.

Window-shade Eyelet.

Window-shade Roller.

5. Window-shade Roller-hearings.

Fig. 1694.

Window-curtain
Holder.

Fig. 1695.

Window-curtain
Knob.

McKay's Curtain-brackets, No. 1.

(.Half size.)

Fig. 1687.

McKay's Curtain-brackets,

No. 2.

(Half size.)

Fig. 1686.

Hartshorn Shade-roller and Brackets,

showing Centrifugal Pawls.

(The McKay shade-roller is somewhat similar, but iises a
cam instead of a pawl.)

Fig. 1688. Fig. 1689. Fig. 1690.

Window-curtain Window-curtain Window-curtain
Pulleys. Roller-bearings. Bracket.

(Old style ; for use with Fig. 1696.)

Fig. 1691. Fig. 1692.

Parlor-car Window-curtain:
Bracket.

04 fuU size.)

Fig. 1693.

Window-curtain Rod.
Window-curtain-rod Stanchion.

Fig. 1696.

window-curtain
Cord-tightener.

(Old style.)

Fig. 1696^.
Window-curtain Ring.

Fig. 1697.

Window-moulding
Joint-cover.

Fig. 1698.

Single-edge

Weather-strip.
(Metal Moulding.)

Fig. 1699.

Cushion Weather
strip.

(Metal Moulding.)

(Full size. Also made with wooden
moulding, but the latter little

used for car zvork.)



£283 FURNISHINGS, Window ; For Lower Windows. Figs. 1700-1707

%w
Fig. 1701. Lifting-plate. Fig. 1702. Lifting-

Front View. plate. Side View.

Wolfrath's Combination Sash-lift and Sash-lock,

pfeifliiiiipi^^^^^L^

(D
Fig. 170U. Section,

connects to the bell-crank F, Fig. 1T02.)

'/iM'
.Vi

Names of Parts, Figs.

1700-1702.

A. Rack.

a'. SasMock.
B. Window-casing.

C. Ratchet-bolt.

D. Ratchet-rod.

E. Ratchet-mortise.

F. Bell-crank.

H. Face-plate.

M, Lifting-plate.

N. Finger-plate, or

Trigger-plate.

Fig. 1704. JYcmt
Fiew o/ Beveled
Rack. {Half size.)

705. Detached View.

(Half size).

A. Spring.

B. Band.
C. Pinion.

E. Carriage.

F. Beveled Back.
—

. Detent Latch not shown.

Pig. 1706. Applied to

window.

A. Balance, complete.
B. Window-casing.

C. Beveted-rack on Window-stile.

Ormsbt Sasb>balance.

Pig. 1703. Ormsbt Sash-balance (orerftead style).

(This drawing represents the principle of the

device only and not its actual application.)

Names of Parts, Fig. 1703.

A. Cylinder.

B. Pivot-rod.

C. Lifting-spring.

E. Window-rail, Fig. 1707. Anderson Sash-balance.

Names of Parts ; Fig.

1. Xm^.

2. Wire Cord*.

3. Cone, or Fusee.

4. Frame.
— Ptwtf (note numbered).

1707.



Figs. 1708-1715. HAND CARS; General Views. S281

Fiq. 1708.

Crank Hand Car,

with Raves.

Fig. 1709.

Lever Hand Car.

(Shown in detail in Figs. 1720-1723.)

.FYs'. 1710.

Inspection Hand Car.

Fig. 1711.

Express Hand Car.
Fig. 1712.

' Sheffield " Three-wheeled Hand Car.

Weight, about 100 lbs.

Fig. 1714.
1 Kalamazoo " Three-wheeled Hand Car.

Fig. 1715.
" Kalamazoo " Lever Hand Car.

(Shown in detail in Figs. 1724-1726.)



£285 HAND CABS; General Views. Figs. 1716-1719

Fig. 1716.
' Crossman " Hand Car.

No. Kind of Car. Wheels. Gearing. ' Weight.

1.
2
3".

4.

Light Section.
Heavy Section.
Light Telegraph.
2Light Telegraph.

24 in.

18 in.

24 in.

24 in.

Slow or medium.
Slow.
Fast.
Fast, with friction rollers.

600 lbs.

775 "
425 "
450 "

Fig. 1717.

Jeffrey "Railroad Speeder.'

Fig. 1718.

"Kalamazoo" Hand Car Harrow-gauge), with gas-pipe Lever-frame.
(Brake applied inside the Eaves.)

Fig. 1719.

Sheffield ' Wooden-wheel Hand Car.



Figs. 1720-1721. HAND-CAR DETAILS. .E286



E287 HAND-CAR DETAILS. Figs. 1722-1723

21 ,22

Names op Parts of Hand-car; Fig. 1730-23.

1. Wheel.

2. Axle.

3. Journal-box.

4. Pinion.

5. Gear-wheel.

6. Crank-shaft.

7. Crank-shaft Bear-

ings.

8. Side-sills.

9. End-sills.

10. Centre-sills.

11. Cross-frame Tie-

timber, or Needle-

beam.

12. Sea*.

13. Seat-bracket.

14. Seat-bracket Brace.

15. Rave, or Seat-riser.

16. .Ffoor.

17. Lever-frame Post.

18. Lever-frame Cap.

19. Hand-car Lever.

20. Lever-handle.

21. Lever-shaft.

22. Lever-shaft Bear-

ings.

23. Bell-crank.

24. Connecting-rod.

25. Lever-frame Tie-rod.

26. Hand-car Truss-rod.

27. Brake-beam.

28. Brake-beam. Hanger.

29. Brake-head.

30. Brake-rod.

31. Brake-lever.

32. Brake-lever Fidcrum.

Fig. 1723. Transverse Section. Hand Car, Pennsylvania Railroad.



Figs. 1724-1726. HAND-CAR DETAILS.
-E288

Names of Parts
; Figs. 1734-1726.

1. Lever-posts.

2. S-brake on the Brake-axle.

3. Propelling-levers, or Hand-car Levers.

4. Brake-treadle.

5. Crank, with Adjusting-holes and Crank-

shaft.

6. Propelling-lever Fulcrum.

7. Side-rail over the Side-sill.

8. Propelling-lever Handles.

9. Spur-wheel, or Gear-wlieel.

10. Pinion.

11. Propelling-lever Brace-rods.

12. Connecting-rod.

13. Lever-frame.

14. Brake-lever.

27. Brake-lever Pintle.

28. Tire.

29. Spokes.

31. Lever-post Base.

Driving Gear.

Fig. 1726. Brafce Gear.
4 Kalamazoo n Lever Hand-car.



£289 LOGGING CARS ; General Views. Figs, 1727-1730

Fig. 1727. Extension-reach, Eight-'Wheel Logging Car.

(Narrow -gauge, Extra Heavy.)

[No. 4.]

Fig. 3730. B^lexible-frame Lumber Larry.

Capacity, 3,000 ft. B. M.
Weight, 6,200 lbs.

Height, 27 in.

Length, 21 ft. over all.

Wheels, 24 in., chilled, 325 lbs.

Bearing Springs, 20 tons capacity.
Axles, forged, 34, in. centre, 4£ in, wheel

seat.

Journal Brasses, 3 in. x 5£ in.

Bunks, 6 in. x 10 in. x 8 ft., trussed with
two J-in. round rods.

Truck-frames, 3 in. x f in., 3 in. x f in. and
3 in. x 4 in.

Wheel-base, of truck, 3 ft. 6 in. ; of car, 14
ft. 6 in.

Capacity, 2,500 ft. B. M.
Weight, 5,600 lbs.

Height, 27 in.

Length, 21 ft. over all.

Wheels, 24 in. chilled, 265 lbs.

Bearing Springs, 20 tons capacity.
Axles, forged, 34, in. centre, 3| in. wheel

seat.

Journal Brasses, 3 in. x 54 in.

Journal Boxes, Hewitt Patent Cover.
Bunks, 8 in. x 10 in. x 9 ft. placed to come

10 ft. 6 in. apart.

Truck-frames, 24 in. x i in., 24 in. x f in.

and 2^ in. x 4 in.

Wheel-base, of truck, 3 ft. 2 in. ; of car, 13
ft. 8 in.

Draft Link, 18 in. above track.

Capacity, 1,500 ft. B. M.
Weight, 4,000 lbs.

Height, 24 in.

Length, 21 ft. over all.

Wlieels, 20 in. chilled, 200 lbs.

Axles, 2f in., rolled.

Journal Boxes, babbited (oil chamber be-
low).

Blinks, 8 in. x 10 in. x 7 ft., placed 10 ft. 6
in. apart (centres).

Wlieel-base, of truck, 3 ft. ; of car, 13 ft. 6 in.

Capacity, 2,000 ft. B, M.
Weight, 1.500 lbs.

Height, 25 in.

Length, 18 ft. over all.

Wheels, 22 in. chilled, 150 lbs.

Axles, 24- in., rolled.

Journal Boxes, inside bearing, with oil

chamber.
Journal Brasses, rocking, 24; in. x 44 in.

Bunks, 44; in. x 5 in. x 5 ft., placed 8 ft. 10
in. apart (centres).

Wheel-base, 5 ft., one wheel loose on each
axle.



Figs. 1731-1774. LOGGING-CAB DETAILS, Castings. JE290

1^?

Fig. 1743.

Bolster Truss-

rod Washer.

Fig. 1744.

Bolster Truss'

rod Saddle.

Fig. 1748.

Brake-spool.

Fig. 1749.

Brake-wheel.

Castings for Logging Car, Fig. 1728 (Nos. 2 and 5).

Fig. 1750. JVff. 1751. Fig. 1752. JVflf. 1753. Fig. 1754. Fig. 1755. Fig. 1756.

Pedestal. Journal-box. Brass. Brake-head. Brake-shoe. Bolster Truss-

washer.

Bolster Truss
saddle.

Fig. 1758. JYff. 3759. i^'ff. 1760.

Drawbar Guide. Drawbar Washer. Bolster-ring.

Castings for Logging Car, Fig. 1729 (No. 8).

Fig. 1761.

Top Side-bearing.

Fig. 1762.

Lower Side-bearing.

Fig. 1764. i^'p. 1765. Fig. 1766. lijg. 1767.

Draft-sheave and Holder. Journal-box. Brass. Stake-pocket.

Castings for Flexible-frame Lumber Larry ; Fig. 1730 (No. 10).

Fig. 1770.

Bumper-qutde.

Fig. 1771.

Bumper-washer.

Journal-
Fig. 1772. boxes.

Outside-bearing.

Fig. 1773.

Inside-bearing.

Fig. 1768.

Universal-joint.

.FYS. 1774.

Brake-shoe.

Castings for Lltmber Larry (No. 11).



-£291 LOGGING-CAB DETAILS, Forcings and Timber. Figs. 1775-1820

yps ZZ :r~5l^
Fig. 1775. Bunk Strap.

Fig. 1776. Link-Pin.

-Si
Fig. 1784. Brake Connecting-rod.

^^ £^
Fi'ff. 1777. FOLLOWER-PLATE GUIDET. Fig. 1785. Top Arch-bar riVo. 5 Truck).

=S

31

-Fi'jr- 1791. Brake-lever.

.F/<7. 1778. Double-truss Washer

Fig 1779. Diagonal Brace.
{No. 5 Truck )

5 i^iV/. 1787
Double Brake

Fig. 1797. Eye-bolt.

-FVp. 1780. Reach-end. equalizer. Fig. 1788. Top, Middle and Bottom Arch bars. Fig. 1799. Drawbar
(JTo. 5 Truck ) Shank-key.

Fig. 1781. Extension Eeach-end

^Z
Sr-

.FiVy. 1780. Buffer-strap.

r ==Q
Fig. 1783. Centre-pin.

Fig. 1791. Bolster Truss-rod
Figs. 1775-1801. Fobgings and Wrottght-ison for Logging-car, Fig. 1728 (Nos. 2 and 5). Mff. 1S01 . Brake Mast.

:b a: i^5T RlfJEE ^

3li|4*\
MinaLe trJss sdppni^L
f4»S H F^ft^E C^F»

BOLSTER ZP
&*?J7SCET &{T#*f

I

'
| ^n:l-| |J°5cm^ 3) 5 pienvi E FUHK ^

B7.:i,F a P q y sJfpa i= j 5
S r/fJAi C£f( jv s £TA tf

£=? E
J^ L . :d b:V

EX~EfJ5IOfJ F* E F\ C l-|

£ fi^b ck
x
5Ide f<»4 C(\f^ 3 Figs. 1802-1814 Woodwork Details for Logging- ^

cars, Figs. 1727-1728 (Nos. 2. 4 «nd 5).

e=anc
i'/ff. 1816. Axle (Standard U-auge),

Jllfcffl

F.'ff- 1317. Bearing-spring. .Fig. 1*318. Half-elliptic Spring. i^jr. 1S19. Elliptic Spring. F19. 1820. Buffer Spring.



Figs. 1821-1824. PILE-DRIVER CAR. .E2P2

Crane (34\ (front), Weight 80 lbs.

(rear), " 40 lbs.

Capacity, ] ,700 lbs.

Fig. 1822. Side Elevation- Pile-driver Cab, Flint & Pere Marqcette Railw^



E293 PILE-DRIVER CAR. Figs. 1821-1824

Names of Parts ; Figs. 1821-1824.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

Fig. 1824. End Elevation

.

1. Hammer, lifted by
Shears.

2. Hammer-eye, or Clevis.

3. Leaders.

4. Stringer Sway braces

(and Main Ladder 32.)

5. Pilasters.

6. Top stringers.

7. Leader-brace.

8. Cabin Ladder.

Leader Cap.

10. _Ma?'?i Sheave.

11. Pile-hoisting Sheave.

12. Sheathing, of Cabin.

Cabin-shutter.

Cabin Shutter-brace.

Leader-trunnion Pedes-

tal.

Pilaster-pockets.

17. Leader-brace Pocket.

18. Swinging Platform

End-sill.

18'. Swinging-platform Sill.

19. Mixm Rollers.

20. Wings (front and back).

.

21. Jack-screw, working on

a Jack-screw Pin at-

tached to body.

22. Tongs, or Crabs.

23. Leader Cross-piece.

24. End-sill.

25. (Fig. 1821.) Outside

Sills (Channel Bars).

(Fig. 1824.) Leader-stay.

26. Main Posts.

27. Swinging-platform, or

Upper Platform.

Leaders, to take in 40 ft. pile.

Hammer, 4,500 lbs.

Thielsen trucks (front truck removable). Molive power sufficient to

propel car and two loaded cars attached. Fuel and water carried on a

small locomotive tender.

27'. Body-brace.

28. Body Counter-brace.

29. Cabin Studding.

30. Cabin Scantling.

31. Carline.

32. Main Ladder, swinging

on Ladder-trunnions.

Lower Ladder.

Crane.

Guy-rope.

Hog-chain.

Truss Rod.

Counterbrace Rod.

39. Hammer-rope.
40. Hammer-rope Pulley.

I Spools con-
41.

|
trolled by

-I
Strap-

42. I

brake anil

L Treadle.

43. Driving

Chain
44. Connecting

Chain,
j

45. Pitch-gear.

46. Sit-mgii i <?-p/atform

Centre-plate (upper

and lower).

47. Tracfc.

Winding
Gear.

Pitch
Chains.

48. j Hand-wheel. )

49. / Spur-wheel

50. Sleicing-rack.

51. Leader Trunnion

Leader-trunnion

Pedestal.

Slewing
Gear.

52.





Figs. 1821-1824. PILE-DRIVER CAR.
PILE-DRIVER CAR. Figs. 1821-1824

Crane (Ml, (front), Weieht 80 lbs

(rear), " 40 lbs

Capacity, ] ,700 lbs.

Fig. 1822. Side Elevation- Pile-driver Car, Flint & Pere Marquette Railway. Fig. \S2i. End Elevation.

Names of Parts ; Figs 1821-1824.

1. Hammer, lifted by 27'. Body-brace.

Shears. 28. Body Counter-brace.

2. Hammer-eye, or Clevis. 29. Cabin Studding.

3. Leaders. 30. Cabin Scantling.

4. Stringer Sway braces 31. Carline.

(and Main Ladder 32.

)

32. Main Ladder, swinging
5. Pilasters. on Ladder-trunnions.

6. Top stringers. 33. Lower Ladder.

7. Leader-brace. 34. Crane.

8. Cabin Ladder. 35. Guy-rope.

9. Leader Cap. 36. Hog-chain.

10. Main Sheave. 37. Truss Rod.
11. Pile-hoisting Sheave. 38. Counterbrace Rod.

12. Sheathing, of Cabin. 39. Hammer-rope.
13. Cabin-shutter. 40. Hammer-rope Pulley.

14. Cabin Shutter-brace. Spools con-

1

15. Leader-trunnion Pedes- 41. trolled bv
tal. \ Strap-

W'^B
16. Pilaster-pockets. 42. brake and
17. Leader-brace Pocket.

k
Treadle. J

18. Swinging Platform 43. Driving "1

End-sill. Chain.
|_ puc ],.

18' Swinging-platform Sill. 44. Connecting
j
Chains.

19. Main Rollers. Chain,
j

20. Wings ifront and back). 45. Pitch-gear.

21. Jack-screw, working on 46. Swinging-platform

a Jack-screw Pin at- Centre-plate (tipper

tached to body. and lower).

22. Tongs, or Crabs. 47. Track.

23. Leader Cross-piece. 48. | Hand-wheel. ) Slewing
1 Spur-wheel. 1

^ar.24. End-sill. 49.

25. (Fig. 1821.) Outside 50. Slewing-raek.

Sills {Channel Bars). 51. Leader Trunnion.

(Fig. 1824.) Leader-stay. 52. Leader-trunnion

26. Main Posts. Pedestal.

27. Swinging-platform, or

Upper Platform.

Leaders, to take in 40 ft. pile.

Hammer, 4.500 lbs.

Thielsen trucks (front truck removable). Motive power sufficient to

propel car and two loaded cars attached. Fuel and water carried on a
small locomotive tender.



Figs. 1825-1833. SCREW THREADS. E294

///////7/V
\ A /

Fig- 1827. V Screw-thread.
A

WHlfWORTH THREAD • .

_T\rvj\r jxr r / s
*— 50°-*,

Fig. 1828. Whitworth Standard Screw-threads.

English and Continental standard.

Fig. 1820.

M. C. B. Standard
Limit-gauge.

(For V& in. round iron

Fig. 1825. See Dictionaryfor table
Test bar for Limit- ofother standard Limit.

gauges. gauges.

Fig. 1729. Sellers' Standard Screw-threads.

U. S. and M. C. B. standard.

Fig. 1831. Screw-pitch Gauge. Fig. 1830. Screw-thread Gauge.
Fig. 1832.

External Screw-gauge.

J><y. 1633.

Internal Screw-
gauge.



£295 SCREW THREADS. Fig. 1834

Master Car-Builders' Standard Dimensions for Bolts and Nuts (Sellers Standard Threads).

(Squ^ mcs art oj me sa/ne widths, between parallel faces, as hexagon. The following are the general rules for the dimensions
]

of nuts and bolt-heads on which the above table is based:

Diameter Rough Nut = one and one-half diameter of bolt + ^g.
" Finished Nut = one and one-half diameter of bolt -f 1-16.
" RoughtHead = one and one-half diameter of bolt -\- \£,

Finished Head = one and one-half diameter of bolt -f- 1- 16.

Thickness Rough Nut = diameter of bolt.

' Finished Nut ~ diameter of bolt — 1-16. [head.

" Rough Head = one-half distance between parallel sides of
" Finished Head = diameter of bolt— 1-16.



Figs. 1835-1842. STREETCARS; General Views. (See second page ahead.) £296

STREET-CAR DETAILS.

"'44

(These cuts have been transferred

from page £298, where they properly

belong, to bring them opposite Fig*

1813.)

Fig. 1814.

32nd View, Shoicing Framing.

Stiieet Car.

Names of Paets of Steeet Caes ; Figs. 1843-1846.

1. Wlieel.

2. Axle.

3. Pedestal.

4. Journal-box.

5. Jaic-bit.

6. Side Journal-spring.

7. Spring-saddle.

8. Sill.

9. End-sill.

10. Transverse Floor-timber.

11. Sill Tie-rod.

12. J7oor.

13. Wheel-box.

14. TP7ieeZ-6oa; Button.

15. TFitidoiojjosi.

16. fifed.

17. Corner-post.

18. Door-post.

19. Belt-rail.

20. Belt-rail Band.
21. Fender-rail.

22. Fender-guard.

23. Inverted Body Truss-rod,

or Hog-chain.

24. Inverted Body Queen -

post.

25. Inverted Truss-rod Plate.

26. Tumbuckle.

27. Outside-panel.

28. Lower Outside-panel.

29. Upper End-panel.

30. Lower End-panel.

31. Inside Frieze-panel.

32. Panel-strip.

33. Panel-furring.

34. Seat-bottom, and Longi-

tudinal Seat.

35. Seat-leg.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

Front Seat-rail.

Front Seat-bottom-rail.

Back Seat-bottom-rail.

Back Seat-rail.

Lower Seat-back-rail.

Upper Seat-back-rail.

Seat-back Board.

43. -EkcZ Seat-panel.

44. Upper Belt-rail.

45. TFwidoM-'-Zedfife.

Letter-board.

Plate.

Eaves-moulding.

Windoiv-blind Best.

Window-sash Rest.

Outside Window-stop.

Inside Window-stop.

Carline.

End carline.

55. Boof-boards. [per-deck*

56—56. Clear-story, or Up-
Zteefc Bottom-rail.

Deck-post.

Deck-window.

Deck Carline.

Deck End-ventilator.

62. .End Roof-lights.
63. Ventilator-hood.

Window.
Window-rail.

Window-stile.

Sash -lift.

68. Sas7i Parting- strip, or

S£op-bead.

69. Window-blind.

70. Windoiv-blind Stile.

71. Window-blind Rail.

72. Window-blind'Mullion*

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

64.

65.

66.

67.



£297 STREET-CAR DETAILS. Fig. 1843

^6_
^iit^iiu^irtsMi^jjh^

_1Q4_

Side View Longitudinal Section.

73. Window-blindtLift.

74. Lamp-case.

75. Lamp-case Door.

76. Lamp-case Chimney.

77. Window-guards.

78. Door-stile.

79. Door-mullion.'

80. Door-window Mullion.

81. Middle, or Lock Door-rail.

82. Top Door-rail.

83. Door-case Top-rail.

84. Door-case Intermediate-

rail.

85. Door-case Top-panel.

86. Door-case Sash.

87. Door-case Sash-button.

88. £)cw Guard-band.

89. Fare-wicket and IFare-
^~~

•

wicket Door.

90. Fare-wicket Door-case.

91. Sliding-door Handle.

91'. Door-sheave.

92. Door-latch Plate.

92'. Sliding-door Holder.

93. Door-sill.

94. Inside Hand-rail.

95. Inside Hand-rail
Bracket.

96. Hand-straps.

97. Sigiial-bell.

98. Bell-strap.

99. Bell-strap Guide.

99'. Bell-strap) Guide, with

Boiler.

100. Draiv-timber.

102. Platform-timber

Clamps.

103. Platform End-timber.

104. Platform, or Platform-

floor.

105. Platform-timber Band. 121. Brake-shaft Crank-

106. Draw-hook. handle.

107. Helper-ring. 122. Brake-shaft.

108. Platform-post. 123. Upper Brake-shaft

109. Base-washer, for PZai- Bearing.

form-post. 124. Lower Brake-shaft

110. Platform-rail. Bearing.

111. Dash-guard. 125. Brake Ratchet-ivheel.

112. Dash-guard Straps. 126. Brake-pawl.

113. Body Hand-rail. 127. Brake-shaft Chain.

114. Platform-step, or Side- 128. Brake-shaft Connect-

step. ing-rod.

115. Platform-hood. 129. Centre Brake-lever.

116. Platform-hood Boiv. 130. Centre Brake-lever

117. Platform - hood Car- Spider.

line. 132. Secondary Brake-rod.

118. Platform-hood Knee. 133. Brake-beam.

119. Platform-hood Mould- 134. Brake-hanger.

ing. 135. Brake-head.

120. Brake-shaft Crank. 136. Rubber-tread.



JV'cfS. 1844-1845. STREET-CAR DETAILS. (See second page back.. £298

STREET CARS ; General Views.

Figs. 1835-1842.

{The General Views of Street Cars on this

page have been moved ahead two jjages from
their proper position in order to bring Figs.

1843-5 opposite each other.)

Fig. 1835. Inclined-pl use Car.

Fig. 1837. Two-horse Street C \r,
with Iwoplatforms.

Fig. 1839. Summer Street Car,

with reversible seats.

Fig. 1841 Summer Street Cab,

with seats facing.

Fig. 1836. Fare-box Street Car.

Fig. 1888. Double-deck or Top-seat Street Car.

Fig. 1 840. Oke-hikse or Bob-tail Street Car.

1. Fnd-st?p. 2. Step Hand-rail. 3. Step-iron.

Fig. 1842. Reversible Street Car.

1. Door-apron. 2. Door Hand-rail. 3. Step-iron.



£299 STREET-CAR DETAILS. Figs. 1846-1864

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on preceding page.

Showing Floor, Seats, etc. Fig. 1846. Showing Framing.
Half-plan of Street Car.

STREET-CAR FURNISHINGS.

(An incomplete presentation of a few only of the more common furnishings.)

Fig. 1847.

Bell-strap Guide.

Fig. 1848.

Bell-strap Guide.

Fig. 1849.

Bell-strap Guide, with

Screw-top.

Fig. 1855.

Sliding-door Friction-

roller.

Fig. 1851.

Sliding-door

Handles.

-™.

Fig. 1852. Fig. 1853.

Sliding-door Holder. Sliding-door-

holder Catch.

"— Fig. 1856. Figs. 1857-1858.

Inside Hand-rail Sliding-door Latch

Bracket. and Keeper.

Fig. 1S54.

Sliding-door Sheave.

Fig. 1860.

T.amp-case Hook. Fig. 1861.

{Engages with a small Eye.) Eccentric Window-button.

Fig. 1862.

Lamp-case Door-holder.

Fig. 1864.

Deck-sash Pivot-

plate.



Figs. 1865-1888. SUNDRIES. F300

Fig. 1865. Fig. 1866.

Machine-bolt. Machine-bolt.
Sqtiare-head. Hexagon-head.

Fig. 1S67.

Carriage-bolt.

O)
1 O

Fig. 1873. pig. 1874. Fig. 1875.
Washer, or Plate-washer. Beveled-washer. P Double-washer.

Fig. 1869;

LUG-BOLT.

.Fig. 1877. lig. 1878.

Triangular-washer. Socket-washer.

Fig. 1884.

Hydraulic Jack.

Fig. 1870.

U-Bolt or Strap-bolt. Fig. 1871.

Key-bolt.

Fig. 1876.

Joint-bolt.

.Fig. 1881.

[Single-screw Turnbuckle.

Fig. 1882.

Right-and-left Screw Turnbuckle.

Fig. 1883.

Sleeve Turnbuckle.

H {W.: __

Fig. 188S.

Block, or Pulley-block
with two Sheaves.

(-4 Snatch-block is similar, but with only one
sheave a«eZ with an opening at the side for the
ready insertion and removal of the rope. Blocks
icithout this opening, however, are sometimes
loosely termed snatch-blocks.)

Fig. 1886.

(ULs; in. high, with screw down: 2^4-in. screw.) Fig. ]887. Tangye Hydraulic Jack.



£301 TRUCKS, Baggage and Freight. Figs. 1898-1906

Fig. 1904. Swing-barrel Truck. Fig. 1905. Telescope Truck.
(Baggage Barsows and Freight Trucks are both sometimes designated as Barrow-trucks.)

Fig. 1906.

Johnson's Self-

Loiimfl Truck.
Weight, 72 lbs.

Capacity, 1600 lbs.



Figs. 1907-1911. TRUCKS, Freight-car; Diamond Type. E30-2

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on following' page.

S3

Fig. 1907. Side View.

Fig. 3908. Longitudinal Section.

Fig. 1909. Half Plan.

30

i

1

-sir

<-34

JJB

I
! 7

14 14

TO?
im

38 F¥ ^3

Central Railroad of JNew Jersey.

3

Diamond Truck, Central Railroad of New Jersey.



£303 TRUCKS, Freight-car; Diamond Type. Figs. 1912-1914

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Freight-car Truck. (Old standard. Present standard shown in, Figs. 1916-1920.)

Side View. Fig. 1912 Longitudinal Section.

4. 4
Diamond Truck, New York Central and Hudson River Railroad (Old Standard).

Names op the Parts of Car-trucks ; Figs. 1907-1920.

1. Wheel.

2. Axle.

3. Journal-box.

4. Journal-box Cover.

5. Pedestal.

6. Pedestal Tie-bar.

14. Arch-bar.

15. Inverted Arch-bar.

16. Auxiliary Arch-bar.

20. Transom.

27. Transom Chafing-plate.

28. Transom-casting.

30. Truck-bolster.

31. Truck-bolster Truss-rod.

34. Truck-bolster Truss-rod

Bearing.

35. Truck-bolster Truss-rod

Washer.

37. Bolster Guide-bars, or

Column.

38. Bolster Cuide-block.

43. Spring-plank.

44. Spring-plank Bearing.

46. Swing-hangers.

47. Upper Swing-hanger

Pivot.

48. LowerSwing-hangerPivot

49. Swing-hanger Pivot-

bearing.

61. Truck Side-bearing.

63. Tracfc Centre-plate.

64. Centre-plate Block.

74. Bolster Spring-seat.

75. Bolster Spring-cap.

80. Bolster-spring.



Figs. 1915-1917. TRUCKS, Freight-car; Diamond Type. #304

I/umbers refer to last of Names of Parts on preceding page.

01 6L

SI 47

28

i48

Transverse Section. Fig. 1915. Section through Bolster.

Diamond Truck, N. Y. Central & Hudson River Railroad (Old Standard).

V . -.Centers oF Side Bearing? S-5 -

I (<- Center; of Swing Hanger6 *'-5 '

Centers of Swing 1 Hanger 8earlng 4-8

Spring PlenK£ -«>'/*" >,

TraYsom 313 • *. £ * Swing Bolster 2-loJi-

< Center of Spring 2-4-

i

Transverse Section. Fig. 1916. Section through Bolster.

Fig. 1917. Longitudinal Section.

Diamond Truck, N. Y. Central & Hudson Riter Railroad (New Standard).



£305 TRUCKS, Freight-ear; Diamond Type. Figs. 1918-1920

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad
and connecting lines.

Standard Freight-car Truck.

(Barnes of Parts are the same as in old

standard, Figs. 1912-1915.)

Fig. 1919. Plan.
Diamond Truck, New York Central .

Fig. 1920. End Elevation^

Hudson River Railroad (New Standard).



Figs. 1921-1923. TRUCKS, Freight-car; Diamond Type. £306

Fig. 1921. Side View.

i^.-B.-^- 18 iil<—-[<—*;< isf. 4-8°-

J

New Yobs, West Shore & Buffalo
Railway Standard Freight-

car Truck.

Fig. 1923. End View.

Fig. 1922. Plan.

Diamond Truck, New York, "West Shore & Buffalo Railway.



E307 TRUCKS, Freight-car; Diamond Type. Figs. 1924-1936

Fig. 1925. Section through Truck-frame*

New York, West Shore & Buffalo Railway Standard Freight-car Truck.

; Names of Parts of Car Trucks ; Figs. 1921-1936.

Fig. 1926.

Transverse Section.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

14.

15.

19.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

43.

61.

Wheel. 63.

Axle. 80.

Journal-box. 82.

Journal-box Cover. 84.

Pedestal,Tie-bar. 85.

Arch-bar. 86.

Inverted Arch-bar. 87.

King-bolt, or Centre-pin. 88.

Track-bolster. 89.

Truck-bolster Truss-rod. 92.

Truck-bolster Truss-block. 93.

Truck-bolster King-post. 94.

Truck-bolster Truss-rod Bearing, 95.

Truck-bolster Truss-rod Washer. 96.

Truck-bolster Cliafing-plate. 97.

Bolster Guide-bars. 98.

Bolster Guide-block. 107.

Spring-plank. 108.

Truck Side-bearing. 109.

Truck Centre-plate.

Bolster-spiring.

Brake-block.

Brake-beam.

Brake Eye-bolt.

Brake-hanger.

Brake-hanger Carrier.

Brake Safety-chain.

Brake Safety-cliain Eye-bolt.

Brake-lever.

Brake-lever Fulcrum.

Brake-lever Guide.

Brake-lever Stop.

Brake-lever Sheave.

Lower Brake-rod.

Brake-shoe.

Body Centre-plate.

Journal-box Bolt.

Column Bolt.



Figs. 1927-1932. TRUCKS, Freight-car ; Diamond Type. £308

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on preceding page.

6S __
Pennsylvania Railroad Standard Freight-cab Trdck.

N. B.

—

The use of the elliptic springs shown in these engrav-

ings has been abandoned in favor of spiral springs ; and the

brake-hangers, 86, are now hung from a carrier attached to the

spring-plank, 43, The ceyitre-plates are of the form shown in

Fig. 1930, the fiat style shown in Figs. 1927-29 having been

abandoned.

Fig. 1927. Side View.
Fig. 1930. Newform of Centre-plates.

Fig. 1929. Plan. Fig. 1931. End View.

Diamond Truck, Pennsylvania Railroad. Fig. 1932. Transverse Section,



B309 TRUCKS, Freight-car; Diamond Type. Figs. 1933-1936

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on second page ahead or back.

efa 108

108-1° M °l ^

Fig. 1933. Side View.

Ttt/ ,37-^Zl iscp--
I [ 14 _J D-j-109 '09J-S

108 gN
14 ptj t~P^-»08

ffl

Jiff. 1934. Pictm.

J'ijr. 1933. Longitudinal Section

.

Diamond Truck, Philadelphia & Rbadino Railroad.

Philadelphia & Reading Rail-

road Standard Freisht-

oar Truck.

Fig. 1936. End View.



Figs. 1937-1940. TRUCKS, Freight-car ; Diamond Type. £310'

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on following page.

Thielsen Truck.

Standard of Several Lines.

(Several modified types of this general design exist which are not

shown by drawings.)

Fig. 1939. Plan. Thielsen Truck.



£311 TRUCKS, Freight-car; Diamond Type. Fig. 1941

CAR TRUCKS.

Complete List of Names op the Parts of Freight-car Trucks, Figs. 1907-1953.

Karnes of parts in Roman type are special to the miscellaneous and exceptional types of freight-car trucks shown on the four following

pages. Those in italics only are parts belonging to the Diamond type of truck, which is now the almost universal standard.

Numbers which are omitted from this list are for parts special to passenger car trucks, Figs. 1954r-1973.

1. Wheel 27. Transom Chafing-plate.

2. Axle. 28. Transom-casting.

8. Journal-box. 29. Transom pillar.

4. Journal-box Cover. 30. Truck-bolster.

6. Pedestal. 31. Truck -bolster Truss-rod

'A Pedestal Tie-bar. 32. Truck-bolster Truss-

9. Continuous Truck- block.

frame. 34. Truck-bolster Truss-

10. Wheel-piece. rod Bearing.

14. Arch-bar. 35. Truck-bolster Truss-

15. Inverted Arch-bar. rod-Washer.

16. Auxiliary Arch-bar. 36. Truck-bolster Chafing-

17. End-piece, of Truck plate.

frame. 37. Bolster Guide-bars.

18. Truck-frame King-post. 38. Bolster Guide-block.

20. Transom. 39. Truck-frame Queen-

24. Transom Truss-rod. posts.

25. Transom Truss-block. 43. Spring-plank.

26. Transom Truss-rod 44. Spring-plank Bearing.

"Washer. 46. Suring-hangers.

47. Upper Swing-hanger

Pivot.

48. Lower Swing-hanger

Pivot.

49. Swing-hanger Pivot-

bearing.

51. Safety-beam.

55. Axle Safety-strap.

57. Safety-beam Truss-rod.

58. Safety-beam Truss-rod

bearing.

61. Truck Side-bearing.

63. Truck Centre-plate.

64. Centre-plate Block.

74. Bolster Spring-seat.

75. Bolster Spring-cap.

78. Journal-spring.

80. Bolster-spring.

82. Brake-block.

83. Brake-head.

84. Brake-beam.

85. Brake Eye-bolt.

86. Brake-hanger.

87. Brake-hanger Carrier,

88. Brake Safety-chain.

89. Brake Safety-chain

Eye-bolt.

90. Brake Safety-strap.

91. Release-spring.

92. Brake-lever.

93. Brake-lever Fulcrum*

94. Brake-lever Guide.

95. Brake-lever Stop.

96. Brake-lever Sheave.

97. Lower Brake-rod.

98. Brake-shoe.

107. Body Centre-plate.

108. Journcd-box Bolts*

109. Column-bolt.



Figs. 1942-1944. TRUCKS, Freight-car; Miscellaneous Types. .E312

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on preceding page.

New York & Harlem Railroad.

Wooden Freight-car Truck.

(Old style ; no longer built.)

Fig. 1943. Plan.

Car Truck, New York & Harlem Railroad.

Fig. 1944. End View.



£313 TRUCKS, Freight-car ; Miscellaneous Types. Figs. 1945-1947

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on second page back.

Central Railroad op New
Jersey.

Wooden Freight-car Trocx.
(Old style; no longer built.)

Fig. 1946. Plan.

Wooden Freight-car Truck, Central Railroad of New Jersey.



Figs. 1948-1950. TRUCKS, Freight-car ; Miscellaneous Types. .E314

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on third page back.

6,1

Boston & Albany Railroad.

Continuous-frame Truck
;

Standard for Freight Servicb.

Continuous-frame Truck, Boston & Albany Bailroad. Fig. 1950. Transverse Section.



£315 TRUCKS, Freight-car; Miscellaneous Types. Figs. 1951-1953

Boston & Albany Railroad.

Continuous-frame Truck ; Modified
Type.

(Not a standard type. Names of

parts are substantially the same as

similar parts in truck on preceding

page and elsewhere.)

Fig. 1953. End Vieic and Section.^

Fig. 1952. Plan.

Continuous-frame Truck, Boston & Albany Railroad.



F*V 1954. TRUCKS, Passenger-car; Four-wheel. JB316

Complete List of Names of Parts of Passenger-car Trucks ; Figs. 1955-1973.

(.Names ofparts in Roman type are special to Six-wheel car-trucks. Numbers which are omitted from this list are for parts special to freight-

car trucks, shoion on thepages immediately preceding.)

1. Wheel. 26. Transom Truss-rod 54. Axle Safety-bearing. 80. Bolster-spring.

2. Axle. Washer. 55. Axle Safety-strap. 81. Truck-frame Knee-iron

3. Journal-box. 27. Transom Chafing-plate. 56. Axle Safety-bearing 82. Brake-block.

4. Journal-box Cover. 28. Transom-casting. Thimbles. 83. Brake-head.

5. Pedestal. 29. Transom-pillar. 59. Safety-beam Tie-rod. 84. Brake-beam.

6. Pedestal Tie-bar. 30. Truck-bolster. 60. Safety-beam Iron. 85. Brake Eye-bolt.

7. Pedestal Stay-rod. 36. Truck-bolster Chafing- 61. Truck Side-bearing. 86. Brake-hanger.

8. Pedestal-brace. plate. 62. Side-bearing Bridge. 87. Brake-hanger Carrier.

8'. Pedestal-brace Tie-bar. 40. Lateral-motion Spring. 63. Truck Centre-plate. 88. Brake Safety-chain.

10. Wheel-piece. 41. Lateral-motion Spring- 64. Centre-plate Block. 89. Brake Safety-chain

11. Outside Wheel-piece pin. 65. Centre-bearing Beam. Eye-bolt.

Plate. 42. Spring-beam. 66. Centre-bearing Arch-bar. 90. Brake Safety-strap

.

12. Inside Wheel-piece 43. Spring-plank. 67. Centre-bearing Inverted 91. Release-spring.

Plate. 44. Spring-plank Bearing. Arch-bar. 92. Brake-lever.

13. Wheel-piece Truss-rod. 45. Spring-plank Safety 68. Check-chain. 93. Brake -lever Fulcrum.

14. Arch-bar. Strap. 69. Truck Check-chain Hook. 94. Brake-lever Gruide.

15. Inverted Arch-bar. 46. Swing-hangers. 70. Truck Check-chain Eye. 95. Brake-lever Stop.

16. Auxiliary Arch-bar. 47. Upper Swing-hanger 71. Equalizing-bar. 96. Brake-levei- Sheave.

17. End-piece, of Truck- Pivot. 72. Equalizing-bar Spring- 97. Loiver Brake-rod.

frame. 48. Lower Swing-hanger cap. 98. Brake-shoe.

20. Transom. Pivot. 73. Equalizing-bar Spring- 99. Journal-box Guides.

21. Middle Transom, for 49. Swing-hanger Pivot- seat. 100. Pedestal-horns.

Six-wheeled Truck. bearing. 74. Bolster Spring-seat.

'

101. Pedestal-jaw.

22. Outside Transom, for 50. Swing-hanger Friction- 75. Bolster Spring-cap. 102. Spring-hanger.

Six-wheeled Truck. block. 76. Spring-block. 103. Spring-saddle.

23. Transom Tie-bar. 51. Safety-beam. 77. Jaw-bit (Tig. 2035 only). 104. King-bolt, or Centre-

24. Transom Ti^uss-rod. 52. Middle Safety-beam. 78. Journal-spring. pin.

25. Transom Truss-block. 53. Safety-beam Block. 79. Equalizing-bar Spring.



.E317 TRUCKS, Passenger-car ; Four-wheel. Figs. 1955-1957

Numbers refer to- list of Names of Parts on preceding1 page.

Central Railroad! op New
Jersey.)

Standard Passenger-cab
Truck.

Passenoer-oar Trcok, d ijji
|j

i Central Railroad of New Jersey.



Figs. 1958-1959. TRUCKS, Passenger-car ; Four-wheel. £318

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on second page back.

1041 j
163 nM.

Section through Axle. End View.

Passenger-cab Truck, Central Railroad op New Jersey.

Chicago, Burlington & Qutncy Railroad.

Allen Iron Passenger-car Truck.

(Old style ; no longer built.)

Fig. 1959. Side View.

Allen Iron Passenger-cab Truck, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad.



£319 TRUCKS, Passenger-oar; Four-wheel. Figs. 1960-1962

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on third page back.

New Yoke & Hum
Railroad.

Standard Passenger-oar

Truck.;;

Fig. 1961. Plan.

Passenger-car Truck, New York & Harlem Railroad. Fig. 1962. End View.



Figs. 1963-1964. TRUCKS, Passenger-car; Four-wheel. E320

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on fourth page back.

Pennsylvania Railroad.

Standard Passenger-car Truck.

*
l. , nfl , ..,fl I' I

2
I

3
1

Fig. 1963. C U U U P Side Elevation

n ft -^3
- 5

26 86 ^ailQ

^ # ^115^ Mgr. 1964.

Passenger-car Truck, c

26 Pton.

"~Jj
Pennsylvania Railroad.

ras^ ^r
^



J7321 TRUCKS, Passenger-car"; Four-wheel. Figs. 1965-1967

Pennsylvania Railroad.

Standard Passenger-car Truck.

Fig. 1965. Longitudinal Section.

(The centre-plate shown in these engravings, Figs.

1963 to 1967, is no longer used, the "Pullman"
centre-plate, Figs. 2107-09. being used

t
in stead.)

Fig. 1966. End View.

6 Section through Bolster. Fig. 196' Transverse Section. &

(The Lower Brake-rod, 97, passes under the

Pedestal Stay rod, 7, at the bottom of Fig. 1967

mid is supported by a Lower Brake-rod Carrier,

but neither the rod nor the carrier are shown.)

, Passenger-car Truck, Pennsylvania Railroad.



Fig. 1968. TRUCKS. Passenger-car ; Four-wheel EX22

Fig. 1968

Passenger-car Trcck,
Perspective View.

Pullman Pjuce Car Company.

Names of Parts of Passenger-car Trucks ; Figs. 1968-1970.

{.Names ofparts in Roman type are special to Six-wheel car-trucks.)

1. Wlieel. 17. End-piece, of Truck- 42. Spring-beam. 52.

2. Axle. frame. 43. Spring-plank. 55.

3. Journal-box. 20. Transom. 44. Sp>ring-2)lank Bearing 59.

4. Journal-box Cover. 21. Middle Transom, for Six- (not shown). 60.

5. Pedestal. wheeled Truck. 46. Sicing-hangers. 61.

6. Pedestal Tie-bar. 22. Outside Transom, for 47. Upper Swing-hanger 62.

7. Pedestal Stay-rod. Six-wheeled Truck. Pivot. 63.

8. Pedestal-brace. 24. Transom Truss-rod. 48. Lower Swing-hanger 65.

8'. Pedestal Brace-tie-bar. 26. Tran som-tniss-rod Pivot. 66.

10. Wheel-piece. Washer. 49. Swing-hanger Pivot-

11. Outside Wheel-piece 27. Transom Chafing-plate. bearing. 67.

Plate. 30. Truck-bolster. 50. Swing-hanger Friction-

12. Inside Wheel-piece 36. Track-bolster Chafing- block. 70.

Plate. plate. 51. Safety-beam. 71.

Middle Safety-beam.

Axle Safety-strap.

Safety-beam Tie-rod.

Safety-beam Iron.

Tmck Side-bearing.

Side-bearing Bridge.

Truck Centre-plate.

Centre-bearing Beam.
Centre-bearing Arch-
bar.

Centre-bearing Inverted

Arch-bar.

Truck Clieck-chain Eye.

Equalizing-bar.



£323 TRUCKS, Passenger-oar ; Six-wheel. Figs. 1969-1970

Fig. 1969. Sis-wheel Passenger-car Truck, Pullman Palace Car Company. Perspective View

72. Equalizing-bar Spring-

cap.

73. Equalizing-bar Spring-

seat.

76. Spring-block.

77. Jaw-frit (Fig. 2025 only).

79. Equalizing-bar Spring.

80. Bolster-spring.

82. Brake-block.

84. Bralce-beam.

86. Brake-hanger.

87. Brake-hanger Carrier.

90. Brake Safety-strap.

91. Release-spring.

92. Brake-lever.

93. Brake-lever Fulcrum.
97. Lower Brake-rod.

104. King-bolt, or Centre-

pin.

Fig. 1970.

Bolster for Six-whekle
Truck.

Perspective View.



Figs. 1971-1973. TRUCKS, Passenger-oar; Six-wheel. E32

Names of Parts; Figs. 1971-73.

(Figures in parentheses refer to coi-responding

parts on previous page.)

A. (11) Outside Wlteel-bars.

A 3 . (17) End-piece.

A 3 . (51) Safety-beam.

B. (42) Spring-beam (iron).

B 2 . (66-7) Centre-bearing Areli-bars

and Centre-bearing Inverted

Arch-bar.

C. (61) Truck Side-bearing.

F. Body-bolster Truss.

G. ( 1 . Fig. 220. ) Double Iron Body-
bolster.

L. (83) Brake-head.

Lj. (86) Brake-hanger.

Ii 2 . (90) Brake Safety-strap.

S. (43) Spring-plank Bars.

Sj. (48) Lower Swing-hanger Pivot.

S 3 . (46) Swing-hangers.

T. (22) Outside Transom.

V. (47) Upper Swing-hanger Pivot. Fig. 1973. Cross-section.



TRUCK DETAILS, Axles. Figs. 1974^1976

D. Dust Guard Bearing.

E. Journal.

F. Collar.

The engraving represents the dimensions of the axle when finished. Weight, finished, 347 lbs.

Fig. 1974. Master Car-Builders 1 Standard Axle. (Old Standard.)

{Adopted in 1879, and approved by both Master Car-Builders'1 and Master Mechanics' Associations.)

I—__-. HUB j

l.<2

_r

-7f j»-8H-

-X

j3_FT.1jD IN.

BETWEEN HUBS4 FT.H IN.

7 -r-i

3*'

r—33-

FROM CENTRE TO C ENTRE OF JOURNALS 6 FT.3 IN.

INSIDE OF COLLARS G FT. 10 IN.

-3f—5j

_IPJAL_ 11 N GTH OV E R_A_L_L_6FTJ 1 HJt*.

GAUGE OFTRACK4FT.8HIN.

I , Mi hhh lililii

12 in. G 3

The only difference between the old and new standards, Figs. 1974 and 1975, is in the

dimensions of the centre of axle as indicated by dotted lines.

Fig. 1975. Master Car-Bdilders' Standard Axle. (New Standard.)
Adopted by Master Car-Builders' Association 1884, and approved by letter ballot. Not yet (1884) acted on by Master Mechanics' Association.)

.

C D E

Fig. 1976. Muley Axle.

(Names of parts, same as in Fig. 1974, the Collar, F, being omitted in the Muley Axle.)



Figs. 1977-1981. TRUCK DETAILS, Brake-shoes and Heads. £326

Fig. 1977.

Combined Brake-shoe and Head.
(Showing dovetail-joint and " Standard " split-key.)

Fig. 1978.

Brake-head.
(Average lot., 10 lbs.)

1 Standard " Brake-shoe and Head.

Fig. 1979.

Brake-shoe.

(Average wt„ 20 lbs., when %-in. thick.}

Fig. 1980. pig. 1981.
Banning Brake-shoe.

(Other Brake-shoes are shown'among Car-body Details, Brake-gear,' Figs. 227-231, and Figs. 237-238.)



£327 TRUCK DETAILS, Journal Bearing-s. Figs. 1982-1992

Fig. 1982.

Perspective View of Journal-bearing.

^-*Ssap
Fig. 1983. Fig. 1984.

Journal-bearing- Key. Journal-bearing.

(These drawings. Figs. 1983-4, are not precisely the M. C. B. biandards.)

-lM-J-Ii
Fig. 1985.

Plan of Key.

3CC

Fig. iy»b.

Longitudinal Section of Key and
Bearing.

^^=4^ ic

-If—•*—!}'-->{

ID

J'i'S. 1987.

Plan of Bearing

/

Fig. 1988.

Transverse Section of Key on
Line A.

Fig. 1989.

Outside End View of Bearing
and Key.

Fig. 1991.
Inverted Plan of Key.

(This drawing incorrectly represents the
sloping interior faces of the key as curved.
See section )

r
sj

Fig. 1992.

Side View of Bearing and Key.

Weight of Bearing, 9 lbs.

SCALE OF INCHES

Fig. 1990.

Transverse Section of Bear-

ing on Line C D.

Master^Car-Builders' Standard Journal-bearing and Journal-bearing Key

(This Standard ivas adopted at the Eighth

Annual Convention, Cincinnati, 1874. Action

reaffirmed at Fifteenth Annual Convent ion ,

New York, 1881.)

I



Figs. 1993-1996. TRUCK DETAILS, Journal Bearings. £328

Fig. 3993. Longitudinal Section. Fig. 1991. Cross Section.
Hopkins Lead-lined or Self-fitting Journal-bearing.

A B. Lead-lining.

Fig. 1995.
' Hercules " " Babbitt-metal " Bearing.

3--E3
{For other standard wheel-

gauges, see Figs. 2114-23.)

{A standard limit of variation
for this gauge, of % inch either
way. or 4 ft. atf, in. and 4ft. 5%
in. as maximum and minimum,
has been adopted by the MasterK^
Mechanics' Association and was "

—

favorably discussed, but not acted
on, at the last (1884) M. C. B.
Convention 1

Fiy. 1996.
Master Car-Builders' Standard Distance-gauge bettveen Backs of Flanges of Car-wheets.

(This distance [1 ft. 5% in.] was proposed in a resolution adopted at the nth Annual Convention of the Master Car-Builders'' Association,

Chicago. 18S3. and was afterwards submitted to and approved by a letter ballot.)



E329 TRUCK DETAILS, Journal Boxes. Figs. 1997-2001

\

Win 1Q9M ' L^ /trP~. . f"\ sectional plan] fJfig.l&VV. p *;
/
/cd. ^__J | 'SHOWING PART oH

• '^, / ^__,
"" \ I ,

"
' ALLEN OR CALI-

S" *J, -j e? **' FORNIA TRUCK
I T 3 O 1 JOURNAL-BOX I

.F/ff. £001

Master Car-builders' Standard Journal-box.—Plans showing Journal, Journal-bearing and Key.

(This standard was adopted at the Eighth Annual Convention, Cincinnati, 1874. Action reaffirmed at Fifteenth Annual

Convention, New York, 1881. Standard pedestal, Figs. 2021-24.)



Figs. 2002-2003. TRUCK DETAILS,' Journal Boxes, etc. .E330

Fig. 2002.

Section of Wheel, Axle,
Journal-box, etc.

(These drawings do not give the Master Car-Builders' Standard Journal-box and Pedestal, for which see previous page and Figs. 2021-21.

i

Names of Parts ; Figs. 2002-2012.

A. Centre, of -4a;te. 9. Stop-key Journal- 15. Dust-guard and Dust- 23. Rim, of Wlieel.
a. iVecfc, of 4a:Ze. bearing. guard Chamber. 24. Face, of it!£m.
u. l-K/ieei-sea?. 10. Journal-box. 16. Dust-collar. 25. Tread of Wheel, or
i). Dust-guard Bearing. 11. Journal-box Cover. 17. Equalizing-bar Seat. Wheel-tread.
E. Journal. 12. Journal-box Cover 18. Pedestal. 26. Wheel-flange.
F. Axle-collar. Hinge-pin. 19. Pedestal-horns. 27. Journal-bearing Stop
a. Stop-plate. 13. Journal-box Cover 20. Pedestal-jaw. key.
7. Journal-bearing. Spring. 21. Hub, of #7ieeZ. 28. Oil-cellar.
8. Journal-bearing Key. 14. Journal-packing. 22. Wheel-plate. 29. Stop Journal-bearing.



J7331 TRUCK DETAILS, Journal Boxes, Etc. Figs. 2004-2012

Numbers refer to List of Names of Parts on preceding page.

X

10 |H
|
!;in.

Fig, 2004. Section.

Weight's Stop Journal-bearing.

I

X jN

i-jfti i'
y>

i

3 t i

s
i

s g I

6
i

9
i

10
i'-M 12 in -

Fig. 2005. . Section.

SectionatXX
i

SectionatMN

Fig. 2006.

Bissel's Stop-key Journal Bearings.

27

Fig. 2007. Plan. Fig. 2008. &'de View.

Biss&l's Journal-bearing Stop-key.

Fig. 2009. Back End View.

Fig. 2010. Section.

Top-reservoir Journal-box.

Fig. 2011. Section. Fig. 2012. iSacfc View.

Tim's Journal-box.



Figs. 2013-2020. TRUCK DETAILS, Journal Boxes, Etc. £332

Fig. 2013. Perspective View.

Journal-box, with Spring Lid.

(See also Figs. 2002-2003.)

Fig. 2015. Journal-box Lid, closed.

Fig. 2014.

Raoul Journal-box. Showing Yoke or Bail and End-stop.

(A sliding cap instead of the yoke is also used, which raises

vertically and sits in a recess, for packing and oiling, but falls

of its own gravity into place when jarred.)

Fig. 2016. Lid detached.

Hewitt Journal-box Lid.

j&ig. 2017. Journal-box Lid, open.

i iff: i

Fig. 2018.

Dust Guard.

Fig. 2019. Front View. Fig. 2020. Side View.

Fletcher Journal-box Ltd.



TRUCK DETAILS, Pedestals. Figs. 2021-202"

0\JeR_WHE£ L-P
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1

1

1

I
i

J — 1

i

SECTION ON CD.

1)1834567 8

SCALE OF INCHES

Fig. 2031. Section.

SECTIONAL PLAN [^J
ON LINE AS.

Figs. 2022-2023.

Elevation and Plan.

Master Car-builders' Standard Pedestal.

(Tliis standard was adopted at the, Eighth Annual Convention. Cincinnati, 1874. Action reaffirmed at Fifteenth Annual
Convention, Neic Yorh. 1881.)



Figs. 2025-2030. TRUCK DETAILS, Side Frames; Side Bearings, etc. E334

5. Pedestal.

6. Pedestal Tie-bar.

7. Pedestal Stay-rod.

Fig. 2025. Side View.

Side-frame op Wooden Car-truck.

Names of Paths ; Fig. 2025.

8. Pedestal-brace.

8'. Pedestal-brace Tie-bar.

10. Wheel-piece.

17. End-piece, of Truck-frame.

77. Jav;-bit.

100. Pedestal-horns.

101. Pedestal-jaw.

TS BT-

JVg. 2026. Side FieiU.

Pedestal, "with Half-elliptic Journal-spring.

1. Half-elliptic Spring Bearing.

2. Half-elliptic Spring.

3. Spring-band.

-<b er
.Fig. 2027. Side Fiero.

Side-frame of Diamond-truck.

1. Arch-bar.

2. Inverted Arch-bar,

3. Pedestal Tie-bar.

Fig. 2029.

Framed Sprtng-plank.

Plan.

Fig. 2030.

Rocker Side-bearing.



£335 TRUCK DETAILS, Springs; Elliptic. Figs. 2031-2037

Fig. 2031. Half Elliptic Spring
1

.
Spring-band. 2 . Set, or Arch.

Fig. 2032. Elliptic Spring.
1. Spring-band. —. Length is understood to
2. Set. of Spring. be from centre to centre
3. Scroll of scrolls when unloaded.
4. Eye-bolt. —. Arch is half the set.

Fig. 2034. Double Elliptic Spring, for freight ser

Fig. 2035. Half-elliptic Bolster-spring, for freight service.

IS

Fig. 2036. Docble, or Duplicate " Acme '

Spring, for freight service.

(This spring, Figs. 2036-2036W, has a single leaf, tapered,
and is the original form of ' rAcme " Spring. See Figs.
2138-9.)

Fig. 2036J^.
Triplet "Acme" Elliptic Spring,

Elliptic

Fig. 2037. Concave Elliptic Spring.
(36 in. X 12}4 in. high, 6 leaves ; main, 3 X U in.; others, 3x3-]f

Weight, 183 (6s. Capacity, 9,500 lbs., half exhausted.)
According to the number of single springs coupled together elliptic springs are designated as Double or Duplicates, Triple or

Triplbts, Quadruples, Quintuples, and Sextuples.



Figs. 2038-2041. TRUCK DETAILS, Springs; Elliptic. £336

Fig. 203S. "Improved Acme " Elliptic Spring, Triplet, for passenger service.

Fig. 2039. Section of Fig. 2038 (one-fourth full size)

Fig. 2041.

Combination Elliptic Spring.

{Little used.)

(Fig. 2040 corresponds with thepractice ofmany railroads, with

slight variations of details^ and is that recommended by a

prominent firm of spring manufacturers as giving the best

resitlts with elliptic springs.)

Application of Elliptic

Springs in Passenger
Service.



£337 TRUCK DETAILS, Springs, Rubber, Etc. (Obsolete Forms). Figs. 2042-2048

Fig. 2042.

INDIA-RUBBER SPRING.

Fig. 2013.

Compound Spiral-spring.

Fig. 2046.

Eight-group Wool-packed Spiral-spring.

Fig. 2044.

RUBBER-CKNTRE SpIRAL-SPRING.

3. Spring-seat.

4. Spring-cap.

Fig. 2045.

"Vose" Graduated Spiral- .Fig. 2047.

SPRING. OUTSIDE-VIEW OF SPRING-CASE FOR ElGHT-

3. Spring-seat. 4. Spring-cap. group Wool-packed Spiral-spring.

(A 11 forms of Springs shown on this page are now rarely, if ever,

Fig. 2048.

Small Rubber-centre

Spiral-spring.



figs. 2049-2055. TRUCK DETAILS, Spiral Springs. £338

Fig. 2C49.

Square-bar Single-coil

Spring.

Fig. 2050.

Keg-shaped Spiral-spring.

Fig. 2051.

Spool-shaped Spiral-spring.

Fig. 2052.

Volitte Spring.

Wfflllll
Fig. 2053.

Oval bar Double-coil Buffer
[Spring.

Fig. 2054.

Round-bar Triple-coil Graduated Spring.

{For other graduated springs see ligs. 2095-2106.)

Fig. 2055.

Round-bar Double-coil Buffer
Spring.

(Capacity, 16,000 to 18,000 lbs.)



jE330 TRUCK DETAILS, Spiral Springs. Figs. 2056-2066

Fin. 2056. Fur. 2057. Fig. 2058.
Round-bar Single-coil Round-bar Double-coil Bound-bar Triple-coil

Spiral Spring. Spiral Spring or Nest-spring. . Spiral Spring oh Nest-spring.

Fig. 2059. Fig. 2060.
Section.

Half-round Douple-coil Spiral Spring or
Nest-sprlng.

Fig. 2061. Fig. 2!)62.
Flat-bar ok Equal-bar Triple- "Hibbard" or Flat-bar Quadruple-

coil Spiral Spring or coil Nest-spring.
Nest-spring.

Fig. 2063.
Edge-rolled Spiral Sprijg.

Fig. 2063J4.
"Paragon'' Spiral-spring.

{Little used.)

Flo. 2064.

Section of Fig. 20S3J^.

Fig. 2064^.
Square-bar Triple-coil

Nest-spring

Fig. 2065.
"Dinsmore" Spiral Fpring.

Fig. 2066.
Section of Fig. 2065.



Figs. 2067-2072. TRUCK DETAILS, Spiral Spring's; Two-group. £340

Fig. 2068.

Two-group
Spiral Springs,

Shouting Spring-plates,

or Spring-seats and
Spring-caps.

Fig. 2070. DouBLE-corL Bolster-spring.

Fig. 207 L. Triple-coil Flat-bar

Bolster-spring.

Fig. 2072. Edge-rolled Bolster-spring.



.E341 TRUCK DETAILS, Spiral Springs; Three and Four-group. Figs. 2073-2077

Fig. 2076. Double-coil Round-bar Bolster-spring caps,
(for 20-ton car, 6 to 8 in. high.)

Fig. 2077.

Double-coil Flat-bar Bolster-spring (for lj-ton car.)



Figs. 2078-2082. TRUCK DETAILS, Spiral Springs ; Five to Eight-Group: £342

Fig. 207.i. Five-group Single-coil Round-bar Bolster-spring. Fig. 2079. Sex-group Single-coil Round-bar Bolster-spring.

Five-group to Eight-

group Spiral Springs,

Showing Spring-plates, or %

Spring-seats and Spring-

caps.

CHlCflCi

Jfiy. 20S0.

Seven-group Single-coil Round-bar
Bolster-spring.

(For lo-ton car; 6V| ,„, high.)

Fig. 2081.

Eight-group Single-coil Round-bar
Bolster-spring.

(For 15 to 18-ton car.)

Fig. 20S2.
Eight-group Single-coil Round-bar Bolster-spring.



£343 TRUCK DETAILS, Spiral Springs; Nine to Eleven-group. Figs. 2083-2088

Nine-group to Eleven-group Spiral Springs,

Showing Spring-plates, or Spring-seats and Spring-caps.

Fin 2087. Tex-group Double-coil Bolster-spring.
,

>j.»y . „„«.. ^^ 20-ton car; 6J4 m. Kign>.)

Fig. 2088. Eleven-group Bolster-spring.



Figs. 2089-2094. TRUCK DETAILS, Spiral Springs ; Miscellaneous £344

Fig. 2089. Pedestal-springs for Street Cars. Fig. 2090.

*T "I"

Fig. 2C91.

Journal-spring.

(Round-bar Double-coil.)

Fig. 2092.

Equalizer-spring.

(Round-bar Double-coil.)

Fig. 2093.

Coal car Pedestal-spring.

(Triple-coil.)

Fig. 2094.

Spring-plate (also termed Spring-seats and Spring-caps).



£345 TRUCK DETAILS, Spiral Springs ; Graduated. Figs. 2095-2099

Fig. £096. Section.
Graduated Two-group Bolster-spring (for 25-ton car).

Motion, J6 in . per li000 lbs. to 6,000 Jbs. Height, 6% in. to 4 5-16 in
1-16 in. 6,000 to 26,000 lbs. 21-16in. totarmo-

tion.

Another grad-

uated spring

is shoivn in

Fig. 2054.

Fig. 2098. Graduated Three-group Bolster-spring.

. „§'?§• nJ4 x 7 in
.

Weight, 66^ lbs. Capacity, graduated from 4,000 lbs.
to 36,000 lbs. Total motion, 1 9-16 in. ' '

Names of Parts ; Figs. 2095-6.

1. Outer-coil.

2. Inner-coil (and in Fig. 2096 only, Lower
Cone).

3. (Fig. 2095) Outer Cone.

4. (Fig. 2096) Spring-cap, or Upper Spring-
plate.

5. Spring-plate Lugs.

6. Spring-seat, or Lower Spring-plate.

Graduated

Springs.

Fig. 2099. Graduated Five-group Bolster-spring .

Size, 10 x 12 in. Capacity, 10,C 00 to 40,000 lbs.



Figs. 2100-2X06. TRUCK DETAILS, Spiral Springs; Graduated. £346

Fig. 2100.

Double-coil Graduated Bolster-spring.
Capacity, 9,000 lbs., with JK> in- compression.

12,000 " '• 1% "
Total motion 2 inches.

mum \

Fig. 2101. Dsuble-coil Graduated
Equalizer-spring.

Fig. 2102.

Double-coil Graduated Bolster-spring.

Graduated
Springs.

Fig. 2103. Double-coil Graduated Bolster-spring.

~LT^
Fig. 2105. Three-group Graduated Bolster-spring.

Fig. 2106. Two-group Double-coil Bolster-sprlvg. with Inside
Spring-case.



#347 TRUCK DETAILS, Swing-links, Etc. Figs. 2107-2113

i

—

i --

i

i

t

3-

Fig. 2307.

Body Centre-plate.

Fig. 2108.

Fig. 2110. Fig. 2111.
Swing-links and Attachments. Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern Railway* and connecting lines.

Section of both ^AMES op ^ 211(W1|
Centre-plates.

. .

J

1. Swing Link-hanger.

2. Spring-plank.

3. (J^sr. 2110) Cross-Bar- Casting,

or Spring-plank Carrier.

3. (-F7(/. 2111) Swing-hanger Brie-

tion-washer (lower).

4. Cross-bar, or Mandrel-pin.

5. Split-key.

6. Swing-hanger Upper Bearing.

7. Swing-hanger Friction-washer

(upper).

A

Jfliff. 2109,

Truck-Centre-

plat*.

l <-3

_jk_.

T

'kt i i i i i i i i i i i

j'

Names of Parts ; 2<%s.

2112-13.

Link-hanger Eye-bolt.

Link-hanger.

(Other parts as in Figs. 2110-1] .)

PULLMAN AND Pe.NNSYLVANI I RAILROAD STANDARD PASSENGER CENTRE-PLATE.

i^i'r/. 2113. Side View.
Eye-bolt Link-hanger.

(.1 Safety-guard, not shown, is

attached to the transoms and
passes under the spring-
plank.)



Figs. 2114-2123. TRUCK DETAILS, Wheel and Axle Gauges. £348

Fig. 2114. Centering Gauge.

J.-44

Fig. 2115- Journal-shoulder Gauge.

45

Hj TlB

Fig, 2116.

Journal Length and
Diameter Gauge.

Fig. 2L17. Guard-Rail Gauge.

ij!zz3j

^

—

h
4—

4

Fi'p. 2118. Journal Distance Gauge.
I—

jFYflf. 2121

.

Wheel-bore Testing Gauge.

Another standard wheel gauge, between back

offlanges, is shown in Big. 1996.

Fig. 2122.

Diameter Testing-Gauge.

(These gauges were recommended for gen

eral use at the loth Annual Convention of

the Master Car-Builders' Association, Phil-

adelphia, 1882.

Fig. 2123. Flange and Journal Gauge.
Master Car-Builders' Standard Wheel and Axle Gauges .



E319 TRUCK DETAILS, Wheels ; Cast Wheels. Figs. 2124-2130

Fig. 2124, Fig. 2126.

Section. Back View.

Washburn Wheel.

Fig. 2126.

Front Vietv.

Spoke 'Vheel.

Fig. 2127. Fig. 2128.

Section. Front View.

Hollow-spoke Wheel.

Fig. 2129. Fig, 2130.

Front View. Section.

Cooper Elastic Wheel.



Figs. 2131-2136. TRUCK DETAILS, "Wheels ; Cast Wlieels. £330

Back View. Fig.2\3l. Front View.

Slxgle-plate Wheel.

Fig. 2132.

Section..

" combination "

Single-plate Wheel.

Fig. 2133. Fig. 2134.

Section. Back View.

Single-plate Wheel.

Fig. 2135. Fig. 2136.

Section. Back Vieic.

DorBLE-PLATE WHEEL.



J? 351 TRUCK DETAILS, Wheels; Cast Wheels. Figs. 2137-2143

Fig. 2137. Fig. 2138.

Back View. Front View.

Single- plate Wheel, for Street Cars.

Fig. 2139. Fig. 2140.
Back View. Front View.

Open-plate Wheel, for Street Cars.

Fig. 3141.

Hand-car Wheel.
(24 in. tD30in. diameter.)

Fig. 2142.

Hand-car Wheel.
(Weight. 20 in. diameter, 70 lbs.)

Fig. 2143.

Wooden Hand-car Wheel.
(18 to 24 in. diameter.)



Figs. 2144-2149. TRUCK DETAILS, Wheels ; Cast Wheels. £352

Fig. 2144. Fig. 2145.

Thatcher Corrugated (Single-plate) Wheel.

Fig. 2146. Fig. 2147.

Sectio7i. Front Yieiv.

Sax & Kear Wheel.

Fig. 2148. Fig. 2149.

Section. Front View.

Solid Steel Wheel.



£353 TRUCK DETAILS, Wheels ; Cast Wheels. Figs. 2150-2151

ev.

-SHr
8|*
0,1.2

-or-n-

Fig. 2150.

Standard Section for Chill-moulds of Cab Wheels. New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad.

(Full size, adopted February. 1882.)

Fig. 2 J 51. Side View.
English Teak-wood Centre Wheel.



Figs. 2152-2158. TRUCK DETAILS, Wheels; Steel-tired Wheels. #354

Fig. 2153.
Set screw or Stud Fastening.

Fig. 2154.
Set-screw Fastening (Plain end).

Fig. 2155.
Gibson Fastening.

Fig. 2)56.
Carlton & Stroudley Fastening.

Ttre Fastenings for English Steel-tired Wheels.

Fig. 2157.
Drummond Fastening.

(This wheel is

in almost uni-

versal use in

English passen
' ger service*)

- 3'-

6

'/z" Dia.on Tread .-

Fig. 2158. Section. (Side View on preceding page.)
Esglish SIansell (Teak-wood-centre) Wheel, with Mansell Retaining-ring.



£355 TRUCK DETAILS, Wheels ; Steel-tired Wheels Figs. 2159-2165

Tire-bolt.

Hub-bolt.

Fig. 2159. Fig. 2160.

Allen Paper Wheel.

Names of Pakts.

Tire. Front Face-plate.

Compressed Paper. Back Face-plate.

Fig. 2161.

Wheel-centre, or Hub.

Names op Parts ;

Figs. 2163-64.

Tire, with Annu-
lar Web.

Mansell Retain-

ing-ring.

Skeleton, or Cen-

tral Filling-piece

Front Face-plates

Back Face-plates.

Interchangeable

Hub.

Fig. 2162.

Section and Side View of Fig. 2165.

Fig. 2163.

Snow Interchangeable-hub Wheel.
Fig. 2164.

Fig. 2165.

KtRTLEY Double-spoke Wheel, with Manssll
BETAINING-RfNG.



Figs. 2166-2171. TRUCK DETAILS, Wheels; Steel-tired Wheels. .jE35G

Names of Paets ; Fig. 2167.

A. Steel Tire.

B. Wheel-centre (cast-iron). *

C. Packing.

E. Retaining-lip.

G. Wheel-centre Flange.

H. Cover-plate.

Fig. 2166.

Wheel-centre, showing Corrugations

Lugs and Flange, with lip en-

tering groove in tire.

Fig. 216S.

Tire. Shelving Corrugations and Pits.

Atwood Hemp-packed Wheel.

Names of Parts ; Figs. 2169-71.

Skeleton, or Hub.

Back Face-plate.

Front Face-plate.

Tire, with Inner Ring.

Tire-bolts.

Hub-bolts.

Fig. 2169 Fig 2171.



TRUCK DETAILS, Wheels; Steel-tired Wheels. Figs. 2174-2180

Names of Parts; Figs. 2174-76.

Tire, with Internal Flange.

Skeleton, or Wheel-centre.

Packing Blocks.

Paeking-block"Pockets.

Radial Arms.

Fig. 2174, Fig. 2175.

Thomas Steel-tired Wheel.

Steel Wheel, with Tike and Mansell Betaming-rings.
1. Retaining-ring. 2. Tire-bolt. 4. Wheel-centre. 5. Tire.

Fig. 2179.

Section.

Wrought-iron Wheel, milh Tire. (Old Style.)

2. Tire-bolt. 4. Wheel-centre. 5. Tire.



Figs. 2181-2188. TRUSSES; Typical Forms of. £358

TRUSSES.

Fig. 2181.

King-post Truss.
b 14

Fig. 3185.

Pratt or Whipple Truss.

See also "Bastard Pratt " in Dictionary.)

Names of Parts of Trusses
;

Figs. 2181-2188.

1. Truss-rod.

2. Truss-rod Washer.

3. Truss-rod Bearing.

3'. Truss-rod, Saddle.

4. Truss-block.

5. King-post.

6. Queen-post.

7. Skeicback.

8. Brace.

9. Couuterbrace.

10 Brace-rod.

11. Couuterbrace Rod.

12. Pos/.

13. Top Chord.

14. Lower Chord.

15. Vertical Bod.

14

Ms. 2182.

King-post Truss.

I
1l

Fig. 2183.

Queen-post Truss.

14

Fig. 2184.

Queen-post Truss.

b 14

Fig. 2186.

Howe Truss.

(See also " Bastard Howe '' in Dictionary.)

Fig. 2187.

Trussed-beam.

Fig. 2188.

Trussed-beam.

(J/i addition to the above there is a form oj truss in which both tension and compression members are inclined at an equal angle, which

is'Jcnown to bridge engineers as the Warren or Triangular truss, and has been applied to car-building in the New York, West Shore rv

Buffalo standard freight car. Figs. 97-101.1







Adveetisements.

[See the Index to Advertisements following the Preface.]



These Cuts are from the MEDAL awarded to

D. A. HOPKINS.

FOR THE

BEST GU JOURNAL BEARINGS.

These Journal Bearings

CARS AND LOCOMOTIVES

Are Perfectly Self-Fitting and are the Best Made.

3D. .A.. HOFICIITS,

PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER. U3 Liberty Street, New York,

HOLDS HIMSELF RESPONSIBLE FOR AND GUARANTEES ALL BEARINGS SOLD BY HIM

AS "HOPKINS' STANDARD."



F. W. DEVOE & CO.,
Cor. Fulton and William Streets, New York.

(ESTABLISHED 1852.)

MANUFACTURERS OP

STANDARD COACH COLORS,
STANDARD VARNISHES,

= STANDARD BRUSHES,
As Used by all the Principal Railroads of the United States.

ARTISTS' MATERIALS. MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. ENGINEERING GOODS.

COFFIN, DEVOE & CO.. 176 Randolph Street, Chicago.

ESTABLISHED 1827.

EDWARD SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE RAILWAY VARNISHES AND COLORS.

1 8 27

PRIMING, FILLING AND GROUND ROUGH STUFF.

THE BEST SYSTEM OF CAR PAINTING.

158 William Street, New York.



GEO. WESTINGHOUSE, JR. T.W.WELSH, JOHN CALDWELL, W. W. CARD, H. H. WEST1NGHOUSE,
President. Supt. Treasurer. Secretary. General Manager.

THE WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., U. S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC BRAKE.

The WESTINaHOUSE AUTOMATIC BRAKE is now
in rise on 15,000 engines and. 125,000 cars in all parts of the

world. This includes 45,000 freight cars.

The WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC BEAKE is the only
continuous brake that has been successfully used on freight

trains.
THE AUTOMATIC BRAKE will, in consequence of its quick application, stop a train in the least possible distance.

THE A UTOMATIC BRAKE on freight trains, as iti passenger service, applies itself instantly to all parts of the train in the event
of the train breaking into two or more parts, a feature of great importance in view of the statistics published in the Railroad
Gazette, which show conclusivelv that a majority of the collisions are caused by the breaking in two of trains. (See Railroad
Gazette, Feb. 12, 1886, page 113.)

THE A UTOMATIC BRAKE also applies itself to every ear in the train, in the event of any accident to the brake apparatus
of such a nature that it would render any non-automatic continuous brake inoperative.

THE AUT0MA1 IC BRAKE can be applied from the rear or from any portion of the train, if desired.

THE AUTOMA TIC BRAKE will effect an increase of at least twenty -five per cent, in the efficient value of freight rolling stock,

owing to the quicker time that can be made on the road, and the avoiding of delay at stations and sidings. Freight trains carrying
perishable goods are being daily run on passenger schedules.

THE A UTOMA TIC BRAKE, applied to freight cars, avoids the flattening of wheels and effects a yearly saving, in this item
alone, nearly equal to the first cost of the apparatus.

THE A UTOMATIC BRAKE will prevent a greater part of the accidents to freight trains which form so large an item of expense
in railway management.

THE A UTOMATIC BRAKE will save employes from the danger and exposure to whieh they are now subjected, having to ride
on the tops of ears in cold and stormy weather, and often sacrificing their lives in the discharge of their duties.

THE A UTOMATIC BRAKE is simple in construction and operation, and cheaply maintained, the working parts being combined
in one piece of mechanism.

THE AUTOMATIC BRAKE is not an experiment, but is the result of many years of practical experience, and its capabilities
are well known to all railway managers.



S. M. DODD, President. E. L. ADREON, Sec'y and Treas.

JNO. B. GRAY, Vice-President. NEW Y0RK ° FFtCF- 160 Broadway, GEO. H. POOR, Superintendent.
JNO. B. GRAY, Vice Pres.

n-»PHE

AMERICAN BRAKE COMPANY

st. Louis, :m:o.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

LOCOMOTIVE and TRAIN BRAKES.

DRIVER BRAKES
Furnished to operate either by steam or air, for any class or style of locomotive. Our standard outside equal-

ized pressure driver brake insures equal wear upon all shoes and tires by equally distributing the power upon

all the wheels.

As an auxiliary safety appliance on passenger engines, our steam brakes are rapidly coming into use.

Taking steam directly from the boiler, they can ahcays be relied upon, a great advantage over devices which

are dependent upon auxiliary mechanism.

Our brakes are in service on three hundred different railroads, and wherever used are acknowledged to

be the simplest, cheapest (both first cost and maintenance) and most efficient power brake in use, giving

maximum braking power with minimum wear to parts of engine.

Patents favorably passed upon by both railway associations, and are fully guaranteed by us.

CATALOGUES AND FULL INFORMATION FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



GEO. WESTTNGHOUSE, Jr., President.

A. T. KOWAND, Secretary.

ROBERT PITCAIRN. Treasurer. C. H. JACKSON, Vice-President.

W. T. TAGGARr, Supt. ELMER L. WHITE, Asst. Secretary.

THE

STANDARD CAR HEATING & VENTILATING CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

-FIG. 2
O O O

STEAM HEATING AND VENTILATING APPARATUS
FOR. RAILWAY CARS.

NON-FREEZING. NO DRIP, CONDENSATION BEING RETURNED TO LOCOMOTIVE, AND AUTOMATIC COUPLINGS.

Now in use on several ot the most important Railway Lines of the Country. Full information and catalogue upon application.

OFFICE AND "WORKS,

DUQUESNE "WAY AND .GARRISON ALLEY, PITTSBURGH, PA.



The Janney Coupler

FOE

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT CARS.

THE McCONWAY & TORLEY CO,,

FOI(TY-EflHTH gTf^EET lfB\ r\LLE(jHENY ^ALLEY \\,

PITTSBURGH, F»A.,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS.
See in body of this book, definition of " Janney Coupler " and engravings there referred to.



K
HALE & KILBURN'S

hic
b
h
aok TILTING CAR SEAT.

RATTAN. Over 10,000 Sold in the two Seasons Prior to June, 1888, PLUSH

New York Central

Baltimore & Ohio.

Duluth.S. Shore &At.

Grand Rapids & Ind

55 Cars.
I

Phila. ge Reading .. 65 Cars.

29 " New York & New Eng. 27 "

20 " Louisville & Nash... 23 "

8 "
I
Illinois Central 6

N. Y.. L. E. & West.. 41 Cars

Lehigh Valley 23 "

Fitchburg R.R 13 "

Old Colony R.R .... 5 "

Tliese Bgui-es do not Include the THOUSANDS OF SEATS on tlie

Pennsylvania and many other Roads.

No Car Seat in the History of Railroading Can Equal its Record.

ALSO EXTENSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF

Parlor Car Chairs, with Patent Detachable Back and Seat, Folding Beds for Private

Cars and Family Use, Patent Spring Edge Seat Springs, zvith Frame Com-

plete, Patent Elastic Top Sectional Back and Seat Springs.

COBB'S ELLIPTIC SEAT AND BACK SPRINGS,
RATTAN AND PLUSH REVERSIBLE SEATS, COMPLETE AND IN PARTS,

RATTAN AND CARPET STREET CAR SEATS, COMPLETE AND IN PARTS.
RATTAN SUBURBAN AND SMOKING CAR SEATS, ELEVATED STYLE.

ALSO SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED PATENT CANVAS-LINED RATTAN SEAT COVERING, THE STRONGEST IN THE WORLD.

STANDARD ELASTIC STEEL-TOP SPRINC SECTION.
This new Elastic Steel-Top Seat and Back Spring is now fast substituting the slatted-top device, so universally in use throughout the

country.

We feel warranted in recommending this new spring as being in every way fully equal (and in some points far superior) to the old one,

among which may be mentioned its more elastic qualities, combined with greater strength and durability.

The record for this style of spring is, indeed, very great. Over 300,000 spring sections were sold last year, the Pullman Company alone

using over 100,000 of them. This does not include the enormous amount of Spring-Edge Seats made and sold to that company and others.

CORRESPONDENCE FROM RAILROAD COMPANIES AND CAR BUILDERS CONCERNING STYLES, PRICES,
ETC., WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.

THE HALE & KILBTJKN MANUFACTURING CO.
FACTOK1E8: OFFICES:

615, 617, 619 and 621 FILBEET STEEET, 48 and 50 N0ETH SIXTH STEEET,
PHILADELPHIA. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

GEORGE E SMALL, Traveling' Ag-ent.
S. H. HUBBARD, Resident Agent, Room No. 5, Grand. Pacific Hotel, CHICAGO, ILL.



AAKON FRENCH, Chairman.
JULIUS E. FRENCH, Vice-Chairman.

GEORGE W. MORRIS,
General Manager.

D. C. NOBLE, Sec'y and Treas.

P. N. FRENCH, General Supt.

THE A.FRENCH SPRING CO.
(LIMITED),

PITTSBURGH, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BEST QUALITY OF CRUCIBLE CAST STEEL

Elliptic and Spiral Springs
OK ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Office and Works, 21st & LIBERTY STREET.

AGENCIES:
NEW YORK : 88 Boreel Building. BOSTON: 52 Mason Building. CHICAGO : 408 Phenk Building.

PUGH & RUSSELL, General Agents, Street Railway Dept., New York and Chicago.



'HOOPES & TOWNSEND,
MANUFACTURERS OF

MACHINE AND CAR BOLTS,
WOOD OR LAG SCREWS

Plow and Button Head Bolts?,

"KEYSTONE
^BOILER RIVETS^

MADE IN SOLID DIES.

PATCH BOLTS,

WASHERS,

BRIDGE RIVETS.

Finished
Case-Hardened

Nuts.

RAILROAD
TRACK BOLTS.

COLD PUNCHED SQUARE AND HEXAGON NUTS
Chamfered and Trimmed, with Drilled Holes.

PLAIN COLD-PUNCHED NUTS
FOR CABS AND UNFINISHED WORK.

TANK AND COOPERS' RIVETS, BRIDGE RODS, SHIP RIVETS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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FERNOLINE
THE GREAT WOOD PRESERVATIVE.

Now being used by Pennsylvania

Railroad; Louisville & Nashville;

New York, Lake Erie & Western;

and over 40 other railroads in this

and foreign countries.

N B.—Fernoline may be applied

icith a brush, or the lumber may

be soaked.

LUMBER
after being

soaked in

FEMOLINE. I FERNOLINE.

MAN"DFACTXJEED OTTLY :BST THE!
FERNOLINE CHEMICAL COMPANY, 18 Broadway, New York.
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SIMPLE ^EFFICIENT DUST GUARD
THAT CAN BE APPLIED TO

ANY AXLE OR AXLE=BOX,

\

WILL

EXCLUDE DUST, RETAIN OIL, PREVENT HEATING
AND

REDUCE WEAR UPON JOURNALS AND JOURNAL BEARINGS
TO THE MINIMUM.

FULL INFORMATION FURNISHED BY

W. S. G. BAKER,
P. O. Box No. 176. Fulton Junction, Baltimore, Md., U. S. A.
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W. S. G. BAKER, President and Treasurer.
J. PAUL BAKER, Secretary

STEEL TIRED METAL WHEEL

The Tire is fitted by shrinkage, and it is so set

that it is supported by the body or centre upon

its outer edges and not upon its inner sur-

face directly opposite where the load is

applied, whereby whatever yielding

or resilient qualities there may

be in the Tire would be suit

ably available for diminish

ing jars and shocks in

the practical use of

the Wheel.

This Wheel

embodies all features

of strength and safety at-

tained by any other Tired

Wheel, and can be re-tired with

minimum expense in railroad com-

panies' own shops, or any ordinary

machine shop, avoiding delays and ex-

pense incident to returning them to the man-

ufacturers.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Xhe baltin1o:re Car Wheel com]PANY,

FULTON JUNCTION, BALTIMORE, MD., U. S. A. "
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JAMES JIcMILLAN, President. W. K. ANDEESON, Treas. JAS. McGREQOR, General Superintendent.

HUGH McMILLAN, Vice-Pres. and Gen. Manager. JOSEPH TAYLOR, 2d V.-P. GEO. O. BEGG. Pur. Agt.

W. C. McMILLAN, Sec'y. R. E. PLUMB, Gen. Agt.

MICHIGAN CAR COMPANY,
DETROIT, MICHIGAN,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Railroad, Refrigerator and Freight Cars,

CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE WHEELS, CASTINGS AND FORGINGS, CAR AXLES

AND COUPLING LINKS AND PINS.

DAILY CAPACITY:

Car Works, 35 Freight Cars; Foundries, 425 Wheels and 100 Tons Castings; Forge, 150 Axles

and 20 Tons Links and Pins.
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THE

ROCHESTER CAR WHEEL WORKS,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Railroad Car Wheels
OF BEST QUALITY.

WM. H. BARNTJM,

President.

CHAS. T. CHAPIN,

Sec. and. Treas.
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Peckham-Richards

Patent Steel Tired Metal Car Wheel

The Strongest, Safest, Most Durable and. Economical Metal Oar
"Wheel Manufactured.

->#iFflE + 6NM + MET^Ii -f CH% + WJIEEIi 4- WITfl + fl + I^DI^Ii + JIBBED + CEJWI^E. *«-

CAN BE RE-TIRED IN ANY RAILROAD SHOP.

COST PER MILE LESS THAN ANY OTHER STEEL TIRED METAL WHEEL.

FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, PRICE LISTS AND BLUE PRINTS APPLY TO

THE PECKHAM PAPER CAR WHEEL COMPANY, 239 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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PECKHAM'S PATENT PAPER CAR WHEELS.
With Independent Paper Cored Centres, Standard Steel Tires and Wrought Iron Retaining Rings. The

Strongest, Safest and Most Durable and Economical Car Wheels Manufactured.

Our Standard Steel

Tire will fit any of our

Standard Wheels.

COACH.

Wheels can be Re-

tired at any Railroad

Shop.

FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, PRICE LISTS AND BLUE PRINTS APPLY TO

TflE pE^HAM pApEf^ dAR WjlEEL ^Kp, 239 BPoadWaiJ, Jew Yori(.
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POST & COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

INTERIOR CAR TRIMMINGS.

We have lately in-

creased our facilities

for turning out CAR
TRIMMINGS, and

have added a great

many

NEW DESIGNS
OF

LAMPS, RACKS,

LOCKS, ETC.

Shall give all fa-

vors intrusted with

us our very best at-

tention, and send

out none other than

first-class work.

In addition to our

general line of car

trimmings, we manu-

facture the following

specialties ;

Locomotive Headlights,

Railroad Switch Locks,

Railroad Switch Lamps,

Conductors' Lanterns,

and other articles

commonly used in

every-day railroad

business.

KO 62 H. & S. LAMP, PATENTED.

Special Patterns Designed to Order, and Furnished in Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized, Etc.

POST & CO., Cincinnati, O, U.S.A.
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DAVID FLEMING, President.

W. r. HILDRUP, Jr., Sec'y.
JOHN MURPHY, Agent.

W.T.HILDRUP, Gen. Mang'r. & Treas.

GEO. G. BOYER, Supt

p&roigbnflj Car1

IVJanufacturmg Company,

HARRISBURG, PENNA.

Box, (tondola Flat, Gravel, Ore, Coal, Mine and Hand Cars.

-McOIL TANK CARS A SPECIALTY. aM-

CAE WHEELS.
CAR, BRIDGE AND RAILROAD CASTINGS. FORGINGS OF ALL KINDS FOR CAR, BRIDGE

AND OTHER PURPOSES. REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS PROMPTLY DONE.

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE DEPARTMENT.
M. E. HERSHEY, SUPT.

Manufactures all kinds of Steam Engines, both Portable and Stationary,

-wjcROAD ROLLERS AND TRACTION ENGINES A SPECIALTY. #-«-

SAW MILLS, SEED DRILLS, WHEEL CULTIVATORS, ETC.
OIL TANKS AND GENERAL BOILER WORK.
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RICHARD DUDGEON,
24 AND 26 COLUMBIA STREET, NEW YORK,

-MAKER AND PATENTEE 0F-

Crank-pin~and Small Wheel Press.

Improved Hydraulic Jacks,
Punches, Roller- Tube Expanders and Direct-Acting Steam Hammers. Jacks for pressing on

Car Wheels or Crank Pins. Cimmunicctions by letter will receive prompt attention.
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"SS

1

i«BFF_ESldZLfiya
T/EI-OCIPEDE WO.
'V THREE PIVEF

.A.XX Styles.

RAILWAY STAND PIPES.

OUT-OUT SWITOBE8. m

THE UNITED STATES ROLLING-STOCK COMPANY.
Works, Megewisch, near Chicago, 111.; Urbana, Ohio; Anniston, Ala,, and Decatur, Ala.

OFFERS FOR LEASE TO RAILROADS, FREIGHT LIMES, MINING COMPANIES AND OTHERS,

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES AND FREIGHT CARS OF ALL KINDS,
And is prepared to

BUILD FOR LEASE AND ON CONTRACT FOR CASH, OR UNDER THE CAR TRUST SYSTEM,
Such Rolling Stock as may be required.

General Offices, 35 Wall St., 1ST. Y. A. HEGEWISCH, President.

THE IRON CAR COMPANY,
115 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS AND LESSORS OF

HIGH CLASS FREIGHT CARS.
Capacity, 60,000 lbs. and Upwards.

LIGHTEST, STRONGEST aDd MOST DURABLE CARS ever built. Thousands in successful operation on leading railroads.

TERMS OF LEASE. -One Cent per mile, with guaranteed minimum mileage of 8,000 miles per annum.
For fuller information and photographs apply to

THE IRON CAR COMPANY, 115 Broadway, New York.
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THE BAKER HEATER CO.,
SOLE PROPRIETORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

THE FIRE PROOF AND THE PERFECTED

Baker Car Heater,
Which is the original Baker Car Heater, with Twenty Notable Improvements.

Also Manufacturers of the Original Baker Heater and all Repairs for the same.

OFFICE, 549 WEST THLETY-THIED 8TEEET,
W. C. Baker, Pres. N EW YORK. F. H. Andrews, Sec. and Treas.

Frank H. Andrews.

in, inis ill BfHi Castings.

545 West 3 3D Street,

WORKS, 535 to 551 W. 33D AND)
538 to 552 W. 34TH Streets. [ NEW YORK.
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The Dayton Manufacturing Company, Dayton, Ohio,
fc

- - - - _ - ;
:

--,-.-,.. - ,
- -.-_ ... - - - ._ - _

-
. igagj MAKERS OF

. -jj Railway Car

Trimmings.

I HEAD[ LIGHTS.

IB SWITCH
dj§^ and

~M C^j? LOCKS.

-H C^.ff LAMPS

lyyfcg^ c^-ff 5£.4 7-5.

HEAD
LININGS.

CAR FUR-
NISHINGS.

EdTAELISHBD X83B

J. TAYLOR GAUSE, Pres.

H. T. GAUSE, Vice-Pres. and Sec.

SAMUEL K. SMITH, Treas.

INCORPORATED 1S6V.

THE HARLAN k HOLLIGSWORTH CO. ——«
Wilmington, Del.

) Rooms 84 & 86, Boreel Building-,

115 BROADWAY.

' ?Tr~J^ .pJ^CT* |w*J'i ' 'pnirv |f\L**V~. fff^i*" |^5JP* IK.

iiiif
" Lv^

^"ra S^i+t^H iSfEP
MANUFACTURERS OF

Dinitti, Parlor, Drawing Room, Sleeps, Passenpr, Bauap and Mail Cars of Every Description.

SECTIONAL WORK FOR EXPORTATION A SPECIALTY.

Address all communications to THE HARLAN S» HOLLINGSWORTH CO.
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EICHAED YOSE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

GKR^DCATED SPRINGS,
ADAPTED TO

FREIGHT. PASSENGER AND HORSE CARS AND LOCOMOTIVE TENDERS.—

M

Adopted as a

Standeard

by many leading

Railroads.

The only Per-

fectly Graduated

Spring in

the Market. ^

Also manufac-

turer of all the

various styles

of springs in use

under railway

cars.

iy BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK.
ESTAE LISHED 1S31.

JOHN STEPHENSON CO.

<LIMITED),

-47 E. 27TH ST., NEW YORK,

Street-Car Builders.

Superior Elegance,

Lightness and.

Durability.

The Result of 57 Years' Experience.

Adapted to all countries and cli-

mates, combining all valuable improve-

ments.

Shipped to foreign ports with great-

est care and at most favorable rates.
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VULCANIZED FIBRE FLEXIBLE DUST-GUARDS AND OIL-BOX COVERS.

SUPERIOR TO LEATHER OR ANY OTHER MATERIAL.

KEEP THE OIL IN THE CAR BOXES AND SAND AND DUST OUT OF THEM,

They are not affected by oil, grease, or petroleum ; do not cut the axles, as grit does not adhere to them ; keep

their shape well, and will outwear several leather ones. Cut to order of any desired

ibi thickness or pattern. Send drawing or sample for estimate. This material is abso-

lutely free from grit, and will not become brittle and break.

NOW IN USE ON MANY LEADING- railroads, giving
I

GENERAL SATISFACTION.

Master Car-Builders desiring to cut their own washers, can be furnished with Flexible

Sheet Goods of any desired thickness. Being uniform in quality and thickness, can

be cut without waste. Be sure to send for Samples and prices.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO, WTLMINQTON, DEL.
NEW YORK OFFICE: No. 14 DEY STREET.

John R. Whitney. ESTABLISHED 1847. James S. Whitney.

A_. Whitney & Sons,
Car Wheel Works,

Philadelphia, Penn., TJ. S. .A.

Chilled and Steel Tired Wheels,
Foe Engines, Passenger and Freight Cars.

Chilled Wheels,
For Street, Mine, Furnace, Construction, Logging and Plantation Cars.

AXLES of Iron and Steel, JOURNAL BOXES, CAR CASTINGS.
CASTINGS, CHILLED or NOT CHILLED, of WHEEL IRON.
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THE MIDVALE STEEL GO.

(kcible \ Open-Heai'th pteel.

THE

OFFICE:

220 S. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

WORKS AND OFFICE :

NICETOWN,

Philadelphia, Pa.

MANUFACTURE SPECIALLY

LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR WHEEL

TIKES.
QUALITY AND EFFICIENCY FULLY GUARANTEED.

WORKS : LEWISTOWN, PA.
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Cast Steel Works

FRIED. KEUPP,
ESSEN, GERMANY.

American Office: 15 Gold Street, New York.

p. o. box S878.

Represented by THOMAS PROSSER & SON.

THE COWELL

Platform & Coupling Co,,

CLEVELAND, O.

These Works cover an area of 1,200 acres, employ about 18,000

men, have the most improved plant, and stand unique, from the

fact that they have their own Ore and Coal Mines, Blast Fur-

naces, etc. , and that every stage of manufacture is under their

own supervision, and are not (like others) dependent on the

open market for a miscellaneous assortment of crude material;

which m connection with 75 years experience enables them to

turn out a product of a very superior quality, second to none,

and at the same time the different grades of steel are always of

tohe same uniform quality.

Locomotive Tires, Steel-Tired Wheels, Crank-Pins,

and Steel Forgings up to 50 Tons.

Shafts,

STEEL OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FORGED, ROLLED,
ETC., INTO ANY FORM OR ARTICLE

DESIRED.

After a test of over 25 years, the " Krupp Tire" has proved

itself to be the best in the market, and parties intending to order

Locomotives would do well to insert in their specifications that

"Krupp Tires" be used on Drivers, and thereby obtain an article

which will give satisfaction.

Its Platforms make a CONTINUOUS FLOOR be-

tween moving cars.

Its Buffers ALWAYS in contact.

Its Couplings couple and uncouple EASILY on ANY

CURVE. They all work readily with the Miller

Together they run passenger trains STEADIER,

SAFER, more ECONOMICALLY to railroads and

COMFORTABLE to travelers than anything else

known. In proof thereof see them on VESTIBULE

CARS of the Wagner and Pullman Palace Car Co.'s,

and all Railroads using Vestibule Cars.

THE COWELL PASSENGER BUFFER, making

the CONTINUOUS FLOOR between cars, is abso-

lutely necessary to vestibule cars.

Send for circulars and prices.
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James L. Howard & Co,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Railway Car Supplies.
EVERY VARIETY OF

PARLOR, SLEEPING, AND DAY CAR TRIMMINGS,

IN

Bronze, Brass, Silver, Nickel and

Oxidized Metals.

CAR LAMPS.
Two and Four Light "HURRICANE,"

Two and Four Light 'STUDENT,"

Single-Light Center and Side Lamps,

Street-Car Hurricane Lamps,

Cable-Car Headlights.

PORCELAIN WARE.
Plain and Ventilating Urinals and Hoppers,

Patent Drip Pans and Pipes,

Plain and Marbleized Wash-Buwls.

Water-Saving and Anti-Freezing

Railway Car Water -Closet.

Importers of CAR PLUSHES.

SLEEPING-CAR BLANKETS,

COTTON WASTE.

STOff FLEIIBLE SHAFT CO., LIMITED

MANTrFACTrrHFRS OF

PORTABLE POWER DRILL PRESSES, PORTABLE
POWER TOOLS FOR REAMING AND TAP-

PING, PORTABLE POWER TOOLS FOR
PUTTING IN STA Y BOLTS, ETC.

2218-2224 Pennsylvania Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Vanderbilt & Hopkins,
lumber manufacturers,

Q

d

K

M

H

White Pine, Yellow Pine, Oak,
Cypress and Ash.

LUMBER SAWED TO ORDER.
RAILROAD TIES. CAR and RAILROAD LUMBER.

120 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.

!



STEEL

CHTINS
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FROM 1-4 TO 15,000 LBS. WEIGHT. True to

Of Every Description, 8™!5utr
,nd and sol,d

'
of ™w**«™**-*»>#™»-°*

FOR

T nPflMnWnri'O Such as Driving Wheels: Cross-Heads, Axle Boxes, Rocker Arms, Links. Blocks,

llU U Ullll) 1 1 V JjU i Driver Boxes, Piston Heads and Guide Yokes.

n A TJ CI i Such as Wheels and Tires, Buffers, Bumpers, Pedestals, Journal Boxes, Brake Blocks and
UfliUJ i Shoes, Brake and Ratchet Wheels, Seat Backs, Wedges, etc.

[Jin A pT7 , Switch Stands. Frogs, Frog Points, Reversible Frogs, Track Wrenches, Bridge Castings
lUiluJl i Rollers and Segments for Turn-Tables, etc.

WORKS : CHESTER, PA. SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICES.

Address: CHESTER STEEL GASTING-S COMPANY
OFFICE, 407 LIBRARY STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

ELECTRIC O J±FL LIGHTING
BY MEANS OF

ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATORS OR STORAGE BATTERIES,
In use on the following railroads :

Pullman's New York & Chicago Limited, Pennsylvania,
Pullman's Jacksonville Limited, New York, Lake Erie & Western,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Provincial Railway of
Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern, Buenos Ayres, S. A., and others.

For full particulars address THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR Co.,
4-1 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
TO

RAILROAD AND CUSTOM WORK.

Refined Air and Open Hearth Furnaces.

Correspondence Solicited..

PRATT & LETCHWORTH,
BXTFJEPALO, IN". Y.

PALMER, CUOTOTGEAM & CO., LIMITED,

Machinists', Railway Gar Manufacturing Supplies.

607 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Purchasing Agents will find it to their advantage to send for our Catalogue.
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